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f^EFACE.

A few preliminary remarks on the history, scope and contents

of the Garuda Puranam may be necessary. The Garuda

Puranam may be safely described as a sister work to the

Agni Puranam. Each of them treats of Para Vidya and Apara"

Vidya, secular knowledge and metaphysical truths, and par-

takes mure of the nature of a catechism of the then'prevailing

Brahmanism, or of what a Br^hmana was required to know at

the time, than of the Puranin proper, at least if we may be

admitted to look upon the Ramayana or the Mahabharatam as

the model of that class of literature. Superficially conforming

to the Rules of Pancha Sandhis, etc., the Garuda Puranam,

like its sister work, reflects but the knowledge of the

Brahmanical world at the time, and had its uses then as it

has even now.

Without doing violence to the antiquarian instinct,

we must say that it is quite futile to attempt to lay-

down the precise date of the composition of the Garuda

Puranam. Its name occurs in the Halayudha's Brahmancc

Sarvasvam. Chakrpani Dntta has quoted many a recipe

from it, and the Vishnu DharmottaraM, according to

several eminent authorities, orginally formed a portion of

the Garuda Puranam. All these [factors emphatically

demonstrate the fact that, the Garuda Puranam was in

existence even before the tenth century of the Christian Era.

On the contrary, we have reasons to believe that, hosts of

Puranas and Upapuranas were composed in the age of Brah-

manic renascence, which immediately followed the overthrow

pf Buddhism in India. The Garuda Puranm, like the Agnf,

Shiva, Padma, and the like Puranas, were the exponents of

the victorious Brahmanism, which, being inevitably divided into

schisms, tried to invest the tutelary deity of each sect with
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the attributes of supreme divinity or Brahma, and to equip its

members with a complete code of rituals, law and other neces-

sary informations regarding the incidents of every day life,

subservient to, and in conformity with, the Vedas and the

Vedic literature. Thus each schism or faction, or more

correctly, each Puranam, the scripture of each sect of special,

tutelary divinities, became a new school of law, medicine and

metaphysics, etc., re-instating the old errors of the Vedic

literature, as if to ignore the many advanced truths and

principles of the later day Buddhistic science, and to confirm

the victory of Brahmanism even in error and fallacy.

The description of the incidents of the life of Buddha,

however meagre and incidental it might be, and the

occurrence of the name of Sushruta in the medical portion

of the Garuda Puranam leaves not the slightest doubt that

its author was intimately acquainted with the Buddhistic

literature of the age, both medical and metaphysical. It is

a settled fact of history that the Sushruta Samhita, at least

the recension of the Sashruta Samhita by the Buddhist

Nagarjuna, was written in the second century before the birth

of Christ. Now, the Sushruta Samhita says that, the number
of bones in the human body is three hundred. The Vishnu
Smriti (Institutes of Vishnu) following the orthodox (Vedic)

non-medical opinion on the subject gives it as three hundred
and sixty-six. •

We know that Nagarjuna, fhe Buddhist redacter of

the Sushruta Samhita, mentioned in his recension of the
work that there are " three hundred bones in the human
organism, but the followers of the Vedas say that their

number is three hundred and sixty'' which tallies with
the number given in the Yajnavalkya Samhita. The Garuda
Puranam gives the number as the three hundred and sixty two
{Asthnam Dvyodhikam Proktam Sashthyadkika S'atatrayam)
—a sort of compromise between the Vedic and the Buddhistic
osteology, or between the dictates of conscience, imperatively
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urging the man to state the whole truth, and the pride of

conquest impelling him to set up a schism against truth. The

author of the Garuda Puranam, whoever he might be, must

have been sufficiently familiar with the works of Nagarjuna and

other Buddhistic Medical Acharyas so as to be fully convinced

of the truth of their statement, and attempted to make the

Vedic number of skeletal bones as near to the truth as possible.

This fact serves to throw a new light upon the date of the

composition of the Garuda Puranam. It unmistakably points

to a period of history when the victorious Brahmanism once

more attempted to restore the teachings of the Vedas in their

pristine glory, and the truths of the Buddhistic science or

metaphysics .were still too potent a factor to be ignored or

lightly dismissed—>a fact which supports our contention and'

lends a plausible colour to the view we have adopted as

regards the probable date of the composition of the Garuda.

The second question, that confronts us, is the purity of the

text, i.e., whether the Garuda Puranam, as we now possess

it, is what it was originally written by its author ; or whether

its bulk has been considerably increased by subsequent'

additions ? In the first Chapter we learn that, the Puranam

consists of eight thousand and eight hundred verses, and the

subjects dealt with therein are creation of the universe, Pujas,

Holy pools and shrines, Cosmogony and Geography, Ages of

Manus, Duties of different social orders, Gift-making, Duties

of kings, etc., Laws, Vratas, Royal dynasties, Therapeutics

with ^Etiology, Vedangas, Pralaya, Laws of Virtue, desire,

and money, and Knowledge (of Brahma and external things).

These then were the main themes that were originally dealt

with in the Garuda Puranam, and we may say that this was so-

1 in the light of the principle of Adhydya Samprav'tkhUga (classi-

fication of chapters: which forms one of the cardinal rules in-

forming the plan of a Sanskrit work. We regret to say that,

manv things, having no legitimate connection with the maitv

theraes of this Puranam, nor having a direct bearing thereon,
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have been added to it, and a large mass of original matter has

been expunged from it so as to bring it within the compass of

the eight thousand and eight hundred Slokas, as laid down in

the introductory chapter. Thus we see that the Pretakhanda

or Vishnu-dharmottara was added to it by way of an appendix,

and the reason of these successive accretions to the text

can be easily understood if we consider that, the Garuda

Puranam, like the Agni, etc., although originally a compen-

dium of the available Brahminical knowledge, and rituals, pur-

sued and followed by the Vaishnava section of the community,

came to gather in many tributaries from the other branches

of Brahmanic thought and religion, as the distinction between

the sect of Vishnu and other sects of S'iva and Sakti etc., came

to be less marked and pronounced, and the points of differ-

ence or antagonism between them were more rounded off.

Thus we see many Tantrik rites and Mantras such as, the

Tripura Vidya, Nityaklinna Vidya were introduced into the

Garuda Puranam, one of the Scriptural Puranas of Vaishna-

vism ; and the Preta-kkanda, which we find invariably appen-

ded to the Puranam in many of the manuscripts, does but re-

flect the necessity of [subsequently adding to it a treatise on

funeral rites, or on punishment and reward after death accor-

ding to one's deserts, 'only to enhance the utility of the work

as "a book of reference in every day life, as the members of

the sect began to be more bigoted and averse to reading reli-

gious works, or Puranas dedicated to the tutelary gods of

other sects. It requires nothing more than an average intellect

to detect that the part under reference (Preta-Khanda) is

manifestly an interpolation, inasmuch as the subject has been

already dealt with in chapters on S'raddha-vidhi, Papa-
Chinha Lakshanam and Prayaschitta, etc., and the insertion

of a more detailed and elaborate dissertation on the subject

under the style of Preta-Khanda is an unnecessary repetition

and re-opening of a finished discourse {Samapta Punaratta*

to) which is bad both in reason and rhetoric We have
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attempted to expunge all spurious portions, or passages of

questionable authenticity from the text in the light of the

reasons stated above, and tried to restore it to its original

form as far as possible after the progress of so many centuries

since it first saw the light.

We may be asked the rationale of our conduct in under-

taking the English translation of the Garuda Puranatn. The
question is natural enough, if the work is nothing but a com-

•pendium of Brahmanic rituals and mysteries, what is the

profit of disinterring it from beneath the oblivion which it so

unqualifiedly deserves. Our answer is that, in addition to the

many mystic rites and practices, which legitimately fall within

the range of studies in spiritualism, the Garuda Puranam

contains three Samhitas, viz., the Agastya Samhita, the

Brihaspati Samhita (Nitisara), and the Dhanvantari Samhita;

any one of which would give it a permanent value, and accord

to it an undying fame among the works of practical Ethics or

applied medicine. The Agastya Samhita deals with the forma-

tion, crystallisation and distinctive traits of the different preci-

ous jems, and enumerates the names of the countries from which

our forefathers used to collect those minerals. The cutting,

polishing, setting, and appraising, etc., of the several kinds of

jems and diamond, as they were practised in ancient India,

can not but be interesting to artists and lay men alike, and the

scientific truths, imbedded in tjie highly poetic accounts of

their origin and formation, 'shall, we doubt not, be "welcomed

even by the present day mineralogists, if they only care to

look through the veil and to see them in their pure and native

nuditity. In these days of Oriental research, it is quite within

the possibilities of every ardent enquirer to make himself

acquainted with the terms and technicalities of the science

of our Rishis, and we are confident that any labour he may

bestow on the subject in connection with the Agastya Samhita

will be remunerated a hundred-fold.

The next Samhita in the Garuda Puranam is the Brihaspati
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Samhits, commonly known as the Nitisara, in which we find

observations on practical conduct and a knowledge of human

nature, which strongly remind one of Bacon's essays and in

corrrparision with which the Sarrrhita gains one or two points

more, not to speak of its excellent poetry and harmony. Tn

the ^Etiological portion of the EXhanvantari Sarahita, one is

astonished to find that in " certain types of fever the blood

undergoes a sort of chemical change which produces the

morbific factors of the disease, that in haemoptisis the

blood comes from the spleen, [liver or the blood-vessels

(facts unknown to the Nidanist, Madhava), that there is a kind

of parasites that produces leprosy, and cutaneous affections in

general," facts which, it was but yesterday, that the science of

the west have gained access to. The therapeutical portion of

the Samhita contains many excellent remedies which can not

but benefit man in the art of living a long, healthy life. It is

almost impossible for us to give within such a small compass;

even the faintest glimpse of the splendid truths that lie scatter-

ed through the pages of this noble Puranam
; enough if we

conclude our remark with the saying that, it broadens the
vision of a man into regions where systems and worlds
are but bubbles and atoms, and enables him to consolidate his

amity with those profound realities, which encompass " being
and becoming" in every -.plane of existence, or at least helps
him to lift up the veil of the Nature's workshop and to catch
a view, however slight and momentary, of the nature and
essence of things.

,}
Calcutta,

-,. .. . \ M. N. DUTT.
Ihe 12th June, igo8.



THE

GARUDA PURANAM.

CHAPTER I.

I SALuTE the One Supreme, without birth, decay or end,

identical with knowledge, great, auspicious free from impuri-

ties, without beginning, devoid of elemental body and actions,

stationed in all creatures, Hari, freed from impurity and

illusion and present everywhere. With mind, speech and

actions I do always salute Hari, Rudra, Brahma, the lord of

Ganas and the goddess Sarajwati. Having- adored and

lauded the poet Suta, well-versed in Puranas, of a quiet

nature, the master of all scriptures, devoted ' to Vishnu and

high-souled when he came to the forest of rfaimisha while

-making a pilgrimage to sacred shrines and seated on a holy

seat was meditating on the sinless
p

Vishnu, the great Rishis,

-Sounaka and others, dwelling in the forest of Naimishi,

• having' asceticism for their wealth, of quiescent souls, efful-

gent like the sun and ever engaged in the celebration of

..sacrifices, said.

.The Rishis.said :—O Suta, thou art informed of every

thing and therefore we ask you:— Amongst the celestials
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who is Iswara and who is worthy of adorations ? Who should

be meditated on ? Who is the creator of the universe ? Who

protects it and who destroys it? From whom proceeds

religion ? Who suppresses the wicked ? With what vowed

observances is he pleased ? By what yoga can he be obtained ?

What are his incarnations and what is his family ? Who
has instituted the various castes and orders and who pro-

tects them? O Suta, thou of great intellect, do thou

describe unto us, all this and every thing else, the most

excellent themes about Narayana.

SuTA said :—I will describe the Garuda Purana, the

essence of all accounts relating to Vishnu. Formerly Garuda

described it to Kashyapa and I myself had heard it

from Vyasa. The Lord Narayana alone is the lord of

all the lords of the deities, the great soul and the great

Brahma ; from him proceeds birth &c. For the protection

of the universe Vasudeva, without birth and death,

assumes various incarnations by his body, namely that of

Koumara and others. Having undertaken the incarnation of

Koumara and lived in the celestial region the first deity Hari,

O Brahman, practised the most difficult vow of celebacy with-

out any break. Secondly having assumed the Boar-form the

lord of sacrifices, for the general well-being, released and

held up the earth sunk deep under the nether region. Thirdly

for the creation of the Rishis, he, assuming the form of a

Brahma Rishi, performed Sattwik (pervaded by the'quality

of goodness) actions from which alone proceed desireless

actions. Then for protecting righteousness, Hari, assum-

ing the form of Nara Narayana, practised hard penances. He
was then adored by the celestials and Asuras. His fifth incar-

nation was Kapila, the lord of Siddhas* who expounded unto

* Inspired seers. A Siddha is a semi-divine being supposed to be
of great purity and holiness characterised by Siddhis or eight super-
natural faculties or perfections.
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the celestials the Sankhya * which ascertains the Tattwas or

elementary particles which had been lost in time. In his

sixth incarnation he was born as the son of Atri and com-

municated [to Alarka, Pralhada and others, the knowledge of

Anwikshiki (metaphaysics) obtained by him from Anass$t»

His seventh incarnation, in the Sayambhuva Manwantara, was

Yajna, the will-begotten child of Akuti, who performed

sacrifices in the company of the celestials. In his eighth

incarnation he was born as the powerful son of Nabhi from

Merudevya. Adored of all the orders he pointed out to men
the real road. Solicited by Rishis he assumed the body of

Prithu as his ninth incarnation and the Brahmanas and

other creatures were revived by him with the milk of herbs.

When the Earth was submerged under water in the end of

the Chakshusa Manwantara he assumed the form of a Fish

and saved the Manu Vaivaswata by placing him on a boat.

In his eleventh incarnation the Lord, in the shape of a tortoise,

held on his back the mount Mandara with which the celestials

and Asuras churned the ocean. In his twelfth incarnation as

well as in the thirteenth in the form of a woman he stupified

the Asuras and pleased the celestials. Assuming the form of

a man-lion in his fourteenth incarnation he subdued the

Daitya chief by cutting his entrails with his fierce claws.

Assuming the form of a dwarf in his fifteenth incarnation he

went to the Sacrifice of Bali and praying for room for his

three feet obtained "it. Beholding the kings aggrandise the

Brahmanas in his sixteenth incarnation, he, filled with anger,

divested the earth of the Kshatriyas for twenty one times.

In his seventeenth incarnation he was begotton on Satyavati

by Parasara (as Veda-Vyasa) ; and seeing the feeble intellect

of the people he divided the Vedas. Then for accomplishing

* It is a system of philosophy ascribed to Kapila. It is called

Sankhya because it enumerates twenty-five Tattwas or principles. Ac-

cording to this system final liberation is obtained by a true knowledge o£

these principles.
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the work of the celestials he was born as a king (Rama),

built a bridge over the ocean and performed other feats, in

his nineteenth and twentieth incarnations the Lord was born

as
s Rama and Krishna and relieved the earth of her burden.

Then at the junction of the Kali yuga, for stupefying the

enemies of the celestials he was born as Buddha, the son of

Jina. In the period of the eighth junction (change of cycles),

when all the kings will be on the verge of destruction, he will

be born as Vishnujasa's son Kalki, the lord of the world.

Innumerable are the incarnations of Hari, the mine of Sattwa,

O twice-born ones. The prime Manus, the knowers of the

Vedas, are all said to have originated from Vishnu. From

them proceeded the work of creation. And they should be

adored with vowed observances and other rites. This Garuda

Purana consisting of eight thousand and eight hundred

verses Vyasa formerly narrated to me.

CHAPTER II.

The Rishis said :—Why .did Vyasa" describe to you the
Garuda Purana ? Do thou describe thus the most excellent
theme relating to Vishnu.

The Suta said :—In the company of the ascetics I had
gone to the hermitage of Vadarika. There I saw Vyasa
meditating on the great Ishwara. Having bowed unto him
I took my seat and accosted that foremost of ascetics
saying :

—

" Vyasa, relale unto me the form of Hari from which
has emanated the creation of the universe. Methinks, while
thou dost meditate on the Lord, thou must be knowing it."
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Hear, O Vipras,what he did relate on being thus ac'costed

by me.

VYASA said :—Hear, O Suta, I will recount the Purana

Guruda which Brahma described to me in the company .of

Narada, Daksha and others.

The Suta said :—How did Brahma relate the sacred

Purana Garuda, describing the true essence, unto thee when

united with Daksha, Narada and others.

VYASA said :—Having saluted Brahma who was residing

in the Brahmaloka, myself, Daksha, Narada, Bhrigu and

others said to him. " Describe unto us the quintessence (of

the sacred lore)."

BRAHMA said :—O VYASA, I will recount to you, the

Garuda Purada, the cream of sacred learning which Vishnu

described to me and Rudra formerly while in the company

of other celestials.

Vyasa said:—O Brahman, describe to me the Garuda

Purana, pregnant with great significance, the essence of all,

which Hari formerly described to Rudra while in the com-

pany of other celestials,

Brahma said :—With Indra and other celestials I had

gone to the mount Kailasha. There I saw Rudra engaged in

the meditation of the great station. Having saluted him

I addressed him, saying :
—"O Shankara, on what art thou

meditating? Save thee, I do not? know of a greater deity. Do
thou therefore describe untb me [the subject of thy medita-

tion] the quintessence [of the sacred learning] who, along

with the celestials, am anxious to listen to it."

RUDRA said :—! meditate on Vishnu, the great soul, the

Demiurgus, who gives all, who is present everywhere and

who resides in the hearts of all creatures. O grand-father,

my body is besmeared with ashes and my hairs have been

clotted. All my vowed observances are intended for the

adoration of Vishnu. I will describe him unto you, the

*ssence of all, on whom I Meditate. I meditale on the deity
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Hari, Vishnu, Jishnu, who is lotus-navelled and shorn of

a body ; who is purity, the source of purity ; who is the im-

personal self and the individual soul ; who is the great Ishwara

and unites all souls with himself. In him exist all the worlds

and elements and into him they enter. All the gunas

(qualities) and elements exist in that lord of elements as

pearls" are strung by a thread. He has a thousand eyes, a

thousand heads, a thousand thighs and a most beautiful

face. He is the minutest of the minute, the firmest

of the firm, the heaviest of the heavy and the best of

all that is good. In the words, letters, principal and minor

sacred lores and in the true Saman he is lauded as truth and

the author of true deeds. He is called the ancient Purusha

and Brahma amongst the twice-born. He is called Sankar-

shana in destruction. I therefore adore him in whom all these

worlds shine us the Shakula fishes in the water. He is the

divine law, the word (Qm), Brahma, the that, the existent and

non-existent and the supreme. The celestials, the Yakshas,.

the Rakshasas and the Pannagas adore him. Fire is his mouth,,

the heaven is his head, the sky is his navel and the earth is his.

feet and the sun and moon are his two eyes. I meditate on

him. I meditate on that deity whose breaths are the wind, in

whose belly the three worlds exist and' whose arms are the

divisions of the time. I meditate on that deity in whose

hairs are the clouds, and in the joints of whose body are the

four oceans. I meditate on that deity who is above time,,

who is above sacrifices, who is above the existent and non-

existent and who is the beginning and end of the universe.

I meditate on that deity from whose mind emanates the moon,

from whose eyes the sun and from whose mouth the fire. I

meditate on that deity from whose feet the earth is produced,

from whose ears the directions and from whose head the Div
(celestial region). I meditate on that deity from whom have

proceeded the works of principal and minor creations, the

various races, Manwantaras, and histories of the families.
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We will proceed to him, to witness the true essence, on whom
I do meditate.

1

Brahma said :—I was thus formerly addressed by Rudra-

Having lauded and saluted Vishnu, the dweller of the white

island (Shweta-dwipa) we sat calmly desirous of listening to

(the subject). From amongst us Rudra said to Vishnu, the

great Iswara:—"Describe to us the most essential of alt

essence ; we salute thee." What, O Vyasa, you have asked

me the Lord Bhava asked Vishnu in the hearing of myself and

other celestials.

RUDRA said :—O Hari, king of gods, tell uswho is the

god of gods ; who is Iswara ; who should be me"flBtated on ;

who should be adored ; with what vowed observances, the

great is propitiated ? With what religious observances, with

what process of self-restraint, with what form of adoration

and with what sort of conduct is He pleased ? What is his

form ? From what deity the universe has emanated and who

protects it ? What are his incarnations ? In whom the

world is dissolved ? From what deity proceed the works of

principal and minor creations, the various families and Man-

wantaras ? In whom do all these exist ? Do thou describe

all this and every thing else, O Hari. I

Then Hari described to Rudra the glories of the great

Iswara, the Yoga aad eighteen sorts of learning.

Hari said :—Hear, OJRudra, I will describe it, along with

Brahma and other celestials.

I am the god of gods, the lord of all the worlds. I am the

object of meditation and adoration and am lauded by the

celestials with panegyric verses. When I am worshipped by

men with self-restraint, vowed observances and good conduct

O Rudra, I grant them the most excellent stage.

I am the seed of the preservation of the world and I am
also the destroyer of the universe, O Shiva. O Hara, I am

also the suppressor of the wicked and the protector of

religion. With fish and other incarnations I do protect the
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earth. I am the import of the mystic formula and am en-

gaged in adoration and meditation. I am the creator of

heaven and I am myself the heaven, &c. I am the knower,

the hearer, the speaker and the object of speech. I am

all and the deity identical with all. I am the source of

worldly enjoyments and emancipation. I am the presents

of meditation and adoration ; I am the Mandalas, the

Itihasas, O Rudra. O Shiva, I am all the deities. O
Shambhu, I am all the forms of knowledge. I am at one

with Brahma, Shiva. I am Brahma, all the regions, and

identical with all the deities. I am the personification of

righteous conduct and the religion of Vishnu. I am the

Varnas (castes) and Ashramas (orders) and I am the ancient

religion. I am the process of regulation, that of self-restraint

and the various vowed observances, O Rudra. I am the sun,

the moon, and all the auspicious things. Formerly with

asceticism the bird Garuda had worshipped me on earth.

Pleased [with him I asked him to pray for a boon ; and he too

prayed for a boon.

Garuda said :— Hari, my mother Vinata had been made
a slave by the Nagas. Do thou so order, that I may bring

ambrosia after vanquishing the celestials, that I may release

her from slavery and that I may be thy carrier. Do thou so

order that I may be highly powerful, greatly strong, omni-

scient, the afflicter of the Nagas, .and the author of Puranas

and Samhitas.

Vishnu said :—What you have said, O Garuda, will all

be accomplished. You will : release your mother Vinata from

the Nagas. Having vanquished all the deities #nd others

you will bring ambrosia. You will be the highly powerful

carrier. By my favour you will be the author of the Purana,

describing my glories and forms. By your name it will be
celebrated on earth as Garuda. O son of Vinata, as I am
the God of gods and Shree is celebrated so the Garuda
Purana wiU be celebrated amongst all the Puranas. As I am
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worthy of being lauded so thou shalt be. Meditating on me
by your mind do you describe this Garuda Purana by your

bird mouth." Thus accosted, O Rudra, Garuda described it

to Kashyapa. Hearing the Garuda Purana Kashyapa revived

the burnt tree. Hearing yourself with fixed attention do

you revive others with your learning. " The bird, Om, Urn,

Swaha"—This is the great learning of Garuda. Hear, O
Rudra, the great Garuda Purana narrated by Garuda.

-:o:-

CHAPTER III.

SOTA said :—Thus did Rudra hear it from Vishnu
;

Brahma from Rudra ; from Brahma the ascetic Vyasa ; and

myself from Vyasa. And I relate it to you, O Shounaka, in

the forest of Naimisha. In the assemblage of the ascetics

have been described by me, the creation and the adoration

of the deities, the various sacred shrines, the wealth of the

world and the Manwantaras ; the duties of the various

Varnas (castes) and Ashramas (orders) ; the gifts, the regal

duties, the laws, vowed observances, families and the medical

science with a diagnosis of diseases ; the various auxilliary

sciences, the universal dissolution ; religious profit, desire,

worldly profit and the most excellent knowledge. The

illusory deeds, and those beyond the range of illusion, of

Vishnu have all been narrated in Garuda Purana. This

Garuda is Bkagavan.* By the favour of Vasudeva he

has been endued with great strength. Having become the

* It is an epithet applied to a god or demi-god or a great ascetic.

Literally the word means one endued with six qualities,—prosperity,

might, glory, splendour, wisdom and dispassion.
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carrier of Hari he is the instrument of creation &c. Having

vanquished the celestials Garuda brought ambrosia, by which

the appetite of the universe, lying in the belly of Hari, was

appeased. His very sight or recollection destroys the

serpents. Through Garuda Kashyapa revived all the burnt

trees. Garuda is Hari. He related it unto Kashyapa. The

auspicious Garuda Purana, when read, gives piety and all

objects. Hear, Shounaka, how Hari describe it unto

Rudra.

-:o:

CHAPTER IV.

RUDRA said :— Janarddana, do thou described the

primary and scondary creations, the families, Manwantaras

as well as the histories of the families.

Hari said :—Hear, Rudra, I will describe the old sport

of Vishnu, consisting of creation, preservation and destruc-

tion, which destroys all sins.

The Lord Vasudeva, void of passion, Nara-Narayana, is

the great Soul, Para Brahma, the creator and the destroyer

of the universe. All this exists in Him as both manifest and
unmanifest. He exists in the form of Purusha (male-being)

and Kala (Time). Vishnu is both manifest and unmanifest.

He is Purusha and Kala. Understand, his actions are like

those of a sportive child. He is without beginning, the

Creator; He is without end and Purusottama (the most
exalted of male beings). From him originate the unmani-
fest as well as the soul. From him emanate the intellect

mind, the Tattvvas (principles) ether, air, fire, water and earth.

Rudra, He is the golden egg and is himself his own end.
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The Lord assumes a body for the purposes of creation.

Having assumed the body of Brahma with four mouths,

parvaded by the quality of Rajas (darkness) he creates the

entire world, moveable and stationery. This entire universe

consisting of the celestials, Asuras and human beings lies

inside the egg. As Creator he creates the universe ; as

Vishnu he protects it ; and he destroys it in the end. Hari

himself is the destroyer. Having assumed the body of

Brahma Hari creates the universe and as Vishnu he protects

it. And assuming the form of Rudra the Lord destroys the

universe at the end of a Kalpa. When Brahma was engaged
in the work of creation, He, assuming the form of a boar,

held up with his tusks the earth sunk under water. Hear,

O Shankara, I will describe all in short beginning with the

first creation of the deity.

The first creation is Mahat or intellectual principle ; it is

simply a metamorphosis of Brahma. The second creation

is that of Tanmatras or the subtle elementary particles.

This is known as the creation of elements. The third is

called Vaikdrika or the creation of organs. This is the

(Prakrita) material or elementary creation originating from

intellect. The fourth is the primary creation—and all the

stationery bodies are known as primary creations. The next

is Tiryyaksrotas* who are otherwise called Tiryyakjonya i. e.

beasts &c. The sixth is the Urdhasrotasa\ which is called

the creation of the celestials. The seventh is the creation

of Arvakasrotas% or human beings. The eighth is the creation

of Anugrahas\ pervaded by the qualities of Sattwa (good-

ness) and Tamas (ignorance).

* Lit the stream of beings living according to nature.

f Lit the stream of beings tending upwards.

\ Cf. And as these eat by swallowing down they ate called

A rvaraskotasas.

§ A class of deities.
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These are the five orders of the Vaikarika (organic)

creation. There are three orders of the elementary and

organic creation. Koumara makes the ninth. O Rudra, there

are four orders of creation beginning with the celestials and

ending with the stationery creation.

While engaged in the work of creation Brahma first

procreated his mind-born sons. Then desirous of creating

the four classes of beings, viz the celestials, Asuras, Pitris

and human beings, all, going under the name of Amva he

adored his own self.* As the lord of beings, although

himself of unfettered soul, concentrated his soul, being

desirous of creating, passion overspread him and first from

forth his hips came out the Asuras. And then he renounced

his person surcharged with Tama or darkness ; and his dark-

ness, on being renounced by him, O Shankara, was converted

into Night. Having assumed another body he became desi-

rous of creating and felt delight. Then O Hara, came out

from the mouth of Brahma, the celestials surcharged with the

quality of Sattwa (goodness). On being renounced by him

his body, surcharged with the quality of Sattwa, was
converted into Day. Therefore it is that the Asuras are

powerful in the night and the celestials during the day. He
then assumed a person fraught with the quality of goodness

and then sprang from him the ancestors. And that body, on

being renounced by him, became Twilight remaining between

day and night. Then having assumed a body fraught with

the quality of Rajas (darkness) he created human beings.

And on being renouned by him that form became moon-light

which is termed Praksandhya.^ Moonlight, Night, Day and
Twilight are his bodies. And then he assumed another body
fraught with the quality of darkness and thereat sprung hunger

* The passage is not clear. Perhaps by the expression "adored his

own self" the author means that Brahma was engaged in the process
of mental retrospection.

t Meaning going before twilight.
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from him and from hunger wrath. Brahma then created

Rakshasas exercised with hunger. [Those that said ' Save

him'] are called Rakshas and those [that said • We shall eat

him up] are called Yakshas from Yakshana eating. And
from the movement {Sarpana) of his hairs sprang the

serpents. Waxing wroth he generated some beings of

wrathful temper. O sinless, then the Gandharvas came out

singing. All these beings were created by him.

He created goats from his mouth, the kine from his belly

and sides ; the horses, elephants, asses and camels from his

feet, and medicinal herbs furnished with fruts and roots from

the hairs of his body. Fair complexloned male sheep, horses,

mules and asses are called gramya or household animals.

Hear, I will describe the wild ones. [They are] the beasts

of prey, the cloven-hoofed, elephants, monkeys, and fifthly,

birds and sixthly, acquatic animals and seventhly, reptiles.

From his eastern and other mouths he created the Rik and

other Vedas. The Brahmanas originated from his mouth,

the Kshatryas from his arms, the Vaishyas from his thighs and

the Shudras from his feet. The region of Brahma is for the

Brahmahas, that of Shakra for the Kshatryas, that of Marut

(wind-god) for the Vaishyas and that Gandharvas for the

Shudras. Those practising the Brahmacharya injunctions

attain the region of, Brahma. The householders, performing

duly their duties, repair to the region of the Creator. Those,

living in the forest, acquire the region of the seven Rishis.

The sphere of the Yatis, going at will, is the eternal region.

:o:-



CHAPTER V.

HARI said :—Having created the world and all orders of

beings the Lord created his mind-begotten sons for multi-

plying his creation ; namely Dharma, Rudra, Manu, Sanaka,

Sanatana, Bhrigu, Sanatkumara, Ruchi, Shuddha, Maricbi,

Atri, Angira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Narada and the Patris

Varhisadas.

The Lotus-sprung deity, from his right thumb, created

Daksha endued with four forms and his wife from his left

thigh. Daksha begat on her beautiful daughters.. He gave

them away unto the sons of Brahma and conferred Sati on

Rudra. Numberless, highly powerful sons were born unto

Rudra. He conferred the auspicious Khyati, matchless, in

beauty, on Bhrigu. Bhrigu begat on her Dhata and Vidhata.

He also begat Shree who was Narayana's wife. Hari begat

on her himself Bala and Ukshmadi. Ayati and Niyati were

the two daughters of the high-souled Manu. They were the

wives of Dhata and Vidhata. They gave birth to two sons,

Prima and Mrikandu. Markandeya was the son Mrikandu.

Marichi's wife Sambuti gave birth to Pournamasa. Viraja and

Sarvaga were the two sons of that high-fouled one. Angiras

begat on Smriti sons and daughters namely Sinivalee, Kuhu,

Raka and Anumati. Atri begat on Anasuya sinless sons,

Soma, Durvasa and the yogin Dattatreya. Pulastya begat

on Priti Dottoli. Three sons, Karman, Arthavira and Sahishnu

were begotten by the patriarch Pulaha on his wife Kshama.
Krati begat on his wife Sumati the sixty thousand Rishis of

controlled passions by name Valakhilyas. They were all of

the height of a thumb and effulgent like the burning sun.

Vashistha begat on Urjja. seven sons, viz, Rajo, Gatra,

Urdhavahu, Sharana, Anagha, Sutapa, Sukra. These are the

seven Rishis.
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Daksha conferred Swaha on the fire-god who had

assumed a body. O Hara, from him Swaha obtained three

highly effulgent sons viz Pavaka, Pavamana and Shuchi, all

eaters of water. Swadha. gave birth to Mena. and Vaitarani.

They were both Brahmavadinis.* Mena was married to

Himachala (mount Himalaya).

O Hara ! the Lord appointed Manu Swayambhu (self-

create) formerly sprung from Brahma's self and resembling

himself to rule creatures. Swayanbhuva Manu accepted

as his wife Shatarupaa who had destroyed all her sins by

ascetic penances. And to that person Satarupa. bore

Pryavrata and Uttanapada; and daughters named Prasuti,

Akuti and Devahuti ; of them Manu conferred Akuti on

Ruchi, Prasuti on Daksha and Devahuti on Kardama. To

Ruchi were born Yajnc2 and Dakshina3. Again Yajna begat

on Dakshina twelve highly powerful sons by name Yamas.

The most excellent Daksha begat twenty four daughters.

They were Sraddha,4 Lakshmi,5 Dhriti,6 Tushtij Pushti,8

Medha,g Kriya,io Buddhi,n Lajja,i2 Vapu,i3 Santi,i4

Riddhi,i5 Kritii6. These thirteen daughters of Daksha were

wedded by Dharma for procreating sons. Khyati,i7 Sati,i8

Sambhutijio. Smriti,20 Priti,2i Kshama,22 Saunati,23 Ana-

suya,24 Urjja,25 Swaha and Swadha26 [were the remaining

ones]. The foremost of asceties Bhrigu, Bhava, Marichi,

Angira, Pukstya, Pulaha, Kratu, Atri, Vasistha and the Pitris

duly married all these daughters beginning with Khyati. And

* Female interpreters of the divine Science.

1 Having an hundred forms. 2 Sacrifice. 3 Gifts in sacrifice 4
Veneration. 5 The goddess of wealth. 6 Patience. 7 Satisfaction.

8 Nourishment. 9 Intelligence. 10 Act. 11 Intellect. 12 Bashf ill-

ness. 13 Body. 14 Suceess. 15 Fame. 16 Righteousness. 17

Renown. iS Chastity. 19 Birth. 20 Memory. 21 Gratification.

22 Forgiveness. 23 Reverence. 24 Good-natured. 25 Energy. 26

This and the last words are uttered while offering oblations to fire.
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then Sraddha brought forth Kama,i Chala,2 Dafpa,3 Niyama4

and Dhriti5 as her sons, and Tushti Santosha6 and Pushti

Lobha.7 Medha8 brought forth Shiutao. and Kriya,io

Dandamu, Layai2 and Vinayai3 and Buddhi,i4 Bodhi5 and

Lajja, Vinaya Vapui6 and Vyavasayai^ as her sons. And

Shanti brought forth Kshema and Riddhi, Sukhaml8 and

Kirti Yacas.19 These are the offspring of Dharma.

Kama's wife was Rati whose son was Harsha.21 Daksha

once undertook the celebration of a horse sacrifice at which

all his sons-in-law were invited. They all went there accom-

panied with their wives except Rudra and Sati. But Sati

went there uninvited and was insulted by Daksha. Having

renounced her body she was again begotten on Mena by

Himavan. Gouri became Shambhu's wife whose sons were

Vinayaka and Kumara. Rudra, the powerful master of

Bhringi, was by nature wrathful. He destroyed Daksha's

sacrifice and imprecated a curse on him, saying " You will be

born as a man, in the family of Dhruva."

-:o:-

CHAER VI.

HARt said :—Uttanapada begat a son on Suruchi by

name Uttama and another on Suniti by name Dhruva who
attained to the most exalted station, having adored

Janarddana, the god of gods, by the favour of the ascetic.

Dhruva's son Shnisthi was greatly strong and highly power-

ful. And his son was the greatly intelligent Prachinavarhi.

i Sexual desire. 2 Lakshmi. 3 Pride. 4 Restraint. 5 Nourish-

ment. 6 Contentment. 7 Avarice. 8 Intellect. 9 Knowledge or what
is heard. 10 Action. 11 Punishment. 12 Justice. 13 Humilation.

14 Intellect. 15 Apprehension. 16 Body. 17 Exertion. 18 Felicity.

19 Fame.
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His son was Divanjaya whose son was Ripu. His son was

known as the beautiful Manu Chakshusha. His son was

Ruru whose sen was the beautiful Anga. Anga's son was

Vena who was an atheist and an irreligious person. Vena, the

perpetrator of iniquities, was killed by the Rishis with Kuca.

They then churned his thigh for a son and thereat sprang a

son, greatly dwarfish and black. They then said " sit down,

sit down" and he was called Nishada dwelling on the

mount Vindhya. Then the twice-born ones suddenly

churned his tight thigh. From there sprang a son assuming

the mental form of Vishnu, by name Prithu. By that son

Vena repaired to the celestial region. The king milched the

earth, for giving life to his subjects.

Prithu's son was Antarddhana whose son again was

Havirdhana. His son Prachinavarhi became the Lord

Paramount of the world. He espoused the daughter of the

ocean of salt water and begat on her ten Prachinavarhis

who were called Prachetas and were masters of the science

of archery. They all practised the same religious austerities

and reiriained immersed in the bed of the deep for ten-

thousand years. They attained to the dignity of the

Patriarchs ; and their wife was Marisha. Of her was bora

Daksha by the imprecation of Bhava.

As before Daksha* again created four classes of beings

from his mind. Obstructed* by Hara they did not multiply.

The Patriarch then desired to carry on the work of creation

by sexual intercourse. He - then espoused Asikni, the

daughter of the Patrirch Varuna. He begat on the daughter

of Varuna a thousand sons. The end of the earth being

described by Narada they went there to learn it and did not

return. On their being lost Daksha created another thousand,

named Savalakha, who also followed the foot- steps of their

brothers,*O Hara. Worked up with anger Daksha cursed

Narada saying " You will obtain a birth" and he was again

born as the son of the ascetic Kashyapa. On his sacrifice

3
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being destroyed Daksha imprecated the terrific Maheshwara,

saying " Having worshipped thee with necessary articles

the twice born will leave them aside. Even in another birth,

your hostilities will not terminate, O Shankara."

Daksha begat on Asikni sixty beautiful daughters. He
gave away two of them unto Angiras. He conferred two on

Krishashwa, ten on Dharma, thirteen on Kashyapa and

twenty seven on Indu. He conferred Suprabha and

Bhamini on Vahuputra. And O Mahadeva, he gave unto

Aristhanemi, his four daughters viz Manorama, Bhanumati,

Vishala and Vahuda. He conferred on Krishashwa Supraja

and Jaya.

Arundhati, Vasu, Yimi, Lamva, Bhanu, Marutvati,

Sangkalpa, Muhurta, Sadhya, Vishwa, these ten are known

as the wives of Dharma. I will now describe the names of

the wives of Kashyapa. They were Aditi, Diti, Danu, Kala,

Anayu, Sinhika, Muni, Kadru, Pradha, Ira, Krodha, Vinata,

Surabhi and Khaga. Vishwi gave birth to Vishwadevas

and Sadhya to Sadhyas ; Murutvati to Marudyant and Vasu

.to Vasus. From Bhanu were born the Bhanus and from

Muhurtta the Muhurttas. Ghosa was born of Lamva and

Nagavithi (milkway) was born of Yami (night). All the ob-

jects of the world were born of Arundhati and Sankalpa

(pious determination) was the son of Sankalpa. Apa, Dhruva,
Soma, Dhava, Anila, Anala, Pratyusha and Prabhasa are the
names of the Vasus.

Apa's son were Vaitundya, Srama (weariness), Sranta
(fatigue) and Dhani. And the son of Dhruva was the great
Kala (Time) the cherisher of the world. The son of Soma
was Varchas (light) by whom was generated Varchaswi
(radiance). Dhava begat on his wife Manohara Ruhina,
Hutahavya, Shishiia, Prana and Ramana. Anila's wife was
Shiva. Her son was Pulomya and Avijnatagati (unknowable
motion). These were the two sons of Anila. The son of
Agni, Kumara, was born in a clump of Sara reeds whose
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sons were Shakha, Vishakha, Naigameya and Prishtata.

The son of Kirtikas was known as Kartikeya. Pratyusha's

son was the ascetic Davala. Vishwakarma, the celebrated

architect of the celestials, was the son of Prabhasa. His

sons were Ajaikapada, Ahirvadhna, Twastri and Rudra, all

very energetic. And the own begotten son of Twastri was

the great ascetic Vishwarupa. There are eleven Rudras, the

lords of the three worlds. They are Hara, Vahurupa,

Tryamvaka, Aparajita, Vrishakapi, Shambhu, Kapardi,

Raivata, Mrigavyadha, Sarva, and Kapali, O great ascetic.

Soma's wives were twenty seven in number known as stars.

Kashyapa begat on Aditi twelve suns. Vishnu, Shakra,

Aryama, Dh&ta, Twastha, Pusha, ^Vivashwan, Savita, Mitra,

Varuna, Angshuman and Bhaga—these were the twelve

Adityas.

Hiranyakashipu and Hiranyaksha were born of Diti. A
daughter, by name Sinhika, was also born who was married

to Viprachitti. Hiranyakashipu had four very powerful sons

viz., Anuhlada, Hlada, the powerful Pralhada and Sanghlada.

Of them Pralhada was devoted to Vishnu. The sons of

Sanghlada were Sivi, Ayushman and Vashkala. Pralhada/s

son was Virochana who begat Bali, who again had a hundred

sons of whom Vana was the oldest, O bull-emblemed deity.

All the sons of Hiranyakasha were also gifted with great

prowess—Utkara, Shakoni,» Bhutasantapana, Mahanabha,

Mahavahu and Kalanabha.

Danu's sons were Dwimurdha, Shankara, Ayomukha,

Shankusira, Kapila, Samvara, Ekachakra, Mahavahu, the

highly powerful Taraka, Swarbhanu, Vrishaparva, the great

Asura Puloma and the mighty Viprachitti.

Swarbhanu had a daughter by name Suprabha and Sar-

mistha was the daughter of Vrishaparvan who had two other

celebrated daughters, namely Upadanavi and Hayasira.

Vaishwanara had two daughters named Puloma and Kalaka

who were both married to Maricha. They gave birth to
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sixty thousand sons, the leading Danavas. Poulamas and

Kala Kanjas are known as the sons of Maricha.

Viprachitti begat on Sinhiki Vyansha, Shalya the strong,

Nabha the powerful, Vatapi, Namuchi, Itwala, Khasrima,

Anjaka, Naraka, and Kalanabha.

In the family of the Daitya Pralhada the Nivatakavachas

were born. Six daughters, gifted with great energy, were

born to Tamra, named Shuki, Syeni, Bhasi, Sugrivi, Suchi

and Gridhrika. Shuki gave birth to parrots, owls and crows

;

Syeni to hawks ; Bhasi to kites ; Gridhrika to vultures ; Suchi

to water-fowl ; Sugrivi to horses, camels and asses. These

are known as the offspring of Tamra.

Vinata. gave birth to two sons celebrated as Gamda and
Aruna. The offspring of Surasa were a thousand powerful

serpents. Kadru had also a thousand sons—many-hooded
serpents of unmitigated prowess. The most celebrated

amongst them were Shesha, Vasuki, Takshaka, Shanka,

Sweta, Mahapadma, Kumvala, Ashwatara, Elapatra, Naga,
Karkota, Dhananjaya and many other deadly and poisonous-

serpents.

Krodha gave birth to highly powerful Pishachas. Surabhi
gave birth to kine and buffaloes. Ira gave birth to tree*

creepers, grass &c. Khaga gave birth to Yakshas and Raka-
has and Muni to Apsaras. Aristha ^gave birth to highly

powerful Gandharvas.

Then were born the deities Maruts! forty nine in number
viz., Ekajyoti, Duryyoti, Trijyoti, Chaturjyoti, Ekashukra,.
Dwishukra, the highly powerful Trishukra, Idrik, Anyadrik,,

Sadrik, Pratisadrik, Mita, Samita, the highly powerful Sumita,
Ritajit, Satyajit, Sushena, Senajit, Atimitra, Amitra, Dura-
mitra, Ajila, Rita, Ritadharma, Viharta, Varuna, Dhruva,
Vidharana, Grihamekagana, Idriksha, Sadriksha, Etadrikshal
Mita, Shana, Etana, Prasadnksha, Sutra, the great ascetic
Tadngugra, Dhvannibhasa, Vimukta, Vikshipa, Dyuti, Vasu,
Valadrishya, Labha.Kama, Jayi, Virat, Udveshana and Guna.
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They all ride the wind. These all are the forms of Hari,

All the kings, Danavas and the celestials adore Hari with

mystic formulas along with the sun and other members of

the family.

-:<?.-

CHAPTER VII.

Rudra SAID :—I will describe in brief the adoration of

Suryya (the sun) as instituted by Shywambhuva, which is

essential and gives enjoyment and emancipation.. Listen

to it, O Vyasa.

Rudra said :—I will describe the adoration of the sun

yeilding religion, desire &c.

Om, salutation unto the seat of the sun. Om salutation

unto the form of the sun. Om, Hranr, Hrim, salutation

unto the sun. Om saluation unto the moon. Om salutation

unto Mars. Om salutation unto Mercury. Om salutation

unto Jupiter. Om salutation unto Venus. Om salutation

unto Saturn. Om salutation unto Rahu. Om salutation unto

Ketu. Om salutation unto the bundle of effulgence.

O bull-emblemed deity, one should adore the sun and

other planets by offering them seats, conveyances, water for

washing feet, Arghya,. water for rinsing mouth, water for

bathing, raiments, sacrificial threads, scents, flowers, incense,

lamps, and salutation, by circumambulating them and per-

forming the ceremony of Visarjjana (the withdrawal of life)..

Om, Ham, salutation unto the seat of Shiva. Om, Ham,,

salutation unto the form of Shiva. Om, Ham salutation unto

his heart. Om, Him, unto the head, Swaha. Om, hum, unto

the tuft of hair, Vashat. " Om, Haim, unto the amulet,. Hum.

Om hum unto the three eyes Voushat. Om, Ham, salutation

unto the weapons. Om, Ham, salutation unto the immediate
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born. Ora, Him, salutation unto Vamadeva. Om, Haim,

salutation, unto Tatpurusha. Om, Houm, salutation unto

Ishana. Om, Ham, salutation unto Gouri. Om, Hum, salu-

tation unto the preceptors. Om, Ham, salutation unto Indra.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Adhora.

Om, salutation unto the seat of Vasudeva. Om, salutation

unto the form of Vasudeva. Om, Am, Om, salutation unto

the Lord Vasudeva, Namas. Om, Am, Om, salutation unto

the Lord Sangkarshana, Namas. Om, Am, Om, salutation

unto the Lord Pradyumna Namas. Om, Am, Om, saluta-

tion unto the Lord Aniruddha Namas. Om salutation unto

Narayana. Om salutation unto the Eternal, existent Brahma.

Om, Hum, salutation unto Vishnu. Om, Kshoum, salutation

unto the Lord Narasimha (man-lion). Om, Bhus, Om, salu-

tation unto the Lord Baraha (Boar). Om, Kan, Tan, Pan,

Sham, salutation unto the son of Vinata. Om, Jam, Khan,

Vam, salutation unto Sudarshana. Om, Khan, tan, Pham,

Sham, salutation unto the club. Om, Van, Lan, Man, Koham
salutation unto the conch-shell Panchajanya. Om, Gham,

Dham, Bham, Ham salutation unto Shree. Om, Gan, Dan,

Van, San, salutation unto Pushti (nourishment). Om, Dham,

Sham, Vam, San salutation unto the garland of forest flowers.

Om, Sam, Dam, Lam, salutation unto the mystic mark

Srivatsa. Om, Tam, Cham, Bham, Yam, salutation unto

the (jem) Koustava. Om salutation unto the preceptors.

Om Salutation unto Indra and other deities. Om Salutation

unto Vishwaksena.

O bull-emblemed deity, with these mantrams, seats and

other offerings should be dedicated to Hari. Hear now of

the adoration of the female energy of Vishnu, Saraswati.

Om, Hrim, salutation unto Saraswati. Om, Ham, saluta-

tion unto her heart. Om, Hrim, salutation unto her head.

Om, Hum, salutation unto her hairs. Om, Ham, salutation

unto her amulet. Om, Hrum, salutation unto her three eyes.

Om, Hus, salutation unto the weapons.
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Shradha, Hriddhi, Kala, Medha, Tushti, Prabha, Mati,

these energies of Saraswati, should be adored with mantrams

, beginning with Om and ending with Namas.

Om salutation unto the Kshetrapalas. Om salutation unto

the preceptors. Om salutation unto the great Guru.

He should then dedicate seats and other offerings to

Saraswati standing on a lotus. The sacred Arohana

[installation of the image] of Suryya (sun) and other deities

should be performed with their respective mantrams.

-:o:-

CHAPTER VIII.

Hari said :—Having bathed in the Mandapa (temple)

built on earth one should adore Vishnu in Mandala (circular

figure).

With powders of five colours, this circular figure, Vajranabha,

should -be drawn. O Rudra, sixteen rooms should be drawn

there. In the fourth and fifth corners strings should be placed.

The strings in the corner should be extended to both the other

corners. A man, jvell versed in all these rites, should thus'

place strings in all the qprners. Similarly he should deal

with interior corners. The first should be placed in the

centre and then at the junction of the lines in the middle.

In all the interior parts there are eight centres. The* centres

of the eastern and central figures should be connected with

a string. Hara, the foremost of the twice-born should

draw the base in the interior parts. 0, Shiva, connected

with it the pericarps of the central string should be drawn.

On two sides of the pericarps an expert should draw the

filaments. A learned man should draw petals on their heads.

O thou of firm vows, a worshipper, conversant with the
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knowledge of the true object, should draw figures of lotuses

in all the centres.

With the division of the first string one should draw the

doors. With the half he should make decorations for the

same. The pericarp should be drawn with yellow colour,

the filaments with dark blue, the inside with violet and the

petals with crimson. The four parts should be filled up

with black powder, the doors with white powder and the

five lines of the Mandala in order with crimson, yellow and

dark-blue. Having performed Nyasa (assignment of the

limbs he should adore Hari in the five mandalas. He

should assign his heart to Vishnu, the middle part to Sankar-

shana, the head to Pradyumna and the tuft of hair on the

head to Aniruddha. His entire body should be assigned to

Brahma and the fingers to Shridhara. Meditating " I am
Vishnu" he should perform the Nyasa of Hari in the pericarps.

He should perform the Nyasa of Shangkarshana in the east,

that of Pradyumna in the south, that of Aniruddha in the

west, that of Brahma in the north that of Shridhara, Indra

and other deities in Rudra and other corners. Having adored

them with scents and other articles a worshipper attains to

the great station.*

-:o:

CHAPTER IX.

HARI said :—Being initiated in proper time and having
his eyes covered with a cloth a disciple should offer one
hundred and eight oblations with the principal mantram.

* In this chapter occurs the drawing of a figure with various colours.

Such a figure is necessary for the celebration of a religious rite. Even
in a Hindu marriage such figures are drawn far the solemnization of
religious rites.
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O Rudra, twice the number should be offered in a Putraka

Homa * thrice the number in> Sadhakaf and four times the

number in Nirvanadeshika.J A destroyer of a preceptor,

Vishnu's image, Brahmana and a woman deserves death at

the hands of those who are not initiated. I will describe his

Diksha or initiation destructive of virtue and sin.

Having caused his disciples to sit outside he should make

them concentrate their minds. Rudra, he should consider

them purified by the wind, burnt by the fire and again

sprinkled with water. Uniting the sentiency with fire he

should consign it to fire. He should meditate on Pranava,

the instrument of all, in the sky and in the body. He should

next unite it with Kshetrajna\ for its being the cause of the

body. Then imagining all the Saktis or female energies of

of the deity in the various Mandalas he should adore Hari.

There should be four doors in order of Brahma Tirtha

(shrine) and others. The head is the lotus ; the fingers are

the petals ; the palm is the pericarp 'and the nails are the

filaments. Then meditating thereon Hari, the sun and fire,

he, with a controlled mind, should place it on the head of

the disciple, for in the hand is stationed Vishnu, his own

hand being that of Vishnu, and with its touch the entire

collection of sins is dissipated.

Having adored [the disciple, covered his eyes with a piece

of cloth, and placed him in.front of the deity the preceptor

should throw flowers there. He should throw, flowers where

the head of the deity, the holder of Shranga bow, is. He

should mention his name as well as those of his wives. In

the case of a Shudra, an expert preceptor should mention

the name of his master.

* A Homa or offerings to fire for the acquisition of a son.

f One intended for becoming a worshipper.

J One intended for attaining emancipation.

§ The lord or the divine emanation residing in the body.

4



CHAPTER X.

HARI said :—I will describe the adoration of Shree and

other deities in Stkandilas* for the attainment of Siddhis^

Om, Shrim, salutation unto the great Lakshmi.

Shram, Shrim, Shrum, Shroum, Shras. He should

gradually worship the heart, head, the tuft of hair, amulet,

the eyes, the seat and the image. One who wishes to attain

his desired-for objects should offer oblations to the Mandala,

the sun, moon,' Lakshmi and her limbs in one corner, Durg&,

Gana, preceptor and -.Kashtrapala (Vishnu) in the- Mandal a

having the figure of a lotus drawn inside it, four doors

painted with dust and sixty four corners.

With the mantram, "Om, Gham, tarn, dham, Ham, saluta-

tion unto the great Lakshmi" he should adore Lakshmi

together with all the members of the family as narrated

before.

Om, Soum, salutation unto Saraswati. Om, Hrim, Soun,

salutation unto Saraswati. Om, Hrim, say, say. O goddess of

speech, Swaha. Om, Hrim, salutation unto Saraswati.

—«—:o:

CHAPTER XI.

I WILL now describe the mode of adorning the nine

Vyuhas as narrated unto Kashyapa. Having drawn up the

* A level square'piece of ground prepared for a sacrifice.

t Supernatural powers acquired by Yoga. The word Siddhi may
also mean " the accomplishment of the object for which a religious rite

is undertaken."
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vital breath through the head one should place it in the* sky

through the navel. Then with the mantram Ram he should

consume the body identical with the up-going vital air. And
he should destroy all with the mantram Yam. With the

mantram Lam he should overflood the entire world mobile

and immobile. Then with the mantram Vam he sho,uldi

meditate on ambrosia. Thereupon by dhyana (meditation)

he should think of the four-armed deity, clad in a yellow

raiment, in the middle of the. bubble, as well as of his bathing;

He should next perform the three-fold mantra-nyasa*

ceremony of the fingers and body.

After the recitation of this mantram, with one composed

of twelve letters, he should make assignment af six limbs so

that Hari himself might appear there. Beginning with the

thumb of the right hand he should assign the middle finger

to the petal. Having assigned the two Vijas in tire middle

he should assign them to the other limbs viz, heart, head, the

crown of the head where lies the tuft of hair, mouth, eyes,

belly, back, arms, hands, thighs and feet. Having converted

the hand into the shape of a lotus he should place the thumb

in the middle. And there he should meditate on the Lord

of all, the great undecaying Principle. Then in order he

should assign all the other mantrams to fore and other

fingers. He should then in order make assignment of the

head, eyes, mouth, rtiroat, hearj, navel, buttock, thighs and

feet. Having assigned the mantrams of six limbs or parts to

the palms he should assign others to the body. He should

assign the five mantrams to the five fingers beginning with

the thumb and ending with the youngest.

He should assign the mantram of the eye to the hand ard

then make assignment of other limbs. Having assigned

heart to the heart he should assign head to the head, Jikha

(tuft of hair) to the Sikha and, amulet to the entir-' body.

* The assignment of mystic syllables to various deines.
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Eyes "should be assigned to the eyes and the weapon to the

two hands. Having bound all the quarters with the weapon

he should commence the rite of adoration. First of all with

a controlled mind he should meditate on Yogapitha (the seat

of yoga) in his heart, and in due order on religion, knowledge,

disassociation from the world, and prosperity. He should

assign iniquity &c. to the north-east and east. The body, free

of all these sins, should be then converted into Pitha (seat).

He should afterwards assign Ananta. Having meditated first,

by means of the Vedas &c. on learning, the Jeight quarters

like unto eight petals of a lotus born in a tank, a white lotus

of a hundred petals covered with filaments he should meditate

on Mandalas ^identical with the sun, moon and fire and then

think of the deity on one above the other. He should then

perform the assignment of eight energies of Keshava

stationed in the east and of the ninth in the pericarp.

Having thus meditated on and adored the Yogapitha, he

should invoke the lord thereof, Hari, the holder of Shranga

bow and assign him there. He should assign heart &c to the

lotuses , of the four quarters, east &c, the eye in the middle

and the weapon in the corners. He should assign the

mantrams of Sangkarshana &c. to the east and other

quarters and Vinata's son to the eastern and western doors

and the discus Sudarshana;o£ a thousand rays to the southern

gate. He should assign- Shree to the south, Lakshmi to the

north, the club to the northern gate and the conch-shell to

the corners.

An intelligent worshipper should place the Shranga bow
either on the right or on the left of the deity. Similarly

concl.shell and discus should be placed on both the sides.

Accor^ng to the distinction of their respective quarters all

the guardian deities thereof should be assigned. In the same
way the various weapons, such as thunder-bolt &c, should'

be assigned He should meditate on Brahma upwards and
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Ananta downwards. Having meditated on and adored them

all he should display Mudra*
Anjali ' (the folding of palms) is the first Mudra which

speedily secures the favour of the deity. Vandani is the

next when it is placed on the breast with the right hand

raised half-way up. Urdhangustha (thumb raised up) is

formed by the clasping of the fist of the left hand with the

thumb of the right hand. In this the thumb of the left hand

should be raised up. These are the three ordinary forms

arranged according to the difference of the forms of the idols.

With the intertwining of the youngest finger eight

Mudras are formed in order. These should be formed with

the recitation of the first eight mantrams. With the thumb

the three sucessive fingers ending with the youngest should

be bent. Then the two hands should be bent. This is the

Mudra of Narasimha (man-lion). ~ Having raised up the

left hand he should whirl it. This is the Mudra approved of

Varaha (the boar-form). Having raised up the two fists he

should straighten the fingers of the one and then bend all

of them. This Mudra is called Anga. Having intertwined in

order the two fists the Mudras for the ten guardian deities of

the quarters should be formed. The first vowel, the second,

the last but one and the last should be in order assigned to

Vasudeva, Bala, Kama and Aniruddha. " Om, Tatsat, Hum,

Kshroum, Bhus" are the mantraYns for Narayana, Brahma,

Vishnu, the man-lion and Boar forms. White, red, green,

violet, blue, dark-blue, crimson, cloud-colour, fire-colour,

honey-colour and twany colour are the nine names.

Kan, tan, jam, pam, Sham, Garutman.

Jam, Kham, ban, Sudarshana. Kham, cham, pham, Sham,

the club.

Vam, lam, man, Ksham, conch-shell. Gham, dham Vam,

bham, Ham, Shree. Gam, jam, dam, vam, Sham, nourishment.

* A mode of intertwining of the fingers during religious worship.
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Dfiam, Vam, the garland of the" forest flowers-. Dam,

Sam, is for the mystic mark Srivatsa.

Chham, dam, pam, Yam is for the jewel Koustava.

He should then say " I am Ananta" These are the ten

limbs of the Lord of gods.

Garuda is smoke-coloured. The club is white. Pushti

(nourishment) is of the colour of a Sirish flower. Lakshmi is

gold-hued. The conch-shell is effulgent like the full-moon.

Srivatsa is of the colour of a Kunda flower. The garland is

of five colours. Ananta is of the colour of a cloud. All the

weapons described before are of the hue of lightnings.

According to the light of the science of the lotus-eyed

deity one should offer Arghya, Padhya (water for washing

feet) &c.

-:o:-

CHAPTER XII.

HARI said :—I will describe the order of adoration for

achieving the success thereof.

The recollection of the great soul should be made with

the mantrams, " Om, Salutation, &c." *

With the mantram " Yam, Vam, Lam, Ram" the purifica-

tion of the body should be performed.

With the mantram "Om, salutation" the image of the
four-armed deity should be made.

Then the three sorts of the making of idols should be
made. Then follows the adoration of Yoga-pitha stationed

in the heart.

Om, salutation unto Ananta. Om, salutation unto religion.

Om, salutation unto disassociation. Om salutation unto know-
ledge. Om salutation unto prosperity. Om salutation unto sin,
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Om salutation unto ignorance. Om salutation unto worldli-

ness. Om salutation unto proverty. Om salutation unto the

lotus. Om salutation unto the solar disc. Om salutation unto

the lunar disc. Om salutation unto the disc of the fire. Om
salutation unto Vimala. Om salutation unto Utkarshina. Om
salutation unto knowledge. Om salutation unto action. Om
salutation unto ignorance. Om salutation unto inaction. Om
salutation unto yoga. Om salutation unto Prarha. Om, saluta-

tion unto Satya. Om salutation unto Ishana. Om salutation

unto Sarvatomukh. Om salutation unto Hari's seat with all

its accompaniments, principal and minor. Om salutation unto

Vasudeva. Om salutation unto thelieart. Im, salutation unto

the head. Um salutuation unto Shikha (tuft of hair on the

head). Em, salutation unto the amulet. Oum salutation unto

the three eyes. As, phat, salutation unto the weapon. Am,

salutation unto Sangkarshana. Am salutation unto Pradyumna.

As salutation unto Aniruddha. Om, As salutation unto Nara-

yana. Om, Tatsat salutation unto Brahma. Om, Hum, saluta-

tion unto Vishnu. Kshroum, salutation unto his man-lion and

boar forms. Kam, Tam, Jam, Sham, salutation unto Vinatafs

son. Jam Khem, Vam, salutation '.unto Sudarshana. Kham,

Cham, Pham, Sham, salutation unto [the club. Vam, Lam,

Mam, Ksham, salutation unto the conch-shell Panchajanya.

Gham, Dham, Bh&m, Ham, salutation unto Shree. Gam,

Dam, Vam, Sham, salutation unto^Pushti. Dham, Vam, saluta-

tion unto the garland of white flowers. Dam, Sham, saluta-

tion unto Shrivatsa. Chham, Dam, Yam, -salutation unto

Koustava. Sham salutation unto Shranga bow. Im, saluta-

tion unto the arrows. Cham, salutation unto the leathern

fence. Kham, salutation unto the sword, and the lord of

the Suras. Dham, salutation unto the giver Of riches and the

lord thereof. Ham salutation unto Ishana, the lord of learning.

Om, salutation unto the thunder-bolt. Qm unto dart. Om unto

rod. Om unto sword. Om unto noose, -standard, citib, and

trident.
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Lam, salutation unto Ananta the lord of the nether region.

Kham salutation unto Brahma, the lord of all the worlds.

Om salutation unto the Lord Vasudeva.

Om, Om, Namas; Om, Nam, Namas; Om, Mom, Namas

;

Om, Bham, Namas ; Om, Gam, Namas ; Om, Vam, Namas

;

Om Tem, Namas ; Om Vam Namas ; Om Sum, Namas ; Om,

Dem, Namas ; Om, Vam, Namas ; Om, Yam, Namas.

Om, Om Namas ; Om, Nam, Namas ; Om, Mom, Namas
;

Om, Nam, Namas; Om, Ram, Namas; Om, Yam, Namas

;

Om, Nam, Namas ; Om, Yam, Namas ; Om salutation unto

Narayana. Om, salutation unto Purusottama.

Salutation unto thee, O thou having lotus eyes ; saluta-

tion unto thee O creator of the universe, OSubramanya;

salutation unto thee, O great Purusha, O thou the first-

born.

In Homa rites this mantram ending with the word

Swaka should be recited. Having duly recited this mantram

one hundred and eight times the worshipper should offer

Arghya and bow unto the Deity again and again. After-

wards having worshipped the fire he should duly adore with

his own mantram Achyuta the god of gods.

Having first lighted fire, fed it and whirled it one, con-

versant with mantrams, should adore it in the Kunda with

auspicious results. Having^ first meditated on all he should

assign his mind to the Mandala. Then with the Tattwa
called Vasudeva he should offer one hundred and eight

oblations. Then with Sangkarshana and other mantrams
he should offer six adorations, three each time to his limbs

as well as to the guardian deities of the quarters. Then in

the end he should offer Purnahuti. Then he should immerse
his own self in the great principle which is beyond the

range of speech. Then taking his seat, making again
Mudras he should again bow. This is the daily Homa rite

;

the occasional one requires double the rituals. [He should
then say] " Go, go to that great region where dwells the
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deity who is devoid of> passions. May all the deities repair

to their respective quarters."

Sudarshana, Shri, Hari, Achyuta, Trivikrama (three foot-

steps), Chaturbhuja (four-arms), Vasudeva, the sixth Pra-

dyumma, Sangkarshana, Purusha are the nine Vyuhas. Then
comes Aniruddha and Ananta. With all these Chakras the

gods are known and marked. And they are worshipped in

a house along with the Rakshsas and Danavas.

Om Chakraya Swaha, Om Vichakraya Swaha, Om Sucha-

kraya Swaha, Om Mahachakraya Swaha, Om, the remover of

the Asuras, Hum, phat, Om, Him of thousand flames, Hum,
Phat.

This adoration of the discus at the door of the house is

auspicious. It gives also protection.

-:o:>

CHAPTER XIII.

Hari said :—I will now describe the most auspicious

mantram of Vishnu called Panjara.*

Salutation unto thee, O Govinda. Take up thy discus,

Sudarshana and profect me in j:he west, O Vishnu. I have

taken refuge with thee. rTake up thy club Koumodaki, O
lotus-navelled deity, salutation unto thee. Protect me in the

south, O Vishnu, I have taken refuge with thee. Salutation

unto thee, O Purusottama. Taking up thy plough-share

Sunanda, protect me in the east, O Vishnu, I have taken

refuge with thee. Taking up thy mace Shatana, thou

having lotus eyes, protect me in the north, O lord of the

universe, I have taken refuge with thee. O Hari, taking up

• * A mantram of invoking the various weapoas and embellishments of

Vishnu to one's help.

5
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thy sword, lsathern fence, and other weapons, protect me,

O destroyer of Rakshasas. I bow unto thee, I am under thy

protection. Taking up thy great conch-shell Panchajanya

and thy lotus Anudbodha, protect me, O Vishnu, O Boar,

in the south-east. Taking up the sun, and moon as well as

the sword Chandramasu do thou protect me in the south-west,

O thou of a celestial form, O man-lion. Taking up Vaijayanti*

and Srivatsa, the ornament of thy throat do thou protect me

in the north-west, O god, O Hayagriva. I bow unto thee.

O Janirddana, having ridden Vinata's son do thou protect

me in the sky, O thou unvanquished by the Rakshas. I bow

unto thee, O thou never defeated. Having ridden

Vishalakshat do thou protect me in the nether region, O
tortoise,! salutation unto thee. Salutation unto thee, O great

fish. O truth, making thy Vahupanjaram in the hand,

and fingers, do thou protect me, O Vishnu. Salutation unto

thee, O Purusottama.

This great Vishnu Panjara was thus described unto

Shankara, who again described it unto Katyayani. By this

she killed the immortal Asura Mahisha, the Danava Raktavija

and other thorns of the celestials. By reciting it with

reverential faith a man always destroys his enemies.

«— :o:-

CHAPTER XIV.

HARI said :—I will now describe the great Yoga which

gives emancipation and enjoyment. The Dhyayins (yogins)

* Flag or banner of Indra that was given by him to Vishnu,

j- Garuda, Literally it means having large eyes.

% These are the various forms assumed by Vishnu in hi s various

incarnations.
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hold that the Lord Hari is alone to be meditated on. There-

fore, listen to it, O great Ishana.

Vishnu, the lord of all, is the destroyer of sins, without

end and devoid of feet and body. He is Vasudeva, the lord

of the universe and identical with Brahman. Although he

daily assumes various bodies he is [in sooth] devoid of them

all. He is shorn of the natural functions of the body and is

devoid of death and decay. Stationed in the six fold objects

he is the seer, hearer and smeller and is (at the same time)

above the reach of organs. He is devoid of the functions of

senses, the creator and has no name or family. The deity is

in the mind but does not himself possess it. He is devoid of

mental faculties, discriminative knowledge and knowledge.

He perceives all by intellect, is stationed in it, the witness of

all and omniscient
;
(and at the same time) he is devoid of

intellect. He is devoid of the functions of intellect, is all,

present every where, and is in the mind of all. He is freed

from vital airs and is devoid of their actions. But he is the

vital principle of all creatures, of a quiescent soul and

divorced from fear. He is shorti of Ahankara (egoism) and

other principles and devoid of their natural actions. But, he

is their witness, the ordainer thereof and of the form of

great felicity. He is the witness of the various states of

of waking, dreamless
g
sleep and dreaming sleep and himself is

above them all. But he is Tu'riya,* the great ordainer, of

the form of the quarter and devoid of gunas (qualities). He
is emancipated, enlightened, undecaying, all-pervading, all-

auspicious and always present in self.

Understanding this the men, who meditate on this great

Isha (God), attain to his form. There is no need of ascertain-

ing actions in this matter. O Shankara, O thou of good vows,

* The fourth state of the soul in which it becomes one with Brahman

•r the Supreme spirit.
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I have thus described the Dhyana. He, who always reads it

attains to the region of Vishnu.

-:o:-

CHAPTER XV.

Rudra said :—O Lord, O Janarddana, do thou describe

unto me the Great Being by reciting whose name a man may

cross the dreadful ocean of Samsara.*

Hari said :—Reciting the thousand names of Vishnu, the

Demiurgus, the great Brahman, the Absolute, Undecaying

Sdlf, a man attains to emancipation. O bull-emblemed deity,

hear with fixed attention, I will describe this sacred and

great object of recitation {Japa) which destroys all sins.

He is Vasudeva, the great Vishnu, Vamana (Dwarf),t

Vasava, Vasu, effulgent like the newly risen sun, and the

highly powerful Balabhadra. He fettered (the Asura) Bali,

is the all-knower, the worshipful knower of the Vedas and the

poet. He is the creator of the Vedas, of the form of the

Vedas, worthy of being known and filled with the Vedas.

He is the knower of the Vedangas,J the lord of the Vedas, the

mine of strength and the «aggrandiser of the strong. He is

without changes, the lord of boons, the giver of boons, and

* Commonly worldliness—but really it is the transmigatory series.

f An incarnation of Vishnu in which he put down the great Asura

Bali, who had grown excessively powerful by his rigid austerities.

% Certain classes of works regarded as auxiliary to the Vedas, and

designated to aid in the correct pronounciation and interpretation of

the text and the right emplo}'ment of the Mantras in ceremonials. They
are six in number, viz., (i) Siksha, the science of proper articulation

and pronounciation
; (2) Chhandas, the science of prosody

; (3) Vya-

karana grammar; (4) Nirukta, elymological explanation of difficult

Vedic words (5) Jyotish, Astronomy ; (6) Kalpa, ritual or ceremonial.
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the master of Varuna. He is the slayer of heroes, the great

hero and the great Ishwara adored of all. He is the soul,

the great soul, the inward self and above the sky. He is lotus-

navelled, the Padmaniddhi,* the lotus-handed and the holder

of club. He is the Great, above the elements, the foremost

Purusha and the Demiurgus. He is lotus-wafsted, Pundarika

wears a garland of lotuses and is beloved of all. He is iotus-

eyed, Padmagarbha,f Parjanya (rain-god) and seated on a

lotus. He is beyond the range of all, the great object, the

greatest of the great lord. He is most learned of all learned

men, holy and destroyer of sins. He is pure, manifests all,

holy and the protector. He is devoid of thirst, Padya,J the

Purusha and Prakriti (Nature). He is Pradhana (intellectual

principle), the lotus, the earth, the lotus-navelled and the giver

of desirable objects. He is the lord of all, present every

where, the All, Omniscient, the giver of all and the great.

He is identical with all and the entire universe, the witness

and up-holder of all. He is the Deity who shows favour unto

all and is stationed in the hearts of all creatures. He is the

protector of all, is adored of all and is saluted by all the

deities. He is at the root of the entire universe, is the des-

troyer of all and the fire. He is the protector of all, pervades

all and the cause of all causes. He is meditated on by all,

the friend of all aiyi the holder of the various forms of the

deities. He is the object of the study of all, the commander

of the celestials and is adored of the gods and Asuras. He is

* One of the nine treasures of Kuvcra, viz., Padma, Mahapadma.

Sankha, Makara, Kachhapa, Mukunda, Nanda, Nila and Kharva;

their nature is not exactly defined though some of them appear to

be precious jems ; according to the Tantrik system, they are personi-

fied and worshipped as demi-gods attendant either upon Kuvera or

Lakshmi. Here the term is an epithet of Vishnu.

•j- Name of Brahma, meaning from born of a lotus. Here it is an

epithet of Vishnu showing that he is identical with Brahma.

% Water for cleaning feet. This shows that Vishnu permeates every

object in the world.
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always the destroyer of the wicked and Asuras. He is the

protector of truth, the centre of good people, the lord of

Siddhas, is adored by them, is obtained by the Siddhas and

the Sadhyas and the lord of their hearts.

He is the refuge of the world, the auspiciousness, the

doer of good, beautiful, humble, truthful and having truth for

prowess. He is stationed in truth, of a true determination,

the knower and giver of truth. He is religion, the observer

of religious rites and a Karmin (one who practises religious

rites) but he is devoid of all actions. He is the ordainer of

actions, the action itself and the practice of religious rites.

He is the lord of Shree and of men, beautiful, the lord of all,

but himself having no master. He is the lord of the celestials,

the master of Vrishnis, of Hiranyagarbha and of the des-

troyer of Tripura. He is the lord of the beasts, Vasus, Indra,

Varuna, trees, wind, fire, Yama, Kuvera, stars, medicinal herbs

and trees. He is the master of the Nagas, of the sun, of

Daksha, of friends and of kings. He is. the master of the

Gandharvas, the most excellent lord of the Asuras, of the

mountains and rivers. He is the most powerful lord of the

celestials, of Kapila, of creepers and of Veerudhas (spreading

creepers). He is the master of the ascetics, the most excel-

lent lord of the sun, moon, and of Shukra. He is the lord

of planets, Rakshasas, the Kinnaras and the most excellent

master of the twice-born one^. He is the lord of the rivers,

oceans, lakes and goblins. He is the master of the Vetalas,

Kushmandas, birds and beasts.

He is the high-sould Mangala, Mandara, the lord of

Mandara. He is creator of Meru and Madhava and devoid of

mind. The great deity wears a garland and is adored by
Mahadeva. He is of a quiescent soul, and is the illustrious

slayer of Madhu. He is highly powerful, the great vital air and
is lauded by Markandeya. He is identical with Maya (illusion),

fettered by it and devoid of it. He is lauded by the ascetics

and is their friend. He has a nose, big cheeks, big arms, big
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teeth and* is freed from death. He has a huge mouth, a great

soul, a great body, a great belly, big feet and a high neck.

He is greatly respected, is high-minded, of great intellect, of

great fame, of great form and the great Asura. He is Madhu,

he is Madhava, he is Mahadeva, and he is Maheshwara. He
is adored in sacrifices, of the form of a sacrifice and is the

worshipped lord of the sacrifices. He is the great wind, the

great luck and the superhuman Mahesha. He is man, Manu
and does good unto men. He is deer, is adored by them and

is their lord. He is the master of Mercury, Venus, Saturn,

Rahu and Ketu. He is the good mark and is endued with it

;

he has long lips and is handsome to look at. He is bedecked

with various ornaments and besmeared with sandal of

different kinds. His face is painted effulgent with various

colours and adorned with diverse flowers. He is Rama, the

great Iswara with his consort. He gives jewels and takes

them away. He is with and without any boon. He is ef a

great, terrific and calm appearance. He is like unto a blue

cloud, is pure and resembles a cloud at the end of a cycle. He

is smoky cloud, of yellow hue, of various forms and without

any colour. He is of a distorted figure, the giver of forms

and is white-hued. He is of all colours, the great yogin, the

sacrificer. He is gold-hued and is called gold. His body is

made of gold and h% puts on a golden girdle. He is the giver

of gold or parts of it. He, is fond of gold and houses made

of gold. He is beautiful and of huge wings and the creator

of Suparna. He is Vinata's son, the sun, the beginning, the

the creator of beginning and auspiciousness. He is the

cause of the intellectual principle, of the Puranas, of intellect

and mind. He is the efficient cause of consciousness,

egoism, elements of fire, ether, earth, egg and Prakriti

(Nature). He is the cause of the body, eyes, ears, skin, tongue,

vital breath, hand, foot, speech and the organ of generation.

He is the efficient cause of Indra, Kuvera, Yama, Ishana and

the most excellent creator of Yakshas and Rakshasas. He
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is the most excellent cause of ornaments, virtue, creatures,

Vasus (gods of riches), of Manus and of birds. He is the

foremost cause of the ascetics, the Yogins, the Siddhas, the

Yakshas, the Kinnaras and Gandharvas.

He is the cause of the river, male and female, the oceans

and trees. He is the cause of Veerudhas, the worlds, the

nether region and celestials. He is the cause of serpents,

the auspiciousness, the beasts and of all.

He is identical with the body, the organs of sense, the

soul, the intellect, the mind, egoism, consciousness, the

condition of waking, that of dreaming sleep, the intellectual

principle and the great soul.

He is identical with ether, water, and the great soul of

earth and air. He is the great soul of the smell, colour,

sound, speech and touch. He permeates, as the great soul,

the ears, skin, tongue, nostrils, hand, foot, organ of generation.

He permeates Indra, Brahma, Rudra, Manu, and the

Patriarch Daksha. The great is identical with truth. He is

identical with Isha, the great soul, the Rudra and the Yati

conversant with the knowledge of emancipation. He is

energetic and is the very energy itself. He is the holder of

the leathern fence and sword and the destroyer of the Asuras.

He is modest by nature and engaged in the well-being of

the ascetics. Hari is of the form of a Yatin, a Yogin and is

meditated on by the Yogins. He is Shiti.* He is perfect

knowledge, genius, time, summer, rainy season, determina-

tion, year, the ordainer of emancipation and destroyer of

Moha (stupifaction). He stupefies the wicked, is Mandavya

and mare-mouthed. He is Sangvartaka (fire), the creator of

time, Goutama, Bhrigu, Angira, Atri, Vashistha, Pulaha

Pulastya, Kutsa, Yajnavalka, Devala, Vyasa, Parashara,

Sharmada, Gangeya, Hrishikesha, Vrihatshrava and Keshava.

He is the destroyer of miseries, has beautiful ears and is

without them. The great Narayana is the lord of Prana, of

* Literally " white or black." It is an epithet of Shiva.
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vital air the Apana, of Vyana, of Udana and of Samana. He
is the "best master of sound, touch and colour. He is the

master of the destruction of the world, the first-born, has a

sword in his hand, the plough-share for his weapon, the

discus in his hand, the Kundalas [on his ears] and the

mystic mark Srivatsa on his breast. He is Prakriti, has the

Koustava gem on his neck and is clad in a yellow raiment.

He has a beautiful face, an ugly face and is without any.

He is without end, of endless forms, has beautiful nails and

is the handsomest of all the celestials. The lord Vishnu has

a beautiful quiver and most resplendent arrows. He is the

destroyer of Hiranyakashipu, the grinder of Hiranyaksha,

the killer of Putana and Bhaskaranta. He is the grinder

of Keshin, and Mushtika. He is the killer of the demon

Kansa, of Chanura and Aristha. He is fond of Akrura. He
is without wickedness, is wily and is adored by those who are

fond of simplicity. He is the destroyer of the lordly powers,

is himself endued with them, the sun and the Lord himself.

He is Uddhava, Uddhava's lord, and is being meditated on by

Uddhava. He is the holder of discus, is fickle and is devoid

of the moveable and immoveable properties. He is egoism,

determination, mental faculties, the sky, earth, water, air, eye,

ear, tongue, nose, palate, hand, foot, waist and the organ of

generation. He is Srfankara, the. giver of auspiciousness, the

giver of endurance ; and hcforgives men. He is fond of his

votaries and is their protector. He is endued with reveren-

tial faith and himself increases it. He is lauded by his

votaries, devoted to them and gives fame ; and he multiplies it.

He is fame, resplendence, forgiveness, patience, reverential

faith, compassion, the great, the gift, the giver, the agent of

action, is fond of the celestials, is purity, is pure, the giver of

felicity, emancipation and the object of desire. He has a

thousand feet. He is the thousand-headed physician who

opens the gate of emancipation. He is the door of subjects,

has a thousand ends and a thousand hands. He is Shukra,

6
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has a beautiful head-gear, and a beautiful neck. He is

Keshava, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Hayagriva, Shukara

(boar), Matysa (fish), Parashurama, Pralhada and Bali. He
is daily sought by people for help, enlightened, emancipated

and the holder of forms. He is the destroyer of Khara and

Dushana and the grinder of Ravana. He is the husband of

Sita and the prosperous Bharata. He is the killer of the

victor of Kumbhendra, the grinder of Kumbhakarna, the

destroyer of the killers of men and celestials. He is the

destroyer of the wicked Asuras and the enemy of Shamvara.

He is the destroyer of (the demon) Naraka as well as of the

three-headed demon. He broke down [the trees] Yamala

and Arjuna and always helps asceticism. He plays on the

musical instrument and is himself the instrument. He is

enlightened and the giver of boons. He is the substance

and is fond of substances. He is Soura and the destroyer of

time and is incapable of being cut. He is Agastya, Devala,

Narada, and fond of Narada. He is Prana, Apana, Vyana

(vital airs), the qualities of Rajas (darkness), Sattwa (good-

ness) and Tamas (ignorance). He is beyond Tamas (ignor-

ance). He is Udana, and Samana (vital airs). He is medicine

and the medical man.

He is perpetually and universally the same. His form is

transparent and he is devoid of any form. He is devoid of

the organs of vision and speech, of hands, fat, the organs of

generation and excretion. He is devoid of great asceticism.

He is devoid of perception, intellect, consciousness and
vital airs, Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana.

He is devoid of the ether and fire, water and earth.

He is devoid of sound, touch and all colours. He is devoid

of carnal passion and other inferior appetites. He is shorn

of grief and the power of speech. He is devoid of the

quality of Rajas (darkness) and six-fold deviations from the

natural state. He is devoid of sexual passion, anger, avarice,

and pride. He is the subtlest of the subtle and the grossest of
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the gross. He is clever, leader of the strong and the agita-

tor of all. He agitates Prakriti (nature), Mahat (intellectual

principle), the elements, intellect, the organs of sense and

of the objects thereof. He is the agitator of Brahma and

Rudra. He is beyond the range of vision and hearing.

Skin cannot touch him. He is tortoise. Tongue cannot

perceive him. He is beyond the range of smelling and

speech. The hands and feet cannot reach him. Hari is

beyond the range of mental and intellectual perception and

understanding. He is within the comprehension of the sense

of ego and mental faculties.

He holds the conch-shell in his hand, is undecaying and

holds also the club and Shranga bow in his hands. He is

dark-blue, the image of knowledge and the scorcher of the

enemies. He is within the range of the knowledge of the

ascetics; he is endued with knowledge and knows all by

his knowledge. He is comprehended by knowledge and

manifests the consciousness of the objects of knowledge.

He is the soul, object of mental perception, the creator of

the world and the destroyer of it. He is Govinda, the lord of

kine and the giver of felicity unto the cow-herds. He is the

protector of kine, the master of kine, Gomati and Godhara.

He is Upendra, Nrisimha, Shouri, Janarddana, Araneya,

Vrihatbhanu and highly effulgent. He is Ddmodara, the

three-fold time, cognizant of time and devoid of time. He

is the three-fold Sandhya (periods of conjuction), is Dwapara,

Treta, the creator of subjects and of the foot steps. He

is powerful and holds a rod in his hand. He holds one and

three rods in his hand. He is the division of the Samaveda,

its means, of the form of Saman and the chanter of Saman.

He is conversant with Atharvan Veda and is the preceptor

thereof. He is the Rik of the Rik Veda and is stationed

there. He is the reader of the Yayush, the Yayurveda itself

and is conversant with the rituals thereof. He has one foot,

many feet, beautiful foot, a thousand feet, four feet, two feet.
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The powerful lord is like unto Smriti and Nyaya. He is a

Sanyasin (disassociated from the world, and is the four orders

of hermit &c viz, a Brahmacharin (student), Grihasta (house-

holder), Vanaprasta (retired into forest) and Bhikshsu (a

hermit living on alms). He is the four Varnas (castes) viz

the Brahmanas, the Kshatryas, the Vaishyas and the Shudras.

He gives good character, is endued with the same and devoid

of a bad character. He is emancipation, is engaged in

spiritual communion, is the encomiastic verse, the encomiast

and the worshipper. He is worshipful, the speech, the object

of speech and the speaker. He is the knower, the grammar,

the word and is conversant with words.

He is within the reach of words, lives in sacred shrines,

is the sacred shrine and is conversant with the knowledge of

all the shrines. He is resident in all the sacred shrines, is

Sankhya, Nirukta and the presiding deity thereof. He is
,

Pranava,* the lord of Pranava and is adored with Pranava.

He is Gayatri\ and the holder of club. He lives in

Shalagrama and is Shalagrama itself. He resides in water,

lies in Yoga, on Sesha and Kusha. He is the earth, is the

action, the cause and the holder of the earth. He is the

Patriarch, and the eternal. He is the object of desire and

flie universal creator of desire. He is the Lord Paramount,

the sun, the heaven, is stationed on a car, and the strength of

the charioteer. He is rich", the giver of riches, blessed and

engaged in the well-being of the Yadavas. He is the

favourite of Arjuna and he is both Arjuna and Bhima. Un-

bearable is his prowess and he is a master of all the

* The sacred syllable Om, an abbreviation of the Hindu triad, viz,

Brahma, the creative force, Vishnu, the protecting force and Shiva,

the destructive force. These three forces or the deities presiding over

them are represented by Om. The abbreviation is intended for the

purpose of recitation. The prayers and sacred hymns and mantrams of

the.Hindus are all presented by Om.

•f
The sacred verse which the Brahmanas recite. It is one of the

verses of the Rik veda, embodying the worship of the sun-god.
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scriptures. He is Saraswati, the great Bhishma and the

captor of Parijata flowers. He is the giver of ambrosia, the

ocean of milk and the milk itself. He is the protector of

Indra's son and the upholder of the mount Govardhana. He
is the destroyer of Kansa, the master of his elephant and the

killer of the same. He is Shipidisthe* (pervaded by rays),

cheerfulness and the destroyer of the calamities of all people.

He is Mudra, the maker of Mudras and is devoid of all

Mudras. He is endued with a body, is stationed in a body

,

and the organizer of the body. He is the hearer, the creator

of the ears, the object of hearing and the power of hearing.

He is stationed in skin, is one who touches, the object and
power of touching. He resides in the eye, is the seer of

forms and the creator of the eye and is the object of vision.

He resides in the tongue, has a strong taste and is the

.

organiser of taste. He resides in smell, creates smell, him-

self smells and is the creator of the organ of smelling. He
resides in speech, is the speaker, the object of speaking, the

power of speech and the creator of the same. He resides

in vital airs. He is the creator of fine arts, is the fine art

itself and the creator of hands. He is the foot, the agent of

going, the place of going and the power of going. He is

the ordainer of gifts, is stationed in the organ of generation

and is the pleasure. He is the slayer of enemies, Kartavirya,

Dattatreya, is engaged in the well-being of Alarka and is the

destroyer of Kartavirya. He is Kalanemi, Mahanemi, the

cloud and the lord of clouds. He is the giver of food, of

the form of food, the eater of food and the ordainer of

food. He creates smoke and is of a smoky form. He is the

most excellent son of Devaki. He is the delight of Devaki,

Nanda and Rohini. He is a favourite of Vasudeva and his

son. His smiles are both like Dundhuvi (trumpets) and

flowers. He is fond of laughing aloud. He is the lord of

* An epithet of Vishnu.
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all, decaying and undecaying. He is Achyuta (undecaying),

the lord of truth and is fond of truth. He is the most

beloved husband of Rukshmini. He is the favourite of

milk women and his piety has been sung in well known

verses. He is Vrishakapi, Yama, Guhya, Mangala, Budha,

Rahu, Ketu, the crocodile and the union of the mouths of the

elephants. He is the destroyer of crocodiles and the

protector of the headmen of villages. rfeisthe Kinnara,

Siddha, the Prosody and easiness. He is of the universal

form, of large eyes and the slayer of the Daityas. He is of

endless forms, is stationed in elements, in the celestials and

Danavas. He exists in dreamless sleep, is dreamless sleep

itself and is the place for it. He exists in an awakened state,

is the agent and the place thereof. He exists in the state of

dreamless sleep, is conversant with it and is the dream itself

He also exists in the fourth state devoid of these three states

of dreamless sleep, dreaming sleep and awakening. He is

the discriminating knowledge, is Chaitra, the sentiency and

the creator of sentiencies. He is the lord of the worlds and

the ordainer of the worlds. He resides in the nether region,

the nether region itself and the destroyer of all sorts of

feverish complaints. He is of the form of great felicity and

the propounder of various forms of faith. He is easily

accessible, and accessible with difficulty. He is engaged in

Pranayama (suppression of vital, air). He is Pratyahara,*

Dharakat and the maker of Pratyahara. He is effulgence,

personal grace, rays, pure and like unto crystal. He is above

* It is the Yogic process of restraining the organs of senses from

suscipitibility to outward impressions, and directing them entirely to

mental perceptions. This is one of the means for effecting the entire

subjugation of the senses.

f Steady thought ; retention or holding of the image or idea formed

in the mind by contemplation.
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perception, white coloured, the all and pure. He is Vashat-

kar,* Vashat, Voushat, Swadha, Swaha and inclination there-

to. He is the agent of cooking, giving delight, eating,

understanding and thinking. He is identical with knowledge

and understanding. He is the Great and the Creator of all

Creators. He is the river, Nandi,f the lord of Nandi and

the destroyer of the trees of India. He is the holder of

discus, the husband of Shree and the king of the Lords

Paramount. He is the master of all the celestials and is

the leisure. He is Pushkara,J the lord of Pushkara and
j

the Pushkara island. He is Bharata, Janaka, Janya§

and is devoid of all forms. He is without any form,

without any cause, without any fear and without any
help. O bull-emblemed deity, I have thus described

to you the thousand names of the Lord Vishnu destruc-

tive of all sins. By reading them a Brahmana attains

to Vishnu-hood, a Kshatriya acquires victory, a Vaishya

acquires riches and a Shudra is endued with reverential faith

in Vishnu.

CHAPTER XVI.

RUDRA said :—O Bolder of conch-shell, discus and club,

do thou again describe the Bhyana (meditation) of the Deity,

the Lord Vishnu, the pure, impersonal self.

Hari said :—Hear, Rudra, Hari's dkyana, destructive

of the tree of transmigatory series, never seen before, exten-

ding all over and eternal. It is undecaying, present always

* An exclamation used in making an oblation to a deity with the

dative form of the deity.

f The attendant of Shiva. It may also mean the character in a

drama who introduces the prelude.

% Literally it means a " lotus." It is an epithet of Krishna.

§ Father.
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and every where and consists only in the thought " I am

Brahma." [Meditate on him as] the root of the entire world,

the lord of all, the Great Demiurgus, as stationed in the

hearts of all creatures, as the great lord of all creatures.

He is the container of all, having none to contain

him and is the cause of all causes. He does not come

in contact, is emancipated and is being meditated on by

emancipated Yogins. He is without the gross body,

the eyes, organs of vitality, the action of vital airs, the

organs of generation and execretion, the organs of sense,

the mind, the action of mind, intellect, mental faculties,

egoism, the action of intellect, the vital airs, Prana, Apana

and their actions.

Hari said :—I will describe again the adoration of the

sun which had been related formerly unto Bhrigu.

Om salutation unto Khakholka.

This is the principal mantram of the sun affording emanci-

pation and objects of enjoyment.

Om salutation unto God Khakholka. Om unto rays ta, ta,

salutation unto the head. Om unto knowledge, salutation

unto the tuft of hair on the head. Om unto him of thousand,

ta, ta, salutation unto the amulet.

Om salutation unto the master of all light. Ta, Ta, salu-

tation unto the weapon. Om, burn, buyn, burn burn, ta, ta,

salutation. •

This is the fiery mantram of the sun destructive of the

sin.

Om Adityaya, Vidmahe, Vishwabhavaya dhimahi, Tanna
Suryye Prachodayat.

The worshipper should perform the Sakalikarana rite

with this Gayatri of the sun. He should worship Dharma
in the east, Yama in the south, Dandanayaka and Vaivarna

in the north, dark-blue, twany and other colours in north-east

and north-west, the holder of thunder-bolt in the south-west

and the earth and sky in the north-west.
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Om salutation unto the moon the lord of stars. Om
salutation unto egoism the son of the earth. Om, salutation

unto Budha, the son of Soma. Om salutatiori unto the lord

of speech, the master of all forms 5f learning. Om
salutation unto Bhrigu's son, the great saint Shukra. Om
salutatation unto Shani (Saturn) the son of the sun. Om
salutation unto Rahu. Om salutation unto Ketu.

In all the quarters beginning with the east and ending

with the north-east all these should be adored, O bull-em-

blemed deity.

Om salutation unto Anuruka. Om salutation unto the lord

of Pramathas.* Om salutation unto Budha. O lord ! O
thou endued with immeasurable rays ! O lord of the entire

world ! O thou carried by seven horses ! O thou having

four arms ! O thou, the giver of great supernatural powers !

O thou twanty-coloured with scintillations ! O auspicious

deity, take this arghya. Salutation unto thee. Take this

dreadful fire. Burn, burn, ta, ta, salutation.

Having invoked the sun-god with this mantram he should

make the Visarjana (life-destroying rite) with the following

mantram.

Om salutation unto the sun endued with six lordly

powers, of a thousand rays. Go happily to return again.

-:o:

CHAPTER XVII.

HARI said :—I will describe the adoration of the sun

formerly related unto the god of riches .f

* Shiva. t Kuvera.
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In a purified place a worshipper should draw the figure

of a lotus with eight petals and pericarps. Then making

Avakani mudra* he should invoke Hari there.

He should place in the middle the diagram form of the

sun and sprinkle it with water. He should place the heart of

the deity in the quarter presided over by the fire-god. He
should place the head in the north-east and the tuft of hair in

the south-west. He, having his mind fixed in concentration,

should assign Dharma to this quarter presided over by Puran-

dara. He should place his eyes in the north-west and his

weapon in the corner presided over by Varuna. He should

place Soma in the north-east and Lohita in the quarter be-

longing to Purandara. He should place Soma's son in the

east and Vrihaspati in the south. He should place the pre-

ceptor of the Danavast in the south-west and Shani (Saturn)

in the corner presided over by Varuna. He should place

Ketu in the north-west and Rahu in the quarter presided

over by Kuvera.

In the second apartment, he should adore the twelve

suns viz Bhaga, Suryya, Aryama, Mitra, Varuna, Savita,

Dhata, the highly powerful Vivashwan, Twasta, Pusha, and
Indra. The twelfth is Vishnu. In the quarters beginning

with the east, a man, filled with 'reverence, should adore

Indra and other deities, Jaya, Vijaya, Jayanti, Aparajita,

Sesha, Vasuki and other Nagas.

-K>:

* A particular kind of the arrangement of fingers made before in-
voking a particular deity,

t Shukra.
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SuTA said :—I will describe the Arohna (adoration) of

Mritunjaya (the victor of death) narrated unto Kashyapa by

Garuda, which gives redemption, is holy and identical with

all the deities.

First Om should be placed, then jumkara and thirdly

Virsarga. This mantram destroys death and poverty. This

great mantram of three letters is the lord of ambrosia. By

reciting it people become freed from death and all sorts of

sins. By reciting it a hundred times one reaps the fruit of

Vedic recitations and of the celebration of sacrifices at sacred

places. By reciting it one hundred and eight times at three

periods of junction one defeats the Death and his enemies.

He should meditate on the lord of ambrosia, seated on a white

lotus, the giver of boons, with the'promise of protection in one

hand and jars full of nectar in two other hands. He should

think of the goddess of ambrosia as stationed "on his limb,

sweet-sp»eched like ambrosia, holding the pitcher in her right

hand and lotus in the left. He, who recites it eight thousand

times at the three periods of junction for one full month,

becomes freed from decrepitude, death and leprosy,

defeats his enemies and gives peace unto all creatures. He

is the [real] worshipper who knows the site [of a temple],

the placing [of an idol], the suppression of vital airs, the

appearance, the temple, water for washing feet, the water for

rinsing mouth, the water for bathing, Arghya, Aguru, pastes,

lamps, raiments, ornaments, edibles, drinks, drinking water,

Matra, Mudra, recitation, meditation, gifts, oblation, the

chanting of glories, playing on musical instruments, singing,

dancing, Nyasa (assignment of limbs), yoga, circumambula-

tiqp, bowing, mantrams, clarified butter, eulogy, (the life-

destroying rite) Visarjana, the adoration with six ingredients

emanating in order from the mouth of the great Deity.
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The Arghya, Padya, &c, should be fanned With a piece

of cloth, and then purified with Kavacha mantrams and then

the rite of Amriti-Karana (conversion into nectar) should be

performed. Then Adhara Saktis* should be adored and

Pranlyama (suppression of vital airs) should be practised in

the seat. Then the purificatory rite of Ptndaf should be per-

formed. Then with Agni and other mantrams he should medi-

tate on the self as being identical with the deity. He should

then make assignment of hands and other limbs and after-

wards adore the self in the form of light stationed in the lotus-

of the heart. He should then throw shining flowers on the

idol or the? altar. For the adoration of the door of the self the

Adhara Saktis should be worshipped. And bringing one's-

self near the deity he worships his family. For the adora-

tion of six Angas (limbs) the quarters should be divided.

Dharma and other gods, Shakra and other celestials, the

various members of their families and their weapons, the

cycles, and the Muhurttas (divisions of time) should be adored.

This worship yields enjoyment and emancipation. He should
1

first adore the Matrikas, Ganas, Nandiganga, Mahakala,

Yamuna and Dehalya.

Om salutation unto Bhairava, the lord of ambrosia. Evam f

Om, Jum, Sas, salutation unto the sun. In this way adora-

tions should be offered to Shiva, Kqjshna, Brahma, GaRay
Chandika, Saraswati, Mahalakshmi and others-.

-:o:-

* Female deities presiding over various articles,

t Balls of food offered to the departed manes.
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SuTA said :—I will now describe the Praneshwara* rite of

Garuda narrated by Shiva.

I shall first describe the places where a person, bitten by

a serpent, does not survive, viz., funeral pyre, ant-hill, well, and

the cavity of a tree. The person, three lines on whose limbs,

are hidden, does not live. [A man dies if be is bitten] in

the sixth day of the fort-night, when the sun is in the cons-

tellation Cancer, when it is in the Aries, when it is with the

asterism Mula or when it is in the Maghaf or Asbleshaf

[A man dies when he is bitten] on the sides, on the loins, on

the throat, on the joints or the temple, ears or belly. The

Dandin (hermit), a person holding weapons, a mendicant

and a naked person are the emissaries of Deatb.§ If a person

is bitten on the mouth, arms, neck, and on the back, he does

not survive.

Every day the sun, first of all, lords, for half a Yama,||

over all the serpents. Then with six revolutions the six

planets lord over them. In the night with five revolutions

the five planets lord over them. The sun is the presiding

star Of Sesha, the moon of Phani, Mars of Takshaka, Jupiter

of Karkotyna, Venus" of Padma and Mahapadma, Saturn of

Shankha, and Rahu of KuluKa and Ahi. Jupiter is the Death

itself in both days and nights.^f Saturn is Death in the day and

* It perhaps refers to the rite for counteracting the evil effects of the

poison.

f The ninth Nakshatra or lunar mansion containing five stars.

% The tenth lunar mansion containing five stars.

§ The meaning is that if these persons are sent for calling a phy-

sician the patient dies.

||
Eighth part of a day. A watch of three hours.

^| If a person is bitten on Thursdays he never survives under any

circumstances.
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the period when Rahu presides over Kuluka at the hours

of the conjunction of two-half Yamas, it is hostile to life.

A day, consisting of sixty dandas,* should be distributed

over a human body divided into three sections. Five dandas

should be assigned to the toe, twelve to the feet, five to the

calf, two to the knee and one to the organ of generation. Six

dandas should be assigned to the navel, four to the breast

and eight to the throat. Fifteen dandas should be allotted

to the tip of the nose and one each to the eye, ear, eye-brow,

and temple. Then all the days, beginning with Pratipat, the

first day of a fort night, should be allotted to all the limbs

beginning with the head. If the moon lords over the right

part of a man's body he does not survive. If it lords over

the left part of a woman's body she dies. The benumbed

part should be rubbed over with a hand till unconsciousness

is not removed.

The great mantram of self, pure like crystal, called Hansa,

is to be known as one which counteracts the evil effect of

poisoning. Its Veeja is of four sorts.

Om, Kuru, Kunde Swaha.

Formerly this learning was kept by Garuda for protecting

the three worlds. Desirous of killing the serpents he assigned

Pranava to his mouth. An intelligent worshipper should assign

Kuru to his throat, Kunda to the calvee, and Swaha to the

two feet. This Nyasa is called Ytugaha. The serpents leave

the house in which this mantram is written. Having

recited it a thousand times one should place a thread on his

ear. The serpents leave the house in which sugar, after

reciting this mantram, is thrown. By reciting it seven lacs

of times the celestials and Asuras obtain Siddhi.

Om, Swaha unto golden lines, unto him having the form

of a fowl.

In this way two letters should written on each petal of a

* One sixtieth part of day and night. Twenty four minutes.
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lotus of eighteen petals. When a person, bitten by a snake,

is sprinkled with water with this mantram the poison

goes out.

Om, pakshi (bird) Swaha. Then the assignment of all

fingers, beginning with the thumb and ending with the

youngest finger, should be made in the body. Garuda

should be assigned to the mind, mouth, heart, organ of

generation and feet. Even in a dream the venomous serpents

do not transgress his shadow. He, who recites this mantram

for a lac of times, destroys the poison even by his very sight.

Om, Hrom, Hroum, Hirim, Bhirundayai Swaha.

Having recited this mantram by placing his finger on the

ear one should destroy the poison of the person bitten. He
should then assign a, a to the tips of the feet, e.i. to the

calves and knees, u, ti, a au to the waist, or to the navel, and

on to the heart. He should assign am to the mouth and as

to the head. Hansa, when recited, meditated on and adored,

destroys all sorts of poison. Having meditated " I am
Garuda" he should perform the rite destructive of poison.

Having assigned the mantram Ham to the body he should

say " Destroy poison, &c." Having assigned Hansa to the

left hand, he should close up his mouth and nostrils. This

mantram destroys the poison affecting the skin and flesh.

Having attracted it by the air he should remove the poison

of the person bitten. He should next assign it to the body

of the person bitten and meditate on the blue-throated

deity (Shiva). When the juice of the root of Pratyangira

is drunk with rice it destroys poison. The root of the new
Phalin is equally effective. When clarified butter is pasted

on the head it also destroys poison. If a person drinks up

hot ghee (clarified butter) the poison is not increased. If

the root of Sirisha compounded in five parts with one part

of red garlic (Grinjana) is pasted all over the body or is

drunk it destroys poison.

Hrim destroys the poison of Gonasha (a large kind of
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snake Boa). When the mantram Hrim ending with Visarga

is meditated on it brings all under control ; when it is as-

signed to the female organ it brings a maiden under control

and clears up the muddy water. Having recited "Garuda is

every where" fifty-six thousand times a person becomes a

poet, well read in Sruti and obtains a submissive wife. The

theme of the Muni Vyasa forsooth destroys poison.

•:o:-

CHAPTER XX.

SuTA said :—I will now now describe the highly secret

mantrams narrated by Shiva. His weapons are the noose,

the bow, the discus, the club, the dart and Pattisha. Having
used these weapons inspired with mantrams in a battle a

king conquers his enemies. The mantram for purifying the

mantrans should be first written on a lotus petal. Om is the

Brahma Vijant. Hrim is the Vishnu Vijam. These three

Vijams should be assigned to the head of Shiva thrice in

order.

Om, Hrim, Hrim. «

Having taken up the dart in his hand he should whirl it in

the sky. By seeing it all the evil stars and serpents are

destroyed. Having held the smoky coloured bow by the

hand a man should meditate on it in the sky. By it the

wicked serpents, the evil stars, clouds and Rakshasas are
destroyed. This mantram protects the three worlds, what to

speak of the land of mortals ?

Om, jum, Sam, Hum, Phat. Eight sticks of Catechu
wood, inspired with mantrams, should be placed on the
ground. That will prevent the falling of thunder-bolt. The
eight sticks should be inspired with great mantram described
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by Garuda. The ground should be dug twenty one times in

the night. This will ward off the dangers proceeding from

lightning, mouse, and thunder-bolt.

The mantram is :—Hara, Kshara, amala, Vashat, added

with Vindu Sadasiva.

Om, Hram, salutation unto Sadashiva.

He should then'assign pinda (balls of rice) effulgent like

Darimi flowers with the fore-finger. By seeing it the evil

clouds, lightning and other enemies viz. the Rakshasas,

goblins and female ghosts fly away into the ten quarters.

Om, Hrim, salutation unto Ganesha. Om, Hrim, salutation

unto the chakra of Sthambhana.

Om, em, salutation unto the Damaras of the three worlds.

This pinda is called Bhairava which counteracts the effect

of poison and the evil effects of the hostile planets. It pro-

tects the field and grinds the goblins and Rakshasas.

Om, Namas. Having meditated on the thunder-bolt of

his hand he should ward off the evil influence of wicked

clouds and with Vajra Mudra all the ghosts, the enemies

with poison. Om, Kshum, Namas. He should meditate on

his left hand. It destroys all venomous creatures.

Om, Hram, Namas. The very recitation of this mantram

destroys the evil clouds and stars. Having meditated on

death he should consume the universe with the destroying

weapon.

Om, Kshma, Namas.

Meditating on Bhairava one should remove the evil influ-

ences of stars, goblins and poison.

Om lasat, jhvaksha Swaha. This mantram destroys the

enemies of the field viz, the evil stars, goblins, poison and

birds.

Om Ksham Namas. The figure of a cistern should be drawn

with blood and then the names of planets should be written

there.

S
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Om, Mara, Mara, Maraya, Maraya Swaha. Om, Hum,

Phat, Swaha.

The dart should be inspired mentally with eight hundred

mantrams. it destroys all the enemies.

With higher energies the lower ones should be suppressed'

Then the mantrams should be practised in Puraka* and

should be again well inspired in Kumbhaka.\ They should

then be received with Pranava. When the mantrams are thus

properly received and used they yield fruts like servants.

-*o*-

CHAPTER XXI.

Suta said:—I will now describes separately the adoration

of Panchavaktra (five mouths) which yeilds enjoyment and

emancipation.

Om bhur [salutation unto] Vishnu, the first bhuta, the

stay of all, unto him having a form, Swaha.

First of all with this mantram invocation of Sadyajata

(Shiva) should be made.

Om, Ham salutation unto Sadyajata. His kalas (parts)

are eight in number viz. Siddhi, Riddhi, Dhriti, Lakshmi,

Medha, Kanti, Swadha, Sthiti.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Vamadeva. His kalas are

thirteen in number, viz, Raja, Raksha, Rati, Palya, Kanti,

Trishna, Mati, Kriya, Kama, Buddhi, Rati, Trasani, and

Mohini.

* A Yogie posture in which the thumb is placed on the right n ostgl

and the fingers raised from the left through which the breath is inhaled.

+ The posture in which both nostrils are closed and breathing

suspended.
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Manonmani, Aghora, Moha, Kshudha, Kala, Nidra, Mrityu,
Maya—these are the eight dreadful Kalas.

Om, Hraim, salutation unto Tatpurusha. His Kalas are

Nivrithi, Pratishtha, Vidya, Shanti and Kevala.

Om, Hroum, salutation unto Ishana. His kalas are Nish-
chata, Niranjana, Shashini, Angana, Marichi and Jvalini.

CHAPTER XXII.

SuTA said :—I will now describe the great adoration of

Shiva which yeilds enjoyment and emancipation. He is of a
quiescent soul, present every where, void and stationed in a
room of twelve parts. His five mouths are represented by
five short vowels and his limbs by long vowels added with

Vindu. His weapon is represented by Visarga. Then the

word Shiva should be written upwards. With the sixth the

great mantram Houm impregnated with various meanings

should be written. With hands the after parts of the feet

should be held and then the ends thereof should be placed

on the head. This is the great Mudra. Then the assignment

of hands should be made. "With the astra mantram the back

should be purified. Then beginning with the youngest finger

and ending with the fore all the fingers should be assigned.

I will now describe the adoration in the pericarp of the

lotus of the heart. One should adore religion, knowledge,

disassociation from the world and prosperity in the heart.

The invocation and the installation [rites of the Deity], the

water for washing feet and Arghya should be dedicated to

the heart. And similarly the rinsing of the mouth, spring

ling of water and adoration should be made.
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I will now describe the rites of fire worship. They

should be written with the astra mantram. Then the coat

of mail should be sprinkled with water. And Sakti should

be assigned to the heart. Then he should place fire either

in the heart or in the pit for Sakti. Having performed the

Garbhadhana he should celebrate the other rites. Afterwards

having assigned to the heart the freedom from all those rites

as well as all other rites he should perform Homa for Shiva

and all the members of his family. Then in a diagram having

the figure of a lotus drawn inside if he should worship the

bull-emblemed deity Shambhu.

CHAPTER XXIII.

SurA said:—I will describe the adoration of Shiva by
which religious profit, desire &c. are secured. With three

mantrams beginning with Om and ending with Swaha the

mouth should be rinsed with water.

Om, Ham, salutation into the principle of self. Hirmy

salutation unto the principle of learning. Om, Hum, saluta-

tion unto the principle of Shiva Swaha. The ears should be

closed with the heart.

Om, ham, yam, Swaha, are the mantrams for bathing

with ashes and offering oblations of water. All the gods
and all the Munis should be adored with the mantram
" Salutation hhoushat."

All the Pitris and all the Pitamahas (patriarchs) should be
adored with mantrams ending with the word Swadha.

Om, Ham, salutation unto the great grand-fathers. The
same is for the maternal grand-fathers; [The next is] Hanj,
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salutation unto all the Matris. Then the vital airs should be

suppressed. Then he should rinse his mouth with water, rub

his body and recite the Gayatri [which is as follows]

.

Om, Ham, Tan Maheshaya Vidmahe, Vagvishudhaya;

dhimahi Tanno Rudra Prachodayat.

Then having placed near the sun he should adore him with

Surya (sun) mantrams. [It is] Om, ham, Him, Hum, Haim,

Houm, Has salutation unto Shiva Suryya. Om, Ham saluta-

tion unto Kakolka, the form of the sun. Om, Hram, Hrim f

Sas, salutation unto the sun. In the same way [the atten-

dants of the sun] Dandina and Pingala should be remem-

bered. Then in the south-east and other corners of the mystic

diagram Vinata, Isha and other powers of the sun should be

adored with great felicity. Then he should adore Padma

with the mantram Ram, Dipta with the Sreem, Sukshma

with rum, Jaya with rem, Bhadra with raim, Bibhuti with

rom and Vimala with Roum. He should adore lightnings

with Ram, in the east and other quarters, rom in the middle

and ran on all sides. He should adore the seat of the sun,

the form of the sun and the sun itself with the mantram
" Hram, Hrum, Sas."

Om and am are the mantrams for the heart of the sun

and his head and tuft of hair. Roum is for heaven, sky and

earth. The burning mantram Hum is for the coat of mail

;

astram is for the initiated queen. The worshipper should

adore all in the heart of the sun.

Som is the mantran for Soma, Man for Mangala, Vam

for Budha, Vrim for Vrihaspati, bham for Bhargava, Jum for

Shani and ram for Rahu. With Ram one should adore Ketu

and with Om the solar disc.

Having adored the sun and rinsed his mouth with water

he should assign all the fingers beginning with the youngest.

Ham, Him is the mantram for the head, Hum for Sikha

(tuft of hair), Haim for coat of mail, Houm for eyes and

Hos for the weapon. Having thus placed the Sakti he
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should perform again the nyasa of bhuta-sudgbi (purification

of elements).

Then making a vessel of arghya, he should sprinkle it

with water and then adore the self as being stationed in the

lotus, in the exterior with the mantram " Salutation unto

Shiva," then Nandi and Mahakala at the gate, then Ganga,

Yamuna, the goddess of speech, (the mystic mark) Srivatsa,

the presiding .goddess of the land, Brahma, Gana, the

preceptor, Sakti and Ananta in the middle pericarp, Dharma

(the god of virtues and others, in the east and other sides, the

•god of sin (Adharma) and others in the south-east pericarp,

Yama and Jejeshtha in the middle pericarp, Roudri, Kali and

Shivasita in the eastern pericarp of the lotus of the heart.

Then the Valavikarini should be adored with the mantram

" Om, vHoum, salutation unto Valavikarini". The goddess of

strength, which subdues all creatures, should be next adored.

Then in the pitha before Shiva Manonmani should be adored.

He should then make a seat for Shiva and his great image.

He should invoke the ,sp irit of Shiva within the image. He
should then perform the rites of Sthapanam (installation of

the image), Sannidhana, Nirodha, Sakalikarana, Mudra,

Arghya, Padya, Achama, Abhyanga, Udvarta, Snana (bathing)

and Nirmanchana (rubbing). Next he should offer raiments,

unguents, flowers, incense, lamps, charu (a kind of food) water

for rinsing mouth, delightful habitation, betel, umbralla,

chowries, and sacred thread. He should then imagine the form

of one God, recite his name and dedicate it to him. With
eulogy, bowing and [meditation in the] heart this adoration

of Namanga (Name and limbs) should be finished. Agnisha

should be placed in the north-west. He should then adore

Indra and other deities and Chanda and dedicate to them
offerings, saying " Thou art the mysterious of the mysterious

and the protector. Do thou accept this my recitation. O
god, may I, by thy favour and on thy being present here,

attain success. O god ! thou the giver of fame ! do thou
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destroy all my actions, good or bad whatever I have done

who am of the dignity of Shiva. Shiva is the giver, Shiva is

enjoyer and Shiva is the entire universe. Shiva is victorious

everywhere. I am myself Shiva. O Shiva! thou art" the

saviour and the leader of the universe. Save thee I have no

other lord."

I shall now describe another method of the adoration of

Shiva. Gana, Saraswati, Nandi, Mahakala, Ganga, Yamuna,

and* the presiding deity of the house—all these should be assign-

ed to the eastern gate. Then shouldjbe adored Indra and other

deities, earth, water, fire, air, sky, smell, taste, form, sound,

touch, speech, hand, feet, the organ of generation, ear,

skin, tongue, nose, mind, egoism, nature,"man, anger, malice,

learning, proper time, improper time, fate, lillusion, pure

learning, Ishwara (creator) and Sadasiva.

Having known all these as the powers of Shiva an

emancipated person, having the true knowledge of the deity,

becomes himself Shiva. [He should also meditate] " He who

is Shiva is Hari and Brahma.

-:o:

CHAPTER XXIV.

SUTA said :—I will now describe the most excellent

adoration of Ganas* which gives all and even heaven. The

worshipper should adore the seats of Ganas, the images of

Ganas and the lord of Ganas. Heart and other limbs should

be assigned to Durga. The sandals of the preceptor, the

seat of Durga and her image should be adored with the

* Troops of inferior deities considered as Shiva's attendants and

under the special superintendence of Ganesha.
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mantram :
—" Hrim, O Durga, protect." Then assignm ent

should be made to the eight Saktis, called Chandikas, viz

Rudrachanda, Prachanda, Chandogra, Chandanayika, Chanda,

Chandavati and Chandarupa with the mantram " O Durga,

O Durga, O protectress" Then Vajra, Khanga and other

Mudras of Shiva should be adored in the south-east. Then

Sadasiva, the lord of goblins and the lotus seat [should be

adored.]

Em, Klim, salutation unto Sonstripura. Om, Hram, Hrim,

Kshem, Kshaim, Strim, Skom, Rom, Sphem, Sphom, the

lotus seat and the heart &c of Tripura.

Then in the lotus pitha (altar) should be adored Brahmani,

Maheshwari, Koumari, Vaishnavi, Varahi, Indradevata,

Chamunda and Chandika. Then the Bhairavas should be

adored. Asitanga, Ruru, Chanda, Krodha, Unmattabhairava,

Kapali, Bhishana, and Samhara, are the eight Bharavasa.

He should meditate in his heart, in a mandala (diagram) with

a lotus inside it and having three corners, on Rati, Priti,

Kamadeva, the five arrows, Yogini, Valuka, Durga, Vighnaraja,

Guru (preceptor) and Kshatrapa.

By reciting this mantram for a lac of times and by offer-

tag oblations to the fire Tripura gives Siddhi.

:•©•:•

CHAPTER XXV.

SUTA said :—Em, Krim, Shrim, Sphem Kshoum, I adore

the paduka (shoe), of Ananta-Sakti.

Em, Hrim, Phroum, Kshoum, I adore the paduka of

Adhara-Sakti, salutation.

a These are the personifications of the terrific power of Shiva.
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Om, Hum, I dore the paduka of Katagni Rudra, saluta-

tion. Om, Hrim, Hum, I adore the paduka of Hatakeshwara,

salutation.

Om, Hrim, Shrim, I adore the seat called Ananta, having

the earth, insular continents and the oceans on all sides,

salutation.

• Hrim, Srim, Nrivritti and other Kalas. Earth and other

elements. Ananta and other worlds. Omkar and other

letters. The nine syllables Hakar etc. Sadyajata and other

Mantrams.

Ham, the heart and other limbs. This is the mantram

of Maheswara. It is identical with the most consummate

learning and is the ocean of great ambrosia.

•:o:

CHAPTER XXVI.

SuTA said :—Thereupon Karanyasa (assignment of hands)

and the purificatory rite should be performed. Having formed

Padmamudra he should make the assignment of mantrams.

Koum, salutation unto the youngest finger. Noum, salu-

tation unto the nameless (ring) finger. Mourn, salutation

unto the middle finger. Toum, salutation unto Tarjani. Am,

salutation unto Augustha. Lam salutation unto the soles of

the hands. Vam, salutation unto the back of hands.

Then Deha (body) Nyasa. Kam, salutation unto

Manivandha. Em, Hrim, Shrim, salutation unto Karaskara.

He should consecrate the hands with Hum Hum, effulgent like

the great fire.

Em, Hrim, Hrim, Shrim, -Hraim, Saphaim, salutation unto

Bhagavate. Sphaim salutation unto Kuvjikayai* Hrum,

* An unmarried girl of 3 years,

9
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Hrim, Kroum Anganame ofidreadful mouth. Ham, Him,

Kilikili, Hrim, Hrim, Shrim, Em, salutation unto Bhagavate

of the upper mouth. Sphoum, salutation unto Kuvijakayai

of the left mouth. Hrim, Shrim, Hrim, salutation unto

Anganame of the southern mouth. Om, Hrim, Shrim,

salutation unto Kilikili right mouth. Om, salutation unto

Aghoramukhi (dreadful mouthed) of the northern mouth.

Om, Namas salutation unto the heart of Bhagavate. Kshem,

Em, Kuvjikayai, Sirase (head) Swaha. Hrim, Krim, Hrim,

Pram, Ang, A Na Name, Shikhayai (tuft of hair), Aghora-

mukhi, Kavachaya, (coat of mail) Hum. Haim-

, Im, unto

three eyes Voushat. Kiliki unto weapons phat.

Em, Hrim, Shrim, salutation unto the mystic diagram of

the great dart of a connected circular form. Em, Hrim,

Shrim, salutation unto the circular orb of the air. Em,
Hrim, Shrim salutation unto the disc of the moon. Em,
Hrim, Shrim, salutation unto the mystic diagram of

Mahakulavodhavali. Em, Hrim, Shrim, salutation unto the

mystic diagram of Koula. Em, Hrim, Shrim, salutation unto

the mystic diagram for the preceptor. Em, Hrim, Hrim,

salutation unto the mystic diagram of the Saman. Em,
Hrim, Shrim, salutation unto the diagrams of the principal

and minor pithas of all Siddha yoginis, of all the principal

fields and minor ones and of all their offspring.

These twelve mystic diagrams should be adored in order

of succession.

CHAPTER XXVII.

SUTA said:—Om, O thou the skeleton of Kala and
Vikala ! Chandini 5 O thou the destroyer of creatures ! O
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thou the venom of serpents ! O Virathanarayani f O Uma \ O
thou of burning hand ! O Chanda ! O Roudri I O Maheswari,

O thou of a huge mouth, O thou of a burning mouth ! O
thou having dart-like ears ! O Sukamundha f O thou the

destroyer of all, destroy the enemies. Khakha, thou dost

look at all with thy entire body covered with blood. O
goddess Manasa ! Stupify all, stupify all. O goddess ! thou

art born in the heart of Rudra, thou art stationed there and
thou dost appear in a terrific form. Protect, Protect Mam,
Hum, Mam, Phapha, Tata, O thou wearing a girdle of beads.

O thou destroyer of the poison of plants and enemies. O
O Shala ! O Mala. ! Hara, Hara, Vishoka, Ham, Ham f

Shavari, Hum, Shavari, Prakonavishare ! Sarve f Vinchamegha

Mile ! It is destructive of the poison of all serpents.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

SlJTA said :—I will now describe the adoration of

Gopala which yeilds emancipation and enjoyment. In the

door Dhata, Vidhata, Ganga. with Yamuna, the Nidhis

Sangka and Padma, Sharanga, Sharabha and Shree should

be adored. In the east should be adored Bhadra and

Subhadra, in the south Chanda and Prachanda, in the west

Vala, and Pravala and Jaya and Vijaya in the north. In

the four doors Shree, Gana, Durga and Saraswati should be

adored.

In the south-east and other corners of the field Narada,

Siddhas, the preceptor, Nalakuvara should be adored. In the

east the worshipper should adore Vishnu, his asceticism and

power. Then in the middle he should adore the family of
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Vishnu, the Saktis, the tortoise, Ananta, earth, religion,

knowledge and disassociation from the world. He should

adore prosperity in the south-east and the manifest self in

the north. He should then adore the Sattwa guna identical

with Prakriti (nature), and Rajas identical with Moha

(stupefaction) and Tamas, the lotus and the principle of

egoism, learning,, the great principle and the solar

and lunar discs. Then in the east he should adore Vimala

and other seats with the mantrams Shrim, Hrim, salutation

unto the dearest lord of milk-men, Swaha. This is the

mantram.

Ifi the eastern corners of the diagram of the heart he

should adore his weapons viz Achakra, Suchakra, Vichakra,

the discus Sudarshana, which protects the three

worlds and destroys the Asuras. Then in the east he

should adore the Saktis namely Rukshmini, Satyabhama,

Sunanda, Nagnajiti, Lakshmana, Mitravrinda, Jamravati and

Sushita. Then in the east he should also adore his conch-

shell, discus, club, lotus, mace, the Shranga bow, sword,

noose, goad, the mystic mark Srivatsa, and the jewel Kous-

tava. He should then adore his crown, garland of wild flowers,

his Indra and other flags, Kumudas, Vishwaksena and
Krishna along with Shree. By reciting his name and
adoring him one attains all desired-for objects.

CHAPTER XXIX.

HARI said:—I will now describe the Trailokyamohini rite

(fascinating the three worlds) of the foremost of male beings,
its adoration and the mantram called Shridhara which
yeilds religious profit, desire and wives.
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Om, Hrim, Shrim, Klim, Hum, Om, Namas : foremost

of male-beings ! O thou of an incomparable form ! O thou

the abode of the goddess of prosperity ! O thou the agitator

of the entire universe ! O thou who rivest the hearts of all

women ! O thou who maddenst the three worlds ! Distress

the hearts of all beautiful women amongst the celestials and

Asuras ; dry them up, strike them, check them, melt them

and attract them. O thou of great auspiciousness ! O thou

of good luck ! O thou the giver of all desired-for objects

!

destroy such and such person with thy discus, club or

sword. Cut him with all thy weapons, strike him with thy

goad, inflict him. Why dost thou wait. ? Save me, save

me, so long my Siddhi is not perfected. Hum, phat, salu-

tation. Shrim, salutation unto the holder of Shree and the

enchanter of the three worlds. Klim, salutation unto the

foremost of male beings, the enchanter of the three worlds.

Hum, salutation unto Vishnu, the enchanter of the three

worlds. Om, Shrim, Hrim, Klim, salutation unto Vishnu,

the enchanter of the three worlds.

All the Trailokyamohana mantrams are capable of secu-

ring the accomplishment of all objects. They may be medi-

tated upon again separately and in brief.

Having adored with mantrams the seat, the image, the

six limbs, discus, club, sword, mace, conch-shell, the Shranga,

arrow, noose, goad, Lakshmi, Garuda and Vishwaksena one

attains to all.

-:o:

CHAPTER XXX.

SoTA said :—I will describe in full the auspicious adora-'

tion of Shridhara. The family of all should be looked at

impartially by the learned.
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0m, Shram, salutation unto the heart. Om, Shrim, unto

the head Swaha. Om Shram, unto the tuft of hair on the

head, Vashat. Om, Shraim unto the coat of mail, Hum. Om,

Shroum, unto the three eyes, Voushat. Om, Shras unto the-

weapon, Phat.

Having thus shown unto self the various Mudras as

Sangka, Chakra, Gada etc. and meditated on self known as

Shridhara, the holder of conch-shell, discus and club a wor-

shipper should adore the deity in the mystic diagram

Sastika and others. He should first of all adore the seat of

the god of gods, the holder of Shranga with _the following

mantram, O Mahadeva. Hear them, O Shainkara.

Om, O presiding deity of the seat of Sridhara, come here.

Om, salutation unto the entire family of the presiding deity

of the seat of Achyuta.

Om salutation unto Dhatri, Om salutation unto Vidhatri.

Om salutation unto Ganga. Om salutation unto Yamuna.

Om salutation unto the Adhara Saktis. Om salutation

unto the tortoise. Om salutation unto Ananta. Om salu-

tation unto the earth. Om salutation unto religion. Om
salutation unto knowledge. Om salutation unto Vairagya

(the spirit of disassociation from the world). Om salutation

unto prosperity. Om salutation unto irreligion. Om saluta-

tion unto ignorance. Om salutation unto worldliness. Om
salutation unto poverty. Om salutation unto Skanda. Om
salutation unto Neela. Om salutation unto the lotus. Om
salutation unto Vimala. Om salutation unto Utkarshini. Om
salutation unto Jnana. Om salutation unto Kriya. Om salu-

tation unto Yogin. Om salutation unto Putra. Om saluta-

tion unto Prarh£. Om salutation unto Satya. Om salutation

unto Ishana. Om salutation unto Anugraha. Having wor-
shipped them, O Rudra and invoked Hari a greatly wise

worshipper should adore him with these mantrams destruc-

tive of all sins.
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They are :—Om, Hrim, salutation unto Shridhara, Trailo-

kyamohana and Vishnu.

Om, salutation unto Shree. Om, shram, salutation unto

the heart. Om, Shrim, salutation unto the head. Om,
Shram, salutation unto Sikha (the tuft of hair on the head).

'Om, Shraim, salutation unto the coat of mail. Om, Shroum,

salutation unto the three eyes. Om, Shras, salutation unto

the weapon. Om, salutation unto the conch-shell. Om,
•salutation unto the lotus. Om salutation unto the discus.

"Om, salutation unto the club. Om, salutation unto the mystic

mark Srivatsa. Om salutation unto the jem Koustava. Om
salutation unto the garland of [forest flowers. Om, salutation

»unto the yellow raiment. Om, salutation unto Brahma.

Om, salutation unto Narada. Om, salutation unto the pre-

•ceptors. Om, salutation unto Iwdra. Om, salutation unto

Agni. Ona, salutationunto Yama. Om, salutation unto Nirhita.

Om, salutation unto Varuna. Om, salutation unto Vayu. Om,

salutation unto Soma. Om, salutation unto Ishana. Om,
salutation unto Ananta. Om, salutation unto Brahman. Om,

•salutation unto Sattwa. Om, salutation unto Rajas. Om,
salutation unto Viswaksena.

Then he should dedicate raiments, sacred thread, scents,

flowers, incense, lamps and food and then circumambulate

the deity. Having dedicated them with great Mantrams

he should recite the mantram.* Having recited it one hundred

and eight times he should dedicate it. Then for a moment

he should meditate on the deity stationed in his heart, pure

like crystal, effulgent like a koti of suns, of a delightful

countenance, gentle, adorned with shining ear-rings, crown,

beautiful limbs and a garland of forest flowers. A learned

worshipper should think of Shridhara in his own form as

identical with Para Brahma. With the following hymn he

should chant the glories of the great Ishwara.

Salutation unto the deity the abode of Shree. Salutation

unto the lord of Shree. Salutation unto Shridhara with the
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Shranga bow, unto the giver of prosperity. Salutation again

and again unto the dearest lord of Shree of a quiescent soul,

unto Shriman. Salutation unto the abode of Shri mountain,

unto him who does us good. Salutation again and again unto

the mass of spiritual well-being. Salutation again and again

unto Shrikara. Salutation again and again unto him who is

worthy of adoration and being taken refuge with.

Having thus chanted the hymn, bowed unto him the

worshipper should perform the Visarjana (the life-destroying

rite) of the god of gods.

O Rudra, I have thus described the adoration of the

great Vishnu. . He, who does it with great reverential faith,

attains to the great station. He, who reads this chapter des-

cribing the adoration of Vishnu, has all his sins washed off,

and attains to the exalted station of Vishnu.

CHAPTER XXXI.

R.UDRA said :— lord, do thou again describe unto me
the adoration of the lord of the universe by which I may
cross over the most difficult ocean of Samsara (transmigatory

series.)

HARisaid:— bull-emblemed deity, hear, O great one,

I will describe the adoration of the Lord Vishnu which yeilds

the most auspicious emancipation and enjoyment.

Having bathed and performed the rite of Sandhya a

worshipper should enter the sacrificial room. Having washed
hands and feet and rinsed his mouth particularly he should

assign the'words of the principal mantram to his hand. Hear,

hear, Rudra, I will describe the principal mantram of the

deity.
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Om, Shrim, Hrim, salutation unto Shridhara Vishnu.

This is the mantram of the Lord Vishnu, the king of the

celestials. It destroys all diseases, counteracts the evil influ-

ence of the planets, dissipates all sins and gives enjoyment

and emancipation. A learned worshipper should then make

the assignment of the limbs.

Om, Ham, salutation unto the heart. Om, Him, salutation

unto the head, Swaha. Om, Hum, salutation unto the tuft of

hair, Vashat. < Om, Haim, salutation unto the coat of mail,

Hum. Om, Houm, salutation unto the three eyes, Voushat.

Om, has, salutation unto the weapon, phat.

I have thus described unto thee ,the mantram of the

powerful Vishnu. Having performed Nyasa (assignment of

mantrams) a self-controlled worshipper should make Mudras.

He should then meditate on the great Vishnu—Hari, white

as the moon or a Kunda flower, holding conch-shell and

discus, bearing the mystic mark of Srivatsa and the Koustava

jem and adorned with the garland of forest flowers—-the

great Ishwara bedecked with a jewelled necklace and a

crown. Having meditated " I am Vishnu" he should perform

the purificatory rite. With the mantrams yam, Ksham and

Ram he should [mentally] harden and form an egg and then

cut it with Pranava. Then, O bull-emblemed deity, thinking

of the form as described before he should make fthe worship

of self with sacred sweet-«cented flowers. Then invoking

spirit unto all the deities seated there he should worship

them with mantrams. Hear them, O Mahadeva ! O
Shankara.

O ye deities ! come to the seat of Vishnu. Om, saluta-

tation unto the entire family of Achyuta. Om, salutation

unto Dhatra. Om, salutation unto Vidhatra. Om, salutation

unto the Ganges. Om, salutation unto Yamuna. Om, salu-

tation unto Sankha Nidhi. Om, salutation unto the Nidhi,

lotus. Om, salutation unto Chanda. Om, salutation unto

Prachanda. Om, salutation unto the presiding goddess of

10 •
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the gate. 'Om, salutation unto the Adhara Sakti. Offl,

salutation unto the tortoise. Om, salutation unto Artanta.

Om, salutation unto Shree. Om, salutation unto Dharma.

Om, salutation unto knowledge. Om, salutation unto the

spirit of disassociation from the world. Om, salutation unto

religion. Om, salutation unto worldliness. Om salutation

unto poverty. Om, salutation unto Sattwa. Om, salutation

unto Rajas. Om, salutation unto Tamas. Om, salutation

unto Skanda. Om, salutation unto Neela. Om, salutation

unto the lotus. Om, salutation unto the solar disc. Om,

salutation unto the lunar disc. Om, salutation unto the orb

of fire. Om, salutation unto Vinata. Om, salutation unto

Utkarshini. Om, salutation unto knowledge. Om, salutation

unto action. Om, salutation unto disease. Om, salutation

unto Prarhl. Om, salutation unto Satya. Om r salutation

unto Jshana. Om, salutation unto Anugraha.

With these mantrams and scented flowers these deities

should be adored. Thereupon having worshipped Vishnu,

the author of creation and destruction and invoked his

spirit in the mystic diagram, O Rudra, the worshipper should

worship the great Ishwara. O Rudra, this religions rite of

Vishnu destroys all sins. He should first of all make

assignment of mantrams in self and the deity. He should then

show Mudra and afterwards offer Arghya. Then he should

bathe the deity and next offer raiments and water for rinsing

the mouth. Next he should present scented flowers, incense,

lights and charu. Then circumambulating the idol and recit-

ing the name he should dedicate it to him. A worshipper

should also adore his limbs with other mantrams. Know this

to be the principal mantram of the deity. Hear, O three-eyed

deity, I will now describe the other mantrams.

Om, Ham, salutation unto the heart. Om, Him, salutation

unto the head. Om, Hum, salutation unto the tuft of hair.

Om, Haim, salutation unto the coat of mail. Om, Houm,
salutation unto the three eyes. Om, Has, salutation unto the
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Weapon. Om, salutation unto Shree. Om, salutation unto

the conch-shell. Om, salutation unto the lotus. Om, saluta-

tion unto the discus. Om, salutation unto the club. Om,
salutation unto the mystic mark Srivatsa. Om, salutation

unto the jewel Koustava. Om, salutation unto the garland

of forest flowers. Om, salutation unto the yellow raiment.

Om, salutation unto the sword. Om, salutation unto the

mace. Om, salutation unto the noose. Om salutation unto

the hook. Om, salutation unto the Shranga bow. Om,
salutation unto the arrow. Om, salutation unto Brahma.

Om, salutation unto Narada. Om, salutation unto all the

Siddhas. Om salutation unto Bhagavan. Om, salutation

unto the preceptor. Om, salutation unto the great pre-

ceptor. Om, salutation unto Indra, the king of the celes-

tials, his carrier and entire family. Om, salutation unto

Agni, the king of fire, his carrier and the entire family.

Om, salutation unto Yama, the king of the dead, his

carrier and the entire family. Om, salutation unto Nirhiti,

the king of Rakshas, his carrier and the entire family.

Om, salutation unto Varuna,
r

the king of waters, his carrier

and the entire family. Om, salutation unto Vayu, the

king of vital airs, his carrier -and the entire family. Om,

salutation unto Ishana, the king of learning, his carrier and

the entire family. Om, salutation unto Ananta, the king of

serpents, . his carrier and the entire family. Om, salutation

unto Brahma, the lord of creation, his carrier and the entire

family. Om, unto thunder-bolt, Hum, phat, salutation. Om,

unto Sakti, hum, phat, salutation. Om, unto rod, hum, phat,

salutation. Om unto the sword, hum, phat, salutation. Om,

unto the noose, hum, phat, salutation. Om unto the stan-

dard, hum, phat, salutation. Om, unto the club, htom, phat,

salutation. Om unto the trident, hum,. phat, salutation. Om,

unto the discus, hum, phat, salutation. Om, Voum, salutation

unto Vishwaksena.

With these mantrams, Mahadeva, his attendants and
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pa rapharnalia should be adored by men. Having adored the

great Vishnu, identical with Brahman he should chant the

glories of the great undecayinj* Atman, with the following

hymn.

Salutation unto the powerful lord VishnU, the god of

gods. Salutation unto Vishnu, unto Vasudeva^ the author of
,

creation. Salutation unto Grasishnu who lies at the time 6f

universal dissolution. Salutation unto the lord of celestials

and sacrifice. Salutation unto Vishnu, the lord of Munis and

Yakshas. Salutation unto the great Jishnu, the lord of all

gods and present every where. Salutation again and again j

unto the lord bf all adored of Brahma, Rudra and Indra.

Salutation unto the lord of the world Who encompasses the

well-being bf all ^creatures, Who protects all, who creates all,

who destroys the wicked, who gives boons, who is of a

quiescent soul, who' is Worthy of adbration, who is worthy of

taking refuge with, who is manifest in his bwn form aiid whdf -

gives religious profit, worldly profit arid desire.

Having thus chanted his glories the worshipper should

:

meditate on the undecaying Brahman in his heart and should i

thus adore Vishnu, O Shahkara, With the principal maritram.

The man, who recites this principal mantram,, goes to Hari.

O Rudra, I have thus described untb thee, the most excellent

theme of Vishnu, mysterious, highly secret and yeilding:

emancipation and enjoyment. The learned person, devoted

to Vishnu, Who reads this, listens to it or makes others listen

to itj goes to the region df Vishnu.

•:o;-

.;:./



CHAPTER XXXII.

MAHESHWARA said :— holder of conch-shell, discus and

club, do "thou describe the adoration of five Tattwas* by

knowing which discriminately a man attains to the most

exalted station.

Hari said :—O Shankara ! O thou of good vows .' I will

describe the adoration of five Tattwas, which yeilds auspici-

ousness and is itself auspicious, heavenly, secret, great and

yeilds all desired-for objects. Do thou listen to this, most

sacred subject, O Mahadeva, which destroys Kali.

,
Vasudeva is one, undecaying, peaceful, the great soul,

eternal, unstained. O god, by his Maya (illusive power)

Hari exists in five forms, viz. as Vishnu who favours the

creation and destroys the wicked, as Vasudeva, Sangkarshana,

Pradyumna and Aniruddha. In his own form Narayana.

exists as five. O bull-emblemed deity, listen to the mantrams

expressive of these five forms.

Om, am, salutation unto Vasudeva. Om, am, salutation

unto Sankarshana. Om, am, salutation unto Pradyumna.

Om, salutation unto Aniruddha. Om, salutation unto

Narayana.

I have thus related the five mantrams expressive of the

five deities. They are destructive of all sins and diseases

and are holy. I will now describe the most auspicious:,

adoration of the five Tattwas—the religious prescription ,.

and the mantras involved therein, O Shankara.

A worshipper should first of all bathe and then perform .

L

the Sandhya rite. Then entering the temple of worship he

should wash his head, rinse his mouth and then sit in a.baddha

posture. Then with the mantram " Anrv, -Kshroum, Ram"

* Five Tantrik ingredients worship.
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the purificatory rite of all the articles should be performed.

Then hardening the ordinary article he should make an egg.

And then dividing it he should meditate on the great Ishwara

in it—Vasudeva, the lord of the universe clad in a silk

raiment, effulgent like a'thousand suns and wearing shining

Kundalas. Then in the lotus of the heart he should meditate

on the great Ishwara. Then he should meditate on the

lordly deity Sangkarshana, his own self, Pradyumna,

Aniruddha, Narayana and all the celestials headed by Indra,

all originating from the god of gods. Then he should make

assignment of two hands. Then with the mantrams for

limbs he should perform the Anganyasa called Vyapaka, O
Mahadeva. Listen to these mantrams, O thou of firm

vows. Om, am, salutation unto the heart. Om, Im,

salutation unto the head. Om, urn, salutation runto the tuft

of hair. Om, Em, salutation unto the coat of mail. Om,

Oum, salutation unto the three eyes. Om, as, salutation unto

the weapon, phat.

Om, salutation unto the entire family of Achyuta. Om,

salutation unto Dhatri. Om salutation unto Vidhatri. Om,

salutation unto the Adhara Sakti. Om, salutation unto the

tortoise. m > salutation unto Ananta. Om, salutation unto

the earth. Om, salutation unto knowledge. Om, salutation

unto the spirit of disassociation from the world. Om, salu-

tation unto prosperity. Om, salutation unto irreligion. Om,
salutation unto ignorance. Om, salutation unto poverty.

Om, salutation unto the solar disc. Om, salutation unto the

lunar disc. Om, salutation unto the orb of fire. Om, salu-

tation unto Vasudeva, the great Brahman, Shiva in the

form of fire, extending alljover, the presiding lord of all the

celestials. Om, salutation unto Panchajanya. Om, salutation

unto Sudarshana. Om, salutation unto the club. Om, salu-

tation unto the lotus. Om, salutation unto Shree. Om,
salutation unto Kriya (action). Om, salutation unto Pushti

(nourishment). Om, salutation unto Sakti (energy). Om,
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salutation unto Priti (affection). Om, salutation unto Indra.

Om, salutation unto Agni. Om, salutation unto Yama. Om,

salutation unto Nairita. Om, salutation unto Varuna. Om,

salutation unto Vayu. Om, salutation unto Ishana. Om,

salutation unto Ananta. Om, salutation unto Brahma. Om,

salutation unto Vishwaksena. Om, salutation unto the lotus.

O Rudra ! I have thus described to thee all the mantrams.

The adoration should be offered in the mystic diagram of

Sastika and others. Having made the assignment of limbs

the worshipper should show all the Mudras. Having medi-

tated as the self, Vasudeva and the Great Ishwara a man

should first worship the seat and then invoke the spirit. O
bull-emblemed deity, Dhatri and Vidhatri should be adored

in the door. Shankara, before the image of Vasudeva

a person should adore that of Garuda. He should adore in

the middle of the diagram [all his parapharnalia] beginning

with the conch-shell and ending with the lotus. In the east

[the presiding gods of] religion, knowledge, the spirit of

disassociation from the world and prosperity [should be

adored.] In the south-east pitha corners he should adore the

four deities of irreligion &c. In the petals of the eastern

side Sangkarshana and other deities should be adored.

A person should adore the Lord Vasudeva in the pericarp.

In the north-east and other corners Panchajanya and other

weapons should be adored. O Shankara, on the eastern side

of the god of gods all his Saktis should be adored. In the

eastern and other sides Indra and other guardian deities of

the world should be adored. A good worshipper should

adore the serpent downwards and Brahman upwards. O
Shankara, thou shouldst thus learn of the positions in the

mystic diagram. Shankara, having invoked the spirit

of the deity in the mystic diagram, performed Nyasa and

displayed Mudras a worshipper should dedicate, with the

principal mantram, water for washing feet and other ingre-

dients, He should then, O Shankara, bathe him, offer
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' raiment, water for rinsing mouth, salutation, and circumam-

bulation. Then he should recite the!name with the principal

mantram 'and dedicate it. Then recollecting Vasudeva he

should recite afterwards the following hymn.

Om, salutation unto Vasudeva. Salutation unto'.Sang-

karshana. Salutation unto the first deity Pradyumna. Salu-

tation unto Aniruddha. Salutation unto Narayana. Saluta-

tion unto the lord of men. Salutation unto him who is

adored by men, whose glories are described and sung by

them, and who gives boons. Salutation unto the ancient who

is without beginning and destruction. Salutation unto the

lord of Brahma who is the agent of creation and destruction.

Salutation unto him who is known in' the Vedas and who
is the holder of conch-shell and discus. Salutation unto the

lord of celestials who saves all from the sins of Kali. Saluta-

tion unto him who cuts the tree of Samsara (transmigatory

series) and snaps Maya (illusion). Salutation unto him of

manifold forms, who is identical with all the sacred shrines

and the three gunas (qualities). Salutation unto him of the

form of Brahma and Vishnu, who is the giver of salvation.

Salutation unto the road of emancipation, unto religion and

renunciation. Salutation unto him identical with Para

Brahman and who gives all desired-for objects. Do thou

save me who am immersed in the dreadful deep of Samsara.

O lord of celestials! O lord of the universe! save thee

there is no other saviour. I seek refuge with thee, O Vishnu !

O thou omnipresent ! By giving me the lamp of knowledge,

do thou make me freed of ignorance.

This ,is the hymn of the king of gods destructive of

all sorts fof afflictions. (Having chanted his glories with

other Vedic hymns, O blue-throated deity! a man should
meditate in his heart on Vishnu with the five Tattwas.
Afterwards he should .throw away the image of the deity.

Thus, O Shahkara, the most excellent adoration of Vasu-
deva is described which yields all desired-for objects. By
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bffering this adoration a man becomes successful in all' his

objects. The man, who. reads t^iis adoration, of the five

Tattwas, who listens to it or makes others listen to it, repairs

to the region of Vishnu.
/(

• . «

CHAPTER XXXIII. • ,,$

RlJDRA said :— holder of conGh-shell and mace, do thou

describe unto me the adoration Sudarsha'ftj^j.-,-. -
Hari said :—O bull-emblemed deity, .listen to the adora-

tion of the discus Sudarshana. A man should first of all

bathe and then adore HarL And afterwards he should

perform the rite of Nyasa with the principal mantram.

Listen to the principal mantram.

Om, Sahasram, Hum, Phat; Namas. . This mantram

destroys all wicked beings. A man should<yneditate on the

deity Sudarshana in the pure and auspicious lotus of the

heart. O Hara, then invoking, according 40 the mantram

described before, the deity of gentle form,, adorned with a

crown and holding conch-shell,, discus, cl»b«and lotus, in the

mystic diagram he should .worship' 1 him, . O Meheshawara,

Tvith scents, flowers and other ingredients, ^Haying adored

him a man should recite the mantram one huijdred and eight

times. O Rudra ! he, who makes this most excellent adora-

tion of the discus, attains, freed,bf all disjases, the region of

Vishnu. Afterwards he should recite the following hymn

destructive of all ailments.

Salutation unto Sudarshana, ,effulgqnt . like a thousand

suns, lighted up with a garland of flames, having a thousand

blades for eyes, the destroyer of all walked beings, the

grinder of all sins. Salutation unto Suchafera, Vichakra, the

11 ,
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river of all mantras, the originator of all, the protector of

the Universe and the destroyer of the same, the protector of

the worlds and the slayer of the wicked Asuras. Salutation

unto him of a terrific form, unto him of a gentle form, unto

Chanda, unto him of the form of an eye, unto him who
dissipates the fear of Samsara. Salutation unto Shiva, the

breaker of the bone of Maya. Salutation unto him of the

form of a planet and the lord of planets. Salutation unto

Kala, death and Bhima. Salutation unto him who shows

favour unto his votaries and protects them. Salutation,

again and again unto the form of Vishnu, unto him of a

dispassionate mind, unto the holder of weapons, unto the

weapon of Vishnu and unto discus. Thus the highly sacred

hymn of Vishnu is described. He, who reads it with great

reverential faith, goes to the region of Vishnu. O Rudra

!

the self-controlled man, who reads this prescription of the

adoration of the discus, reduces his sins to ashes and reaches

the region of Vishnu.

•

:o:-

CHAPTER XXXIV.

RUDRA said :—O Hrishikesha ! O holder of club ! des-

cribe again unto me the adoration of the deity. I am not
satiated with listening to thy account of adoration.

Hari said :—I will describe unto thee the adoration of the

deity Hayagriva. Listen to it, O lord of the universe, by
which Vishnu is pleased. O Mahadeva ! Shankara ! listen

y

I will describe first the highly sacred principal mantram of

Hayagriva.

Om, Houm, Kshroum, salutation unto the Head (Shirase

Namas) Om.
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This mantram, consisting of nine letters, gives all sorts

of learning. Mahadeva, O bull-emblemed deity, listen to

its limbs.

Om, Kshram, salutation unto the heart. Om, Hrim,

salutation unto the head, Swaha. Shiras, Proktam, Kshrum,

Vashat. O bull-emblemed deity, the deity's tuft of hair

should be known as being added with Om.

Om, Kshrim, unto the coat of mail, Hum. This is

described as the mantram for the coat of mail. Om Kshroum,

unto the three eyes, Voushat. This is the mantram described

for the eye. Om, Has, unto the weapon, phat. This is the

mantram for the weapon of the deity.

Hear, I will describe the prescription of the adoration.

Having bathed first of all and then rinsed his mouth a

worshipper should enter into the room of adoration. Enter-

ing there he should duly perform the rite of Soshana.

With the mantram Yam, Kshroum, Ram, Lam» he should

harden and create an egg, and then cut it open with Om.

In the egg he should meditate on the self as Hayagriva,

white-hued like a conch-shell, Kunda flower or the moon,

effulgent like silver, four-armed, holding conch-shell, discus,

club and lotus, bedecked with a garland of forest flowers, of

a beautiful mouth and cheeks and clad in a yellow raiment.

Having meditated on this Great Deity along with other

gods with the mantram for lynbs he should perform the rite

of Nyasa with the principal mantram. He should then make

Sangka, Padma and other Mudras. Then, O Shankara, with

the principal mantram, he should meditate on and adore

Vishnu. O Rudra, he should then invoke the presiding gods,

of the seat of the Deity.

Om, O ye gods, come to the seat of Hayagriva. Having

invoked them in the mystic diagram of Sastika and others

he should adore them. O bull-emblemed deity, the adora-

tion of Dhata and Vidhata should be offered in the door,

[with the mantram] " Salutation unto Achyuta with his
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entire family." This worship should be offered in the middle

of the diagram. He should adore Ganga in the door. In

the fore part, Yamuna, Mahadevi, Sangka and Padma Nidhis

and the Adhara Saktis should be adored. O Mahadeva, he

should next worship the tortoise and then Ananta, Earth,

religion and knowledge. In the south-east corner he should

adore the spirit of disassociation from the world and pros-

perity. In the east he should adore irreligion, ignorance,

worldliness and poverty. He should adore the qualities

Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas in the middle of the diagram. He

should also adore there Nanda, Nala and the lotus. The

orbs of the sun, the moon and fire, O Rudra, should also be

adored in the centre of the diagram. O bull-emblemed deity,

Vimolotkarshini, Jnana, Kriya, Yoga, Prarhi, Satya, Ishana,

Anugraha—these Saktis should be adored in the eastern

petals and Vimala and others in the pericarp. Anugrahas should

be adored by men seeking well-being. With the mantrams

formed of their names in the dative form beginning with

Pranava and ending with Namas the worshipper, O Maha-

deva, should adore the seat. The most auspicious adora-

tion of the seat should be made with the offerings of bathing

water, scents, flowers, incense, lamps and edibles.

I have thus described the prescription, O Hara. He should

next invoke the deity, Hayagriva, the king of the celestials.

He should think of his arrival through the left nostril. The
invocation rite of the god of gods, the holder of conch-shell,

should be performed, O Shankara, with the principal mantram.
Having invoked his spirit in the mystic diagram a care-

ful worshipper should perform the rite of Nyasa. Having
performed the Nyasa he should meditate on the Great

Ishwara as being stationed there— the great deity Haya-
griva, adored of the celestials and Asuras. Having meditated
on the undecaying Vishnu accompanied by Indra and other

guardian deities of the quarters he should make the Mudra
Sangka, Chakra and others. He should next offer unto
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Vishnu water for washing feet, Arghya and water for rinsing

mouth. Then he should bathe the changeless, lotus-navelled

deity. Having duly placed the image of the deity, he should

first dedicate to him, raiment, O bull-emblemed deity, then

water for rinsing mouth and sacred thread. Thereupon in the

mystic diagram, O Rudra, he should meditate on the Great

Ishwara. Having meditated on him, O Shankara, he should

again offer unto him water for washing feet and other

articles. He should offer these with the principal mantram,

O Shankara.

With mantram " Om, Ksh^m, salutation unto the heart"

he should adore the heart. With the mantram "Om, Kshim,

salutation unto the head," he should adore- the head. With

the mantram "Om, Kshum, salutation unto the tuft of hair,'''

he should adore Shikha. With the mantram "Om, Ksham,

salutation unto the coat of mail," he should adore the coat of

mail. With the mantam "Om, Kshoum, salutation unto the

eye" he should adore the eye. With the mantram "Om, Kshas,

salutation unto the weapon" he should adore the weapon.

In the eastern and other sides he should adore the heart,

the head, the tuft of hair and the coat of mail. O Rudra,

in the corner of the diagram he should adore the weapon

and the eye in the centre. In the eastern side he should

adore the conch-shell, the lotus, the discus and the club.

O Rudra, again in the eastern side with those mantrams des-

cribing their names, he should adore the sword, mace, noose,

and the bow with the arrows. O Rudra, he should next

adore in the east, the mystic mark Srivatsa, Koustava,

garland, the sacred yellow raiment as well as the holder of

conch-shell, discus and club. He should next adore Brahma,

Narada, Siddhas, the great preceptor, the shoes of the

preceptor, those of the great preceptor, Indra, his carrier

and the entire family, Agni, Yama, Nirhiti, Varuna, Vayu,

Soma, Ishana, and Nagas, from the east upwards, O bull

emblemed deity. He should next adore thunderbolt,
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Sakti, rod, sword, noose, standard, club, trident, discus,

lotus and other weapons. In the north-east corner he

should worship Vishwaksena, with these mantrams beginning

with Om and ending with Namas (salutation) O bull-emblem-

ed deity. O Mahadeva, O bull-emblemed deity, adoration

of the deity Ananta should be made with the principal

mantram. He should next offer scents, flowers, incense,

lamps, and edibles. He should circumambulate the deity,

bow unto him and recite his name. With the following hymn

beginning with om he should chant his glories, O bull-

emblemed deity.

Om, Namas, salutation unto Hayasira, the master of

learning. Salutation again and again unto him of the form

of learning, and the giver of the same. Salutation unto the

deity of a quiescent soul, identical with three gunas, the

destroyer of the celestials and Asuras and of all wicked

beings. Salutation unto him of the form of Brahman, the

lord of all the worlds. Salutation unto him adored of Ishwara,

the holder of conch-shell and discus. Salutation unto the

first cause, who is self-controlled, devoted to the well-being

of all creatures, invested with three gunas, devoid of them,

identical with Brahma and Vishnu, the creator, destroyer,

the king of the celestials and present everywhere.

Having recited this hymn, O Rudra, a worshipper should

meditate in his pure lotus of the heart, on the god of gods,

the holder of conch-shell, discus and club, effulgent like a

Koti suns, perfectly beautiful—Hayagriva, the undecaying

impersonal self. O Shankara, I have thus described unto

thee the adoration of Hyagriva. He, who reads it with great

reverence, attains to the most exalted station.



CHAPTER XXXV.

HARI said :—I will now describe the nyasa and the metre

of Gayatri. Vishwamitra is the Rishi thereof and Savita

(the Sun) is the god. She has Brahman for her head,

Rudra for the flame and is stationed in the heart of

Vishnu. She has application for her one eye and is

born in the race of Kityana. She is known as having

the three worlds for her feet and is placed in the belly

of the earth. It consists of three words and eight letters

and again of four words and six letters. The one of

three words should be used for the purposes of recitation

and that of four words for the purposes of adoration. In

the rites of Nyasa, recitation, meditation, adoration and

fire a worshipper should daily use Gayatri destructive of all

sins. One should assign it to the toes of the feet, insteps,

knee-joints, organ of excretion, scrotum, tubes, navel, belly,

breast, heart, throat, mouth, palate, eyes, eye-brows, fore-

head, in the east, south, north, west and head. The color

of sappire, the color of fire, yellow, dark-blue, twany-colour,

that of white, that of lightning, dark, crimson, that of conch*

shell, grey, that of wine, and sun [constitute it] . All articles

which he touches with his hands or sees with his eyes become

purified. There is nothing superior to Gayatri.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

HARI said:—Hear, O Rudra, I will now describe the

rites of Sandhya which destroy all sins. Having practised

Pranayama, (suppression of vital airs), thrice the worshipper
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should bathe at the period of conjunction. That process of

Yoga is called Pranayama in which a man, having controlled

his vital breath, reads thrice the Gayatri with Pranava and

Vyarhriti* By the yogic process of Pranayama a twice-born

one destroys the impurities of the mind, speech and body

and therefore practises it during all hours of the day. Then

reciting the mantram " Sayam Agni (fire in the evening" as

well as " Prata Surya (the sun in the morning" he should

drink water. Then duly touching water in the noon and

by reciting the Rik " Apohista" Jie should rub his body with

the water of Kuga blades. Then adding to this mantram

Pranava he should sprinkle water at every step. With nine

he should destroy the nine-fold impurities originating from

Rajas (darkness), Tamas (ignorance), Moha (stupefaction),

from waking state, dreaming state and that of dreamless

sleep, those originating from speech, mind and action*

Taking up water in his two palms and reciting [the Gayatri)

he should throw it quickly thrice, six, eight or twelve times;

It destroys all sins. He should stand facing the sun and

recite it. It destroys immediately all sins which a man
commits day and night. Sitting in the west he should recite

the first Sandhya—the Gayatri, consisting of the great

Vyarhriti and Pranava. Gayatri destroys sins committed

before in ten or a hundred births, and in three or a thousand

yugas (cycles). Gayatri is crimfson-coloured and Savitri is

white-hued and Saraswati is dark-blue. These are called the

three Sandhyas. Having assigned the letters Om, bhur to

the heart he should assign Om, bhuvas to the head and Om,
Shwar to the tuft of hair on the head. A learned man
should assign the first word of the Gayatri to the coat of

mail, the second to the eyes, the third to the limbs and the

fourth to every where. Having made this assignment at the

* A mystical word or sound as Om, Swer, Bhuvas, etc., which com-

mence the daily prayers of the Brahmin,
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period of junction he should recite the mother of the Vedas.

This Gayatri consists of three padas and is identical with

Brahma, Vishnu and Maheshwara. Having learnt its appli-

cation, saintly author and Verse one should begin its recitation.

Being shorn of all forms of sins he repairs to the region of

Brahma.

:o:-

CHAPTER XXXVII.

Hari said :—*The great goddess Gayatri gives enjoyment

and emancipation. He who recites it has even mighty

iniquities dissipated. I will now describe the Gayatri Kalpa

which yeilds enjoyment and emancipation. Having recited

it one thousand and eight times or one hundred and eight

times at three periods of junction one repairs to the region

of Brahma. Then after reciting it a hundred times he should

drink water. Having invoked the spirit of the goddess

having twelve names who destroys all sins at the period of

conjunction he should adore her, with her own mantram
" Bhur, Bhuvas, Swas.

Om, salutation unto Gayatri. Om, salutation unto

Savitri. Om, salutation unto SarasWati, urtto the mother of

the Vedas, Sangkriti, Brahmani and Koushiki. He should

assign the mantram " Bhur, Bhuvas" to Sadhya, having a

thousand eyes, who accomplishes all objects. With the

mantram " Swar" he should offer unto fire, one thousand and

eight or one hundred and eight times, sacrificial twigs,

butter and Havi. He should make all these oblations for

attaining success in religious rites, personal undertakings

and -all other works. Having adored an image, made of

sandal wood or g9ld> recited the name a lac of times, Ijved

12
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Oh Water, roots and fruits and performed two Ayutas of

Homas a person attains to all desired-for objects. O
goddess, ordered by Brahma, do thou, at thy pleasure, repair

to the land situated on the northern summit.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

HarI said :— A. worshipper should adore Durga. in a

Navami and other days with the mantram :
—" Hrim, O

Durga ! Protect me, O mother, O foremost of mothers, O

thou who dost grant all desired for objects. Being gratified

with this offering do thou give me all desired-for objects.

Gouri, Kali, Uma, Durga, Bhadra, Kanti, Saraswati, Mangala

Vijaya, Lakshmi, Shiva, Narayani—he who adores all these

in order beginning with the third day of the dark or light

fornight, does not suffer from separation. He should then

meditate, with mantrams, on her having eighteen arms, on

Khetapa, hell, mirror, the fore-finger, bow, standard,

axe damaru (a small drum), noose, Shakti, mace, dart, skull,

goad made of adamant, arrow, a discus and probe. I will

now describe the recitation of the names of the auspicious

goddess.

Om, salutation unto the auspicious goddess Chamundi,

living in the cremation ground, having a skull in her hand,

seated on the back of a huge goblin, having a garland of

huge conveyances, the night of death, encircled by a number
of Ganas, having a huge mouth and many arms, armed with

a bell, a small drum and Kinkini and laughing aloud with the

sound of Kilikili, Hum. [Salutation unto her], making
enough of loud sound, having her body covered all over with
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the skin of an elephant, as well as blood and flesh, having a

tongue hanging down, a great Rakshasi, having hideous teeth,

laughing aloud, effulgent like lightning, having terrific eyes.

Hili, Hili, do thou put thy tongue into thy mouth. Hum,
salutation unto thy tongue Trini, O thou having a face

covered with frowns, O thou having an auspicious seat,

wearing a garland of skulls, (around the neck), braided locks,

crown and the moon (on the head) and laughing aloud Kill

Kill. Hum, Hum, O thou having terrific teeth, O thou who
dost dissipate all obstacles, do thou make me accomplish this

work, Do it ! Do it ! Kaha ! Kaha ! do thou make me
enter with the goad. Vanga ! Vanga ! make me tremble

!

make me tremble. Go ! Go ! guide me ! guide me ! O thou

fond of blood, flesh and wine, kill, kill, grind, cut, cut,

strike, strike, make my body strong as an adamant.

Destroy all the wicked beings of the three worlds. Make
me possess every thing that is taken or not taken. Make me
walk ! Make me walk. Dance ! Dance ! Bind ! Bind ! Jump !

' O thou having eyes entered into sockets ! O thou having

hairs tied up ! O thou having the face of an Uluka ! O thou

wearing a garland of hands ! burn, burn, rot, rot, take, take,

make me enter this mystic diagram. Make me possessed by

the energies of Brahma, Vishnu, Rishi and Rudra. Kill,

Kili, Khili, Khili, Mili, Mili, Chili, Chili, O thou having a good

appearance ! O thou having, thy body encircled by a black

serpent ! O thou Having all the planets in thee ! thou hav-

ing elongated lips ! O thou having a nose sunk between the

two eye-brows ! O thou having a grim face ! O thou, having

twany coloured braids! O Brahmi ! break, break, burn, burn.

O thou having a death-like face ! Khala, Khala, strike down,

strike down. O thou having red shot eyes, roll them, strike,

strike the ground. Take, take, open up your eyes, open.

Break, break feet, take, take. Display, display, the Mudras.

Hum, Ham, phat, rive, rive, cut asunder with the trident.

Kill, kill with the trident, strike, strike with the rod. Cut,
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cut, with the Sakti ; 'wound, woud with discus. Bit, bit,

with the teeth. Strke with a stick. Strike, strike with the

goad. Take, take the head suffering from fever coming

every day, every second day, every third day and every

fourth day. Release me, release me from the she goblins,

Skandas and evil stars. Lana, Lana, raise up, raise up the

earth. Strike down, strike down. Take, take Brahman.

Come come, Maheswhari. Come, come, Koumari. Come,

come, Varahi, come, come, Aindri. Come, Come, Chamunda.

Come, come, Vaishnavi. Come, Come, Narasimhi. Come,

come, Shivaduti. Come, come, Kapalini. Come, come,

Revati. Come, come, Sushkarevati. Come, come, Akasha

Revati. Come come, O thou ranging on the mount Himalaya.

Come, Come O thou ranging on the mount Kailasha. Come,

come, cut open this great mantram. Kili, Kili, O thou

having Vimva-like lips, O thou of a dreadful form, O
Chamunda, O thou originating from the anger of Rudra, O
thou who dost destroy the Asuras and range in the sky,

bind, bind the time with thy noose. Enter, enter into this

mystic diagram. Strike, strike, take, take, bind, bind the

mouth. Bind the eyes, bind the feet, bind the hands and

feet, bind, bind all the evil stars. Bind, bind all the directions.

Bind, bind, all the opposite directions. Bind, bind the tip

and down. Bind, bind with the ashes, drinks, earth and

sessamum seeds. Possess, possess, strike, O Chamunda.

Kili, Kili, Vichhe, Hum, Phat, Swaha.

This is the recitation of the Mula mantram consisting of

one thousand and eight letters. Each word should be recited

eight thousand times. With sessamum seeds mixed with

sugar, honey and clarified butter eight thousand Homas
should be performed. With human flesh, sugar, honey and
clarified butter one should recite a word one thousand and
eight times. With sessamum seeds, sugar, (honey and
clarified butter he should perform one thousand and eight

,
Homas. Or with human flesh, honey, sugar and clarified
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butter he should perform all the rites. By throwing water,

sessamum seeds and ashes one achieves victory in battle &c.

The goddess should be meditated on as having Jwenty-

eight arms, eighteen arms, twelve arms or four arms. Her

two hands are adorned with sword and Kheta, the other two

with club and rod, the other two with arrow and bow, the

other two with dagger and mace, the other two with conch-shell

and bell, the other two with standard and rod, the other two

with axe and discus, the other two with a small drum and

mirror. The other hands are endued with Sakti, mace,

noose, Tomara, drum and Panava. With the other hand

she is striking a drum and a making a sound. She gives

protection, kills the buffaloe-faced demon, and rides a lion.

Victory unto thee, O queen of ghosts and others encircled by

goblins. Save me from thy goblins and accept my sacrifice.

Salutation unto thee.

RUDRA said :—O Janarddana, do thou describe, again in

brief, the adoration of the deity, the sun, another form of

Vishnu, which yeilds emancipation and enjoyment.

Vasudeva said :—Hear, O Rudra, I will describe again

the adoration of the sun.

Om, salutation unto Ucchaishravas. Om, salutation unto

Aruna. Om, salutation unto Dandin. Om, salutation unto

Pingala. O bull-emblemed deity, these should be adored at

the door with the following •mantrams.

Om, A, salutation unto the Bhutas. These should be

adored inside the mystic diagram—these known as

Prabhutamala.

Om, am, salutation unto Vimala. Om, am, salutation

unto Sara. Om, am, salutation unto Adhara. Om, am,

salutation unto Paramamukha. These Vimala and others

should be adored in the south-east and other corners.

Om, salutation unto the lotus. Om,.salutation unto the

pericarp. O Rudra, a worshipper should adore them inside

the diagram and in the east and other directions. He should
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then adore Dipti and others as well as Sarvatomukhin inside

the diagram.

Om, Vam, salutation unto Dipta. Om, Vini, salutation

unto Bhadra. Om, Vaim, salutation unto Jaya. Om, Voum,

salutation unto Bibhuti. Om, Vam, salutation Aghora. Om,

Vam, salutation unto Vidyajuta. Om, Vas, salutation unto

Vijaya. Om, salutation unto Sarvatomukhi.

Om, salutation unto the seat of the sun. Om, Hram,

salutation unto the form of the sun. Om, Ham, Sam, Kham
unto Khakhola, Kram, Krim, Sas, Swaha. Salutation unto

the form of the sun.

With this mantram a worshipper should invoice life in the

image of the sun, install it, and perform the rite of

Sannidhanakan (bringing near). Then with the Sannirodhana

mantram he should perform the rite of Sakalikaranam. O
Rudra, then he should;adore the mudras. He should meditate

on the sun, as being of the form of light, of crimson hue,

seated on a white lotus, riding a car with one wheel, having

two arms and holding a lotus. Listen to the principal

mantram.

Om, Hram, Hrim, Sas, salutation unto the sun.

He should next form Padma and Viniva Mudra thrice.

Om, am, salutation unto the heart. Om, unto the sun, unto

the head, swaha. Om, As, a, Bhur, Bhuvas, Swas, Jvalini,

Shikhai, Vashat. Om, Hum unto the coat of mail. Hum,
Om, bham unto the eyes, Voushat. Om, Vas, unto the weapon,

phat. Hara, a worshipper should adore heart &c. in the

south-east, north-east and south-west and the eyes in the

north-west corner. In these directions he should adore

the white-hued Soma. In the eastern petal, O Rudra,

he should adore Sudha. He should adore the yellow-hued.

preceptor in the southern petal. In the west he should

adore the lord of goblins and the white-hued Bhargava in the

north. He should adore the black Shani (Saturn) in the

south-west, Rahu in the north-west, the smoky-coloured
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Ketu in the north-east. They should be adored with the

following mailtrams, O Mahadeva. Hear them, Shankara.

Om, Som, salutation unto Soma. Om, bum, salutation

unto Budha. Om, Vrin, salutation unto Vrihaspati. Om,
bham, salutation unto Bhargava. Om, am, salutation unto

Angaraka. Om, sham, salutation unto Shani. Om, Ram,
salutation unto Rahu. Om, Kam, salutation unto Ketu.

Having, with the help of the principal mantram, dedicated

unto the Sun, the water for washing feet and then offered

edibles, the best of worshippers should display the Dhenu

mudra. Having recited the mantram eight thousand times

he should dedicate them unto him. In the north-east and

other corners, O lord of goblins, he should adore Tejaschanda

(the power of the Sun) [with the mantram] '• Om, Tejas-

chandaya, Hum, phat Swadha, Voushat." O Hara he should

next dedicate unto him flowers and Arghya, consisting of

sessasum seed, rice, red sandal, scented water, flower and

incense. Having placed that vessel on his head and sup-

ported it by his knees, he should offer it, with the mantram

Ham unto the sun, O bull-emblemed deity. Having adored

the Ganas and the preceptors he should worship all the

deities.

Om, gam, salutation unto the lord of Ganas. Om, am,

salutation unto the preceptors. I have thus described the

adoration of the sun. Having offered it one attains to the

region of Vishnu.

CHAPTER LX.

SankaRA said:— Shankara, describe unto me the

adoration of Maheshwari, by knowing which, great God,

men attain to Siddhi.
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Hari said :-—>Hear, O bull-emblemed deity, I will describe

the adoration of Maheshwari.

Having bathed first, then rinsed his mouth, taken his seat

and performed Nyasa a worshipper should adore Maheshwara in

the mystic diagram together with her family, with the follow-

ing mantrams, O great Ishana.

With the mantram, " O Ye presiding deities of Shiva's

seat, come here" he should, O Rudra, invoke the presiding

deities of the seat.

Om, Ham salutation unto the lord of Ganas. Om, Ham,

salutation unto Saraswati. Om, Ham, salutation unto Nandi.

Om, Ham, salutation Mahakala. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Ganga. Om, Ham, salutation unto Lakshmi. Om, am,

salutation unto the weapon.

O Hari* with water for bathing and scents these should

be adored at the door.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Brahma, the presiding deity of

the habitation. Om, ham, sulutation unto the preceptors.

Om, ham, salutation unto the Adhlra Sakti. Om, ham,

salutation unto Ananta. Om, ham salutation unto knowledge.

Om, Ham salutation unto the spirit of disassociation from

the worid. Om, ham, salutation unto wealth. Om, ham,

salutation unto irreligion. Om, ham, salutation unto ignorance.

Om, ham, salutation unto worldliness. Om, ham, salutation

unto poverty. Om, ham, salutation unto Urdhachhandas.

Om, ham, salutation unto Adhaschandas. Om, ham, saluta-

tion unto the lotus. Om Ham, salutation unto the pericarp.

Om, ham, salutation unto Vama. Om, ham, salutation unto

Jyestha. Om, ham, salutation unto Roudra. Om, Ham,
salutation unto Kali. Ham, salutation unto Kalavikarini.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Balapramathini. Om Ham,
salutation unto her who suppresses all beings. Om, Ham,
salutation unto Manonmana. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Mandaltritaya. Om, Ham, salutation unto the form of

Shiva. Om, Ham, salutation unto the President of learnings
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Om, Ham, Him, Houm, salutation unto Shiva. Om, Ham,
salutation unto the heart. Om, Him, salutation unto the
head. Om, Hum, salutation unto the tuft of hair on the
head. Om, Haim, salutation unto the coat of mail. Om,
Houma, salutation unto the two eyes. Om, Has, salutation
wnto the weapon. Om, salutation unto Sadyajata.

Om, Hum, salutation unto Siddhi. Om, Ham, salutation
tmto Riddhi. Om, Hum, salutation unto Dyuti. Om, Ham,
salutation unto Lakshmi. Om, Ham, salutation unto Bodha.
Om, Ham, salutation unto Kali. Om, Ham, salutation unto
Swadha. Om, Ham, salutation unto Prabha.

These are known as the eight Kalas or parts of Satya.

They should be placed in the east and other sides.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Vamadeva. Om, Ham, saluta-

tion unto Rajas. Om, Ham, salutation unto Raksha. Om,
Ham, salutation unto Rati. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Kanya. Om, Ham, salutation unto Kama. Om, Ham, salu-

tation unto Sajani. Om, Ham, salutation unto Kriya. Om,
Ham, salutation unto Vriddhi. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Karja. Om, Ham, salutation unto Ratri. Om, Ham, salu-

tation unto Brahmi. Om, Ham, salutation unto Mohini.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Twara.

O bull-emblemed deity, these thirteen are known as the

Kalas or parts of Vamadeva.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Tatpurusha. Om, Ham, saluta-

tion unto Vritti. Om, Ham, salutation unto Pratistha. Om
Ham, salutation unto Vidya. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Shanti.

O bull-emblemed deity, these four are known as the

Kalas or parts of Tatpurusha.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Aghora. Om, Ham, salutation

unto Uma. Om, Ham, salutation unto Kshma, (forgiveness).

Om, Ham, salutation unto Nidra (sleep). Om, Ham, salutation

unto Vyadhi (disease). Om, Ham, salutation unto Kshudha

13
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(hunger). Om, Ham, salutation unto Trishna (thirst). O
Hara, these are the eight terrific parts of Aghora.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Ishana. Om, Ham, salutation

unto Samiti. Om, Ham, salutation unto Angada. Om, Ham,

salutation unto Krishna. Om, Ham, salutation unto Marichi.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Jvata. bull-emblemed deity,

know these to be the Kalas of Ishana.

Om, Ham, salutation unto the family of Shiva. Om, Ham,

salutation unto Indra, the king of celestials. Om, Ham,

salutation unto Agni, the lord of fire. Om, Ham, salutation

unto Yama, the lord of departed spirits. Om, Ham, saluta-

tion unto Nairita, the lord of Rakshas. Om, Ham, saluta-

tion unto Varuna, the lord of waters. Om, Ham, salutation

unto Vaytt, the lord of vital airs. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Soma, the lord of eyes. Om, Ham, salutation unto Ishana,

the lord of all forms of learning. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Ananta, the king of serpents. Om, Ham, salutation unto

Brahma, the lord of all the worlds.

Om, Ham, salutation unto Dhulichandeshwara.

O Shankara, a worshipper should thus perform the rites

of invocation, installation, making near, concentration and
Sakalikarana, and next the assignment of Tattwas, the dis-

playing of Mudras and meditation. He should next dedi-

cate water for washing feet, that for rinsing mouth, Arghya,
flowers, water for bathing, scents, unguents, raiments

ornaments, objects of enjoyment, incense, lamps, food. [He
'should also propitiate the deity] with water for washing feet

water for rinsing mouth, scents, betel, umbrella and Mudras.
He should meditate on the form and recite the name and
dedicate the adoration and recitation with the principal

mantram. O Rudra, I have thus described the adoration of

Maheshi which destroys all sins.

-:o:



CHAPTER XLI.

VASUDEVA said :—Om, there is a Gandharva, by name
Vishwavasu, the master of maidens. I will secure him for

you. "Having begotten maidens. Unto Vishwavasu, Swaha."
This is the recitation of the mantram for obtaining wives.

I will describe the night of death.

Om, salutation unto the auspicious goddess, having ears

like those of a bear and four arms. O thou having hairs,

tied up ! O thou, having three eyes ! This is the night of

death for men in the matter of feeding upon marrow and

blood. May death approach such and such person who has

come to the proper time. Ham, phat, kitt, kitt, burn, burn,

flesh and blood, pacha, pacha, Rikshapatni (wife of the bear)

Swaha. There is no restriction for the observance of lunar

days, stars, or fasting.

A worshipper should rub his hands with blood and then

take up all articles with them. Early in the morning he

should recite the name of the phallic emblem and strike it

with a mangoe leaf. Om, salutation unto all the weapons,

so that, O Jambhani, O thou who charmest all, O thou who
dost destroy all the enemies, protect me, such and such a per-

son, from all fears and calamities, Swaha. On the destruction

of Shukra, O Mahadeva, I described it which saves all the

twice-born.

CHAPTER XLII.

Hari said :—I will now describe the eternal rite of Shiva

called Pavitrarohana* which, O Hara, a priest, a worshipper

or his son or a person, observant of a vow, should perform.

* The rite of putting sacred thread around the neck oi the image

of a particular deity.
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Having performed the adoration extending over full one-

year one should perform this rite in the month of Ashadar

Shravana, Magha or Bhadrapada. He should first of all-

procure a thread made of gold, silver, copper or of cotton

spun by a maiden. Having made nine folds of this thread

he should perform the rite of Pavitrakam. With the Varna-

.

deva mantram he should make the Granthis (knots). With

the Satya mantram, O Shiva, he should wash the thread, with

the Aghora mantram he should purify it, with the Tatpurusha.

mantram he should tie it and with Isha mantram he should

place incense. The following are known as Tantudevus or

deities of the thread viz., Omkara, Chandrama, Vanhi,.

Brahma, Naga, Shikhidwaja, Ravi, Vishnu and Shiva. The

length of [the sacrificial thread, O Rudra, should be either

one hundred and eight fingers in length, or fifty or twenty

five. There are ten Granthis or knots. And the interstice

between one Granthi and the other should be four fingers ; or

it may be two fingers or one. [The names of the ten Gran-

this are :—] Prakriti, Pourushi, Veera, Aparajita, Jaya,.

Vijaya, Rudra, Ajata, Manonmani and Sarvatamukhi. On
the seventh or the thirteenth day of the light fortnight

one should dye it with saffron and perform the Pavitraka

rite with scents. Having sprinkled the phallic emblem' with

thickened milk he should rub it with scents and dedicate

the sacred perfumeries to the self-i-the Brahman.

He should place scented flowers at the foot of the image-

of Ishana, sticks for cleansing teeth in the east and fruits-

of emblic myrobalam in the north. He should place earth

in the west and ashes in the south. One, conversant with

mantrams, should place, with Sikha mantram, Aguru in

the south-east corner and sessamum seeds with the Kavacha'

mantram, O bull-emblemed deity.

Having encircled the house with a thread he should offer

sacred scents. Then after offering oblations to fire he should

place offerings for pernicious spirits.
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O king of gods. O Maheshwara, thou hast been invited

with thy ganas (goblins). Do thou come near, I will adore

thee in the morning.

Having thus invited the deity he should spend the night

in singing and place, by the side of the image, sacred articles

inspired with mantrams. Having sprinkled the sun with

Water on the fourteenth day of the dark fortnight he should

adore Rudra. He should first meditate on self, in the form

of the universe, as being stationed on the fore-head and

then adore it. He should sprinkle it with water with the

astra mantram and adore it with the Hridaya mantram. He
should next dedicate incense inspired with mantrams. He
should first of all adore Shiva Tattwa, then Vidyjj, Tattwa

and next Atma Tattwa.

Om, Houm, salutation unto Shiva Tattwa (essence of

Shiva). Om, Him, salutation unto the essential spirit of

learning. Om, Ham, salutation unto the essence of self.

Om, Ham, Him, Hain, Kshoum salutation unto the

essence of all. O God ! O Shambhu ! what-ever, thou,

identical with time, hast seen in me, whatever I have done,

have offered as oblations to fire, whatever I have created, have

all been done by me, by thy will, for the rite of Pavitrakam.

Om, fulfill my vow of sacrifice. Om, Ham, Him, Hum, Haim,

Houm, salutation unto Shiva, .the lord of observances, identi-

cal with all essences and the cause of all.

With this mantram the four offerings of a Pavitraka rite

should be made. Having offered Pavitrakam to the fire one

should make presents unto the preceptor, offer food, feed the

Brahmanas, worship Chanda and then perform the Visarjana

(life-destroying) rite.



CHAPTER XLIII.

HARI said :—I will now describe the Pavitrarohana

rite of Hari which yeilds emancipation and enjoyment.

Formerly in the war between the gods and Danavas, the

celestials, headed by Brahma, sought refuge with Vishnu who

conferred on them the standard Graiveyaka. Seeing them

Hari said that they would overcome the Danavas. On
Vishnu saying so, the Naga, Vasuki's younger brother,

said :
—" O bull-emblemed deity, I pray from thee this boon,

called Pavitraka, so that the Graiveya, conferred by Hari,

may pass by my name". On his thus addressing the Devas

they conferred on him the same boon.

The mortals, who worship me with the Pavitraka rite

during the rainy season, have their adoration extending over

full one year rendered useless. The Pavitrarohana rite of

all the deities should be celebrated in order on the lunar days

respectively reserved for them, beginning with the first day

after the full moon. On the twelfth day of the dark or light

fortnight the one for Vishnu should be performed. It is always

necessary to perform the Pavitra rite during the rainy

season, preference being always given to a Vyatipata* day,

to a solar or lunar ecclipse, to a day when the Vriddhi rite of

Vishnu is performed or when < the precepter comes. The
sacred thread should be made of either red silk, silk fibres,

cotton or linen. The twice-born should offer a thread made of

Kuca reeds, the kings that made of silk, the Vaishyas that of'

wool and the Sudras that made of new barks. O Ishwara

!

one, made of cotton or of fibres of a lotus, is preferable unto

all castes.

* The seventeenth of the astrological Yogas. Day of new moon
when it falls on a Sunday and the moon is in certain mansions,
Sravana.
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Three knots of three folds each should be made of a

thread spun by a Brahmana. A worshipper should next

recite the names of the presiding gods of the thread beginn-

ing with Om. They are Shiva, Soma, Agni, Brahma, Phani,

Ravi, Ganesha and Vishnu. Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra

are the three presiding gods of the three threads. One
should keep the thread in a golden vessel, or in one made of

silver, or of copper, or of bamboo or of earth. The size of

the best vessel should be sixty four fingers in circumference,

that of the middling one its half, and that of the youngest

one its half again. The best thread must be one hundred and

eight fingers in length, the middling one its half, and the

youngest its half again. The best knot should be of the size of

a knot of the thumb ; the middling one of that of the

middle finger and the smallest one of that of the youngest

finger. The measurement of the sacrificial altar must be

guided by these general characteristics. The sacrificial

thread must be placed on the idol (of Vishnu) which should

be of the size of that of Shiva. It must pass through

breast, navel, thigh and hang up to the knee-joints. With a

thread measuring one thousand and eight fingers in length

should be formed four, thirty-six, twenty four and twelve

knots severally, each being of the size of a finger knot. It

should be then dyed with saffron, turmeric or sandal. After

fasting a worsipper should, place the sacred thread on a

vessel and perform the initiatory rite of consecration. Then

in vessels made of fig leaves it should be placed in the

eight quarters. Twigs and Kuca blades should be dedicated

to Sangkarshana in the east. Rochana (yellow figment)

and saffron should be dedicated to Pradyumna in the south.

A person, who is about to undertake a war and seeks for

victory, should dedicate to Aniruddha in the west, sandal,

blue colour, sessamum seeds, ashes and AUshata. In the

south-east and other corners he should make assignment of

Shree and other goddesses.
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Having then inspired the sacred thread with Vasudeva

mantrams, looked at it again and worshipped it he should

cover it with a piece of cloth. He should then place it before

the image of the deity or the mystic diagram. Having

placed duly as before Brahmanas in the west, south and

north he should worship the pitchers. Then having drawn

the mystic diagram with a weapon he should place the

offerings.

Having thus performed the Adhivasa rite of the sacred

thread he should encircle the altar with three or nine threads

and then connect his own body and the pitchers with it.

Connecting the well of sacred fire, the pedastal, the awning

and the temple with one thread he should place it on the

head of the deity. Having thus offered the thread and

worshipped the great god the worshipper should recite the

following mantram.

" O King of gods ! O Great Ishwara ! I have invoked thy

presence here for adoring thee. I wfll adore thee in the

morning. Do thou come near these articles." Having

performed the Adhivasa rite of the sacred thread for one

or three nights a worshipper should keep up the night and

adore Keshava in the morning. He should next place (on the

image) the biggest, middling and the smallest threads. Then
having incensed the sacred thread he should inspire it with

mantrams. Having recited the names of the knots he should

adore them with flowers and other articles. Then having

recited the Gayatri he should adore the deity with the

following mantram.

May my sons and wife hold this thread. O god, I hold

before thee this purified and beautiful knot destrutive of the

greatest iniquity and of all sorts of sins.

Having thus worshipped the sacred thread with incense

and other articles he should dedicate the middling and other

ones, [tie should next say] " For achieving sucess in religious

rites and worldly undertakings I hold on my neck this sacred
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energy of Vishnu." Then having worshipped the garland of

forest flowers with its own mantram he should offer it. Next

he should place various offerings, flowers and edibles. Then

having offered oblations to the sacred fire deposited in an

well measuring twelve fingers he should offer one sacred

thread, one hundred and eight fingers in length.

Having first offered Arghya unto the Sun-God he should

dedicate to him a sacred thread. O Hara, he should next

adore Vishwaksena and his preceptor with Arghya. Clasping

his hands he should recite before the deity the following

mantram.

O lord of celestials, may all adorations, whatever I have

offered knowingly or unknowingly, be crowned with success

by thy favour. Garuda-emblemed deity, I offer this thy

adoration extending over a year with garlands of jems and

sapphires and of Mandara flowers. O god, hold this sacred

thread on thy breast as thou dost always carry the garland

of forest flowers and the mystic mark of Srivatsa.

Having thus adored the deity, fed the twice-born and

distributed presents amongst them a worshiper should

perform the life-destroying ceremony of the deity in the

evening. Having thus duly performed the adoration extend-

ing over a year as well as the offering of sacred thread one

repairs to the region of Vishnu,

CHAPTER LXIV.

Hari said :—Having adored Brahman with Pavitra and

other rites and meditated on him one becomes Hari. I will

now describe the meditation of Brahman which destroys

14
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the weapon of Maya (illusion). The learned man, who

recites the name of Brahman by words and mind, acquires

the knowledge of self. He, who desires to acquire this

knowledge, gains great knowledge.

Brahman is shorn of body, organs of sense, mind,

intellect, vital principle and egoism. It is shorn of elements,

Tanmatras (subtle particles), the gunas (qualities), birth

and decay. It is manifest of itself, devoid of a form,

eternally blissful, without any beginning, eternal, purified,

intelligent, undecaying, existent, blissful, without second

and eternal. [The state of mental realization). " I

am Brahman, I exist in Brahman" is known as Samadhi

(mental concentration). The soul is known as the

charioteer, the body as the chariot and the organs of sense

are known as the horses. The objects of sense are known
by the latter. The soul is endued with mind and the

organs of sense. Therefore the learned designate it as

the enjoyer. He, who is endued with the discriminative

knowledge of the external objects and mental perception,

attains to the station of Brahman and is not born again.

The man, whose charioteer is the discriminative knowledge,

goes to the other side of the world by the help of mental

abstraction and attains to the most exalted station of

Vishnu. Not to hurt animals &c. is called Yama (restraint).

Purification and other rites are called Niyama (religious

observances). Padma and other postures are called Asana
and the suppression of vital airs is called Pranayama.
The withdrawal of organs from the objects of sense is

called Jaya ; the meditation on the Lord is called dhyana

;

the restraint of mental faculties is called Dharana.
Although Brahman is without any forms still a worshipper
should meditate on a form in the pericarp of his heart's

lotus as holding conch-shell, discus and club, bearing the

mystic mark of Srivatsa and the • Koustava jem, adorned
with a garland of forest flowers, as being eternal, pure,
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intelligent, ever existent, blissful and supreme, thinking

"I am self, the impersonal and Absolute self, the Great
Light." Hari, having twenty four forms, situate on the

Shalagrama stone and on the height of Dwaraka, is worthy
of being adored and meditated on.

Having meditated on this form, lauded it and recited

its name, a person, acquiring all the objects of his desire,

becomes an etherial god, and shorn of desire, obtains

emancipation.

CHAPTER XLV.

Hari said :—-As a side issue of this discourse I shall

,
describe the characteristic marks of Shalagrama, by

touching which stone, one has the sins, accumulated in a

Koti of births, dissipated.

The holder of conch-shell, discus, club and lotus,

known as Keshava, is [also called] Gadadhara (the holder

of club] . The Lord Naraya«a is also the holder of lotus,

the bow Koumodaki, discus and conch-shell. He is the

holder of discus, conch-shell, lotus and club and is also

named Madhava and Shree Gadadhara. Govinda, Gadadhara,

the holder of club, lotus, conch-shell and discus is adorable.

Salutation unto thee of the form of Vishnu, the holder

of lotus and the conch-shell, unto thee of the form of Madhu-

sudana, the holder of conch-shell, lotus, club and discus.

Salutation unto that form of thine which holds the club,

conch-shell and lotus, unto that form, which is. of. three

foot steps, unto that form which holds the bow Koumodaki,
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lotus and conch-shell and unto thy dwarfish form. Salu-

tation unto thee the holder of conch-shell, lotus, discus and

club. Salutation unto 4;hat form which bears the mystic

mark &i Srivatsa* unto Hrishjkesha, and the weilder of lotus,

club, conch-shell and discus. Salutation unto the holder of

lotus, discus, club, conch-shell, unto Padmanabba (lotus-

.navelled;), unto Damodara, unto the weilder of conch-shell,

discus, club and lotus. Salutation unto Vasudeva, unto the

holder of conch-shell, club and lotus. Salutation unto Sang-

karshana. Salutation unto the form of Pradyumna, the

holder of a beautiful conch-shell, a beautiful club and a beau-

tiful lotus. Salutation unto Antruddha and the weilder of

club, conch-shell and lotus. Salutation unto the Purusottama

form with lotus, conch-shell, club and discus. Salutation

unto the form of Adhokshaja, the holder of club, conch-shell,

and lotus. Salutation unto Man-lion form, the holder of

lotus, club and conch-sheB. Salutation unto the form,

Achyuta, the weilder of lotus, conch-shell and club. I will

bring here.Janarddsna with his cemch-sheik .discus, lotus and
club and Upendra with his wheel, club, lotusand conch-shelL

Salutation.

Salutation unto this form of Hari, holding a beautiful dis-

cus, lotus, club and conch-dhell. Salutation unto the formi

Srikrishna weilding club,il0tus, wheel and conch-shelL

The Shalagrama stone, known as Vasudeva, is of a white
colour and possesses two ring-like marks around iits mouth.
The one, known as Sankarshana, is of a.red colour, has two
ring-like marks around its mouth or lateral aperture and has
the mark of a ;lotus.omits eastern side. The one, knowa as

Pradyumna, is of a yellow icolosr, has a small ring-like mark
is of an elongated shape and bears on its surface a large

number of impressions like pin-holes. The one, iknown as
Aniruddha, is lof a circular shape and blue colour and is

marked with three lines around .its mouth. The one known
as Narayana is of a black colour, contains the mark of a club-
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like line in its cavity and has the circular mark at the navel

or a little raised up. The Nrisimha alone is elevated on the

breast, is of a twany colour, and is dotted with fine spots
;

while a Varaha resembles a Sakti in shape and has two

rugged and uneven circular marks. A Sthula stone is of

blue colour, has three lines, is of the form of a tortoise and

is dotted with marks. The stone, known as Krishna, is

round and depressed at the back. Sridhara has the marks

of five lines, that of a garland of forest flowers and that of

a club. The Vamana stone is of a round and puny size and

Sureshwara has a circular mark on its left side. The one,

known as Anantaka, has various forms and bears an impres-

sion like the hood of a serpent. The Damodara stone is

thick, of blue colour, and contains a circular mark of blue

colour in the central part of -the cavity. Brahma stone has a

small mouth and is of thick blue colour. Sushira stone has

marks of long lines, while Amvuja stone has the mark of one

circular figure and is thick. A Sthulachakra stone has deep

holes and is dotted with dark marks. A Hayagriva stone is

of the shape of a goad ; while a Kaustava stone possesses

marks of five lines. A Vaikuntha stone is of the hue of a jem
on the hood of a serpent, of dark colour and bears one cir-

cular mark. A Matsya stone is of the shape of a long lotus

and has marks of lines at the mouth. A Trivikrama stone

bears the mark of a circle on the left side, that of a line on

the right side and is of a dark-blue colour.

Salutation unto the holder of club who is situate in

Shalagrama as well as in Dwara'ka.

A Laksbmj Nauayana atone is of the .shape of a Kadamva

flower, bears marks df four circles at one mouth, is adorned

with the figure of a :gariand of -forest flowers, is marked with

golden lines and cow'-s hoofs.

The Sudarshana class has got only a. single -circular marie,

while the existence of two characterises the class Lakshml

Narayana. The Tivikrama class has got three .circular marks,
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the Chaturvyuha class has got four, the Vasudeva class

has got five, the Pradyumna class has got six, the Sang-

karshana class has got seven, the Punisottama class has

got eight, tlie Navavyuha class has got nine, the Dashava-

tara class has got ten, the Aniruddha class eleven, and the

Dwadashatma class has twelve circular marks. The Ananta

class bears more marks than twelve. He, who reads this*

poem, describing the forms of Vishnu, repairs to the celes-

tial region.

The image of Brahma has four mouths and is endued

with a staff and Karhandalu (water-pot). That of Mahes-

wara has five mouths, ten arms, is seated on a bull with wea-

pons as well as Matrika goddesses, such as Gouri, Chandrika,

Saraswati and Mahalakshmi. The image of the sun holds

a lotus in the hand. Gana has the head of an elephant.

Skanda has six mouths.

Adored these images should be placed in the edifice wor-

shipped of Vastu deities. By adoring them a man obtains

religious profit, worldly objects and emancipat ion.

CHAPTER XLVI.

HARI said :—I will now describe in brief the adoration of

the Vastu deity presiding over the house which destroys all

impediments. Beginning with the north-east corner a wor-

shipper should adore him in a diagram of eighty one rooms.

He should adore the head in the north-east corner, feet in

the south-west and two hands in the south-east and north-

west corners." In a temporary dwelling house, in one's own
house, in a city, in a village, in a merchantile thorough-fare,
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in palaces, pleasure-houses, forts, temples and Mathas a

person should adore the twenty-two deities outside the dia-

gram and thirteen in the end of the same. [The deities are]

Isha, Parjanya, Jayanta, the weilder of thunder-bolt (Indra),

Surya (sun), Satya (the god of truth), Bhrigu, Akasa (the

god of sky), the wind-god, Pusha, Vitatha (thegodof untruth-

fulness), Graha, Kshetra, the two Yamas, Gandharva, Bhrigu-

raja, Mriga, the Pitris, Dwouvarika, Sugriva, Pushpadanta,

Ganesha, Asura, the two Seshapadas, Roga (god 'of disease),

Ahimukhaja, Bhattata, the two Somasarpas, Aditi and Diti.

These are the thirty-two deities who should be adored out-

side. Hear of the four deities who should be worshipped in

the end. A learned man should adore the four deities sta-

tioned in the four corners, north-east etc, viz, Apa, Savitri,

Jaya and Rudra,

In the ninth room of the central part of the diagram he

should adore Brahma and his eight attendant deities begin-

ning with the east. Hear their names. Aryama, Savita,

Vivaswan, Vivudhadhipa, Mitra, Raja-Yakshma, Prithvidhara,

and Apavatra are the deities known as encircling Brahma.

The group beginning from the north-east is called Durga
;

while the one.beginning from the south-east is called Dur-

dhara. Having worshipped the three deities Aditi, Himavanta

and Jayanta, as well as Nayika, Kalika, Sakra, Gandharvas

—

all those Vastu gods, a worshipper should undertake the con-

struction of a divine palace.

First of all the image of the teacher of gods should be

erected in front. Then the great seat should be constructed

in the south-east corner. The altar of sacrifices should be

constructed in the east. The house of scents and flowers

should be constructed in the north-east corner. The store-

room should be erected in the north and the cow-shed in

the north-west. The room, for keeping water, should be con-

structed with windows in the west; while that for keeping

sacrificial twigs, grass, fuels and weapons should be cons-
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tructed in the south-west. The guest-house, beautiful and

containing beds, shoes, water, fire, lamps and good servants,

should be constructed in the south. Other minor houses

should be constructed containing water, plantain trees and

be adorned with flowers of five colours. A wall should be

erected around the divine edifice, five cubits in height.

Thus the divine edifice of Vishnu should be erected contain-

ing forests and gardens.

The edifice of Vastu, containing sixty four rooms,

should, first of all, be adored. In the central part one of

four rooms should be dedicated to Brahma and one of two

rooms should be dedicated each to Arjama and other deities.

All other celestials have houses of two rooms dedicated to

each of them severally. These are the deities known as pre-

siding over sixty four rooms.

Charaki, Vidari and the sinful Rakshasi Putana should

be adored in the north-east and other corners. The
Hetuka and other deities should be worshipped' outside.

They are Hetuka, Tripuranta, Agni, Vetalaka, Yama,
Agnijihva, Kalaka, Kalara, Ekapadaka, Bhimarupa (terrific-

Visaged deity) should be adored in the north-east corner,

the regent of the spirits in the nether region, Gandhamali
and Kshetrapala in the sky.

A worshipper should next undertake the extension,

"multiplication, lengthening and the numbering of the Vastu.
A person should build his dwelling house before the Vishnu
temple and not behind it. And he should sleep on the left

side. There is nothing to be questioned in this matter.
It is better for those persons whose births are respectively
governed by Leo, Libra, and Scorpi, to have the door of the
house opening out in the north and for others whose births
are governed by Scorpi and the succeeding signs of the
Zodiac to have them in the east, south and west. The
breadth of the door should be half of its length. And there
must be eight doors.



CHAPTER JCLVII.

SuTA said :— Sounaka, hear me describe the essential

features of a divine temple or palace. A plot of ground

should be divided into sixty-four equal rectangular divisions

occupying all the points of the compass. The Chatuskon

or the inner court of the adytum should be comprised of

four such rectangular divisions, and the doors of the temple

should be made to number twelve in all. The walls of the

edifice should be raised upon such forty-eight quadrilateral

divisions. In height the plinth should be made commen-

surate with the length of the platform at the top of the

ground elevation and twice that measure above that. The

inner cavity of the vault should be made co-extensive with

the entire length of the adytum. The indents on both sides

should measure a third or a fifth part of the chord of the

inner vault, which should be so arched as to rise up to

the half of the entire height of the pinnacle. The height of

the terrace or the pinnacle part of the divine edifice should

be divided into four equal parts over the third part, from the

bottom of which the Vedi or the top of the platform should be

constructed ; and on the top of the fourth part the ornamental

figure should be placed which is generally made to edge

the entire height of the temple from the bottom.

In the alternative, the homestead land should be divided

into sixteen equal parts over the four central parts of which

the adytum of the temple should be raised. The walls of

the edifice should be raised upon twelve such rectangular

divisions or chambers, and the height of the walls should be

made commensurate with the length of four such parts as

are compatible with the laws of proportion. The height of

the terrace or the pinnacle should be made to measure twice-

15
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the height of the wall, and the open verandah or the plat-

form all around the temple should be made of a quarter part

of the height of the terrace in breadth. The indents on

both sides of the temple should be of a fifth part of the

length of the adytum in breadth. Again an indent should

be left out which would measure such a fifth part. The

essentials described above are what should be complied with

in building divine edifices in general.

Now I shall deal with another class of divine structures

which are usually constructed in proportion to the lengths

of the images of their inmate deities. The Peetha or the

pedestal of the image should be made commensurate with

the length of the latter and the adytum should be made,

O Sounaka, of twice that length. The walls should be of

equal length with the latter, while the plinth should be made

half as much broad as the adytum. O Sounaka, the pinnacle

should have twice the height of the plinth and the vault of

the temple should be made so as to cover the entire space

occupied by the pedestal and the adytum combined, the

indents having been left aside to the measure previously

directed.

O Sounaka, I have described the characteristic measures

of temples which are built in proportion to the dimensions

of images of their inmate deities. I shall presently deal with

a class of divine edifices which-are constructed in measures

proportionate to those of their door-frames. A measure

of four forearms should be divided into eight equal parts

which would be the measure for the breadth of the door,

or the same might be made of twice that breadth." The

upper part of the door, like the upper part of the pedestal,

should be perforated with holes, as the upper part of the

door would be taken in by the wall to the length of a pada

measure. The plinth should be made twice as much broad

as the door and the terrace or the pinnacle part of the temple

should be made of twice that measure. The vault should be
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arched from the spring line as before laid down on the

regions of indents at the top of the walls of the temple.

I have already described the essential traits of a divine

temple built proportionate to its mandap ; now I shall

describe one of a different structure. The ground, on

which the image of the deity would be installed, should

be tiipled in measure, which would thus give the dimensions

of the exterior ; the area of the temple must be less than that

of the ground on which the same should be erected by a

pada in all directions, and the area of the adytum should be

made half of that of the latter. The walls should be made

equal in height to the length of the adytum or the space

enclosed within them, and the pinnacle should be twice as

much high as the height of the wall.

Now I shall describe the different classes of temples

according to their respective measure and origin. The

different forms of divine edifices are mainly grouped under

five heads such as the Bairaja, the Puspakaksa, the Kailasa,

the Malikahvaya and the Tripistapam, which, should b&<>

looked upon as the abode of all deities and in which their

images might be safely installed. The first of the above

classes of temple is characterised by a rectangular shape

;

the second class is marked in a quadrilateral shape ; the third

class has a circular shape, the fourth class of temples has a

shape which appertains to the different segments of spheres
;

while the fifth class of temple is octagonal. These five

classes of temples, which are the proper abodes for all forms

of divine manifestations, admit of being divided into various

sub-divisions as it were, thus giving rise to forty-five different

shapes of temples which are the Meru, the Mandara, the

Vimana, the Vadraka the Sarvatovadra, the Ruchaka, the

the Nandana, the Nandivardana and the Shrivatsa, these nine

arising out of the class of the rectangular Vairaja form of the

temple. The nine temples which owe their origin to the genus

Euspaka are known as the (1) Badavi, (2) the Griharaja,
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(3) the Shalagriha, (4) the Mandira, (5) the Vimana
,

(6) the Bramhamindara, (7) the Vavana, (8) Uttamva, and

(9) the Shivikaveshma. The names of the nine circle

temples which appertain to, and proceed out of, the genus

Kailasa are the 1 Valaya, 2 Dundubhi, 3 Padma, 4 Mala-

padma, 5 Mukuli, 6 Ushnishi, 7 Shankha, 8 Kalasa,

9 Guvabriksa. The class Malakahvaya has fathered the nine

spheriodical temples which are called the 1 Gaja, 2 Vrisava,

3 Garuda, 4 Sinha, 5 Bhumukha, 6 Bhudhara, 7 Shrijaya and

8 the Prithividhara and 9 the Hansa. The nine octagon-

shaped temples, which fall under the genus Tripistapa, are

named as 1 Vajra, 2 Chakra, 3 Mustika, 4 Vabhru, 5 Vakra,

6 Svastika, 7 Gada, 8 Shrivriksa, and 9 Vijaya which is

also known as Vijaya Sveta.

Now I shall describe the situations of the triangular, lotus-

shaped, crescent-shaped, rectangular and the octagonal

divine edifices, and narrate the purposes for which they

should be built in those shapes. A temple, built in the shape

of a triangle, imparts wealth and sovereignity, increases the

duration of life and gives wives and male offsprings to the

consecrator. The consecrator should plant a banner on

the top of the temple, and build the Garbha Griha or the

entrance chamber just in front of the door; and the mandap

or the sanctuary of the temple should be built with an

equal number of lines with the latter, one full window and

a half having been opened therein. The mandap should be

commensurate with the measure of a wall and a half should

be made to measure twice the thickness of the walls in

length. The ornamental cornices should be laid down so

as to include spaces of unequal measure between them, the

intervening spaces having been filled in with horizontal lines

of unequal thickness. A divine edifice, of the Meru class,

should be provided with doors and furnished with four sheds

or top chambers over them, while the terrace should be

decorated with a hundred turrets.. The mandapas or the
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top chambers of the above edifice should be so constructed as

to have three arches differing from each other, both as

regards their shape and dimension. In some of the temples

the bullocks are carved out in relief while in others they are

carved into the body of the top chambers. Thus the temples

differ from each other in appearance, shape and size which

vary in construction according as the character of the image

residing therein varies. No hard and fast rule can be

laid down for constructing temples for the gods who are

self-originated, and accordingly they should be built accord-

ing to the measures stated before, of rectangular shape and

possessing courts and turrets and top-chambers over their

terraces ; and the hall for musical entertainments should be

built contaguous to the door of the temple. The celestial

warders of the gods should be sculptured on the various

angular quarters of the divine mansion, and a little re-

mote therefrom the houses for monks should be built. The

ground should be washed with water containing fruits and

flowers. The consecrator should previously worship the

gods about to be installed in the temple. Vasudeva is the

god of gods, and a person, who consecrates a temple to him^

attains all merit.

-:o:-

CHAPTER XLVIII.

Suta said :—I will now describe in brief the installation

of the images of all the deities. Under an auspicious planet

and in a beautiful building a preceptor should perform the

rite of installation. He should, in the company of sacrificial

priests, elect a Brahmana of the Central Provinces as the
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presiding priest. According to the religious prescription

of his own branch or with the recitation of Pranava he should,

with five or more Mudrikas, offer Padya and Arghya as weir

raiments, scented garlands and unguents. Then having

made the assignment of mantrams the preceptor should

begin the rite of installation. Before the temple should be

erected a sacrificial shed of ten or twelve cubits supported

by sixteen pillars. In its centre an altar of four cubits should

be constructed and bedecked with standards. Then sandy

procured from the confluence of rivers, should be scattered

thereon. Beginning with the east five fire receptacles should

be constructed of the shape severally of a square, of a bow,

of a circle and of a lotus. Or all the five should be of the

shape of a square. After performing the peace-giving rite, the

presiding priest, for 'attaining success in all works, should

perform the Homa ceremony near the head of the image.

Some say that Homa ceremony should be first performed in

the north-east after pasting the sacred spot (with the solu-

tion of cow-dung). Near the gate-way of the sacrificial shed

four doors should be constructed. The branches of Nyagrodha,.

Oudumvara, Plaksha and Khavira should be planted at the

different doors of the shed. The gates should be five cubits-

in height and bedecked with clothes and flowers. Four pits,,

each of one cubit in depth, should be made on four sides-

He should place the figure of a lion in the eastern gate, that

of the king of horses (Ucchaisrava) in the southern, that of

a bull in the western, and that of a celestial tiger in the

northern door. With the mantram Agnimiti [the preceptor]

should place the first in the east, with the Ishetwa mantram he
should place the second in the south, with the Agnaayahi man-
tram he should place the third in the west, and with the

Shaunodavi mantram he should place the fourth in the north.

The flag, in the east, should be of the colour of a cloud, that

in the south-east should be smoky-coloured, that in the north

should be black, that in the south-west should be dark-blue,.
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that in the west should be greyish, that in the north-west

should be yellowish, that in the north should be crimson-

coloured, and that in the north-east should be white. Vahurupa
(one of various forms) should be placed in the middle.

Indravidya should be placed in the east and with the

Samsapti mantram Yamanaga should be placed in the south.

Rakshahana should be adored both in the north and west.

Then two pitchers should be placed at each door, covered

with two pieces of cloth, pasted with sandal, bedecked with

profuse flowers and creepers and inspired with mantrams.

Thereupon the guardian deities of the quarters should

be adored there according to the rites sanctioned by the

Scripture. With mantram " Trataram Indra" Agni (the

fire-god) should be worshipped upwards. The next mantram

is Astnin Vriksha Itanchaiva Prachari. The other mantrams

are Kinchedhatu Achatya Vinnadevi and Imakudra. Having

thus adored the guardian deities of the quarters a learned

worshipper should place articles and necessary implements

for Homa in the north-west. The preceptor should, with the

eyes, make the assignment of white conch-shells as sanc-

tioned by the Scriptures. Forsooth, all articles are purified

by looks. A person, who longs for all objects of desire,

should make the assignment of heart and various limbs with

Vyahriti and Pranava and that of other articles with the

Astra mantram. Fried grains and handfuls of Kuca or sacred

grass should be consecrated with Astra mantrams. The

preceptor should touch all articles, collected in the sacrificial

shed, with the blade of Ruga. Next he should scatter on all

sides fried grains consecrated with the Astra mantram.

.

Beginning with the quarter (east) presided over by Indra

he should scatter fried grains so long as they do not come

within the perception of Ishana and then rub the ground of

the sacrificial shed with cow-dung. The preceptor should

next perform the assignment of the entire mass of mantrams

in the vessel of Arghya with scents and other articles. Then
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with the water of the Arghya vessel he should wash the

sacrificial shed. He should next make the assignment of a

pitcher named after the deity whose image is to be installed.

He should adore the pitcher in the north-east and the

Vardhani (broom) in the north with the Astra mantram. He

should place the pitcher, the Vardhani, the planets and the

Vastu god in their respective seats with the recitation of

Pranava. The preceptor should adore the pitcher, having a

thread round its neck, containing jems, covered with a piece

of beautiful cloth and scented with all the medicinal herbs.

The deity should be adored in the pitcher together with the

Vardhani and the most excellent cloth. He should after-

wards roll the pitcher together with Vardhani (broom) ; then

sprinkling the ground with drops of water pouring from the

broom he should place it before. Then having worshipped

the broom and the pitcher he should adore the deity in the

sacrificial altar. Having invoked the pitcher in the north-

west quarter as well as the Gana deities a learned wor-

shipper should recite the name of the Vastu deity in the

north-east quarter. For making' good the imperfections of

the ground he should with the Vastospati mantram

dedicate offerings of animals to the evil spirits and their

leader on the eastern side of the pitcher. Afterwards a

learned worshipper should perform the rite of slaughtering

those animals. With the mantram " Yoga, Yoga" he should

next spread sacrificial fuels and Kuga blades. Then the presi-

ding priest should place the images along with the Ritwikas

(sacrificial priests) on the altar of bathing. Then having

recited many holy and auspicious verses through the Brahma
ghosas* the twice-born should place the image of the deity

in the Brahma-car. Then having brought the altar to the

north-east corner the preceptor should place it in the sacri-

ficial shed. With the mantram " Bhadra Karne" he should

* The reciters of Vedic hymns.
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bathe the image and then put on the sacrificial thread.

Having sprinkled the image he should make the door after

saluting it from a distance. He should next put collyrium

for the eyes in a bell-metal or a copper vessel containing

honey and Sarpi> Then with the "Agni-Jyotr" mantram

he should open up its eyes with a golden probe. Then with

due rites he should give the name. Then with the Ganga

mantram "Imamme" he should perform the rite of cooling

the eyes. With the mantram "Agni-Murdheti" he should

place the dust of an ant-hill. With the mantram "Yajnayajna"

he should place the branches of astringent trees, viz.,

Bel, Oodumvara, Ashwatha, Vata and Palasha. He should

then sprinkle the image with five products of cow together

with the goddesses, vie., Sahadevi, Bala, Shatamuli, Shata-

vari, Kumari, Guduchi, Sinhi and Vyagrihi.

The image of the animal, the god rides upon, should

be built in the front of his temple, and gems, cereals,

paddy and the Cotapuppika should be buried in the

four corners of the edifice, the eight oceans such as

the Ksherodi, Dadhi, etc., having been located by imagi-

nation in all the corners thereof by reading aloud the

mantras which respectively begin as Apyasva, Dadhikratro,

and Ya Ousadhi (those cereals) etc. The sacrificial pitchers

should be invoked by uttering the mantra which runs as

Tejosi, (thou art the light) etc, and bathed with water by

repeating four times the mantra, known as the Samudraksa

mantra. The preceptor, having bathed and dressed well,

should offer the incense sticks together with the perfumed

gam resin known as the Guggula, and invoke th*j particular

sacred pools for bathing the sacrificial pitchers therein.

The pitchers should be invoked with the mantra which runs

as Ya Ousadhi ; and they should be bathed in the sacred

pools previously invoked by reading aloud the following

* A small medicinal shrub.

16
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mantra. "A man, who bathes in that water, is purged off

all sins etc." Having performed the rite of oblation unto the

sacrificial pitchers and by uttering the mantra of the ocean

(Samudra mantra), the Argha offering should be presented

to them. The perfumed sandal paste should be presented

repeating the mantra which begins as Gandhadvara, etc., and

the Nyasa (rite of locating the fiery images of mantra or god

in the different parts of the body) should be performed by

uttering the mantras of the Veda. The cloth should be

offered with the mantra which reads as this obtained with

the means approved of the Shastras. The god should be

taken into the sacrificial shed by reciting the mantra known
as the Kavivaha, and laid down in the bed with the mantra

which runs as Shambhavaya, etc. All the articles should be

purified with the mantra known as the Devatacchakan.

Then having merged himself in the supreme principle of the

universe, the preceptor should perform the Nyasa rite known
as the mantra Nyasa. Then the mantra should be worshipped

under a covering.

Then as directed by the Scripture he should place offer-

ings at the foot of the image. He should place the pitcher

with gold, covered with pieces of cloth and inspired with

Pranava mantra, where the head of the idol lies. Having
placed it near the receptacle the preceptor should perform

the rite of placing the sacred fire either according to the

religious prescription of his own sacrificial code or accord-

ing to the Vedic mantrams. One should recite Srisukta,"*

along with fire, its dwelling place, servants and deer-skin,

Vrishakapi and Mitra in the west. A successful Adhyaryuf
should recite in the south Rudra, Purushasukta,J Slokadhyaya§

* A hymn describing the glories of the goddess of prosperity,

f A Bramhan well-versed in the Atharva Veda.

X A hymn of the Rig-Veda.

§ A Chapter of verses of praise.
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Bramha, the Pitris and Maitra. A person, versed in Chhandas

(prosody), should recite, in the west, the Vedic observance

Vamadevya, Jyesthasama,* Bherundast and Samans.J A
Bramhan, well-versed in the Atharvan Veda, should recite

in the north the principal portion of the Artharva, the

(Kumbha Sukta verse) of the Atharva Veda, Neela Rudras§

and Maitra.

Touching the receptacle with the astra mantram, the

Acharya (preceptor) should bring the fire, either in a copper

vessel or an earthen one, according to his means, and

place it before. A worshipper should light the fire with the

astra mantram, should encircle it with the Kavacha mantram

and afterwards perform the rite of Amritikarana with all the

mantrams. He should take up the vessel with his two hands

and roll it over the receptacle ; and then with the Vishnu

mantra he should throw the most excellent fire there. Either

with the general mantrams or with those of his own sect he

should place Brahma in the south and the sacrificial vessels

in the north. Then with Kuga grasses he should place

Paridhis|| in all the quarters. Brahma, Vishnu and Hara

should be adored with the general mantrams. He should

place fire in the sacrificial grass and should encircle it with

the same. That which is touched with a sacrificial grass is

purified even in the absence of the mantrams. Encircled by

uncut sacrificial grasses, with their blades directed in the east,

west and north, the fire, of its own aecord, comes near.

One, well versed in mantrams, should do what has been said

for the protection of the fire. Some preceptors hold that

* A portion of the Sama Veda. A religious rite of which its perusal

is a part.

f One of Yakshinis or female attendants of Durga.

% Verses of the Sama Veda.

§ Mantrams of the Artharva Veda.

||
A wooden frame round the hole in which the a sacrificial fire is

lighted.
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the rite, consequent on the birth of a child, should be per-

formed after the installation of the sacred fire. Thereupon

performing the rite of Pavitra one should purKy his kingdom.

The preceptor should next see that the rite of prostration is

performed with mantrams. He should pour clarified butter

in drops into the fire for making the former sucessful. He
should next offer ten oblations of clarified butter unto fire.

As long as the rite of giving away kine continues so long

Garbhadhana and other rites should be solemnized. Either

with the mantrams of his own Scriptural code or witb

Pranava a preceptor should perform the rite of Homa.

Thereupon he should offer Purnahuti (consummated oblation)

from Which one's desires are all fulfilled. A fire, thus

generated, yeilds success in all works.

Thereupon having worshipped the fire he should place it

in the receptacle. Then with his own mantrams he should

offer a hundred oblations in honor of Indra and other gods.

Then unifying his own self with all the gods, .mantrams and
fire he should offer the Purnahuti. Then coming out the

Acharya should offer sacrificial beasts to the guardian

deities of the quarters, the evil spirits, gods and Nagasv

Sessamum seeds and sacrificial fuels are the two necessary

articles of Homa. Clarified butter is an auxiliary to them.

He should next assign Purushasukta to the east, Rudra to

the south, and Jyesthasama and Bherunda to the west.

Neelarudra is a great mantram of the Kurma Sukta (hymn)
belonging to the AtharVa^Veda. He should offer a thousand
oblations to each of the gods—to their head, body and foot,

and then offer Purnahuti. In due order and without any
distinction he should offer oblations to the spot where the

head of the image is placed. The twice-born should offer

oblations in honor of the gods either with the principal

mantram, the mantrams of his own Scriptural code or with

the Gayatri, or with only Gayatri, Vyarhriti and Pranava.

Having thus duly performed the Homa rite a worshipper
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should make assignment of the mantrams. He should assign

Agnimili to the feet, Ishitwa to the ankles, Agniayahi to the

hips, Saunodevi to the knee-joints, Vrihadantara to the

thighs, Shwatira to the belly, Dirghayustra to the heart,

Shree to the neck, Trataramindra to the breast, Triyugmaka

to the eyes, and Murdhabhava to the head.

Thereupon a preceptor should raise up the image saying

"Hise up, O lord of the Brahmanas." Then with the Vedic

and other sacred recitations he should circumambulate the

divine edifice.

A person, well versed in mantrams, should next make the

foot-stool of the deity. With jems he should place the

image, of the deities of the quarters, metals and medicinal

herbs and Louha Vijani behind the image. The image

should not be placed in the centre of the adytum nor it

should be absolutely abandoned. It should be placed a little-

distant from the centre and all imperfections should be re-

moved thereby. Then sessamum seeds should be placed in

the north. Afterwards reciting the mantram "Om, remain

here permanently and do good unto the creatures, salutation

unto thee" the preceptor should make assignment of mantras

to the deity, the Sun and the six other gods. Having made
the six-fold assignments for accomplishing success he should

inspire them with mantrams.

He should next sprinkle the well-fixed image with the

water of the SampSta pitcher and adore it with lamps,

incense, scents and edibles. Having offered Arghya and

bowed unto the deity he should pray for forgiveness. Then

according to his means, vessels, two pieces of raiment,

umbrella and good rings should be presented as Dakshina

(fee) to the officiating priests. Afterwards, with a controlled

mind, the sacrificer should offer a hundred ' oblations and

then the Purnahuti. And then coming out of the temple

the preceptor should dedicate offerings to th« guardian

deities of the quarters. With flowers in his hands and say-
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ing " Forgive" he should dedicate them. After the termina-

tion of the sacrifice the sacrificer should present unto the

preceptor a Kapila cow, chowri, head-gear, ear-rings,

umbrella, bracelet, an ornament for the waist, 'fans, villages,

and raiments &c. He should then give a grand dinner

party. Being liberated by the favour of the divine edifice

a sacrificer becomes successful.

CHAPTER XLIX.

Bramha said :—Hari, the author of creation, &c, should

be adored by the Self-create Bramha and other gods, and

Bramhana and other castes, according to the rites of their

respective orders. Hear their respective duties, O Vyasa.

Celebrating sacrifices for themselves and others, making

gifts and accepting them, study and teaching constitute

the six-fold duties of the Brahmanas. Making gifts, study-

ing and celebrating sacrifices are the duties of the

Kshatryas and the Vaishyas. To govern is also the duty of

a Kshatrya whereas cultivation constitutes that of a Vaishya.

To serve the twice-born is the duty of the Sudras. Handi-

craft and menial service are also their duties. Begging,

attending the preceptor, Vedic study, abandonment of

worldly affections and possessions and the preservation of

the sacred fire constitute the duties of a Bramhacharin.

All the four Ashramas (orders) have two-fold conditions.

They are called Bramhacharin (religious student) Upakur-

vana (house-holder), Vaishthika* and Bramhatatpara.t He

* The Bramhan who continues with his' spiritual preceptor and

always remains in the condition of the religious student.

f He, who giving up every other work, is solely engaged in the

meditation of Para-Bratnha.
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who having duly studied the Vedas enters into the order

of the house-holder, is called Upakarvanaka. He, who con-

tinues the life of the religious student till his death, is called

Vaishthika. O foremost of the twice-born, the preserva-

tion of sacred fire, the entertainment of the guests, the cele-

bration of sacrifices, making gifts and the adoration of the

deities constitute the duties of a house-holder. A Udasina

(one disassociated from the world) and a Sadhaka (one

devoted exclusively to religious practices!, becomes a house-

holder in two ways. A Sadhaka, while he is busy with

maintaining his relations, becomes a house-holder. He, who

having neglected the payment of three-fold debts* and

renounced wife and earthly possessions, &c. roves about

alone, is a nominal Udasina.

The duty, of a dweller of the forest (hermit), consists

in duly sleeping on earth, living on roots and fruits and study-

ing the Vedas. He is the best of ascetics living in the

forest who practises austerities in the forest, worships the

gods, offers oblations to fire and studies the Vedas. Being

emaciated greatly by practising hardest austerities, he, who

is engaged solely in the meditation of the Deity, is known as

a Sanyasin stationed in the Vanaprastha order. The Bhikshu

or the mendicant, who daily practises Yoga, is self-control-

led and follows the light of Jnana (knowledge), is called

Parameshthika. The great ascetic, who delights in self

and is ever gratified and besmeared with sandal, is called

Bhikshu. Begging alms, Vedic studies, vow of silence, asce-

ticism, meditation, perfect knowledge and disassociation

from the world constitute the duties a Bhikshu. Parames-

thikas are divided into three classes

—

viz., Jnana Sanyasinsf

* Every one, that is born, has got three debts to pay off:—to sages,

gods and the Manes.

f The Sanyasins who follow the road of Knowledge.
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Veda Sanyasins* and Karma Sanyasins.f Yoga is also three-

fold—Bhoutika.J Kshatra ; and the third is Antashrami.

Abstract meditation of the Deity is also three-fold-^Prathama,

Duskara, Antima. Religious rites beget emancipation and

pursuance of worldly objects creates desire. Vedic rites are

two-fold—Pravritti and Nivritti.§ Nrivritti or extinction of

desire is preceded by Jnana or knowledge and Pravritti is

Worked out by the worship of sacred fire.

Forgiveness, self-restraint, compassion, charity, want of

avarice, simplicity, want of jealousy, visiting sacred shrines,

truthfulness, contenment, faith in the existence of God, the

subjugation of senses, the adoration of the deities, the wor*

ship of the Brahmanas, abstinence from doing injury, speak'

ing sweet words, not to slander and amiability,—'these are

the duties of the various orders of the four castes. The

region of Brahma is reserved for those Brahmanas who

perform sacrificial rites. That of Indra is intended for those

Kshatryas who never fly away from the battle-field. That

of the Gandharva is reserved for the Sudras who steadfastfy

serve [the three higher castes]

.

The region, of the eighty-eight-thousand Rishis who have

controlled their vital powers, is also reserved for those who
live for ever with their preceptors. The region, which is

reserved for the seven Rishis, is also intended for the ascetics

who live in the forest. The blissful region of Brahma is

reserved for the Yatis who have controlled their mental and

intellectul faculties, for those who practise Nyasa and those

who uphold the discharge of vital fluid. No ascetic returns

from this region. The immortal, eternal, undecaying, ever

* Those who read the Vedas.

f Those who follow the road of action

—

i.e. who always engage in

disinterested works.

% Elemental.

§ Pravritti is what destroys desire and Nivritti withdraws the mind
from worldly objects.
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blissful region of Ishwara, called Vyom, from which an

emancipated person never returns, is reserved for the Yogins.

Hear, I will describe in brief the eight sorts of Mukti or

emancipation.

Yama* is of five sorts, viz., abstaining from harming

others, abstaining from killing animals, truthfulness, doing

good to all creatures, restraint of speech, belief in God,

•abstaining from knowing a woman, Brahmacharya (life of

a religious student), renunciation of all and accepting no

gifts. Niyamast are five, beginning with truthfulness and

divided into two classes, external and internal. They are

purification, truthfulness, contentment, penance and subjuga-

tion of senses. Sadhyaya is the recitation of Vedic Mantrams.

And with the concentration of mind one should adore Hari-

Asana (yoga posture) consists of Padma and others, and

Pranayama is the suppression of vital airs. Inhaling the

breath and sending it with Mantrams and meditation, either

twice or thrice,, is called Puraka. Absolute suspension of

breath is called Kumbhaka. Expiration by one nostril is

called Rechaka. The withdrawal of the organs of senses

from external objects is called Pratyahara. Dhyana is the

meditation on self and Brahma. The steadying of the mind

is called Dharana. The state of mind in which one's soul

is absolutely immersed in Brahma and when he thinks " I am
Brahma" is called Samadhi.

I am Self, the Para-Brahma, ever existent, full' of know-

ledge and without end. The bliss of knowing Brahma

* Self-control ;—a great moral or religious duty or observance.

And here though it is mentioned five, but ten sorts of Yama are

enumerated. The names are^given differently by different writers.

f Religious rites or austerities which are not so obligatory as Yama.
(In Yoga philosophy) Restraint of the mind, the second of the eight

principal steps of meditation in Yoga.

J7
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is realized when one understands Tattwamasi.* I am

Rfahma, am without body and organs of senses. I am

devoid of mind, intellect and egoism. I am the light in

three states of wakefulness, dreaming sleep, and dream-less

sleep. I am eternal, pure, enlightened, existent, blissful and

without second. I am that Prime Purusha. I am that un-

divided, portionless Purusha.

A Brahmana, thus meditating, is freed from the fetters

of the world.

-:o:-

CHAPTER L.

jsrAHMA said:—He who performs religious rites daily

attains to Jnana (knowledge). Having got up from bed at

the Brahma-muhurtat he should meditate on religious profit

and worldly profit. He should also meditate, in the lotus

of his heart, on blissful and undecaying Hari. When the

dawn approaches a learned man, having performed the
necessary .rites, should repair to a river of pure Water for

bathing, and perform there duly the purificatory rite. Even
sinful wights are sanctified by morning ablutions. There-
fore with every possible care a person should bathe early in

the morning. Wise men speak highly of morning ablutions

[in consequence of their yielding fruits] seen and unseen.
When a person sleeps at ease saliva and other impurities

come out. Therefore without bathing first no one
should perform a religious rite. Poverty, misfortune, bad

* It is a transcendental Vedic phrase occurring in the Chhandogya
Upanishad, meaning " That art Thou."

\ Early part of the day.
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dreams, and anxious thoughts—all these sins are forsooth

destroyed by morning ablutions. It is not proper for persons

to perform religious rites without bathing. Particularly in

Homa and Japa one must bathe. He should sprinkle his head

with water and rub his body with a piece of wet cloth. He
should perform the six forms of bathing, viz., Brahma, Agneya,

Vayavya, Divya, Varuna and Yougika. The Brahma form of

bathing consists in rubbing the body with drops of water

poured through Kuga reeds and accompanied with Mantrams.

Agneya form consists is besmearing the body, from head to

foot, with ashes. The most excellent form of bathing, name-

ly, Vayavya, consists in rubbing on the body the powder of

cow-dung. Bathing in the sun-shine is called Divya. Varuna

consists in plunging into water and knowing the self in mind.

Meditation on Hari by means of Yoga is called Yougika

form of bathing. It is the shrine of self resorted to by
Brahmavadins.

With his face directed towards either the north or the

east a person should cleanse his teeth with the twigs either

of Kshira, Malati, Vilwa or Karavira trees. Standing on a

purified spot he should wash his teeth and mouth and then

throw the stick away. Afterwards having bathed he should

offer libations of water to the celestials, Rishis and the depart-

ed manes. Having rinsed his mouth he should do it again

observing silence. Having sprinked his body with drops of

water through Kuga reeds and with Mantrams, Apohistha,

Vyarhriti and the auspicious Varuni and having recited the

Gayatri, consisting of Om and Vyarhriti, the mother of the

Vedas, he should offer libations of water to the sun with his

mind fixed in him.

Thereupon sitting on Kuga grass in the morning, con-

trolling his mind and suppressing his vital air he should

meditate on Sandhya Mantrams. She, who is Sandhya, is

the mother of the universe, beyond illusion, sinless, divine

and sprung from three-fold energies. Having thus meditated
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a learned, man should recite crimson-coloured, white and

dark-blue Gayatri. With his face directed towards the earth

a Brahmana should always perform his Sandhya rites. He,

who does not make Sandhya worship, is impure and is not

competent to perform any action. And be does not reap the

fruit of any thing else he does. Having duly adored Sandhya,.

the pure and self-controlled Brahmanas, the masters of the

Vedas, attain to the most excellent region. That best of

the twice-born, who, neglecting the Sandhya rites, tries to perT

form any other religious ceremony, goes to a million of hells.

Therefore with every possible care one should perform the

Sandhya rites. By doing so one gets the roost excellent

celestial and Yoga body.

A learned man, controlling his senses, purifying his own
body and mind, and sitting with bis face towards the east,,

should recite the Gayatri, a thousand, hundred or ten times.

Having controlled;his mind, be should sit facing the rising

sun. With many potent Mantrams, belonging to the Rik,

Yayush and Sama Veda, he should adore and salute the

Sun, the god of gods, touching the ground with his head,

saying "Om, salutation, I dedicate my self, unto Khasholka,

the cause of the three-fold causes, unto him of the form of

knowledge. Thou art Brahma, the great water, fire and
juice. Thou art earth, heaven and sky, Om and the eternal

Rudra." Having recited mentally this most excellent hymn
in the morning and noon one should bow unto the Sun.

Then returning to his house and rinsing his mouth duly
with water a Bfahmana should light up (himself) the sacred fire

and offer oblations unto it. With the permission of the sacrificer,

his priest, son, wife, pupil or brother may also offer oblations.

Any religious rite, that is performed without Mantrams,
yields n*fruit in this world. He should bow unto the deities

and dedicate unto them offerings. He should adore his prer
ceptor and do what is conducive to his well-being. A twice-
born should afterwards, according to his power,, study the
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Vedas with proper care ; he should recite the Mantfarfrs, teach

his pupils, conceive the ' meaning and discuss the same.

That best of the twice-born should also read the Dharma

Shastras (Religious Codes), the Vedic texts and the Vedangas>*

For making his Yoga successful the twice-born should

approach the Deity and afterwards do various works, for his

relatives. Thereupon in the noon he should collect,—for*

the purpose of bathing, earth, flowers, dried paddy, sessa-

mum seeds, sacrificial grass, and the pure cow-dung. He
should bathe in a river, in a tank dedicated to a deity, in a

pool or in a pond (of his own) but he should never bathe

(in a well or tank) belonging to another person. If he does

not offer five pindas every day his bathing becomes im-

pure. The head should be washed once with earth, the

navel twice, the part beneath it thrice, and the feet six times.

Earth should be of the quantity of a ripe Myrobalam ; cow-

dung should also be of the same quantity. He should then

besmear his body with it. Having washed his body and

rinsed his mouth, he should bathe with a controlled mind.

Then coming on the shore, he should besmear his body with

earth, reciting the Linga Mantrams. He should then inspire

the water with the auspicious Varuna Mantrams. At the

time of bathing he should think of the Narayana form of

Vishnu in the water. Having looked at the sun with Om,

he should thrice plunge himself into the water and again rinse

his mouth with the following mantram.

"Thou rangest in the mind of creatures and art the

* Certain classes of works regarded as auxiliary to the Vedas and

designed to aid in the correct pronounciation and interpretation of the

text and the right employment of Mantrams in the ceremonials. They

are six in number :—(i) Siksha, Ortheopy, or the science of proper arti-

culation and pronounciation ; (2) Chhandas, Prosody
; (3) Vyakaraita,

Grammar; (4) Nirukta, Etymology, or derivative explanations of VedhJ

words and phrases; (5) Jyotish, Astronomy; (6^ Kafpa, RituaL
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mouth of the universe. Thou art Yama, Vashatkara, water,

fire, juice and ambrosia."

He should repeat thrice the Drupada Mantram con-

sisting of Vyahriti and Pranava. The learned worshipper

should next recite the Savitri Mantram destructive of

sins. Thereupon he should cleanse the earth with the

Apohistha Mantram, with the Mantram " flow^pure water"

and with Vyahriti. He should next inspire water with

Apohistha Mantram. He should next repeat thrice the

Mantram "Antarjalamavagagnon" destructive of all sins, or

Drupada or Savitri, the most excellent region of Vishnu.

He should next recite Pranava and meditate on Hari the

god of gods. Taking up water in his hands and reciting the

Mantram, he should sprinkle the head therewith, and would

thus be freed off all sins.

Having made the Sandhya adorations and rinsed his mouth,

he should daily meditate on the God, and sit facing the sun,

placing his palmslfull of flowers on the crown of his head.

Throwing them he should look at the god stationed on the

rising mountain {i.e. thfe rising sun) with the Mantram "Thou art

the eye, ever pure, supreme soul and existent," or particularly

with the Savitri or other Vedic Mantrams. He should next

repeat Gayatri and various other mantrams. Sitting on a

seat of Kuca grass with his face towards the east he should

look at the sun and repeat prayers with a controlled mind.

The garland of beads should either be made of crystal, lotus,

Rudraksha or Putranjiva. If his cloth be tattered he should

stand in the water and perform his adorations. Else he
should sit, with a controlled mind, on Kuga grass spread on
a sanctified spot. Then going round, he should bow touching

the ground with his head. Then rinsing his mouth as

sanctioned by the Shastras, he should read the Vedas accord-
ing to his power. Afterwards he should offer libations of

water for the gods, Rishis and the departed manes with the
prayer |'Om, salutation unto you all, I offer these libations
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ol water." He should dedicate libations of water and fried

paddy unto the celestials and Brahma Rishis. He should

dedicate offerings reverentially unto the departed manes,

gods and ascetics according to the prescription of his own

Religious Code. He should gratify the celestial saints

and the departed manes with palmfuls of water. Sacrificial

threads are also offered to the gods along with water,

Niveeta (the Brahminical thread suspended round the neck)

to the Rishis and Pracheenavitins (the sacrificial thread

worn over the right arm and passing under the left) to the

departed manes.

Pressing the water out of the cloth after bathing, rinsing

his mouth and observing silence, he should adore th« deities

with flowers, leaves and water, and Swa Mantrams. O
wrathful Hara, [he should adore] Brahma, Shankara, the

sun-god, the slayer of Madhu (Vishnu) and various other

approved deities. With the Purusha Sukta Mantram he

should dedicate flowers afid other offerings ; or he should

adore all the deities with water only. Controlling his mind he

should meditate on the deity repeating Om. Then saluting

him he should keep flowers and other offerings in separate

places. Without adoration no Vedic rite becomes conse-

crated. Therefore in the beginning, middle and end of every

rite, one should mentally meditate on Hari. With the Mantram
" Thou art Vishnu" and the hymn of the Purusha-Sukta,

one should dedicate his self unto Vishnu of pure effulgence.

Having all his mental faculties tranquilized and his mind

fixed on the deity, he should, with the Mantram, " thou art

Vishnu," perform the five sacrifices, namely that for the

deities, that for the evil spirits, that for the departed manes,

that for men and that for Bramha. Without the offering

of libations of water Brahma Yajna is not finished. After

celebrating the sacrifice for men (Manushayajna) one should

read the Vedas. In a sacrifice for the gods offerings should

be made to that class of gods called Vishwadevas. In a
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Bhutayajna animals should be sacrified for the evil spirits.

The foremost of the twice-born should next offer food to the

dogs, the degraded caste people, outcastes and birds, on the

ground outside the house.

In honor of the departed manes the best of sacriftcers

should feed at least one Brahmana. He should perform the

daily Sraddha in their honor. Such a Pitriyajna yields

blessed regions. Then with a controlled mind he should,

commensurate with his means, take up a portion of food and

offer it to a Brahmana well-read in the Vedas. He should

daily treat his guests hospitably and welcome a Brahmana

who comes to his house and adore him with mind, words

and deeds.

A mouthful of food is called Bhiksha (alms) and enough

is given when four times as much is distributed. A 'guest

should wait for the period that is necessary for nrilching a

cow. One should, as much as lies in his power, treat

uncalled-for guests hospitably. One should daily offer alms

to a mendicant, and food to a Brahmacharin (religious

student) and to beggars what they want proportionate to his

means, and being himself freed from avarice. He should

next take food in the company of his friends. The foolish

Brahmana, who takes his food without celebrating these

five sacrifices, is born in a degraded caste. Those, who
are competent to celebrate a'great sacrifice, should study

the Vedas. The adoration of a god dissipates speedily all

sins. He, who, . either out of ignorance or laziness, takes

his food without worshipping the deity, goes to hell and is

born as. a hog.

I will now* describe what is impurity. An impure man is

visited by sins. Impurity is generated either by associating

with impure persons or avoiding the company of pious men.

The learned Brahmanas speak of ten sorts of impurity.

The Brahmanas are impure if any person dies in their family

or any child is born. When a child dies before teething the
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period of impurity is immediately over ; it lasts for a day

before the solemnization of the rite of tonsure. It lasts for

three days before the rite of wearing sacred thread is not

performed. After that it lasts for ten nights. For the

Kshatryas the period consists of twelve days, and for the

Vaishyas fifteen days. A Shudra is cleansed from impurity

after a month. For a Yati there is no impurity. For

-abhortion it lasts either for a night or for a month.

CHAPTER LI.

Brahma said:—I will now describe the most excellent

rules of making charities. Wealth should be respectfully

given to a worthy person. Charity yields enjoyment and

emancipation. Riches, acquired by fair means, when given

-away in charities, yeild the fruits of enjoyment. Teaching,

officiating as priests arid accepting presents are the duties of

the Brahmanas. Usury, agriculture and trade are the duties

of the Vaishyas. When charity is made to a worthy person

it is called Svattwik [v. one pervaded by the quality of

goodness). Besides there are various other forms of charity,

viz., Nitya (daily), Naimittika (occasional), Kamya (made with

the desire of fruits) and Vimala (pure, or disinterested).

Whatever is daily given to persons who have done us no

good or to the Brahmanas without any expectation for

fruits it is called Nitya. Whatever is given to a learned

person, for the expiation of sins or for averting evils, is

called Naimittika. Such charities are made by pious men.

Whatever is given for having children, achieving victory, or

attaining heaven, is called by the Rishis, well read in the

18
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Religious Code, Kamya. With a mind pervaded by the

quality of Svattwa (goodness) when a man makes presents to

persons conversant with the knowledge of Brahma, only with

the object of pleasing God such a gift is called Vimala.

If a man gives lands abounding in barley and corns and

outskirted on all sides with sugar-cane plants, he is never

born again. There never had been nor there will be any

charity superior to the giving away of lands. By gi^jing

education unto the Brahmanas one becomes glorified in the

region of Brahma. By giving reverentially food unto the

Brahmacharins one, freed off of all sins, attains to the region

of Brahma. If a person, after fasting on the full-moon day

in the month of Vaishakha (March-April), adores twelve

Brahmanas with honey and cakes of sessamum seeds or with

scents or with sweet and moral words, all the sins, committed

by him all through his life, are immediately dissipated.

Having placed sessamum seeds, gold, honey and sarpi on

skiri of a black antelope he, who makes, them over to a

Brahmana, crosses over all his iniquities. He, who specially

in the month of. Vaishaka treats the Brahmanas with

clarified butter, boiled rice and water in honor of Dharma-

r^ja-, becomes freed from all fear. If on the twelfth day of

a fortnight a person adores Vishnu who destroys all sins he

forsooth becomes freed from all sins. Whatever deity a

man wishes to adore he must beforehand worship the

Brahmanas and feed the women and celestials. He, who
wishes to recover from a disease, must worship the Sun

;

while one, wishing for riches, should worship the fire-God.

One, wishing for success in all his undertakings, should

worship Vinayaka and one, wishing for enjoyments, should

worship the moon. One, wishing for strength, should adore

the Wind-god. And he, who wishes for emancipation from

worldly fetters, should with every care adore Hari. He, who
does not desire for any thing or he, .who desires for every-

thing, should adore Gadadhara. The giver of water attains
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to gratification. The giver of boiled rice enjoys happiness.

The giver of sessamum seeds obtains good offspring and

the giver of lamps most excellent eyes. One, who gives

away. lands, attains to all while the giver of gold acquires

longevity. The giver of houses attains to the most exalted

station in the world and the giver of silver a most handsoijtie

appearance. The giver of dwelling houses attains to the

region of the moon and the giver of horses to that of

Ashwins. The giver of bulls attains prosperity while

the giver of kine attains to the region of Brahma. He,

who gives conveyances and beddings, obtains a wife, and

the giver of protection attains wealth. The giver of. corns

enjoys eternal happiness ; while the giver of Brahma

(knowledge of) attains to the neighbourhood of Brahma.

Imparting knowledge on the knowers of the Vedas one

becomes glorified in the celestial region. By giving grass

to the kine one becomes freed from all sins. By giving

sacrificial fuels a man becomes effulgent like fire. By giving

to the diseased, for the removal of his ailments, medicines,

attendance and food one becomes freed from diseases,

enjoys happiness and lives long. By giving away umbrellas

one passes unscathed through a road of Asipatra leaves,

sharp as razor and does not suffer from the fierce rays of

the sun. He, who wishes things never to end, must give

away unto qualified persons the various desired-for objects

ef the world and whatever is most favourite unto him in the

house. If any thing is given away in charity during the

equinox, the solar and lunar ecclipses and on the last day of

a month it becomes never exhausted. There is no religious

rite for a man to perform in this world superior to the

making of charities in Prayaga (Allahabad) and various other

sacred places and especially in Gaya where charities are

made for attaining heaven and averting evils. The sinful

person, who prevents a Brahmana from worshipping sacred

fire and celebrating sacrifices, goes to hell. He, who does
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not give food during a famine, becomes the hateful destroyer

of the Brahmanas on account of their meeting with death

(lor his negligence).

-:o:-

CHAPTER LII.

BRAMHA said :—I will describe the regulations of

Prayaschitta or penances. The principal sinners are those

who kill Brahmanas, those who drink spirituous liquors,

those who commit thefts and those who violate the beds of

their preceptors. And the fifth class of sinners are those

who associate with all those people. The minor sins, as

described by the celestials, are the slaughtering of kine, etc.

One, committing the sin of Brahmanicide, should make a

cottage in a forest and live there for twelve years ; or he

should fast or level the summit of a mountain ;. or he should

himself either enter into fire or water. For the Brahmanas

or the kiner one should entirely give up his life.' By giving

food to the learned one may expatiate the sin of Brahmani-

cide. By performing a horse-sacrifice or bathing in a sacred,

shrine, one is freed from the sin. Or he should make over

his all to- a Brahmana, well read in the Vedas. A twice-

born one should bathe thrice a day at the sacred and cele-

brated confluence of all the streams of the river Saraswati

and fast for three nights. By bathing at the Setuvandha,*

at Kapalmochana and Benares, one is freed from the sin

of Brahmanicide, The twice-born, who has drunk spirituous-

* Near Rameshwaram in the District of Madura in the Madras
Presidency where Rama, the hero of Ramayana, constructed a bridge

over the ocean for going to Lanka (Ceylon).—The Adam's Peak- o'i

Modefti Geography.
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liquor, is freed from the sin by drinking, hot as fire, wine,

milk, clarified butter and cow's urine. By being killed by 3

king with a mace the stealer of gold is freed from the sin.

For expiating the sin of Brahmanicide, a twice-born one

should, clad in bark, live in the forest. A Brahmana, who
possessed by lust, knows his preceptor's wife, is to embrace

the heated figure of a woman made of black iron. Or
he may observe the penance of Brahmanicide or perform

the Chandrayana* vow. A Brahmana, who keeps company

with degraded people, should perform the following penance

for cleansing himself of the sin. He should undergo hard-

ships without any sleep for one full year and duly give

away his every thing. This will destroy all sins. Due
celebration of Chandrayana accompanied with all possible

hardships and the visiting of sacred places, such as Gaya,

also leads to the destruction of the sin. He, who on an

Amavashya day adores Bhava and feeds the Brahmanas, is

also freed off of all sins. If one, bathing in a river in the

forenoon and fasting on the fourteenth day of the dark fort-

night, offers seven handfuls of water with sessamum seeds

to Yama, Dharmaraja, Mrityu, Anantaka, Vaivaswata, Kala

and SarvabhutaKshaya (the destroyer of all creatures) he

becomes freed from all sins. Having controlled his intellec-

tual and mental faculties he should observe the vow of

celibacy, sleep on earth, fast and adore the twice-born. On
the sixth day from the full moon he should, with a controlled

mind, adore the deity (Vishnu), and on the seventh day, the

sun-god. He would thus be freed off of all sins. Having fasted

and adored Janarddana on the eleventh and the twelfth days

* A religious observance or expiatory penance regulated by the

moon's age (the period of its waxing and waning) ; in it the daily

quantity of food, which consists of fifteen roouthfuls at the full-moon,

is diminished by one mouthful every day during the dark fortnight

till it is reduced to zero at the new moon and is increased in like

manner during the light fortnight.
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of the light fort-night, one becomes freed from all great sins.

Recitation, visiting the sacred shrines and the worship of

the deities and Brahmanas during an eclipse also destroys

sins. Even if visited by all sorts of sins, a man duly re-

nounces his life at a sacred shrine he becomes freed from

them all. If a woman enters into fire with her husband, she

reclaims him, even if he be guilty of Brahmanicide, ingrati-

tude or of other vile iniquities. The chaste woman, who

is always anxious to serve her husband, is visited by no sin

either in this world or in the next. As it is said that the

lucky wife of Rama, the son of Dasharatha, Sita, celebrated

in the world, defeated the king of Rakshasas. By bathing

in the sacred Phalgu river one reaps the fruit of all the

religious, rites. Formerly thus did the divine Vishnu speak

to me, ye of controlled actions.

CHAPTER LIU.

SoTA said :—Thus did Brahma describe the eight Nidhis*

as he had heard from Vishnu. They are Padma, Maha-

Padma, Makara, Kachchapa, Mukunda, Nanda, and Neela.

And the other Nidhi is Sangkha. I will now describe their

characteristic marks. A person, bearing the mark of Padma,

becomes Svattwika (pervaded by the quality of goddess).

* Divine treasures of Kuvera nine of which are enumerated vie., the

Padma, Mahapadma, Sankha, Makara, Kachchapa, Mukunda, Nanda,
Nila and Kharba: their nature is not exactly defined though some of

them appears to be precious gems. According to the Tantrik system

,

they are personified and worshipped as demi-gods attendant either

upon Kuvera or upon Lakshmi.
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He is compassionate by nature, collects gold, silver, etc., and

dedicates them to Yatis, celestials and ascetics. A person,

bearing the mark Mahapadma, gives away wealth unto the

pious. Persons, bearing the marks of Padma and Maha-

Padma Nidhis, are called Svattwika. A person, bearing the

mark of Makara, becomes the collector of swords, arrows and

lances. He gives away wealth unto persons, well-read in

Shrutis and contracts friendship with kings. He also des-

troys his enemies in battle. Makara and Kachchapa are the

two Tamasik (pervaded by the quality of ignorance) Nidhis.

One, bearing the mark of Kachchapa, does not confide in any

one and does not eat ; nor does he give anything to any one.

That singular person, bearing the mark of this Niddhi, fills

the earth with treasures.

A person, bearing the mark of the Rajasik (pervaded by

the quality of darkness) Nidhi Mukunda, becomes the collec-

tor of kingdoms. He enjoys freely and liberally and makes

presents to the songsters and prostitutes. A person, bear-

ing the mark of Nanda pervaded by the qualities of dark-

ness and ignorance, becomes the support of his family,

always pleased with eulogy and the husband of many wives.

He loses affection for his former friends and finds delight

in new ones. One, bearing the mark of Neela, is endued

with the virtues of Svattwa guna. He collects clothes and

corns and digs tanks, etc. The Niddhi Sangka is selfish and

himself squanders away his money. His relatives live on

a very wretched fare and do not put on beautiful raiments.

One, bearing the mark of Sangka, is always busy with seek-

ing his own pleasure and does not give his money to any

one else. The characters of these Nidhis were thus described

by Hari unto Hara and others. I describe the treasures of

the world as recounted by Hari.



CHAPTER LIV.

HART said :—Agnidhra, Agnivahu, Vapushman, Dyuti-

man, Medhatithi, Bhavya, Shavala, Putra, and the tenth

Jyotisman—these were the sons of Priyavrata. Medha and

Agnivahu had three sons each, who were given to Yoga,

were great, had the recollection of their pristine births and

fixed their minds on the kingdom. Having divided the

earth into seven insular continents the king conferred

them on his seven sons. The earth is situated on the water

like unto a boat and is five hundred koti yojanas in dimen-

sion. Hara, the two insular continents are Jamvu and

Plaksha. The next is Shalmala. The others are Kusha,

Krouncha and Shaka. The seventh is Pushkara. All these

islands are each girt by seven oceans. They are Lavana,

Ikshu, Sura, Sarpi, Dadhi, Dugdha, and water. Each ocean

is double in dimension than the island it encircles, O
bull-emblemed deity. In the insular continent of Jamvu is

situate the mount Meru extending over a lak of Yojanas.

Its summit is eighty four thousand Yoyanas in height. Its

base is sixteen thousand Yojanas and is of the shape of

a pericarp of a lotus. The boundary mountains Himavan,

\ Hemakuta and Nishadha are situate on its south, -while

Neela, Shveta and Sringi mountains are situate in the

north. O Riidra, the persons, who live in the insular con-

tinent of Plaksha, are immortal. O Shankara, there is no

division of Yugas (cycles) in / all these islands. Agnidhra,

the king of the insular continent Jamvu, had'.nine sons, viz.,

Nabhi, Kimpurusha, Harivarsha, Ilavrita, Ramya, Hiranwan,

Shastha, Kurubhadrashwa and Ketumala. The king

divided his kingdom into nine parts and conferred them on

all his sons. Nabhi begat on Merudevya a son by name

Rishabha. His son, the ascetic Bharata lived in Shalagrama.
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tiharata's son was Sumati whose son was Tejasa. His son

was Indradyumna, whose son was known as Paramesthi.

The latter's son was Prateehara whose son was Pratiharta.

He begat a son by name Prastara whose son was the

powerful Prithu. His son was Nakta whose son was Gaya.

Gaya's son was Nara whose son was Buddhirat. His son

was the intelligent and highly powerful Bhouvana. He had

four sons, viz., Twastha, Twasthu, Viraja and Rajas. Raja's

son was Shatajit whose son was Vishwakjyot.

-:o>

CHAPTER LV.

HARl said :—In the centre is situate the kingdom of

llavrita ; while that of Bhadrashwa is situate in the east.

In the south-east is situate Hiranwanvarsha, bull-

emblemed deity, Kimpurusha Varsha is situate in the

south of the mount Meru. Bharata Varsha is situate in the

south, while Hari, in the south-west. Ketumala is situate in

the west, while Ramyaka, in the north-west. In the north

is situate Kuruvarsha covered with Kalpa trees. O. Rudra,

except Bharata Varsha, Siddhi is naturally obtainable every-

where. Indradwipa, Kasherumana, Tamravarna, Gabhasti-

man, Nagadwipa, Kataha, Simhala and Varuna—these are

the nine islands each encircled by an ocean. The Kiratas

live in the east, the Yavanas in the west, the Andhras in

the south, and the Turashkas in the north. The Brahmanas,

Kshatryas, Vaishyas and Sudras live in the central group of

the islands.

Mahendra, Malaya, Sahya, Shuktiman, Riksha, Vindhya,

Paribhadra,—all these are the seven boundary mountains.

19
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Vedasmriti, Narmada, Varada, Surasa, Shiva, Tapi, Payoshni,

Sarayu, Kaveri, Gomati, Godaveri, Bhimarathi, Krishna-

varna, Mahanadi, Ketumala, Tamraparni, Chandrabhaga,

Saraswati, Rishikutya, Mritaganga, Payashwini, Vidarbha

and Satadru—these are the sacred rivers destructive of all

sins. The inhabitants of the central countries drink the

water of all these rivers.

Panchalas, Kurus, Matsyas, Youdheyas, Sapatacharas,

Kuntis and Surasenas, are the the clans who inhabit the

central countries. O bull-emblemed deity, the Padmas, Sutas,

Magadhas, Chedis, Kashayas, Videhas live in the eastern

countries. Koshalas, Kalingas, Vangas, Pundrangas, Mula-

kas as well as those living around the Vindhya ranges are

said to inhabit south-eastern countries. The inhabitants of

Pulinda, Ashmaka and Jinutanaya as well as Kambojas,

Karnatas and Ghatas are called Southerners. The people

of Amvastha, Dravida, Latta, Kamboja, Strimukha, Saka,

and Anartha are said to inhabit south-western, countries.

Strairajyas, Saindhavas, MIechchhas and the godless

Yavanas together with Naishadas and the people of Mathura

are. known as inhabiting the western countries. Mandavya,

Tushara, Mulika, Musha, Kosha, Mahakesha, Mahanada are

the countries lying in the north-west. Lamvakas, Tananagas,

Madragandharavahyikas are the MIechchhas living in the

north beyond the Himalaya. Trigarta, Neelakolabha,

Brahmaputra, Satangkana, Ablushaha and Kashmira are all

situated in the north.

:o:-



CHAPTER LVI.

HARI said :—Medatithi, the king of die insular continent

of Plaksha, had seven sons, viz., the eldest Shantabhava,

Shishira, Sukhovaya, Nanda, Shiva, Kshemaka and Dhruva.

These seven were the kings of the insular continent

Plaksha.

Gomeda, Chandra, Narada, Dundubhi, Somaka, Sumana,

and Shaila were the seven sons of Vibhraja. Anutapta,

Sikhi, Vipasha, Tridiva, Krama, Amrita and Sukrita were

the seven rivers. Vapushman was the king of the insular

continent Shalmala. His sons were called Varslias. They

were Sweta, Harita, Jimuta, Rohita, Vaidyuta, Manasa and

Saprabha. Kumudary, Unnata, Drona, Mahisha, Valahaka,

Krouncha and Kakudman, these seven were the mountains.

The rivers were Yoni, Toa, Vitrishna, Chandra, Shukla and

Vimochani; the seventh was Vidhrit ; and they all afforded

release from sins.

Jyotishman, the king of the insular continent Kusha, had

seven sons. Hear their names. They were Udvida, Venu-

man, Dwairatha, Lamvana, Dhriti, Prabhakara and Kapila.

The mountains were Vidruma, Hemashaila, Dyutiman,

Pushpaman, Kusheshaya, Hari and the mount Mandara.

The rivers were Dhutapapa, Shiva, Pavitra, . Sammati

Vidyudambha, Mahikasha. They were all destructive of all

sins.

Dyutiman had seven high-souled sons in the insular

continent of Krouncha. Kushala, Mandaga, Ushna, Pivara,

Andhakaraka, Muni and_ Dundubhi ; these seven were his

sons, Hara. The seven mountains, were Krounch?

Vamana, the third Andhakaraka, Dcavm, Mahasnaiia,

T-undubhi and V-xn Ja.ik^van. Gouri, Kumud-'V.ti, Sandhya,
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Ratri, Manojava, Kyati and Pundariva—these seven were

the boundary rivers.

The king of the Insular continent of Shaka begat seven

sons, viz., Jalava, Kumara, Sukumara, Mashivaka, Kusumoda,.

Samodarki and the seventh Mahadruma. Sukumari, Kumari,.

Nalini, Dhenuka, Ikshu, Venuka and Gabhasti were- the

seven rivers.

Shavala, the king of Pushkara, begat the great hero

Dhataki. The two Varshas were situate on the mount Mano-

sottara: It was a thousand Yojanas in height. Its summit

was five hundred yojanas high and its extent an all sides.

was the same. The insular continent of Pushakara is encircled

on all sides by the ocean of sweet water. Before the sweet

water is seen the country inhabited by people ; the gold fields,,

shorn of all animals, constitute the half of the continent.

The mountain is Lokaloka,. one Ayuta of yojanas in extent-

One part of this mountain is enshrouded with darkness andi

the other part is free from it.

-:-o*:-

CHAPTER LVII.

HARl said :—Twenty seven thousand yojanas is the*

extent of the earth and ten thousand and one is that of the-

nether region. O bull-emblemed deity, Atala, Vitala,

Nitala, Gabhastiman, Mahakshya, Sutala and Agra are the

seven Patalas. Krishna (dark-blue), Suktaruna (white as
sun), Pita (yellow), Sarkara and Shailakanchana are the

lands there where the Daityas and serpents reside. In the

terrific insular continent of Pushkara are situate the hells.

Hear their names.
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They are Rourava, Sukara, Vodha, Tala, Vishasana,

Mahajvala, Taptakumbha, Lavana, Vimdhita, Rudhira,

Vaitarani, Krimisha, Krimibhojana, Asipatravana, Krishna,

the terrific hell Nanabhaksha, Pujavaha, Papa, Vanhijyala,

Sadangsha, Krishnasutra, Tama, Avichi, Swabhojana,

Apratishtha, Ushnavichi, The sinners who administer poison,

use weapons and set fire, are wasted there. O Rudra,

the various lokas or regions are situate one over another.

The various elements are also situate in this order. O
Rudra, the egg is encircled by the principle of greatness

and that again by water, fire and ether covering the space

ten times that occupied by the egg.

:o:-

CHAPTER LVIII.

Hari said :—Hear, I will now describe the position anJ
the dimension of the sun and other planets. The sun ha&

pine cars, each a thousand yojanas in dimension. Twice

this number is the dimension of its plough, 6) bull-emblemed

deity. Half a Koti and seven Niyuta fif yojanas is the

dimension of its Aksha (part of wheel/ where the wheel!

is placed. It has three naves and six jtfemis (circumference).

This wheel goes one round within one full year. The second'

Aksha of the car of Vivashwan is forty thousand yojanas

in dimension. The five others/nave each half the same

dimension, O bull-emblemed ^ieity. The extent of each of

the two Akshas is half a yugaz(cycle) ; the smaller Aksha, o£

the car, with half the cydte is stationed in the polar star..

And the second wheel is stationed in the mount Manasa.

Gayatri, Samvrihaty Ushnic, Jagati, Tristuv, Anustup,,

and Pankti—these m/tres are the the horses of the sun.
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Dhata, Kratusthala, Pulastya, Vasuki, Rathakrit, Agramani,

Heti and Tamvaru reside in the solar disc in the month of

Chaitra, Aryama, Pulaha, Rathonjas, Punjikasthala,

Praheti, Kachcha, Nira and Narada in the month of

Vaishaka. Mitra, Atri, Takshaka, Raksa, Pourusheya,

Menaka, Haha, Rathaswana reside on the car of the sun in

the month of Jaistha. Varuna, Vasistha, Rambha, Sajanya,

Kuhu, Budha, Rathachitra and Sukra live in the month of

Ashada. Indra, Vishwavasu, Srota, Elapatra, Angira,

Plamocha and Nabha—these serpents live in the month of

Sravana. Vivaswan, Ugrasena, Bhrigu, Apurana, Anumlochar

Shangkapala and Vyagra live in the month of Bhadrapada.

Pusha, Suruchi, Dhata, Goutama, Dhananjaya, Sushena,

Ghritachi live in the sun in the month of Ashwin. Vishwa-'

vasu, Bharadwaja, Parjanya, Airavata, Vishwachi, Senajit,

and Apa—these are entitled to live in the month of Kartika,

Angstf, Kashyapa, Tarkshya, Mahapadma, Urvashi, Chitra-

sena, and Midyut live in the month of Agrahayana. Kratu,

Bharga, fJrnayu, Sphurja, Bharga, Urnayu, Karkot, Aristha-

nemi, Purvachitti, and the most excellent Apsaras live

in the solar disc in the month of Poush. Twastha, Jama-

dagni, Kamvaia, Tilottama, Brahmapeta, Ritajit and Dhrita-

rastra live in the' solar disc in the month of Magna. Vishnu,

Ashwatara, Rambha, Suryavarchcha-, Satyajit, Vishwamitra,

Raksha and Yajnapela live in the month of Phalguna.*

* The following is tl'.'e list of English months corresponding with

Hindu ones:

—

Hindu. English.

Vaishak ... ... ... March, April.

Jaista ... ...' ... April, May.

Ashara ... ... ... May, June.

Shravan ... ... ... June, July.

Bhadra .... ... ... July, August.

Ashvin ... ... ... August, September.

Kartik ... ... .•.- September, October.

Agrahayan ... ... .,.* October, November.
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O Brahman, the solar disc is pervaded by the energies of

Vishnu. The ascetics laud the sun and the Gandharvas sing

before. The Apsaras dance and the night-rangers follow

the sun. The Pannagas carry (the vehicle) and the Yakshas

collect the bridles. The Valikhilya Rishis sit encircling him.

The car of the moon has three wheels and the horses

are white as Kunda flowers. It runs, drawn by ten horses,

on the right and left. The car of the son of the moon (Budha)

is made of [the essence of] air and fire. It is drawn by

eight yellow-coloured steeds fleet as the wind. The great

chariot of Shukra has a Varutha,* Anukarsha,t is drawn

by horses born of earth and adorned with flags. The huge

chariot of Bhumi's (earth) son (Mars) is of the colour of molten

gold and is drawn by eight steeds, of the colour of the filaments

of a lotus and born of fire. Jupiter resides for one year at

every sign of a Zodiac sitting on his golden car drawn by

eight yellowish-white horses. Riding a car drawn by

horses of variegated colour and born of ether Saturn moves

slowly on ; Swarbhanuf has eight horses of the colour of

the earth and his car is grey-hued. O lord 'of goblins,

yoked to his car they carry him, day and night. Rahu's car

has eight horses, fleet as the wind and smoky-coloured and

which have their tongues coated with saliva. On it he roams

over the earth consisting of islands, rivers and mountains.

Poush ... ... ... November, December.

Magh ... ... ... December, January.

Phalgoon ... ... ... January, February.

'Chaitra ... ... ... February, March.

* A sort of wooden frame or fender with which a chariot is provided

as a defence against collision.

•)• Tfhe axle- tree or bottom of a carriage.

% Rahu ; the personified ascending node.

-:o:-



CHAPTER LIX.

SuTA said :—Having learnt the solar system and the

dimension of the earth Keshava communicated, unto Rudra,

the essence of astronomy having four characteristic marks.

Hari said :—Krittika (Gemini)* is the planet of the fire-

god and Rohini (Cancer) is of Brahma. Illwala (stars in the

Orion's head) belonging to Soma and Ardra (Virgo) to Rudra

Aditya (the sun) and Punarvasu (Libra) are the planets of

the preceptor. Ashlesha (Sagita) is the planet of .the serpent9

while Magha (Capri) is that of the departed manes. Purva-

Phalguni (Aquari) is the planet of good luck as well as the

sun, Uttara-Phalguna (Pisces), Savitra (sun) Hasta.t ChitraJ

and Twasta (sun).

Shyati is known as the star of the wind-god and

Vishakha, O bull-emblemed deity, is that of Indra and Fire-

god. Maitram, Iksham, Anurudha and Jyestha are the stars

of Shakra. Mulas is the star of Nirhriti. Ashada Purva is

that of water-god and Uttara is that of Vishwadevatas.

Abhijit is the star of Brahma, and Shravana is that of

Vishnu. Riksham is the star of Vasava, and Dhanistha

is that of Budha; while the star Shatabhisha is that of

Varuna. Bhadrapada appears in the east, Ahivradhana in

the north as well as Poushya, Revati, Riksham, Ashwajuk.

Bharani appears in the north. These are called Riksha-

devatas.

On the first and ninth day of the fortnight Brahmani

is stationed in the east, on the second and tenth day

* The third of the lunar mansions or constellation .in the moon's

path, consisting of six stars and corresponding to Pleiades.

t The thirteenth lunar asteristn designated by a hand and contain-

ing five stars.

$ A star in the virgin's spike.
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ftf the fortnight, Maheshwari is stationed in the north, on

the fifth, and the thirteenth days, Varahi appears in the south,

on the sixth) and the fourteenth days, Indrani is stationed

in the west on the seventh day and on the full-moon day,

Chamunda appears in the north-west, on the eighth, and

Amarvashya day, Mahalakshmi is stationed in the north-east,

on the eleventh, and third days of the fortnight, Vaishnavi

appears in the south-east, on the twelfth, and on the fourth

day Koumari appears in the south-east.

One should not leave his house for another place while

Yogini* is in front. Ashvini, Revati, Mrigamula, Punarvasu,

Pushya, Hasta and Jyesta are the most auspicious stars

under whose auspices one should leave his house. The five

Rikshas, Hasta,f the three Uttaras, Ashvini, Rohini, Pushya,

* A female fiend or spirit attendant on and created by Durga. Here

it refers to the star presiding over evil spirits.

f These group's of fixed stars or " constellations" can be identified on

dear star-light nights,by the following marks :

—

.. 3 stars resembling a horse's face.

... 3 stars in the shape of deep-laid

triangle.

... 6 stars resembling a barber's razor.

., 5 stars resembling a cart,

.. 3 stars in the shape of a man's head.

.. i star bright as coral bead.

.. 3 stars in the form of a potter's wheel.

.. 3 stars resembling a blood-sucker.

6 stars like a serpent.

.. 5 stars like a planquin.

.. 2 stars resembling eyes.

2 stars resembling eyes,

5 stars like human fingers.

.. I star shining like a pearl.

I star like a sapphire.

. 5 stars like a potter's wheel.

. 3 stars resembling an umbrella,

ditto ditto.

t.
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Dhanistha, Punarvasu are the stars most favourable for

putting on new raiments. Kirttika, Bharani, Ashlesha,

Magha, which are known to have their faces directed down-

wards-, are favourable for digging tanks, wells and reservoirs

of water and for cultivating lands and laying foundations of

temples and dwelling houses. When these stars and others,

O bull-emblemed deity, go down it is the best time to begin

the study of Mathematics, Astronomy and enter into mines,

ditches, etc. When Revati, Ashvini, Chitra, Shyati, Hasta,

Punarvasu, Anurudha, Mriga, Jyestha, all these lie

sideways itis the the best time for taming elephants, camels,

bulls and buffaloes, for sowing seeds and for paying visits. The

cows should also be tamed under the influence of these

stars. The wheels and machineries of cars should be

constructed and boats should be floated. When Rohini,

Ardra, Pushya, Dhanishtha, the three Uttaras, Varuna,

Shravana,—these nine have their faces upwards it is the best

time for installing a-king in the kingdom, and putting on silk

raiments. The mostinauspicious days are the fourth) sixth,

eigth, ninth and Amavashya. The full-moon, the twelfth, the

fourteenth, and the first day of the dark fort-night, are most

auspicious days as also the second day when presided over by

the Moon's son (Mercury), the third, by the Earth's son (Mars),

and the fourth, by Saturn. The fifth day of a fortnight, is

auspicious when it is presided over by Jupiter, the sixth day,

when by Mars and Venus, the seventh day, when by Mercury,

5 stars like a crouching lion.

2 stars each resembling the points oE

a square.

2 ditto ditto.

3 stars like an arrow.

3 stars like a man's head.

A hundred stars in the shape of a flower.

2 stars each forming the sides of a cot.

2 ditto ditto.

3 stars in the shape of a fish.

19.
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the eighth when, by Mars, the ninth day, when by the Moon,

and the tenth, when by Jupiter. The Jupiter is auspicious

and pure on the eleventh day of a fort-night, the Mercury,

on the twelfth day, the Venus, on the thirteenth day, the

Saturn on the fourteenth day, and Jupiter is the most auspici-

ous both on the Amavashya and the full-moon day.

The Sun |burns the twelfth day of a fort-night, the Moon,
the eleventh day, the Mars, the tenth day, the Mercury, the

ninth day, the Jeeva,* the eighth day, Bhargava (Venus), the

seventh day, and ^the Sun's son, the sixth. One should not

leave his house on such a day. On the first, ninth, four-

teenth, and eighth day of a fortnight, and o'n Wednesday one

should postpone his departure for a distant country. The
sixth day under the influence of Ariesf and Cancer, the eighth

day of Virgo and Gemini, the fourth day of Taurus and

Aquaris, the twelfth day of Capricornus and Libra, the tenth

day of Libra and Scorpio and the fourteenth day of Sigatta-

rius and Pisces are all inauspicious, and no man should leave

his house on any these of days. When the three, stars of

Dhanistha are in conjunction with Mars, when the three

* The constellation Pushya—the eighth lunar mansion (Scorpi)

consisting of three stars.

f The following are the English equivalents of the Rashis or signs of

the Zodiac under the influence of which men are born.

Mesha
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stars of Revati are with Mercury, when the three stars o(

Vishaka are with the sun, when the moon is in the three

stars of Purvashada, when the three stars of Rohini are in

Pushya and when the three stars of Pushya are with Venus

—

[they always fore-bode evil.] One should avoid the three

stars of Uttara Phalguna on Saturday. These conjunctions

forebode calamities either ending in death or a fatal disease.

When the Sun is in conjunction with Mula, when the

moon is with Shravana, when Mars is with Purva and Uttara

Bhadrapada, when Mercury is with Kirttika, when Jupiter is

with Punarvasu, when Venus is with Purva Phalguna, when
Saturn is with Shyati—these conjunctions are called Amrita-

yoga which yields success in all undertakings. Vishkumbha-

yoga lasts for five hours. Shula-yoga lasts for seven hours.

Ganda-, and Atiganda-, yogas, last for six hours, and Vyagha-

tavajra, for nine hours. And Vyatipat-, and Pareegha-, yogas,

last for one whole day. These combinations may even bring

on death and therefore a man should avoid then every work.

The combination between Hasta and the Sun, Jupiter and
Pushya, Mercury and Anuradha, 'Rohini and Saturn, Moon
and Souma, Venus and Revati and Mars and Ashivini is

always auspicious. These combinations are called Siddhi-

yogas and they avert every form of calamity. The combi-

nations between the Sun and Bharani, the Moon and Chitra,.

Mars, Uttara-Ashada, Mercury and Dhanistha, Saturn and
Revati are called, O Shambhu, Visha-yogas (poisonous-

combinations.)

When the combination takes place between Pushya,

Punarvasu, Revati, Chitra, Shravana, Dhanistha, Hastar

Ashivini, Mriga, and Shatabhisa, a man should perform rites

consequent upon the birth of a child. O Rudra, if a mart

leaves home for another place under the combination of any
three planets of Vishakha, Uttara, Magha, Ardra, Bharani
Ashlesha and Kirttika, he meets with death.



CHAPTER LX.

Hari said :—The Dasha, or the maximum influence of

the Sun lasts for six years, that of the Moon, for fifteen yearsr

that of Mars, for eight years, that of Mercury, for seventeen

years, that of Saturn, for ten years, that of Jupiter, for nine-

teen years, that of Rahu, for twelve years, and that of Venus,,

for twenty one years. The influence of the Sun produces-

misery and anxiety and brings on the destruction of a king.

The influence of the Moon yields wealth, happiness and
savoury edibles. The influence of Mercury gives heavenly

bride and kingdom and increases wealth. The influence

of Saturn brings on the destructidn of kingdoms and the

misery of friends. The influence of Jupiter gives kingdom,,

happiness and virtue. The influence of Rahu brings on the

destruction of kingdoms, misery and diseases. The
influence of Venus gives elephants, horses, kingdom and

women.

The constellation of Aries is the house of Mars ; Tauras,

is of Jupiter ; Gemini, is of Mercury ; Cancer, ia of the Moon j

Leo, of the sun ; Virgo is of Mercury ; Libra, is of Venus

;

Scorpio, is of Mars ; Sagittarius, is of Jupiter ; Capricornus

and Aquaris are the houses of Saturn ; Pisces, is of Jupiter.

,
When there are two full-moon nights in one month, two

Purva Ashadas and two Ashadas Vishnu sleeps in Cancer.

The stars Ashvini, Revati, Chitra, and Dhanistha are

the most auspicious stars for starting for a new place. Deer,

monkey, cat, dog, parrot, mungoose and mouse, when seen

on the right side, are auspicious at the time of departure.

The daughter of a Brahmana, a dead body, conch-shell, bugle,

earth, bamboo, a woman, a pitcher full of water are auspi-

cious when seen at the time of departure. A jackal, camel,

and ass are auspicious when seen on the left hand side at
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the time of departure. Cotton, oil of a medicinal plant,

burning embers, snakes, a woman with dishevelled hairs, a

garland of red flowers and a naked person are always

inauspicious when seen.

I will now describe the characteristic marks of hiccough.

When a man stands facing the east hiccough produces great

fruits. When he faces the south-east it produces sorrow and

anxjety. When he faces the south it does injury. When he

faces the south-west it produces sorrow and anxiety. When
he faces the west it gives sweet food. When he faces the

north-west he obtains wealth. When he faces the north he

enters on a quarrell. When he faces the north-east he is-

doomed to die. These are the good and evil fruits of

hiccough.

Having drawn the solar circle one should imagine it to

be the figure of a man. He should next calculate in what

stars the Sun resides. He should then attribute three stars to

the head ; another three, to the face ; one, to each shoulder ;

one, to each arm ; one, to each hand ; five stars to the heart

;

one, to the navel ; one, to the buttock ; and one, to each

knee-joint. The remaining stars should be assigned to the

feet of the Sun.

When one's presiding star is at the foot, the man be-

comes short-lived. When it isjon the knee-joints, he goes to

live in foreign countries. When it is on the buttock, he knows
other people's wives. When it is on the naver, he becomes
contented with little. When it is on the heart, he becomes
Maheshwara. When it is on the hands, he becomes a heroe.

When it is on the arms, he loses his position. When it is

on the mouth, he obtains dainty dishes. When it is on the

head he obtains silk raiments.



CHAPTER LX1.

HARI said :—When the Moon is on the increase from its

seventh digit it is always and everywhere favourable. It

should be adored by people and the Moon is seen like

Jupiter.

There are twelve Dashas or stages of the Moon. Hear

them. I will describe his station in every three stars begin-

ning with Ashvini. The twelve stages are Pravasas (living

in a foreing country), Punarnastha (lost again), Mrita (dead),

Jaya (success), Hasya (smiling), Krida (sporting), Pramoda

(enjoying), Vishada (sorrowing), Bhoga (enjoying), Jvara.

(decrepitude), Kampa (trembling) and Svastha (sound health).

The Moon, in his condition of Pravasa, brings on injury

and death, and in that of Jaya, merriment, sexual pleasure,

and happiness. The other stages, viz., Shoka, Bhoga, Jvara,

Kampa and Sukha respectively produce their destined fruits."

When the Moon resides in the first house of constella-

tion at the time of birth he always gives satisfaction ; when

in the second, the person does not feel satiation ; when in

the third, the person enjoys royal honours ; when irr the

fourth, he quarrels with other people ; when the moon is in

the fifth house the person obtains a good wife; when in the

sixth, the person acquires wealth and corns ; when in the

seventh, he enjoys sexual pleasures and becomes the adored

of all ; when in the eighth there is danger to his- life ; when

in the ninth, his wealth is accumulated ; when in the tenth,.

he brings his work to a successful close ; when in the

eleventh, he meets with success ; when the Moon is in the

twelfth house there is, forsooth, death for the man.

Under the influence of the seven stars forming the

constellation of Kirttika it is better to start for the east..

Under the influence of Magha it is better to start for the
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south ; under the influence of Anuradha it is better to start

for the west. Under the influence of Dhanistha it is better

to start for the north. Ashvini, Revati, Chitra, Dhanistha,

Mrigashiras, Pushya, Mula and Hasta are [always favourable

in marriage, for giving away a daughter in marriage, for

going out on business, for consecrating temples and for other

religious and social ceremohies.

If the Moon and Jupiter reside in the second house at

the time of birth they are auspicious. The Moon, Jupiter and

Pushya are auspicious when they live in the third house

with Gemini. Mars, Saturn, Moon, Suh and Mercury are

most auspicious when they live in the fourth house. Saturn,

Sun and Mars are auspicious in the sixth house, while

Jupiter and Moon in the seventh. Venus is most auspicious

in the eighth house, while Jupiter in the ninth. The Sun

and Moon are auspicious in the tenth house, while all the

planets are auspicious in the eleventh house. Venus and

Mercury are favourable in the twelfth house.

The combinations, between Leo and Capricorrtus, between

Virgo and Aries, between Libra and Pisces, between Aquarius

and Cancer, between Sagittaries and ^Taurus' and between

Gemini and Scorpio are most auspicious. These fourteen

combinations always conduce to well-being.

-*>»-

CHAPTER LXtl.

Hari said :—Beginning from the time of its rising the

sun lives in the various Rashis (signs of the Zodiac), O
Hara. He lives for six days and six nights in his own
Rashi. He lives for five hours in Pisces and Aris, four

hours in Taurus and Aquaris, three hours in Capricornus
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and Gemini, five hours in Sagittarius and Cancer, six

hours in Leo and Scorpio and seven hours in Virgo and

Libra. This is described as the extent of Lagna.* If a

woman is born when the Sun is m Aries she becomes barren;

when he is in Taurus she becomes handsome in person ; when,

in Gemini, she becomes lucky ; when, in Cancer, she becomes

dissolute ; when, in Leo, she becomes the mother of few

chldren ; when, in Virgo, she becomes supremely beautiful

;

when, .n I ibni, she is endowed with both beauty and fortune
;

when, in ocorpio, she becomes foul-mouthed; when, in

Sagittarius, she becomes fortunate ; when, in Capricornus, she

becomes mean ; when, in Aquaris, she becomes the mother

of few children ; when, in Pisces, she is endued with the

spirit of disassociation from the world. The Rash is Libra,

Cancer, Aries, Capricornus are both moveable and fixed. Leo,

Taurus, Aquaris, and Scorpio are all fixed groups of stars.

Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces, and Gemini, are endued with two-

fold characters. It is better to leave any place under the

influence of moving stars and enter the house under that

of fixed ones. T.Se installation of an image of the deity

should be made under the influence of that group of stars

which are both moveable and fixed.

The first, sixth, or the eleventh, day of a fortnight is called

Nan da. O buil-emb!emed deity, the second, seventh, or the

twelfth day is called Bhadra. Tiie eigth, third, or the thir-

teenth, day is called Jaya, O Rudra. The fourth, or the ninth,

day is call Riicta. The fourteenth day is called Varjya. The

fifth, or the tenth, day is called Purna. And the full-moon

day is called Shubha.

Mercury is always on circuit, Jupiter is always quick in

motion, Venus is slow, the Sun is certain, Saturn is terrific,

Mars is fierce, and the Modn is calm. Under the influence

of Mercury and Jupiter one should leave his house ; under

* The Sun's entrance into a Zodiacal sign.

21
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the influence of Venus and Sun one should enter a house ;

under the influence of Saturn and Mars the Kshatryas, who

desire for success, should be engaged in battle.

The installation of a king and sacred fire should be done

on a Monday. Under the influence of the Moon one should

lay the foundation of a dwelling house. Under the influence

of Mars one should accept the command of an army, under-

take a war and practise arms. Under the influence of

Mercury any work, deliberation, or journey, is crowned with

success. Under the influence of Jupiter one should study,

adore the gods, and put on new habiliments 'and ornaments.

Under the influence of Venus it is better to give away a

daughter in marriage, ride an elephant, enter into contracts,

or espouse a wife. Under the influence of Saturn it is

auspicious to enter a house for the first time, or entrap an

elephant.

CHAPTER LXUI.

Hari said:—Hear, O Shankara, I will now describe in

brief the characteristic marks of men and women.

Tender palms like lotus petals and not perspiring, fingers

adjoining each other, copper-coloured nails, beautiful ankles,

well-formed head and feet, plump like a tortoise, mark out a

man to be a king. Yellow nails, rough face, high head, feet

like winnowing baskets, and withered fingers of the feet, are

the marks for sorrow and poverty. There is no doubt

about it. Thighs like the trunks of elephants containing

few hairs, and one hair in the navel are the marks for great

kings. The learned men and persons conversant with Srutis

have two hairs each on their thighs. Those, who are poor, have
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three hairs and diseased men have their knee-joints devoid

of flesh. One, who has got a small genital organ, becomes a

rich man with no issue. One, who has got a big genital

organ, becomes poor. One, who has got one scrotum, becomes

poor. One, who has got unequal testes, gets a fickle wife.

One, who has got equal testes, becomes a king. One, with

hanging testes, becomes short-lived. One, having a bad

wrist, becomes poor. With pale-coloured wrists a person

becomes happy.

An idigent person passes urine with great sound. Those,,

who pass urine without any sound, become -kings. Those
r

who have even bellies, enjoy various pleasures of life.

Those, who have bellies like pots, become indigent. Those,

who have serpentine bellies become poor. Linear marks,

indicate longevity. He, who has three . tines on the fore-

•head, becomes happy, gets sons, and lives for sixty years.

One having two lines lives for forty years. One, who has a

line on the fore-head extending to the ears, lives for twenty

years. If one has three lines on the fore-head extending

up to ears he lives for a hundred years. One, having two

lines, lives for seventy years. One, having three lines, lives

for sixty years. The person, having two lines one clear

and another indistinct, lives for twenty years. On-e, who has

short lines, lives for forty years. The person, who has

brolceh lines, meets with an accidental death. The person,

on whose head are seen the marks of a trident or Pattiga,

is favoured with riches and children, and lives for a hundred

years. The person, whose line of life passes through the

middle and fore-fingers, lives for a hundred years, O Rudra.

The person,—on whose palm the line of knowledge extends

up to the thumb, and the line of life extends up to the foot

of the middle fingers from the youngest in an unbroken and

undivided condition,—lives for a hundred years. The person,

on whose palm the line of life appears in a distinct form,

lives for a hundred years and becomes the happy -recipient
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of all earthly blessings. The person, on whose palm the line

of life extends also from the youngest to the middle finger,

lives for eighty years.

CHAPTER LXIV.

HARI said :—The maiden, who has got curling locks, a

round face and a deep navel, increases her family. A woman,

whose colour is like that of gold, and whose hands are red,

is called Padmini. Such a woman, born one in a thousand, is

personification of chastity. The woman, who has uneven hairs

and round eyes, becomes widowed, and is always unfortunate
.

in her surroundings. The maiden, who has a face like the full-

moon, is effulgent like the rising Sun, has expensive eyes and

Vimva-like lips, enjoys happiness. Many lines indicate misery

and dearth of the same signifies poverty. One, having crim-

son-coloured lines, enjoys happiness, and one, having dark-

blue lines, becomes unchaste. A wife is like a minister ta

her husband in works, a friend in enjoyments, a mother in

affection, and a public woman while on bed.

The woman, who has the marks of a goad, circle and

discus on her palm, gives birth to a son and obtains a king

as her husband. The woman, whose two sides and breasts are

covered with hairs and whose lips are high, soon destroys

her husband. The woman, who has the marks of a wall or

gateway on her palms, becomes a queen even if she is born

as a maid servant. One, who has rows of reddish and high

hairs on her person, becomes a maid servant even if she is

born in a royal family. One, who has got her thumb and
ring-finger of an unusually high stature, soon kills her husband

and leads a loose life. Oily eyes indicate good luck, oily
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teeth indicate good eating, oily skin indicates a good bed,

and oily feet indicate conveyances. The auspicious signs of

women are cool and high breasts, copper-coloured nails,

beautiful feet, marks of fish, goad, lotus, discus and

plough-share on the soles and palms which do not

perspire, a beautiful hip without hairs, thighs like the

trunk of an elephant, most excellent and capacious buttock

like a fig leaf, spacious and deep navel and chest and breast

shorn of hairs.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXV.

Hari said :—I will now describe the auspicious marks of

men and women as described by Samudra (Palmistry), by

knowing which one may without any labour calculate the

past and future.

Unperspiring palms, lotus-like belly, fingers adjoining one

another, copper-coloured nails, warm feet like tortoise,

strong ankles and beautiful sides are the marks of a king.

Rough, uneven feet like winnowing baskets, dry locks, twany

coloured nails, and distantly placed fingers are the marks

of poverty. Well-formed and red feet, equal shanks without

hairs, thighs like the trunks of elephants and equal knee-

joints are the characteristic marks of a king. The indigent

have shankles like those of a jackal and have hairs in the

navel. The kings, the Srotiyas and the intelligent have two

hairs each. Persons, having three hairs, become poor,

miserable and are always objects of censure.

A person, having curling hairs, dies in a foreign country.

A knee-joint without sufficient flesh indicates good luck

(in a man). With a knee-joint of insufficient flesh one knows
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degraded women. One, having deformed knee-joints,

becomes poor and one having plump ones obtains a

kingdom.

A person, having a short genital organ, fives long and

becomes rich and has few offspring. One, having a huge

genital organ, becomes proud of his wealth. When the left

testes is swollen the person does not get sons. When the

testes are uneven the person obtains sons ; and when they

are bent down it indicates poverty. When the genital organ

is small a person obtains sons ; when the head of the

genital organ is plump the person becomes happy ; where

there are thick chords in the organ the person becomes

happy. When the testes are thick-set the person becomes

a king ; and when they/ are long and rugged the person

becomes poor. One, who has a small testicle, becomes a

strong and powerful warrior. One, who has got one teste,

becomes weak ; and one, who has got uneven testes, gets a

fickle wife. One, who has got even testes, becomes a king;

and one, who has got a long testicle, lives for a hundred

years.

One, whd has got high wrists, lives for many years;

one, who has got rugged wrists, becomes a master. With

yellow-coloured wrists people become poor, and with dark

wrists they enjoy happiness.

Persons, who pass urine either With or without any

sound, become poor. When urine comes out in one, two,

three, four, five, or six lines and passes towards the right, it

indicates the signs of kinghood. Those, who pass urine in

a scattered way, become indigent, those, who pass urine in

a strong flow, become happy and obtain good wives. When
urine remains oft an equal level a rnan obtains wife, gems
and riches, and when it goes down he obtains maidens.

When the semen is dry a person becomes indigent and

when there is scent of flower in the semen he becomes

king. When there is smell of honey in it he acquires
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immense riches. When there is the smell of fish in the

semen he gets a son. When semen is scanty he obtains

maidens. When there is the smell of meat he enjoys various

luxuries of life ; when there is the smell of wine he becomes

a priest. When there is smell of ashes he becomes poor.

One, who finishes soon his sexual intercourse, lives long.

He, whose sexual intercourse lasts long, is short-lived.

One, having big buttocks, becomes proud of his

wealth. One having fleshy buttocks becomes happy ; and one

having leonine buttocks becomes a king. One, having a

monkey-like waist, becomes indigent. Persons, having

serpentine bellies, become poor. Those, having pan-or pot-

like bellies, become rich.

People, having spacious arm-pits, become indigent ; those,

having equal arm-pits, enjoy various objects of life ; those,

who have hollowed arm-pits, become proud of wealth ; those,

who have elevated arm-pits, those, who have uneven arm-pits,

and those, who have crooked arm-pits, become kings. Those,

who have got fish-like bellies and navels, become happy.

Those, who have got capacious or low navels, are doomed to

suffer miseries. If there is wrinkle inside a navel it brings

on death at the stake for the person. If there is wrinkle on

one side the man lives for ever. If it is in an equinoctial

position he becomes the possessor of riches. If it is down-

wards he becomes the possessor of kine. It it is of the

shape of a pericarp of a lotus he becomes a king. If there

is one wrinkle the person lives for a hundred years. If there

are two he enjoys prosperity. If there are three wrinkles he

becomes a preceptor.

If the wrinkles are straight the person becomes happy.

If the wrinkle is awry he knows women unworthy of being

known. If the arm-pits are fleshy, tender, even and

covered with rows of hairs on the right side, the person

• becomes a king. If the rows of hairs tend totvarfis the
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opposite direction the person becomes devoid of all objects

and happiness.

If the nipples of the breasts are not high the persons

become very lucky. But if they are uneven, high and of

yellow colour they become poor.

The kings have high and fleshy chests which do not

tremble, are sinewy and covered with strong hairs going

downwards. A rich man has an even chest. One, having

plump chest, becomes very powerful. Persons, having un-

even chests, become indigent and are killed by weapons.

Persons, having rugged collar-bones, become indigent.

Those, having elevated collar-bones, enjoy various objects of

life ; those, having depressed ones, become indigent ; and

those, having plump ones, become rich. One, who has a flat

neck becomes indigent. He, who has got the arteries of his

neck, not very prominent, becomes happy. He, who his buffalo-

necked, becomes a hero. He, who has a neck like that

of a deer, masters the Holy Scriptures. One, who has a neck

like a conch-shell, becomes a king; whereas one, who has a

long neck, becomes a voracious eater.

A back, not covered with hairs and even in shape, always

indicates auspiciousness, while of any other kind it is the

forerunner of inauspiciousness.

The most auspicious arm-pit is that of the shape of a

fig-leaf, which is covered with brown hairs and from which

good smell comes out. Any other description is the mark of

poverty.

Fleshy, well-formed and well-joined arms are the most

auspicious. Well-rounded and fleshy arms, extending up to

the knees, indicate the signs of royalty. Short arms, covered

with hairs, indicate signs of poverty. Arms, like the trunks

of elephants, are the best. Fingers of the hands, when
straight, are most auspicious. Those of the intelligent are

short and those of the servants are flat. The indigent have

either fat, crooked or bent and lean fingers. Those, who
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*iave hands like those of a monkey, become indigent. That

?ilce a tiger indicates strength. The depressed palm of a per-

son indicates the destruction of his paternal property. The
kings have well-formed, thick-set and sweet-scented wrists.

Those, whose fingers make a sound when handled, become

degraded and poor. Persons, who have uneven finger^,

always pay taxes. Those, who have red hands and palms,

become very rich. Those, who have yellow-coloured and

rough ones, become indigent and addicted to other people's

wives.

Those, who have nails like husks, become eunuchs. Those,

who have rugged and broken nails, become indigent. Those,

who have discoloured and disfigured nails, always pry into

other's business. Those, who have copper-coloured nails,

become kings. Those, who have the mark of a barley on

their thumbs, become rich. When there is such a mark at

the foot of the thumb a person gets sons. If a person has

Jong knots in the fingers he lives a long life and becomes

lucky. He, who has disjoined fingers, becomes poor. He,

who has got close fingers, becomes a rich man.

The person, on which palms three lines appear from the

wrist, becomes a king. When the figures of two fishes

appear on the palm the person becomes a great sacri-

ficer. The sign of a thunder-bolt appearing on the palm

indicates the possession of riches. The sign of the tail

of .a fish indicates intellect. The signs of conch-shell,

umbrella, vehicle, elephant and lotus indicate royalty. The

marks of a pitcher, goad, flag and lotus-stalk indicate the

possession of jems. The mark of a chord indicates the

possession of kine; that of Swasthika indicates royalty.

The marks of discus, sword, Tomara, bow and teeth appear

on the hands of a king. The mark of a mortar appears on

the,palms of a person who celebrates sacrifices and that of a

sacrificial altar appears on the palm, of an Agnihotri. The

marks of a tank and triangle indicate righteousness.

22
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Lines, originating from the root of the thumb, indi-

cate the possession of sons and happiness. A line, extend-

ing from the tip of the thumb to that of the fore-finger and

originating from the root of the youngest finger, makes one

live for a hundred years. When it is broken it indicates

danger from a tree. Many lines indicate poverty.

A spare chip indicates want ; while a fleshy one indi-

cates riches. Red lips indicate royalty. Smiling and tender

lips, resembling Vimva fruits, indicate the same. Those

who have rugged lips become poor. Thick-set and cool

teeth are the best. Sharp but even teeth are also most

auspicious. Red tongue is also most auspicious. Blue and

tall tongue is also the best and a white palate indicates the

destruction of wealth. There are two kinds of faces—dark

and rough ; tender and gentle. Clean and tender face indi-

cates royalty and its opposite indicates poverty. A son,

possessing the face of his mother, suffers great miseries.

A rich person has a round face and a poor man a tall one.

The vicious have cowardly faces and the wicked cunning

ones. Those who have depressed faces get no sons. The

misers have short faces. The happiest of men, who enjoys

all the luxuries of fife, has tender, thin and beautiful beards.

A thief has got thick, short and crimson-coloured beards..

The sinful persons have red and rugged beards.

The -misers have short ears. Those who have got spear-

like ears become kings. Those, who have got hairs on their

ears, die soon. Persons, having big ears, become kings and

rich men. Persons, endued with hanging and fleshy ears,

also become kings. One, having depressed cheeks, enjoys

all the luxuries of life. One, having welUformed cheeks,

becomes a minister. One, having a nose like that of a

parrot, becomes happy. One, who has got a thin nose, lives

long. One, who has got a well-like nose with its tip broken,

knows women unworthy of being known. One, who has

got a long nose, enjoys good luck. A thief has got a flat
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nose. A flat nose also indicates death and misfortune. A
straight nose, with beautiful tip and small 'nostrils, indicates

the signs of royalty. A little curve on the right side indi-

cates crookedness. Continual sneezing indicates strength.

A flat nose indicates the possession of delight and that

with sound indicates the possessor as being the supporter

of all creatures.

Persons, having eyes like lotus-petals with a little curve

at the corners, enjoy all the luxuries of life. Sinful persons

have eyes like those of a cat and wicked wights have

twany-coloured eyes. The crooked are squint-eyed and the

sinful persons have yellow-coloured eyes. The heroes have

oblique eyes and the warriors have eyes like those of an

elephant. The kings have got grave eyes and the ministers

fleshy ones. The learned have eyes like -the petals of a red

lotus ; while the fortunate men have dark-blue eyes. Dark-

blue pupils and the absence of eye-lids indicate the des-

truction of the possessor. The sinful wights have round

eyes and the indigent have poorly-looking eyes.

Those, who have got cool skin, enjoy the various objects

of life. Those, who have got elevated navels, live for a short

time. Those, who have got capacious and elevated navels,

become happy. Those, who have got uneven eye-brows,

become poor. Long but unconnected eye-brows indicate

riches. He, who has got crescent-shaped eye-brows, becomes

rich. One, who has got a cut between the two eye-brows,

becomes indigent. Those, who have got bent down eye-

brows, know women unworthy of being known.

A high, capacious, conch-shell-like and rugged fore-head

indicates poverty. Persons, having crescent-shaped fore-

heads, become rich. Persons, having spacious fore-heads,

become preceptors. Persons, having sinewy fore-heads, be-

come sinners. Persons, having high and triangular fore-

heads, become the possessors of wealth. Persons, having

depressed fore-heads, are : addicted to wicked deeds and
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worthy of being slain. A round fore-head indicates miserfii-

ness. An elevated fore-head indicates royalty. A dry un-

perspiring fore-head is not auspicious for men. A sufficiently

perspiring and rough fore-head indicates happiness. Un-

trembling and expensive fore-head is the best and expressive

of happiness. A laughing and wicked fore-head indicates

madness.

Three lines on the fore-bead indicate longevity for a

hundred years. Four, lines indicate royalty and longevity

for ninety-five years. Absence of any line indicates longe-

vity for ninety years. When the lines on the fore-head are

broken a man becomes licentious. If the Fines extend up

to hairs a person lives for eighty years. If there are five,,

seven or six lines, a person lives fifty years or more. If they

are dark-blue in colour a man lives forty years; and if they

extend up to the eye-brows the person lives thirty years-.

When there are twenty lines bending towards the left it

indicates longevity and when there are short lines it indi-

cates short life.

An umbrella-like head indicates royalty,. auspfcfousness

and riches. A bland head indicates the death of one's father

while a circular head indicates riches. A
,

pitcher-like head

indicates vile desire and poverty.

Black, straight, thin and not too much hairs indicate

royalty. Hairs, having many roots, uneven, with gross tips,,

twany-coloured, bent down, thick and dark-blue also indicate

signs of royalty. Highly rough, sinwey body,, devoid of Sesh,.

is most inauspicious. Any other description is auspicious.

For kings there are three deep, spacious and long marks^

five very fine, six elevated, four short and seven crimson-

coloured. Navel, voice and understanding;—these- three

should be deep. Fore-bead, face and chest should be broad.

Eye, side, tooth, nose, mouth and back of the neck should

be high. Shank, neck, genital organ and back—these four

should be short. Palms, corners of the mouth, nails* corners
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of the eyes, feet, tongue and lips should be red. Teeth,

knots of fingers, nails, hairs and skin—these five should

be very fine. The distance between breasts, arms,, teeth,

eyes and nose should be long. I have thus described the

characteristic marks of men. I will now describe those of

women.

She, who has got cool and equal feet and palms, coppery

nails, joining fingers with elevated tips, becomes a queen.

One, obtaining her [as a wife} becomes a king. Well-

formed ankle, lotus-like, tender and unperspirirag palms con-

taining the marks fish, goad and flag single out a woman for

a queen. The feet of a queen bear the marks of a thunder-

bolt, lotus and plough-share. Well-rounded hips, devoid of

hairs and arteries, are most auspicious. Well-formed joints

and even knee-joints are most auspicious. Thighs, like the

trunk of an elephant, even and without hairs, are most auspi-

ous. A capacious buttock, like unto a fig-leaf, is most auspici-

ous. Loins, fire-head and chest, when they are of the form

of a tortoise, are most auspicious. Fleshy wrists and hips are

most auspicious for women. A navel, capacious, deep and

fleshy with three wrinkles inside, is most auspicious. Event

and pointed breasts without hairs are most auspicious* Red
lips are most auspicious and round and fleshy mouth is the

best. Teeth must be like Kunda flowers and speech must

be sweet like the notes of a coel. Mercy, simplicity and

even nose are the most beautiful marks for women. Eyes-

like blue lotuses well attached to the nose, eye-brows not

very plump and like unto the rising moon, fore-head not

very elevated and without hairs, not very fleshy and tender

ears of equal size, and tender, curling and dark hairs are

the most auspicious marks. Well-formed bead and soles or

palms, bearing the marks of horse, elephant, tree, sacrificial

stake, wheat, Tomara, flag, chowri, garland, hill, well, altar,

conch-shell, umbrella, lotus, fish, Swastika, car and goad are

the signs of royalty in women. The auspicious marks- in
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women are well-formed wrists and hands like lotuses and

palms not depressed nor very elevated. Linear marks on

the palms are.the signs which show that a woman will not be

widowed and enjoy her life. If a line rising from the wrist

goes to the middle finger it indicates the possession of

kingdom and happiness in women. A line originating from

the root of the youngest finger indicates life for a hundred

years. If a line passes from the tip of the thumb to that of

the fore-finger it indicates the shortness of life. If a line

originates from the foot of the thumb and is long it indicates

the possession of sons; "and if it is short.'it indicates the

possession of women. If that line is broken at many places

it .indicates the shortness of life ; and if it is broken at a

long interval it indicates longevity. These are the auspicious

marks for women and others are inauspicious.

The woman, whose youngest or ring finger does not

touch the ground or whose thumb is bigger than the fore-

finger, becomes unchaste. Elevated calves, sinewy, hairy or

fleshy hips, pitcher-like belly, depressed and small buttock

are the signs of misery. Short neck is the sign of poverty

and a long one is the sign of the extinction of the family.

Fat women are forsooth terrific. Squint and twany-coloured

eyes, dark-blue smiling looks, and smiling and depressed

cheeks are the signs of unchastity. If a woman has a
tall fore-head she kills the younger brother of her husband.

If the belly is long she kills her father-in-law and if the

hips are high she kills her husband. Hairy lips are most

inauspicious for husbands. Hairy breasts, rugged ears,

sharp and uneven teeth conduce to their miseries. If the

flesh is dark-blue it shows she will be a thief and if it i&

tough it indicates the death of her husband. A sinewy,

uneven and dry body indicates poverty. If the upper lip

is high it shows she will be quarrelsome and harsh-speeched.

Want of accomplishments and an ugly feature are both

short-comings in women.
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I have thus described the characteristic, marks of men
and women which confer wisdom on men.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXVI.

Hari said :—It is better to adore a stone which has no

characteristic marks than the one which has a circular mark

on it.

The first image is Sudarshana. The second is Lakshmi-

Narayana. The third is Tree-Chakra (three discus), the

fourth is Achyuta, the fifth is Chaturchakra and the sixth is

Chaturbhuja (four-armed). The next is Vasudeva, then

Pradyumna, ,then Sangkarshana and the eighth is Purusot-

tama. Navavyuha is the tenth. Aniruddha is the eleventh,

then Ekadasa and then Dwadashatma. Ananta is on the

top of all the lines.

Where there is Shalagrama stone there lives the lord of

Dwaravati (Vishnu). Where is the meeting between these

two there is forsooth emancipation. Shalagrama, Dwaraka,

Naimisha, Pushkara, Gya, Baranashi, Prayaga, Kurukshetra,

Ganga, Narmuda, Chandrabhaga, Saraswati, Purusottama,

and Mahakala—these are the sacred shrines, O Shankara,

which dissipate all sins and yield enjoyment and eman-

cipation.

Prabhava, Vibhava, Shukra, Pramoda, Prajapati, Angira,

Shrimukha, Bhava, Pusha, Dhata, Ishwara, Vahudhanya,

Pramathi, Vikrama, Vidhu, Chitrabhanu, Swarbhanu, Daruna,

Brarthiva, Vyaya, Sarvajit, Sarvadhari, Virodhhi, Vikrita,

Khara, Nandana, Vijaya, Jaya, Manmatha, Darmukha, Hema-

lamva, Vilamva, Vikara, Sharvari, Plava, Shubhakrit, Sho-

bhana, Krodha, Vishwavasu, Parabhava, Plavanga, Keelakat
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Soumya, Sadharana, Virodhakrit, Paridhara, Pramadi;

Ananda, Rakshasa, Nala, Pingala, Kalasiddharta, Durmati,

Suraati, Dundubhi, Rudhirodgari, Raktaksha, Krodhana,

Akshaya—are the names which indicate years to be either

auspicious or inauspicious.

O Rudra, I will now describe time leading to success

according to the system of Panchasara* (five vowels.) They

are Raja, Saja, Saja, Udasa, Peeda and Mrityu. In the

figure of five fires one should write the vowels A, I, U, E,

OU. Six fires should come from the lines drawn upwards or

askance. In the house of one fire the times Raja, Saja,

Udasa, Peeda and Mritiyu are in order presided over by

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, the sun and the

moon. The first division of the time is presided over by

the stars beginning with Revati and ending with Mrigasira.

Beginning with the month of Chaitra each group of five

stars appears. From the first letters of the names of the

stars twelve days and two months are derived. In the

fifth house of the figure the characteristic marks of the

various divisions of Time are found. From the first letter

of' the name of any article pronounced by a party divisions of

Time, the. various Tithis, various days, stars and months are

calculated.

The mantram is " Om, Kshoum, Sivaya Namas." It is

called Trailokyamohana. It counteracts the influence of

evil stars on mental faculties and yeilds success, when
written on a Bhurja leaf with Gorochana and along with the

names of Siva, Gana and Lakshmi, it is placed on the neck
or arms.

* Panchasura is one of the divisions of Hindu Jyotish (astrology). It

refers to the five elements viz, earth, air, fire, water and ether which
compose the human body. Auspiciousness and inauspiciousness of
time is calculated, according to the Panchasara, by the increase or
decrease of all these elements severally.



CHAPTER LXVII.

SuTA said :—Now I shall narrate to you the science of

divination which the god Hara learned from Hari and dis-

closed to his consort Gouri, and the data of which can

be gathered from one's own internal system or organism.

The Mars, the Fife-God, the Sun, the -Earth, the Saturn,

the Water-God and the Nodes ( Rahu ), should be deemed as

seated in, or permeating with their respective influences, the

air or the vital wind that blows through the right nostril of

a man ; whereas the Jupiter, the Venus, the Mercury and the

Moon should be regarded as the presiding planets of the

wind that escapes through his left nostriL Rites or incanta-

tions undertaken or practised for the acquisition of territories

or a place in the king's service, as well as acts such as the

first starting of a trade or the first interview of a king, and

auspicious works in general, should be performed when the

breath-Wind Would blow through one's left nostril. The

Saturn, the Nodes, the Mars, the Sun, and the Planet of

Water, should be deemed as ascendant when the process of

respiration would be performed through the right nostril, and

all baneful principles should be likewise regarded as domi*

nant with them.

The good or evil fate of a man can be divined from the

escapage of the breath-wind through the different nostrils as

well as from the predominance of the concomitant principles

( Svarodaya ) in the diviner. Net works of nerves of varied

shape and immense extensions run through the body in

all directions. From the nerve-bulb or nerve ganglion alone,

situated below the umbilicus, there branch out no less than

seventy-two thousand nerves, rolled up in the form of a coil

or wheel, each carrying away the stream of life in their

23
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course. Three out of these innumerable nerves, pfe-efni-

nently rank as the most important. These three ( occtflt

)

nerves run below the spinal column of a man, the left one

being called the Ida, and the right one, the Pingala. The

central one of this nerve system is called the Sushumna.

The Moon is the presiding deity of the Ida or' the left nerve,

the Pingala or the right nerVe is effulgent With the light of

the sun, while the Sushumna or the central one owns the Fire-

God as its tutelary divinity, and is the destroyer of all pheno-

menal life. The Ida or the left nerve flows with the stream

of divine ambrosia and laves the shores of the organic world

with a perpetual flow of life. The Pingala or the right

nerve is permeated with the essence of the god of destruc-

tion .( Rudra ) and carries within ft the principle of nniversaf

dissolution. The concerted wofk of these two nerves ( the

left and the right ) leads to death and ushers in an absolute

breakdown of all undertakings.

Inspiration or taking In of the breath wind is performed*

by means of the Ida, while respiration or the process of letting

it out, Is done with the help of the Pingala.

All blissful or auspicious acts, should be undertaken when

the vital energy of the doer would remain confined to the

Ida, while all fatal, or harmful Incantations should be practised

when the same womld be lodged In the Pingala. Sojourn

to "a distant land and all processes for the elimination of

poison from the human system, should be started under the

auspices of the flowing of the vital stream through the Ida,

while a predominance of the Pingala (flowing of the life

stream through Pingala ) in a man, should be deemed as the

most auspicious occasion for taking his dinner, or visiting his

wife, or fighting his antagonist. Similarly a predominance of

the Pingala should be made use of, in practising incantations

which are fatal in their effect or can send one's adversary

crazy from his household. A dinner, or a battle, or a sexual

intercourse, partaken of, entered into, or commenced during
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the assendency of the Pingala, is sure to be crowned with

success.

Kings and crowned heads, should take advantage of such

a state of the Ida, in undertaking all acts which tend to

make men happy, as well as in commencing a sojourn to a

distant country, or in practising venomous charms or those

which bring about the fruition ( realisation ) of one's own

speech. A simultaneous flowing of the life current through

both of these occult nerves ( Ida and Pingala ) should be

interpreted to. indicate an occasion when charms of both

blissful and fatal virtues, should not be practised, and

such a state should be deemed as the equator of life. A
predominance of the left occult nerve is the most auspicious

occasion for the purposes of a journey and for practising all

lucky incantations, as well as for undertaking all works of

profit and victory and those that contribute to the preser-

vation of health and life. Similarly an ascendency of the

right occult nerve, Pingala, should be deemed as the signalr

moment for starting on a military expedition, or for visiting

the bed of a woman and for undertaking, all minor acts in

general.

A battle should be commenced, when the general or the

warrior leading the attack, would feel his vital wind blowing

through the occult nerves of the Sun and the Moon, and a

person with such a state of vital air, enquiring about the

probable result of the battle, should be assured of the success

of the party on whose behalf he had consulted the diviner.

Such a party is sure to conquer the whole country lying at

the angle of the compass which the vital wind blows to, even

if the lord of the celestials confronts his army as an opposing

rival. The ten occult nerves, such as the Aries, etc., and

which are arranged in both sides of a human frame, represent

the Lagnas such as the Chara (mobile:) the Stbira (fixed), etc.

The diviner or prophet should hold-up his- face, in the

shape of a bell after the enquirer had finished putting:- his
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query, and he would take in or let out his breath wind

simultaneously with the inspiration or respiration of the

enquirer. O Shiva, the five fundamental material principles

of the universe, are situated in the right and left sides of a

human organism. The predominance of the principles of

fire in a human system, should be inferred from the escaping

of the vital wind along the upper part of the nostril, while

the ascendency of the water principle, should be judged from

its outflow, touching the bottom line of the nostril. In the

same manner the escaping of the breath-wind in a slanting

direction, would indicate the predominance of the principle

of wind. The predominence of the earth principle would be

indicated by the breath-wind keeping a middle path inside

the nostril, while the predominance of the principle of sky

should be inferred from the outflow of the breath as stuffing;

the nostril and running in all directions.

Incantations, endued with the mystic virtues of destroying

life, should be practised during the ascendency of the prin-

ciple of fire, rites of pacifcation during the predominance

of the water-principle, charms for distracting human mind

during the predominance of the wind, spells for benumbing

the faculties of one's adversary during the ascendency of the

earth principle, while penances for the emancipation of one's

own self, should be practised during the predominance of the

principle of the sky or ether.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXVIII.

SUTA said:—Now I shall discourse on the method of
testing the genuineness of gems and precious stones. There
livedjn ancient time a demon, named Vala. Vala conquered
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the god Indra and his celestials, and reigned supreme and

invincible in the universe. The gods, on the occasion of a

religious sacrifice, jocularly asked him to play the part of the

animal of the sacrifice. This Vala consented to do and pledged

his word for the performance of the part and suffered himself

to be bound at the sacrificial stake. Whereupon the gods

turned the jest into earnest and killed the invincible Vala

in that mockery of a religious sacrifice. Thus Vala yielded

up his ghost for the good of the universe and the welfare of

the gods, and, behold, the severed limbs and members of his

sanctified body, were converted into the seeds of gems.

Then the gods and the Yakshas and the Siddhas and the

Nagas eagerly rushed to collect those seeds of gems and

there were mighty flutterings of celestial pinions and rustlings

of celestial garments in heaven. The gods came riding in

their aerial cars, and carried away the seeds of gems for

their own use, some of which dropped down on earth,

through the violent concussion of the air. Wherever they

dropped, whether in oceans, rivers, mountains or wildernesses

there origined mines of those gems through the celestial

potency of their respective seeds.

Of the gems and precious stones, some are endued with

the virtues of expiating all sins or of acting as a prophy-

lactic against the effects of poison, snake bites, and diseases,

while there are others which are possessed of contrary

virtues. Gems, such as the Padmaraga, the Emerald, the

Indranila, the Vaidurya the Pushparaga, the diamond, the

pearl, the Karketana, the Pulaka, Rudhirakhya ( blood stone

)

the crystal, and the coral, should be carefully collected,

subject to the advice of experts on the subject. First the

shape, colour, defects or excellences of a gem should be

carefully tested and then its price should be ascertained in

consultation with a gem expert who has studied all the

books dealing with the precious stones.
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A king or a ruling chief with a view to acquire a greater

prosperity, shall collect and wear a gem that has been found

pure after a satisfactory test. Men, dealing in gems and ex-

perienced in the art of detecting its defects and well versed in

the knowledge relating to the appraising of precious stones,

should be deemed as the only persons capable of fixing the

price and ascertaining the water of a gem. Since the

learned hold diamond to be the most effulgent of all preci-

ous stones, we shall first describe the mode of testing the

diamond.

The least particle of bone of the conquerer of Indra,

falling or dropping down from the sky in a country,

germinates diamond-crystals of varied shapes. The eight

regions or divisions of the country in which diamond is

found, are the Himalayas, the Matangas, the provinces of

Anga, Saurastra, Poundra, Kalinga, Koshala, the basin

of the river Venva, and the country of the Souveras.

Diamonds found in the region of the Himalays, are tinged

with a little copper-colour, while those found in the basin of

the Venva are coloured like the disc of the full moon.

Diamonds found in the country of the Souvera, are possessed

of a lustre similar to the deep shade of a black rain cloud;

while those found in the country of Sourashtra, shine with a

eopper-coloured effulgence. Diamonds found in the country

of Kalinga, are coloured like the molten gold, while those

found in- Koshala are yellow. Diamonds found in the. country

of Poundra, are coloured blue, while those found in the

regions of the Matangas, are yellowish in their hue.

Gods are supposed to dwell in a particle of diamond;

wherever found, which is possessed of a clear, light shade and

the usual commendable features, is smooth and even at the

sides, and is divested of all threatening traits such as

scratches, dot like impressions, marks of crow's feet, or cloud-

ing impurities in its interior. Coloured diamonds, should be

be regarded as presided over by different divinities according
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to thef friespective hues. Greeti, white, yellow, brown, blue

and copper-coloured diamonds are ascribed to the direct

tutelage of the Sun, Varuna, Indra, the Fire-God, the Lord of

the Pitris and the Maruts, respectively.

A Brahmana is enjoined to wear a diamond which is

coloured like a conch shell, or a Kurnuda flower or a white

Crystal, whereas a Kshatriya should wear one that is coloured

brownish yellow like the eyes of a hare. A diamond possessed

of a soft greenish colour like the tender leaves of a plantain

tree, prove beneficial to a man of the Vaishya class, while a

Shudra w<Duld do Well to wear a diamond that has a lustre like

that of a -newly Washed sword. Diamonds which are coloured

yellow or possessed of a hue like that of a coral or a Java

flower, (China Rose) should be held as fit only for the use of a

king and would prove positively harmful to any man occupying

a lower position in life. A king in his capacity of the lord of

all the castes, is privileged to wear diamonds of any colour he

pleases, provided they are not vitiated by the prohibited

features, whereas such a conduct on the part of an ordinary

man, is sure to be attended with evil consequences.

A diamond possessed of a double or dubious shade or

Colour, should be looked upon as portending dire calamities

like the birth of an illegimate or half caste child in the family,

etc. A diamond [should not be used only with a look to the

caste or class it specifically belongs to, inasmuch as a

diamond possessed of all the commendable features proves as

a source of boundless prosperity to its wearer, whereas a

diamond vitiated by any of the condemnable traits, turns

out to be a spring of unmitigated evil-

A diamond with one of its angles or horns broken or

mutilated, or looking as if scratched, withered or trampled

down, should not be retained in the household, though other-

wise possessed of all commendable features, as it would. cer-

tainly being hosts of unsuspected evils in its train. The
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goddess of wealth is sure to part company with a person who

is impudent enough to wear a diamond which emits a red

glare through one of its mutilated hoi"ns or angles and looks

cloudy and impure at the centre. A diamond scratched in

any part of its body and which appears to be painted with

stripes of red in the inside, robs the decent competence of

its wearer, and subsequently brings on his death and ruin. A
diamond found in its natural state in the bed of a mine, is

either hexagonal or octagonal in shape or appears like a

polygon of twelve sides with all its exterior angles or points

prominently marked and equally sharpened.

A diamond, cut into the shape of a regular hexagon with

well-smoothed sides and well-marked points or angles, and

shedding a clear prismatic lustre from the inside and divested

of all the harmful traits described in the books on gems

and precious stones, is to be rarely found even amidst the

treasures of crowned heads. Prosperity, long life, increase

of wives and progeny and domestic animals, and the bringing

home of a teeming harvest, attend on the use of a diamond,

keen and well marked in its points, clear in lustre and divest-

ed of the characteristic baneful traits. Serpents, tigers, and

thieves fly from the presence of a person wearing such a
diamond. Fatal and dreadful poisons, secretly administered,

prove inoperative in his system and all his possessions enjoy

a sort of immunity from acts of incendiarism or erosions

by water. The complexion of such a person improves in its

healthful glow and all his undertakings become prosperous

and thriving.

A diamond, devoid of all the characteristic blemishes and
weighing twenty tandulam in weight, and worn by a man,
should be regarded as double in value of the standard of

appraising used in respect of ascertaining the water, lustre

price and the commendable traits of diamond. Fractions

such as i, |, T\, T
»

T ,
,l or T^ should respectively used in

computing the price of a diamond, wherever it would be
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foufid necessary to appraise a diamond by the standard of

Another diamond of greater weight and brilliancy. An in-

finitesimally small fraction in such an instance, should be

computed as equal to a thousandth part of the latter in price.

Eight seeds of white sesamum equal a Tandulam in weight,

and the use of a diamond weighing less than even the latter

standard-measure, is not prohibited. A diamond possessed

of all the commendable traits and found to float on the water

ite test), should be worn by a man in exclusion of all the other

gems happening to be in his possession.

A diamond found to be affected with small defects

whether visible or invisible to the naked eyes, should be

appraised at a price equal to a tenth part of that of a diamond

of similar water and weight, but devoid of all such blemishes.

A diamond marked with many a patent defect, whether

great, or small should not be appraised at a price even equal

to a hundredth part of that of a similar stainless diamond.

A diamond otherwise defective, but set in a prepared article

of ornament, should be valued at a very low price. A diamond

of the first water, but found to be otherwise possessed of.

any of the condemnable traits, should not be set in a royal

ornament even for the purpose of decoration. Diamonds are

prohibited as articles of female wear, as they are possessed

of the mystic virtues of making them sterile and unhappy.

A diamond which has a stunted, elongated or a flattened

look like that of a thrashed paddy, should be looked upon

as devoid of all commendable features.

Imitation diamonds are made by skilful artisans with

such substances as the iron, the Pushparaga (topaz) the

Gomeda, the Vaiduryyam (lapis-lazuli), the crystal and

the glass, and hence their genuineness should be made to

be tested by experts, well-versed in the art of recognising

and appraising precious stones. A diamond offered for sale,

should be put to such tests, as scratching, shana (emery wheel)

awd immersion in alkaline solutions. A diamond would scratch

24
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all other metals or gems, such as the iron, etc., without being

scratched by any of them in return. Weight goes a long way

towards the determination of a higher price of a gem or a

metal, whereas the contrary should be regarded as the cr i-

terion of judgment in the case of a diamond, as laid down

by the immortal god*. A Kuruvinda of inferior water can

be scratched or written upon by a Kuruvinda of a higher

water, while a diamond is alone capable of cutting a diamond.

The lustre of all genuine gems,, pearls or diamond, cut or

set in an ornament, never shoot upwards, while those that

are obliquely or laterally cut, emit a ray of slanting or lateral

light.

A diamond scintillating with flashes of rainbow coloured

hue at the centre, though otherwise stained and marked with

dots and lines, or narrow at the sides, blesses its wearer with

a prosperous family and well-filled granaries. A king wear-

ing a diamond dazzling with lightning flashes, is sure to

subdue the prowess of his neighbouring monarchs and to exer-

cise an unbounded control upon his vassals and liege subjects-.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXIX.

SUTA said :—Pearls- are foand in the temples of elephants

and wild boars, in conch-shells, in oysters, in the hoods

of cobras and in the hollow stems of bamboos. The origin

of a species of pearls is abscribed to the effect of thunder.

Pearls found in Oyster shells, abound in numbers and are

usually included within the category of gems. An oyster

pearl is capable of being pierced with a hole in the middle

(running through its entire length) while the remaining

species do not admit of being similarly bored. Pearls found
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Jn the stems of bamboos or in the temples of elephants and

wild boars or in the mouths of whales or in the entrails of

conch-shells, are devoid of lustre, though possessed of other

auspicious virtues.

Of the eight species of pearls described by the con-

noisseurs of gems, those obtained from conch-shells and the

temples of elephants should be deemed as standing in the

bottom of the list as regards colour and brilliancy. A conch-

shell pearl is usually as big as a large Kona (point of a

rapier) and assumes a colour similar to that of the mollusc it

is found in.

A pearl found in the temple of an elephant, is marked by

the absence of any definite colour and is lustreless like a

pearl found in the stem of a bamboo. A pearl found in the

mouth of a fish, is a perfect sphere in shape and is marked by

a yellowish hue, like the back of a pathenam fish as is occa-

sionally found inside the mouth of a whale that frequents

the unfathomable depths of ocean beds. A boar-pearl re-

sembles the tip of its tusk in colour, and is obtained in cer-

tain quarters of the globe and is blissful like the boar incar-

nation of the divine Vishnu. A pearl obtained from inside the

hollow stem of a bamboo, resembles a hailstone in colour, and

is found only in a bamboo that grows in the land of the

honest and the pious, and not in every tope of that grass.

A pearl found in the hood of a cobra is round in shape

like the one obtained from the mouth of a fish and emits a

dazzling effulgence from its own natural seat. After copious

washing such a pearl assumes the lustre of a well-polished

sword. The possessor of a cobra or serpent-pearl, meets

with a rate good fortune, and becomes a pious and illustrious

king in time, with a treasury full of other species of pre-

cious gems.

Dark clouds, hung down and heavily charged with rain,

and roaring with the voice of the eternal trumpets blown

upon at the time of universal dissolution and spangled with
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flashes of lightning, closely envelop the sky, , at the time„

when the Bramhana, well versed in the religious and cere-

monial proceedings, after enquiring about the acquisition

of such a pearl, and having done the necessary rite of pro*

tection unto it, formally takes it into the interior of the

house of its possessor. Neither the serpents, nor the

Rakshas, nor diseases, nor disturbances of any kind would

assail the man amidst whose treasure such a snake-pearl

would lie.

A cloud-grown pearl rarely reaches this mortal globe,

and usually falls to the lot of the celestials. By illumining

the four quarters of the sky with its native lustre, a cloud-

begotten pearl, like the sun, dispels the gloom of a cloudy day.

Outshining the combined effulgence of the fire, the moon,

and the myriads of scintillating stars, such a pearl, like the

dawn of day, can dispel the gloom of even the darkest night

on earth. The whole earth, girdled by the four oceans:

containing innumberable gems in their fathomless depths, can

not be deemed as the adequate price of such a pearl, even
if she be covered over with layers of pure gold. A man,
born in indigence and of humble parents, but happening to.

be the possessor of such a pearl, only through the transforma-

tion of a good deed done in a previous existence, is sure to

be the paramount sovereign of the entire surface of the

Earth. Not to the good deeds of the king alone, but
to the better fortune of the whole humanity, should be as-

cribed the advent of such a man on earth, and no evil would
ever strike the land to the extent of a thousand Yojanas
round the place of his birth.

The teeth of that great Vala lay scattered and perched
up over the wide expanse of heaven like the gallaxy of
stars, and dropped down one by one into the wonderfully
coloured waters of the oceans, and originated the seeds of
gems vieing with the beams.of the full moon, and the rain-

bow tint of a peacock's feathers in colour. Some of these
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seeds entered into the inner organisms of oysters that lay in

the deep beds of oceans and gave rise to pearls.

Pearls are divided into eight different species according

to the places of their origin, such as the Sainhalika (off the

coast of Ceylon), the Paraloukika (heavenly) the Sourash-

trika (born in the country of Shourashtra), the Tamraparna

(off the coast of modern Tamluk), the Parashava (Persian),

the Kouvera, the Pandyahataka and the Hemaka. Pearls

obtained from oysters fished off the coast of Ceylon,

Vardhana and Persia or the coast of any other foreign or

southern islands (Patala) do not lose much in comparison

with the other species as regards shape, size, colour and

other.properties.

The place of origin, should not be taken into account

in determining the price of a pearl. A learned gem-expert

shall only notice its shape and size. Nor can it be said that

defects or excellencies are restricted to any particular species,

since pearls of all shape and size can be obtained from

oysters of the several fisheries described above.

An oyster-pearl, grounded into a well round shape, should

be appraised at a price of thirteen hundred and five silver

coins. A pearl, weighing half a mashaka less in weight than

the former, should be valued at a sum of mony equal to a

two-fifth part of that of the former. A pearl weighing three

Mashakas, should be valued at two thousand silver coins.

According to a similar computation, the price of a pearl

weighing two Mashakas and a half, should be fixed at twa

thousand and three hundred silver coins. A pearl, weighing

two Mashakas only, but otherwise belonging to the commen-

dable type, should be valued at eight hundred silver coins.

A pearl weighing a Mashaka and a half, should be valued

at three hundred and twenty-five silver coins. The price of

a pearl weighing six Gunjas, should be laid at two hundred

silver coins, while a pearl, weighing half as much as the

former, should be valued at a hundred silver coins only. A
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pearl, weighing less than the preceding one by sixteen

Dharanas, is called a Darvikam as regards its weight, and

can fetch a price of hundred and ten silver coins only from

the hands of the ignorant. A pearl, weighing less than the

foregoing one by twenty Dharanas, is called a Bhavakam by

the experts and should not be valued at a higher sum than

seventy-nine silver coins.

A string of thirty pearls, each weighing a Dharanam,

should be valued at forty-four coins. A string of forty-four

pearls of Shiktha class, should be valued at thirty silver

coins. A string of sixty pearls, each weighing a Nikara,

should be valued at fourteen silver coins. A string of eighty

or ninty pearls tof the Kupya class, should be respectively

valued at eleven and nine silver coins.

The process of cleansing and perforating tire pearl seeds,

is as follows :—First, all the pearls should be collected and

kept in a bowl of boiled rice, previously saturated with the

expressed juice of the Jamvera fruits (lime). Then the

whole contents of the bowl, should be kept simmering for

a while, after which the pearls should be taken out and

rubbed with the liquid extract of boiled rice. Thus soft-

ened they, should be pierced through as desired. The pro-

cess of cleansing consists in gently heating the pearl seeds

placed in a] covered crucible, known as the Matsaputa and

covered over with a plaster of clay, after which they should be

boiled in milk, water or wine, according to the process known

as the Vitanapatti. Then the pearls should be gently rubbed

with a piece of clean linen, until they would begin to shine

with their characteristic lustre, which would indicate the

completion of the process of cleansing. This is what the

mighty Vyadhi laid down as regards the cleansing of pearls

out of his compassion towards the good and the erudite.

Pearls used for the personal decorations of kings and

noblemen, should be kept immersed in mercury contained in

a glass receptacle saturated with a solution of gold. This
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Is what is done by experts in the island of Ceylon. A pearl

of suspected genuineness, should be kept immersed, for a

night, in warm oil saturated with a quantity of common salt.

Its genuineness should be pronounced in the event of its

successfully stood the preceding test. In the alternative,

a pearl of questionable appearance, should be covered with a

piece of dry linen and rubbed with a seed of Vrihi grass, and

its genuineness should be presumed from the fact of its

colour having not been any way affected by the friction.

A pearl which is white, of good size, heavy, transparent,

round and possessed of cool and effulgent lustre, should be

regarded as the best of its kind. A pearl, which is possessed

of a pretty large size, is white, and round, emits rays of efful-

gent lustre, is pierced with a hole of uniform girth throughout

its length and evokes even the pleasure of a person not dis-

posed to purchase the same, should be looked upon as a pearl

of rare virtues. Not even a single evil can befall the possesor

of a pearl which is possessed of all the commendable features

and qualities enumerated in the present chapter.

-ro:-

CHAPTER LXX.

SUTA said:—The sun-god, having collected the gem-

begetting blood of that great demon (Vala) who was high in

dignity and mighty in prowess, attempted to stealthily fly

away by scaling the expanse of ether, blue like the colour

of a newly polished sword blade, when Ravana, the king of

Lanka, the conqueror of the celestials in a thousand battles,

intoxicated with his prowess, strength and victory, obstructed

his path in heaven like a second Rahu (Nodes), The sun.

god, afraid of his dreadful presence, dropped that blood in
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dismay into the unfathomable depth of the pool of Lanka)

tossing with myriads of sun-lit waves and girdled with a

belt of Arecanut trees. From that day, the pool has

acquired the celebrity of the Ravana Ganges and ranks

equally with the sacred Ganges in respect of religious merit

and sanctity.

From that day, the foreshores of that sanctified pool are

found to be strewn over with innumerable precious gems, and

shine with wonderful effulgence in the night as if pierced with

hundreds of golden shafts (Narachas). On its banks are

originated the bright and the beautiful-coloured PadmaragaS

(Ruby) and crystals and Kuruvindas of untold virtues are

begotten of the perfume wafted from its fragrant foreshores.

Several of the Kuruvindajas (which belong to the family

of the crystals, as are found in the country of Sougandhika)

resemble the flowers of the Vandhuka, the Gunja and the

Kinshuka trees in colours, some are coloured like the human

blood, While several of them resemble the colour obtained from

the insects known as the Indragopas or that of the seeds of a

pomegranate. Several of them are coloured like vermilion

or the Utpala flowers or saffron or like the dye obtained from

the solution of shellac, which though coloured uniformly deep

throughout their body, shine with a special intrinsic light at

their centre. These members of the family of crystals, illumi-

nated by the light of the sun, shoot forth rays of wonderful

colour and brilliancy from their sides which lighten up the

surrounding space and are refracted in all directions.

Some of these gems are coloured like the water dyed

with indigo and the expressed juice of the Kusumbha floWers.

Some of them vie with the extremely deep red ®f the Utpala

flowers. Some of them are tinged with a hue similar to that

of the flowers of a Kantakari plant, While several species bear

the colour of asafoetida. Some of them shine with an efful-

gence which resembles the eyes of a chakora or a male

cuckoo in colour, while the rest of the group are tinged deep
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red like the flower of a Kokonada plant (red lotus). Gems,
\born of Sougandhika, which are coloured like the red Utpala

htfwers, or are possessed of a bluish hue, are nearly equal

to those of the crystal family, as regards bright ness, hard-

ness, heaviness, etc. The -colour of the gems belonging

to the Kuruvinda family, is not so deep as that which

characterises the species of crystals, the former being

somewhat dull-hued and devoid of brilliancy, though thefe

are several shining Kuruvindas which are decidedly inferior

•to the crystals in point of lustre and brilliancy;

Kuruvindas, found in the bed of the river Ravana Ganga,

are possessed of a deep red hue like the gems known as the

Padmaragas, and can be favourably compared with the mem-
bers of the crystal family, as regards lustre and brilliancy.

A species of gems, resembling the Kuruvindas in colour, is

not usually found in the country of the Andhras and fetches

,' an inferior price, if accidentally obtained in that division

of Bharatavarsha. Similarly, gems, possessed of properties

kindred to those of the crystal family, are found in the

country of Tamvaru and are valued at a lower price*

Brilliancy of colour, heaviness, coldness, equal transparency

throughout its body, effulgence and dimension are the good

features of a gem.

A gem, though genuine and otherwise possessed of the

characteristic features of the family it belongs to, should not

be commended to use or wearing, if found to be Stained, of

sandy or cracked in the inside, or tough, dull and lustreless.

Grief, care, disease, death, ruin and loss of fortune over-

take the man who wears such a gem of the condemnable soft,

even out of ignorance or lack of sufficient knowledge about

the properties of precious stones. The five genuine species of

beautiful gems are usually substituted with the inferior or the

alien one's, which the wise and the intelligent would carefully

mark at the time of purchase or selection. The gems, found

25
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in the countries of Kalasapura, Sinhala, Tamvaru, Mukta-

paniya and Shreeparnakas, which go by the name of the

Padmaragas, are allied to one another, and should be re-

garded as alien to a Padmaraga of the genuine species.

The first of the above named species ( kalasa ) is marked

by a frosty or husky aspect. The alien species, found in

the country of the Tamvaru, is characterised by a redish or

copper-coloured hue, that found in the island of Sinhala,

looks thin and perched up, the Muktapaniyam is marked by

a shade of sky blue tint, while the Shreeparnakam is devoid

of lustre and brilliancy. These, in conjunction with the follow-

ing, form the distinctive traits of the several alien species of

the Padmaraga, viz., that they are either marked by a copper-

tint, or look frosty at the centre, or seem to be clouded

with an oily coating, or shine with a faded or. discoloured-

light after rubbing, or cast a dark shade at the sides, if pressed

on the head with the fingers. In testing a Padmaraga, which

excels in lustre and brilliancy all other members of its own

family, but which bears a weight unequal to the specific weight

of a gem of its own class and size, the wise should give their

verdict, as regards genuineness, to the one of greater weight of

the two gems compared. In a case of doubtful and bewilder-

ing testimonies, the gem should be subjected to the test of a

testing stone, or examined by scratching it with a gem of the

same species. Excepting diamond and Kuruvinda, no other

gem can cut or scratch a bit of Padmaraga or Indranila.

A gem, belonging to an alien or an incompatible group,

should not be worn with one of the genuine species and

possessed of great virtues. Even the wearing of such a

gem is forbidden, if strung together with the Koustabha of

divine potency. As a Chandala in the company of a host of

mighty Brahmanas, can defile them without the least effort,

so a gem of the incompatible type, can nullify the potencies

of all other precious stones, if worn or strung together. No
evil can befall the wearer of a genuine Padmaraga, even if
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he lives in the midst of his deadly enemies, or walks in the

path of illusion and unrighteousness. Diseases, incidental

to the derangement of the vital humours, or disturbances of

any kind, can never assail the man who wears a Padmaraga,

burning with the effulgence of its own stirring and sterling

properties.

The price fixed for a tandulam weight of cut and polished

diamond, should be understood as equal to that of a Mashaka

weight of cleansed and polished Padmaraga. A gem is

valued for its hue and brilliancy, and hence any deterioration

of these two qualities will correspondingly deteriorate its

price or value.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXXI.

SuTA SAID :—Vasuki, the lord of the serpents, carried

away the bile of that chief of the demons ( Vala ) and rent in

twain the vast expanse of heaven with the sweep of his

mighty tail. The body of that primordial Hydra, illumined

with the effulgence of gems glowing on his thousand hoods,

lay like a bridge of shining silver across the infinite deep of

dark blue ether ; whereupon behold, the mighty Gurada, whirl-

ing round with the strokes of his mighty pinions, darted down

upon that lord of the nether worlds and obstructed his way.

Vasuki in his turn, terrified at that dreadful presence, dropped

that bile, in dismay, down in that vale of the mount of Manikya,

shaded with the luscious boughs of resinous Turaksha trees,

and perfumed with the scents of the forests of Nalika.

Simultaneously with the fall described above, a portion of

the bile dropped down in the country, situated beyond the

Himalayas ( Varalaya ) and graced with the presence of the
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goddess of fortune ; and the coast of the land-locked sea of

that country) was transformed into one bed of Emerald The

mighty Garuda, the lord of the celestial birds, picked up a few

of the emeralds, with his beaks, even from the coast of that

inland sea, hut he soon dropped down in a. fit of fainting and

all the emeralds were cast forth through the apertures of his

nostrils.

An emerald, possessed of a colour resembling the tint of

the neck of a parrot, or that of a Shirisha flower, or tinged

like the bla.de of a green grass or a new grown moss, or glow-

ing with a, hue that; marks, the feathers of a peacock or the

back of a flre-fly^ should be deemed as possessed of the virtue

of bringing good luck to, its possessor. The country in which

the bile of the lord of the demons dropped down from the

beaks of that dreadful destroyer of the serpents (Garuda ),,

thus originating the veins of emerald therein, is very difficult

to get at, though Nature has bestowed her bounties upon it

with the most lavish hand.

An Emerald found in that emerald bed, is endued with the

virtue of neutralising the effects of poisons. Poison., secreted

from the fangs of a Maha-Sarpa
(
lit : the great

v

serpent,

black cobra ) or incidental to the bite by such a snake,, which

baffles the virtues of all medicinal herbs and incantations, is.

neutralised by its simple touch. An emerald, not found in

the abovesaid bed, but mined from any other place in the

same country, is the holiest of the holies.

The gem experts accord the highest praise to an emerald,

which is possessed of a dark green colour, and sheds a soft

glow, and looks as if stuffed with, powders of gold in the

inside, in company with the one which is coloured with an

uniform shade of green all through its. body, is heavy in

weight, is devoid of the condemnable traits and shoots,

forth rays of effulgence with the reflection of the sunlight.

An emerald whose inside changes its natural green hue
and shines with a dazzling light like that of a flash of.
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lightning modified with a greenish shade, as well as the one

which pleases the mind of the onlooker at the first sight,

should be deemed as possessed si the most excellent

qualities. An emerald, possessed of a transparent hue at the

centre, though coloured like the tender blade of a kusha

grass in its body, ranks very high as regards value and

quality. An emerald, simply glowing with its native dark

green hue, should be deemed inferior to one of the preceding

type.

An emerald, blackish ( dark blue ), lustreless, looking

sand-grained, dry and hard, and encrusted with Shilajatu

( bitumen ) should be deemed as of a very inferior sort. A
person seeking his own good and prosperity, shall never wear,

nor purchase a gem which has been made to look like

an emerald by means of dying or any other chemical process.

Similarly, the use of an emerald, possessed of a double shade

of colour, is prohibited by the injunctions of the Shastras. An
emerald coloured like a Putrika or a Bhallataka, should be

deemed as not belonging to the genuine type ( vijati ). The

colour or the glow of a Putrika-coloured emerald, is per-

ceptibly affected by rubbing it with a piece of linen, which

is often suspected to be a bit of glass for its lightness of

weight. The colour of an emerald possessed of a variety of

shades and attributes, is affected by the contact of a wind,

saturated with the essence of the Bhallataka.

Diamonds, pearls, or any other gems belonging to the

alien species, fail to shoot up rays in the upward direction

when not set in an ornament. In certain cases the upward

rays are perceptible, if the gems are cut straightwise or

held longitudinally, which disappear as soon as they are

held in a slanting position.

The wise and the intelligent, should wear an emerald set

in gold, at the time of religious ablution, or of rinsing the

mouth with water on the occasion of a religious sacrifice, or

during the performance of protective incantiohs, or at the
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time of making gifts of cows and gold, or during the perform-

ance of obsequious rites done unto the gods and one's depart-

ed manes, or for the cure of diseases, brought about by the

deraneed condition of the vital winds, or incidental to the

effects of poison. Similarly an emerald devoid of all blemishes

and set in gold, is possessed of the mystic virtue of bringing

victory to its wearer, if engaged in a battle with his adversary.

A pure emerald fetches a higher price than a ruby

( Padmaraga ) of equal weight, while a defective one should

be valued at a lower price than a similarly defective Padma-

raga of the same weight.

CHAPTER LXXII.

SUTA SAID :—The eyes of the lord of the demons ( Vala

)

which resembled the full blown blue lilies in hue and shape,

were severed from his dismembered organism and cast into a

country, where the beautiful damsels of Sinhala cull the

fragrant flowers from the stems of suppliant and inviting

creepers, in testimony whereof the expanding foreshores of the

ocean that washes the coasts of that favoured isle, edged with

a slender border of the Ketaka plants, glow as paved with one

continuous bed of sapphire ( Indra-Nila ). These gems are

coloured like the black ( dark blue ) flowers of the mountain

Karnika which grow on those banks and around which swarms

of black bees hum day and night, and which flowers are endued

with a sour taste through the contact of the throat-serum of

the Chakravakas ( birds ) that greedily suck their luscious sap

and flap about their gladsome wings. Several of these gems
are coloured like the clear and transparent water of that

tranquil sea, others are tinged like the breast-feathers of a
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peacock, others are possessed of a hue which resembles the

colour of the bubles that burst out on the surface of that dark

blue sea, while the rest are coloured like the hue that comes,

upon the breast of a male cuckoo in spring.

An Indra-Nila gem possessed of an uniform shade of

colour throughout its body, and clear and effulgent in its

lustre, should be deemed as a gem of a very high value. An
Indra-Nila possessed of a colour like that of an impregnated

rain-cloud or any way scratched or splintered, or found

encrusted with bits of stone, earth, or other ores or impurities,

or looking sandy in its grain, should be regarded as possessed

of dreadful features. Learned men, wise in the wisdom of

the Shastras, are loud in the praise of those excellent gems

which are largely found in the foreshores of the sea of

Sinhala.

Men acquire the same merit in and derive the same

benefit from, using an Indra-Nila which they derive from

wearing a gem of the Padmaraga species, and in the case

of doubt, an Indra-Nila should be subjected to the same

tests as are laid down in the case of a Padmaraga.

The features which characterise the three alien species of the

Padmaraga, apply mutatis mutandis to the case of an Indra-

Nila, which should be carefully noticed at the time of

purchase —An Indra-Nila would stand a greater amount

of heat or fire than a Padmaraga of equal size and weight.

But under no circumstance, a gem should be subjected to

an ordeal of fire, inasmuch as a gem burnt for the purpose

of being purged off of all impurities, or for a greater

brilliancy, brings ill luck to the person who burns It, as well

as to him on whose behalf such burning is performed.

Glass, marble, Vaiduryaya (lapis-Iazuli) and crystals, though

made to be possessed of a colour like the Indra-Nila, should

be regarded as alien to the latter in species. The weight

and hardness of these gems which are found to grow in an

increasing ratio from the glass upward, should be always
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tested. An Indra-Nila which shoots forth dark or faint rays

of copper-coloured light from its inside, as well as the one

shining with the blended colours of a Karavira and a blue

lotus, should be carefully preserved a3 a precious treasure.

An Indra*Nila which scintillates with the blended colours of

a solar spectrum, should be looked upon as a rare find on

earth.

An Indra-Nila, immersed in a quantity of milk weighing

hundred times its own weight and tinging the latter with its

native hue, is called the Maha-Nila. The price of a Masha

weight of Padmaraga is same as that of the four Masha

weights of Indra-Nila,

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXXI1I.

SUTA SAID :—O thou twice-born one, the mode of testing

such gems as the Vaiduryaya, the Padmaraga, the Karketana

and the Bhisma-stone, were first described by the god Brahma

to the holy sage Vyasa, who subsequently disclosed them to

the world for the good of the human race.

The bosom of that primordial ocean was violently agitated

by the thundering war-cry of that lord of the demons, whose

swollen and frenzied waters began to madly lash the jagged

face9 of its rock-bound coasts ; and behold, Vaiduryayas of

varied colours and matchless brilliance, were showered down
through the clefts of those water-riven shores, turning them

into beds of shining light. Accordingly the brow of the

contiguous hill of Vidura was transformed into a mine of

Vaiduryaga, which was originated by the war-cry of the demon

Vala and is named after the rock in which it was first found

to be imbeded. «
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The thunder like roar of the demon, gave rise to the

formation of packs of sable clouds, and Vaiduryyas of varied

colours were formed under their influence, as so many efful-

gent shootings off from that primordial sky. Colours which

mark the several classes of the Padmaraga, as well form the

distinctive features of the several species of the Vaiduryya,

of which those that are tinged like the breast-feathers of

a peacock, or coloured pale green like the leaves of a bamboo,

are the best as regards price and quality. A Vaiduryya,

possessed of a blended hue like that of the primary or the

exterior feathers of tjie wings of a Chasa ( bird ) occupies the

lowest place in the list as regards value and intrinsic virtues,

and accordingly its use is forbidden by the gem experts.

A Vaiduryya, .belonging to the commendable type,

brings good luck to its wearer, whereas the use of one of

the condemnable species, is attended with dreadful conse-

quences. Hence a Vaiduryya should be carefully observed

and tested before wearing. Stones, known as the Girikacha,

Shaishopala, or glass crystals, appearing as clouded smoke,

may be easilyjmistaken for a Vaiduryya, though they are alien

to it in species. They should be pronounced as bits of glass

in the event of their proving incapable of cutting or scratch-

ing a Vaiduryya of tested genuineness, whereas a Shaisho-

palakam stone, simulating the properties of a Vaiduryya,

should be detected by its lightness. A crystal, mistaken

for a gem of the species under discussion, should detected

by its greater brilliance.

The price of two pala weights of Vaiduryya, should

be laid at the amount fixed for the value of a Suvarna weight

of Indra-Nilam. Gems apparently resembling a Vaiduryya

in colour, but virtually belonging to the alien species, should

bejcompared in respect of gloss, softness, lighter weight, etc.,

with a Vaiduryya of tested genuineness. The price of

a. Vaiduryaya, in common with the rest of the gems, varies

according to its setting and purification and depends upon

26
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the fact of its being possessed of auspicious or inauspicious*

features. A gem losing' nothing of its excellence in course'

of ages, and carefully set by a jeweller in a suitable metal, of"

found in a mine of Sa-mateta or ire a country near the sea

coast, should be valued at a price six times greater than

that of*an ordinary gem belonging to the same species.

The price enumerated above, should be deemed as obtaining

in markets near the sea coast and in vicinity of the gem<

mines.

Sixteen Mashakas are equivalent to a weight,, technically

known as the Suvarnam in the parlance of the gem dealers,,

a seventh part whereof is called a Sana. Four Krishnalas

make a Masha or a Mashaka. A tenth part of a Pala makes

a Dharana.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

Suta said :—Gems known as the Pushparagas ( topaz )

origined out of the perched skin of that dismembered body

of Vala, which fell on the summits of the Himalays and

were thus naturally endued with high qualities. A topaz'

possessed of pale yellow colour, usually passes under the

denomination of the Padmaraga, while the one tinged with

the blending of a reddish and yellow hue, is called the

Kourunda. A topaz which is transparent and possessed of a

reddish colour, is designated as the Kashayaka, while the one,

tinged with a cold shade of bluish white, is known by the

denomination of Samanaka. A topaz coloured deep red or

dark blue is known by the epithet of Padmaraga or Indra-

Nila. The price of a topaz should be appraised at a rate as

previously laid down by the gem experts in the case of
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a lapis lazuli. The virtue of a topaz consists in removing the

sterility of a woman, .and in crowning her with the glory of

maternity.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXXV.

SUTA said :—The nails of the deceased Vala, the para-

mount king of the demons, scattered by the wind in the

lovely tufts of the lotus plants, were transformed into the

•seeds of the gems known as the Karketanam, the most prieed

of all gems in the world.

A Karketanam is usually found to be possessed of a hue

like the colours of honey, blood, and the moon beam blended

together, and shines with a peculiar dazzling effulgence of a

yellowish copper-tinged shade. A Karketanam which is

*blue or white or lustreless, should be looked upon as of in-

ferior quality, or affected with the inauspicious traits, or with

any disease, peculiar to minerals.

Karketanas which are naturally coloured with an uniform

shade of light yellow throughout their bodies, and are heavy,

cool, glossy and devoid of all dreadful or inauspicious features

as dullness of hue, cracks, fissures, etc., due to a deranged

or defective
(
lit., diseased

)
process of crystalization in the

course of its growth, should be looked upon as extremely

rare and the holiest of the holies.

A Karketanam, set in an article or an ornament of gold,

and appearing as if glowing with the blaze of a living fire,

acts as the greatest known panacea and should be regarded as

endued with the mystic virtue of increasing the progeny

and the duration of life of its wearer, and of bringing
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happiness to his household by destroying the evil propen-

sities of his mind, which are the inseparable companions of

the miscreant Kali ( the lord or creator of all moral evils ).

Men who use such a Karketanam gem of high and won-

derful virtues, whether for the purposes of decoration, or

otherwise, are sure to be the masters of 'untold wealth, and

are glorified in the world, and enjoy universal fame and per-

petual felicity amidst the unsolicited affections of many a

true, tested and devoted friends.

Stones of inferior light, shade, lustre, weight and origin,

may be found to simulate a Karketam of the genuine species,

which may be detected, at the first sight, by its high and

inimitable excellence in respect of the foregoing points or

attributes.

A Karketanam, clear and effulgent like the rays of the

midday sun, should be valued by a connoisseur at a proper

and adequate price, and according to its weight and native

excellence.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

Suta said :—The (seeds) semen of the lord of the

demons which was contained in its natural receptacle at the

time of his dissolution, was cast in a country situate to the

north of the Himalayas, and was transformed into the mines
of that excellent gem which is known as the stone of

Bhishma.

A Bhishma stone is usually found to be of a white colour

like that of a conchshell and resplendent like a ray of the

unclouded sun, while the one of a comparatively later origin,

is sometimes mistaken for a diamond.
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The man who devoutly wears a pure Bhishma stone, set

in gold, about his neck, perpetually meets with the good in

life.The wild and fierce beasts of the forest, such as wolves,

leopards, Sharabhas ( fabulous eight-feeted beasts of the

rhinoceros tribe ) elephants, tigers and lions, shun the pre-

sence of a man who wears a Bhishma stone about his neck,

and hurriedly fly away even if happened to be near his

person. Such a man can easily satisfy any number of wives,

and usually gets the upper hand in matters of sexual enjoy-

ment. Libations of water or obsequious oblations offered to

one's departed manes with a hand, adorned with a ring set

with a Bhishma stone, give them a satisfaction which lasts

for years to come, and poisons of such venomous creatures,

as serpents, moles, scorpions or of any other oviparous

animals, however strong and active, readily yield to its mystic

potency. The wearer of such a stone enjoys a sort of

immunity from the dangers of a watery grave and acts of

incendiarism, and thieves and robbers dare not intrude upon

the precincts of his house.

A wise man shall shun, from a distance, a Bhishma stone

which is possessed of a blended colour
(
greenish blue ) like

the hues which respectively mark a rain cloud and the

zoophytes (water plants,) or tinged with a dull, lifeless yellow,

or faded and discoloured. The intelligent shall fix the price

of a Bhishma stone with an eye to the nature of the season

of the year and the place of its origin, one obtained in a

remote country fetching a higher price than its kindred of

local origin, or obtained in a country which is not distant

from the place of its sale.

-:0:-



CHAPTER LXXVIf.

Suta said :—The serpents, having worshipped the nails

of the deceased lord of the demons, carried them away in

their mouths and deposited them on the summits of the

holy mountains ( Himalayas ) and in the beds of rivers which

flow through the hallowed confines of the countries beyond

( situate to the north of ) those mountains.

Pulakas ( a kind of gem ) found in the beds of rivers

flowing through such countries as Dasharna ( the eastern

part of modern Malwa ), Agadha, Makala ( Modern Amara-

kantaka, the source of the Narmada ) and in the provinces

of Gandhara ( modern Afghanisthan ) and Valhika ( Bactria

or modern Balkh ), and coloured like the seeds of the Gunja

{ a kind of shrubs bearing red-black berries ) honey and the

stems of the lotus plants or earth-coloured, should be regarded

as belonging to the most commendable type.

Pulakas possessed of variegated colours like those of

conchshells, lotus flowers, black bees, and Arka flowers and

chequered with lines, should be deemed as the most aus-

picious and holiest of their species, and as granting increase

of wealth and progeny to their wearers.

Pulakas possessed of a hue like the colour of a crow or

of an ass or of a jackal or of a wolf or carried away and

deposited in a place by vultures in their blood-stained beaks,

bring death to the person who collects or keeps them in his

possession. Hence the intelligent should avoid a Pulaka of

any of the aforesaid characters.

A Pulaka of the commendable type, weighing a Pala in

weight, should be valued at five hundred silver coins.

:o:-



CHAPTER LXXVIII.

SlTTA said :—The Fire God, having picked up the eofrtf*

plexion of the lord of the demons, cast it into the waters of

the Narmada, a portion of which fell into the low-lying lands

of the vicinity, occupied by the communities of vile caste.

From the complexion so cast about, originated the gem,,

known as the blood-stone, coloured like the hue of the

Indragopa insect blended with that of the mouth of a parrot,

and characterised by an uniform elevation: and brightness

of all its parts.

Blood-stones of various colours have been obtained on

different occasions, some of which are extremely clear and*

coloured pale red like the disc of the half moon. A blood

stone should be subjected to the same test as a sapphire, and

looked upon as possessing the mystic virtue of increasing

the wealth and the number' of servants of Its wearer. A
blood-stone fully matured, assumes the colour of a flash of

lightning.

-:or-

CHAPTER LXXIX.

SuTA said :—The god Langali took up the fat of the

deceased demon king, scattered it with his plough-share

over the countries traversed by the river Kaveri and the

Vindhya mountain, as well as over the countries of Nepal and

China and the tracts of land inhabited by the Yavanas. The

scattered bits of fat were transformed into crystals which

assume a white colour like that of conch shell or of the
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fibres found inside the stems of a lotus plant. No other

gem can vie with the present one in respect of absolving

the sin of a man. A crystal cut and polished by a skilful

artizan, should fetch a higher price than one in its uncut or

natural state.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXXX.

SUTA said :—The primordial hydra ( Vasuki ) carried away

the entrails of the lord of the demons and cast them into

the countries of Kerala, etc., out of which the corals of high

and excellent virtues were originated. Of these, those that are

coloured like the blood of a hare or that of a Gunja berry

or of a China rose, should be deemed as the best of their

kind, the countries of Romaka, Devaka and Sunilaka, being

the places of their origin. Corals obtained from any other

source are not so good as the aforesaid ones. The price of

a coral depends upon its cutting. A coral which is coloured

dark red and possessed of a cool, pleasant and soft shade,

should be deemed as belonging to the best species and as

endued with the virtue of augmenting the riches and filling

in the granaries of its wearer, as well as the best eliminator of

poison and a safeguard against all dreaded evils. Sounaka,

the corals and the crystals should be included within the

category of gems and used in testing their genuineness.

-:o:-



(chapter Lxxxi.

Suta said :—-Now I shall describe the holy pools and

Sanctuaries of which the river Ganges pre-eminently stands

as the most sacred; and which is easily accessible everywhere

throughout its course, except in three places, such as Harid-

Vara, Prayaga and Sagara (the Gangetic estuary) Prayaga is

the best of all sanctuaries, inasmuch as a man quitting this

life within the precincts of that sacred city, becomes a

liberated soiil after death, and oblations offered therein for

the absolution of the departed souls; fully serve their initiative

purpose, and moreover because, men resorting to its blessed

Sanctum for the fruition of any definite desire^ are sure to

Witness its realisation.

The city Of Benares is the foremost of all the sacred places

in which the god Keshava is transformed into the shape of

the god Vishvesha. The field of Kurukshetra is a great

sanctuary where men by making gifts and doling out

charities, become entitled to the privileges of an emancipated

soul Or to the enjoyment of creature comforts, as the case

may be-, in the life to come. The sacred pool at Prabhasa,

is a great place of pilgrimage where the divine image of the

god Soninath is installed. The fair city of Dvaraka is the

holiest Of the holy spots on earth and grants enjoyment

Of earthly cheers or salvation to those who resort to its

sanctum. The eastern bank of the river Sarasvati is holy

and likewise is the country of the Sapta Sarasvatam. The

sanctuary at Kedara has the merit of absolving a pilgrim

from all sins, whereas the Village of Shambhala is a good

place of pilgrimage. The sanctuary of Narayanam is a great

shrine, whereas a pilgrimage to the holy forest of Vadarika,

leads to the emancipation of self.

27
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Similarly, places or pools or hills like Shvetadvipa, Mayai-

puri, Naimisha, Pushkara, Ayodhya, the Aryatirtham, the

Chitrakutam, the Gomati, the Vainayaka, the hermitage of

Ramagiri, Kanchipuri, the Tunga-Bhadra, the Shreeshailam,

Setubaridham, Rameshvaram, the Kartikeyam, the Bhrigu-

tungam, the Kamatirtham, Kamaram and Katak, should be

regarded as important sacred pools, places or hills.

The god Mahakala is the presiding deity of the sanctuary

at the city of Ujjayani, while the god Hari, installed in the

shape of the imaged Shri-dhara, is the guardian deity of

Kuvjaka. Likewise Kuvjabhrakam is a great place of pil-

grimage, whereas a resort to Kalasarpi fulfills the desires of

a pilgrim.

The other renowned places of pilgrimage are the rivers

Maha-keshi, the Kaveri, the Chandrabhaga, the Vipasha,.

the sacred forest of Ekamram, the Brahma-tirtham, the

Devakotakam, the beautiful city of Mathura, the rivers Shona,.

Mahanada and the Jamvusara. Sacred is the spot where

stands an image of the god Hara or of Hari or of Gana or of

,

the Sun-god;

Rites of religious ablutions, acts of worship, and charity,

Shraddha ceremonies, repetitions of Mantras, or offerings

of oblations to one's departed manes, performed or done-

within the sanctum of any of the abovesaid pools or places,,

tend to bear immortal fruits.

A pilgrimage to the sacred village of Shalagrama, is re-

warded with the fruition of all desires, while the sanctuary

sacred to the god Pashupati, should be deemed as the holiest

of all holy places, like those known as the Kokamukha, the

Varaha, the Bhandiram and the Svamitirtham,

The Maha (supreme) Vishnu manifestation of the god'

Hari, is the presiding deity of the sanctuary at Mohadanda,
while the Madhusud'ana manifestation of the same deity is

the tutelary god at the sanctuary at Mandara. The sanctuary

of Kamarupam where resides the goddess Kamakshya, should
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he deemed as one of the most sacred spots on the globe, and

.likewise is the sanctuary at Pundravardhanam where resides

the god Kartikeya. Extremely holy are the sanctuaries at

Viraja and Purushottam and sacred are the hills and rivers

which go by the denominations of the Mahendra, the Kaveri

the Godavari, the Payoshni, and the sin absolving Vindhya.

Similarly sacred are the hills and cities and pools which are

known by the names of the Gokarna, the city of Mahishmati-

pura, Kalanjara and the sanctuary of the Shukra-Tirtham,

where acts of charity and obsequious offerings performed and

made in the presence of the bow-wielding (Sharnga-Dhara)

manifestation of Vishnu, lead to the emancipation of one's

self, and grants a religious merit equal to that of resorting to

a million of other sancturies. The sacred shrines at Nandi-

Tirtham, Nasika, the Govardhana, the Krishna, the Veni, the

Bhimaratha, the Gaudaki, the Tviravati, the Vindu-Sara, as

well as the washings of the feet of an image of Vishnu,

should be deemed, as the sancto sanctum of all sanctuaries.

A meditation upon the infinite self of Bramha, is the holiest

of all sanctuaries. A control or subjugation of the senses is

a great sanctuary. Holy is the sanctuary of one's curbing the

evil propensities of one's own mind, and holy is the sanctuary

of the purity of thought. The man who makes an ablution in

the waters of divine meditation of the pool of pure know-

ledge, uridefiled by the sediments of passion and envy,

attains to the highest station of spiritual existence,

Men who make any nice discrimination as regards the

sacred or non-sacred character of a particular sanctuary, alone

acquire the merit of making any pilgrimage. The man who

beholds the universe as but the manifestation of the one

and the secondless Bramha, stands above the necessity of

resorting to any so-called sacred place in the world. To him

all places are alike, as being equally sanctified by the pre-

sence of that supreme entity.

All pools and rivers, all hills and mountains which are the
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favourite haunts of the gods, are hallowed shrines, and acta

of religious ablutions and charities and the offerings of obse-.

quious cakes to, one's, departed manes on the occasions of

Shraddha ceremonies, done and performed, at any of these

sacred places, bear immortal fruits..

The sanctuary at Shriranga, sacred to. the god Havi, the

holy river Taj}^ the seven sanctuaries along the banks of

the Godavari, the sacred, hill of Kona, the sanctuary of Malia-.

Lakshmi with the close flowing sacred; streamlet of the

Pranita, situate in the brow of the Sajhyadri (the western.

Ghauts) and the shrines «,acred to, the dieities Ekavira. and;

Sureshvari, are renowned places of pilgrimage. A man

by bathing in any of the sacred pools at the Ganga-Dvarat

Kushavarta, Kankhala, the Vindhya.ka and, the Nil-Parvarta,

never reverts to the miseries of hurnan, life.

S.uta said :—The god Bramha. first beared, of aH these

all-giving sanctuaries from the god, Hari, and subsequently

described their sacred characters to. Vyas,a„ Daksha and to,

the rest of the brotherhood of the sages. Q Bramhan, a des-

cription of the origin and sanctity of the holy shrines at

Gaya, a pilgrimage whereto ensures a perpetual residence

in the region of B.ramha, formed the sequel fo that sacred;

topic

CHAPTER LXXXH.

Said the God Brahma -—Hear me, O Vyasa, briefly dis-.

course on the sanctity of the holy city of Gaya, which is the

holiest of the holies, and a patient hearing whereof entitles

the listener to all the good things in this life and to salvation

in the next. Once on a time, there lived a mighty demon
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named Gaya, who agitated the whole universe with the

energy of his own well-practised and austere penances. The

gods scorched, as it were, with the fiery emanations of his

austerities, deliberated his death in a synod duly convened,

and resolved to seek the umbrage of the protecting arms of

Vishnu to that end.

The latter promised them protection and the impends

jng fall of the mighty Gayasura, and the Gods, encouraged

by the words of that supreme divinity, repaired to their

respective abodes.

Once upon a time, the mighty Gayasura culled several

Jotus flowers which decked the waters of .the ocean of cream,

the favourite haunt of Vishnu, with the object of offering

them to the god Shiva in the course of a worship, and carried

them away to the country of Keekata, Misguided by the

illusive energy of Vishnu, the demon turned them to a

sacrilegious purpose, by making a bed of them for his own
Use, and fell under the fatal stroke of the celestial mace of

that divinity and departed his life in peace.

Since then, the mace-wielding Vishnu has been staying

within the precincts of that sacred city (Gaya) and on the

ossified remains of that mighty demon, with the single object

of granting salvation to those who might come there on

pilgrimage, and likewise the gods Bramha and Kalesha have

been living ever since within their imaged embodiments,

installed on the sanctified regains of that illustrious Gaya.

"Now then," said the mace-bearning god—"Behold, I shall

make a sanctuary of this blessed city. The man who bathes in

the holy pools which flow within its sacred confines, or makes

any gift or performs the Shradha ceremonies in honour of his

departed manes therein, shall ascend to the region of

Bramha, and shall never be doomed to the sufferings of hell."

Then the god Bramha, the grandfather af the celestials,

having been informed of the sacredness of the city (Gaya)

celebrated a religious sacrifice therein. The Bramhanas who
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were invited on the occasion, were honoured with substan-

tial tokens of devotion, and the priests, who officiated at the

sacrifice, were rewarded with as much gold as they could

carry. Streams of milk, curd, cream and thickened milk, were

made to flow through the city, and reservoirs of cordials and

luscious drinks were opened free to the public, not to speak

of other sweet and costly viands were served to all who

were present there. The god Bramha, by way of sacrificial

remuneration, transferred to the Bramhanas the proprietary

right of the whole city to the circuit of about ten miles,

but cursed them for their greed of gold which they did

not take the trouble of hiding on the occasion. Thus

addressed them the offended god :
—

" Cursed be ye all. Futile

will be the knowledge acquired by yourselves and your

fathers, and the studies of your progenies in the Vedic lore

will fail to bear any fruit. The wealth acquired by you and

your fathers shall be miserably squandered, and penury shall

fall to the portion of your children. Cursed be the soil of

your city, cursed be the hills which defend its borders, cursed

be the clouds which bring rain to your country, and cursed

be the rivers which irrigate your fields."

The Brahmanas, on their turn, fell on their knees and

propitiated the enraged divinity, who, in a relenting mood,

assured them that men coming on a pilgrimage to their

sacred city, would purchase their satisfaction for good value,

and that they would live on the bounties contributed by

persons performing Shraddha ceremonies in honour of their

departed manes at Gaya.

The fourfold means of salvation consists of a knowledge

of the Supreme Brahma, performance of Shraddha cere-

monies in honour of one's departed, forefathers at Gaya,

death in a cowshed, and residence within the confines of the

holy field of Kurukshetra.

O Vyasa, all the holy oceans and pools and rivers and wells

attend upon the man who makes a religious ablution in any
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of the sacred pools at Gaya. Sins incidental to the murder

of a Brahmana, of to the drinking of wine, or due to one's

defiling the bed of a superior person, or incidental to the

company of a person guilty of any of the aforesaid crimes,

is absolved by performing a Shraddha ceremony in honour

of his soul at Gaya. Persons who have departed this life

without the rites of purification done unto their souls, or

killed by thieves and ferocious wild beasts, as well as the

souls of persons died of snake bites, enter the region of

paradise through the merit of a Shraddha ceremony done unto

them at Gaya. I cannot exhaust the merits and benefits

which a man acquires and derives by offering an obsequious

oblation at Gaya, if I go on relating them even for millions

and millions of years.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

Said THE God BRAHMA :—The city of Gaya is a sacred

sanctuary in the country of Keekata and likewise is the forest

of Rajagriha (modern Rajgir) in that part of the continent

of India. Sacred is the place called the Vishaya Charana,

and the rivers which drain the aforesaid tracts are the holiest

of the holies. The part of Gaya known Munda-Prishtha

covers an area of a crosha and a half (three English miles)

measured from north to south and from east to west, the

entire site of the sanctuary (Gaya) enclosing an area of

ten square miles. The part of the sanctuary known as

the Gaya-Shirah {lit., the head .
of Gaya) measures a crosha

(two English miles) in length, and oblations offered to one's

departed manes within its limit, secure them an elevated

status in the next world. A man, by simply making a
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pilgrimage td Gaya, stands absolved from all debts dug

by him to his forefathers. The God Janarddana stands as

the embodied image of the Pitris at Gaya, and a simple

glance at that lotus-eyed deityj is enough to discharge the

threefold obligation which he has incurred in the capacity

of a son, a created being, and a disciple to a particular sage'

or Rishi.

Similarly, by Witnessing the images of the gods Rudray

Kaleshvara arid Kedara at Gaya, a man is supposed to pay

.off the debts he owes to his fathers. By seeing the image

of the celestial grandfather at Gaya, A man is absolved from

all sins, whereas by repairing to the presence of the divine'

image of the great grandfather at Gaya, a man is sure to enter

the sinless region after death.

The man who approaches in a humble arid contrite spirit

the divine image of the mace-bearing deity arid devoutly

lays himself prostrate before that best of all male subjects

in the universe, is freed from the cycles of necessary existence

and never reverts to the pangs of mortality after death.

O thou sage among the twice-born ones, the man who visits

the shrines of the god Mounaditya and Kariakarka in a spirit-

of devotion, is purged of all sins and is discharged from all

obligations to his fathers. By worshipping the god Brahma

at Gaya, the worshipper is sure to ascend, after death, to the

region presided over by that divinity. The man, who having

performed his daily right of Sandha (recitation of certain

Vedic hymns and verses by a Brahmana at the three divi-

sions of a day) repairs to the divine presence of the imaged

Gayatri at Gaya, acquires the merit of reciting the entire

Vedas through the grace of that benign goddess. Similarly

by resorting, in the noon, to the shrine of the goddess Savitri,'

a pilgrim acquires the merit of celebrating a religious sacri-

fice. A visit to the shrine of the goddess Sarasvati in the

evening, adds to the credit of the votary the merit of making
an unsolicited gift.
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A visit to the image of the divine sage Augusta, or to the

forest of Dharma graced by the presence of that imaged

god of virtue, and situate within the holy confines of that

sacred city, absolves a man from all debts to his fathers.

Where is the man, where is that degraded, abject, and

hardened sinner who does not feel himself emancipated

from the trammels of life in the presence of the divine

image of Gridhreshvara ? The man who sees the cow-

goddess in the sylvan abode of that divinity, is sure to

lead his departed manes to the region of Brahma. The

man who pays a visit to the shrine of the god Prabhashesha

at Gaya, acquires an elevated status in after life. By

viewing the image of god Kotishvara, or by resorting to

the sanctuary of Ashvamedha, a man is freed from all

indebtedness to his forefathers. By seeing the divine image

of the god who commands the gates of heaven, a man

is liberated from the trammels of existence. The man who

visits the shrine of Rameshvara or that of the mace-playing

. God at Gaya, ascends to the region of the immortal gods.

Similarly by paying a visit to the shrine of Bramhesha, a

man is absolved from the sin which he. had committed by kill-

ing a Bramhana.

By resorting to the shrine of the goddess Mahachandi

at Munda-Prishtha, a_man is enabled to witness the realisation

of all his heart-felt desires. By paying a visit to the shrine

of the god Phalgvisha (the god of the river Phalgu) or by

seeing the images of the goddesses Phalgu Chandi and

Gouri or of such gods as Gomaka and Gopati, a man is

supposed to fully discharge his debts to his fathers. A similar

benefit is derived from paying a visit to the shrines of

Angaresha, Siddhesha, Gayaditya, Gaja and Markandeya-

shvara. Does not an ablution in the holy pool of the

Phalgu and a visit to the shrine of the god Gadadhara,

signify the acme of one's good fortune ? What more can

the pious and the devout expect for the recompense of their

28
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good deeds in life ? The merit of these acts leads the souls

of one's departed ancestors, removed even up to the twenty-

first degree in the ascending line, to the region of Brahman.

All the holy streams, lakes and mountains which sanctify

our mortal globe, resort to the waters of the river Phalgu,

once a day. Gaya is the most sacred spot in the world.

The quarter known as the Gayashiras, is the sancto sanctum

of that hallowed sanctuary, and the river Phalgu is the holiest

of the holies as well, since it forms the mouth of the im-

mortal gods.

The holy pool known as the Nabhi-tirtham lies to the

north of the river Kanaka, and occupies a middle place

between that river and the holy well of Brahma-Sada

an ablution wherein leads the bather to the region of Brahma

after death. The man who offers oblations or obsequious

cakes to his departed manes on the rim of that sacred well

and casts them in its holy waters, is freed from all moral

indebtedness to his forefathers. Similarly a Shraddha cere-

mony performed by a man at the shrine of the immortal

Vata tree, leads the souls of his departed* forefathers to the

region of Brahma. The man who bathes in the holy pool,

known as the Hansa-tirtham, is absolved from all sins. A
Shraddha ceremony performed by a man at any of the follow-

ing sacred spots or shrines, such as the Koti-Tirtham, the

Gayaloka, the Vaitarini, and the Gomaka, leads the souls of

his ancestors, removed even to the twenty-first degree in the

ascending line to the region of Brahma.

The man who performs a Shraddha ceremony of his

deceased ancestors at the Brahma-tirtham, or Rama-tirtham,

or Agni-tirtham, or Soma-tirtham or at the banks of the Rama-

hrada, ensures the residence of his departed manes in the

region of Brahma. By performing a Shraddha ceremony at

the banks of the Northern Manasa, a man is liberated from

the trammels of re-birth, while a similar ceremony performed

at the banks of its name sake in the south, leads his
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departed manes to the region of Brahma. A ceremony of

Bhishma-Tarpanam, performed at the sanctuary known as

the Kuta, brings salvation to the performer, while a man can

fully discharge his debts to his fathers by performing a

similar ceremony at the shrine of Gridhreshvara (the lord of

cormorants).

The man who pays a visit to the goddess Dhenuka (cow-

goddess) in the forest named after her, and performs a

Shraddha ceremony in honour of his departed manes after

having made a gift of the type, technically known as the

Tila Dhenu (cow of sesamum) ensures their residence in the

region of Brahma. A similar ceremony performed at any

of the following sacred places such as the Aindra-Tirtham, the

Nara-Tirtham, the Vasava-Tirtham, the Vaishnava-Tirtham,

or on the banks of the river Mahanadi, is attended with

the same result.

The man who bathes, or performs the rites of his' daily

Sandhya worship and offers libations of water to the gods

and his departed manes, and performs a Shraddha ceremony

for the welfare of their soul, in or about any of the following

sacred shrines such as the Savitri, the Gayatri, the Sarasvati,

etc., succours the souls of a hundred and one generations of

his fathers and cognates, and ensures their residence in the

region of Brahma.

By passing through the hill crevice or the natural tunnel

known as the Brahma-Yoni, with his mind absorbed in the

contemplation of his forefathers, a man is exempted for good

from the trouble of passing through the uterine canal of any

woman in the shape of a child. Libations of water, offered

by a man to his departed manes at the shrine of Kakajangha,

give them infinite and perpetual satisfaction. The man who

performs a Shraddha ceremony at the well of Matanga in

the holy forest of Dharmaranya, ascends to heaven after

death. A similar ceremony performed at the well of virtue

or at the shrine of the stake of virtue (Dharma Yupa)
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absolves a man from all obligations to the souls of his fore-

fathers. The gods should be invoked to bear testimony

to the fact as follows :
—" Witness, O ye gods,, and the

guardian angels of the different regions or abodes, that I have-

come to the well of Matanga in this holy forest and have

brought about the Liberation of my departed manes.'''

The man who performs his ablution* in the holy pooB

of Rama-Sara and celebrates a Sbraddlha ceremony in

honour of his departed manes, at the sacred shrine of

Prabhasaka, witnesses their Liberation, from astral existence

on the summits of the hills of the ghosts (Preta Shila) if

they had been doomed to the tortures of such a life through

the effects of their misdeeds in this mortal globe. The man
who. performs a Shraddha ceremony at the sacred shrine

of SvapusMa or at the sacred hill of Mundapristha,. Leads

Ms departed manes to the region of Brahma.

There is not a single spot within the boundaries of the

city of Gaya which is not a sanctuary in itself. An oblation

offered any where within the precincts of that sacred city,

bears immortal fruit and carries the departed manes of the

person making the offering to the eternal region of Brahma.

The man who offers an obsequious cake for the benefit of his

own soul into the hands of the t;od Janarddana, by reciting the

prayer which runs as.
—

" I have offered this obsequious ob-

lation, O Janarddana, in thy eternal hands. May this oblation

last me for eternal time and make roe an emancipated self

in the world to come,' is sure to ascend to the region of

Brahma in the company of all bis departed manes.

An oblation offered to the soul of one's ancestors either

at the sanctuaries of Dharma Prisbtba, Akshayavata or Gaya
Shiras or on the banks of the sacred pool of Bnahmai

(Brahma-Saras) bears immortal fruit. The man who per-

forms a Shraddha ceremony of his forefathers after having

visited the holy forests of DharmaranyanT, Dhenukaranyami

and the sacred hill of Dharmapristham, is sure to succour
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the souls of his cognates to the twentieth decree of

consanguinity. •

That quarter of the sacred city which lies to the west of

the river Maya, is called the forest of Brahma, the hermitage

of Bharata, while the hill of Nagadri and Brahma Sada occupy

the eastern portion thereof. A Shraddha ceremony should

be performed at the foot of the god Matanga in the hermitage

of Bharata. The hill known as the Pandushila is situated

in the forest known as the Champaka Vanam, lying to the

south of the Gaya Shiras and to the west of the river

Mahanadi. A Shraddha ceremony performed under the

auspicies of the third phase of the mbon and within the

boundaries of the sacred pools of Nischira or the great lake

or the Koushiki, bears immortal fruit.

The hill known as the Krounchapada lies close to the

lake of Tritiya which is situated to the north of the river

Vaitarini, and there, by performing a Shraddha ceremony of

his departed manes, a man is sure to carry them up to the

eternal heaven. The lake called the Nischira lies to the north

of the hill known as the Krounchapada.

The man who contemplates that a visit to Gaya is not a

matter of every day probability, and that it does not fall to

the lot of every one to offer obsequious cakes at Gaya to

one's departed manes more than once in life, shall do well

to touch the holy waters of the river Mahanadi and to offer

libations of the same to his departed manes, whereby they

would be enabled to ascend to the regions of eternity,

accompanied by the souls of all the departed cognates of the

offerer. The man, who recites at the shrine of the goddess

Gayatri, the Vedic hymns and verses composing the rite of

his daily Sandhya, is sure to acquire the merit of such conti-

nuous recitation for the period of twelve consecutive years.

The man who resides for two fortnights, both light and

dark, within the sacred walls of Gaya, sanctifies the seven

generations of his own family and children. By visiting the
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sacred hills of Mundaprishtha, Aravinda arid Krounchapada

which rise up from the hallowed plains of that sacred city,

a man is absolved from all sins and of whatsover nature.

An offering of an obsequious cake to one's departed

manes at Gaya, under the auspices of the continuance of

the sun in the sign of the cancer or under that of a solar or

a lunar eclipse, should be regarded as a piece of exceptionally

rare good fortune.

Rare is the man in the three habitable worlds who is

fortunate enough to cast obsequious cakes in honour of his

departed manes at Gaya under the auspicies of the sun's

continuance at the sign of the cancer, or under that of a

solar or a lunar eclipse. A Shraddha ceremony performed at

any of, the seven following sites in Gaya, such as the great

lake, the Koushiki, the Mulakshetra and the rock-hewn cave

of the mount Gridhrakuta, etc., ensures an elevated status in

the plain of astral existence to the soul for whose benefit the

ceremony is celebrated. The man who performs a Shraddha

ceremony at the place where flows the mighty stream of

Maheshvari is supposed, to discharge all debts to his ances-

tors. The man who performs a Shraddha ceremony on the

banks of the world-renowned stream of the sacred Vishala,

acquires the merit of celebrating an Agnisthoma sacrifice

and is translated to heaven after death. Similarly a Shraddha

ceremony celebrated at the sacred shrine of Mashapada, as

well as a rite of ceremonial ablution performed therein,

ranks equal in merit with the celebration of a Vajapeya

sacrifice. An obsequious cake offered at the shrine of the

Ravipada, lifts up a fallen and benighted soul from the

bottom of perdition.

The Pitris (departed manes of a person) acknowledge

the sonship of a child and own him alone as their true

offspring who resorts to the sacred precincts of Gaya
for the sole purpose of benefiting them spiritually and
offers them boiled rice by way of funeral oblation. The Pitris,
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afraid of the torments of hell, pray for the birth of a male

child in their surviving family on earth, so that he might

make a pilgrimage to Gaya, and succour their distressed

souls from the gloom of the nether worlds. Verily do they

rejoice over the advent of a son in Gaya, thinking that the

water accumulated in the ruts of the streets of that sacred

city and tossed off by his legs, might some day lead to the

emancipation of their selves.

An obsequious cake offered to a departed spirit at Gaya

by his son in flesh or by any other person, lifts him up to the

region of the eternal Bramha. A similar pilgrimage to the

sacred pool of Koti-Tirtham leads a man to the region of

Vishnu.

The river, which is renowned in the three worlds by the

name of Vaitarini, is descended from the region of the im-

mortal gods and laves the shores of the sacred Gaya,

absolving the souls of all departed beings. The man who
performs a Shraddha ceremony, or offers an obsequious

cake to, or makes the gift of a cow for the benefit of, his

departed manes on the banks of that sacred stream, succours

the souls of twenty-one generations of his ancestors.

A son, visiting the sacred sanctuary at Gaya in course of

time, and for the spiritual benefit of his own departed fore-

fathers, shall give a sumptuous repast to the local Bramhanas,

as directed by the grandfather .of the celestials. By wor-

shipping his departed manes, a man acquires the merit of

worshipping all the gods. The Bramhanas. on such an

occasion, should be fed and propitiated according to the

rules of a Havya Kavya ceremony.

Gaya is the best place for the religiously disposed to

quit their mortal frames. The man who performs a Vrisho-

tsarga ceremony at Gaya, the best of all sanctuaries, is sure

to acquire the" merit of a hundred Agnisthoma sacrifices.

An intelligent man shall prospectively offer obsequious

cakes to his own soul at Gaya, as well as to those of others
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without the customary admixture of sesamum with them.

O Vyasa, such cakes should be duly offered at Gaya to the

souls of one's all departed cognates, agnates and ancestors

in the direct line of succession, as well as to their friends

and relations.

By performing a ceremonial ablution in the sacred pool

of Rama-Tirtham, a man acquires the merit of making a

gift of a hundred cows at a time. A similar ablution in the

lake of Matanga, is sure to enhance that merit ten-fold. The

man who bathes at the confluence of the sacred Nishchira,

leads his departed manes to the region of Brahma. By

bathing at the hermitage of Vashista, the bather acquires

the merit of performing a Vajapeya sacrifice. A residence

near the sacred stream of Koushika ensures the merit of

performing a Horse-Sacrifice. The hallowed fountain of

Agnidhara rises from the lake sacred to the grandfather of

the gods, and is usually known as the Kapila. The man

who performs a Shraddha ceremony at or near this sacred

stream, acquires the merit of performing an Agnisthoma

sacrifice. By performing a similar ceremony near the foun-

tain, sacred to the god Kumara, a man is sure to acquire

the merit of performing a Horse-Sacrifice, whereas a visit

to his divine image at the adjoining shrine, leads to

the emancipation of one's self. An ablution in the sacred

fount of the moon god, -ensures one's residence in the

region of that divinity after death. The man who offers

an obsequious cake to his manes on the banks of the pool

sacred to that god leads them to the region of Brahma.
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CHAPTER LXXXIV.

BRAHMA said ;—The man who is about to start on a

pilgrimage to Gaya, shall only perform a Shraddha ceremony

before setting out on his journey) circumb'ulate his native,

village in the garment of an anchorite) take up his residence

in an adjoining village, live on the residue of obsequious

cakes offered to his manes in the course of that Shraddha

ceremony, and shall then go on his way) refraining from

taking alms and charities on the road. The departed

ancestors of a man commence to ascend each step of stairs

to heaven at his each foot-fall on the way to that sacred

city. The rules of fasting and shaving the head hold good

in the case of all sacred pools and shrineS) except Kurukshetra,

Vishala, Viraja, and Gaya. A Shraddha ceremony at Gaya,

does not wait for any particular part of the day for its per-

formance) which may be gone through at any time in the day

or night. By performing a Shraddha ceremony at Benares,

or at the banks of the Shona, or the Mahanadi, a man is

sure to ensure a felicitous residence to ,his manes in heaven.

A pilgrimage to the sacred pool of Uttara Manasa at Gaya,

grants the greatest success to the pilgrim in respect of his

penances and penitential observances in general. By per-

forming a Shraddha ceremony at the latter sanctuary, a man

is sure to witness the fruition of all his desires and becomes

an emancipated self after death. A man by observing a vow.

of silence and by offering an obsequious cake to his manes at

the shore of the sacred pool of Dakshina Manasa at Gaya,

stands absolved from the threefold obligations of human life.

The sacred pool of Kankhalam lies to the north of the

shrine of Mundaprishtha at Gaya, and is the favourite haunt

of the gods and the spirits of the immortal sages. The

Siddhas delight to wade along the banks of this sacred fount;

and serpents of dreadful appearance, guard its shores with

29
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their protruding tongues, inspiring terror into the hearts of the

wicked and the unrighteous. An ablution in the waters of

this sacred pool paves one's way to heaven, and a Shraddha

ceremony performed at its shores is sure to bear immortal

fruits. The pilgrim having duly made obeisance to the sun-

god and having offered obsequious cakes to his manes,

should recite the following prayer :—"Come, O ye high-souled

Agnishvata and Vahirsadas, come O ye my heavenly manes

whose drink is the juice of the ambrosial Soma, come and

take me under your protection during my sojourn in this

sacred city. I have offered obsequious cakes to the souls of

my forefathers and to the spirits of those who had once been

the members of my family on earth. I have come to Gaya for

that express purpose."

Then having cast obsequious oblations to his manes as

above indicated, he should resort to the sacred pool of the

Phalgu and subsequently see the divine image of the celestial'

grandfather and that of the club-weilding deity, whereby

he would be able to discharge all obligations, incidental to

his birth. An ablution in the waters of the sacred Phalgu,

'

as well as a visit to the divine image of the mace-bearing

god, leads to the emancipation of a man after death and

liberates the souls of his deceased cognates, even removed

ten degress from him both in the ascending and descending

lines of succession.

I have described the doings of a pilgrim in his first day

at Gaya. On the second day, he should visit the holy forest

of Dharmaranyam and offer obsequious cakes to his manes

on the hallowed banks of the lake sacred to the god

Matanga. A visit to the sacred forest of Dharmaranyam:

ranks equal in merit with the performance of a Vajapeya'

sacrifice. A pilgrimage to the sacred pool of the Brahma-

tirthakam equals in merit with the performance of a Vajapeya

or that of a horse-sacrifice. A Shraddha ceremony should

be performed and oblations and libations •'of water should be
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offered to one's manes at any spot lying between the Yupa

and the sacred well aforesaid (Brahma-tirtham).

The duty of the third day consists in paying a visit to

the Brahmasada and in offering obsequious cakes and

libations of water to one's departed manes, and in perform-

ing a Shraddha ceremony in their honour at a place midway

between the Yupa and the sacred well. All beings, from the

minutest animalculum to the creator of the universe, per-

petually grace with their presence the holy pasturage known

as the Goprachara, and a propitiation of those immortal

spirits by a man, leads to the emancipation of his departed

manes. By circumbulating the sacred Yupa, a man is sure

to acquire the same merit as that of performing a Vajapeya

sacrifice.

On the fourth day, having bathed in the sacred waters

of the Phalgu, and having offered libations of water to the

gods and his departed manes, and performed a Shraddha

ceremony in their honour at the sanctuary of Gaya-Shirsha,

O Vyasa, the pilgrim should offer cakes at the mouth and

over the three foot-prints of the deity, as well as in the five

sacred fires ( Panchagni ) . A Shraddha ceremony performed

at Gaya-Shirsha under the auspicious aspects of the sun and

the moon in the month of Kartikeya, bears immortal fruits.

A Shraddha ceremony usually embraces the worship of

nine different deities which should be made to include

( Dvadasha-daivatam ) three more, while performed within

the sacred precincts of Gaya. A Shraddha ceremony in

honour of one's deceased mother, should be separately per-

formed on the occasion of an Anvastaka, or Vriddhi, or on

the date of her death, as well as in Gaya, while on all other

occasions, the ceremony should be performed jointly with

that of his father.

The man, who having bathed at the Dashashvamedha, sees

the image of the celestial grandfather and touches the foot

of the god Rudra, is exempted from reverting to life and ' its
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miseries. By performing a Shraddha ceremony at Gaya-

shiras, a man acquires the same merit which one gets by

making a gift of the whole earth, covered aver with threefold

layers of gold. The obsequious cakes,, to. be offered at the

sanctuary of Gaya-shiras, should he made to measure the

leaves of a Shami tree in size, the occult energy of which

may be unquestionably looked up to as the deliverer of the

manes of the performer.

The god Mahadeva rested his foot on the sanctuary at

Munda-prishtha and accordingly a man may achieve peni-

tential success at the place with the least effort or exertion.

Spirits in whose names obsequious cakes are offered at Gaya~

shirsha, rise to, heaven if doomed to, the tortures, of bell,, or

become emancipated selves,, if already happened to be in the

former place.

On the fifth day of his stay at Gaya, the pilgrim should

perform a religious ablution at the sanctuary of Gadalola and

offer obsequious cakes to his departed manes at the root of

the sacred Vata tree,, whereby he would succour the souls of

his deceased ancestors from the gloom of the nether regions.

Even by feeding a single Brahmana with boiled rice and

prepared potherbs at the sacred Vata tree, a man would

acquire the merit of treating a million of Brahmanas to a

sumptuous repast. By performing a Shraddha ceremony at

the root of the immortal Vata tree and by seeing the divine

image of the celestial' grandfather, a man is sure to ascend

to the region of the immortals and to deliver a hundred

generations of his departed manes from the shades of Hades.

A father usually desires the births of many sons of his own
loins, so that some of them might resort to Gaya, or perform

a Vrishoksarga Shraddha ceremony, or undertake a horse

sacrifice for the welfare of his spiritual self after death.

Once on |a time, a ghost met a certain merchant in the

way and addressed him as follows :—
"Cast some obsequious cakes in my name at the sanctuary
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of Gayashirsha, since both the offerer and the receiver of such

cakes are liberated from the confines of the nether regions

and are admitted into the abodes of the gods." The merchant

did as he was requested to do by the departed spirit, and

subsequently offered obsequious cakes to his own forefathers

jointly with his younger brothers, who were immediatey re-

leased from the mansion of death. The merchant in his

turn was blessed with the birth of a male child named
Vishata. His wife Vishala bore him that son. Vishala, who
was childless up to that time, asked the Brahmanas, how he

could beget children, and the Brahmanas replied that a pil-

grimage to Gaya, would remove all impediments in the way of

having offsprings of his own. Vishala went to Gaya and

offered obsequious cakes to his departed fathers at the sanc-

tuary of Gayashirsha. Whereupon a son was born to him. One
day Vishala saw three shadowy images, white, red, and black

reflected in the sky just hefore his eyes. He questioned them

as to their identity and whereabouts, whereupon the white one

replied. " I am thy father, O Vishala, and am at present re-

siding in the region of Indra through the merit of my good

deeds in life. O son, the red spectre thou findest is my
father who killed a Brahmana in his human existence and was.

a man of the blackest inequity on earth. The black one is my
grandfather who had taken by forcible hands the life of many

a holy sages in their hermitage. They are now doomed to the

torments of that particular quarter of the sea of hell, whose

dire monotony is not broken by the rising of a single wave

and which hides within its lethian and unfathomable depth

an eternity of impious misery and waiting. Release them,,

O thou the offerer of our obsequious cakes, from the dismal

confines of that infernal world and send them happy and

emancipated to the region of the immortal gods.'*

Now Vishala did what he was requested to do by his father

and assended heaven after a prosperous sovereignty or

earth.
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" May our departed manes who have been deprived of

their obsequious cakes and libations of water, as well as the

spirits of those who had been born in our family and died

immediately after having been delivered of the womb, or

without the rite of Chudakaranam done unto them, together

with the souls of those whose earthly remains had not been

cremated in the funeral pile, or whose earthly bodies had

been consigned to the unconsecrated fire, be propitiated with

the obsequious- cake now offered by me, on the ground.

This funeral oblation offered to the souls rof my father,

grandfather, great grandfather, mother, paternal grandmother,

paternal great grandmother, or to those of my maternal

grandfather, maternal great grandfather, maternal great

great grandfather, maternal grandmother, maternal great

grandmother, or maternal great great grandmother,' or to

the spirits of any other departed person or relation, furnish

them with eternal satisfaction."

-:o:

CHAPTER LXXXV.

Brahma said :—Then having performed a ceremonial

ablution with the Varunastra Mantra, the pilgrim should offer

obsequious cakes to his departed manes at the sanctuary of

the hill of spirits (Pretashila) and invoke them as follows :

—

" On the blades of Kusha grass extended in my front, and

with this libation of water containing sesamum, I invoke the

presence of the souls of those who had been born in myfamily

and subsequently died without any means of succour from

the shades of the infernal region. I offer these obsequious

cakes for the liberation of those spirits who had once born

in flesh in the family of my father or mother. I offer this

obsequious cake to those spirits, who had once taken their
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birth in the family of my maternal grandfather and who are

divested of all means of liberation from their infernal confines.

I offer this obsequious cakes for the release of those of my
relations who had died in their mother's womb, or had found

an untimely grave even without cutting a single tooth. I have

offered this obsequious cake for the succour of those of my
friends, whether born in my family or otherwise, and even

whose names and spiritual clanship have escaped from my
memory. I offer this cake to the souls of those who have com-

mitted suicide or met a violent death either by water, poison,

blow, or strangulation. I offer this obsequious cake to the

spirits of those who had been burnt to death, or devoured by

lions and tigers, or killed by horned cattle, or expired under

the bites of fanged or sharp-toothed beasts. I offer this obse-

quious cake to the spirits of those whose earthly remains

had been cremated in unconsecrated fire, or had not been

consigned to the flames of any fire at all, as well as to the

souls of those who had been killed by thieves or lightning.

I offer this obsequious cake for the liberation of those spirits

who had been kept confined within the dark walls of the

hells known as the Rourava and the Kalasutra. I offer this

obsequious cake for the liberation of those spirits who are

at present doomed to the tortures of those divisions of hell,

which are known as the Kumbhipaka (hell of whirling eddies)

or Asipatra Vanam (Forest of sword blades). I offer this

obsequious cake for the liberation of spirits who are tortured

in other quarters of hell. I offer this obsequious cake for

the emancipation of those spirits who had re-incarnated as

serpents, birds,1 or other lower animals, or bad been consigned

to the voiceless agonies of vegetable life. I offer this ob-

sequious cake for the liberation of those spirits who under

the ordination of the god of death, had been consigned to

suffer eternal tortures in hell. I offer this obsequious cake

for the elevation of those spirits in the astral plane who, for

their countless misdeeds in successive re-births," arid through
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the Workings of the propulsions of ignoble passions turned

into dynamics of fate, are perpetually getting down in the

graduated scale of life, and to whom a working upward to

to the plane of human existence has become a thing of

farest impossibility, May the souls of those who Were friends

to me in this life, of had been my friends in any other

existence, of of those who afe not felated to frife in that

Capacity and afe utterly friendless for the pfesent, be propi-

tiated and liberated by this obsequious cake which 1 have

offered at the present sanctuary in Gaya. May the souls of

any of my fofefathefs, who might be Staying at pfesent in the

shape of astral beings, derive pefpetual satisfaction ffom the

obsequious cake which I have offefed. I have offered obse-

quious cakes for the satisfaction of all those spirits who had

once taken theif birth in the family of my fathef or mother,

or who were related to my pfeceptors, of father-in-law or any

Othef felations in life, of who had died without having any

issue of their own, and accordingly stand, at pfesent, divested

of their specific shares of funeral cakes and libations of water,

or who had been bofn deaf, dumb, blind, cripple or idiotic

in life, Whethef they are any way related -to me Of not, or

who had died in the Womb without evef seeing the light of

god, (whethef do I know them of not), and may they derive

eternal felicity from this cake which I have offered to them.

May the gods and Brahma and Ishana, etc., in particular, bear

testimony to the fact that I have come to Gaya, and effected

the libefation of my fathers from the confines of the nether

world. Witness, O thou mace-bearing god, that I have
arrived at Gaya, done all the needful rites for the emancipa*
tion of my departed manes, and stand fully absolved from the

threefold debt of human existence."

The sanctity of the sacred field of Kufukshetra appertains
to the Mahanadi, to the Bramhasada, to the Prabhasa, to the
Gayashira, to the Sarasvati, to the Akshayavata, to- the
Dharmaranyam and to the Dhenukapristha at Gaya and these
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places should be deemed as equally sanctified as the memor-

able battle-field of the Kauravas.

-:o:-

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

BRAMHA said :—The well renowned hill of Pretashila lies

detached in three places at Gaya, viz., at the sanctuaries of

Prabhasa, Pretakunda and the Gayashira. The hill rests on

the shoulders of the god of virtue, and is supported by the

aforesaid deity only for the elevation of the whole world.

It is so called from the fact of its emancipating the departed

spirits of one's parents, friends and relations in life, and

thus fulfilling the initiative purpose of its own creation. The

spirits of sages and potentates and canonised queens of

old, perpetually grace with their presence the summits of

the blissful Pretashila, and hence a Shraddha Ceremony

performed at the foot of this sacred hill, leads its performer

to the region of Bramha, after death. The hill known as the

Mundapristha is so called from the fact of its standing on

the exact spot where fell the head of the demon Gaya at

the time of his demise, and forms a sort of natural pantheon,

visited by all the gods in the universe. The strip of forest'

which stretches along the foot of the hill of Mundapristha

and is washed by the head waters of the sacred Bramha-

sara (the lake of Bramha) is called the forest of Aravindam

(Aravinda Vanam). Partly hidden by the forest, the hill of

Aravinda rears its lofty head and is seen looming at a

distance. The hill is also known as the Krauncha-pada

from the fact of its being impressed with the marks of a

Krauncha's (a bird of the heron species) feet.

30
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The spirit of the original deities, such as the rriace*bearirtg

god, etc., hovered over and lay inherent in that sacred hill,

and hence it should be regarded as an elevation permeated with

the respective essences of the aforesaid gods. The hill, preg-

nant with the spirit of the club-wielding god, had originally

buried under its weight the head of the demon Gaya, but

the divine spirit became patent and manifest in course of

time, and the hill is to be looked upon as identical with his

divine self. For the preservation of order and religion in

the world, and for the suppression of evil-, and wrong-, doers,

the birth and deathless Hari had incarnated in the shape of

the divine fish, tortoise boar, Nrisinha (Man Lion), Vatnana

(Dwarf), Rama (Parashu Rama), Rama (the son of Dasaratha\

Krishna, Buddha and Kalki, in the company of his celestial

cohorts, the Ruddras etc. In like manner, the club wield-

ing gpd, who was invisible and disembodied in the beginning,

became patent and took shape at Gaya. And since he was

worshipped at the outset (Adi) by such gods, as Bramha,

etc., with offerings of flowers, perfumes, etc., he is called the

original (Adi) club-wielding deity. Accordingly the pilgrim

who pays a visit to his divine image, or worships him just

after his arrival at Gaya (Adyam) with such offerings as

Arghas, water for absolving his feet, perfumes, flowers,

lamps, burning sticks of incense, garlands, sweets and

edibles, garments, bells, mirrors, chowries, ornaments-, boiled

rice, obsequious cakes, etc., is blest with all the good things

which wish can name in life, becomes the possessor of un-

told wealth and well-filled granaries, is enabled to live up to

a ripe old age, honoured and revered as a man of knowledge

and wisdom, and becomes the happy progenitor of a prosper-

ous and fruitful race. Blest in the love of a true and devoted

wife he is privileged to taste of an advance draught of

heaven, where he is sure to be glorified after the close of

his mortal career. From heaven he will reincarnate as the

undisputed monarch of the whole earth, victorious in wars
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against his adversaries, courageous and noble in his thoughts

and dealings, and so on through successive re-births until the

final liberation or emancipation of his Self will be worked out.

The man who performs a Shraddha ceremony at the present

shrine, ascends to the region of Bramha with his departed

manes, after death.

The man who worships at Gaya the divine image of Vala-

bhadra, and that of his sister Subhadra, acquires wealth and

wisdom in life, and goes to the region of Purushottama after

death, leaving a large number of sons to mourn his loss. By

casting obsequious cakes to his departed manes in the front

of the divine images of Gana, Purushottama and the sun-

god, a man is sure to lead their spirits to the region of

Bramha. By devoutly making an obeisance to the god

Kapardi Vignesha a man is sure to mount over all obstacles

in life. The man who worships the god Kartikeya, is sure to

be translated to the region of Bramha. A worship of the

twelve Adityas, duly performed, is sure to prove curative in

cases of all bodily distempers. A worship of the god of fire,

imparts a healthful glow to the complexion of the worshipper.

By worshipping the god Revanta a man becomes the possessor

of a splendid stud of horses. The moon god, duly propitialed r

grants the boon of unbounded wealth to the worshipper.

A worship of the goddess Gouri confers affluence upon her

votary. A worship of the goddess Sarasvati brings on

wisdom to her suppliant, whereas the goddess Lakshmi in-

creases the pecuniary resources of the man who duly suppli-

cates her favour.

By worshipping the lord of the celestial birds (Garuda)

one is sure to get over all. impediments in the way to success,

while the god Kshetrapala, duly propitiated, relents to nullify

the evil influences cast by the malignant planets. The man

who worships the sanctuary of the Mundapristha hill, lives

to witness the realisation of all his desires. A man bitten

by a serpent, is made sound and whole by worshipping the
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Nagastakam. The man who worships the god Brahma, is

translated to the region of Brahma after death. A worship

of the god Valabhadra imparts health and strength to the

votary, whereas a propitiation of the goddess Subhadra

brings good fortune in its train. By worshipping the god

Purushottama the best wishes of a man are sure to be

realised. The man who worships the god Narayana is sure

to extend his sway over the entire earth, and to become the

undisputed monarch of the whole human race.

By touching, and making obeisance to, the image of the

Nrisinha (man-lion) manifestation of Vishnu, one is sure to

win victory in battle. The man who worships the image of

the boar manifestation of Vishnu at Gaya, is sure to be

crowned as a king and to acquire proprietory rights in lands.

By touching the image of Vidyadhari, one is sure to acquire

the status of a Vidyadhara (celestial musician). By worship-

ping the image of the original club-wielding deity, a man is

enabled to witness the realisation of all his desires. A
worship of the god Somanatha leads his votary to the region

of Shiva. By making obeisance to the god Rudreshvara, a

man is sure to be glorified in the region presided over by

the Rudras. The man who makes an obeisance to the image

of Rameshvara, becomes endeared to the people like the illus-

trious prince (Rama) after whom the god is named. The
man, who hymnises the god Brahmeshvara, should be regarded

as already a fit inmate for the region presided over by that

divinity. By worshipping the god Kaleshvara, a man becomes

invincible to decay. A worshipper of the Kedara mani-

festation of Shiva, is glorified in the region sacred to that

divinity. The man who worships the god Siddeshvara, is

sure to achieve penitential success and is belauded in the

region of Brahma.

The man, who sees and touches the image of the original

club-wielding deity at Gya (Adi Gadadhara) succours the

souls of a hundred generations of his departed manes and
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is translated to the region of Brahma. By worshipping the

same deity, a seeker of sovereignty is sure to acquire a king-

dom, a suppliant for peace would enjoy divine tranquillity

in his soul, a worker for the liberation of his self would

undoubtedly see his labours crowned with success, a lover of

virtue would be strengthened in his love, and a solicitor of

creature comforts would have enough of good things in life.

In short there is not a single blessing which the human wish

can name, which is not promised to a votary of the club-

wielding divinity. Similarly a female votary of the god

would be blest with the pleasures of maternity, or would be

rewarded with the undying love of her husband as her

supplication might be.

The man who having worshipped the image of the club-

wielding deity, makes a gift of water, or of boiled rice or of

obsequious cakes at Gaya, is sure to ascend to the region of

Brahma after death. Gaya is the most sacred of all the

sanctuaries on earth, and the club-wielding god, transformed

into stone at Gaya, is the foremost of all the deities that

deign to visit our mortal globe. He who has seen the club-

wielding god (maintainer of order and equity in the universe

symbolised by his club or mace), has also seen his stone

manifestation at Gaya, since He is the Universal Spirit who

is all and runs through all.

-:o:-

CHAP1ER LXXXV1I.

SAID THE GOD HARI :—I shall enumerate the names of

the different law-givers of the world (Manu) who flourished

in the different cycles of time, as well as their sons and

progenies such as Suka, etc. Sayambhuva was the name of
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the first law-giver of the world. He had seven sons named

Marichi, Atri, Angira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, and Vashishta,

who formed the brotherhood of the seven holy sages known

as the Saptarishis. Twelve Ganas (regents or tutelary gods

of the different quarters of the sky and of the physical

phenomena as well) of that cycle of time, were named Jaya,

Amita, Shukra, Yama, the four drinkers of the expressed

juice of the Somaplant, Vishvabhuk, and Vamadeva. The latter

was elected the lord of the celestials at the time. The

Demon Vashkali invaded the kingdom of the then lord of the-

gods and the God Vishnu killed him with his own discus.

After him Svarochisa became the Manu or the law-giver of

the world. His sons were named Mandaleshvara, Chaitraka,

Vinata, Karnanta, Vidyata, Ravi, Vrihatguna, and Nabha.

The seven holy sages who sanctified that particular age with

their holy lives, were called Urja, Stambha, Prana, Rishabha^

Nichala, Dambholi and Arvavira. The race of Paravatas then

habited this terrestrial globe. The guardian deities of

heaven were twelve in number. Vipaschit reigned as the

lord of the celestials in that age and the demon Purukrit-

1=ara was his antagonist. The god Hari assumed the shape

of an elephant and killed that dreadful demoniac adver-

sary of the contemporary Indra, and -restored the moral

order of the universe.

The names of the sons of Outtama, the third Manu or law-

giver of the world, were Aja, Parushu, Vinita, Suketu, Sumitra,

Suvala, Shuchi, Deva, Devavridha, Rudra, MahatSiaha, and

Ajita. The seven sages who flourished in that age, were

named Rathouja, Urdha-Vahu, Sharana, Anagha, Muni, Sutapf

and Shanku. The sons o£ Outtama numbered twelve in all.

The races of celestials who habited the region of heaven,

were five in all and named as the Vashavartis, the Svadhar-

manas, the Shivas, the Satyas and the Pratardanas. Svashanti

reigned over them all as their Indra or overlord. The demon

Pralamva was the antagonist of the Indra of the age and the.
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Hod Hari in his Fish Incarnation had to kill that enemy of

the gods. '

The sons of Tamasa, the fourth Manu, were named Janu,

Jangha, Nirbhaya, Nava, Khyati, Naya, Priya-bhritya, Vivik-

shita, Havu-Skandhi and Prostalaksha. The seven holy

sages who flourished in that age, were named Jyotidharma,

Dhrista-Kavya, Chaitra, Agni and Hemaka. The twenty five

clans of celestials who peopled the region of paradise in that

age, were named as the Suragas, the Svavhavyay, etc. There

were four sun gods in those days and Shivi reigned as

their Indra. The demon Bhimaratha disputed the suzerainty

x)f heaven with the latter and was subsequently killed by"

Hari in his tortoise incarnation.

The sons of Raivata Manu were named as Mahaprana,

Sadhaka, Vanavandhu, Niramitra, Pratyanga, Paraha, Shuchi,

, Dridhavrata, and Ketushringa. The seven holy sages who

flourished in that age, were named Deva Shri, Veda Urdha-

vahu. Hiranyaroma, Parjanya, Satyanama and Svadharma.

The four celestial clans which peopled heaven in that age,

were named Abhuta Rajasa, Devashvamedhas, Vaikuntha and

Amritas. The regents of the sky were fourteen in number,

and Vibhu was the Indra or paramount soverign of them all.

The demon Shanta was the antagonist of the contem-

porary lord of heaven. The god Vishnu assumed the shape

•of a swan and destroyed that molester of celestial peace.

The sons of Chakshusha Manu were named Uru, Puru,

Mahavala, Shatadumnya, Tapasvi, Satyavahu, and Kriti.

The names of the holy sages who practised penances

in that age, were Agnishnu, Atiratra, Sudyumna, Nara,

Havishmatia, Sutanu, Shrimana, Sadharma, Viraja, Abhimana,

Sahishna, and Madhu-Shri. The five clans of the celestials

were named the Aryyas, the Prasutas, the Bhavyas, the LekhasJ

and the Prithukas, and Manojava ruled as their Indra. The

demon Mahakala was the enemy of the contemporary king
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of heaven who was killed by the god Hari who had to assume

the shape of a horse for the purpose.

The sons of Vaivasvata Maim were named Ikshaku,

Nabha, Vishti, Sarjati, Lavishyanta, Panshunabha, Navishta,

Karusha, Prishadra and Sudyumna. The seven sages who

sanctified the age with their piety, were named Atri, the god

like Vashista, Jamadagni, Kashyapa, Goutama, Bharadvaja

and Vishvamitra. The "wind gods (Marut) numbered forty-

nine in all, and the celestial hierarchy which numbered fifteen

in all, was divided into Adityas, Vasus, Sadhyas, Rudras, etc.

There were eleven Rudras, eight Vasus, two Ashvins, ten

yishvedevas, ten Angirasas and nine divine Ganas in those

days and Tejasvi was the Indra of them all. The demon

Hiranyaksha was the sworn enemy of the then lord of the

celestials and met his doom at the hand of the god Vishnu,

incarnated as the primordial boar.

Now I shall enumerate the names of the sons of Savarni, the

future Manu of the world. Their names would be Vijaya, Arva-

vira, Nirdeha, Satyavak, Kriti, Varishta, Garishta, Vachas and

Sugati. The seven ages, who would grace the age with their

advents, would be named Ashvathama, Kripa, Vyasa, Galava,.

Diptimana, Rishyashringa and Rama. The gods such as Su-

tapas Amritabhas, and Mukhyas, etc., would people the ethe-

real plains of heaven, and Vali, the son of Virochana would

reign over them all as their Indra. The god Vishnu, incarnate

as a Dwarf, would beg of him only three foot-measures of

land. Vali would gladly grant him his behest, but would be

deprived of his kingdom of the three worlds just at the time

of ratifying his agreement, when the dwarf manifestation

of god, would expand into his Infinite and eternal self to

the consternation of all the on-lookers. Subsequently Vali

would make over his sovereignty to the god and happily

descend into the shades of the nether world.

Now hear me enumerate the names of the sons of Daksha
Savarni, the ninth Manu or the law-giver of the world,
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Iheir names would be Dhritiketu, Diptiketu, Pancha-hasta,

Nirikriti, Prithushrava, Vrihatdumnya, Richika, Vrihata and

Gana. The demon Kalakasha would be the enemy of the then

lord "of the celestials and would be destroyed by the Padma-

nabha manifestation of Vishnu.

The names of the twelve sons of Dharmaputra, the tenth

Manu, would be Sukshetra Uttamouja, Bhurishrehya, Virya-

vana, Shatanika, Niramrita, Vrisha-sena, Jayadratha, Bhuri-

dyumrta, Suvarcha, Shantirindra and Pratapavana. The names

of the seven holy sages who would sanctify that age with

their holy lives, would be Aayomurti, Havishihan, Sukriti,

Avyaya, Labhaga, Apratima and Sourabha. The inmates of

heaven would be divided into a hundred clanships at that

cycle of time and would be called the Pranas, etc. The

demon Vali would dispute the suzerainty of heaven with the

then lord Of the Celestials, and the god Hari would slay him

With one stroke of his mighty mace-Weapon.

Now hear me enumerate the names of the sons of Rudra-

putra, the eleventh Manu. They would be called Sarvatraga,

Susharma, Devanika, Pururguru, Kshetravarna, Dridheshu,

Ardraka and Patraka. Havishman, Havishya, Varuna, Vishva,

Vistara, Vishnu and Agniteja, would be the names of the seven

holy sages who would flourish in that age. The inmates of

heaven would be divided into different clanships, Such as the

Vihangamas ( sky-coursers ), Ramagamas
(
going anywhere

they like ), Nirmarias and the Ruchis. Members of the celestial

family of Ruchi would rule over each of the other clans of

heaven, and Vrisha would be the overlord of them all. The

demon Dashagriva ( ten-necked one ) would contest the

sovereignty of heaven with the then lord of the celestials,

iand would ultimately fall at the hands of the Shrirupa mani-

festation of Vishnu.

Hear me enumerate the names of the sons of Daksha-

putra, the twelfth Manu of the world, They would be named

3i
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as Devas, Anupdevas, Devashreshtha, Viduratha Mitra»

vana, Mitradeva, Mitravindu, Viryavan, Mitravahu and

Pravaha. Tapasvi, Sutapa, Tapofflurtf, Taporati, Tapo-dhriti,

Dyuti and another, would be the names of the seven holy

sages whose glorious advent would sanctify that particular

cycle of time. The gods would be divided into different

clans such as the Svadharmans, Sutapasas, Haritas, Kohitas,

'

etc., and Retadhama or Bhadra would be their Indra or over-

lord. The demon Taraka would invade the territories of

the then lord of the celestials. O Shankara, the god Hari,

incarnate as a eunuch, would destroy that fell peace-breaker

of the universe.

Now hear me enumerate the names of the sons of the

thirteenth Manu of the world. They would be named as

Chitrasena, Vichitra, Tapas. Dharmarata, Dhriti, Kshetra-

vritti, Dharmapa, and Dridha. O thou possessed of hand-

some eyes, the seven holy sages who would grace the world

with their advent In that age, would be called tttirltlmana,

Avyaya, Nishanipa, NIrutsaka, Nirmana, and Tattvadarshi.

The celestials would be divided Into thirty-three different

clanships, such as the Svaromanas, the Svadharmanas, the

Svakarmans, etc., and the god Divaspati would be the overlord

of them all. The demon Tristhubha would dispute with him

the suzerainty of heaven, and the god Madhava would kill

him in the shape of a peacock.

Now hear me enumerate the names of the sons of

Bhoutya, the fourteenth Manu of the world. They would
be named as Uru, Gabhira, Dhrista, Tarasvi, Graha, Abhimani,
Pravira, Jishnu, Sankrandana, Tejasvi and Darlabha. The
seven holy sages who would flourish in that age, would be
named Agnidhra, Agni-vahu, Magadha, Shuchi, Ajita, Mukta
and Shukra. The gods would be divided into five clanships,
each consisting of seven sub-groups, or families, such as the
•Chakshushas, the Karma-nisthas, the Pavittas, the Bhrajinas,
and the Vachavrithas, and the god Shuchi, would be their
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Indra or paramount ruler. The demon Maha-daitya would

inimically intrude upon the rights of the then lord of the

celestials,, and the god Hari would slay him with his own
hands.

The god Vishnu, incarnate in the shape of the holy

Vyasa, would divide the one and the entire Veda, into four

different parts, and subsequently compose the Puranas and

the eighteen different branches of learning. The Vedas

with their four kindred branches of study, the schools of

philosophy known as the Mimansa, etc., the Puranas, the

Dharma-Shastras, the Ayur-Vedas ( science of medicine ) the

Arthashastrakam, the Dhanur-Veda ( science of archery ) the

Gandharva-Vidyas ( music and fine arts ), etc., form the

eighteen different branches of learning.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.

SUTA said :—The God Hari related all about the different

ages or cycles of time to the gods Hara, Brahma, etc. Now
hear me narrate the Hymn known as the Pitri-Stotram which

the holy Markandeya heard of yore from the lips of Kroun-

chaki.

MARKANDEYA said :—Once in days of yore, the patriarch

Ruchi, who was shorn of all vanity and attachment to

world and its concerns, started out on a journey, free and

friendless, with a view to see the different countries of the

world. The departed Manes of the patriarch viewed him

from their abodes, trudging the land houseless and alone, and

passing his nights in bleak and unsheltered wildernesses

without fire or friends to share in the perils of his journey. To
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him did they address as follows :
—

" O son, why hast thou fore-

gone the pleasures of blessed matrimony, and why dost thou

roam about cheerless and disconsolate without being bound in

holy wedlock with an eligible bride ? By duly propitiating the

gods andone's departed Manes, and by attending to the wants

of the needy and the holy sages, a householder, O son, becomes

entitled to an elevated station after death. By uttering the'

Svaha Mantras (casting libations of clarified butter in fire ), a

householder is enabled to appease the gods, and a repetition

of the Svadha Mantra leads to the propitiation of his de-

parted Manes. Practice of free and hearty hospitality en-

dears him to his guests, while servants and dependants eating

his bread, look upon him as the mainstay of their lives. O
thou holy one among mortals, from day to day, thus thou hast'

been incurring more and more debts to the gdds. Thy obli-

gations to us,—thy departed Manes, are getting heavier, and

thy debts to the beings at large, as an inmate of the created

universe, stand undischarged even up to the present moment.

Where is the chance of thy working up to a better life, O my
son, if you fail to marry and propagate children and to take to

the life of an anchorite afterwards, as laid down in the books

of the Shastra. Thy present conduct, therefore, brings thee

nothing but misery and dooms thee to the pangs of successive

re-births even after the cessation of the torments of that parti-

cular hell to which the souls of the " sonless are consigned."

To which Ruchi thus replied—Marriage is the parent of

sin and misery, O fathers, and serves only to lower a man in-

the world to come. This thought alone has heretefore desisted

m-2 from being united with a wife. In a moment, it makes a

man doubtful of his own spiritual life and therefore serves as

a stumbling block in the way of his own salvation. Think-
ing of this I have hitherto refrained from marrying a wife.

It is better that an unwedded person, though fondly attached
to life and its cares, should wash his soul daily with the water
of pure knowledge than that he would marry and forget all
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about his spiritual self, and become of the earth and earthly.

It is imperatively obligatory on a man to subjugate his senses,

and to constantly cleanse his soul of the mire, which his multi-

farious acts and promiscuous contact with a large concourse

of created beings deposit upon it."

To which the spirits of his fathers thus replied :—" son,

certainly it is incumbent on all of us to wash our souls of all

impurities by subduing our senses, still the way thou

treadest, O darling, is not the proper road to salvation. The

effects of good or evil deeds done by thee in a previous exis-

tence, would not fetter thy soul in the event of thy performing

the five daily sacrifices peculiar to a householder ( Pancha

yajna ) and practising penances and charities without any

regard to their ulterior effects, and simply as a passive and

involuntary instrument for the discharge of thy duties and

for the absolution of thy daily sins. The effects of good or

bad deeds done by a person in a prior existence, are

constantly worn away by his actual experiences of pleasure

or pain in this life. Wise men thus absolve their soul and

protect it from being any way fettered with the bonds of

Nescience. The soul thus guarded, can never be soiled with

the mire of sin."

RUCHI said :
—" Acts have been condemned in the Vedas

by the celestial Brahman as the direct resultants of

Nescience, and wherefore, O fathers, do you knowingly

direct me to the path of action ?" To which the spirits of his

fathers thus replied :
—"All is illusion in the universe and this

universe itself is an illusion, O darling, and it is wrong to say

that Nescience proceeds from action alone. On the contrary

action primarily leads to the expansion of true knowledge

and this brooks no contradiction. The good and the honest

shun the evil incidental to the omission of a good act, and

this self-imposed restraint leads to salvation. A restraint

of a contrary nature tends to degenerate a soul. Thou hast

considered it better to cherish pure thoughts in a pure soul.
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but it avails thee nothing, my son, so long as any charge- o£

neglect or omission of duty may be laid at thy door.

Nescience, like an active poison, has its utility in the universe,

which, being judiciously employed, rather serves to unfold the

spirit than to tighten its shackles. Therefore do thou law-

fully take a wife, O son. Otherwise in the absence of any

provision for the future world, thy whole Jife would prove a

miserable failure."

Ruchi said :
—" I have grown old, O fathers, and who shall

marry his daughter to an old man ? Moreover marriage is a

luxury which the poor can hardy afford to indulge in."

The Manxes said :
—

" Our descent into the k>wer regions;

as well as the degradation of thy own Self,, is certain, O
son, if thou dost not profit by our advice." Saying this the

spirits of his ( Ruchi's ) fathers vanished in the air like a

lamplight suddenly blown out 'by the wind. The "holy sage

Markendeya of mighty penance, narrated the entire discourse

between Ruchi and his departed Manes to Krounchaki.

-:o:

CHAPTER LXXXIX.

SutA said :—Having again' requested by Krounchaki the

holy sage Markandeya resumed the thread of the narrative

and related as follows :
—

" The holy sage of Bramhanic extrac-

tion being thus agitated by the words of his departed Manes,
roamed over the whole earth in quest of a bride. But a bride

he could not secure anywhere. The words of his fathers',

spirits were burning like living fire in his heart. So he
easily fell in that mood in which a man often holds colloquy
with himself and began to discourse as follows :—." Where
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cart 1 secure a suitable bride for myself and thus ensure an

elevated station to my fathers and to my own self irt the next

World?"

Then having indulged in a similar strain of thought for

a considerable time, the high-souled one resolved to realise his

end by practising penance, and accordingly began to propi-

tiate the lotus-origined Bramha with his austerities.

For a hundred years thereafter, the magnanimous sage

practised austere penances in that forest, and meditated upon

the self of his tutelary deity in perfect mastery over senses.

Then Bramha, the progenitor of the different worlds with

their inmates, manifested himself in his presence and asked

him to name his wished-for, boon as he had been highly

pleased with his penances. The holy sage laid himself

prostrate at the feet of that appeased divinity and told the

progenitor of the universe his intended course of action

according to the directions of his departed Manes.

BRAHMA said :
—" Vou shall be honored as a patriarch in

the world. You shall be the progenitor of a mighty race of

offsprings. O. Brahman, it shall be your portion in this life to

celebrate many a religious sacrifice and to rule the country

in all the glory of a patriarchal sovereign, and then your

penitential labours will be crowned with success. Be united

with a handsome damsel in holy wedlock as your Manes bad

enjoined you to be. Worship and propitiate the spirits of

your departed forefathers, and marry in fulfilment of their

pleasant command. Your fathers, perfectly appeased, would

grant you the fruition of all your desires. What is it that is

not in the gift of one's departed Manes ? Fathers, duly pro*

pitiated, bless their descendants with wives and children."

MARKANDEYA said ;—Having heard these words of rthe

divine Brahma, the eldest offspring of the Phenomenal

Evolution, the holy sage offered libations of water to his

departed Manes at the open and spacious foreshore of a

river, and with bis head bent down in devotion, and in a
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spirit, earnest, humble and contrite) he propitiated them with

a hymn which runs as follows :

—

RUCHI said :—With deep and unbounded devotion I make

obeisance to the spirits of my fathers who sit beside
1

the gods,

and whom even the heaven-boms worship and propitiate with

the Svadha-ending Mantras in the course of a Shraddha

ceremony. I make obeisance to the Pitris, whom even the

great sages^who are seekers after both salvation and earthly

enjoyment, adore in heaven and propitiate with rites of purely

mental Shraddha worship. I make obeisance to the Pitris,

whom the Siddhas propitiate in heaven with offerings of celes-

tial produce in the course of a Shraddha ceremony. I make

obeisance to the Pitris, whom the Gujhyakas worship in heaven,

with their .whole soul merged in the contemplation of the

former with a view to acquire infinite beatitude,'and unparallel-

ed and most exulted divine privileges. I make obeisance to

the Pitris, who are worshipped iri this mortal globe with the

offerings of a Shraddha ceremony and who, when properly

propitiated, bless its performer with a long line of sons and

grandsons. I make obeisance to the Pitris, who are worship-*

ped even by the twice-born ones in this world with a view

to obtain their wished-for boons and who confer on their

votaries the glories of an illustrious patriarch. I make

obeisance to the Pitris, who are worshipped by the forest*

dwellers of regulated diet, with fruits and flowers—the simple,

though godly, offerings of the forest tress, sanctified with the

occult energy of their well-practised Yoga. I make obeisance to

the Pitris, who are worshipped and propitiated with the sacred

energy of their Samadhi Yoga by Brahmanas exercising a

perfect control over their senses, and the propulsions of whose

minds have become one with the principles of virtue. I make
obeisance to the Pitris, who are worshipped by crowned heads

and potentates with various victuals of costly manufacture and
who, when duly propitiated, bless their votaries with blessings

which take effect both in this world and the next. I make
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Obeisance to the Pitris whom the Vaishyds (members of the

trading caste) who are always mindful of their own work,

worship with flowers, incense-sticks, boiled rice and water. I

make obeisance to the Pitris, who are worshipped even by

the Shudras and are known as the Sukalinas. I make
obeisance to the Pitris whom the great demons worship

in the nether worlds, foregoing the pleasures of wine, bestial

food, boisterousness and animalism. I make obeisance to the

Pitris whom the various serpents worship in the nether world

with a variety of costly oblations for the fruition of their

heart-felt objects. I make obeisance to the Pitris whom the

snakes worship with the gift of their incantations, etc.

I make obeisance to the Pitris who dwell in my presence,

or on earth, or in the welkin, and to those who ramble in the

glorious fields of heaven, adored by the lord of the Celestials.

May they deign to accept the offerings which I have made at

this place. I make obeisarice to the Pitris, who live in heaven

as embodied beings, and who form the highest object of

thought and Contemplation, and whose satisfaction is the

summum bonuiri of human existence, and whom the adepts

in Yoga worship in a pure and unspotted heart for exemption

from pair! arid miseries of successive re-births.

I make obeisance to the Pitris who dwell as embodied

beings in heaven, living upon the libations of clarified butter

cast in the course of a Shraddha ceremony in the accom-

paniment of the Svadha Mantras, and who are capable of

granting all wished-'for boons to their votaries ; crown with

success all ceremonial rites undertaken for the fruition of

any definite object ; and are the liberators from all undesirable

situations. May my fathers in heaven be propitiated in the

present Shraddha ceremony. May my Pitris, who grant all

sorts of boons to persons soliciting them, and in whose gifts

are the sovereignty of heaven, horses, elephants, cars,

gem-studded dwellings and other paraphernalia of riches, be

pleased with the present Shraddha ceremony celebrated for

32
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their satisfaction. May the spirits of my departed forefathers,

who float in the moon-beam and ride on the white rays of

solar light, be pleased with the present ceremony, and may

they thrive on the offerings of flowers, perfumes, etc., offered

in the course hereof. May the souls of my departed ancestors,

who take delight in a well-kindled sacrificial fire blazing with

the libations of clarified butter, and who, by temporarily re-

siding in the bodies of the Brahmanas invited on the occasion,

partake of what is offered to them in the course of a Shraddha

ceremony, be pleased with the offerings of boiled rice and

libations of water offered to them in the present ceremony.

May the Pitris whom the gods worship with the flesh of a

rhinoceros and the offerings of black sesamum of celestial

origin, and whom the holy sages propitiate with dishes of

cooked and prepared pot-herbs, known as the Kala Shaka, be

pleased with the present ceremony undertaken for their

propitiation. In the present ceremony I invoke the presence

of the revered souls of my departed ancestors, who are ex-

tremely fond of obsequious cakes, in order they might receive

the offerings of boiled rice, and perfumes, and libations of water

to be offered to them at its close. May my departed Manes,

who receive our loving homage every day and are wor-

shipped every month on the occasion of an Ashtaka ceremony

and at the close of each year under the auspicies of a

Vriddhi Shraddha, be pleased with the present ceremony. May
the departed Manes of the Brahmanas, who shine with the cool

and mellow lustre of the moon-beam, and the departed Manes
of the Kshatriyas, who shine with the dazzling effulgence of the

nOon-day-sun, and the departed Manes of the Vaishyas whose
complexions are as the colour of molten gold, and the

departed Manes of the Shudras whose complexions are deep
blue, combinedly grace the present ceremony with their

august presence, and be pleased with the offerings of flowers,

perfumes, and edibles, etc., and the sweet exhalations of

clarified butter cast in the sacrificial fire. Perpetually do
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I make obeisance to the Pitris. May the Pitris, who partake

of the obsequious cakes just after they had been eaten by

the gods, and who, when duly appeased, confer prosperity

upon their votaries, be pleased with the present ceremony.

I make obeisance to them. May the Pitris, the mighty

members of the celestial hierarchy, and revered by the gods;

destroy the demons, and the monsters and the evil spirits

and all other baneful visitations in the universe. I make

obeisance to the Pitris.

May the different clans of the Pitris, such as the Agni-

svattas, the Vahrishadas, the drinkers of clarified butter, and

the drinkers of the expressed juice of the Soma-plant, be

propitiated in the present Shraddha ceremony. I have propi-

tiated the souls of my departed forefathers. May the mem-
bers of the Agni-Svatta clan of the Pitris, guard my person

in the east. May the members of. the Vahrishada clan of

that celestial order, protect me in the south. May the

drinkers of sacrificial clarified butter, protect me in the west,

and the drinkers of the expressed juice of the Divine Sonra-

plant, defend me in the east. May the Petris perpetually

guard me against the malignant influences of ghosts, demons,

monsters, and Pishachas.

The nine clans of Pitris are named as the Vishvas,

the Vishvabhugs, the Aradhyas, the Dharmas, the Dhanyas,

the Shubhananas, the Bhutidas, the Bhutikrids, and the Bhutis.

The six other clans of the same celestial order, are known as

the Kalyanas, the Kalyadas, the Kartas, the Kalyatarashrayas,

and the Kalyatahetu. The seven other clans of the same

divine 'order, are called the Varas, the Varenyas, the Varadas,

the Tushtidas, the Pushtidas, the Vishvapatas, and the Dhatas.

The five clans of the same order, are named as the Mahan, the

Mahtmas, the Mahitas, the Mahimavanas and the MahaValas.

The four remaining clans of the same order, are called the

Sukhadas, the Dhanadas, the Dharmadas, and the Bhutidas,

thus making thirty-one clanships in all, who guard the
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different approaches of the heaven, and are distributed all

over the universe for the good of its inmates. May all of

them be pleased with the present ceremony, duly inaugurated

for their propitiation.

MARKANDEYA said :—While Ruchi was thus devoutly

hymnising his departed Manes, a vast column of light

suddenly shot across the heaven, and, behold, the universe

stood entranced, wrapped in that mystic glow. Ruchi

looked up and beheld that glorious phenomenon in mute

wonder, and began to recite the following hymn on bent

down knees.

Ruchi said :—Ever do I make obeisance to the Pitris,

who are resplendent and disembodied spirits, endued with

the faculty of spiritual vision, and always absorbed in

the contemplation of the supreme Bramha. I make obei-

sance to the Pitris, who are the leaders of such celestial

potentates as Indra, etc., and direct such holy sages as

Daksha, Marichi, etc., who constitute the holy fraternity of

the seven sages, in the path of truth and light, and who confer

all boons upon their suppliants. I make obeisance to the

Pitris who are the leaders of such mighty law-givers as

Manu, etc., and who direct the sun and the moon in their

path of heavenly duty. I make obeisance to the Pitris,

who control the movements of the wind, guide the stars

and planets in their orbits and sojourns, uphold the welkin,

make the fire burn with its natural heat and glare, and fill

in the earth and heaven and the space lying between them.

With blended palms, I make obeisancce to Prajapati, to

Kashyapa, to Soma, to Varuna, to the lord of all religious

sacrifices. I make obeisance to the seven clans of the

Pitris, who dwell in the seven regions or worlds. I

make obeisance to the self-begotten Bramha whose vision

is the light of Yoga (divine communion). I make obeisance

to the Soma-drinking Pitris who are possessed of astral

bodies. I make obeisance to the Moon God and the father
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of the universe. I make obeisance to the fiery-bodied Pitris,

as well as to those whose persons are composed of the cool-

ing principle in the universe. The two fundamental prin-

ciples (fiery and cooling) run through all objects, and hence

either they are fiery (heat making) or cooling (watery,

albuminous) in their potencies. With a controlled heart

I make, obeisance to all the Yogins and the Pitris, who form

the illuminating principle of light, and manifestly shine in the

sun, in the moon and fire, and who are the models of creation

and are identical with the Self of Supreme Bramha. May the

Pjtris who live upon the sweet exhalations of clarified butter

cast in the sacrificial fire in the accompaniment of the

Svadha Mantras, be pleased with the performance of the

present ceremony.

MARKANDEYA said :—Having been thus propitiated by

Ruchi, the besfof the holy sages appeared to him in quick

succession, illumining the ten quarters of heaven with the

effulgence of their own spiritual bodies, and decked with

the same sandal pastes and garlands of flowers which he had

offered to them in the course of that Shraddha ceremony.

Then Ruchi, having again made obeisance to them, addressed

them for the second time as follows :
—

" With blended palms

I make obeisance to each of you, O you Pitris !" Where-

upon the Pitris, appeased by his devotion and humility,

asked him to name his boon, to which Ruchi, with his head

hyng down in deep humility, replied as follows :

—

" I have

been directed by the god Brahma to beget children and

prppagate my species. Accordingly most fervently do I

pray for a noble and fruitful wife of celestial origin."

The FATHERS replied :
—"O you, the best of the holy sages,

this very day you shall be united with an extremely handsome

wife. By her you shall have a son, O Ruchi, .who would be

named Rouchya after your honoured self, and who would

rule the universe as a patriach and law-giver. He shall be

the fore-runner of a mighty race of kings, high-souled and
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victorious, who would govern the whole Earth. You in your

old aer«, would retire from the world, decked with the full

glory of a pious and revered patriarch, and shall attain your

penitential success and salvation. Blessed is the man who

recites the aforesaid hymn for our satisfaction, for he will be

blest with sons, and a long life of progeny, and all the creature

comforts in this life. A suppliant for health, longevity and the

blessings of fatherhood, shall do will to propitiate us with a

recitation of the aforesaid hymn. A. recitation of the hymn

at the close of a Shraddha ceremony and before an assembly

of Brahmanas sitting down at their meals, would bear im-

mortal fruits through our intercession. Verily does its reci-

tation make a Shraddha ceremony, endearing to us, even if

it is not attended by Brahmanas well- versed in the Vedas

(Shrotriyas), or is any way vitiated as to its precedure, or is

celebrated with ill-gotten gain, or is attended by men who
should not be invited on such an occasion, or performed at

an improper place or time, or out of a spirit of bravado.

The satisfaction which we derive from a Shraddha ceremony,

in the course of which the hymn is recited, lasts us, O child,

for a continuous period of twelve years. A single recitation

of the hymn in the forepart of winter (Hemanta) gives us

a satisfaction which lasts for twelve years. A single reci-

tation of the hymn in winter gives us a satisfaction which

continues for twice as many number (twenty-four) of years.

The aforesaid hymn, recited in the course of a Shraddha

ceremony performed in spring, furnishes us with a sense of

repletion which lasts for a continuous period of sixteen years.

O Ruchi, a Shraddha ceremony, otherwise vitiated, or

made defective as to its procedure, may be remedied by a

single recitation of the hymn under discussion. Ruchi,

infinite is the pleasure which we derive from a recitation

of the hymn during the rainy season. The satisfaction

which we derive from a recitation of the hymn in autumn,

lasts us for fifteen years. We grace a Shraddha ceremony
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with our presence in the event of its being performed in a

room in which the hymn stands transcribed. Therefore,

O you of mighty heritage, you shall recite the hymn before

an assembly of Brahmanas invited on the occasion of a

Shraddha ceremony and seated at their meals, whereby you

would ensure infinite and eternal satisfaction to us, your

departed Manes."

-:o:-

CHAPTER XC.

MARKANDEYA said :—The tranquil bosom of that lonely

pool was stirred for a moment, and, behold, there appeared

to Ruchi, Pamlocha, the slender-wafsted water nymph of

celestial beauty. The nymph solaced him with many a sweet

and encouraging words and addressed him as follows :—
Pushkara, the son of Varuna, the Ocean God, has begot on

me a handsome daughter of uncommon beauty. Do you

take her as thy lawful bride at my hands, O sage. By her

you shall have a son of rare talents who would be the future

law-giver of the universe.

Markandeya said :—Then Ruchi, having consented to

her proposal, drew that beautiful virgin out of the water of

that lonely pool and duly married her on its green-clad bank.

By her he had a son, named Rouchya after his honoured self,

who had been a Manu (law-giver) of the universe, as narrated

before.

-:o:-



CHAPTER XCJ.

SuTA said :—-The ManUs, such as SvayambhuvsiS, etc ,•

observe the rules of penance, worship, contemplation, and

prayer, etc;, recite the Mantras sacred to the God Hari, and

meditate upon Mis eternal Self, which is shorn of body,

senses, mind, intellect, vitality and the sense of egoism.

The sky does Hot constitute His Self, nor does heat (light)

enter into its composition. Water does not enter into the

composition of His Supreme Self, nor do the attributes

Which characterise that material element, affect that eternal

entity. Similarly, it is above all the fundamental principles

of the earth matter, and is necessarily beyond the opera-

tive zone of virtues which specifically belong to that essen-

tial substance. Controller of all beings and becomings,

he is the ever enlightened, ever wakeful One, the director

and lord of all, the final receptacle of all force and energy,

shorn of all illusion, and identical with pure consciousness.

He is One, and without a second or Companion, the supreme

God, represented by light though void of fundamental

quality of illumination (Sattva; and is hence beyond the

necessity of practising any austerity. He is shorn of the

quality of Rajas, and the three fundamental qualities of

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, do not affect his Supreme Self. He

has no shape, is devoid of all action and desire, and is pure

and incapable of sin and evil. Hankerings cannot assail him,

nor griefs and ignorance can disturb the infinite serenity of

His eternal' Self. He knows no old age, death or decay. With-

out end or origin, he lies inherent in all,—the eternal witness

to the process of phenomenal evolution and from whose vision

nothing lies hidden or veiled and which nescience itself can-

not clouden. He is the perfect and absolute truth, the

Supreme God, one and indivisible, beyond all rules of ethics,
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tiameless, and knows no sleep, nor dream, nor wakening. He

is the only real factor in individual consciousness that makes

the states of wakening, etc., possible. He is the personified

peace, the lord of the gods and the celestials. He is real,

and, as such, underlies the states of wakening, etc., void of

the necessary categories of cause and effect. He is imaged

in the phenomenal universe, and is accordingly seen by all.

He is the most invisible of all invisible entities, and, as such,

can be only perceived by means of pure knowledge, or through

scriptural learning. He is the highest felicity, beyond all

material process of creation or construction. He is shorn

of intellect, and is beyond the process of intellection, and is

identical with the fourth stage of pure consciousness (Turiya'.

He is the protector and destroyer of all. Beyond all virtues

and attributes, he is the soul of all created beings. Without

any receptacle to hold him in, he directs the universe in the

path of light and benediction. He is Shiva (the blissful one,

the highest bliss). He is Hari, the remover of all sin and

misery. He suffers no change, nor knows any modification.

He is known only through the teachings of the Vedanta

philosophy. He is personified knowledge, the real substantial

substratum whose attributes the senses inform us of. He is

without the faculties of hearing, taste, touch, vision and smell-

ing. He is without any origin, and lies inherent in the top-

most cavity of the human brain, dawning upon the individual

consciousness only to establesh its identity with his eternal

Self, a fact which the human mind interprets in its experience

of " I am He "

O thou, the supreme god, having realised this experience

in mind, and having cast his whole self in the thought-mould

of " I am He," a man should meditate upon the self of the

supreme Brahman. He, who does this, is no other than the

supreme One. I have disclosed to you the mode of contem-

plating the self of the supreme God. Now tell me, Rudra

whatever else you want me to speek about.

33



CHAPTER XCM.

RUDRA said :—Relate to me, thou, the wielder rf lotus,

mace, discus, and corich shell, the mode of meditating upon

the divine self of Vishnu, a knowledge whereof leads to

salvation.

Said the god Hari :—Yes, I shall describe to you the mode

of contemplating the divine self of Vishnu, which is of two

sorts, according as the embodied or disembodied self of the

god is meditated upon. Rudra, in the preceding chapter

I have discoursed on the latter mode, now hear me describe

the process of contemplating the imaged or the embodied self

of that deity. A seeker of salvation should meditate upon

the god as burning with the combined effulgence of a million-

of suns, and moving about in the infinite space with the

dignity of unquestioned prowess and unobstructed energy.

The complexion of his divine body should be contempla-

ted to be white as the hue of a Kunda flower. In the alter-

native, trr god should be contemplated as burning with the

combined effulgence of a thousand suns, and dreadful to look

at through an excess of light, "and as wielding a large and

beaviiful conchshell, a discus, a lotus flower, and a mace in

his four hands, his face beaming with the calmness'of divine

peace. The crown or the head-gear of the god, should be

contemplated as shining with the scintillations of a myriad

of gems, and his attendants should be likewise contemplated

as waiting upon his gracious divinity.

The mental picture, in the present instance, would not be

complete without decorating the central figure with a garland

of full-blown wild flowers. The image should be placed men-
tally on a full-blown lotus flower, decked with bracelets,

necklace, etc., [of celestial manufacture. The diamond Kous-
tubha should be imagined as dangling over the region of his
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breast, grown over with the peculiar ringlets of hair, known

as the Shrivatsam.

The imaginary person of this creator and destroyer of

the universe, whom the gods and the holy sages contem-

plate in their celestial and sylvan retreats, should be contem-

plated as composed of the beatific attributes of Anima, etc.,

the different grades of conscious animalism, from the minutest

animalculum to the mightiest Brahma, as having had their

seats in the cardiac region of the image.

Thus the mental picture of the god should be completed,

and the votary should worship it with the knowledge, that

the deity imaged in his heart, is but the reflection, of that

primal light, the god of the gods, the absolute purity, the lord

of all, and the only being equally compassionate towards- all

created life. He is the ever blissful lord, the regenator of the

the human soul, and the destroyer of thethreefold misery. He

punishes the wicked, exhorts the good in the path of righte-

ousness, is the soul of all, all-pervading, and the appeaser of

all malignant stars. The beautiful circles of light which serve

to relieve the darkness of the night, are his finger-rings. He

is the primary source of all forms, and all shapes lie inherent

in his disembodied spirit. He is the supreme god, the per-

fect beauty, the grand and final resort of all, the fountain-

head from which equal felicity flows to all.

His body is decked with all sorts of ornaments, and is

smeared with sandalpaste. The gods wait upon him in the

spirit of loving servitude, and he does what the gods approve

of. He does what is beneficial to them. He is Vasudeva, the

lord of the universe. He looks after the universe. He looks

after the good of all beings. He it is that shines in the

sun. He it is that forms what is so wholesome in water.

He is the only subject contemplated by all, the supreme or-

dainer in the universe, the supreme Vishnu, whom the seekers

of salvation meditate upon.
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"I am Vas'udeva, I am He, the supreme soul," should be the

form of thought in all who meditate upon the self of Vishnu..

Those who contemplate him in this way, acquire the most

exalted station after death. For having thus meditated upon

the self of Vishnu, the holy Yajnavalkya, was honoured with

the office of laying down the rules of conduct of his age.

Therefore, O Shankara, O you, the lord of the celestials,

always meditate upon the Self of Vishnu. Even he, who
reads the present chapter, acquires the most elevated spiritual

existence after death.

-:o:

CHAPTER XCtll.

Maheshvara said r—Tell me, O Hari, O Madhava, O
you who have destroyed the demon Keshi, what is it that led

the holy Yajnavalkya, to lay down the rules of conduct in

days'of yore ?

Said the god Hari :—Once on a time, the holy sages
visited, in a body, the venerable Yajnavalkya in his hermitage
at Mithila

;
and having duly made obeisance to him, they

asked him about the rules of conduct to be observed by mem-
bers of the different orders of society. Whereupon the self-

controlled Yajnavalkya, meditating upon the self of Vishnu,
replied as follows.

Yajnavalkya said :—Pious is the country where herds of
black deer are found to roam about. Knowledge is in the
Vedas, in the Puranas, in the different schools of philosophy
such as the Nyaya, the Mimansa, etc., in the Dharma
Shastras (Ethics and Social Economy) and in the books of
money-making and temporal sciences : Manu, Vishnu, Yama,
Angira, Vashishtha, Daksha, Samvarta, Shatatapa, Parashara,'
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Apastambha, Ushana, Vyasa, Katyayana, Vrihaspati. Gou-

tama, Shankha, Likhita, Harita, and Atri, are the names of

the fourteen holy sages, who, having worshipped the god

Vishnu, were enabled to become the ethical dictators and

law-givers (Dharma-Shashtrakaras) of the ages in which they

lived.

A gift, made at a proper time and place, and to a deserving

person in a true spirit of compassionate sympathy, carries,

the merit of all sorts of pious acts. Right conduct, self-con-

trol, charity, annihilation of all killing propensities, reading

of the Vedas, and the performance of ceremonial rites therein

enjoined to be performed, are the best of all pieties. Viewing

of one's own soul through self-communion, is the highest

and most imperative of all religious duties. The four Vedas

together with the Trividyas form the branch of learning which

is called the Para-Vidya (Supreme knowledge.)

The first three of the four social orders of Brahmana,

Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra, are called the tw ice-born

castes, and all rites, from nativity to death, should be done

unto them in the accompaniment of the Vedic hymns and!

verses.

The rite of Garbhadhanam {lit., rite for the taking of the

womb) should be performed closely following upon the ap-

pearance of her first menses unto one's wife, and the rite of

Punsavanam (rite for the conception of a male-child) just

as soon as the movements of the foetus in the womb would

be felt by the mother. The rite of Sisartta should be done

unto her in the sixth or in the eighth month of gestation,

while the post-natal rites (Jatakarma) of the new-borra babe

should be performed after delivery.

The rite of naming (Nama-karanam) should be done unto

the child on the eleventh day of its birth, while the rite of Nish-

kramanam (ceremonial taking of the child out of the room)

should be done unto it, in the fourth month after delivery. The

rite of Annaprashanam (first taking of boiled-rice by a child)
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should be done in the sixth month after its birth, while the

rite of Chuda-karanam (tonsure) should be performed in ac-

cordance with the custom obtaining in the family. The sin,

which attaches to the ovum and the semen, is absolved by the

performance of the aforesaid rites, which should be omitted

in the case of a female child, only on the occasion of whose

marriage the Vedic Mantras should be recited.

-:o:

CHAPTER XC1V.

Yajnavalkya said :—A Brahmana boy should be invested

with the holy thread at the eighth year of his age, inclusive

of the period of gestation, a Kshatriya child at his eleventh

year, and a Vaishya child at an age as is customary in the

family.

The preceptor, having duly invested him with the holy

thread, shall first teach him the Maha-Vyahriti Mantras, and

then the verses of the Vedas, as well as the rules 6f conduct

and hygiene.

In the day, and at morning and evening, a member of any

of the twice-born castes, shall pass urine with his face turned

towards the north, while in the night he shall look towards

the south under similar conditions, hanging the holy thread

on his right ear at the time, whether in the day or in

the night. He shall rise up from that sitting posture with the

external organ of micturition firmly grasped with his fingers,

and shall then wash the part with water kept ready for the

purpose, or rub it with earth for the purpose of removing the

characteristic smell. Then having sit on his haunches in a

pool or a river, and with his face turned towards the north

or towards the east, a member of any of the twice-born- castes,
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shall wash and rinse his mouth with water, lifted up with that

part of .his palm which is called the Brahma-Tirtham. Regions

about the first or the lowermost phalanges of the little, and

the middle, finger, as well as the one lying about the root

of the right thumb, should be held as sacred to the gods

Prajapati, Pitri, and Brahma, which are accordingly called

the Prajapati-Tirtham, the Pitri-Tirtham, and the Brahma-

Tirtham.

A member of any of the twice-born castes, shall first take

two draughts of water to rinse his lips with, and then cleanse

his face with undisturbed and frothless water. The twice-born

ones shall purify their breasts, throats, palates and umbilical

regions with water. It will be enough for women and

Shudras to purify their regions of back and umbilicus.

A member of the twice-born order, shall bathe every day,

perform the rite of cleansing his body with the same Mantra

as he shall recite at the time of ablution, practise the rite of

Pranayama, invoke the Sun-god, and recite the Gayatri Mantra.

After that, he shall mentally recite the Gayatri-shirah Mantra,

and the Vyahritis with the holy Pranava prefixed to each part

of its component parts. Then he shall thrice practise the rite

of Pranayama (a peculiar mode of controlling the process of

respiration) after reciting the three Riks for its purification,

and shall then go on mentally reciting the Savitri-Mantra, till

the appearance of stars in the evening sky.

The rite of morning Sandhya, should be commenced before

dawn, and the twice-born worshipper, should sit self-controlled

in his seat, reciting the Vedic Mantras enjoined to be read

in connection with the aforesaid rite, till the rising of the

Sun-God above the horizon. The rite of Agni-Karyam

should be practised both morning and evening, after which

the worshipper should visit and make obeisance to his elders

by saying " I am That."

After that he shall visit his preceptor, and sit beside him

humble, docile and self-controlled for the purpose of studying
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the Vedas. In the alternative, he should wait till sent for by

his preceptor, and then learn his daily Vedic lessons from his

lips. He shall make no secret of anything to his preceptor,

and constantly look after his welfare, whether by word, or by

thought, or by bodily toil.

He shall carry the anchorite's staff, put on the holy thread

and a sable-coloured blanket, and girdle up his waist with the

holy girdle made of the blades of the corisecreted Kusha

grass twisted together.

For the purposes of maintenance, he shall beg alms only of

the householders of twice-born order, or of men of pure and

unimpeachable character. The Vedic verses should be recited

in the morning, evening and at noon, and a Brahmana shall

beg alms only of persons of Kshatriya and Vaishya castes.

Having performed the morning Agni Karyam, the

disciple shall sit down to his meal, in all humility and with

the permission of his precep tor. He shall perform the rite of

rinsing his mouth with water, and purify the plate of boiled

rice served out to him before partaking of a single morsel,

and shall eat his meal silently and without making any sort of

reflection upon the nature of the food and its cooking. A
Brahmana, who has subjugated his senses, and leads the life of

a Brahmacharin, is at liberty to take a full meal of boiled rice

on the occasion of a Shraddha ceremony, without incurring

the risk of breaking his vow of asceticism. A Brahmana shall

forego the use of wine, meat, curdled milk and its prepara-

tions. He is the Guru, who, having initiated the pupil into the

mysteries of spiritualism, makes him conversant with the

knowledge of the Vedas. He, who having duly invested his

disciple with the holy thread, teaches him the holy Vedas, is

called an Acharya. A tutor, living in the same village with

his pupil, is called an Upadhyaya. A priest, officiating at a

sacrificial ceremony, is called a Rittik. The person of each

preceding one of these functionaries, is more venerable than
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that of the one immediately following it in the order of enu-

meration, and a mother is the most venerable of them all.

A pupil shall read each of these Vedas for a period of

five or twelve years, and he shall live as a Brahmacharin

with his Guru, up to the age of sixteen, twenty, Or twenty-four

years. The age of investing a child of the Brahmana,

Kshatriya or Vaishya order, with the holy thread) has been

laid down before ; and a non-performance of the ceremony

within the stated period, leads to his spiritual degeneration:

A Brahmana, or a Kshatriya or a Vaishya child, thus degenera-

ted as regards his Savitri initiation, is called a Vratyd) the

process of regeneration consisting in the performance of a

Vratya-Stoma sacrifice.

The three twice born castes of Brahmana, Kshatriya and

Vaishya, are, so called from the fact of their being born a

second time through spiritual initiation (tieing of the Sacred

Mounji, 'or strings of deer skin and blades of Kusha grass

twisted together, the symbol of Savitri initiation) after having

been delivered of the mother's womb<

The Vedas are the highest depository of all sacrificial

and penitential knowledge, and of all acts which conduce

to the spiritual welfare of the twice-born ones. A member

of a twice-born caste, shall offer libations of milk and honey

to the gods and his departed manes. The libations should

be offered from day to day, and the Vedic Ricks should be'

recited in connection therewith. A member of any of the

twice-born orders, shall read the Sarrian, the Atharvans, and

the Angirasam in the same manner, and shall appease the

gods and his departed mane9 with similar libations, The

gods and the Pitris are pleased with him who reads the Vedas,

the Veda-Vakyam, the Puranas, the Gathikas, and the Itihasas,

every day, to the best of his ability, and propitiates them with

offerings of meat, and libations of milk and honey. The
merit of performing a particular religious sacrifice can be

acquired by reading the portion of the Veda which deals with

34
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that particular sacrifice, and the twice-born one who reads

his Veda every day, acquires the merit of making 'the gift of

a plot of land, as well as that of practising austerities.

A Brahmana disciple or pupil, pure in thought and con-

duct, and with an absolute control over his senses, shall sit

beside his Acharya, or by the side of his wife or son in his-

absence, or in front of the sacred fire'. The self-controlled

one shall live according to the injunctions laid down above,

whereby he will go to the region of Brahman after death, and

will not revert to the chain of life.

-:o':-

CHAPTER XCV.

YajnavAlRyA said :—Hear me, O holy sages, describe the"

duties which are obligatory on a house-holder. A house-

holder, having made a money-gift to his preceptor, and

having performed the rite of ceremonial ablution, shall wed
a wife with all the auspicious marks on her person at the

close of his life of asceticism. The wife should be a girl

young in years and not previously married to any other

husband, in the possession of sound health and having, had
uterine brothers of her own, and not related to him by any
tie of Sapinda relationship, nor belonging to the' same
spiritual clanship (Arsha Gotram) as his own. She should

be taken from any of the sixteen reputed families of the

Shrotriyas, not related to the bridegroom within five and seven*

degrees in the lines of his mother and father respectively.

A bridegroom, well-versed in the knowledge of the Vedas,
erudite and belonging to the same social order as herself,

should be regarded as the only eligible one for a Brahmana
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bride. I denounce the practice of a Brahmana being united

with a Shudra wife as he incurs the risk of taking birth in

her womb in the shape of the child begotten by him on her

person.
,

A Brahmana is at liberty to take a wife from any of the

first three social orders, or to put it more explicitly, a Brah-

mana shall marry a girl either of his own caste, or one belong-

ing to the warrior (Kshatriya), or to the trading (Vaishya)

community. Similarly a Kshatriya shall marry a Kshatriya or

a Vaishya girl, while a Vaishya shall take a wife from his own

community, the marriage of a Shudra girl with a member of

any of the twice-born castes being hereby absolutely forbidden.

A Brahma form of marriage is that in which the bride-

groom is invited to take his bride, decked with ornaments

as the means of her father would admit of, and an offspring

of such a marriage purifies the members of both the families

thus united, even removed from him to the twentieth degree

in the ascending line. In the Daivam form, the daughter of

a sacrificer (person on whose behalf a sacrifice is per-

formed) is given away in marriage to the priest officiating

at the ceremony (Rittik). In the Arsha form, the marriage

is celebrated by making a gift of a pair of cows to the

bridegroom. A child, who is the fruit of a Daivam

marriage, sanctifies the members of both the united families

to the sixteenth degree in the ascending line, while in the

case of an offspring of the latter (Arsha) form, such sancti-

fication extends to the sixth degree. The offspring of a

nuptial union in which the bride is given away with the

injunction " Live with him and discharge the duties of a

householder," to one soliciting her hands, sanctifies the

members of both the united families to the sixth degree in

the ascending line. In the Asura form, the bride is received

on the payment of a pecuniary consideration. In the Gan-

dharva form, the union is effected on the mutual consent or

agreement of the contracting parties. The Rakshasa form
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of marriage consists in taking away the bride by force, while

in the Paishacha form the marriage is effected by practising

a stratagem on the bride.

Only the first four forms of marriage are allowed in the

case of a Brahmana. The Gandharva and Rakshasa forms are

commended in the case of a member of the warrior caste,

the Asura form in the case of a Vaishya, and the most con-

demnable form in the case of a Shudra.

A bride of the warrior caste, shall take hold of an arrow

at the time of her marriage, a Vaishya girl shall hold a

shuttle (Pratoda) in her hand at the time, while a Brahmana

bride shall be formally united with her husband with a

Vedani (sharp-pointed instrument) in her hands.

The father of the bride, or her paternal grandfather, or

her uterine brother, or an agnate of her father's (Sakulya)

or her brother, shall give her away in - marriage, the right of

such giving away being held as vested in each of these suc-

cessive relations in the absence of the one immediately pre-

ceding it in the order of enumeration. The relations of a girl

incur the sin of wilfully creating a miscarriage, or of killing a

foetus in the event of their failing to give her away in

marriage before she has commenced to menstruate. A girl is

at liberty to make her own choice, and to be united with a

husband, in the absence of any such relation to give her

away in marriage. A girl should ' be given only once in

marriage and any one carrying away a married girl should be

dealt with as a common felon.

Any one deserting a good and faithful wife, commits a

crime punishable under the Code, while a wife possessed of

contrary virtues, should be summarily discarded. The younger

brother of a husband, may go unto a childless wife of his

elder brother for the purpose of begetting an offspring on

her person with the permission of his elders, first had and

obtained in that behalf, and with his body annointed with

clarified butter. A Sagotra (related by ties of consanguinity)
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or a Saplnda relation of the husband, may act in a similar

capacity and for similar purposes. Such visits should be

permitted only as long as there would remain any natural

chance of conception, otherwise the visitor would be degraded

in life. A child thus begotten, shall belong to the lawful

husband of its mother.

A married woman found guilty of wilful incontinence to

her husband, and again placed into his lawful custody, shall

be made to wear dirty clothes, and to live on a single morsel

of food (at the close of day), negligent of her toibette and

sleeping on the bare ground instead of her usual hed. The

Moon-God gave the women their sanctity, Gandharva gave

them the sweetness of speech. Sacred is fire and sanc-

tified is the person of a woman. She, who wilfully brings;

about an abortion, except for the purposes of purifying her-,

self after having committed an act of adultery, commits the

sin of killing her own husband born in her womb in the

shape of the foetus. Polluted is the person of such a

murderess.

A husband is at liberty to summarily discard a wife,,

addicted to the habit of drinking wine, or afflicted with an

incurable disease, or found to be inimically disposed to-

wards him. O ye holy sages, a wife, blest with the gift of

sweetness of speech, tender, and graced with all those

peculiar and excellent virtues which are found only in

women, should be maintained and provided for at all hazards.

The threefold benediction of god reigns in the house-

hold where the husband and the wife live in perfect harmony.;

and paradise is the house which harbours such a true, loving

and virtuous pair under its roof.

She, who does not take a second husband after the

demise of her first one, achieves fame in this life, and lives

in the same region with the goddess Uma in the next. Who-

ever discards a good and chaste wife, shall give her a third
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portion of her ornaments before formally effecting a separa-

tion. The sacred and imperative duty of a wife is to

carry out the rommands of her husband, and to live in perfect

obedience to his wishes.

The menstrual period of a woman extends up to the

sixteenth night after the the catamanial flow, each month,

and her husband may visit her during that time on each

even day, avoiding her bed side on the first three days

of her unclearliness, as well as on days marked as Parvanas

(days of full moon, new moon etc.,) in the Indian Calendar.

The husband shall bide his time as a Brahmacharin before

the actual meeting takes place. Days marked by such

asterisms as the Magha, the Mula, etc., (when the moon is in

such lunar mansions known as the Magha, Mula, etc.,) should

be regarded as forbidden for the purposes of a sexual inter-

course. He, who observes these rules in respect of visiting

the bed of his wife, is sure to beget healthy children, marked

by all auspicious features of the body and mind. In the

alternative, a husband may visit the bed of his wife when-

ever he shall feel any propulsion for it, and he shall meditate

upon the god of love during the continuance of the act of

dalliance.

A man, true and faithful to his own wife, shall protect the

female members of his family. The husband, or brother, or

father, or the agnates, or the father-in-law, or the husbands'

brother of a woman, shall maintain her with food, raiments

and ornaments, A woman, who is economical in her habits,

simple and not extravagant in her toilette, cleanly and ingeni-

ous in her household works, and is of a cheerful temperament,

should be maintained by her friends (relations, Vandhus).

The wife of an absentee husband shall renounce all

frolics, and forego the pleasures of mixing in society, or of

sight-seeing and merry-making. She shall not smile, nor

attend to her daily toilette, nor shall she stay in another's

house till the return of her lord.
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The father of a woman shall protect her in her infancy,

the husband in her youth, and her son in her old age, in

absence whereof the duty of maintaining her shall devolve

upon his friends artd relations. Day and night, a woman

shall not quit the side of her husband.

The elder co-wife shall be the companion of her lord, in-

asmuch as the younger one does not enjoy that privilege.

The husband shall personally attend to the cremation of the

dead body of his own faithful wife with rites, as laid down

under the head of an Agni-Hotra sacrifice, and is at liberty to

marry a second wife with the same sacred fire. The wife,

who devotes her whole self to the good of her husband,

achievej fame in this life and goes to that particular connu-

bial paradise after death, which is reserved for chaste

matrons.

-:0:-

CHAPTER XCVl.

YAJNAVALKYA said :—Now I shall enumerate the nantes

of the mixed castes, the offsprings of clandestine intercourse

and unsacramental marriage, and describe the functions which

the members of these hybrid communities, are expected to

perform in the social economy.

A son begotten by a Brahman father on a Kshatriya

mother, is called Murdhabhishikta, while a son by him oft

Vaishya woman, is called an Amvasta. A son by a Brah-

mana father on a Shudra woman, is called either a Nishada or

a Parvata. O you, the best of erudite ones, a son begotten by

a Kshatriya father on a Vaishya mother, is called a Mahishya,

while a son born of a Shudra mother by a member of the

trading community (Vaishya) is called a Karana.
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A son born of a Brahman mother by a Kshatriya father'

is called a Suta, while a son begotten by a Vaishya father

on a Brahmani woman, is called as Vaidehka. A son

born of a Brahman mother by a Shudra father, is called a

Chandakj the most abject of all social orders. A son born

of a Kshatriya mother by a Vaishya father; is called a

Magadha, while a son begotten by a Shudra father on a

Kshatriya mother is called a Kshetrabarria. A son begotten

by a ShudVa father on a Vaishya woman, is calle'd a Ayag'ava.

A son born of a Karana mother by a Mahishya father'; is

called a Rathakara. These hybrid castes, whether begotten

by members of the twice-born castes on Shudra mothers;

or the Contrary (Pratilorriaja and Anulomaja) are all unsancti-

fied races without any right to the sacramental rites or

knowledge*

The twice-born castes occupy the foremost place of all

Other social orders, as regards the glory of descent and

sanctity, and a member, belonging to any of them, acquires

the full privilege of his order at the fifth or at the seventh

year of his age through his second birth in spirit.

A householder shall daily perform the rites laid down
in the Smritis with the help of the sacred fire, first lighted on

the occasion of his marriage, and all Vedic rites should be

performed in the same, save and except on the occasion of

making gifts. A member of the twice-born order shall leave

his bed early in the morning, attend to the calls of nature,

then wash and cleanse himself, specially cleansing the teeth

with a crushed twig of any of the medicinal plants, and shall

thereafter perform the rite of his daily Sandhya (worship 1
.

Then having cast libations of clarified fire in the sacred fire,

he shall mentally repeat, in an unruffled spirit, the Mantras
sacred to the Sun-God. Then having discoursed on the

teachings of the Vedas, and discussed several topics of the

kindred branches of study, a householder shall resort to his
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god with the object of attaining divine beatitude through the

practice of Yoga.

Then having bathed, he shall propitiate the gods and his

Pitris with libations of water, and worship them with the

most heartfelt devotion. After that, he shall read several

portions of the Vedas and the sacred Puratlas. For the

successful termination of his daily Japa-Yajna (divine medi-

tation), he shall mentally recite the Adhyatmiki Vidyam.

Offering of oblations to the created beings, to the gods,

to the Pitris, and Brahma, casting of libations of clarified

butter in the sacrificial fire, reading of the Vedic verses,

and practice of hospitality to chance-comers, are the great

daily religious sacrifices of all human beings. Libations of

clarified butter should be cast in the sacred fire for the propi-

tiation of the gods, and oblations of food stuff should be

offered to the beasts (lit., created beings). Boiled rice should

be offered in the open, and on the bare, ground for the use of

the crows and the Chandalas, and similar oblations of cooked

food {lit, rice), and libations of cold water should be daily

offered to the gods and the Pitris.

A ,(twice«born) householder shall daily read his Vedas,

and shall not cause any food to be cooked for his own

exclusive use. He shall take his meal with his wife, after

having fed all the infants, old men, invalids, and girls in the

family and all chance-comers to his house. He shall eat his

meals without finding any fault with it, and after having per-

formed ±he xite of Homa to his vital (intestinal) fires.

He shall first feed the boys,and infants in the house and

observe moderation in eating. A householder is hereby

enjoined only to take that sort of food which is wholesome

in its digestionary reaction (Vipakam).

A member of the twice-born order shall convert his meal

jnto ambrosia by performing .the rite of Amritjkaranam

(transformation into ambrosia), andishall partake of ;the same

in a covered place, screened from the vi«w of the public.

35
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He shall distribute food to the chance-comers to his hoase>

and to the members of the remaining social orders, as his

means would admit of. He shall not look upon a chance-

comer to his house as an unwelcome intruder, nor try to

identify him with another person, come on a previous occa-

sion. Charities should be doled out to beggars and to men of

commendable vows, and the Shrotriyas, and all comers should

be treated with a sumptuous repast. The Snatakas (per-

formers of ceremonial ablutions), Acharyyas and the princes,

should be feasted each year.

A chance-comer, worn out with the fatigues of a long

pedestrial journey, is called an Atithi, while a Brahmana,

well-versed in the knowledge of the holy Vedas, is called

a Shrotriya. A householder shall revere the Shrotriyas and

the Atithis with a view to ascend to the region of Brahma

after death.

A householder of the twice-born order shall feel no incli-

nation for a food, cooked and prepared by another, nor shall

he make any reflections on another man's conduct, except

while deliberating a question of public interest in a council or

meeting convened for the purpose. He shall not dangle his

legs, nor listlessly move his arms, nor be hasty in his speech,

and under no circumstance shall he indulge in the vice of

over-eating. He shall escort a Shrotriya or an Atithi to the

border of his land or village, after having fed him well in

his own house. He shall pass the closing part of the day

in friendly gossips with his trusted and well-meaning friends.

A householder shall leave his bed early in the morning, and

propitiate the gods and the Brahmanas with precious gifts. It

is incumbent on a householder to ponder well over a matter

before executing it (Vriddha-Pantha), to be godly and devoted

to the service of the deity, like a man in disease (Arta-Riti)
r

and not to suffer any delay in the execution of a work, when
once he has chosen his line of action, like a load-carrier

-briskly running with his load in the way (Bharavabi-Riti).
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The worldly duties of a Vaishya, or of a Kshatriya, con-

sist in the celebration of religious sacrifices, and in the study

and practice of charities, while performance of religious rites,

study of the Vedas, acceptance of gifts, practice of charities.,

teaching and officiating at the religious sacrifices of others in

the capacity of a priest, are morally obligatory to a Brahmana,

living the life of a householder. The one and imperative

duty of a Kshatriya is to protect the people from foreign

invasions and civic or internal disturbances. Banking, mer-

chandise, and rearing of large herds of cattle, are the

functions which a member of the Vaishya (trading) com-

munity, is born to perform, while the sole duty of a Shudra

is to render personal .service to the foremost of the twice-
"

born castes.

Truthfulness, annihilation of all killing or hostile propen-

sities, non-stealing, personal cleanliness, and self-control, are

the virtues, the practice whereof is equally obligatory on all

human beings, irrespective of castes or functions in life. One

should-earn his livelihood by means proper to, and specifically

enjoined in the Shastras for, the particular community one

would belong to, which should never be crooked or deceitful.

He who is in the habit of taking rice, matured for more

than three years, is alone fit to drink the holy Soma,

while the person whose daily meals consist of boiled, rice,

not more than one year old, should perform the proper and

necessary religious sacrifices before taking it.

A householder shall duly celebrate, each year, the Vedic

sacrifices known as Soma, Pashu-Pratyayanam, Grahaneshti,

and Chaturmashyam., in the failure whereof the one known as

Vaishvanari, should be performed. A religious sacrifice,

should not be celebrated with a number of articles or offer-

ings, less than that laid down in the Shastras in that behalf.

By celebrating a religious sacrifice with money or articles

begged of a Shudra, a Brahmana is sure to reincarnate as a

Chandala in his next existence. By stealing anything
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collected for the celebration of a religious sacrifice, the

stealer becomes a crow or a Bhasa (bird) in his next birth.

Of the four persons whose granary is filled with grains, who

has got enough grain stored in his house to last him for three

days, who has got sufficient only for a day's use, and

the person who lives by picking up grains frorii the stubbles

(Uncha-Vritti), the each preceding one is happier and lives in

greater comfort than the one immediately succeeding him in

the order of enumeration. A Brahmana is prohibited from

adopting a profession which is caculated to interfere with

his studies and divine contemplation, and who, in want of the

barest necessaries of life, may be allowed to beg of a pupil,

of a king, or of a fellow Brahmana. Any dishonest means

of livelihood, or maintaining himself by passing off as a

false prophet, or a false ascetic, is equally nefarious and

criminal. It is sin for a Brahmana to earn money in pursuits

of vanity.

A householder shall put on clean clothes, shave himself

and pare off his finger-nails every day, and in short, must be

cleanly in his habits. A man is enjoined not to sit down
to his meals in the presence of his wife, and nor without

being decently wrapped in his upper garment. A Brahmana
should be always humble, and constantly wear his holy

thread, nor shall he speak harsh to any body.

Micturation in a 'riveT-bed, in a shade, over ashes, in a

pasturage, in water, or in the road, is "forbidden, it being
sinful for a man to pass urhve while looking a't the sun, or

at the moon, or at the gloom of the evening, or at a woman,
or at a Brahmana. One should not look at the blaze of fire,

nor at «ny naked woman, nor at one sharing the bed of her
husband, nor at any -excreted matter, nor sleep with his head
towards the west. It is forbidden to spit or throw blood,
or poison, or any sort of excreta into water. It is injurious to
bask one's soles in the glare df fire, or to leap over a blazing
"fire, or to drink of the blended palms of one's own -hands, or
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to rouse up a sleeping person, or to play with any dishonest

gambler, or to live in contact with any diseased person.

Exposure to the smoke and vapours of a cremation ground,

and residence on a river bank, should be avoided as harmful.

One should not stand over torn hairs, husks of grains, and

ashes, nor upon particles of any human cranium. A cow

should not be disturbed while drinking, nor a chamber

should be entered into by any passage other than its proper

door. Money or any pecuniary help should not be asked of

a greedy king, nor of a person who does not live according

to the injunctions of the Shastras.

A rite of Upakarma (study of the Vedas after performing

certain religious rites), should not be performed under the

auspices of the full moon of Shravan, or of the asterism

of Shravana and Hasta, nor on the fifth day of the moon's

wane in the month of Shravan, nor on a day marked by

the asterism of Rohini or Pushya, nor on the occasion of an

Ashtaka. The stool, urine and other excreta should be put

and deposited at a distance from one's dwelling-house.

The study of the Vedas should be discontinued for three

successive days on the occasion of the death of one's disciple,

priest, spiritual preceptor, or a male cognate relation. Cessa-

tion of Vedic study should be enjoined on the happening of

an earthquake, or meteor-fall, or thunder-clap, or on the death

of a Shrotriya Brahmana, and after finishing the recitation

of a Veda and its allied Aranyakam by a student or pupH,

duly initiated. A study of the Vedas is forbidden on days of

the full and the new moon, as well as on the eighth or the

fourteenth day of the moon's wane or increase, on the occa-

sion of a lunar eclipse, after eating, at the meeting of two

seasons, after taking any gift, at any Shraddha ceremony,

and on the passing of a snake, hog, mungoose, dog, or cat

between the pupil and the preceptor at the time of study.

A study of the Vedas should be discontinued just as the reader

would hear the bark, or howl, or braying or screeching, or
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crying, or moaning of a dog, or a jackal or an ass, or an owl,

or an infant or a sick person, as well as on the near approach

of a dead body, or a Shudra, or any morally degraded person.

One should refrain from studying the Vedas at an unholy

place, in the road, on hearing a thunder clap, after dinner, in

wet palms, in water, at the dead of night ; in storm, on the

appearance of meteoric flashes in the sky, in dust storm, at

evening, and during snowfall. The Vedas should not be

studied from a preceptor in motion, and be stopped on the

advent of a holy person in the house, or while the disciple is

riding an elephant, a horse or a camel, or in a carriage, or

climbing a tree . or a hill, or crossing a river ; these thirty-

seven occasions of non-study of the Vedas should be regarded

,

as contingent on the happening of particular events, and as

Limited by the period of their respective durations.

Acts enjoined in the Vedas, as well as the commands of a

king or a preceptor, should be executed without questioning.

The wife of another person, should never be polluted, and

the shadow (of a person) as well as all excreted matter, and

oils and cosmetics for human use, should never be leapt over

and crossed. It is a sin to make light of a king or of a Brahmana,

or of a ,snake, or of a disease lurking in the system. The re-

fuges of tables and all sorts of excreta, should be shunned from

a .distance as, impure. One shall not repent after executing

any act approved ,of the Shrutis or the Shrastras, nor ques-

tion its propriety or ethical fairness. A son or a disciple

should be flogged, at times, for the purpose of discipline.

Virtue should be perpetually practised and by all means, and

vice should be repressed and refrained from. One should not

angrily dispute with one's parents and guests (/it : chance-

comers at one's house), even in the existence of a right cause

for the same. One should not bathe in another's tank before

lifting five handful of clay from its bed, which rule does not

hold good in respect of lakes, springs and other natural

reservoirs of water.
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The bed of one should never be used by another, and

the food prepared by one's ownl enemy, or by a Brahmana

who is not a keeper of the sacred fire (Niragni), might be

partaken of only in severe distress. A bad food, or the one

prepared by a professional musician {lit : lute-player), or by

a defiler of another man's bed, or by a person who lives by

making breaches among friends and relations (Varddhushika),

or by Brahmana who is the spiritual preceptor* of prostitutes,

or by a professional physician, or by a professional actor, or

by a dishonest and furious person, or by a member of any

of the twice-born castes, not formally invested with the holy

thread (Vratya), or by an arrogant braggart, or by one who

eats the refuges of others men's boards, or by one who lives

by selling knowledge, or by an uxorious husband, or by a

village priest, or by a cruel king, or by a traitor, or by a public

executioner, or by a malicious person, or by an utterer of

falsehood, or by a wine-seller, or by a bard (Vandi), or by a

goldsmith, should never be taken. The flesh of an animal

not sacrificed to a god, or boiled rice infested with worms and

hairs, should never be partaken of.

An article of food, such as boiled rice etc, prepared on a

previous day or night, or partaken of by another, or touched

by a dog, or sprinkled over with water by a morally degraded

person, or polluted by the touch of a woman in her menses, or

squeezed by another, or smelled by a cow, or eaten by a bird,

or trampled down with foot, should be shunned, as impure

and unwholesome. A food (including boiled rice), prepared

by a Shudra, should be unconditionally rejected with the ex-

ception of one made by a Dasa, Gopa, Kulamitra, Ardhasiri,

Napita, or a Shudra, who has surrendered himself to a Brah-

mana, which may be eaten without any prejudice.

Boiled rice, prepared on a previous day and kept soaked

with clarified butter, may be safely taken without any un-

wholesome effect. Articles made of wheat and barley, and

without any admixture of clarified butter, should be rejected
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as food. The milk of a she-camel, or of any female animal

with unbifurcated hoofs, should not be used. The flesh of

any carnivorous bird or of a Dyatuha, as well as that of a

dog^ should never be eaten. The sin,—consequent on eating

the flesh of a Sarasa, Hansa (Ekashapha), Valaka, Vaka or

Tittibha, as well as the one originating from the use of Kri-

shara, Pupa, Shankuli, etc., without dedicating them to one's

guest, or from that of the flesh of a swan, Kurura; Bhasa,

Khanjana, or Shuka,—-may be expiated by a three days' fast.

The use of garlic or onion in food, should be atoned by per-

forming a Chandrayana penance. The use of any cooked meat

on the occasion of Shraddha ceremony, and after dedicating

it to one's departed manes (Pitris) does not entail any sin.

The soul of the person, who wantonly kills any animal

in this life, lives for as many number of years in hell after

death, -as there are hairs on the body of that slaughtered

animal, and who may be only rescued, if the god Hari kindly

listens to his constant prayers for expiation on the condition

'etf his "never killing any animal in his next re-birth.

-:o:-

CHAPTER XCVH.

VAljftAVALKVA said :-*-O Brahmanas, now hear me discourse

on the means bf cleansing or purifying the articles of daily

use. All articles of gold, silver, conch-shell, or precious

stones, -as -well as blankets and utensils are made pure by

simply washing it with Water. A spoon, -or a laddie, as well

as paddies, maybe made pure by simply dipping them in hot

Avater. An article, made of wood or horn, is made pure by 4he

scraping off of a slice from its body, while the utensils to be

•used in a *aerificial ceremony, may be madepure by simply
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washing them with water. A blanket, or a cloth, mad*

of sheep's hair or silk, is purified by dipping it in hot

water, or by sprinkling drops of cow's urine over its surface.

An article, obtained by begging, is made pure by being

looked at by a woman, while a baked earthen pot is puri-

fied by a second burning. A pot of boiled rice, smelled by

a cow, or dropped upon by a bunch of hair, or an insect,

may be made pure by simply throwing a pinch of ashe$

over it. The ground is purified by rubbing it with water.

An utensil made of brass, lead, or copper, is purified by

rubbing it with alkali or any acid substance, an iron-made one

by being rubbed with ashes, while a newly-gotten thing is

always pure. The water of any natural reservoir of water,

is made pure by being smelled by a cow, while a bit of flesh

dropped from the beaks of any carnivorous bird in carriage,

or from the mouth of a dog, or touched by a Chandala,

does not lose its natural purity. The rays of the sun, fire,

the shadow of a goat or a cow, the earth, a horse, a goat,

a Brahmana, and a dewdrop (drop of water) are above all

contamination. A man should change his clothes after

bathing, drinking, sneezing, sleeping, eating, or returning

from a walk, and by rinsing his mouth with water after

having made an Achamanam. A Brahmana need not rinse

his mouth with water after an act of sneezing, sleeping,

spitting, wearing an apparel, or lachrymation. It is enough

to touch his right ear under the circumstance, since all the

gods, such as Agni, etc., reside in the Scapha of that organ

of a Brahmana.

CHAPTER XCVIII.

Yajnavalkya said:—O you holy masters of excellent

penitential rites, now hear me discourse on the method of

36
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making gifts. The Brahmanas are the fittest persons to

make gifts to, foremost among them being those who regular-

ly perform and celebrate the Brahminical rites and cere-

monies. The best even anting the latter are those who

know the Supreme Brahma, and have devoted themselves to

the cultivation of intellectual and spiritual knowledge.

Gifts of cows, proprietory rights in lands, food grains

and gold, should be given to a Brahmana, who is every way

worthy of receiving the same. A Brahmana who has neither

erudition, nor is a seeker of spiritual knowledge, has no right

to accept any gifts ; and degrades the giver as well as his

own soul by accepting any. A gift should be made every

day to a worthy receiver, as well as on special occasions. A
person is morally bound to give something in charity to a

person in straitened circumstances,, and soliciting his help,

according to his own means and in a devout spirit.

A thousand of milch-cows with their horns cased in gold1

,

and hoops bound with silver, may be given in gift to a Brah-

mana with thousand bowls of Indian bell-metal. The horn:

cases should be made of a Pala weight of gold (one Pala=
eight tolas), the hoofs, of seven Palas of silver, and the bowls,

of fifty Pala weights of bell-metal, each. A calf should be

given with each of the abovesaid number of cows, or a

sound and' healthy calf, with a golden bowl, should be given

with them.

By making a gift in the preceding manner, a giver is

enabled to live in heaven for as many years as there are

hairs on the body of each cow, gifted away. A cow of the

Kapila species, gifted away in the preceding manner, succours

the souls of the relations of her giver, removed to the

seventh degree in the ascending line. A cow with the

head and hoofs of a yet unborn calf just issued out of

the passage of parturition, should be regarded as the

embodied representative of the earth goddess ; and the merit

of njafciftg the gift ©f such a one at the time, is identical with
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that of making a gift of the whole world. A giver of a

healthy and disease-less cow, whether with or without a calf,

is glorified in heaven. By shampooing the feet of a tired

and travel-worn person, by nursing the sick and the poor,

by worshipping the god, or by washing the holy feet of a

Brahmana, one is sure to acquire the same merit as that of

making the gift of a cow. A man, by making the gift of a

wished-for thing (desired by the receiver himself) to a

Brahman, is glorified in the region of the gods. By making

gifts of lands, lamps, boiled rice, cloths, and clarified butter, a

man is sure to acquire opulence in his next birth. The merit

of making the gift of a house, or paddy, umbrella, garland

of flowers, or of a tree, or a carriage or of clarified butter,

or water, ensures an exalted position to the giver in heaven.

By making the gift of Vedas, a man . is translated to the

region of the supreme Brahma, unattainable even by tfye

gods. By transcribing the Vedas, Yajna Shastras or the

works on Dharrna Shastras even for money, a man is

elevated to the beatitude of Brahmaloka. The true signi-

fication of the Vedic verses, is to be gathered at all costs,

since God created the universe on the basis of the immutable

Vedas (knowledge). By making the gift of a well-trans-

cribed work on Itihasa or Puranam, a man is glorified

in the region of the supreme Brahma, and becomes

doubly entitled to the privileges of heaven. It is sin

for a Brahmana to join in any secular topic, or to

lend his ears to any scandalous gossip, or listen to a speech,

made in a vulgar, or in a Mlechchha tongue. He, who

though being a fit and worthy receiver of gifts, studiously

avoids accepting any, acquires the same relgious merit as a

maker of gifts. Water, Kusha grass, milk, sandal wood, or

any kind of edible roots or leaves, need not be refused

when offered, it being not anywise impious to accept a gift

from a dishonest person, voluntarily made and received

without asking. Anything offered by a eunuch, by a man or
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woman of questionable morals, as well as the one offered by

one's enemy, should be unconditionally rejected, except for

the purpose of celebrating any religious ceremony, or per-

forming the obsequies of one's own father.

CHAPTER XC1X.

YAJNAVALKYA SAID :—Now I shall describe the process of

celebrating Shraddha ceremonies for the propitiation of one's

own departed manes, whereby all sins are expiated.

A day of the new moon, Ashtaka, Vriddhi (occasion of

the marriage of one's son) the advent of Pretapaksha (dark

fortnight in the month of Bh^dra) the passing of the sun

into the sign of cancer or of capricornus, receiving of any

kind of excellent meat, the advent of Brahmanas well-

versed in the Vedas in ones's house, the two equinoxes,

the passing of the sun into a zodiacal sign, the astral com-

bination known as Vyatipata Yoga, Gajachchaya (Magha

trayodashi—the thirteenth day of the moon's wane marked

by the asterism Magha) a solar or a lunar eclipse, are the

occasions on which a Shraddha ceremony is to be performed.

Young Shrotriya Brahmanas well-versed in Vedic lore,

astrologers, Trimadhus, the three Savarna friends the sister's

son, the family priest, son-in-law, the preceptor, the father-in-

law, the maternal uncle, daughter's son, the disciple, the wife's

brothers, and friends and relations of the deceased, the three

Nachiketas, and Brahmanas who officiate at the religious sacri-

fices or are the keepers of the sacred fire, or practise asceti-

cism, or are fondly devoted to their parents, or strictly conform

to the rules of Brahmanjsm, should be alone invited on the

occasion of a Shraddha ceremony. A diseased or a maimed
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Brahmana, as well as one born with an additional bodily

appendage, or born in the unmarried state of his mother;

or the issue of her second marriage, or any wise deviated

from the execution of his true Brahminical duties, or ungodly

{lit., having no faith in the god Vishnu) in his conduct should

not be invited on the occasion of a Shraddha ceremony. The

Brahmanas, eligible to be present in the ceremony, should

be invited on the day, previous to its celebration through

other Brahmanas.

Then on the occasion of the ceremony, the performer

of a Shraddha, should first humbly ask the invited Brah-

manas to be seated in their respective seats, and then with

his blended palms entreat them to arrange themselves

in the following order, viz., two Brahmanaas before the

vessel containing offerings for the gods, with their faces

turned towards the east, and three before the vessels contain-

ing offerings for the performer's departed manes and with

their faces turned towards the north. Similar disposition

of Brahmanas, should be made in respect of the vessels

containing offerings for the performer's maternal ancestors.

Then after having offered water to the Pitris for washing

their hands with, and cushions of kusha blades to seat

upon, the performer, with the permission of the Brahmanas

officiating at the ceremoney, would invoke the presence of

his departed manes in it, by reciting the proper Mantras,

and scatter barley grains over the vessels containing the

sacred knots of kusha grass (Pavitram). After that he shall

offer water to the Brahmanas by reciting the " Shannodevi "

etc., Mantra, barley grains by reciting the one, beginning

with " Yavosi" etc., Mantra. Then with the permission of

the Brahmanas, he shall invoke the presence of his departed

manes in the ceremony by reciting the Mantra, running as

" Ayantu nah Pitara" (Come, O our fathers) etc., by whirlirig

his right hand over his head from the left. In offering

Arghas to the Pitris, sesamame seed should be used instead
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of barley grains, and the performer of the ceremony shall

then meditate upon their divine selves.

Then the vessel containing the offering for the Pitris shall

be bent by reciting the Mantra running as " Pitribhyoh

Sthanam-asi." Then boiled rice, soaked with clarified

butter, should be taken in hand, and the permission of the

Pitris should be obtained by reciting the Mantra, running

as "Agnow Karishye," etc., after which the Gayatri Mantra

and the one running as Madhuvata, etc.,' should be thrice

recited over it. Then after, having recited the Mantra

running as Yathasukbam Vakjatah Sada (stay silently for a
while as you please) etc., the performer of a Shraddha should

mentally recite the sacred Mantras for a while during which

period the Pitris should be contemplated as partaking of

the oblations of boiled rice offered to them.

The performer should offer the Havishya oblations to

his fathers, if desired, in an ungrudging spirit. He should

mentally repeat the name of God or any other, sacred Mantra,

until the Pitris would finish their meal, and then recite the

benedictory Vedic Verses, running as Madhu Vata ritayate"

(may the sweet wind blow over the land), etc., and scatter

the dedicated boiled rice over the ground by reciting the

" Om, Triptah Stha" (Be you appeased) Mantra. After that,

oblations of boiled rice, mixed with sesame seeds, should be

offered near the vessel containing the refuge of the meals of

the Pitris, the offerer looking towards the South at the time.

' Oblations should be thus offered to the souls of one's grand-

father and great grandfather, both in the paternal and the

maternal lines ; and the rite of oblations should be closed

by offering Achamaniyam (water for rinsing the mouth)

to them.

A Brahmana shall utter the term " Svasti" in connec-

tion with all acts done by him in course of the ceremony,

after which the Akshayyas should be given, and the Brah-
! manas officiating at the ceremony, should be remunerated
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with Dakshinas, as his means would admit of. Then he would

ask the permission of the Brahmanas for uttering "Svadha"

with a recitation of the Mantra running as " Svadham

Vachayishey" and the Brahmanas would express their con-

jfent thereto by uttering " Vachyatam" (speak out.) Then the

sacred knot of the Kusha grass (Pavitram) should be untied

with the permission of the Brahmanas, by reciting " Pitribhyah

Sradhochatyam," and he should sprinkle water over the

ground with a similar permission of theirs with the Mantra

"Ora, Ashta Svadha." Then having again sprinkled water

over the ground in accompaniment of the Mantra running as

" Vishv6devah Priyantam, etc. (May the Vishv6dev4s be

pleased with the ceremony), he should recite the one begin-

ning with " Dataro Noh Abhivarddhantam" (May our

givers enjoy greater prosperity), whereupon the Brahmanas

would reply "Om, Astu" (Om, be it so). Then the per-

former of the ceremony, would devoutly make an obeisance

to the Brahmanas and dismiss them with sweet words. Then

the Brahmanas in connection with the vessels known as the

Pitri pAtras, etc., would be bidden adieu to by reciting the

Mantra running as " VajeY' " Vaje," etc. Then the lid or

the cover of the Pitri patra containing the Argh.-i-sprinkled

water, should be removed, and the performer would sprinkle a

few drops thereof, and bid them (Brahmanas) faVewell as be-

fore. He should circumbulate the ground or the site of the

ceremony, and take the resdiue of the oblations dedicated to

his manes. Both he and his wife, would practise a vow of

continence for the night.

A Shraddha ceremony, should be performed on the occa-

sion of a marriage in the house in the aforesaid manner, with

the exception that the term " Nandimukha" should be ap-^en-

ded^to the name of each of the performer's departed manes,

and the oblations containing Vadari fruits, should be offered

to them.

In a rite of Ekoddishta Shraddhha, the vessel of oblation
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•known as the Daivapatram, should be omitted, and tha

Pavitras, made of a single blade of Kusha grass, should be

used. It is further distinguished by the absence of all in-

vocation and " Agnoukaranam" rites, which should be per-

formed with the upper sheet or garment (uttariya) being

placed on the right shoulder of the performer (Apasavyavat).

The Akshayyas (threads) should be given in the present rite

by saying " Upatishtat&m" (Be pleased to get up) while the

Brahmanas should be bidden adieu to by crying "Abhiramya-

tam," whereupon the Brahmanas would say "Abhiramasva."

In a Sapindikarana ceremony, perfumed water contain-

ing sesame seeds, should be placed in four vessels at

the time of offering the Argha, and one of them should

be exclusively dedicated to the use of the Preta (departed

4nane for the salvation of whose soul the ceremony is

performed). After that, the oblations and offerings offered

to the latter (Preta) should be divided, by reciting the two

Mantras beginning with " Ya Samana," etc., and then mixed

with those offered to the souls of the performer's grandfather.

The forms of Shraddha, known as Ekoddhista and Parvana,

jointly constitute what is known as Sapindikaranam.

Rice with pitchers, full of water, should be offered to the

soul of a departed ancestor at the close of the year in the

«vent of the Sapindakarana Shraddha, it being performed

within it. The oblations offered to one's departed manes

in the course of a Shraddha, should be given over to a cow,

>or to a goat, or to a Brahmana for eating at the close of the

ceremony, or they should be cast in fire or water. The
satisfaction resulting from a Shraddha ceremny performed

with Havishya (sun-dried rice boiled with any vegetable,

and soaked with clarified butter) or with Payasha (sweetened

jporridge) in honour of one's departed manes, lasts them
for a year,, while the pleasure .incidental to the perform-

ance of one with fish, or venison or mutton or Shakula

fish, or goat's flesh, or with the flesh of a Prishata or an Ena
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or a Ruru (different families of deer), or of a boar, or of a

hare, successively endures for a month more, in the order of

enumeration.

A Shraddha ceremony should be celebrated each year, on

the thirteenth day of the moon's wane marked by the asterism

(lunar mansion) Magha. A Shraddha ceremony should be

likewise performed each day, in honor of one's departed

manes from the first day of the dark fortnight to its close

(day of the new moon) in the month of Bhadra, known in

the Sanskrit calendar as Pretapalcsha (when the departed

Manes are supposed to visit the earth), the benefit of

such peformances being the birth of a daughter in the per-

former's family. Shraddha ceremonies for the salvation of

souls who had quitted the world in consequence of any cut,

blow or sword-thurst, should be celebrated on the fourteenth

day of the moon's wane, in virtue of which the performer

would be rewarded with wealth, offspring and valour in this

life. By duly performing a Shraddha ceremony in honor

of his departed manes, a performer is enabled to live a long

* life in the full possession of a good name, and a sound bodily

health, suffers no bereavement in life, and attains an elevated

status in the world to come. Knowledge spreads her store

to such a man, the goddess of wealth pours down plenty

over his fields, filling his chests and coffers with all sorts of

pjecious metal, and the number of his cattle swells by daily

additions. A similar benefit is derived from celebrating a

Shraddha ceremony under the auspicies of any of the three

asterisms (lunar mansion) calculated from the Krittika.

The Pitris of a Brahmana, who performs a Shraddha cere-

mony with new water (water of the rainy^ season) or with

newly harvested rice, con*er upon him the blessings of

longevity, fatherhood, opulence, erudition,and sovereignity in

this life, and a residence in heaven, and even salvation, after

death in return.

37



CHAPTER C.

YAjJNAVALKYA said : —Now hear me describe the symptoms

• which are exhibited in a person, struck by the malignant

influence of a Vinayaka. The afflicted person dreams of

water and fancies in dreams that he has been bathing in a

lake or pool. The patient pines away in sorrow and silence,

and all his undertakings end in dismal failures. A king

under the influence of a Vinayaka, loses his sovereignty, a

virgin cannot secure a husband, and a matron continues

sterile or is deprived of the blessings of motherhood. The

remedy consists in a ceremonial ablution effected in the

following manner :

—

The body of the patient should be first rubbed with a

compound consisting of white mustard seeds and sandal

wood pasted together with the admixture of clarified butter,

his head being plastered with a paste of the drugs, known as

Sarvoushadhi and Savagandha. Then he should be seated

on a platform, as is generally raised on the occasion of a

religious sacrifice ; and the Brahmanas shall be asked to

recite benedictory Mantras over his person. Then four

earthen pitchers, all of the same colour, and filled with water

fetched from the same lake or natural reservoir of water,

and saturated with Rochona (yellow pigment), sandal paste,

and Guggulu (aromatic gum resin) should be emptied over his

head, the patient being seated on a red leather cushion, and

the Brahmanas chanting the following Mantras at the time :

—

" We bathe thee with water which has been purified by the

Sun-God and the Holy Sages. May the purifying element in

the water, imparted to it by their sacred touch, cleanse thy

spirit. May the gods Varuna, Indra, the Sun, the Wind, the

concourse of the seven Holy Siges, as well as the Jupiter and
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the sacred person of the king, give back to thee thy lost splen-

dour and fortune. May the ill fate which clings to thy hairs,

torelock, head, temples, ears and eyes, be hereby dispelled

and washed away." After that, mustard oil should be poured

over his head and in his ears, and a Homa should be performed

in the fire of lighted Kusha blades soaked with clarified

butter, and held over his head. Libations of clarified butter,

surcharged with powdered turmeric, should be subsequently

cast in the sacrificial fire in honor of the gods, known as Kush-

manda and Rajputra, by appending the term Svaha (obei-'

sance) to their respective names, each time they are invoked

in the course of the ceremony. The 1

.

1
, blades of Kusha grass

should be spread over a place where four roads meet, and the

votary or the priest officiating at the ceremony, should sit

upon them with a tray on his head, containing both ripe

and unripe grains of rice, sweet-scented flowers of beautiful

colours, the three kinds of wine, curd, sweet porridge, boiled

rice, clarified butter, treacle and sweetmeats, and worship

the goddess Amviea in that posture with blended palms and

in a devout spirit. He shall dedicate those offerings to the

o-oddess, and pray as follows :

—
" Grant me the boons of

beauty and fame, O goddess, and make me happy in the

delights of fatherhood."

Gifts of white cloths and white sandal pastes should be

made to the Brahmanas at the close of the worship, and the

spiritual preceptor of the patient's family, should be appeared

with the gift of a pair of cloths, and the tutelary deities of

the planets should also be propitiated with a worship.



CHAPTER Ci:

YAJNAVALKYA said :—It is incumbent on a person, cast

under the malignant influences of hostile planets, to cele-

brate a religious sacrifice for their propitiation, which is

called a Grahayajna, and which a man, in quest of earthly

prosperity arid peace in life, shall do well to perform. The

learned have designated the planets as the Sun, the Moon,

the Mars, the Mercury, the Jupiter, the Venus, the Saturn,

and the Nodes, both ascending and descending (Rahu and

Ketu) ; and their respective malignant influences entail the

wearing of copper, Indian bell metal, crystal, red sandal-

wood, gold, silver, iron, lead and Indian bell metal, by persons

struck with them, on their bodies.

Now hear me, O holy sages, describe the respective colours

of the aforesaid planets. The Sun is red ; the Moon ; white,

the Mars, red ; the Mercury and the Jupiter, yellowish ; and

the Venus, white ; all the rest being black.

A person struck by the malignant influence of any of

the planets, should be bathed with water containing bits of

the metal, specifically held sacred to it, and libations of clari-

fied butter surcharged with its particles should be likewise

cast in the sacrificial fire in honour of its tutelary god. Offer-

ings of gold, cloth and flowers, should be made to the anta-

gonistic planet, and the worship should be conducted with

flowers, perfumes, edibles and burning incense-sticks made of

aromatic gum resin. The tutelary gods of the planets, as well

as their subordinates, should he worshipped by reciting the

Mantras respectively held sacred to them. The Rik running

as " Akrishnnaa Rajasa," should be chanted during the wor-

ship of the Sun-God, the one beginning with " Imam Deva,"

etc., should be recited in worshipping the Moon-God. The
Mars should be invoked by reciting the Vedic verse, running
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as " Agnimurdha," etc., while the Mercury should be addressed

with the one beginning with " Udbudhyasva," etc. The Rik

running as " Vrihaspati," etc., shall be chanted on the occa-

sion of a worship of the Jupiter, and the Mantra of "Anyat,"

etc., on that of the worship of the Venus. The Saturn should

be invoked by reciting the Rik running as " Shannodevi," etc.,

while the Nodes should be respectively addressed with the

verses running as " Kayayana" etc., and " Kranvana etc."

The twigs of such sacrificial trees or plants such as the

Arka, the Palasha, the Khadira, the Apamarga, the Pippala,

the Oudumvara, the Shami, and Durva and Kusha blades,

soaked with curd, honey and clarified butter, should be

respectively cast in the sacrificial fire, in Homa ceremonies

celebrated for the propitiation of the planets, such as the Sun

etc., " Treacle and boiled rice, Payasa, Havishyannam (sun-

dried rice cooked with any sacred vegetables and soaked

with butter), boiled rice mixed with milk condensed and

sweetened by boiling, curd with boild rice, clarified butter,

cakes, cooked meat and Vichitrannam (some thing like

our modern Pilaos) should be respectively dedicated as

offerings to the planets beginning with the Sun. A cow,

a conchshell, an ox, gold, a cloth, a horse, a black cow, iron

and a goat, are the Dakshinas (honorarium), which should

be paid to the Brahmanas officiating at the ceremonies

respectively celebrated for the propitiation of the Sun, the

Moon, the Mars, the Mercury, the Jupiter, the Venus, the

Saturn and the Nodes. Even a king may derive many

benefits from worshipping the planets.

-:o;-



CHAPTER Gil.

YaJNAVALKYA said :—Hear me, you holy sages, enumerate

the duties of a householder, entering the life of a hermit

at the close of his wordly career (Vanaprastha Dharma).

Having left his wife in the charge of his son, or in her

company a householder, retired from the affairs of the world,

shall enter the forest, and live the life of a forest-dwelling

hermit (Vanaprastha). Putting his senses under perfect

control, and banishing all procreative desires from his mind,

he shall be a custodian of the sacred fire, revere the Brah-

manas who shall belong to his own cult of fire worship, be

hospitable to his guests, and propitiate his departed Manes

with the celebration of Pitriyajnas. Self-controlled, he shall

not attend to the embellishment of his own person, wear long

hairs, and please or endear himself to his Own servants.

Accepting neither gifts nor charities, he shall refrain from

pursuing all sorts of worldly pursuits, and live contented

and happy in perfect mastery over his own self. Once only

in a day or a month, he shall bestir himself about procuring

the necessaries of life, and pass his time in meditation and

goodly thoughts, wishing and doing good to all. He shall

sleep on the bare ground, and all his acts shall be shaped to

the fruition of one grand desire, vis., the expansion of his

spiritual self. Never angry, and ever contented, he shall

practise Yoga amidst the fifes (with blazing togs of wood

on four sides and the Sun over head) in summer, in an open

plain during the rains, and in wet clothes in winter.

-;o;-



CHAPTER C1II.

YAJNAVALKYA said :—Hear me, O you, the foremost of

beings, narrate the duties of a Bhikshu (mendicant friar).

Having returned from the forest and performed the

religious sacrifice, known as the Sarva-Veda Dakshin.ika, he

shall celebrate a Prajapatya Vratam. Then humble, self-

controlled, and doing good to all, he shall abstract the

divine energy from the sacrificial fire and assimilate it in his

own self. Now he shall be considered fit to reside in a.

village, living on alms voluntarily offered. Otherwise he

shall stir abroad in the evening without any of the para-

phernalia of begging, which characterise a common mendi-

cant, and live contented on what will be obtained in a

single stroll. He shall carry his bowl of gourd (Kamandula) •

and his Tridanda staff with him. He shall beg for the

barest necessaries of life, and not out of any motive for

gain. By practiseing self-control and regulation of breath,

etc., a Bhikshu may attain the elevation of a Paramhansa,,,

and ultimately emancipate his self at the completion of his

Yoga. By practising Yoga and moderation in diet, a Bhikshu

may acquire an elevated status after death. Even a house-

holder may emancipate his self by dint of wisdom, hospita-

'ity and charity.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CIV.

AJNAVALKYA said :—The Soul of a sinner, after enduring

the pangs of hell, is necessitated' to revert to the lower plain

of animal existence, and to incarnate in succession therein
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till the final extinction of the effects of his prior sinful acts.

The killer of a Brahmana, after passing through the bodies-

of a dog, an ass and a camel, in succession, shall again

work up its way to the plane of human life, and shall be

born deaf and dumb in his first incarnation therein. A
stealer of gold, shall take birth as a worm or an insect in his

next existence. A person defiling the bed of his own

preceptor or superior, shall vegetate as a blade of grass in

his next incarnation. A killer of a Brahmana will be afflicted

with an attack of Pthysis in his next life, a gold-stealer

will have black teeth, and one seducing the wife of one's

own preceptor, will have an attack of whitlow in his next

birth. He who steals food-grain in this life, will be de-

prived of food in his next, while he who breaks the music

at a duet, will be born dumb in his next existence. A grain-

stealer is born with an additional limb, and is tormented with

a foetid smell in his nostrils, and a crooked nature, which can

not bear the good fortune of others. An oil-stealer will be

born as an insect known as oil worm in his next life, or

as a mean, malicious person with fetour in his mouth. Those

who have auspicious marks on their persons, will be rich

and happy, while the opposite may be predicted of those

possessed of contrary features.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CV.

YaJNAVaLKVA said :—For commission of heinous and infamous

acts, and omission of doing what is good and commendable,

a person is sure to be condemned to the torments of hell.

An unbridled gratification of the senses paves one's way
to the gates of hell. Hence rites of expiation should, be
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jperformed both for the cleansing of the spirit and the body.

A performance of any expiatory rite restores the lost good

name of its performer in society, and brings on that secret

joy in the mind which is the true criterion of a reclaimed

spirit. A non-repenting sinner, or the one not atoning for

past iniquities with the performance of a proper expia-

tory rite, is sure to be doomed to the pangs of any of the

different confines of hell, which are respectively known as

Mahd-Rouravam, Ta'misram, Hansavanam, Lohitodakam,

Sanjivana, Nadipatham, Maha-Nilyayam, Kakolam, Andha

Timisram, Avichi and Kumbhipakam, the doors of which

are guarded by iron bolts and which are full of foetid exhala«

tions.

A wine-drinker, or an assaulter of the sacred person of

a Brahmana, or a gold-stealer, or a person defiling the bed of,

or calumniating, his own spiritual preceptor, as well as the one

who speaks lightly of the Vedas, commits the same sin, both

as regards extent and atrocity, as the killer of a Brahmana.

By eating a food prohibited in the Shastras, by doing any

thing low and deceitful, by kissing the lips of a woman in her

menses, one commits the same sin as that which originates

from the use of wine. The sin, which is attached to the steal-

ing of a horse, is identical in all respects with what is com-

mitted by a theft of gold. By going unto the wife of a friend,

or on a virgin daughter of one's own loins, or unto a girl of

lowcaste, or unto a woman of one's own consanguinity, or

unto a sister of one's own father or mother, or unto the wife

of one's own maternal uncle, or by visiting the bed of one's

own sister, or by living with a sister or a co-wife of one's

own mother, or with the daugher or wife of one's own

preceptor, one commits the same sin which is attached to

the defilement of the bed of a preceptor. The male offend-

ing party should be killed by cutting off his genitals, as well

as his female accomplice, if found to be a willing party to the

incest under the circumstance.

38
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The following sinful acts, viz., cow-killing, robbing of A

Brahrnana, non-repayment of one's debts, and non-discharge

of one's monitary obligations, non-keeping of the sacred fire

by a Brahrnana, or his engaging in any sort of trade or

merchandise, marriage by a younger brother in the unmarried

state of his elder, tutelage under one's own servant, or ac-

ceptance of any gift from him, going unto another man's

wife, negotiation of the marriage of a younger brother before

that of his elder, creating a breach among friends and rela-

tions for money, tuition for pecuniary considerations, sale of

salt, murdering of a Kshatriya, Vaishya or a regenerated

Shudra, infamous livelihood, misappropriation by a man of

any property held in trust, breaking of a vow, selling of meat

roasted on a gird iron, or of a cow, abandoning by one of one's

own parents, selling of tanks, gardens, etc., dedicated to the

use of the community, giving of one's daughter in marriage

with a Parivinda (a younger brother marrying in the un-

married state of his elder), officiating as a priest in a religious

ceremony celebrated by a person charged with the preceding

guilt, selling by one of the ornaments of one's own daughter

given her by her husband or friends, following of a crooked

path in life, an attempt at defiling a religious vow or a

penance of another, undertaking of any act for one's sole

and exclusive benefit, drinking of any spirituous liquor,

seduction of another man's wife, renunciation of the study

of the holy Vedas, desertion of one's sons and relations, aban-

donment of the sacred fire, perusal of immoral literature,

and selling of one's sons and wives, are included within the

category of Upapatakas (minor moral delinquencies).

Now hear me describe the mode of performing tfoe proper

expiatory rites for the atonement of sins, enumerated

before.

The killer of a Brahrnana shall live on a spare diet, tacking

only as much food as is absolutely necessary for bare sub-

sistence and roam about for a continuous period of twelve
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years, bearing a human skull on his head, ahd thereby making

a contrite confession of his grave and unmitigated sin to the

world at large. Paying no heed to the embellishment of

his person and expressing the sincerest repentance both by

his mind and mein, he shall not think of shaving himself and

cast libations of clarified butter in the sacrificial fire by re-

citing the Mantra running as " Somebhyo Svaha," or in the

accompaniment of the Mantras, sacred to the god Skanda.

The sin which is attached to the killing of a Brahmana, may

be expiated in the preceding manner. The sin which is

incidental to the killing of a bird or a cow unsuspiciously

reposing in a bush or a forest, though killed at the instance

and for the benefit of, a Brahmana, is atoned for by reciting

all the Mantras contained in the three Vedas, in the gloom of

a lonely forest, or by worshipping the goddess Sarasvati

(Minerva of the Hindu pantheon) and by making money-

gifts to any worthy receiver of public munificence.

The sin, which is attached to the killing of a Kshatriya or

a Vaishya while engaged in celebrating a religious sacrifice,

maybe atoned for by doing the same penances, as enjoined in

the case of killing a Brahmana. The sin which is incidental

to bringing about the abortion of a pregnant woman,

may be expiated by doing a penance which is laid down

in respect of an act of destroying a foetus or a child of the

same caste. The man engaged for the purpose, or one

attempting to bring about such a miscarriage, shall perform

a penance every way similar to the preceding one, even when

the attempt will prove abortive. The sin which is attached

to the killing of a Brahmana, while engaged in a rite of

ceremonial ablution at the close of a religious sacrifice, may

be atoned for by doing over again the penance previously

enjoined in that behalf. A Brahmana who has wilfully

taken any wine or spirituous liquor, shall expiate his sin

by attempting self-immolation with potions of flame-coloured

wine, water, cow's urine and clarified butter, or .shall grow
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long hairs and perform, in tattered rags, the penances laid

down in connection with an act of Brahmana-slaughter. AH

the Brahmanical rites such as those of tonsure, investiture of

the holy thread, etc., should be done unto him after his puri-

fication through the performance of proper penances. A
Brahmana woman polluted with any spirituous drink, or defiled

by drinking semen or urine, is sure to be ousted of the eternal

heaven of female chastity (Patiloka) and to reincarnate in

the shape of a she-vulture, or as a sow or a bitch on earth.

The expiation in the case of a Brahmana gold-stealer,

consists in his being cudgled to death by his king with a

club, voluntarily given by him to the latter with an express

entreaty for the purpose, after having made a free and

full confession of his own guilt, or in the alternative, he shall

purchase his atonement by making a gift of gold of his own

weight. A man ravishing a woman by taking advantage of

her sleep in a lonely bed and chamber, shall atone for his crime

by voluntarily cutting off his genitals and throwing them in

the southwest quarter of the sky. A man defiling the bed of

his preceptor, or going unto a woman bearing to him a rela-

tion-ship included within the category of Gurupatni pre-

viously described, shall expiate his sin with the perfor-

mance of a Chandrayana penance, or with a continuous

recitation of the Veda Sanhitas for an unbroken period of

three months. A cow-killer, protected by the absence of any

deliberate motive ;for the crime, shall practise self-control

for a month, sharing the same shed with the cows, and

leading them to pasturage, and drink by way of expiation

the sacred compound, known as the Panchagavyam {lit., the

five things obtained from a cow, consisting of milk, curd

clarified butter, cow's wine and cow-dung-serum). All crimes

included within the list of Upapatakas (minor sins) may be

expiated by performing a Chandrayana-Vrata, or by living

on a milk-regime for a month, or by practising a Paraka-

Vrata,
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The sin, which is attached to the killing of a Kshatriya (a

member of the military caste), may be atoned for by making"

the gift of a full-grown heifer with a thousand of young and

healthy cows, or by doing for three years a penance enjoined

to be performed for his expiation by a Brahmana-killer. Its

duration shall be curtailed to one year only in the case of

a peYson, who has killed a member of the trading community

(Vaishya), whereas only a six months' practice of the

penance, or a gift of ten cows, shall be the proper atone-

ment for an act of killing a Shudra. A man who has

accidentally killed his own good and unoffending wife, shall

practise expiatory penances, as laid down in the immediately

preceding instance.

The killer of a cat, or a lizard or a mongoose, or a toad,

shall live on the milk regime for three days in sucession,

or shall practise a Krichchha Vrata penance in addition

thereto. The sin of killing an eiephant, may be atoned for

by making the gift of five blue-coloured heifers and a white

calf of two years of age to a Brahmana. A gift of a "single

ox, will expiate the sin of one's killing a sheep, or an assj or

a goat, while in the case of a heron-killing (Crouncha) the

animal of gift shall be a healthy calf of three years of age.

The sin of tearing or uprooting a plant, or a shrub or a

creeper, shall be expiated by mentally repeating a hundred

Riks, while a Brahmacharin. (a person who has taken the

vow of celibacy) going unto a woman and thereby breaking

his vow, shall touch an ass by way of atonement. The sin

of eating a diet of honey and meat, may be expiated
; by

practising a Krichchha Vrata or any other similar penance.

In the death of a messenger in a foreign country, or at his

destination, the sender of the message, or the person at whose

instance he has been sent, shall practise the three penances

designated with the term Krichchha An act of disobedience

or insubordination to one's preceptor, is atoned for by doing

his pleasure. The sin which results from doing an injury
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to one's enemy, is expiated by making a gift of paddies to

the latter, or by winning his good graces in a friendly and

affectionate discourse, after having banished all hostile and

uncharitable feelings from the mind. Death is the only

atonement for a Brahmana, found guilty of ingratitude, or

of repaying good by evil. An utterer of falsehood or in*

decent language, shall live in perfect continence and prac-

tise self-control for a month, passing his time in a solitary

place and without asking for food of any body. A man,

going unto his brother's wife without any appointment from

her husband, shall practise a Chandrayana penance. A
person, going unto a woman in her menses, is purified by

taking a draught of clarified butter at the end of a three

days' fast. The sin of accepting a gift at the hand of

an evil or a dishonest giver, is atoned for by his constantly

repeating the Gayatri Mantra, for a month in a cowshed or

pasturage, and in perfect mastery over his senses. Three

Krichchha Vratas should be performed for the expiation of

the sin, incidental to the failure of a member of any twice-

born order to be invested with the holy thread at the proper

time (Vritya), and a Brahmana, officiating at any religious

ceremony undertaken by or on behalf of such person, shall

do the same. The sin which originates from one's forsaking

and deserting a person, who has asked one's protection,

shall be atoned for by reading the Vedas to the best of his

ability. A maa while riding in a carriage drawn by an ass

or a camel, shall thrice control his respiration in the manner

of a Pranayama. A man, who has gone unto a woman in the

day time, shall expiate his sin by bathing naked in a pool or

a lake. The sin which is incidental to reprimanding one's

elders or preceptors, as well as that which results from using

abusive language towards a Brahmana, may be atoned far by

regaining theiF favour, and observing a fast for a single day.

A man aiming a blow at a. Brahmana' shall expiate his guilt by

practising a Krichchha Vrata, while the expiation shall consist
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in the performance of the one known as Atikrichchha Vrata

in the case of actual assaulf and battery.

The circumstances of the guilt, as well as the age, and
physical capacity of a sinner, should be taken into considera-

tion in determining the nature of his expiatory rite. Wilful

miscarriage of a foetus, and speaking ill of her husband, are

the acts which degrade a woman, whose very presence should

be shunned from , a distance. A person of notorious guilt

shall do his penances of atonement at a public place, and
in conformity with the injunctions of his preceptor, while an

atonement for a sin which has not got any publicity, shall be

done in private. A killer of a Brahmana shall fast and

recite the " Aghamarshana Shuktam" for three days stand-

in water, after which he shall make the gift of a milch cow

with milk. Then he shall recite the Rik beginning as " Obei-

sance to Soma," observing a fast on the day following, and
cast forty times libations of clarified butter in the sacrificial

fire, while standing in water. A wine-drinker or a stealer of

gold shall fast for three days, recite the Mantra sacred to'

the god Rudra, and cast libations of clarified butter in the

fire by chanting the Kushmanda Mantra. A sin unwittingly

committed by a Brahmana, as well as the one which he is

unconscious of, is atoned for by his regularly attending to

his Sandhya, thrice each day, whereas a sin may be expiated

by reciting eleven times the Rudridhyiya. The sin «f

defiling the bed of one's own preceptor m.-iy be expiated by

mentally repeating the " Sahasra Shirsha" Mantra, whereas

a sin of whatsover denomination may be atoned for by

practising Pranayama for a hundred times.

A person inadvertently taking any semen, urine or fecu-

lent matter, shall fast for the day, and drink water consecrated

with the Gayatri Mantra in the evening. No sin can assail 1 the

divine self of a Brahmana who has subjugated his senses, and

lives in divine peace and contentment, dasily reciting the holy
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Vedas, and practising the five religious sacrifices, enjoined to

be performed by a householder (Pancha-Yajna). All sins other

than the one incidental to the killing of a Brahmana, are ex-

piated by mentally repeating the Gavatrl Mantra for a thou-

sand times. Practice of Brahmacharyya (continence), pity, con»

tentment, contemplation, truthfullness, sincerity, annihilation

of all killing propensities, non-stealing, sweetness of tempera-

ment and subjugation of senses, constitute what is techni-

cally known as Yama (self-control). Ablution, Vow of silence,

fasting, performance of religious sacrifices, reading of the

Vedas, self-control, practice of austerities, non-irascibility,

devotion to preceptors, and cleanliness, constitute what is

called Niyama. A Brahmana, practising a Rrichchha Santa-

pana Vratam shall live oh a milk regime on the first day,

on curd on the second day, on cow's urine on the third, on

cowdung on the fourth, and on clarified butter on the fifth,

and fast on the sixth day, breaking the vow on the seventh.

A vow practised for a week in the preceding manner is

called the Maha-Santipanam Vratam. Irt a vow of Parna-

Krichchha, the observer shall successively live on the leaves

of Oudumvara, Rajiva, and Vilva trees and on the washings

of Kusha grass on the fifth. In the penance known as the

Tapta Krichchham, the practiser shall successively live on

warm milk, clarified butter, and water, observing a fast on

the day of its close. A Pada-Krichchha Vratam consists in

living on a single meal at day on the first day, on a single

meal at night, obtained without asking, on the second day,

followed by a day of fast. Any of the preceding penances

practised for a thrice as much period, constitutes what is

technically known as a Prajapatya, which may be converted

into a Krichchhati-Krichchham, by its practiser's living on a

palmful of water each day instead of the diet enjoined to

be taken during the time by the scriptures. A continuous

fasting for twelve days, constitutes what is called the Paraka

Vratam. A diet of Pinyaka, Whey and powdered barley
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alternated with fast, constitutes what is called a Krichchha-

Sama, which being extended to a period of fifteen days, is

called a Tuldpurusha. A morsel of food to the size of a

hen's egg, should be increased by one from the first day of

the light fortnight to the day of the full moon, decreasing by

the same number each day from the commencement of the

dark one to the day of the new moon. This is what is known
as Chdndrayana Vrata.

Now hear me describe another mode of practising the

same (Chandrayana) Vrata: The practiser of the penance

shall thrice bathe each day, observing a regimen of diet as

in the preceding case, recite the sacred Mantras, take morsels

of food consecrated by reciting the Gayatri Mantra. A
Chandrayana Vrata is the atonement for sins of all kinds and

characters, and its performer is purified both in his body and

spirit and goes to the region presided over by the Moon-God

in the event of his undertaking the same out of a purely

religious motive. A man practising a Krichchha Vrata for

a similar purpose is rewarded with a boundless wealth.

-:o>

CHAPTER CVI.

YajnaVALKYA said :—O you, who are masters in the art of

self-control, now hear me describe the funeral rites to be gone

through in respect of the dead, according to the difference in

age and social order. A dead child, who has been dead before

completing his second year, should be buried instead of being

cremated, and no sort of S'raddha or Udaka-kriya (offer-

ing of libations of water to a departed spirit) is necessary

in that case. The friends or relatives of a child, dead after

39
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completing its second year of life, shall carry its corpse to

the cremation ground and exhume it in fire by mentally re*

citing the Yama Suktam. The relatives of a deceased person

related to him within the seventh or tenth degree of con-

sanguinity on the father's side, shall perform the rite of

Udaka-kriya with their faces turned towards the south, which

rule shall be extended to include the funeral rite of one's

departed maternal grandfather or preceptor's wife. Liba-

tions of water should be offered to the departed spirits of

one's friend, son, father-in-law and sister's son, by mentioning

their name and Gotra (spiritual clanship) in life. The rite of

Udaka-kriyd in these cases is optional, and its non-observance

does not entail any moral delinquency. A rite of Udaka-kriya

is forbidden in the case of a Brahmacharin, or of a degraded

or sinful person, which in the case of a wife, dead after

breaking her vow of chastity in life, is optional. The death

of a suicide or of a wine-drinker, should not be mourned for,

nor the rites of Udaka-kriyi, etc., should be done unto their

spirits. The death of any friend or relation or that of any

man should not be mourned, nor should one indulge in an

obstinate grief therefor, since life on earth is but transitory

at the best. Having performed his funeral rites and paid the

last honour to his earthly remains, the friends of a deceased

person shall return to the house he has left behind for good,

tear the leaves of a Nimva tree, and cross the threshold after

having purified themselves with the touch of fire, cowdung, and

white mustard seeds, perceded by acts of Achamanam. They
shall strike their feet against a stone slab before entering

the house. Similar procedure should be observed by all who
might have touched the corpse, while tne mere onlookers of

the scene would be purified then and there without undertak-

ing any religious ceremony for the purpose. The friends and

consanguinous relations of a deceased person should be con .

sidered unclean till before their ablutions at the close of the

funeral ceremony and until they would go through the neces-
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sary rites of Sanyama (self-control) in connection with the

event. Returned from the cremation ground, they shall pass

the day or night on fares purchased at a shop or a market, and

lie down on the bare floor or ground, apart from one another.

The performer of the incidental funeral sacrifice, shall offer

oblations of boiled rice to the departed spirit for three

successive days, for whose benefit an earthen vessel contain-

ing milk diluted with water, shall be as well kept in the open,

during the period. The spirit should be invoked and wor-

shipped in a lonely bower, and ceremonial rites (S'raddha,

etc.,) enjoined in the S'rutis in that behalf, should be per-

formed for his salvation.

The period of uncleanness in connection with the death

of a child, expired before cutting its teeth, lasts for that day

only, that incidental to the demise of one who has departed

this life before attaining the age of tonsure, is one day and

night, which extends to three days in the case of a boy who

has been dead before attaining the proper age of taking the

Brahminical vow (investiture with the sacred thread), while

the death of a boy after that age entails a period of un-

cleanness for ten days in the case of a Brahmana. Persons

standing in Sapinda relationship with the deceased, shall be

deemed unclean for ten days after the occurrence, while those

bearing only Sagotra relationship to him, shall so continue

for three days (if Brahmanas). Both these kinds of relations

shall be considered as clean on the very day of the event in

the case of the death of the child happening before the

completion of its second year of earthly existence, and only

its mother shall bide the full time of uncleanness. In the

case of two deaths ocurring successively in one's family (the

second happening within the period of uncleanness entailed

by the first 1 the period of uncleanness shall expire with the

one resulting in consequence of the second without neces-

sitating the observance of two full terms of uncleanness in

sucession. The period of uncleanness incidental to the birth
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or death of a child of any cognate relation of a Brahmana, or

of a Kshatriya or, of a Vaishya, or of a S'udra, is ten days,

twelve days, fifteen days and thirty days respectively.

Cleanness in connection with the death of a male inL-it

or of an unmarried daughter, is restored on the expiry of

a single day after the event. The period of uncleanness

in connection with the death of one's preceptor, companion,

maternal uncle, king, or of a son not of one's own loins, or

of one's wife who has known another person, as well as

that incidental to the death of a S'rotriya (a Brahmana

well-versed in the S'rutis), or of one who has completed the

study of his Veda with its kindred branches of study, is one

day only. The relations of a person, who has suffered death

in execution of the sentence of a king or of a king's court,

or killed by any horned cattle, or has committed suicide in

private or by taking poison, shall not bide any period of

uncleanness in consequence thereof. Uncleanness incidental

to the death of a person addicted to the performance of

a religious sacrifice, or while observing a religious vow, or

of a Brahmacharin or a practiser of charities, or of a knower

of the Supreme Brahma, or of one expiring while engaged in

making gifts or celebrating a religious sacrifice, or fallen

in battle or in a civic disturbance or political revolution or

killed by an act of God, shall expire on the very day of the

occurrence. Fire, Time, good deeds, earth, air, Mind,

knowledge, Meditation (divine) Repentence, fasting and
practice of religious penances (Tapas) are the sources of

all expiation and purification (cleansing) as the case may
be. Charity is the atonement for all misdeeds and a river is

purified by its current.

A Brahmana in distress, as well as the one fallen on evil

days, may earn his livelihood by doing the office of a
Kshatriya (a member of the military caste) or of a Vaishya
(trader). One thus living by trade or merchandise, shall not

sell any fruit, Soma, silk cloth (Kshouma), salt, edible shrub,
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curd, thickened milk, clarified butter, water, sesamum,

boiled rice, mercury, alkaline preparation, honey, shellac.

Aconite, requisites for a Homa ceremony, cloth, stone,

wine, salads, earth (clay), leather-shoes, deer-skin, blanket,

salt, flesh, levigated paste of any oil-seeds, edible roots

or perfumes, however, may be sold for money only for

religious purposes (celebration of a religious sacrifice, etc.,)

in exchange of paddy and sesamum seeds. Even in most

abject penury, a Brahmana shall rather live by agriculture

than engage in selling salt, and shall make it a religion never

to sell a horse under whatsoever circumstance in life. Even

in the absence of any means of livelihood, a Brahmana shall

fast for three days and abide by the decision of the king o£

the country regarding the choice of any new profession.

:o:-

CHAPTER CVI1.

SUTA said :—The holy Paras'ara narrated to Vyasa the

duties of the different social orders. Change is the law of-

the universe, and in each cycle the earth passes through the

successive phases of origin, and decay, but the birthless-

ones (Vishnu, etc.,) suffer no modifications. The S'rutis,

{lit., things heard, are spiritual truths transmitted orally

from generation to generation), Smritis (lit :—things

remembered, are the unwritten laws of conduct, etc., subse-

quently collected into codes,) and the good institutions have

their origin in the holy Vedas. It was Brahma who first

revealed the inspired rhapsodies of the Vedas to the world

at large, and the divine lawgivers of old, such as Manu etc,

were the authors of the Dh>rma S'astras (Institutes or Codes
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of Law, both moral and positive). Charity is the only virtue

which would be practised in the cycle of Kali, and the votaries

of all others would be scarce therein. Hence it is the only

one virtue which should be practised for th° redemption

of human nature in that iron age. The kingdom of <'vil

would come and vice would reign supreme on earth. Curses

would take effect within one year of their making (giv-

ing). A pious conduct and a pure character would be

the passport to all those merits in that age, which could

have been secured only with the practice of the most austere

penances in the preceding one= The six acts of necro-

mancy (Shatkarma) would be the matters of daily under-

taking and the rites of Sandhyd (recitation of a eertain

fixed portion of the V6das by a Brahmana) ceremonial ablu-

tions, mental repetition of any sacred Mantra, Homa, wor-

ship of the gods and practice of hospitality, would be the

stepping-stones to piety. Scarce would be the number of

Brahmana-Yatis in the Kali Yuga who would stick to the noble

art of spiritual culture, and the Kshatriyas would rule the

earth by conquering the armed forces of other sovereigns even

in the absence of any legitimate cause for war, and simply out

of a spirit of land-craving. The members of the mercantile

community, should diligently ply on their respective trades

and engage in agriculture, and the S'udras should live by

serving the Brahmanas in the age of Kali.

A man would degrade himself by stealing or by going

unto a woman related to him in the category of a ' forbidden

woman," or by eating any thing that is prohibited in the

Shastras for the purpose. A Brahmana engaged in agricul-

ture,, should not yoke a team of tired bullocks to his plough.

The Brahmanas even in the age of Kali, shall bathe at

,

midday, practise trance for a while, and then feed the

Brahmanas assembled at his house. The five religious sacri-

fices enjoined to be performed by a Brahmana householder,

each day, should be likewise performed in the Kali Yuga, and
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sins and inequities should be held in contempt they deserve,

A Brihmana shall not sell sesamum and clarified butter for

any pecuniary consideration. An agriculturist is absolved

of all sins by gi\ ing a sixth part of the produce to his king,

a twentieth part to the gods, and a thirty-third part thereof

to the Brahmanas. A Kshatriya, a Vaishya, or a S'udra agri-

culturist paying no such tithes as the preceding ones, stands

charged with the guilt of theft.

A Brahmana, who knows the Supreme Brahma, becomes

clean on the third day of the event on the happening of

any birth or death in his family, whereas the period of un-

cleanness, under the circumstance, shall extend to ten, twelve,

and thirty days in respect of the Brahma-knowing Ksha-

triyas, Vaishyas, and S'udras respectively. On the contrary,

persons belonging to the Brihmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya

and S'udra communities by mere accidents of birth, shall be

respectively deemed pure at the expiry of ten, twelve, fifteen

and thirty days after the event under the circumstance.

The Sapinda relations of a deceased person or of a stillborn

child, though not living in the same house, nor in commen-

sality, shall bide the same full term of uncleanness, while

those removed from him to the fourth degree of consan-

guinity shall be unclean for ten days, those removed to the

fifth degree shall be judged unclean for six days, those re-

moved to the sixth degree of consanguinity shall be regarded

wnclean for four days, and those removed to the seventh

degree, shall be considered unclean for three days only from

the date of the event under the circumstance. A child dead

in a distant country does not entail any period of uncleanness

to his relations beyond the moment the news is heard and

delivered. The corpse of a child dead before cutting .its

teeth as well as that of a still-born one should not be crema-

ted in fire, nor any funeral oblations and libations of water

should be offered to it. In the case of a miscarriage or abor-

tion of a foetus, the period of uncleanness in respect of its
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mother, would extend to as many days as the age of

the foetus in months at the time of abortion. The period of

uncleanness incidental to the death of a child, dead without

the rite of Namakaran (nomenclature) having been done unto

him, shall expire with the day of its occurrence, that on the

occasion of one expired before the rite of tonsure shall con-

tinue for the whole day and night, while that incidental to

the demise of a child, dead before having been invested

with the holy thread, would last for three days from the date

of its happening, and for ten days after that age.

An abortion of womb happening within the fourth month

of gestation is called a Garbhasriva, while the one occurring

at a later period and in the fifth or sixth month of incuba-

tion, is called a miscarriage (Garbha-Tyaga). No such un-

cleanness can attach itself to the person of a Brahmana who

is a Brahmacharin or is a daily worshipper of the sacred

fire, or has renounced all company and lives in solitude.

The artisans, the mechanics, the physicians, and one's

servants, male slaves, and female slarves, are incapable of

catching such personal disqualifications (uncleanness inci-

dental to the birth or death of a person). The persons of

kings, S'rotriyas and custodians of the sacred fire, are per-

petually clean. On the occasion of the birth of a child,

its mother shall be con'sidered clean at the close of ten

days after the date of the event, while its father shall

be clean again by an ablution on the receipt of the

news. All acts should be suspended on the happen!^

of the birth or death of a relation at the celebration of

a marriage or a religious sacrifice or festivity, except

those which have been actually projected and undertaken

before the event. The mother of a child, dead within

the period of uncleanness incidental to its birth, shall be

clean again on the date of the event. The period sf

uncleanness incidental to the death of a person, dead in a

cowshed, is only one day. By carrying the dead body of a
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friendless person to the cremation ground', a man shall remain

unclean for a single day, while the period of uncleanness in

respect of carrying the dead body of a Shudra, is three days

•only. The right of cremation is denied to a suicide, no matter

whether the death has been brought about by self-poisoning

or strangulation, as well as to one who has died of an insect-

bite. A man, defiled by the contact of the corpse of a

person, killed by any horned cattle or died of an insect-bite, is

purified by practising a Krichchha Vrata.

He who forsakes a chaste and undegraded wife in her

youth, is sure to incarnate as a woman, and to suffer the

pangs of widowhood in his six successive re-births. By not

visiting the bed of his wife during her menstrual period as

enjoined in the Shastras, a man incurs the sin of infanticide,

while a non-acommodating wife under the circumstance, is

sure to be born as a sow in her next birth. An abstinence

by the husband on the ground of being engaged in celebra-

ting any Vedic rite or sacrifice at the time, deprives him of

funeral libations, etc., after death. A son of one's own loins

as well as the one begotten on one's wife by another under

an appointment and hence related to one in that capacity,

is equally entitled to offer oblations to one's departed spirit.

A younger brother marrying in the unmarried state of his

elder, as well as his bride shall practise a penance of

Krichchha Vratam for the expiation of the crime. The person

at whose hand the bride is taken, shall as well practise the

penances respectively known as Ati-krichchha and Chandra-

yana Vratas. A younger brother is not prohibited from taking a

bride even in the unmarried state of his elder, when the latter

is found to be born a hunchback, or a dwarf, or impotent, deaf,

blind, or dumb, or as an idiot, or as one incapable of distinct

articulation. A betrothed girl may be married to another in

any of the five following contingencies, viz., in the event of no

trace having been found of her appointed bridegroom, or in

the event of his death, or of his taking to the life of a hermit,

40
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or on his loss of manhood or moral degradation. A wife

immolating herself with the dead body of her husband at the

same funeral pile, shall live in heaven for as many number of

years as there are hairs on the human body. A man, bitten,

by a dog, or by an animal of the kindred species, is purified

by mentally reciting the Gayatri Mantra.

The dead body of a Brahmana should be exhumed on

a funeral pyre lighted with Loukikagni (fire brought from

a household). The bone of a Brahmana, killed by a

Chandala, should be washed with milk in order to impart

to it the necessary purity before cremation, and burnt in>

fire with a recitation of the proper Mantras. An effigy

of a Brahmana made of Kusha-blades, should be burnt

in the following manner in the event of his death having

happened in a distant country. Six hundred Palasha-twigs,

should be spread in the shape of a man over a piece-

of black deer skin, a Shami-twig being placed over the

spot where the penis would be, an Arani (fire churning

apparatus) at the region of its scrotum, a Kunda (vessel) at

the region of its right hand, an Upabhrit (a sacrificial utensil)

at its left, an Udakhalam (a grain thresher) on either of its-

sides,, a Mushala (threshing rod) at its back, a stone slab at

the region of its breast, with rice, sesame and clarified butter

at its. mouth,, a Prokshani on either of its ears, an Ajyasthali

(vessel for clarified butter) on either of its eyes, and bits of

gold in the orfices of its mouth, ears and eyes. Thus all the

articles and utensils required in an Agni Hotra sacrifice,

should be arranged along the different parts of the effigy

of Kusha grass,, which should be lighted with fire, and a single

libation of clarified butter, should be cast therein by reciting

the Mantra,' " Asou svargaya lokaya svalia" (obeisance to

the Fre.-God, may he ascend the region of heaven). By thus

burning the effigy of a Brahmana, dead in a distant country,

his relation may ensure the residence of his soul in the

region of Brahma.
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The killer of a Swan, Sarasa, Heron, Chakravak, or a cock

may regain the former purity of his self by fasting for a single

day, which rule holds good as regards the killing of any other

bird. The rite of expiation in connection with the killing

of a quadruped, consists in fasting for a day and in mentally

repeating any sacred Mantra. The proper atonement for

inadvertantly bringing about the death of a Shudra, consists

in practising a Krichchha Vrata, that for killing a member

of the Vaishya caste, is the practice of an Ati-Krichchha.

Vrata. The penance to be practised for expiating the sin

of killing a Kshatriya, is a Chandrayana, which should be

practised twenty to thirty times by way of atoning for an

J
act of Brahman-killing.

-:o:

CHAPTER CVIIl.

SUTA (LomahARSHANA) said :—Now I shall discourse on the

Science of Ethics and Expediency, a perusal whereof may

benefit kings and commons alike, and enable them ts secure

iong lives, and good names on earth, and exalted stations

in heaven after death. A man wishing success in life, shall

make it a point not to mix in vulgar companies, but to

associate ohly with the best and the most virtuous in the land.

Company of the wicked or of the inequitousa is neither good

in this life nor in the one to come. A man should shun even

any oral discourse with the wicked, avoid their presence

and company, be on his guard against picking up a quarrel

with his trusted friends, or against mixing with those who

serve his enemies or are in friendly terms with them.

Even a learned man comes to grief by teaching a bad

pupil, or by maintaining a bad wife. An evil cenfpany is but
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the high road to depravity. The very presence of an illiter-

ate Brahmana or of of a dastardly Kshatriya, or of a lazy

Vaishya, or of a literate Shudra should be shunned from a

distance. One should make a compact with one's enemies, or

a breach with his friends at the right moment. Wise men bide

their time out of motives of expediency and with a full

,

regard to the cause and effect of their each act of conduct.

It is Time that rears up all created beings. It is Time that

brings about their dissolution. It is Time which sits up fully

awake when all else is asleep. Hence Time is unconquerable,

and suffers no slightness of his authority. It is Time that

makes the semen flow in to its natural repository, and evolve

itself in the shape of a fcetus in the womb. Time is the

principal factor in the evolution of the universe, and it is.

Time that will bring about its final dissolution. Invisible is

the fight of time, which becomes manifest at one place by

the occurrence of gross phenomena, while in another it is too

subtile to be detected.

The following synopsis of the rules of conduct was

narrated by Vrihaspati to Indra, the lord of the celestials,

whereby the latter acquired omniscience and was enabled

to recover the kingdom of heaven from the hands of the

demons. It is incumbent on the Brahmanas and the Rajarshis

to worship the gods, to propitiate the Brdhmanas and to

celebrate Horse-Sacrifice for the atonement of sins of the

most aggravated nature. A man by making an alliance with

the good, as well as by discussing commendable topics with

the learned and making friendship with the greedless,

cannot possibly come to any grief. Incest or jesting with

another's wife, taking of another's goods, and residence

in another's house should be avoided. A well-meaning

alien (enemy) is a friend and a hostile friend is an

alien. A disease which originates in the body is an

enemy, but a herb which grows in the forest (and out-

side of the body) is a friend. He who maintains a person
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is a father to him. He in whom confidence is reposed is

a friend and the country which provides one's means of liveli-

hood is one's true country. A servant who does the com-
mands of his

_
master, is a true servant, a seed which

sprouts is a true seed ; a child that lives is a true child,

and a wife who speaks sweet is a true wife. He who has
virtue is truly alive. He who has piety lives but in the

true sense of the term. Futile is the life of him who is

bereft of piety and commendable attributes. She who
speaks sweetly to her husband and is a clever manager of

household affairs, is a true wife. She who is one in spirit

with her lord and devotes her whole self to his happiness, is

a true wife. He whose wife decorates her person with

sandal paste and perfumes her body after her daily ablution,

talks little and agreeably, partakes small quantites of food,

is ever fond of him and is constantly engaged in doing acts

of piety and virtue with a view to bring happiness and

prosperity in the house, and is ever ready to yield to tha

procreative desires of her lord, is not a man, but the lord of

heaven.

A scolding wife, wild, querulous and argumentative, is

but the blight of life {lit. :—old age itself). A wife, attached

to another and fond of staying in an other man's house, and

who is not ashamed of her own depravity, is but the curse

of life. A wife who appreciates and honours the good

I

qualities in her lord and lives in loving submission to his

wishes, is satisfied with the little she gets, is alone entitled

to be called a beloved. An unchaste wife, an insincere

friend, an argumentative servant, and a residence in a

snake-infested chamber, are but the preludes to death. Walk

not in the path of the wicked, but sit in the assembly

of the pious and the godly. Suffer not the transitory

character of all mundane things to be absent for a mo-

ment from your mind, and be perpetually engaged in doing

what is good and commendable. A woman who is deadlier
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than the fangs of a serpent, or one that is blood-eyed, black

and fierce as a tigress, or is possessed of a cow-like tongue

and becomes foul-mouthed in rage, or is eccentric in her

habits, apathetic and fond of staying in an otherman's house,

should not be courted by a wise man for matrimonial

alliance He who 'ives in a snake-infested chanber, or

whose disease has run into an incurable type, as well as the

one who has passed through the three bodily stages of in-

fancy, youth and old age, is undoubtedly injj the grasp of

Death. Where is the man who can retain his mental equili-

brium under the circumstance ?

-:o:-

CHAPTER CIX.

LOMAHARSHANA said :—Money should be saved for the time

of distress, and a wife should be protected even at the

sacrifice of a stored up treasure. A man should defend

his own self even at the cost of his wealth and wife. It is

prudent to sacrifice a individual for the protection of a family.

The safety of an village should be purchased with the loss of

a family, while that of a country should not be regarded too

dear even at the sacrifice of a single village, it being impera-

tively obligatory on a person to save his own self even at

the loss of the whole world. It is better to live in hell than

to reside in a house of infamy. Extinction of the effects

of his own misdeeds in life, sets free a condemned spirit from

its doleful confines, whereas a person who has once resorted

to a house of ill fame, can never be properly reclaimed. A
wise man does not move one step by letting go his sure and

former foot-hold. An old situation of trust and tested safety

should not'lbe given up without well ascertaining the nature

of a new ohc. A man should renounce a country whose
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Inhabitants walk in the path of inequity, give up his resi-

dence in a house found to be infested with dangers, avoid

all connections with a niggardly prince, and forego the com-

pany of deceitful friends. Of what good is the gold which

is in the greedy gripe of a miser ? Of what worth is the

knowledge whicli is wedded to a low cunning nature ? What

does mere personal beauty avail a person whose mind is not

adorned with ennobling attributes? And what is the good

of one's having a friend who forsakes one in days of

adversity.

From unforeseen quarters friends gather round a man
in power and prosperity. Even the very kins of one, out

of office and fortune, turn their back as enemies in one's

adversity. Friendship is tested in distress ; valour, in battle ;

a wife, on the loss of fortune ; and an agreeable guest in

time of famine or scarcity. Birds forsake a tree whose

fruits are gone. Herons visit not the shores of a dried pool.

Courtesans smile not on (forswear the company of) a person

whose purse is exhausted, nor Ministers flock round a king,

bereft of his sovereignity. On the withered flowers the bees

sit not with their melodious hummings, nor do herds of deer

roam about in the forest which a wood fire has consumed.

One person endears another simply out of motives of self-

seeking. Is there any love for love's sake an earth ?

The greedy £re taken by gain, the proud by a show of

humility, fools, by pleasing themes, and the wise by truth.

The gods, the good and the Brahmans, are pleased with the

exhibition of genuine goodness, the vulgar, with food and

drink, and the erudite, with learned discourses. The good

should be won over with marks of respect. The crafty

should be won by creating a breach in their ranks, the low

by making trifling gifts or concessions in their favour, and

one's rivals by exhibiting equal prowess. An 'intelligent

man shall enter into the good graces of persons he shall

have to deal with through an accurate judgment of their
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iikes and dislikes, and thus speedily win them over to his

cause or side.

No confidence shonld be reposed in (the freaks of) rivers,

horned cattle, clawed beasts, women, persons of royal blood

and arm-bearing individuals (fully equipped soldiers etc.,)

A prudent man should never give any publicity to any insult

he micrht have suffered, to any deception that might have been

practised upon him, to any heart-ache of his own, nor to an

instance of female infidelity in his house. Movements in a low

or wicked company, a long separation frfim her husband, ex-

cessive and indulgent fondling, and a residence in another's

house are the factors which excite a wife to break her plight-

ed faith. Who is he who can boast of a spotless pedigree ?

Where is the man who has never been assailed by any

malady ? Who is he whom danger doth not beset in life ?

Who can be sure of the perpetual favours of fickle fate? Who
is he whom opulence filleth not with pride ? Who is he, who

standeth above all probability of danger ? Whfcre is the man

who is impervious to female charms ? Who is he whom a

king doth love in his heart ? Who is he whom Time doth not

sway ? Who is he whom begging doth not lower ? Who is he

who being netted with the guiles of the crafty, has come off

unscathed ? Perpetually in distress is the man who has no

friends or relations of his own, nor endowed with a sharp in-

tellectual faculty and incapable of putting a success to better

advantage. Wherefore should a wise man engage in a pursuit,

success in which does not bring in any profit, and failure

whereof is fraught with dangerous results. Quit the country

where you can find neither friends nor pleasures, nor in which

is there any knowledge to be gained.

Acquire that wealth which kings or thieves can neither

extort nor steal and which follows a person even beyond the

grave. Your successors, after your demise, shall inherit and
divide among themselves the wealth which has cost you life-

long and killing toils to acquire.
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The soul Only enjoys the fruits of the sins and inequities

involved in the acquisition of wealth which, again, forms the

portion of others who come next. A miser, earning and hoar-

ding up gold without knowing its proper use, is like a mouse

which steals from other men's granaries, and is only troubled

with the care of defending his ill-gotten gain. A miser, naked,

wretched and lamenting the loss of his fortune by striking his

hand against his forehead, shows but the evil effects of not

making any gift (proper use of money). A miser, continually

crying for fresh hoards, and stretching out, his palms in greed,

demonstrates but the plight in which a. non-giver would stand

in his next birth. May you never be in such a predicament.

Money hoarded up by a miser simply for the pleasure of

hoarding, without being spent in the celebration of a hundred

Horse-Sacrifices, or in relieving the want of the wise and the

erudite, ultimately finds its way into the coffers of thieves

and king's courts. The wealth accumulated by a miser,

never comes to the use of the Brahmanas, nor to that of his

own relations; is never spent for any religious purpose,

nor in purchasing his personal comforts, but is consumed

by fire, thieves, and law-courts.

May that wealth which is acquired by vicious ways, or

by excessive toil, or by bowing down to one's enemies,

be never yours.

Non-cultivation thereof, is a blow to one's learning ; a

shabby dress is a blow to a woman ; eating after digestion is

,i blow to a disease ; and cleverness is a blow to one's enemies.

Death is the penalty for theft, a separate bed is the

punishment for a wife, a cold greeting is the punishment

for deceitful friends, and non-invitation is the punishment

for Brahmanas. Rogues, artisans, servants, badmen, drums,

and women, are softened and set right by beating. They

•do not deserve good behaviour. A mission is the true test

for the efficiency of one's servants ; adversity, for the sin-

cerity of one's friends; and loss of fortune is the proper

4i
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occasion to test the fondness of one's wife. A woman takes

twice as much food, is four times as much cunning, six

times as much resourceful, and eight times as much armorous,

as a man. Sleep cannot be conquered by sleeping. A
woman knows no satisfaction in sexual matters. Fire can-

not be conquered with logs of wood, nor thirst, with wines.

Amorous fancies in women, are roused up by a meat diet and

emulsive fares, by good apparels, flowers, perfumes and wine.

Verily do I say unto you, O Shounaka, that even an ascetic

Brahmacharin, becomes fascinated [at such a sight] , and the

sexual organ of a woman, is moistened at the sight of a hand-

some and well-dressed youth, even if he happen to be con~

nected with her in the relationship of a father, a brother, or a

son. A woman as well as a river, let alone, is sure to take the

downward course. A woman, under the circumstance, brings

down the honour of her family, while a river tumbles down

her banks. A free woman, or an unchecked stream of water,

is sportive in her course. Fire is never satisfied with fuels

;

nor an ocean is satisfied with receiving rivers. Death knows

no satiety ; and a woman knows no gratification in matters

sexual. A man knows no satiety in discoursing with good

and sincere talkers
;
pleasure never palls ; and a man knows

no satisfaction as regards the increased duration of his life

and increased number of his progeny. A king knows no

gratification in the acquisition of wealth, nor is an ocean

satisfied with the increase of its tributaries. A learned man
knows no content in discoursing, nor the eyes suffer any
satiety with their feasts of royal sight (sight of the king).

Those excellent men, who live by plying any honest
trade, and rest contented with money honestly earned and
obtained, are true to their own wives and pass their time
in intellectual pursuits, practise hospitality to all comers,
and are the lords of their own senses, attain liberation

even in their own homes. Residence in a brick-built house
of one's own, in the company of a beautiful and loving
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wife, bedecked with ornaments, and in elysian felicity, should

be ascribed to the dynamics of good deeds done in one's

prior birth. A woman baffles the best wisdom of the wise.

She is incorrigible and simply incomprehensible, being in-

capable of being won with flattery, jewels or frankness, or

of being cowed down to submission with threats of violence,

and sets at naught the injunctions of the S'astras. Little

by little a man should acquire learning. Little by little a

mountain should be climbed. Little by little desires should be

gratified, and virtues acquired. These five things should be

gradually performed.

Eternal are the effects of divine worship and contempla-

tion. Through all eternity runs the merit of the gift to a

Brahmana. Eternal is the happiness which a good friend and

a good education confer on a person. Pitiable, indeed, ^.re

they who have got no education in their childhood, and fail

to secure any wealth and wives in their youth. They may
be likened unto the beasts that roam aboutin the world in

the guise of human beings. A student of the Shastras, shall

not constantly indulge in thoughts of eating, but travel even

to a distant clime for his study with the speed of the celestial

Garuda (the bird of conveyance of the divine Vishnu). Like

the lotus in winter, those who have not studied out of play-

ful tendencies in their infancy, and have defiled their souls

with the follies of youth, shall be withered up in their old

age, overwhelmed with griefs and cares.

Disquisitions on Religion and Godhead are as old as the

human race, yet the S'rutis could not come to an agreement

anent those subjects. There is not a Rishi but propounds

a theory of his own. True religion lies hid in a cave. The

path of the masters is the true path in life.

The latent, or hidden workings of a man's mind, should

be o-athered and ascertained from his mien, demeanour, and

the contortions of his face and eyes. A wise man can catch
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the significance even of an unarticulated speech. The func-

tion of the intellect is to read the language of demeanours,

etc. Even a beast can understand the meaning of an arti-

culated speech. Do not horses, elephants, etc., execute the

biddings of their drivers ? Tumbled out of a fortune, one

should start on a pilgrimage to a distant shrine. Deviation

from the path of truth leads to Rourava (a bell of that name),

deprived of the privilege of trance (occult sight). One should

bide his time with truth and patience. Ousted of his king-

dom, a king should go out on a hunting excursion in

the forest.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CX.

Suta said :—He who rejects a certain good in quest of one

which is uncertain and remote, loses both the certain and

the prospective one. Like erudition in the dumb, like swords

in the hands of cowards, a beauty wedded to a blind husband,

loses the significance of her life. A good appetite with plenty

to eat, a healthy sexual potency with a bevy of handsome

wives, and opulence with a heart that unstintedly gives to

the poor, are the effects of a prior-life Tapasya of no mean

order. The high prerogative of reading the immutable

Vedas (revelations) is the fruit of performing the Agnihotra

sacrifices. Good both in this world and the one to come, is

the fruit of one's moral living in this existence. Offsprings

and sexual pleasure are the fruits of marriage, and charity

and enjoyment are the fruits of wealth. One should marry a

girl of noble descent even bereft of personal attractions, in

preference to a handsome one with spacious and well-formed

hips but of low and obscure parentage.
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Covet not the riches of the mighty who would meet such

efforts with condign punishment. Who on earth will stretch out

his hand to rob a cobra of the jewel which shines on its hood ?

Clarified butter may be taken even from a house of divine

service, and good words may be considered, even if spoken by

a child. Gold may be taken from a person of impure descent,

and a good and virtuous wife, even from a family of question-

able morals. Friendship with a king is an absurdity. Ab-

surdity is a serpent without venom, and absurd is the lasting

good name of a house in which female children are born.

One should engage a devoted person in one's own house, en-

gage one's sons in pursuit of knowledge, keep one's enemies

engaged with dangers, and engage one's own Self in the

pursuit of God. Servants and ornaments should be kept and

worn in their proper places. , No one puts on a head-gear

around his ankle, nor a servant thinks that he is the master.

Head is the natural place for fire, ocean, king and head jewels.

They should never be touched with the foot even through

inadvertance.

Even in their own homes, liberation awaits those free

and foremost of men, who are true to their wives and the

commandments of the scriptures, and live content with thejr

honest gain, practising hospitality and self-control and

dedicating themselves to the services of the God and the

Brahmanas. Paradise on earth is the residence in a splendid

mansion in the company of a pleasant, handsome, and

gem-bedecked wife, which can result only from the dynamics

of good deeds done by a man in his previous existence.

Neither by gift alone, nor by simple respect, courtesy,

nursing, chastisement, etc., nor with knowledge alone

that a woman can be conquered. Gradually knowledge

should be acquired. Little by little a fortune should be built

up. By degrees a mountain should be climbed (difficulty

should be surmounted). Little by little desires' should be

gratified, and litttle by little virtues should be acquired,
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graduated efforts being enjoined to be made in these five

things.

For all eternity lasts the merit of divine service, while

that of making a gift to a Brahmana endures for gopd. J

Eternal are the fruits of knowledge wedded to a noble

nature ; and eternal is the friendship which is roused up

in a lofty soul. Pitiable are those human mammals in life

who neglect their studies out of excessive fondness for play

in their childhood ; and fail to secure good friends, wives,

and fortunes in their youth. They are but beasts in human

shapes. Like the petals of a flower, only two alternatives

are open to a man of true vigour, either to be placed

on the heads of men, or to drop down withered and unnoticed

in a lonely forest. A gem which is fit to be worn on the head,

set in a fitting ornament of gold, shines none the less if it is

tied around the ankle. But censurable is the man who puts

it in such a low and wrong position. Great is the differ-

ence between a horse and an elephant, wood and iron, stone

and sliver, and a man and a woman. The lofty aspirations

and ennobling virtues of a truly great man who is vanquished,

are not jeopardised in his disgrace ; the tongues of a flame

(fire), never cease to point upward even when held in an

inverted position. A good horse brooks not the touch of a

whip ; nor a lion, the roar of an elephant ; nor a true hero, the

boastings of his rival. Seek not the service of the wicked, nor

beg of the mean and the vulgar, even if thou chancest to be

fallen on evil days. A lion, even under the pangs of hunger,

eateth not grass but drinketh the hot blood of an elephant's

heart. A reunion with a friend who has once betrayed himself,

is fatal to a person like conception to a she-mule. A wise

man shall not spare the offsprings of his enemy, even if

courteous and sweet-mouthed inasmuch as they can prove

themselves fatal like cups of poison. One enemy should

be got rid of through the help of another one by a favour, as

a thorn, pricked into the sole of the foot, is extracted with
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the help of one taken hold of by the hand. No means is

necessary to be devised for the fall of a person whose

constant theme is the downfall of others, as he meets his

own overthrow in the usual course of things, like a tree

which grows on the bank of a treacherous river. The harm-

ful appear as good and the good as harmful, when for-

tune frowns. A man, under the circumstance, is inevitably

drawn on towards the evil which leads to his doom. Good

propensities return with the smile of Fortune, and a man,

perceiving the errors of his judgment and conduct, forth-

with turns aside from the path of evil. No sense of false

delicacy should be observed in matters of learning, pecu-

niary transaction and mutual dealing. Live not in a country

which can not boast of these five factors, namely, a king,

rich men, S'rotriyas (scholars well-versed in Vedic lore), a

river and a physician. Live not in a place, even for a

single day where these five things, such as, prospect of

earning a livelihood, sense of shame, dread of law, mercy, and

charity, exist not. Live not in a place which is devoid of

these five things, such as, an astrologer, a S'rotriya, a king, a

river, and a true anchorite. O S'ounaka, perfect knowledge

does not culminate in any particular individual, since every

one knows not all, nor there can be found an omniscient

being among men. None is omniscient in this world, nor is

there one entirely devoid of knowledge. Wise men make

such distinctions as Erudite, Idiot and Average Intellect,

according to a relative standard of knowledge possessed by

the individual members of a society.



CHAPTER CXI.

SUTA said :-^Now I shall deal with the commendable traits

in kings, and servants in regal employ, which a king should

keep a constant eye upon, during their entire period of

service. A king should rule his kingdom according to the

tenets of true religion, and in the light of truth and justice,

and protect the country from the inroads of foreign invaders.

Like a florist who makes a festoon by culling flowers from

flower-bearing trees without uprooting them, a king

should collect a tithe of the income of his subjects by the

way of imperial revenue, without creating arty hardship on,

or grinding, them with an unbearable taxation. As a milk-

man milches a cow without exhausting the supply in,

or cutting away, her teats, so , a king shall justly tap the

resources of an enemy's country brought under his sway,

without draining it dry or carrying fire and sword through

its entire length. Hence a king should rule the world for

the advancement of order and prosperity, since the Earth

with the fame, valour and strength which follows a just and
vigorous rule, belongs to her protector.

That king, who, having bridled his senses, dedicates him-

self to the service of God and the well-being of the world (Es)

and the Brahmanas, is alone capable of justly ruling his sub-

jects. Even amidst when flushed with victory and prosperity,

a king should devote his Self to the pursuit of virtue, since

the riches of the world are always liable to decay, whereas
the opulence of the soul knows no perishing. Pleasant jjideed

it is to gratify one's desires. Pleasant, indeed, are the riches

of the world, but they are fickle and transitory as the flurried

and wistful glances of an amorous damsel.

Old age, like a tigress, is lying in wait just to spring
upon a man; and Diseases, like victorious enemies, are
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consuming his limbs—and life, like water in a leaky vessel, is

fast ebbing away. Ah, wherefore should he not attend to the

well-being of his own Self ? Why do you continue in com^

placent quietitude, oh men ? Why do you allow yourselves

to be smitten with the amorous glances of youthful maidens ?

Why do you not think of what will befall you after death ?

Life is transitory ; and each moment, the Ghati-yantra (a time-

measuring apparatus somewhat like our modern clock) of the

heart ticks out the footfalls of approaching Death.

He, who looks at another's wife as his own mother, at

another's goods as (worthless) brickbats, and upon all men

as similarly susceptible to impressions of pleasure and pain

as his own self, sees but right. Kings desire realms,

O lord of the Brahmanas, only for the end that their com-

mands might not be frustrated. Kings collect money only

to leave its residue at the disposal of the Brihmanas after

first providing for their own legitimate wants. Omk&r is the

natural sound of the Brdhmanas. Recitation of Omkar leads

to the expansion of the suzerainty of a king and contributes

to his health and prosperity in life.

Even" the Munis, though otherwise incapable of earning,

are found to make provisions for times of scarcity, and

hence it is doubly incumbent on a sovereign, who rules his

liege subjects in a paternal spirit, to keep his treasuries

well-replenished at all times. He who has money, has many

friends. He who has money, has many relations—he who

has it is a learned man. He only is really worthy who

has a long purse at his command. Friends, wives and

sons forsake a man in distress and fall off in his days of

adversity. They return to him with the return of fortune.

Hence money is the only true friend a man may have in

this life. Blind is the king who is bereft of knowledge.

A blind prince may see through the eyes of his spies, but

an ignorant king is always in the dark. Transient is the

sovereignty of the prince whose sons, servants and priests

42
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are not always on the alert, and whose senses have*

k>st their wonted vigour. The king who has conquered

the hearts of his friends, sons and servants may already

count upon the sovereignty of the whole ocean-girdled earth-

with the homage of the potentates of her different divisions..

The king, who defies the dictates of reason and the injunc-

tions of the Shastras, is dead both in this world and the next.

Even m defeat or discomfiture a king should not give vent

to grief or despondency. Equally indifferent to pleasures

and pain, he shall always try to preserve his equanimity.

The wise grieve not at the loss of fortune. Does not the moon-

come back resplendent out of the jaws of the Rahu ? Fie

to him -who thinks only of his body and its comforts. Grieve

not at the loss of flesh and muscular strength. Whoever ha»

not heard it that the sons of Pandu managed to retrieve their

fortune even amidst almost insurmountable difficulties ?

A king shall protect the courtesans by hearing their songs

and witnessing their dances and theatrical performances, and

his subjects with the cultivation of sciences of money-making

and warfare. An unjust and groundless chastisement of his

servant by a king is often retaliated by an attempt at

poisoning him. A king shall renounce all fickleness in his

dealings and be always truthful and pleasantl-y disposed to-

his servants, subjects and the Bra-lnnanas. A king, who being

elated by the fealty of his friends and relations yields to

the snares of gossip and falconry, is easily conquered by his

adversary. A king shall not always roar nor frown, but

protect his servants without infringing the rules of state-

craft. Pleasures and luxurious habits are the two things

which should be foresworn by a king. The luxurious and

the voluptuous are easily defeated by their enemies in battle;

Even the gods stand in dread of him who is possessed^of

energy, daring, fortitude, strength, valour and intelligence-

It is an evil providence that m£rs the success of an energetfc

exertion, still a man must exert and command, success.



CHAPTER CXH.

SUTA said :-*-There are three kinds of servants, good, bad and

indifferent, who shall be posted to offices best suited to their

capacities. Presently shall I describe in detail the traits which

are to be commended in the character of each of them, as

narrated in the works on Social Economy. Gold is tested by

touch, cutting, striking and melting, whereas a servant is known

by his conduct, character, parentage and acts. A man of

noble birth and character, who is further graced by the qualifica-

tions of truthfulness, honesty of purpose, handsome features

and a broad catholicity of views, should be entrusted with the

management of a realm. He who can rightly assay gold,

silver and precious stones, should be alone appointed as the

jeweller to his king. An officer, who understands the com-

parative strength or weakness of the enemy's forces and

can at once detect the point of vantage in a field of

battle, should be alone confided with the martialship of the

realm. He, who can read the mind of his master by his looks

and gestures, and is strong vigilant, and handsome, and can

successfully deal or pair off a blow, should be appointed as a

warder. The king's writer or secretary shall be a man, who

is intelligent, wise, truthful and self-controlled and is well-

read in all the branches of the Shastras. The royal ambas-

sador shall be a man of profound intelligence and clear com-

prehension. An adept in the art of simulation, he must be

capable of reading what passes in other men's mtnds and of

giving the right reply at the opportune moment. The high

priest of the realm, should be a man of vast erudition and

perfect self-control—a hero in soul and virtue. The royal cook

should be a man whose father and grandfather had served

in the same capacity before and who is truthful, hardy

and cleanly in his habits ; He, who has acquired a mastery
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in the science and practice of medicine and is virtuous,

frank and friendly to all—beaming with the glow of health

and kindness which virtue sheds onfy on the face of her

sincere and ardent votary, shall be the royal physician. The

royal priest should be a man who has studied the V6d£s and

the Vedangas, and constantly meditates upon the divine Self,

and celebrating Homa ceremonies and pleasing the whole

world in his weal and woe. A king shall dismiss from the

royal service any writer (secretary), astrologer, computer, and

the head of any civic corporation, etc., any way found

wanting in their respective duties.

Double-tongued are the snakes and the malicious ; their

cruel mouths are the source of many an evil to man. Avoid

the company of an erudite miscreant : Is not the serpent that

bears a gem on its hood doubly dangerous for the stone ?

Who is he that dreadeth not the malicious who work

mischief without any provocation and who are but the ser-

pents in human form ? Words of spite drop down from the

mouths of the malicious ; the fangs of serpents secrete dead-

ly venom. The king, who ruins a servant, who is equally

rich, powerful and influential as himself and holds a divided

sway over the country, escapes ruin in his turn. They bode

no good—those servants who show themselves silent, va-

larous, truthful, self-controlled and capable at the outset, and

exhibit contrary qualities in the course, of the service. Rare

are the servants who are contented, laborious, vigilant, equal-

ly devoted for good or for evil, and capable of being readily

roused up from their sleep. A man bereft of all fortitude,

character and honesty as well as the one who is arrogant,

gluttonous, dishonest, spiteful, should be excluded from the

royal service. A king shall take recourse to his fortress

for the purpose of destroying his enemy as soon as he can

secure a well-replenished treasury and a well-equipped

arsenal. A king shall bide in peace with his adversary under

a treaty, for six months or a year at the outside, and shall
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give battle -thereafter as soon as he will be able to fully re-

coup his losses. Infamy, frustration and Hell are the three

dire consequences which befall a prince that employs a foolish

and illiterate man in his service. The subtle dynamics of

good or evil deeds determine the prosperity or ruin of a

sovereign, and therefore he shall ponder well over a thing

before undertaking it. Hence a king should constantly dedi;

cate himself to the good of the cows and the Brahmanas.

CHAPTER CXIII.

SUTA said :—Try to secure the services of the qualified and

reject the incapable from the list inasmuch as all virtues

grace the mind of the erudite, and an illiterate fool is, at

best, but the embodiment of all evil propensities. Sit in the

assembly of the honest ; combine with those that are good

and virtuous ; nay seek out a noble enemy where enmity can

be helped and have nothing to do with the wicked and the

unrighteous. Even in bondage thou shalt live with the vir-

tuous, the erudite and the truthful ; but not for a kingdom

thou shalt stay with the wicked and the malicious. Good

can come only out of a work that has been rightly carried

through ; and therefore thou shalt leave no work unfinished.

A king shall tap, the resources of his dominion just as a

bee culls honey from a flower without killing it. He shall

milch a cow or the earth, leaving some sustenance for her

offsprings. A bee culls honey from flower to flower with-

out fully draining any particular one, and a king shall collect

his revenues, bee-fashion, from his subjects without creating

hardship on any. Day by day the royal granary and
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treasury should be replenished and rilled as an ant-hill,

a bee-hive, and the phases of the moon in a light fortnight are

increased. A little ink (used every day in writing) writes a

good volume in the long run. By little fresh accretions, each

day, an ant-hill reaches to a pretty good height. A' little

etudy, a little virtue, a little act of charity practised, each day,

may serve to make the life unbarren at its close.

Desires assail the worldly-disposed even amidst the solitude

of a wilderness and the subjugation of his senses by a man

even amidst the tumults of the world and domesticity cons-

titues true penitence arid meditation. The house of a man

who has abjured evil and killed all desires, is the true her-

mitage. Piety is preserved by truthfulness ; knowledge, by

constant cultivation ; courtesy, by humility ; and a family good

name, by the character of its members. Better it is to dwell

in the howling Vindhya forest, better it is to die of starvation,

preferable it is to live in a snake-infested chamber, infinitely

preferable is a leap in a well or in a whirlpool where sharks

and other dreadful water-animals abound, than to say " help

me" to one's friends and relations. Enjoyment does not

consume the opulence of a man, it is the end of his good

luck that leads to his ruin. The effects of his deeds in a prior

birth has a hand in hewing his destiny in this as in other

things.

Knowledge is the ornament of the Brdhmanas ; the king,

is that of the Earth. The moon is the ornament of the

heaven
; and a good character is a decoration and' distinction

to all and everywhere.

The valorous Bhimasena and his brothers Arjuna, etc.,

were all heroes of royal descent. They were truthful and
resplendent like the mid-day sun and enjoyed the direct tute-

lary protection of Keshava. Even they, under the influence

of a malign fate, were bound to live in penury and beg their

bread from door to door. What can a man achieve in life with-

out destiny? It is fate that makes us fulfill our or.-n destiny on
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earth according to the effects of our own deeds in a prior life.

Obeisance to Karma that has fixed Brahma in this globe of

the universe (lit.,—region of Beconing) which is perpetually

revolving like a potter's wheel—that has consigned the divine

Vishnu to the pangs of ten successive incarnations on earth

—

that has sent out the immortal Rudra in the guise of a com-

mon mendicant with an alms-bowl of human cranium in his

hand—and that has driven the Sun-God as a blaring, burning

itinerant across the plains of heaven. The good king Vali

made a gift of the whole earth amidst the best of the Brah-

manas to the god Murari, who stood as a supplicant for it at

his door ; and in consequence he was incarcerated for good

in the gloom of the nether worlds—Obeisance to Fate, the

creator of all anomalies. Which way will trend the thoughts

of a being whom the supreme god has begotten on Lakshmi,

the goddess of opulence ? What wonder is there that good

fortune wijl preside at his nativity. We enjoy or suffer the

effects of our own good or bad deeds of our past birth. A
man is the creator of his own fater

and even in his fcetalj

life he is afflected by the dynamics of the works of his prior

existence. Whether confined in a mountain fastness or lul-

ling on the bosom of a sea, whether secure in his mother's

lap or held high above her head, a man cannot fly from

the effects of his own prior deeds. Ravana had his fortress

on the summits of the mount Trikruta, moated by the deep

sea ; and innumerable hosts of valiant Rakshasas were ever

ready to lay their lives for him. The wise sage Ushana

(Shukrachiryya) himself tutored him well in ethics, politics

and social economy. Time has killed even that mighty

RaVana. Whatever is to befall a man on any particular age

or time, will surely overtake him then and on that date. Scale

the heavens, or plunge into the nether regions, or enfilade the

quarters of the skies, a thing, which you have once given

away, can never be yours. Knowledge acquired by a man

in his prior birth, wealth given away in charity in his priot
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existence, and works done by him in a previous incarnation*/

go ahead of his soul in its sojourn. A person's Karma is

the principal factor in determining his happiness of unhappi-

ness in life, inasmuch as Janaki, though joined in wedlock

under the auspices of blissful asterisms by the holy Vashishta

himself, had nothing but misery for her portion in life. [A

good physiognomy does not necessarily ensure a happy life

on earth.] Rama was round-thighed, Lakshmana Was fleet-

coursing as the wind, and Sitd had a crown of fine, thick-set

hair, yet they were all unhappy. A son cannot relieve the

misery of his father's spirit by performing proper obsequies,

nor a fond father, with all his anxious care for his good and

due performance of his paternal duties, can lead him in the

path of happiness. This human body entombs a Self which is

nothing if not emphatically a worker. It is the works of this

Self in a prior existence which determine the nature of its

organism in the next, as well as the character of the diseases,

whether physical or mental which it is to fall a prey to.

Shafts discharged even by strong-armed archers fall to the

ground and wise men even with their knowledge and fore-

thought are sometimes vanquished. Hence all projects should

be carefully judged and deliberated in the light of the Shastras.

A man reaps that at that age, whether infancy, youth or old

age, at which he had sowed it in his previous birth. The

Karma of a man draws him away from a foreign country and

makes him feel its conseqnence even in spite of his will. A
man gets in life what he is fated to get, and even a god can-

not make it otherwise. Thus neither do I wonder nor mourn

my lot, O Sounaka. What is lotted cannot be blotted.* A
frightened mouse runs to its hole ; a scared serpent, to a well

;

a terrified elephant, to its stake—but where can a man fly

from his Karma ?

Knowledge imparted is knowledge gained. Fresh water

springs up from beneath the well that has been bored out.

* Different reading.—" What is mine cannot be others."
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Riches earned honestly and fairly, are true riches ; opulence

acquired by honest means, is true opulence :—Do not lose

sight of the fact, when you try to acquire any thing in life.

The amoiint of hardship which a man undergoes in order

to earn his bread, is infinitely greater than what is necessary

for acquiring religious merit which can grant him an immu-
nity from such troubles in his births to come.

Of all cleanliness, cleanliness of food, is the best.

Truthfulness is the cleanliness of speech. A clean mind
denotes a clean spirit. Subjugation of the senses is the only

true cleanliness of the flesh. Kindness to all constitutes one
sort of cleanliness of which cleansing by water forms the

fifth method. Heaven is open and easily accessible to a man
of truth

;
and he who lieth not, is holier than a horse-sacrifice.

Impure is the person of a miscreant or of an evil-thinker which

cannot be cleansed, though a thousand times rubbed with

clay, or a hundred times washed with water. He who has

subjugated his mind and acquired knowledge, fame and a full

control over his hands and feet, and has practised penance

and meditation as well, acquires for himself the merit of

a pilgrimage. Not to be jubilant over a mark of honour or

distinction, nor to take umbrage at any humiliation, as well as

forbea-rance from using any abusive language are the qualities

which mark a truly virtuous man. A man can never come

to any grief by listening to the sweet admonitions of a wise,

though poor man at the opportune moment. Neither by.

prowess and wisdom, nor by magic and incantations can a

man attain to that which he is not fated to receive :—What
is there to mourn for in this ? Sometimes I have got a thing

without seeking it. Sometimes my fervent prayer for a

thing has rested unanswered, A thing goes there where it

is wanted :—'What is there to mourn for in this ? Bevies of

birds pass the night on the boughs of the same tree only

to be dispersed on the break of day :—What is there to

mourn for in this ? What is there to mourn for in the fact, if

43
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one or two out of an innumerable host, all permeated with

the same purpose and proceeding to the same destination,

reaches the goal a little earlier ? Our life comes from the

unseen and goes to the unseen, its middle part being only

patent and manifest ;—What is there to mourn for in this, O
Shounaka ? A man dies not before the appointed time, even if

he is riddled with shafts. A wound from the tip of a Kusha

sprout proves fatal at the right moment- A man receives that

which he is fated to receive, goes only there where fate leads

him to, and finds only that much pleasure or pain what he is

destined to meet in this life :—What is there to mourn for in

this life ? Flowers bloom and fruits ripen in their appointed

time and of their own accord without waiting for any body's

bidding ; and the effects of one's Karma, O Shounaka, bide

their time and become patent only on the right occasion.

Birth, education, conduct, character, virtue or connection

avails not a man in this life. The effects of one's Karma and

penance, done in a'prior existence, fructify, like a tree at the

appointed time in the next.

The Karma of a man forcibly draws him to the place

where death or fortune waits him. The effects of deeds

(Karma) done by a man in^ a prior existence overtake and

choose him out in the next, as a calf seeks out its own
mother out of a thousand cows. Thus one's Karma blinds

one for good or for evil. Pleasure or pain, happiness or

misery is the direct result of one's good or bad deeds in a

prior birth. Why do yo/l make such a heavy stock of misery

out of.it, O you foolish one ?

The vile are ever prone to detect the faults of others,

though they be as small as mustard seeds, and persistently

shut their eyes against their own, though they be as

large as Vilva fruits. I come to the conclusion after much
deliberation, O thou twice-born one, that pleasure exists

not where desire or affection has a room to be. True

happiness lies in the extinction of all emotions. Appre-
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hension is where affection is. Where there is affection

there is misery. Pain has its root in love or affection.

Renounce affection and you shall be happy. This human
body is a theatre of pleasure and pain, and they come into

being pari passu with the self of a man. Dependence or

Bondage is misery. Liberty or Emancipation is the only

happiness vouchsafed to man. Learn this to be a general

synopsis, O Shounaka, of the rules of pleasure and pain.

Misery follows happiness and happiness follows misery lik&

the spokes of a wheel. What is gone is gone for good.

What is future is still remote. He who acts only in the

living present, knows no affliction.

-:o;-

CHAPTER CIV.

SUTA said :—No body is no body's friend. No body is no

body's enemy. Friendship or enmity is bounded with each

other by a distinct chain of cause and effect (self-interest).

A source of solace in grief, a succour in distress, and a repo-

sitory of happiness and confidence :—O who has created the

two letters, " Mitram" (friend) which are more precious than

a mine of gems ! By the single utterance of the two letters

" Hari" a fettered Self makes a step towards emancipation.

A man does not repose so much confidence in his sons, wives

and brothers as he implicitly places in his own natural friend.

Gamble not and make no pecuniary transactions with a man,

nor see his wife in his absence ; these three being the

essentials of a permanent amity. Never stay in a lonely

place With your own daughters, sisters or step-mothers.

The fifind of lust takes advantage of solitude and pleads

«vif counsel to the heart to which the learned have been
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known to yield. How absurd is the love God in his

frolics ! A man naturally shuns a woman who loves him

and is easily available to him, and covets one whose touch is

the forfeit of life. Easier it is to determine the velocity of

a horse or of a storm, or even the depth of an unfathomable

ocean ; but how puerile is the attempt at sounding a heart

that loves not. It is the absence of a nook of vantage, or the

want of leisure or of a person making love-overtures to her, O
Shounaka, that mainly accounts for the chastity of a woman.

It is only rarely, O Shounaka, when a couple is fondly at-

tached to each other that the wife is true at heart. A son

should not think, out of a sense of decorum, what is done by

his mother in a passion of love.

A courtesan is a dependant even in respect of her sleep, the

sole aim of her life being to regate the hearts of her visitors

as long as they can decently bear their wine. She is a sort

of perpetual smiling machine, being obliged to hammer out

a horse-laugh, even with the weight of a life-long grief, misery

and futility lying heavy on her heart. Her person is sold

to others for money, white she often meets a violent death.

Fire, water, a king, a woman, a fool, or a serpent used or

provoked by another, should be regarded as fatal. What

wonder is it that a man well-versed in letters will pass as

an erudite one ? What is surprising in the fact that a

king who is learned in the science of politics will rule justly

as a virtuous prince ? What is there to wonder, if a young and

beautiful woman, proud and conscious of her charms, leads

a gay and fast life ? What is thereto surprise, if an indigent

person commits a crime ? Let not your neighbour know of

your weakness, but rather observe his weak points unseen,

like a turtle, from your own housetop. Amorous fancies

spontaneously occur even in the mind of a girl, who has beer*

incarcerated from her infancy in a moated castle in the

nether worlds. Who can pretend to conquer a woman ? O
Shounaka, an intelligent brother-worker of yours can do you
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more harm, if inimical, than a professed enemy who is not

in your line. He who can preserve his children in health,

please the ladies of his household with money, propitiate

the heavens with his penances, and win the good opinion of

the public with his urhanity, alone deserves the epithet of a

learned man. Those who try to coerce a man to friendship

or to win a woman with brute force, and seek knowledge with-

out any effort and prosperity, by working the ruin of others,

cannot be called wise. It is foolishness to cut down a tree

for its fruits. A tree or a project that yields good fruits,

should never be uprooted, O Vipra. How can I believe that

a rich man to be an anchorite, and a drunken woman
chaste ? Trust not the untrustworthy nor confide any

secret in your friend, lest he might betray you in a fit of

anger. A vast, deep and child-like faith in all, a universal

clemency, and a. close and watchful veiling of his own god-

like inherent virtues, are the traits which mark a noble soul.

The doer of an act does alone feel its consequence. Hence

all works should be coolly pondered over before execution.

The six things, such as the use of a new wine or Trimulakam

{lit.,—horse radish in its three different forms'1

, the partaking

of curd in the night, or of dried meat, sleep during the day,

and the bed of an elderly woman, should be abjured.

A family is a poison (ruinous) to a poor man. A young

wife is a poison (fatal) to an old man. Poison is an ill-

acquired knowledge, or a food that cannot be digested.

Sweet is charity to a man of bountiful spirit, sweet is social

elevation to a man who has risen from the ranks, bounties

are sweet to the indigent, and by far the sweetest of them

all is his youthful bride to a man of advanced years. -Exces-

sive water-drinking, constant use of hard seats or cushions,

loss of vital fluid, repression of any natural urging of the

body, sleep by the day and vigils in the night, are the six

exciting factors of disease. Exposure to the rays of the sun

when he stays in the sign of Virgo, sexual excesses,
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exposure to the smoke of a cremation-ground, the heating

of the palms of one's hands, and the sight of a woman in

her menses, tend to shorten life. Dried meat, exposure to

the rays of the autumn, sun (in Virgo), curd of more than

two days' manufacture (Tarunam Dadhi), intercourse with

a woman older than one's own self, and sleep and coitus in

the morning are the six depletive agents that tend to reduce

strength and vitality. The six things such as, butter manufac-

tured and clarified very same day, grapes, a young wife, a

milk potion, tepid water and the shadow of a tree, instan-

taneously contribute to the formation of strength in the human

organism. The water of a well, the shadow of a Vata tree,

and the breasts of a youthful maiden, become warm in winter

and cold in summer.

The three following, vis., a young wife, an annoint-

ment with oil, and a wholesome, toothsome meal instanta-

neously tend to impart strength to the organism. A fatiguing

journey, an act of sexual intercourse and an attack of fever

are the three factors which instantaneously diminish the

strength of a man. Dry meat should not be taken with milk,

nor a man should sit down to a meal in the company of his

friends and wives, or with the king of his country, inasmuch

as such a conduct might lead to a rupture and misunderstand-

ing. Torn and filthy clothes, voracious eating, rough speak-

ing and sleep at dusk and dawn, are the factors which may
bring bad luck to

s
the God Chakrapani, the lord of the wealth

goddess. The cutting of weeds with nails, the digging of earth

with toes, the bandying and beating of legs against each other,

the wearing of filthy garments and dirty clotted hairs, sleeping

both at day-break and night-fall, and without the wearing cloth,

the beating against one's back and belly to keep time with

music, a voracious appetite and boistrous laughter are the

causes which may destroy the opulence even of the god

Keshava himself. A cooled and well-washed head, the well-

cleansed extremities, an intercourse with a virtuous woman of
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commendable features except on the nights of the new and the

full moon, and sleeping in the night with the usual wearing

cloth on, are the acta which may retrieve one's long-lost for-

tune. The wearing of any flower, and of a white flower in

special, on the head, bars the advent of Bad Luck which has

her favourite haunts in the back shadow of a bedstead, or in

that of a cushion or lighted lamp, and at the pools where

washer women wash their dirty linens. A man with any

love of life and health shall avoid exposure to the autumnal

sun (///., staying in the sign of Virgo), or to the smokes

and exhalations of a cremation ground, or to the sweepings

of a chamber, and coition with woman who is his older

in years, and the use of putrid curd technically known as

Tarunam Dadhi. The particles of dust brushed off from

the sides of a horse, of a cow, of an elephant, or of a chariot

are auspicious, while those obtained from the body of an ass,

of a sheep, or of a camel are unholy. Paddy-dusts as

well as those which stick to the body of one's own child

or cow, are holy and sin-expiating in their contact. Dusts

which are brushed off from the sides of a goat, or of an ass,

as well as those which are raised by a sweeping broom are

unholy and unhealthy. The wind wafted by a winnow,

the washings of hair and nails, the dribblets from one's

bathing cloth and bath-pitcher, as well as the dusts which

float before a sweeping broom, have the power of des-

troying the pieties of a man acquired even in a previous

existence.

You must not walk between two rows of Brahmanas, nor

between a fire and a Brahmana, nor between a man and his

wife, nor between two bulls or elephants. What wise man will

believe in a woman, in a serpent, in a king, in the services

done by his own enemy, in the infallible nature of his own

knowledge and memory and in the erfjoyment of the worldly

pleasures, even for once in life ? Trust not those who are

unworthy of credence. Do not repose unbounded faith even
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in the trustworthy, lest they might bring about your ruin and

overthrow by betraying it.

He who rests confident after having made a reconciliation

with his enemy, is sure to a fall one day like a man who

peacefully reposes on a tree-top. Be not too mild nor too

fierce, but subdue a mild enemy with a mild means and a fierce

one with fierce measures. Be not too straight nor too crooked.

Crooked trees are left standing while the straight ones are

felled by a forester. Trees that are laden with fruits are bent

under their burden, a heavy rain-cloud seems to touch the

ground with the weight of its charge ; but a fool and a dry

wood breaks under pressure but knows no bending. Pleasure

and pain come and go without asking. Men, like cats, are

ever ready to pounce upon happiness. Many a happiness

walks before and after a virtuous man, the contrary being

the case with the inequitous. A counsel heard by six ears

(discussed among three men) is soon divulged ; heard by
four it is kept secret for a while. He who keeps his own
counsel baffles the scrutiny of the god Brahma.

Of what use is the cow which does not conceive and give

milk ? Of what good is the son who is not wise and virtu-

ous ? A single moon illumines the heaven ; a single son,

virtuous and erudite, sheds lustre on the family. A single

tree in blossom purfumes the whole wood land ; a single

good son gives fragrance to the whole family tree. A single

erudite son is the light of the whole fa,mily, a family of a

hundred illiterate ones is but a grand noodledom. A single

moon dispels the darkness of the heaven which hundreds of

stars are incapable of doing. A child should be only fondled

for the first five years, and ruled or tutored for the next ten.

A son of sixteen should be looked upon in the light of a friend

and adviser by his father. A son, as soon as he is born,

monopolises (robs his father of) the love of his mother. Comino-

into age he usurps his father's estate. His doleful look is a
death to the parent. A son is the worst enemy a father may
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.possibly have. There are deer-mouthed tigers and tiger-

mouthed deer in this world ; an implicit confidence in them is

the best means of drawing out their nature, on each occasion.

The only defect of a pardoning spirit is that its toleration

is often mistaken for its weakness or incapability. 1 do not

know what other defects it has. Know all enjoyments in life

to be transitory, and do not build your happiness on the

foundation of a frail heart's affection ; since whom you love

most, may be taken away the next morning. The eldest

brother, O Shounaka, is a father to the younger ones after the

demise of their progenitor. Hence he shall look after them

all with the same loving and anxious care. The younger

brothers should be devoted to their eldest, and he shall, look

upon them as his own begotten children. Strong is the

combination of small and insignificant men, Straws, strung

together into a rope, may be strong enough to fetter an

elephant Benevolence with stolen or ilUgotten wealth, leads

to hell ; the merit is of him to whom the money rightfully

belongs. The family of one who robs the gods and the

Brahmanas or humiliates a member of that sacred order, is

degraded. The sin which is attached to wine-drinking, to

theft, to a broken vow, or to a Brahmana-slaughter may be

atoned for. There is no expiation for ingratitude. The

gods and manes accept not the offerings by a person who

is uxorious, or who connives at the whoredom of his own wife

or at her illicit amours under his own roof. The dishonest,

the wicked, the crooked and the invalid, form the four classes

of Chandalas, the fifth being by the accident of birth. An

enemy or an evil propensity, however small, should not

be neglected. A tiny spark of fire may eventually spread

and consume the whole world. Self-control in youth is the

only genuine thing ; continence is the natural offspring of

old age. A public woman, like the right of passage on a

public thoroughfare belongs to the whole community ; and

hence she should not be suffered to be molested or insulted.

44
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O thou the foremost of the Bralimanas, the vital principles of

the body are dependent on consciousness {lit., mind). The

body perishes when the mind is extinct for good. Hence the

equilibrium of mind should carefully preserved. A healthy

mind is the nursery of healthy thoughts.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CXV.

Suta said :—A false wife, a false friend, a false prince, a

false relation, and a false country, should be shunned from a

distance. Virtue will fly from the earth in the Kali Yuga

;

Truth will be taken down from her altar and pilloried in the

market ; Earth will lose her fecundity ; Craft will usurp the

throne of ethics; Greed will be the god of the Brahmanas;

men will be slaves to their wives' fancies; and the ibw and

the vile will be elevated in the world. Blessed are they that

die early in that iron age. Blessed are they that witness

not the ruin of their own house or country, or live not

to see their wives making love to others and their song

walking in the path of infamy. Countless are the ways in

.which a bad sort torments his father. What love can there

be for a false wife, what confidence in a false friend ?

What guarantee of life and living can there be in the realm
of a false prince? To eat another man's bread, to be a
hangeron on another man's purse, to lie in another's bed and
with another's wife,' and to lodge in another man's house are

the iniquities which may send even an Indra (lord of the
celestials) to go a-begging in the world.

Sinful cdn^agion spreads from man to man by conversa-
tion, by touch, or by company of the impious, or by sharing
same beds and onions with them.. A woman is ruined by her
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beauty ; a penance, by anger ; a cow, by straying far out of the

fold ; a Brihman, by partaking of a meal cooked by a S'udra.

Sin spreads from man to man by contagion as water passes-

off from one pitcher to another by syphoning. Fondling

of a son by his father is fraught with many an evil conse-

quence. Innumerable are the benefits which accrue from

chastisement. Hence a son or a disciple should be birched

and not fondled. A long pedestrial journey is old age.

(proves exhausting) to men (lit., organic beings.) Water is-

death to a mountain, the abjuring of her bed by her lord spells

death to a wife, and heat is death to clothes. Sensuality is

the idol of the vulgar
;
good men long for peace, and the

best covet honour which is the true wealth to the noble.-

Honour is the culminating stage of wealth. Why do you

covet wealth when you have honour? What is wealth to a

man who has suffered in his honour and prestige ? The vulgar

seek only wealth; good men, riches and honour; the best

only strive for honour which is the wealth of the noble. A
hungry lion do not flap his ears, nor bend down his head

to look at his armpits. A noble man in indigence, does npt

stoop to mean things.

A lion does not wait for being anointed, or a crowned

king of the forest by any body. The right of sovereignty

is inherently vested in valour ; and the chivalrous are the

born rulers of men. A dishonest merchant, a haughty servant,

a luxurious friar, a poor voluptuary, and a scolding beauty

are the anomalies in the world. A poor, benevolent person,

a rich miser, a wild disobedient son, a service under the

wicked or the vulgar, and the ruin of a person in a philan-

thropic cause, are*.the five anomalies in life which illustrate

the examples of living death. The death of one's own

dear wife, humiliation at the hands of one's own relations,

a debt—unpaid and undischarged, a service of the low and

the vulgar and desertion by friends in one's evil days, are the

five things which though not fire in themselves, consume
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one's vitals. The thoughts of a starving family, of a scoTding

wife, of dissensions with one's own brothers, and of suffer-

ing humiliation at the hands of a mean, sordid wretch, are

the four thoughts which are like sword blades to the heart,

out of the hundred that agitate or ruffle the human mind. A
good obedient son, a knowledge that helps one to earn money,,

a sound health, the company of the virtuous, and a loving

sweet speaking wife, are the five things which dispel misery

in the world. The bear, the elephant, the fly, the bee, and the

fish are the five animals which destroy one another in the

universe in their order of enumeration ; but man deals death

to all of them. Why should he not be killed by his fully

gratified senses by way of divine retribution ? The presence

of a poor, ill-clad, rough-haired Brahmani, though otherwise

erudite like the holy Vrihaspati, passes unnoticed in the man-

sions of the rich. The longevity, desting, character, erudition

and death of a child are the factors, which should be reckoned

at the time of its nativity. Commendable is the character

of the man who succours a drowned man from his watery

grave, or one fallen in climbing a hill, or in a local feud, or

is attacked by a wild bull in a pasturage, or any way de-

graded in society.

The shadow of a cloud, the love of the malicious, are

intimacy with another man's wife, youth and opulence, are

the five equally transitory things in the world. Life is tran-

sitory. Transient are the youth and opulence of a man.

Wives, children, friends, and relations are but passing sha-

dows in the phantasmagoria of life. Only virtue and good
deeds endure. Even a centenarian has but a short space of

life, the one-half of which is covered by the night, the other
half being rendered fruitless by disease, grief, imbecility

and toil. Night covers the one-haff of the hundred years
allotted to man and is spent in sleep. Infancy and boy-
hood cover the half of the other moiety, a part of its

remaining half being cloudened by grief, misery and service.
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The- rest is but changeful arid transient like a wave of the

ocean. Ah, what is the end of life ? What does glory, fame,

or honour signify ? Death with his attendants Day and
Night is perpetually travelling the world in the guise of Old
Age, and is devouring all created beings, as a serpent gulps

down a gust of wind.

At rest, or while moving about, in sleep, or while awake,

always try to do good to the world. Good deeds are the

wages of life. He who seeks only his own good, is an animal.

The man who has lost all conscience, lets himself be carried

away by many an ignoble and worldly care at the time

of divine service, and is troubled only with the cares of

pampering his belly, is an animal. The man, who has ac-

quired no fame in respect of piety, penance, benevolence,

and learning, is but the excrement of his own mother. A
good life, lived even for a short while by a man in the fame

of his learning, valour or manliness, is called right living by

the wise.—Does not a crow eat and live to term ? A life

without wealth or fame is a failure. What is the use of an

ally who constantly apprehends evil and falls back at the

wanted time ? Cast not doleful looks, but live like a hero,

O Shounaka, even a crow gets its food in the world and is

plagued with the toil of simple continunance from day to

day. Of what use is the life of a man who does not come

to the help of his servants, relations, friends or the needy ?

Does not a crow eat and live to term ? He who passes his

days without earning fame, piety, and wealth, is like the

belows of an Ironsmith which breathes out wind but does

not live. An independent living is success in life, a dependent

existence is the false rendering of life's inner meaning.

They who are servanted to others, are the monuments

of living death. Cowards are they who rest satisfied with

the fulfilment of their own personal wants.—Does not the

mouse in the hole gets his bellyful ? Cowards grumble most

but are contented with a little.
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The shadow of a cloud, the wild-fire, the service of

the vulgar, the water in a rut, the love of a courtesan,

and the friendship of the malicious, are the six things

which are transient like the bubbles of water. A good

advice is always unpalatable. Life is leased on honour.

What remains when truth is broken ? The king is the

strength of the weak. The strength of a woman lies in

her tears ; silence is the shield of the ignorant, and false-

hood is the refuge of the thieves. Study a science so that

you may have your own light on the subject, that is the

only right kind of study. While staying in a country do

what is done by its inhabitants, combine with them, win their

favour and thereby serve your own interest. A man is

ruined by his greed, lust or undue confidence. Hence these

three should be averted. A dread is to be dreaded so long

as it does not come ; when once present, a man should meet

it with a bold front. The undischarged residue of a debt,

the unextinguished residue of a fire, and the unconquered.

residue of an enemy, may increase and grow stronger.

Hence they should be totally extinguished. Repay good by

good and evil by evil, O Shounaka, I do not think it bad

politics. Avoid a friend who speaks sweet in your presence

and slander you behind your back. A good man is ruined by an

evil company ; clear water is made turbid with clay. What-

ever is enjoyed by a Brahmana, is put to right use. Hence

a Brahmana should be feasted at all costs. He who eats

the residue of the dishes of a Brahmana, eats only in the

right way. He who commits no sin, is clever. A friend is he

who speaks good of you behind your back. A good deed done

without bragging, is piety. It is no assembly where there is

no old man. They are no old men who do not uphold what

is virtuous. What does not contain truth, is no virtue, and a

truth which is a half truth, is no truth at all.

The Brahmanas are the noblest of mankind ; the sun

is the most resplendent of the. stars; the head is the most
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Important of all organs ; and truth- is the highest of all vows.

A thing which instantaneously affects the mind as good, is

good. Living, without serving any body's will, is true living.

True earning is that which is enjoyed by one's relations,

He who has been abandoned by his enemy in a battle-field,

is abandoned. A wife who is not proud of her charms,

is a true wife. He who has abjured all desires, is happy,
*

He is a friend in whom confidence is reposed. The man
who has subjugated his senses, is a man. He who brags

of his own virtues and holds a very exalted opinion of him-

self, should not be loved, nor be made a friend. The sources

of rivers, fire-worshippers (Agni-hotris) and the race of

Bharata should not be tried to be discovered, as it may lead

to the discovery of many an unpleasant thing. The sea is

the final goal of a river, one's love-making ends with the illicit

amours of one's own wife ; and a mischievous propensity is

checked by a healthy public opinion. The effect of wealth

is misery. The prosperity of a king may be ended by the

curse of a Brahmana ; decency and cleanliness, by living

close to the dwelling of a Ghosa ; and a family is ruined

Where women reign supreme. AH accumulations are followed

by waste. All risings end in fall ; combinations, in dissolu-

tions ; evolutions, in involutions; and life, in death.
*

Proceed not far with haste in a business so that you may easily

retrace your steps. Walk not far with your guest from a

place where" you intend to return. A friend or a preceptor

should be bid" adieu to by following him up to the border of a

pool, or under the shade of a tree of pleasant foliage. Dwell

not in a country where' there is no law, or in which the

central government is vested in a more than one respon-

sible head; or which is governed by a woman or an infant. A
woman is protected by her father in infancy, by her husband

in youth, and by her son in old age. She has no separate

and independent living". A man is at liberty to marry a

second wife in the event of his first having had no issue
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after eight years of wedlock ; after nine years of that of

one whose children die in their infancy ; after eleven,

years of the marriage a wife that has given birth to

daughters only, and instantly when the first is foul-mouthed

and tries to give him a bit of her mind. A man of honest

purpose and entrusted with the duty of feeding many

mouths, never suffers any humiliation on account pecuniary

difficulties. A noble forethought for providing for the wants

of many and a sacred dread for being found wanting in

his duties, makes him a ready master of resources and of

Ways and means under difficulties. A suppliant never re-

turns half-fed from his door. The family is a seminary of

applied ethics. Fatherhood is a synopsis of the moral eco-

nomy of the universe and marriage is the pledge (lit.,—

*

a pawn) for its realisation on earth) serving as a grand citadel

of man on the border land of mental affections where the

light begins to fail and the kingdom of darkness begins.

. A wise man should keep at a respectful distance from

a tired horse, a wild (excited) elephant, a cow after her first

parturition and a toad squatting on the dry ground. A
Suppliant for money has nither friends nor relations. A
Voluptuous man has neither shame nor dread. A care-worn

man is a stranger, to sleep and happiness, and a starving

man wants no salt but nutrition. Sleep is forbidden to the

poor, to the slaves) to thieves and to those who are in love

With their neighbours' wives. Soundly do they sleep who are

healthy) free, or owe no money-debts, or are not plagued

with the love of a womam A servant is honoured in propor-

tion to the social elevation of his master ; the height of a

lotus lily is proportionate to that of the water level of the pool

it grows in. The sun and Varuna (water) serve as friends

to a water-lily in its days of bloom and prosperity, but they

cause it to wither and petrify when it is severed from its

stem. The friends who flock round a man in office turn his

enemies when he is ousted of it, The sun who gladly
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Unfolds the petals of a water-lily on its stem in water, scorches

it when it is culled and taken out of its element. Men are

respected for their office and position. Men's hair and nails

are fostered in their natural seats and shunned as obnoxious

excrescences when severed from therm Conduct shows the

birth or parentage of a man ; and his speech, his country.

Deference or regard bespeaks affection
; and the body, the

nature and quantity of one's food. Useless is the rain to the

sea ; a good meal is a useless superfluity to a well-fed man.

Useless are the gifts to the rich ; and kind acts, to the mean.

He who is close to the heart, can never be really absent. A
wide gulf separates a couple when hearts are estranged,

even, though they may sit side by side.

A distorted face, a low sunk voice, a clammy sweat, and a

sense of vague dread are the symptoms which mark the dying

and the begging men alike. A man of honour prefers a snake-*

bite or a stroke of paralysis, or a life-long physical deformity)

or a second birth by self immolation) to begging. Who is

he that is not lowered by begging ? Even the Supreme God
(Vishnu) suffered a diminution of stature by playing the role

of a supplicant in the religious sacrifice celebrated by Vali.

The parents of a child are but his enemies when they fail

to educate him properly in his boyhood; An illiterate boy
(

like a heron amidst swans
t
cannot shine in the assembly of

of the learned. Learning imparts a heightened charm to a

homely face: Knowledge is the best treasure that a man

can secretly hoard up in life. Learning is the revered of the

revered. Knowledge makes a man honest, virtuous and en-

dearing to the society. It is learning alone that enables a

man to better the condition of his friends and relations.

Knowledge is the holiest of the holies, the god of the gods,

and commands the respect of crowned heads ; shorn of it

a man is but an animal. The fixtures and furniture of one's

house may be stolen by thieves ; but knowledge, the highest

treasure, is above all stealing: This synopsis of ethics,

45
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was first related to S'aunaka by Vishnu, the god" rial's

learnt it from S'aunaka and related it to the birthless Vyasa

who has illumined our minds on the subject.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CXVf.

SuTA said r—*1 shall now deal with the mode of practising'

those religious vows and penances, O Vyasa, by Which a mart

may win the good graces of the god Hari to the extent

that he may be pleased to answer alf his prayers'. The god

should be worshipped in all months of the year and in all

days of the week, and under the auspicies of all lunar"

phases and astral combinations". The votary shall observe

a fast or take a single meal in the night, or live upori

a fruit regimen on the day of the voW, and make gifts*

of money and paddy for the satisfaction" of the god

Vishnu, for which he wiH be blest with the birth of a son and

the ownership- of fresh* landed estates. The gods Kuvera!

and Vaishvanara, worshipped under the auspices of the

first phase of the moon's wane, grant wealth and Opulence-

to their votary. On the same day, the Votary sllalf fast and

woi;ship either the god Brahmd which will be rewarded!

with opulence an-d a number of mares. The deities Yama,
Lakshmi and Narayana, worshipped on the second day of

the fortnight, grant wealth to their votaries. The three

deities Gauri, Vighrresha and S'ankara', should be worshipped

on the third day of the fortnight. The god Chaturvyuha

should be worshipped on the fourth day of the moon's wane?

and the god Hari on the fifth ; the Sun God and Kartikeya,

en the sixth ; and the god Bhaskara on the seventh.
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The goddess Durga with her female cohorts and the

guardians of the different quarters of the heaven, should be

worshipped on the eighth and the ninth day of the fortnight

for a pecuniary boon ; the Moon-God, on the tenth ; the Rishis,

on the eleventh ; the god Hari, on the twelfith ; and the god

Maheshwara on the thirteenth day of the moon's increase

which is known as the Madana-Trayodashi. The god Brahma,

and the Pitris, worshipped on the fourteenth and the fifteenth

day of the fortnight, give wealth to their votaries. The

presiding deities of the different days of the week, as well

as the sun god and the asterisms, etc., worshipped on the

day of the new moon, give all that they are supplicated

for by their votaries.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CVII.

SUTA said :— Vyasa, the vow of Ananga-Trayodashi falls

on the thirteenth day of the moon's increase in the month of

Margas'irsha ; and the god S'iva should be worshipped on

the day with the offerings of Dhustura flowers and tooth-

brushes of Mallika twigs. The votary shall live on honey

on the day of the worship in the month of Pousha and make

offerings of a variety of confectionaries to the god of love,

and worship the god Yoges'vara (S'iva) with Vilva leaves,

tooth-brushes of Kadamva twigs, sandal-paste and S'uskulis

(Puris and Kachouris). The god Nateshvara should be wor-

shipped with Kunda flowers ; and strings of pearls and offer-

ings of Purikas and of Plaksha twigs as tooth-brushes should

be made to him. The god Vires'vara should be worshipped

with Maruvaka flowers in the month of Phalguna and offer-

ings of sugar, pot herbs and Mandas should be made to him,
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O holy sage, together with the twigs ot a Chuta tree as

toothbrushes. The votary shall take nothing but camphor

on the day qf worship in the month of Chaitra, when the

Surupa manifestation of the god shall be propitiated with

the offerings of S'uskulis and tooth-brushes of Vata twigs.

In the month of Vais'aka, the god S'ambhu should be wor-r

shipped with the offerings of Modakas and As'oka flowers

and. confections made of treacle as well as tooth-brushes of

Audwvara twigs, and nutmeg should he dedicated to him

by reciting the Mantra which reads as, " Obeisance to Maha-

rupa." The god Pradyumna should he worshipped with Cham,

paka flowers in the month qf Jaishtha ; and tooth-brushes of

Vilva twigs should be offered to him. The votary shall take

nothing but cloves on the day of the Puja in the month of

Ashida and worship the god with the flowers of Apdmarga,

Tooth-brushes of Agaru twigs should be offered to the god

by reciting the Mantra which runs as *' Qm, Qbeisance to

the god Uma-hhadra. The gqd should be worshipped with

the offerings of Karavira flowers, plarified butter and cushions

in the month of S'ravana, and toothbrushes of Karavira

twigs should he dedicated to him with the repetition of the

Mantra which reads as '" Om, Obeisance to the mace-bear-

ing god who is without any origin-" \n the month of A's'vina.

the god should he worshipped with the offerings of Vakula

flowers, cakes and tqath-hrushes of Madhavi twigs which

should be dedicated to him by reciting the Mantra which

runs as, "Qbeisance to the god who is the source of perpetual

genesis." The Suradhipa (the lord of the celestials) mani,

festation of the god, should be worshipped in the month of

A's'vina when offerings of Champaka flowers, Modakas, and

tooth-brushes of catechu twigs should be dedicated to him.

The god Rudra should he worshipped in the month of

Kart'ika with the offerings of tooth-brushes of Vadari twigs.

At the year's end, the Puja should be closed with the offer-.

ings of milk, pot herbs and lotus flowers to the de'.ty.
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The votary who has beet} living a life of strict conti-

nence from a few days before the date of the worship, shall

.

worship the image of the god of lqve on a golden throne

with the offerings of flqwers, perfumes, etc, ; and a thousand

oblations of Vrihi and sesame peeds should be cast into the

sacrificial fire in his honour, The votary shall pass the

night in songs and festivities and again worship the god on

the morrow, making gifts of bed, cushions, umbrellas,

shoes, clothes and metal-utensils filled with seeds, to the

BrAhmanas. After that, he shall feed the cows and the

Brdhmanas and think himself as a man who has accomplished

the ends of his life. The vow shquld be thus practised for a

year, after which it should be closed, The Vratam under

discussion is called Ananga-Trayodashi, a due performance

of which is rewarded with health, opulence, a beautiful wife

an4 the. blessings of paternity,

!-:o:-

CHAPTER CXVItl.

BRAHMA said :-^Now I shall describe the mode of prac,

tising the Akhanda-Dvadashi-Vratam, the merit attending it

performance enables the votary to enjoy divine beatitude

in life. The votary shall take no'thing but the Panchagavyami

(the five kinds of articles obtained from a cow such as, milk,

etc.,) on the day previous, and fast on the twelfth day of

the moon's increase in the month of Margas'irsha, spending it

entirely in the worship of the god Vishnu. Five metal vessels

filled with Vrihi corn, should be gifted away to the Brihmanas

each day for the four successive months commencing from the

date. The votary shall pray as follows :-^-"May the merit of all

good and pious acts done by me in my seven prior incarnations,
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continue one and indivisible, O lord. May all my pieties

continue whole and undivided as the universe is, and just as

thou art the one and indivisible spirit which runs through all."

Vessels filled with powders of freed barley corns, should be

gifted away by him in the month of Chaitra ; and bowls filled

with clarified butter, in the month of S'ravana. Earthly bliss

and the pleasures of fatherhood are the rewards of the vow

in this life, and an elevated status in heaven, in the next.

CHAPTER CXIX.

Brahma said ;—Now I shall descrihe the mode of practising

the Agastyargha-Vratam. The vow should be celebrated on

the three days immediately before the sun passes into the

sign of Virgo. O thou holy sage, an image of Agastya,

should be made of Kasha flowers, and worshipped inside

a water-pitcher. The Argha offering should be duly made

to it and the votary shall pass the night in vigil and divine

contemplation, He shall fast that day and worship the

image with the offerings of curd, sesamum, fruits and flowers

and formally dedicate the vessel containing the Argha offering

to the god, The vessel should be tinged with five colours

(containing rice powders of five colours) and filled with bits

of gold and silver and the seven kinds of cereals, technically

known as the Saptadhanyam, besmeared with curd and

sandal paste. The Argham should be finally offered by reci-

ting the Mantra which reads as follows :—=" I make obeisance

to thee, O Agastya, who art the offspring of Mitra and

Varuna, and hence retain in thy self the principles of ether

and water. I make obeisance to thee, (O Agastya,) who art

hoary as the Kasha flower and wast born in a pitcher."
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Even women and S'udras are admitted to the privilege

of practising the vow as above described. The votary shall

forego all fruits, rice meals, and vegetable juices during the

observance of the Vow, which should be closed by feasting

and making gifts of water-pitchers with bits of. gold to the

Brihmanas. The successive observance of the vow fof

seven years is rewarded with the realisation of one's all

wished^for ends.

-ioi-

CHAPTER CX.X.

BrAHMA said :-"=NoW I shall deal with the tirade of practising1

the Rambha-Tfitiya-Vratam which brings good luck, and

opulence to the votary and blesses him with the pleasures of

fatherhood, etc. The votary shall fast on the third day of

the moon's increase in the month of Mafgas'ira
y
procure

water and the blades of the Watered Kusha grass, and worship

the goddess.Gouri with the offerings of Vilva leaves and tooth-

brushes made of Kadmava1

twigs. In the month of Pousha

he shall take nothing but camphor on the day of the Vratam

and worship the goddess Girisuta (the mountain-daughter)

with the offerings of Kuruvaka flowers, Krisharas and tooth-

brushes of Mallika
1

twigs. In the month of Magha, the votary

shall live on a butter regimen on the day of the penance

and worship the goddess Subhadra with the offerings of

Kalhara flowers, Martdas, and imaginary tooth-brushes formed

of the spirit of song and harmony (Gitimayi). In the month

of Fhalguna, the votary shall take nothing but barley gruel

after the Puja on the day of the vow, and worship the goddess

Gomati with the offerings of S'askulis and tooth-brushes
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of Kunda stems. The goddess Vis'alakshi should be wofr

shipped with the offerings of Madhavi flowers and Krishras,

and the votary shall take curd after that and dedicate tooth-

brushes of Tagara twigs to the goddess. The S'rimukhi

manifestation of the deity should be worshipped with Karavi-

kara flowers in the month of Vais'aka, the votary eating

nothing but the polens of As'oka flowers and dedicating

tooth-brushes of As'oka twigs to her, therafter. The

Narayani manifestation of the goddess should be worshipped

in the month of Jaishtha With the offerings of treadle (khanda)

and lotus lilies ; and the votary shall take nothing but cloves

after the Puja on the day. The goddess Madhavi should be

Worshipped with the offerings of Vilva leaves iri the month

of A'shad'a; The goddess S'ri should be woshipped in

the month of 9'ravana with the offerings of Kshirannam

and tooth-brushes of Audumvara twigs. The Votary shall

take nothing but sesame seeds and offer tooth-brushes

of Tagara twigs, after that, to the goddess. The goddess

Uttama should be worshipped in the month of Bhadra with

the offerings of tooth-brushes of Mallika twigs. The votary

shall take nothing but S'ringada after the Puja on the day.

The goddess Rajaputri should be worshipped in the month

of A's'vina with the offerings of Java flowers ; and the votary

shall eat nothing, but Jiraka on the night of the Vratam;

The goddess Padmaja should be worshipped in the hldilth

of Kart'ika with the offerings of Jati flowers, fruits, viatlds,

and Krisharas and the votary shall take nothing but the

Panchagavyam, that day. The Vratam should be thiis eelej

brated for a year and closed by feasting a Brahmana pair

and distributing confections made of clarified . butter to the

Brahmanas. After that, Uma and Mahes'vara should be

worshipped with the usual ceremonial rites ; and gold, silver,

confectionaries, clothes, and umbrellas should be given to

the Brahmanas, the night of the final celebration being spent

in songs and revelry.



CHAPTER CXXt.

Brahma said :—Now I shall describe the mode of practising

the Chaturmisyam Vratam. The vow should be first under*

taken on the eleventh day of the moon's increase in the

month of Ash£d'a, or on the day of the full moon therein, after

having duly worshipped and supplicated the god Hari as

follows :—-" May the Vratam which I have, this day, under-

taken in thy presence, O lord, come to a successful termina-

tion, by thy grace and will. Kindly deem it complete,

O Janard'ana, even if I be not spared to fulfil it as now
Vowed for."

Thus having Worshipped and addressed the god, the

votary shall get himself initiated into the acts of subsequent

meditation and penitence. The sins of a man, who wishes

to practise this vow for the satisfaction of the god Hari,

are annihilated. He who bathes and takes a single meal

each day during the four months under discussion, ascends, a

pure and undefiled spirit, to the region of Vishnu. A Brah-

mana, who is well-versed in the Vedas and abjures oil, wine,

women, and animal food for these four months, goes to the

region of Vishnu, by practising the present Vratam, and at-

tains to that stage of self-liberation which is called Sayuyayam

(lit.—^to be in perpetual touch with the Supreme Self).

Even by fasting for a single night during the season, a man

is transformed into a god, after death.

By fasting for three consecutive days during the season,

a man is sure to be translated to Shveta-dvipa, after death.

An unsolicited emancipation waits the man who practises

a Chandrayana Vratam during the period. By practising

a Prajapatyan during the period, a man attains to the region

of Vishnu. The performance of a Paraka Vratam under the

circumstance, is attended with the same result. The votary

46
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shall live on powdered barley (Shaktu), barley gruel, milky

curd or clarified butter, or on alms during the entire term

of the vow, which may be substituted for cow's urine, barley

gruel or the Panchagavyam. He shall forego the use of

all pot herbs, fruits, roots and vegetable juices. He who

practises the vow as above indicated, shall attain to the

region of Vishnu,

CHAPTER CXXII.

Brahma said :—Now I shall describe the mode of practising

the vow of a month's privation, which is the best of all pen-

ances. It is imparatively obligatory on women, anchorites and

forest-dwelling hermits to practise the penance. The votary

shall undertake the vow, first on the day of the eleventh phase

of the moon's increase in the month of As'vina, and which

is to be continued for the next consecutive thirty days. He
shall invoke the help of the god Hari for the successful

termination of his vow by reeiting the prayer which reads as>

follows :—" I undertake this vow in thy presence, O Vishnu.

From this date, I shall worship thee fasting continuously

for a month each day until the day of thy risings from

slumber. I shall practise this vow from the twelfth day of

the moon's increase in the month of As'vina tc* the corres-

ponding day of the month of Kctrtika. May I not be

accused of the sin of a broken vow if I die in the interim,

and may my Vratam be deemed complete by thy grace even

under the circumstance."

The penitent shall thrice bathe each day, and worship

the god Hari with the offerings of perfumes,
r

etc, during

the term of the Vratam. He shall abjure the use of oif

and unguents during the period, and break his vow on the
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day of the twelfth phase of the moon's increase in the month

of Kartika. The god should be worshipped at the close of

the Vratam ; and the Brahmanas, sumptuously feasted ; after

which the penitent shall break his fast. Milk may be taken

by the penitent in the case of his fainting during the fast,

without 'any apprehension of breaking his vow, the reward of

its observance being enjoyment of creature comfprts in this

life, and residence in heaven in the next.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CXXI1I.

BRAHMA said :—I shall now enumerate the Vratas which are

to be practised in the month of Kartika. A votary'of Vishnu

shall take his ablution and worship his deity each morning.

The votary shall take a single meal each] day, or shall live

on alms in connection with the practising of any Vratam in

the month of Kartika. In the alternative, he shall live on

vegetables or on a milk regimen, whereby he shall be

exonerated from all sins, will witness the realisation of

all his wished-for objects, and ascend, a stainless spirit, to

the region of heaven after death. A Vratam, practised

at any time in honour of the god Hari, ranks foremost in

respect of merit ; and specially so is the one, performed when

the sun is in the winter solstice. The Chaturmasyam is

the greatest of all annual Vratas, while the one, practised in

the month of Kartika and known as the Bhishmapanchakam,

is better than the former. The Bhishmapanchakam Vratam

should be practised on the day of the eleventh phase of the

moon's increase in the month of Kartika, in connection with

which the practiser shall thrice bathe each day, worship the

god Hari, and propitiate his departed manes with the offerings
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of barley corn. Further he shall observe a vow of silence j

perform the rite of ceremonial ablution, with a solution of

Panchagavyam in sacred water, unto the god Hari ; and an-

noint his image with camphorated unguents. A Brahrnana.

votary, under the circumstance, shall continuously burn, for

five days> incense sticks made of Guggulu and clarified butter,

and dedicata viands, edibles and Paramannas (a kind of

sweetened rice porridge) to the god, and cast hundred and

eight libations of clarified butter into the sacrificial fire by

repeating the Mantra which runs as, " Om, obeisance to the

god Vasudeva"

On the first day, the feet of the divine image (Vishnu)

should be worshipped with lotus flowers ; its knees, with the

Viiva leaves on the second ; its navel, with sandal paste on

the third ; its shoulders, with the Java, flowers and Vilva leaves

on the fonrth ; and its head, with the Malati flowers on the

fifth. The votary shall lie down on the bare ground during

the entire term of the Vratam and successively take tbe five

components of Panchagavyam, viz., one on each day of the

worship, taking the entire compound (Panchagavyam) on the

|

fifth night. By practising the vows as above described, a

man becomes entitled' to the pleasures, of tbe two worlds.

The performance of the Ekadasi Vratam is imparatively

obligatory on all, a breach being sinful and degrading..

A man shall observe a fast on the eleventh day of the

fortnight,, whether light or dark, inasmuch as it tends to

absolve him of all sins, precludes the chance of his ever

visiting tbe shades of Haydes and makes him entitled to.

the beatitude of the region of Vishnu. A man observing

a fast on the eleventh day of the fortnight, shall break it

on the twelfth, and resume his, usual mode of living on the

night of the thirteenth. A day entirely marked by the

eleventh phase of the moon, should be regarded as permeated,

with the blessed Self of Hari. The day on which the moon is

both in her tenth and eleventh phases, should be regarded, as.
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consigned to the demons. Hence fasting on such a day is

prohibited.

The votary shall break his fast on the twelfth day of the

fortnight. The performance of an Ekadasi Vratam is never

affected by the personal uncleanness incidental to the death

or birth of one's agnates. Fasts, which are to be made on

the fourteenth, or on the first day of the fortnight, should be

respectively observed on a day when the moon exists for

a while in her preceding phase. The same rule holds good in

respect of Dvitiya, Tritiya, Chaturthi, Panchami and Shashthi

Vratras.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CXXIV.

Brahma said :—I shall now describe the mode of practising

the S'ivaratra Vratam, the performance of which confers all

wished-for blessings on the practiser. The goddess Gouri

learnt it of yore from the god Mahadeva, the lord of all

created beings. The god said :

—" He who keeps a vigil and

worships the god Rudra on the night of the fourteenth

phase of the moon's wane which comes between the months

of Magha and Philguna, becomes entitled to the pleasures

of life and the liberation of self. The god Mahideva

emancipates the votary from the chain of necessary exis-

tence in the instance, as the god Kes'ava does on the occasion

of an Ekadasi Vratam.

Once upon a time, the vicious Sundara Sena, the king

of the country of Arvuda, went out, with his dogs, on a hunt-

ing excursion in the forest. But the day wore on and. night

came without any game even being sighted. The hunter,

hungry and jaded with the day's trouble, sat down weary
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and watchful in a bower on the bank of a pool on the hill-

brow. But lo, there happened to be a phallic emblem in that

bower, and the leaves of the Vilva tree, which was shaken by

the impact of the hunter's body as he strove to lie down on

the ground, rustled and fell in heaps over [the emblem,

without his knowledge. The fowler fetched water from the

pool and sprinkled it over the floor of the bower to lay

down the dust ; and drops of water thus dribbled down over

the head of the emblem from the tips of his fingers. Suddenly

there fell down a shaft from his quiver on the ground, and

the fowler crawled on his all fours to lift it up, when un-

knowingly he touched the emblem with his chest. Thus he

touched and bathed and worshipped a phallic emblem on the

night of the Vratam, which he passed in a vigil, though for

quite a different purpose.

The fowler returned home on the following morning and

took his meal with his wife and children. So years came

and years went away, and the fowler died a natural death

at the end of his appointed days, when the emissaries of

Death came to take his unclean spirit in fetters to the

mansion of their lord. But lo, my own warders sprang upon

them, and overpowered them in the scuffle that ensued, and

finally brought him, a free and unfettered spirit, to my own

special region of bliss (S'iva-loka) in the compahy of that

faithful dog ! which watched by him on the night of the chase

in the bower."

The votary shall practise self-control on the day of the

thirteenth phase of the moon's wane, and worship the god

Rudra by praying as follows:—"Next night, I will keep a

vigil in thy honour, O lord, and worship thee and meditate on

thy divine self. I undertake to perform a Roma ceremony

and give alms to the poor for the glorification of thy honour-

ed name. I will fast on the day of the fourteenth phase

of the moon's wane, and break it on the day following for

the emancipation of my self. Be thou my help in that, O
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thou, the originless, all-pervading deity. The phallic emblem

should be bathed with the compositions known as the

Panchagavyam and the Panchamritam, and worshipped by

reciting the Mantram running as, " Om, obeisance to S'iva."

Libations of clarified butter containing rice, Vrihi, sesame

seeds and little morsels of the cooked sacrificial porridge

should be cast into the fire, after which the closing libation

should be cast. The votary shall hear the legend of the

Vratam recited by the priest, and worship the god once in

each quarter of the night and recite the sacred Mantra till

the break of dawn, when he shall bid farewell to the deity

by asking his pardon as follows :
—

" I have safely and peace-

fully fulfilled this vow by thy grace, O thou the lord of the

three worlds. Most humbly do I dedicate the merit of these

performances to thy self. I supplicate thy grace, O lord, I

have invoked thee on the occasion of my Vratam, now I

beseech thee, O lord, to go back to thy mansion from whence

thou hast come. Thy very presence has absolved me of all

sins. Graciously accept my humble offerings, O thou the god

of the gods, who art the origin, stay and goal of all created

beings, and kind and compassionate to all."

Thus the Vratam should be practised for twelve conse-

cutive years, the reward of which is fame, opulence, kingdom

and progeny in this life and residence in the region of S'iva

after death. The Vratam may be practised as well on the

same night in each month of the year, and should be closed

by feasting a dozen hermits and by illuminating the temple

of the deity, by which a perpetual residence in heaven may

be ensured.

CHAPTER CXXV.

Said the Divine Grand Father :—The king Mandhata

managed to be the undisputed lord of the three worlds by
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by practising the Ekadas'i Vratam of yore. Hence one shall

fast both on the eleventh days of the light and dark fort»

nights. The queen Gindhari fasted on the day of the tenth

phase of the moon, and lost her hundred sons in con9equence»

Hence one shall not fast on the eleventh day of the fort-

night. Even in spite of the dictum that the god Hari pre-

sides over the day when the moon is both in her tenth, and

eleventh, phases, one should fast on the day of the twelfth

phase of the moon, and break it on the day followingi One

shall fast on the day marked even by a Kali of Ekdaashi,

or on the day when the moon is successively in her eleventh,

twelfth, and thirteenth, phases. The king Rukmangada used

to keep vigils on the nights of the two Ekadas'is and hear

the Puranas recited to him by the holy sages, in consequence

whereof he was liberated from the trammels of life and

ascended to heaven after death-

-4n 6-

CHAPTER CXXVI.

BraHMA said:—Now I shall describe a mode of worship

which entitles the votary to the highest beatitude, as well as1

to the pleasures of this life and to the joy of self-emancipa-

tion. The votary shall psychically locate the mystic Manda->

lam (a trancendental figure) in the mystic nerve phlexus in

his heart and mentally worship the deities Ganga, Jamuna^

Mahanadi, Dhata, and Vidhata at its different approaches-

The deities, such as, S'ri, Danda, Prachanda and Vastu-

Purusha, should be likewise worshipped at its exterior lives,

while the mystic tortoise (smybol of universal evolution and

involution,) the universal receptacle and eternity, should be

worshipped at its centre.
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After that, the attributes, location, virtue', knowledge, non-

attachment, splendour, impiety, non-knowledge, bondage,

and the pollens, stems, and bulb of the mystic lotus lily

should be worshipped. After that, the petals and stamens of

that mystic flower, as well as the qualities of illumination,

action, and nescience, the solar world, the lunar world, the

region of fire, and the divine energies such as, Vimala, etc.,

should be worshipped in that psychic diagram over that

mystic nerve plexus of the heart. Similarly, the deities

Durga, Ganes'a, Sarasvati and Kshetrapala, should be wor-

shipped at the four cardinal points of the Mand'alam. After

that, the pedestal and the embodied image of the God should

be worshipped followed by a similar puja of Vasudeva,

Valabhadra, and the God of Love. After that, Aniruddha and

Narayana with his weapons and conch-shell should be wor-

shipped, and the votary should practise the rite of Shad'anga-

nyasa (psychic attraction and localisation of certain universal

categories and attributes in the different parts of the human

organism) in the usual orthodox way. Then having wor-

shipped the deities, beauty, growth and Garud'a, he should

worship the guardian deities of the different quarters of the

heaven and the god Brahma, above, and the god Ananta,

below. After that, the god Vis'vaksena should be worship-

ped at the north-east angle of the Mand'alam.

He, who can thus worship the god even for a single time

in his life, is freed from the chains of successive re-births. The

Pund'arika and Gadadhara manifestations of the deity should

be as well meditated upon in connection with the present

form of worship.

-:o;
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Brahma said :—The renowned Bhimasena of yore fasted on

the day of the eleventh phase of the moon's increase (Ekadas'i)

marked by the Asterism Hasta, in the month of Magha ; and

behold, he was instantly exonerated from his obligations

to the Pitris in consequence. Accordingly the Vratam is-

called Bhaimi Ekadas'i. This Bliaimi Dvadas'i is renowned

for the fact of its increasing the piety of men. He, who

observes a fast on this Ekadas'i and breaks it on the following

day, acquires merit in the eyes of heaven. One should fast

on that Ekadas'i in the month of Magha even if it be not

marked by the above-named asterism, and even by so-doing

One would be freed from the sins of a Brahmana-slaughter.

This Ekadas'i Vratam destroys all sins as surely as a bad

son brings ruin on his family, a false wife brings death and

disgrace to her husband ; a false minister brings confusion

to his king, and a pious act dispels the gloom of iniquity. As

knowledge dispels nescience, as purity removes the impurity

of the heart ; as truth conquers untruth ; and reverence,

irreverence'; so this Vratam annihilates all kinds of sin.

As surely as cold removes heat, as profligacy destroys a

stored up treasure, asbragging of it destroys the merit of

a gift, as worldliness destroys penance, the Ekadas'i Vratam

destroys all sin. As surely as a son is ruined without good

education, cattle are destroyed by straying far from the folds,

as a peaceful temperament is ruffled by anger, and as expen-

ditures without income destroy one's wealth, so the Ekadas'i

Vratam destroys all kinds of sin. As surely as a motive

destroys the merit of an act, as knowledge destroys nesci-

ence, this Vratam destroys all kinds of sin. The sin, which

is attached to the acts of Brahmana-slaughter, wine-drinking

gold-stealing and defiling the bed of a preceptor, when
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simultaneously done, are absolved by performing the Ekadas'i

Vratam in its true spirit. The dreadful astral combination,

known as the Tripushkara Yoga, can annihilate the progeny

and relations of the man, who dies under its influence, but

cannot destroy his sins, which may be expiated by performing

the Ekadas'i Vratam.

Neither the holy shrines of Kuru-Kshatra, Prabhasa and

Naimisha, nor the sacred rivers, the Ganges, the Yamuna,

the Kalindiand the Sarasvati, can rank equal in merit with

the Ekadas'i Vratam. Neither the practice of charity and

•philanthropy, nor meditation and burnt offerings can vie

with the Vratam under discussion, in respect of merit

and sanctity. The merit of an Ekadas'i Vratam weighed

in balance with that of making a gift of the whole world,

immensely outweighs the latter. This Bhaimi Ekadas'i is by

far the most sacred of all the other sacred Ekadas'is in

the year.

A golden image of the Varaha manifestation of the god

should be worshipped inside a copper vessel placed on the

top of the sacrificial pitcher. The image should be covered

with a clean sheet of white linen, and worshipped with the

offerings of lighted lamps of gold, and a variety of costly

viands. The lower extremities of the image should be

worshipped by reciting the Mantram, " Om, obeisance to

Varaha ;" its lips, by reciting the one which reads as " Om,

obeisance to Krodhakriti ;" its navel, by reciting the Mantram,

"Om, obeisance to the deep- voiced one ;" its chest, by reading

the Mantram, " Om, obeisance to S'rivatsadhari ;" its arms,

by reciting the Mantram, " Om, obeisance to the thousand-

headed one;" its neck, by reciting the Mantram, "Om,

obeisance to the lord of all ;" its face, by reciting the Mantram,

"Om,. obeisance to the soul of the universe ;" its fore-headed,

by reciting the Mantram, " Om, obeisance to the Universal

Master," and its hair, by reciting the Mantram, which reads

as, "Om, beisance to the hundred-motsthed deity."
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Having thus duly worshipped the god, the votary should

pass the night in a holy vigil, and hear the glorious exploits of

his Varaha manifestation on earth from the Puranam, which

deals with them. Gifts should be made to the beggars and

the Brahmanas, the next morning; and wearing apparels-

containing bits of gold should be given to the BrahmanSs in

special. After that, the votary should break his fast and take

only a few morsels of food instead of eating too much. He,

who practises the Vratam in the afore-said manner, suffers not

the pangs of re-births, and is exonerated from the three-fold

obligations which a man incurs at his birth. The performance

of the Vratam grants the merit of performing all other vows,

and makes the performer, the happy possessor of all his

wished-for objects. >

-;o:-

CHAPTER CXXVIII.

Brahma said :—O VySsa, hear me discourse on the mode
of performing a variety of Vratas, which can win the

good graces of the god Hari, who blesses the performer

with all his cherished boons in return. A Vratam signifies

an act of living in conformity with the rules of conduct

and self-control, as laid down in the S'Sstras. The Vratam
is but another name for penance (Tapasya). AVrati (per-

former of a Vratram) is under the obligation of observing
sepecific rules of conduct and self-control. He should bathe,

thrice every day, during the entire term of the Vratam,
and sleep on the bare ground, contented, and controlled in

his mind and senses, and renouncing all talk with women,
S'udrsa, and degraded persons. He should make burnt
offerings of the five sacred articles, as his circumstances
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would admit of. A Vrati wishing to acquire the full merit

of his vow, should practise the above-named austerities, and

undergo double the hardship, in the event of his wearing

long hair during the entire term of the Vratam. He should

not take any thing out of a bowl of Indian bellmetal,.

nor consume any potherbs, nor take honey, grain, and

Koradushaka, nor chew any betel leaf on the day of break-

ing his fast, not take his meals in another's house on the

occasion. A fast is vitiated by using flowers, perfumes, un-

guents, collyrium, a tooth brush, a new cloth, or an article

of ornament. A Vrati should wash his mouth with the Pancha-

gavyam in the morning before breaking his fast. The merit

of a fast is destroyed by gambling, by indulging in day-sleep

or in sexual intercourse, and by constantly drinking water on

the day of its breaking. Forbearance, truthfulness, clemency,

charity, cleanliness of body and mind, and subjugation of

the senses, divine worship and Homa celebration are the ten

cardinal virtues, which should be practised in connection with

the performance of every Vratam. A meal after a whole

day's fast and taken after the rising of the evening star is

technically called a night-meal (Nakta Bhojanam), which,

must not be interpreted to simply mean a meal in the night.

Take of a Pala weight (eight tolas) of cow's urine, a half

thumbful of cowdung, seven Pala weights of milk, three

Pala weights of curd, one Pala of clarified butter, and one

Pala of the washings of Kus'a grass and mix together.

The resulting compound is called be the Pancha-gavyam. A
person about to practise the Brahmakrichchha-Vratam should

take Pancha-gavyam after purifying its component cow's urine

by reciting the Gayatri Mantram ; cowdung, by reciting the

Gandha Dvara, etc., Mantram ; curd, by reciting the Dadhi-

kravya, etc., Mantram ; milk, by reciting the Apyayasva, etc.,

Mantram ; clarified butter, by reciting the Tejoshi, etc., Man-

tram.; and the washings of the Kus'a grass, by reciting the

Dsvasya, etc., Mantram.
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Celebrations of such religious ceremonies as, AgnyadhJInarri

(lit., first kindling of the sacrificial fire), installation of si

divine image, a religious sacrifice, Vedavrata, rite of tonsure,'

investiture with the sacred thread, Vrishotsarga (the rite of the

setting free of a sacrificial bull), as well as acts of charities''

and penances should not be made in a month, which contains

two new moons (Malamasha).

A Savana month consists of thirty days counted from

one new moon to another. A Saura (solar) 'month is com-'

puted from the passing of the sun from one zodiacal sign to

another. The time taken by the twenty-seven asterisms

(lunar mansions) to make one complete revolution round

the earth, is counted as an astral (Nakshatra) month, which

consists of twenty-se/en days. The Saura mode of compu-

tation should be adapted in respect of celebrating marriages;

and the Savana style, in respect of celebrating religious sacri-

fices. The second and the third, the fourth and the fifth, the'

sixth and the seventh, the eighth and the ninth, the tenth and

the eleventh, the twelfth and the thirteenth, the fourteenth

and the fifteenth phases of the moon's wane or increase

are called Yugmadara to each other. A Tithi Vratam perform-

ed on a day when that Tithi (lunar phase) meets its Yugma-

dara, is doubly meritorious. A female vowist menstruating

after taking the vow is not disqualified from practising it to

term in consequence. The Vratas may be practised through a

proxy, but penances must be personally performed. A vow
broken through anger, greed, or incontinence, should be

atoned for by a three days' fast and a clean shave of the head.

The performance of a Vratam may be delegated to one's

son in case of one's ill health. A Brahmana, swooning away
in course of a Vratam, should be enlivened with milk, and
cold applications.

•:o:-



CHAPTER CXX1X.

Bkahma said :—Now I shall describe the mode of prao
rising the Vratas, which should be performed on the days of

the first phase of the moon, etc. A votary should take a single

meal on the day of the first phase of the moon, and make the

gift of a cow of the Kaoila species, the next morning. The
Vratam is called S'ikhi Vratam, the merit of which leads the

performer to the region of the Fire-God, after death. The
Vratam should be commenced from the month of Chaitra,

and the God Brahma should be worshipped with offerings

of perfumes, flowers, and flower-garlands. The worship

should be closed with a rite of Homa, and the votary should

think himself as to have been already possessed of the good

he covets in life. A person seeking personal beauty in his

next re-birth, should worship the god with the offerings of

flower-garlands, etc., on the day of the sixth phase of the

moon's increase in the mouth of Kartika, and thenceforth on

the same day, each month, for a year. The S'ridhara

manifestation of Vishnu should be worshipped in the company

of his consort Lakshmi, on the day of the third phase of the

moon's wane in the month of S'ravana. Beds, bedsteads,

and fruits, etc., should be gifted to the Brahmanas at the

close of the worship, whicli should be conducted by reciting

the Mantras, which respectively run as, " Om, obeisance to

S'ridhara;" and "Urn, obeisance to S'ri." The God S'iva

and his consort Um5 should be as well worshipped on the third

day of the fortnight in the month of Chaitra. Offerings of

viands and Madanaka should be made to the deities. The
Vratam, which should be commenced from the month of

Chaitra, should be practised, for a year for the fruition of

the end for which it is undertaken. The God S'iva has given

this injunction to his divine consort. A Vrati should formally J
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abjure tha use of salt in his meals, on the day of the third

phase of the moon in the month of Phalguna, and refrain

from using any, for a year. The Vratam should be closed by

making gifts of beds and furnished dwelling houses to the

Brahmanas. A married couple belonging to the same social

order should be sumptuously feasted on the occasion as

the prototype of the divine man and wife, and addressed as,

" Be thou propitiated, O thou the consort of the god of

becoming, etc." He, who performs the Vratam as above

described, is translated to the region of Gauri after a prosper-,

ous career on earth. The different manifestations of energy

such as, Gauri, Kali, Uma, Bhadra, Durga, Kanti, Sarasvati,

Mangala, Vaishnavi, Lakshmi, S'iva and Narayani, should

be successively worshipped on the day of the third lunar

phase, each month, whereby the performer would never know

the pangs of separation and bereavement. The Vrati should

fast on the day of the fourth phase of the moon's increase

in the month of Magna, and give measures of sesame seeds

to the Brahmanas, taking nothing but sesame water that

day. The Vratam should be performed on the same day,

each month, for a period of two years, the reward of its per-

formance being a peaceful and undisturbed life on earth.

" Gah Svaha" is the principal Mantram, which should be used

in the worship, and the rites of Shadanganyasa, etc., should be

duly performed. The Gayatri Mantram sacred to the god of

this worship tGanapati) reads as follows, " Om, let us know

the long-eared deity ; let us meditate upon the Self of the

god with protruted lips, may the tusked-one lead us to do

the same." Burnt offerings of sesame seeds should be made

to the god, and his divine cohorts should be likewise worship-

ped as follows :
—

" Obeisance to Gana, obeisance to Ganapati,

obeisance to Kushmand'aka, obeisance to Amogholka, obei-

sance to Ekadanta, obeisance to Tripurantaka-rupi." After

that, S'yamadanta, Vikaralasya, A'haves'a, and Padma-

daushtra, should be worshipped. After that, the votary should
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laugh, and clap his hands and dance round the divine image

for the propitiation of the god. Tne reward of thus worship-

ping the god, for a year, on the day of the fourth phase of the

moon's increase, each month, is erudition, opulence, fame,

longevity! and a large progeny. The God Gana should be

worshipped on a Monday marked by the fourth phase of the

moon's increase, and rites of Japa and Horaa should be duly

performed thereafter, the reward of the performance being

an immunity from the calamities of the world, and a glorious

residence in heaven after death. By worshipping the god
Vignes'vara on the day of the fourth phase of the moon's in-

crease with offerings of sugar, laddukas and other articles of

confectionary, a man becomes the happy possessor of all earthly

good things in life. By worshipping the god with the offer-

ings 0/ Damanaka flowers, the votary is blest with the

pleasures of fatherhood. The God Gana may be worshipped

under the auspices of the fourth phase of the moon in any

month of the year by reciting the Mantra which reads as,

" Om, obeisance to Ganapati." The Mantra specifically sacred

to the deity, should be as well recited on
v
the occasion ; and

libations of clarified butter, cast into the fire, the reward of

the performance being an immunity from all earthly calamities

and the enjoyment of all good things, which this life can

possibly offer. The man, who worships the image of the God

Vinayaka and addresses him in any of the following names,

viz., the worshipped one of the gods, the one-tusked deity, the

god with the protruted lips, the three-eyed or the three-mouthed

one, the blue-necked celestial, the large-bellied god, the dread-

ful one, the lord (succourer) of distress, the dusk-coloured deity,

the young moon Vinayaka, the lord of the Ganges and the

elephant-faced one, attains to an elevated status after death,

and becomes entitled to the privileges of heaven in the capa-

city of a liberated Self. The intelligent votary, who worships

the true import of any or all of the above^aid epithets, wit-

nessess the realisation of all his heartfelt objects.

48
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The divine serpents Vasuki, Tahshaka, Kaliya, Mani-

bhadraka, Airavata, Dliritarashtra, Karkataka, and Dhanan-

jaya, should be bathed with clarified butter, etc.,. in either of

the blessed month's of Shravana, Bhadra, A's'wina or Kartika

and under the auspices of the fifth phase of the moon's

increase. The serpents named Ananta, Vasuki, S'ankha,,

Padma, Kamvala, Karkotaka, Shankhaka, Kaliya, TaUshaka,

and Pingala, should be worshipped in each month of the

year. A votary by worshipping these eight celestial serpents-

in the light fortnight of Bhadra, is liberated from the tram-

mels of rebirth. The pictures of these celestial serpents

should be drawn on each side of the door of the house under

the auspices of th'e fifth phase of the moon's increase in the

month of Bhadra., and the household should invoke and wor-

ship the divine snakes by name, in each of them. Milk and

clarified butter should be offered to the images of snakes on

the occasion, inasmuch as it would ward off- the danger

of snake bites in the household. The Vratam is called

Dashtoddhara iprophylasis against snake bites) Panchami.

:o:-

CHAP1ER CXXX.

Brahma said .-—Similarly, the god Kartikeya 'should b«
worshipped, under the auspices of the sixth phase of the

moonfs increase in the month of Bhadra. Acts of ceremonial

ablution,, etc., performed on that day, bean immortal fruits.

The votary should break his fast the next morning, after

having worshipped the Sun-G»d and sumptuously feasted the

Brahmanas. The Mantra to be recited in connection with

the solar worship on the occasion, reads as follows : " Om,
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O Sun, O thou the first and permanent light-meteor, that

illumineth the vast expanse of heaven, the parent of all life

on earth and emblem of eternal life, beest thou my friend and

guide in~the universe. Humbly do I lay myself prostrate

before thy godly presence." The votary should break his

fast thereafter on the day of the eighth phase of the moon'j

increase, and eat nothing but pepper that day. The Vratam

is called Maricha Saptami, the reward of its performance

being the attainment of all objects in life.

The votary having bathed and lived as an anchorite on

the day of the seventh phase of the moon's increase in the

month of Bliadra, should worship the Sun-God and make gifts

of fruits to the Bralunanas. His food that day should consist

of nothing but Matulungas or cocoanuts. The fruits should

be gifted to the Bralunanas on the occasion by reciting the

Mantra, " Be pleased, O Sun-God." The Vratam is called

Phala-Saptami. It makes its performer the happy possessor

of all good things he covets in life. The votary having

worshipped the Sun-God under the auspicies of the seventh

phase of the moon's increase in Bhadra, should make offerings

of sweet porridge (Payasa) to the god, and feast the Brah-

manas with that article of food. He should take nothing but

milk on the day of the Vratam, and pay money remunerations

to the Brahmanas, who have been feasted on the occasion

with food, drink, lambatives, etc., which should be foregone

by the votary himself. The Vratam is called Anodana-

Saptami, which brings wealth, progeny and creature comforts

to its performer. A person wishing victory in life should take

nothing but air on the occasion of the Vijaya-Saptami,

whereas a person with the realisation of a*ny definite object

in his heart, should live on Arka leaves on the day. The
performance of the Vratam is rewarded with the fulfilment

of all desires of the votary, who is enjoined to refrain from

using all kinds of cereals, honey-cakes, utensils made of stone,

or of Indian bell-metal, unguents, oils, meat, etc. Moreover
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he should foreswear his cup and the bed of his wife on the

day of the Vratam, which enables its performer to witness

the realisation of all his-desires.

CHAPTER CXXXI.

Brahma said :—O Brahman, the deities -S'iva, Gauri, Ganesha,

and Durva should be worshipped with offerings of fruits and

flowers under the auspicies of the eighth phase of the moon's

increase in the month of Bhadra. Offerings consisting o(

fruits and Vrihi seeds, should be made to the deities S'iva and

S'ambhu. The presiding deity of the eighth phase of the

moon, should be invoked as follows:—" O thou, the eighth

phase of the moon, who art begotten of the divine ambrosia

and whom this bunch of grass represents in its primeval

verdure and spreading roots (the symbols of perpetual life),

dost thou enable me to realise all my desires." The per-

formance of the Vrata under discussion is rewarded with

the fruition of one's all desires. By performing this Vrata

and foregoing all cooked food during the day, a man is

exonerated from the sin of killing a Brahmana. <

Rohini-Asmtami Vratam:—The God Hari should be

worshipped, at mid-night, on the day of the eighth phase of

the moon's wane in the month of Bhadra. The Vratam, which

consists in worshipping the deity, should be performed on
the aforesaid day marked by the asterism Rohini, and even
if the moon continues in her seventh phase for a few hours,

that day. The performance of the Vratam absolves its per-

former from the sins of his three previous re-births. The
votary should worship the gods fasting, and break his
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fast after the moon has entered her next phase and man-

sion. The rite of ablution should be done unto the god by

reciting the Mantra, " Obeisance to Yoga, to the lord of

Yoga, to the god of Yoga, and to Govinda," (the stay of the

universe).

The Mantra, which should be recited during the worship,

runs as, "Obeisance to sacrifice, to the lord and god of

sacrifice, and to the one begotten of the merit of celebra-

ting a religious sacrifice." The god should be laid down in

bed by reciting the Mantra, "Obeisance to the lord and god

whose embodiment the universe is, and who is the main

stay of the universe." The Moon-God with his consort

Rohini should be worshipped on the sacrificial sand-cushion,

and the deity should be addressed, on the occasion as, "O thou,

the universal spirit, that is in all, and runs through all, and

determines all becoming and is the support of all." An Argha

offering composed of fruits, flowers, sandalpaste, and water

should be kept in a conchshell, and the votary should offer

the same, on bent knees, to the Moon-God by reciting the

Mantra, which runs as follows:—"Accept this offering, with

thy consort Rohini, O Moon, who came out of the primordial

ocean of water and sprang from the eyes of Atri. Similar

Argha offerings consisting of fruits should be separately

made to S'ri, Vasudeva, Nanda, Vala and Yashoda. The

god should be addressed as follows :
—

'' I make obeisance to

the eternal spirit that shines in the sun. I bow down to the

great Vasudeva, the greatest self-conscious individuality, and
1 who, though grand yet beyond all comprehension, had born as

a dwarf on earth. Salutation unto the god Madhava (lit.„the

husband of beauty), who killed the demon Madhu, and who is

also called Hrishikes'a, and whose abode is in the heart of

faith that doubts not. Obeisance to the lotus-eyed one, to

the great boar and Nrisinha manifestations, the slayers of

demons. Salutations unto Damodara, Kes'ava, Padmanabha

and to the one on the pinnacle of whose car sits the mighty
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Garuda. I make obeisance to Govinda, the seed of the

universe, the supreme cause of all creation, continuance and

dissolution. Salutation unto the eternal spirit, which the

eye seeth not and which is absolute and irresistible and

suffers no decay. I bow dow down to Vishnu, the supreme

lord of the three regions, who is without end or origin.

I make obeisance to Narayana, the four-armed one, who is

clad in a gold-coloured garment and wields a mace, discus,

and a conchshell in his hands. Salutation unto S'ridhara,

S'ripati, and Hari, on whose spacious breast there are curls

of hair and on which hangs a garland of wild flowers. I

make obeisance to him whom Vasudeva begot on his wife

Devaki for the safety of the earth and BrShmanas."

After having addressed the god as above, the votary should

pray as follows :
—" Take me across this ocean of existence,

O Hari, absolve my sins, and succour me from the sea of grief

and misery. He, who Utters your name even once in life,

he who calls Vishnu, the all-pervading one, even for a single

moment, is rescued, howsoever great a sinner he may be.

Deeper and deeper do I plunge in the ocean of misery and

nescience. O lift me, lift me up, O lord ! who else will run to-

my rescue ! Salutation unto the self-origined Vasudeva, to-

Krishna and to Govinda, who sees the good of the BrSh-

manas and the universe. May the divine light fall on my
soul, may I find bliss in this life, may my fame, wealth and

possessions increase."

-:o:-



CHAPTER CXXIIl.

Brahma said :—One should perform a Vratam, on the day of

the eighth phase of the moon, and break his fast on the night

of the vow. He, who continually practises the Vrata for a

year, and closes it by making the gift of a cow to a Brah-

mana, is elevated to the status of an Indra, after death.

The Vratam is called Sadgati Vratam. The same Vratam

practised on the day of the eighth phase of the moon's

increase in the month of Pausha, is called the Maha Rudra
Vratam. Such a Vratam practised in ' my honour is ten

thousand times more meritorious than the one practised for

an ordinary end. The Vratam should be specially performed

if the proper day of its celebration happens to fall on a

Wednesday, inasmuch as its performance would ensure

endless prosperity to the votary. A seeker after self-

emancipation should take nothing but eight pihchfuls of

cooked, rice on the occasion, and live as devout and pure as

possible.

By taking Kalamvica treated with acid and enshrouded

with the blades of Kusha grass, on the occasion, a man is sure

to acquire all wished-for objects. The god Mercury should

be worshipped in a pool with the five kinds of offerings, and

a Karkari (a kind of small water pot) full of rice, should,

be given to a Brahmana by way of Dakshina. The god
should be contemplated as armed with a bow and an arrow,

shining with the greenish. golden hue of his complexion, and

worshipped on the petals of the mystic Mandalam by recit-

ing the '' Vang, etc.," Vijam. The votary should then hear

the legends of the Vratam recited by a Brahmana, which is

as follows :
—" Once upon a time there lived in the city of,

Pataliputra a good Brahmana whose name was Vira. Vira had'

a wife named Rambha, a daughter named Vijaya, a son named
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Kaushika, and a bullock named Dhanapala. One, hot day in

summer, Kaushika, oppressed with the scorching heat of the

sun, took the bullock to the Ganges to give him a much-need-

ed ablution. While he was himself bathing, several cowboys

came and decamped with the bullock before he could raise the

necessary alarm. Kaushika came out of the river and began',

to wander in the forest in grief and despair. It so happened

that his sister Vijaya came to fetch water from the'Ganges

at the time and saw her brother in that sad predicament. So

she joined him in the wood and went on rambling in -quest

of the bullock. Thirsty and worn out with the fatigues of

the day, Kaushika went down to a pool of water to fetch

some dark lotus steins for his sister, when, behold, there

appeared to him on the green grassy bank of that limpid

pool a bevy of celestial nymphs engaged in practising the

Vudashtami Vratam. Kaushika, hungry and exhausted asked

them for food. The nymphs in their turn directed him to first

practise the Vratam. Kaushika called his sister and did as

directed Kaushika and Vijaya practised the Vratam, he

with the object of recovering his lost bullock, and she with

the motive of securing a suitable husband for herself. They

took their meals out of two mango leaves as served out to

them by the nymphs ; and the nymphs vanished after their

repast. Kaushika recovered his lost bullock through the merit

of performing the Vratam. The thieves voluntarily restored

the same to him in the morning, and Kaushika and his sister

went home with their boons.

" Now the good Brahmana Vira had past an anxious and

sleepless night, and he was glad when his son and daughter

saluted him in the morning. Now Vira was anxious to

secure a suitable husband for his daughter as she had

attained a marriagable age. There were idle speculations for

many long days of suspense and domestic quarrel. At last

Vijaya, the daughter, disgusted with the peremptory way in

which her father wished to dispose her off, broke her
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•sWenre and said " I shall be wedded to the God of Death."

Now Death was the bridegroom she had chosen for herself,

and the merit of the Vratam had entitled her to have the

husband of her choice. So the Lord of Death appeared to Vira

and sued for the hand of his daughter. Irrevocable is the

decree of heaven, and the gods brook no equivocation of terms.

So there could be no refusal, and the marriage of fair Vijaya

with the Lord of Death was contracted with the seal of fate-

Vira and his wife Rambha were translated to heaven, and the

son Kaushika was rewarded with a kingdom at Ayodhya,

Kaushika celebrated the marriage of his sister in a style quite

in keeping with his new dignity, and the Lord of Death took

ruvay his bride to his mansion in the nether world. After his

installation as the Queen of Yama (the God of Death', Vijaya

was suddenly roused up, one day, from her revery by the

agonised cries of her own mother. She saw her spirit, chained

and fallen from heaven, and about to be consigned to the

pangs of hell. Vijaya performed this Vratam for the liberation

of her mother's spirit and asked it to do the same after it

had been liberated. The mother again ascended to heaven

through the merit of performing this Vratam, and lived there

Jiappy in the company of her husband.

-so;

CHAPTER CXXXIII.

Brahma said :—-He, who eats eight buds of As'oka flowers

on the eighth day of the moon's increase in the month of

Chaitra marked by the asterism Punarvasu, suffers no

bereavement in life. The Mantra, which should be recited

on the occasion, is as follows :—" I bereaved and miserable,

eat thee, O As'oka, who art a favourite with the God Hara.

49
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Dost thou make me griefless^in life. Thus the process of

performing As'okSshtami is described."

Brahma said :—The ninth day of the moon's increase,

marked by the asterism Uttarashada, is called Mahanavami.

A 'gift or a ceremonial ablution made under the auspices of

this astral combination bears immortal fruits. The Goddess

Durga worshipped on that day grants infinite piety to her

votary. The Gods S'ankara and others worshipped heron that

day and acquired infinite piety. A king wishing victory over

his royai adversaries, should practise an Ajachita Vratam from

the previous sixth day of the moon's increase, and close it on

the abovesaid day with rites of Japa and Homa, and by feasting

the unmarried virgins. The worship should be conducted by

reciting the "Durga, Durga, Rakshini Svaha" (Oh, Durga,

Durga, obeisance to Durga, the protectress) Mantra. The rites

of Hridinyasa etc., should be performed by appending the terms

"Namah.Svaha, Vasaf, Hum, Voushat and Fat" to the principal

Vija-Mantra. The Puja should be concluded by performing the

wAngushtha-Kanishtha Nyasa." A new wooden temple should

be constructed, and a golden or silver image of the Goddess

Durga should be worshipped therein, on the eighth day of the

moon's increase. As an alternative, the Goddess should be

invoked and worshipped at the head of a spear, or at a sword-

blade, or in a book, picture or a mystic diagram. The God-

dess should be contemplated as respectively holding a human

skull, a dagger, a bell, a mirror, a Tarjani, a bow, a banner, a

small drum, and a noose in her left hands, and a spear, a club,

a trident, a thunderbolt, a sword, a mace, an arrow, a discus

and a rod in her right. The goddess should be worshipped

fully equipped as described before. The different mani-

festations of the Goddess, such as, Ugrachanda, Prachanda,

Chand-ogra, Charidavati, CUandarupa and Atichandika should

be as well worshipped on the occasion. Of these Ugrachanda

is coloured like yellow pigment. Prachanda is coloured like

yosy dawn

;

> Ctoandogra. is sable; Chanda-nayika is blue;
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Chandarupa, yellow ; and Atichandika, grey. Each of these

divinities should be contemplated as standing sidewise on

a lion, with her left leg elevated and thurst out. A furious

centaur (half man, half buffalo) should be contemplated as

charging the deity, who has got a sword in one hand and has

caught hold of the hair of the centaur in the other. The

Mantra, which consists of ten letters (Dashakshari) and is

,

sacred to the Goddess, should be mentally recited by the votary

;

after which the trident of the Goddess should be worshipped.

,

The votary should observe a fast on the eighth day of the,,

moon's increase after having worshipped the Goddess in an

image, or in a divine sandal, or in water. A bull buffalo, five

years old, should be sacrificed at the close of the night, and the

blood of the offering should be offered by duly reciting the

V Kali, Kali" Mantra. The blood should be dedicated to

Putana in the south-west ; to the sin demoness in the north-

west ; to Chandika, in the north-east and to Vidarika , in the

south-east
;
quarter of the heaven.

-;o:-

CHAPTER CXXXIV.

BrAHMA said :—Now I shall recite the MahS-Kaushika

Mantra, which ranks foremost in respect of merit. [Here

follows a recitation of the Maha-Kaushika Mantra.]

An animal consecrated with the MahJUKaushika Mantra

should be sacrificed at the south-west angle of the sacrificial

ground, and the rite of ceremonial ablution should be done

unto the king in front of the sacrificial offering. The king

should cut with one blow of his sword a rice-paste image of

his adversary, bits of which should be dedicated to Skanda and

Vishikha. The Matrikas should be worshipped in the night by
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reciting the Matntra, which runs as, "Obeisance to Bramhirviy

Maheshi, Kaumari, Vaishnavi, Varahi, Mahendri, Chamunda r i

Chandika, Jayanti, Mangala, Kali, Bhadrakali, Kapalini,

Durga, S'iv3 r Kshama, Dhatri, Svaha, iand Svadha.'' Then

image of the Goddess should be bathed with milk, and virgins,.!

maidens, Brahmanas and Charidalas should be sumptuously 1

feasted and propitiated with money gifts. By worshipping-

the Goddess with the offerings of banners, poles, cars, cloths-,

etc., under the auspicies of the Maha-Navanai, a votary ca»

win kingdoms and victories in war.

CHAPTER CXXXV.

BRAHMA sard :—A votary having fasted on the day of ffiC
:

ninth phase of the moon's increase in the month of A's'vinv

should worship the Goddess and the Brahmanas, and mentally

recite, a hundred thousand times, the Mantra which is field as*

principally sacred to her. This.Vratanr is called Vira Navamr.

BRAHMA said :—By worshipping the goddess with the

offerings of Damanaka twigs on the day of the ninth phase

of the moon's increase in the month of Chaiira, a man
acquires enough merit to be above all desires, sufferings, and

defeats in life. Such a man bears a kind of charmed Hfe

against sword cuts, etc., and is immune from the horrors of

violent or premature death. This Vratam is called Damanaka
Navami.

Brahma said :—A votary should worship the Goddess
Durga on the day of the tenth phase of the moon's increase

in the month of AVvin. The Vratam thus undertaken should

be practised for a year under the auspices of the same lunar

phase, each month. It should be concluded by making a gift
'
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©f ten reows and the golden images of the presidwvsf'Deiti'es oJ

the quitters of heaven to the Braliinana*. The merib-of- the.

performance entitles its pracfiser of the suzerainty of the

,

universe. . This Vratam is called Digdas'anii.

Bakiima said :—For .worshipping, the Rishis on the day of,

the eleventh phase ot the moon .with- various kinds of offer-

ings, a man is rewarded with' wealth, beauty and progt-ny,,,

and is glorified in the region of the celestial' saints. The-

Rishis such as, Marichi, Atri, Angirasa, Pulastya, Pnlalia>.

Kratu, Pracheta, Vas'ishta, Bhrigu and Narada should be-,

worshipped in the month of Cliaitra with garlands of Dama-,

naka flowers. I have finished describing the AshokAshtan>ir

Vira-Navami, Damanaka-Navami, and Digdas'ami- Vrata*.

:o:-

CHAPTER CXXXVI.

BRAHMA said :—*I shall now deal with the mode of per-

forming S'ravana-Dvadas'i Vratam, a practice whereof

grants enjoyment and salvation to the person who practises

it. The day of the eleventh or twelfth phase of the moon's

increase, marked by the asterism S'ravana is called Vijaya.

A Puja done unto the God Hari on that day bears immortal

fruit. A night meal,' or a single me'alin the day time, or a

meal voluntarily offered to the votary without any solicitation

on his part and taken by him on the occasion, does not

vitiate the vow of Dvadas'i Vratam. He should' refrairii

from using any utensil of bell-metal, honey, lentil and

collyrium, and renounce all false talk, greed, physical exercise;

and sexual intercourse. :

Tlie day of the twelfth phase of the moon's increase

in the month of Bhadra marked by the asterism S'ravana',
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is called Mahati Dvadas'i. A fast observed under the aus-

pices of this astral combination, bears immortal fruits.

Great is the merit of a ceremonial ablution performed at a

junction of streams on the occasion, specially if the combi-

nation happens to fall on a day when the moon is in opposi-

tion with the Mercury. Gems should be immersed in water

contained in a pitcher of gold which should be covered with

a pair of cloths, and the god Vetmana should be worshipped

with offerings of umbrella, shoes, etc. Naividyas consisting'

of Payasam and clarified butter should be offered to the God,

and the votary should pass the night in a holy vigil, and

make gifts of Modakas and water-pitchers to the Brahmanas.

Then having bathed and taken some light refreshments

(water according to others,) on the day following^.he should

again worship the Dwarf Manifestation^ the God, and ad-

dress him as follows :

—

",SaIutation unto Govinda, who is the presiding Deity of

of the asterism S'ravana, and who is also called the Mercury.

Expiate my sins, O lord, and bless me with all the pleasures

and comforts of this life Be pleased with me, O thou the God

of the gods." The Vratam may be as well performed on the

bank of a river.

I

t
-:o:

CHAPTER CXXXVII.

BRAHMA said ;—The god (S'iva) should be worshipped with

the offerings of Damanaka. leaves, etc., on the day of the

thirteenth
t
phase of the rVioon's increase, which is held sacred

to the God of Love. TheNmerit of the Puja would make the

votary a favourite with the fair sex, and enable him to live

happy and prosperous, free from all pain and bereavement.
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Thus the description of the Madana Trayodas'i is finished.

By worshipping the God S'iva on the eighth, and the fourteenth,

day of the fortnight, each month, for a year, the votary is

freed from the chains of necessary re-births. By making the

gift of a well-furnished room on the fullmoon night in the

month of Kartika, and by observing a fast for three days

previous thereto, the giver is translated to the region of the

Sun, after death. Libations of water should be offered to

the Pitris on the day of the new moon, and on each day

by mentioning its name. The votary should fast the whole

day and take his meal in the night, whereby he would

be entitled to all the pleasures of life. The God Hari should

be worshipped on a day in the month of Agrahayana, marked

by the asterism Mrigas'ira, by addressing him as, "0 Kes'ava,

etc." He should be addressed as Narayana and worshipped in

the month of Pausha on a day marked by the asterism Pusliya.

Similarly, he should be invoked by the epithet Madhava

and worshipped in the month of Magha on a day marked by

the asterism Magha. He should be invoked by the name of

Govinda in the month of Phalguna and worshipped on a day

marked by the asterism Purva Phalguni. The name by which

he should be invoked on the day of the Puja in the month of

Chaitra, which should be under the auspices of the aster-

ism Chitra, is Vishnu. Similarly, "Madhusudana, Tribikrama,

Vamana, S'ridhara, Hrishikes'a, Padmanabha, and Damo-

dara," are the epithets by which he should be invoked and

worshipped on the days in the months of Vaishakha, Jaishtha,

A'shada, Shravana, Bhadra, A's'vin, and Kartika, respectively

marked by the asterisms Vis'akha, Jestha, Purvashada,

Shravana, Purva-Bhadrapada, As'vini, and Krittika. Offer

ings of Payasha, etc., should be made to the God in the

months of A'shada, etc., and the Brahmanas should be sump-

tuously feasted therewith. Only Brahmanas well versed in

the knowledge of Pancha-Ratra school of philosophy should

be invited on the occasion. The Vratam should be practised
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for a year, at the close of which the God Vishnii should be

worshipped and addressed as follows;—

-

" thou who sufferest no decay, O thou who art the

supreme Brahma make infinite the good which I covet in

this life. Absolve my soul from all sins which I have wit-

tingly or unwittingly committed, O lord, who can not be

measured by any standard of measurement. Grant all my
prayers, O thou, the eternal immeasurable stay of the universe,

whom decay afflicteth not and who art the foremost of

beings." A person seeking beauty, possession, or longevity^

should practise the Vratam for seven years in succession.

The Gods Kuvera, Agni and As'vis should be Worshipped on

the first ; the Deities S'ri and Yama, on the second ; the Godi-

dess ParVati, on the fifth ; the Nagas, on the sixth ; the Sun-

God on the seventh ; the Matris, on the eighth ; Takshaka, on

'the ninth ; Indra and Kuvera, on the tenth ; the holy sages, on

the eleventh ; the God Hari, on the twefth ; Mahes'vara on the

thirteenth; and Brahma, on the fourteenth day of the fort-

night. The Pitris should be worshipped on the days of the

new and full moon. The day of the thirteenth phase-of the

moon on which the god Mahes'vara should be worshipped i(s

known as Kama-Trayodas'i.

i

OHAPER CXXXV1II.

:o:-

SAID THE God Hari :—Now I shall describe the eeneo!o<?v

of the princes of the blood royal, as well the exploits done by

each of them. The God Brahma sprang from the navel of

I lie eternal Vishnu. Daksha, the father of all created beings

sprang from the thumb of Brahma. Daksha begat Aditi, and

Aditi was the father of the Sun-God. "' The Sun God created
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JManu, and Manu was the father of Ikshaku, SharySti, Mriga,

Dhrishta, Prishadhra, Narishyanta, Nabhaga, Dishta, and

Shashaka. Manu, the son of the Sun God, had a daughter

named Il§, who was subsequently known as Sudyumna. Mer-

cury, the son of the Moon God, had a sexual congress with IIS

and begat on her person the three sons named Rajah, Rudra

and Purarava. In the character of Sudyumna I la had three

sons named Utkala, Vinata and Gaya. Prishadhra, a son of

Manu, killed a cow, and so he was degraded to the status of

a S'udra. After that, the race of the Kshatriyas that sprung

from Karusha, is called KaYusha. Dishta, a son of Manu,

had a son named Nabhaga, who became a Vaishya. Nabhaga
had a son named Bhanandana, and the son of Bhanandana

wasVatsapriti. Subsequently the said Bhanandana begat

two other sons named Panshu and Khanitra, and Khanitra

had a son named Kshupa. Vinsha was the son of Kshupa and

Vivinsha was the son of Vinsha. Vivinsha had another son

named Khaninetra, and Khaninetra had a son named Vibhuti.

Vibhuti begat Karandhama, and Karandhama begat Abikshita.

Abikshita had a son namad Marutta, and Marutta was

the father of Navishyanta. Tamas begat Rajvardhana,

Rajvardhana begat Sudhriti, and Sudhriti begat Nara. Nara

had a son named Kavela who was the father of Dhundhumana.

Dhundumana begat Vegavan, who was the father of Budha.

Afteawards Budha begat a son named Trinavindu and a

daughter named Ailavila. The said Trinavindu begat on

AlamvushS a son named Vishala. Vishala had a son named

Hemchandra who in his turn begat Chandra. Chandra begat

Dhumrashva who begat Srinjaya ; and Srinjaya had a son

named Sahadeva who was the fathrr of Krishashva. The

name of the son of Krishashva was Somadatta who begat

Janamejaya. Janamejaya was the father of Sumantri. All

these princes ruled in the city of Vishala.

Sharyayati had a daughter who was married to the holy

Chyavana. Sharyayati had a son named An ant a, and Atlanta

50
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was the father of Devaka. Afterwards Revata had a son who

was called Baivataka and a daughter named Revati. The son

begat by Dhrista, the son of Manu, was called Dhirstaka

Who though born a Kshatriya, took to the life of a Vaishya.

Amvarisha was the son of Nabhaga, a son of Manu. Amva-

risha begat Virupa, Virupa begat Prishadashva, Prishadashva

begat Rathinara, who was firmly devoted to Visudeva.

Of the three sons of Ikshakshu, the first was named

Vikukshi, the second was called Nimi ; and the third Dandaka.

Vikukshi ate the hare kept for sacrificial purposes and hence

he was called the hare-eater (S'as'ada). This S'as'ada had

a son named Puranjaya who begat Kakutstha. Kakutstha

had a son named Anena, and the son of Anena was named

Prithu. Prithu had a son named Vish varata who was the father

of Ardra. Ardra begat Yuvanas'va who begat S'ravanta.

S'ravanta had a s&h named VrihadSs'va, who was the father

of Kuvalayas'va, who had a son called Dridas'va, and who

was better known by the epithet of Dhutidumara. Thin

Dridas'va had three sons, viz., ChandrSs'va, Kapilas'va and

Haryas'va. Haryas'va begat Nikumbha. Nikumbha begat

Hitashva who was the father of Pujas'va. PujSs'va had a

a son named Yuvnas'va. The son of Yuvanas'va wa9 called

Maridhata who had a son named Vindu Mahya. Vindu

Mahya had three sons named Muchukunda, Amvarisha and

Purukutsa. The aforesaid Vindu Mahya had fifty daughters

who became the wives of the holy sage Sauvari. Amvarisha

begat Yuvanas'va who begat Harita. The. son begotten

on Narmada by Purukutsa was called Trasadasyu. Anaranya

was the son of Trasadasyu, and the son of Anaranya was

called Haryayas'va. Vasumanah was the son of Haryayas'va

and Tridhanva was the son of Vasumanah. Tridhanva had

a son named Trayaruna who was the father of Satyarata.

This Satyarata became famous by the name of Trishanku.

The son of Trishanku was named Harisb Chandra, who was

the father of Rohitas'va. Harita was the son of Rohitas'va
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and Chanchu was the son of Harita. Chanchu begat Vijaya,

and Vijaya begat Ruruk, and Ruruk begat Vrika. Vahu

was the son of Vrika and he became a king. Sagara

was the son of Vahu who had sixty thousand sons by his

wife Sumati, and a son named Asamanjasa by his wife

Keshini. Anshumana was the son of Asamanjasa, and

Dilipa was the son of Anshumana. Bhagiratha was the

son of Dilipa, and he brought down the Ganges on earth.

S'ruta was the son of Bhagiratha, and the son of S'ruta was

named Nabhaga. Nabhaga had a son named Amvarisha

who was the father of SinHhudvipa. AjutSyu was the son

of Sindhudvipa, and the son of Ajutayu was Rituparna.

Sarvakama was the son of Rituparna, and Sudasa was

the the son of Sarvakama. The son of Sudasa became

famous by the name of Mitrasaha. Sudasa begat a son

on his wife Damayanti who was called Kalmashapada.

Kalmashapada begat As'vaka, and As'vaka begat Mulaka,

and Mulaka begat Das'arha who was the father of Ailavila.

The son of Ailavila was named Vishvasaha, who whs the

father of Khattanga. Khattanga had a son named

Dirghavahu who was the father of <\ja. The son of Aja

was Dasharatha who had four sons, via., Rama, Bharata,

Lakshmana and S'atrughna. All of them became famous

in history for prowess and glorious achievements. Kus'a and

Lava were the sons of Rama. Bharat's sons were named

Tarksha and Pus'kala. Chitrangada and Chandraketu were

the sons of Lakshmana, while the sons of Shatrughna

were named Suvahu and Surasena. Kus'a had a son

named Atithi who was the father of Nishada. Nala was

the son of Nishada, and Nabhasa was the son of Nala.

Pundarika was the son of Nabhasa, and Kshemdhanva was

the son of Pundarika. Devanika was the son of Kshema-

dhanva, and Ahinaka was the son of Devanika. Ahinaka

begat Ruru, and Ruru begat PSripatra, and. Paripatra begat

Dala, and Dala begat Chhala. Vuktha was the son of
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Clihala and Vajranabha was the son of Vuktha. The son

of Vajranabha was Gana who was the father of Ushitas'va

who was the father of Vis'vashaha. Hiranyanabha was

the son of Vis'vasaha, and Pushpaka was the son of

Hiranyan5bha. The son of Pushpaka was Dhruvasandhi

who was to father of Sudars'ana. Sndars.ana begat

Agnivarna who was the father of Padmavarna. Padma-

varna begat S'ighra, and S'ighra begat Maru, and Maru

begat Pras'ruta who was the father of Udavasu. Nandi-

vardhana was the son of Udavasu. Suketu was the son of

Nandivardhana. Suketu had a son named Devarata who was

the father of Vrihaduktba. Vrihaduktha had a son named

Mahavirya who was the father of Sudhriti. The son of Su<-

dhriti was Dhristaketu who was the father of Haryayas'va.

The son of Haryayas'va was Maru who was the father of

Pratindhaka. Pratindhaka begat Kritiratha, and Kritiratha

begat Devamidha who was the father of Vivudha. The son

of Vivudha was Mahadhriti who was the father of KritirSta.

The son of Krithata was Manoroma who was the father of

Svarnaroml, whose son was Hrasvaromd, whose son was:

Siradhvaja who had a daughter named Sita. Kushadhvaja

was the brother of S'iradhvaja who had a son named BhSnu-

man. S'atadyumna was the son of Bhanuman and S'uchi

was the son of S'atadyumna. S'uchi begat Urja. Urja

begat Sanadhvaja whose son was Kuli. The son of Kuli was
Ananjana who was the father of Kulajit. The son of Kulajit

was Adhinemi who was the father of S'rutSyu. The son

of S'rutayu was SupSrs'va who was the father of KshemSfi.

KshemSri. begat Anena who was the father of Ramaratha.

RSmaratha begat Satyaratha ; and Satyaratha, Upaguru.

Upaguru begat Upagupta whose son was Svagata. Svagata
had a son named Svanara, who begat Suvarcha, who begat

Supars'va, who begat Sus'ruta. The son of Sus'rtrta

wa* Jaya who was the father of Vijaya. Vijava bfgat Rita,

and Rita begat Sunaya, and Sunaya begat Vitahavya, who
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was the father of Dhriii. The son of Dhriti was Vahulas'va

who was the father of Kriti. Two different races sprang

from Janaka who were all addicted to Yoga.

:o>

CHAPTER CXXXIX.

HARi said :—I have finished describing the solar race, now
hear me narrate the genealogy of princes who were the

descendants of the Moon-God. Brahma, the son of NSr5-

y'ana created the holy Atri. From Atri sprang the Moon-

God who became the consort of the beatiful T9r5, the favourite

wife of Vrihaspati, the preceptor of the celestials. The

Moon-God begat on the person of his beloved Tara a son

named Budha, who in his turn begat Purarava.

The son of Budha begat on the nymph Urvasi six sons

who were named S'rutatmaka, Vis'vavasu, S'atayu, A'yu,

DheemSn, and AmSvasu. Bhima was the son of Arnavasu,

Kanchana was the son of Bhima, Kancban's son was Suhotra

who was the father of Janhu. Janbu's son was Sumanta and

Sumanta's son was Apajapaka. The son of Apajapaka'

was Valakas'va, who was the father of Kus'a. Kus'a had

four sons named Kus'as'ava, Kus'alabha, Amurtaraya and

Vasu. The son of Kus'as'va was Gadhi who was the father

of the celebrated Vis'vamitra. Gadhi had a daughter named

Satyavati, who was given in marriage to the holy sage

Richik. The son of Richik was Jamadagni, who was the

father of Paras'urSma. The sage Vis'vamitra had a large

family of sons such as Devarakta, Madhuchchhanda, etc.

A'yu (a son of Budha) had a son named Nahusha who

had four sons named Anena, Raji, Rambhaka and Kshatra
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Vriddha. The son of Kshatra Vriddha Was Suhotra who

liad three sons, via., Kishya, Kasha, and Gritsamada.

S'aunaka was the son of Gritsamada, and Dirghatama was

the son of Kas'ya. The son of Dirghatama was Dhanvantari

who took the profession of a physician. Dhanvantari had a

son named Ketuman who was the father of Bhimaratha.

Divodasa was the son of Bhimaratha, and Patardana known

to history as S'atrujit (conquerer of enemies) was the son

of Divodasa. The son of Pratardana was Ritadhvaja, who

was the father of Alarka. Alarka's son was Sannati and

Sunita was Sannati's son. The son of Sunita was Satyaketu

who was the father of Bibhu. The son of Brbhu was

Subibhu, the father of Sukumara. Sukumftra begat Dhrista^

ketu, and Dhristaketu begat Vitihotra who had a son named

Bharga. The son of Bharga was Bhargabhumi. All these

magnanimous princes were firmly devoted to Vishnu and

ruled in Kashi.

Raji (a son of Nahusha) had five hundred sons who were

killed by the God-Indra. Kshatra Vriddha (a son of Nahusha)

had another son named Pratikshatra who was the father of

Sanjaya. Sanjaya begat Vijaya whose son was Krita. Krita

begat Vrishadhana, and Vrishadhana begat Sahadeva whose

son was Adina who begat Jayat Sena. The latter had a son

named Satkriti whose son was KshatrarJharma. Nahusha had

a family of another five sons (who were called Yati, Yayati,

Sanyati, Ajati and Kriti. Out of these, Yayati begat on his

wife Devayani two sons who were named Yadu and Turvusu,;

and three sons on his wife S'armisthS who were called

Drahyu, Anu and Puru. Yadu had three sons named
Sahasrajit, Kroshtumana and Raghu. The son of Snhasrajit

was S'atajit who was the father ol Haya and Haiheya. The
son of Haya was Anaranya who was the father of Dharma.

Dharma's son was Dharmamitra, whose son was Kunti. Kunti's

son was Sahanji whose son was Mahishman. Mahishman's

son was Bhadras'renva whose son was Durdama. Durdama's
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son was Dhanaka who had tour sons named Kritavirja,

Kritagni, Kritakarma and Kritogu. All of them were

of mighty prowess.

Kritavirja had a son named Arjuna whose sons were

S'urasena, Jayadhvaja, Madhu, S'ura and Vrishna.

All these five sons of Kritavirya were princes of excellent

con-duct. Jayadhvaja's son was Talajangha whose son was
Bharata. Madhu was the son of Vrishana, and from him

(Madhu) sprang the race of Vrishni. Ahi was the son of

Kroshta and his son was Ashanku. The son of As'anku was

Chitraratha whose son was S'as'avindu. S'as'avindu had

two wives. By his first wife he had a hundred thousand

sons, while by his second he had ten hundreds of thousands,

such as Prithukirti, etc. Prithukirti had three sons, via.,

Prithujaya, Prithudana and Prithus'rava. Prithus
r
'rav5

begat Tama, Tama begat Ushana, Ushana begat S'it.igu,

and S'itagu begat Rukmakavacha. Rukmakavacha had

five sons via., Rukma, Prrthurukma, Jyamagha, Palita and

Hari. The son of Jyamagha was Vidarbha whose wife's

name was S'aivya. Vidarbha begat on his wife S'aivya three

sons whose names were Krutha, Kanshika, and Romapada :

Romapada's son was Babhru, and Babhru's son was Dhrhi.

The son whom Kaus'ika begot was named Richi whose son

was Chaidya. Chaidya begat Kunti, and Kunti begat Vrishni

and Vrishni begat Nibriti, who was the father of Das'arha.

The son of Das'arha was Vyoma whose son was Jimuta.

The son of Jimuta was Vikriti, who was the father of

Bhimaratha. Bhimaratha begat Madhuratha whose son was

S'akuni, who begat Karambhi, who was the father of Deva-

mata. The son of Devamata was Devakshatra whose son

was Madhu, whose son was Kuruvans'a. Kuruvans'a begat

Anu. Anu begat Puruhotra. who begat Ans'u whose son was

Sattvas'ruta, who was the father of Sattvata.

Bhajina, Bhajamana, Andhaka, Mahabhoja, Vrishni,

Divya, Aranya, and Devavrita .were the sons of Sattvata.
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Nimi, Vrishni, Ayuajit S'atajit, Sahasrajit, Vabhru, Deva
(

and Vi ihaspati were the sons of Bhajamana. Bhoja was the

son of Mahabhoja, and Sumitra was the son of Vrishni.

Svadhajit was the son of Sumitra, and S'ini and Animita

were the sons of Svadhajit. Niglma was the son of Anamitra,

and S'atajit was the son of Nighna. The other two sons of

Anamitra were Prasensa and S'iva. Satyaka was the son

of S'ivi, and the son of Satyaka was Satyaki. Sanjaya was

the son of Satyaki, and the son of Sanjaya was Kuli who was

the father of Yugundhara. All these princes were the vota-

ries of the God-S'iva.

Vrishni, S'aphalka, and Chitraka were the sons that

graced the line of Anamitra. S'aphalka begat on the person

of Gandhini a son named Akrura, who was firmly devoted to

the God-Vishnu. Upamudga was the son of Akrura, and the

son of Upamudga was Devadyota. Akrura had two other

sons who were called Devayana and Upadeva.

Prithu and Viprithu were the sons of Chitraka, who was of

the race of Anamitra, and S'uchi was the son of Andhaka

the son of Sattvata. Kukkura and Kamvala Varhisha were

the sous of Bhajamana. Kukkura had a son named Dhrista,

and Kapotaromaka was the son of Dhrista. Viloma was the

son of Kapotaromaka, and Tumvuru was the son of Viloma.

The sons of Tumvuru was Dundubhi who was the father of

Punarvasu. Punarvasu had a son named Ahuka, and a

daughter named Ahuki. The sons of Ahuka were Devaka
and Ugrasena. The daughters of Devaka were named
Devaki, VrikadevS, Upadeva, SahadevS, Sarakshita, Shridevi,

and S'antidevi, who were all married to Vasudeva. Saha-

devS had two sons named Deva and Upadeva. Ugrasena had
several sons named Kansa, Soluma and Chavata.

Viduratha was the son of Bhajamana, a son of Andhaka.

The son of Viduratha was S'ura, who was the father of

S'ami. Pratikshatra was the son of S'aini, and the son of

Pratikshatra was Sva)ambhoja, who was the father Si
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-.fttridika. The son of Hridika was Kritavarma. The son of

,
Shura, the son of Vidiiratha, were Deva, Shatadhanii, and

lOevamidusha. Shura had another Wife named Marisha, who

became the mother of five daughters named Pritha, Shriita-

deva, Shrutakirti, Shrutashrava and Rajadhidevi ; and of twti

Sons such as Vasudeva, etc. Pritha Was filiated to Kuntiraja

who married her to Pandu. The God of Virtue begat oh the

person of Pritha, a soh named Yudtiisthira, While the Wind-

God and Indra successively begot on her two sons named

Bhimasena and Arjuna. The king Panda had another queen

named Madri; who became the mother of two stiris named

Nakula and Sahadeva^ begot on her 'person by the Astovis

Nasatya and Dasra. Kunti had another son before Marriage

who was named Kama. Shrutadeva Was the mother of Danta-

vakra Who was valiant in battles. The king of Kekaya

begat on the person of Shrutakirti five sons such as Shan-

tardhana, etc. Rajadhidevi had two sons named Vindhu and

Anuvindha. Damaghosa begat on the person of Shrutashrava

a son named Shishiipala. Vasudeva had several wives named

Pauravi, Rohini, Madira and Devaki, etc. Of these Rohini

became the mother of Balarama. Balarama begat oh his

wife Revati several sons such as Sarana, Shatha, Nishatha,

and Ulmaka, etc,

Devaki becdrhe the mother of sik sons, who were himed

kirtimana, Sushena, tJdarya, Bhadraseha, Rijudasa, and

. BhadradevS. King Kansa destroyed all these si* sohS

bf Devaki. Sankarshana or Valararha was the seventh son of

Devaki, and krishna was her eighth. Krishna had sikteen

thousand Wives, of whom Rukmini, Satyabhama, 'Lakshmana

Charuhasini, arid jarrtvavati were the eight principal ones.

Krishna had a large family of sons by these wives, of whom1

Pradyumna, Charudeshna, and Shamva Were famous. Pra-

dyiirrtna begat on His Wife Rati a son of mighty prowess who'

was named Aniruddha. Aniruddha had by his wife Subhadra^

5'
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a son named Vajra. The son of Vajra was Prativahu, and the

son of Prativahu was Charu.

Vanhi was a scion of the race of Turvasu. The son of

Vanhi was Bharya. whose son was Bhima, the father of

Karnndhama. Karandhama's son was Marut.

Now hear me describe the race of Druhya. Druhya's son

was Setu, whose son was Arandha, whose son was Gandhara,

whose son was Gharma. The son of Gharma was Ghrita,

whose son was Durgama who was the father of Pracheta.

Ndw hear me describe the progeny of Anu. whose son was

Svabhanara. Tlie son ef Svabhanara was Kalanala, whose

son was Srinjaya, whose son was Puranjaya. The son of

Puranjaya was Janamejaya, whose son was Mahashala, who

. was the father of Mahamana better known by the appellation

of Ushinara. The son of Ushinara was S'hivi, whose son

was Vrishadarbha. Mahamana had another son named Titi-

kshu whose son was Rudraratha. The son of Rudraratha was

Hema, whose son was Sutapa, whose son was Vali. This Vali

was the father of several sons who were called Anga, Vanga,

Kalinga, Andhra, and Paundra. The son of Anga was Ana-

, pala, whose son was Diviratha, who was the father of Dhanna-

ratha. The son of Dharmaratha was Lompada, whose son

was Chaturanga, whose son was Prithulakshya, who was the

father of Champa. The son of Champa was Haryaksha, whose

son was Bhadraratha, whose son was Vrihatkarma, who was

the father of Vrihadbhanu. The son of Vrihadbhanu was

Vrihatmana, whose son was Jayadratha, whose son was Vijaya,

who was the father of Dhriti. The son of Dhriti was Dhrita-

vrata, whose son was Satyadharma, whose son was Addiratha

who was the father of Kama. The son of Kama was Vrisba-

sena. Now I shall describe the race of Puru.

-:o:



CHAPTER CXL

Hari said :—The son of Puru was Janamejaya, whose son

was Manushya, whose son was Abhayada, whose son was

Sambhu, who was the father of Vahugati. The son of Vahu-

gati was Samjati, whose son was Vatsagati, who was the

father of Randrashva. Randrashva had several sons, who

were named Riteyu, Sthandileyu, Kaksheyu, Kriteya, Jaleyu,

and Santateyu. Of these the son of Riteyu was Ratinara,

wliose son was Pratiratha. The son of Pratiratha was

Medhatithi whose son was Ainila. The son of Ainila was

Dushmanta, who by his wife Shakuntala, had a son named

Bharata. The son of Biiarata was Vitatha, wliose son was

Manyu, whose son was Nara, whose son was Samkriti, who
was the father of Gardha. The son of Gardha was Amanyu,

whose son was Shini. The mighty Nara, the son of Manyu
had another son named Urukshaya. The son of Urukshaya

was Trayaruni, wliose son was Vyuhakshetra, whose son

was Suhotra, who had three sons Hasti, Ajamida and Dvimida.

The son of Hasti was Purumida, and the son of Ajamida was

Kanva. Medhatithi sprang from this Kauva, who was the pro-

genitor of the Kanvayana clan of Brahmanas. Ajamida had

another son named Vrihadishu, who was the father of Vrihat-

dhanu. The son of Vrihatdhanu was Vrihatkarma, whose son

was Jayadratha, whose son was Vishvajit, whose son was

Senajit, whose son was RuchirSshva, who was the father of

Prithusena.

Puru was the son of Prithusena, whose son was Dvipa,

whose son was Samara. Prithusena had another son . named

Sukriti. The son of Sukriti was Vibbraja, whose son was

Ashvaha. The said Ashvaha had a son by his wife Kriti,

named Brahmadatta, whose son was Vishvaksen. Dvimidha,

the son of Suhotra had a son named Yamina. Tlie son of.
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Yamina was Dlmtimana, whose son was Satyadhriti, whose

son was Dridhamuni. The son of Dridhamuni was Suparsliva,

whose son was Sannati. The son of Sannati was Kntu,

whose son was Ugrayudha, whose son was Kshema, whose

son was Sudhira, whose son was Puranjaya, who was the

father of Viduratha.

Ajamida had a wife named Nalini, who gave birth to Nila.

The son of Nila was Shanti, whose son was Sushinti, whose

son was Puru, whose son was Arka, whose son was Haryashva,

who was the father of Mukula. This Mukula became the

ruler of the country of Panchala. He had five sons named

Yuvanira, Vrihadbhanu, Kampilla, Srinjaya and Sbaradvana.

This Sharadvjtnai was firmly devoted to Vishnu. Sharadvana

begat a son on Ahalya, who was called Divodasa, the socond.

Divodasa had a son named Shatananda. Satyadhriti was

the son of Shatananda. Satyadhriti lost control over his

senses at the sight of the nymph Urvasi, and a son named

Kripa and a daughter named Kripri were born out of his

emitted seed. Kripri was married to Dronacharyya, and

Ashvathvama was the fruit of this union.

The son of Divodasa was Mitrayu, whose son was

Chyavana, whose son was Sudasa, who was the father of

Saudasa. The son of Saudasa was Sahadeva, whose son was

Somaka, who had two sons named Jantu and Prishata. The

son of Prishata was Drupada, through whom Dhrishtadyumna

came into being. The son of Dhrishtadyumna was

Dhrishtaketu.

The aforesaid Ajamida had a son named Riksha. The
son of Riksha was'Shamvarana, who was the father of Kuru^

Sudhanu, Parikshit and Janhu. The son of Sudhanu was.

Suhotra, whose son was Chyavana, who was the father of King

Kritaka. The son of Kritaka was Uparichayavasu, the father

of Vrihadratha, Pratyagra, Satya and others. The son of

Vrihadtatha was Kushagra, whose sou was Rishabha, whose
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son was PushpanSbha, who was the father of king Satyahita.

The son of Satyahita was Sudhanva, whose son was Janhu.

The said Vrihadratha had another son named jarasandha.

The son of larasandha was Sahadeva, whose son was Somati,

who was the father of Bhimasena, Ugrasena, Shrutasena and

others.

The abovesaid Janhu had a son named Suratha. The son

of Suratha was Viduratha, whose son was SSrvabhauma,

whose son was Jayasena, who was the father of A'vidhita.

The son of A'vadhita was Ayutayu, whose son was Akro-

dhana, whose son was Atithi, who was^the father of Riksha,

The son of Riksha was Bhimasena, whose son was Dilipa,

whose son was Pratipa, who was the father of Devapi,

Shantanu, and Valhika. Somadatta owes his paternity

'

to King Valhika. The son of Somadatta was Bhuri, whose

sons were Bhurishrava and Shala.

Shantanu begot on the person of Ganga, a son named
Bhishma, who was noted for his piety. The said Shantanu

had two other sons named Chitrangada and Vicliitraviryya.

Vjchifcraviryya had two wives named Amvika and
Amvalika. The holy VySsa begot on Amvika, a son named
(Dhritarashtra ; on Amvalika, a son named Pandu ; and on the

person of a slave girl, a son named Vidura. Dhritarashtra had

by bis wife Gandhari, a hundred sons named Duryyodhana,

etc., while Pandu had five sons named Yu.dhjshthira, etc.

By their common wife Draupadi, Yudhishthira had a sen

named Prativindhya ; Bhima, a son named Shrutasoma
;

Arjuna, a son named Shrutakirti ; Nakula, a son nanud
Shatanika; and Sahadeva, a son named Shrutakarma.

Yudhisthira and his five brothers had a number of wives

;

such as, Ya,lcmayi, Hidimva, Kaushi, Subhadra Vijaya and

Renumati, who respectively became the mothers of Devaka,

Ghatatkacha, Abhimanyu, Sarvaga, and Suhotra. Abhfmanyu

was the father of Parikshit, whose son was Jaiiamejaya.
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Now hear tne enumerate the names of kings who came after

Janamejaya.

:o:-

CHAPTER CLXI.

-:o:-

HARisaid;—The son of Shatanika was Ashmedhadatta,

whose son was Adhisimaka, whose son was Krishna, whose

son was Aniruddha, whose son was Ushana, whose son was

Chitraratha, whose son was Shuchidratha, whose son was

Vrishnimana, whose son was Susena, whose son was Sunitha,

whose son was Arichakshu, whose son was Mukavan^i, whose

son was Medhavi, who was the father of Jaya.

The son of Nripanjaya Pariplava, whose son was Sunaya,

whose son was Medhavi, who was the father of Nripanjaya,

The son of this Nripanjaya was Hari, whose son was Tigma,

whose son was Vrihadratha, whose son was Shatanika who

was the father of Sudanaka. The son of Sudanaka was

Udaria, whose son was Anninara, whose son was Dantapani,

whose 'son was Nimittaka, whose son was Kshemaka who

was the father of Shudra.

Now hear me narrate the genealogy of princes, who would

grace in future the life of Vrihadvala of the race of Ikshaku.

The son of Vrihadvala would be Urukshaya, whose son would

be Vatsavyuha, whose son would be Vrihadashva, whose

son would be Bhanuratha, whose son would be Prativya,

whose son would be Pratilaka, whose sonj would be Manu-

deva, whose son would be Sunakshatra, whose son would be

Kinnara, whose son would be Antarikshaka. Antarikshaka

would beget Suparna, who would beget Krilajit, who would
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beget the pious Vrihadbhraja, who would beget Kritanjaya,

who would beget Dhananjaya, who would beget Sanjaya,

who would beget Shakya. Shakya would beget Shuddhd-

dana, who would beget Vahula, who would beget Seriajit, whd

would beget Kshudraka, who would beget Samitra, who

would beget Kudava, who would beget Sumitra.

Now hear me narrate the genealogy of the princes of

. Magadha. The son of Jarasandha was SurSpi, Whose sort

was Shrutashrava, whose son was Ayutayu, whose son was

Niramitra, whose son was Svakshetra, whose son was Kar-

maka. The son of Karmaka was Shrutanjaya, whose son

was Senajit, whose son was Bhuri, whose son was Shuchi;

whose son was Kshemya, whose son was SuVrata, whose son

was Dharma, whose son was Shmashruma, whose son was

Dridhasenaka, whose son was Sumati, whose son was Savala,

whose son was Neeta, whose son was Satyajit, whose son

was Vishvajit, whose son was Ishanjay. All these princes

were of the race of Vrihadratha. After this, impious Shudra

kings, who would stick at nothing to gain their ends, would

be the rulers of the world, and oppression, duplicity and

falsehood would be the only recognised principles of state-

craft.

The eternal Narayana, who suffers no change nor dpcati is

the creator, protector and disintegrator of the cosmic Uni-

verse. This Pralaya or dissolution of the cosmos admits of

being grouped under three different heads ; such as, the

Naimittika (accidental or contingent, and conditional) ; Pra-

kritika (physical and cosmic) ; and lastly, A'tyantika (final, and

without any chance of the re-integration and re-combination

of its molecules). The different categories of cosmic evolu-

tion will merge in one another in the inverse order of their

enumeration, viz., the solids will dissolve into the liquids,

the liquids will be absorbed in the gaseous or the heat, the

heat will die away in the ether, the ether vvill be merged i«
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the etherine, the etherine, in the category of Ahanklra

(Egoism) ; the Ahankara in the principle of Intellection,

(Buddhitattva); the Intellection in the Self or Jiva, and the

Jiva in the un manifest Brahma. Vishnu, the Soul of the Uni-

verse, is the only deathless Reality in the Universe, which

makes itself patent in the shape of Nar Narayana (the Divine

Man.) The universe is transient and illusory. Many Icings

there had been in the World and many more will come and

pass aWay as fitful shadows. Therefore Walk ye ndt in the

paths of the unrighteous. Abjure sin and work Out the purity

of thought, for in such thoughts consists the salvation of a

man ; and such thoughts lead to the blissful Hari.

-:oo>

tHAPTER CXLlt.

BrAhma said :—The God Hari incarnated on earth and prdi

tected the seed of the A'ryyas. His advent oh this fleeting

world was for the destruction of the kingdom of the Asuras

and the propagation of the religion of the Vedfts. H««
several incarnations were in the forms Of Fish Tortoise,

«tc. The God Keshava incarnated himself as the Fish

-in the primordial ocean, carried the immutable Vedas
on his back, killed the demon riayagriva, and protected

the patriarch ManU and others. Incarnated ds a Tortoise,

he carried the Mount Mandara on his back, wherewith

the ,gods and demons churned the primordial oceari ftif

ambrosia. As the fruit of that churning, Ohahvantate,

the first of the propouhdfct of the medical science, came
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out of its troubled waters, carrying the pitcher of divine

ambrosia in his hand. Dlianvantari related to Sushruta the

science of Ayurveda with its eight subdivisions, and the

God Hari, assuming the shape of a girl of fascinating beauty,

doled out the ambrosia to the gods. Incarnated as the

Divine Boar, the God Hari killed the demon Hiranyaksha,

lifted up the submerged earth on his tusks from beneath

the waters of the enshrouding ocean, and protected the

gods and patriarchs. Incarnated as the redoubtable Nrisinha

(half-man, half-lion), the God Hari destroyed the demon

Hiranyakashipu with his sinful allies, and vindicated the

religion of the Vedas. After that, the lord of the universe

was incarnated as Parashuram, a son of Jamadagni. For

twenty-one times in succession he extirpated the race of

the wicked KshatriySs, killed the dreadful Kartaviryarjuna,

made a gift of the whole earth to Kashyapa, and finally

settled himself on the summits of the Mount Mahendra.

After that, the subduer of the wicked divided his divine self

into four parts and came into the world as Rama, Bharata,

Lakshmana and Shatrughna, the four sons of king Dasharatha.

Janaki was the wife of Rama, who, for the good of his step-

mother Kekayi, and for the performance of a promise made

her by his father, resorted, as a voluntary exile, to the forest

of Dandaka. He cut the nose of Surpanakha, killed the

monsters Khara and Dushana, and destroyed the dreadful

Ravana, who had carried away his wife Ska. After the fall

of Ravana, Rama installed Vibbishana, a brother of Ravana,

on the throne of his kingdom Lanka, and returned to his own

capital in the aerial car, Pushpaka, in the company of

Hanumana, Sugriva and his faithful Sita. In the bliss of

his consort's love, Rama ruled his kingdom for the good

of his people and the gods, and performed a Horse-Sacrifice

to commemorate his suzerainty over the earth.

Sita, though passed a long time in the house of Ravana,

did not betray his lord either in deeds or thoughts. Sita was

52
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as chaste as the virtuous Anasuya, the beloved wife of

Atri. Now hear me narrate the excellence of Sita's chastity

and the exalted station which virtuous and faithful wives

occupy in the economy of the universe.

Once on a time there lived in t^e city of Pratisthana, a

leper Brahmana whose name was Kaushika. Hrs wife, who

was firmly devoted to him, used to adore and worship her lord

as a god withput even thinking for a moment that he was

afflicted with such a foul and loathsome disease. But

Kaushika was a cross and peevish husband, and never missed

opportunities to abuse his wife, who, though often chastised,

never ceased to pay him god-like veneration and love. One
d.iy, Kaushika took a fancy to visit a courtezan in the city,

and expressed that desire to his wife. Whereupon she took

him on her shoulders and safely carried him to that house of

ill fame. Nor did she forget to take with her a considerable

amount of money which the courtezan might ask for her

nefarious trade.

Now it happened that the Sage Mandavya was then

undergoing punishment on the top of a pointed mace, as

he was unjustly sentenced by the authorities an a false

charge of theft. The faithful wife, on her way to the house

of the courtezan, touched with her feet the body of that

afflicted sage, who, in his agony, cursed her with the pangs

of widowhood on the break of day. The wife, on the

other hand, forbade the Sun to rise in order that the curse

of the Sage might not take effect. The Sun-God, over-

powered by the energy of conjugal chastity, was afraid to

show his face, and creation was enshrouded m a pall of dark-

ness. Ages past without the Sun in the sky. The frightened

gods resorted to Brahma for help and advice. Brahma said,

" h is the energy of Chastity that has overpowed the energy

of asceticism, arid obstructed the advent of the Sun. Go,

ye gods, to Anasuya, and she will plead, on your behalf, to

the wife of Kaushika." The gods did as they were told to do.
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Anasuya saw and propitiated her with the boon of a long

life and perfect health to her lord, and lo and behold, the

Sun-God again appeared in the sky.

:o>

CHAPTER CXLIII.

BRAHMA said :—Now I shall nan-ate the celebrated R&ma-

yanam, hearing which a man is absolved of sin. Brahma

sprang out of the lotus-navel of Vishnu, and Marichi was

the son of Brahma. Kashyapa was the son of Marichi, and

the Sun-God was the son of Kashyapa. Manu was the son

of the Suh-God. Ikshaku was the son of Manu, in whose

line Raghu of mighty prowess was born. Aja was the son

of Raghu, and Dasharatha was the son of Aja. Dasharatha

had Jfour sons, each of mighty prowess, of whom Rama was

born in the womb of Kaushalya, Bharata in the womb of

Kaikeyi, and Lakshmana and Shatrughna in the womb of

Sumitra. Rama, tbe beloved of his parents and firmly

devoted to them, learned the use of arms and weapons from

the holy Vishvamitra, and was thus enabled to kill the

monstress Tadaka. He killed the monster Subahu, while

defending the sacrificial platform of VishvSmi'tra, whence

he accompanied that holy Sage to witness the celebration

of a religious sacrifice by Janaka, whose daughter Janaki

he married. Lakshmana married Urmila ;. Bharata married

Mandavi, and Shatrughna married Shrutakirti. After the

celebration of their marriage ceremony, Rama and Lakshmana

stayed with their parents at Ayodhya, while Bharata and

Shatrughna went to live with their maternal uncle, Yudhajit

When the two princes Bharata and Shatrughna were away

from the city (Ayodhya), the king (Dasharatha) attempted
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to instal his favourite Rama as the Crown-Prince oi his.

dominion, when his consort Kaikeyi asked him to send Rama
in exile for a period »f fourteen years. For the spiritual

edification of his father, Rama renounced the kingdom as a

thing of little consequence and went out as a voluntary

exile, in the company of his beloved Sita and Lakshmana,

to the city of Shringabera, He renounced the use of his

car, and travelled on foot to the city of Prayaga from whence

he sojourned to the Mount of Chitrakuta.

King Dasharatha, in agony of separation and in bitter

remorse for what he had done, died and ascended to heaven.

Prince Bharata performed the funeral rites of tiis father

Dasharatha, and then went to Rama with a large army to

welcome him back to his kingdom and heritage. Rama
did not return to his capital, but gave his sandal to Bharata

instead, to be installed on the throne of his kingdom as

a royal insignia. Whereupon Bharata justly ruled the king,

dom in the name of his sovereign Rama. Thus dismissed

by RSma, Bharata did not return to Ayodhya, but fixed his

residence in the town of Nandigrama, while Rama there^

after sojourned to the hermitage of Atri from the Mount
Chitrakuta. Thence having made obeisance to Sutikshna
and Agastya, Rama entered the forest of Dandaka, where
the Monstress Surpanakha attempted to devour (Sita). Rama
disgraced her by cutting her ears and clipping away her
nose. Thus disfigured and insulted, Surpanakha prevailed

upon the Monsters Khara, Dushana, and Trishira to attack

Rama simultaneously from three different sides. The three
Rakshasa heroes, with an army of fourteen thousand Rakshasa
soldiers drawn up in a battle array, attacked Rama in battle,

but Rama with the help of his deadly shafts, consigned
them all to the mansion of death. Ravana, through the insti-

gation of this Rikshasi (Surpanakha), resolved to carry away
Sita by fraud ;

and for that end, he despatched before him a
Rakshasa named Maricha to lure away Rama in the forest
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in the magic guise oE a golden stag. Sita entreated Rama to

chase the golden deer and to secure that golden query for

her. Rama chased and killed that magic deer with his

arrow, and the disguised Monster expired shouting', " Help,

O Sita, help, O Lakshmana !" Lakshmana importunated by

Sita, ran to the restue of Rama, and beheld him in the forest.

Rama said, " O Brother, these are the wicked charms which

the Rakshasas practise in this dense and lonely forest, and

surely they have carried away Sita by fraud." In the mean-

time, Ravana appeared before the cottage of Rama, and carried

away the beloved bride of Rama vainly struggling on his lap.

The mighty Jatayu, the king of the birds, assailed the dark

souled miscreant on the way, but Ravana was more than a

match for him. So in the battle that ensued Ravana com-

pletely defeated the bird-king Jatayu, and returned victor

with his beautiful priae to his capital at Lanka, and kept her

well guarded in a shady garden of Ashoka trees.

Rama and Lakshmana returned to their forest-retreat,

their hearts foreboding all sorts of dire mishaps,—and found

it lonely and deserted. Oh, the first stifled sobs of widowed

love that almost broke the all-conquering soul of Rama in

their repression ! Lakshmana wept like a child in the first-

gloom of a dire calamity in which suspense metamorphises

itself into a torrid noon of burning shame, and a robust

stream of molten affection suddenly broke forth, in his heart,

into a deathless volcano of vengeance and retaliation, for the

consummation of which all eternity expanded its bloated

bosom and hypothecated itself to the prospective realisation

of that spiritual wrath.

Rama and Lakshmana followed the trail of their stolen

goddess—sombre and ominous like a summer thunder cloud.

On and on they went, weary and footsore, and traversed

many a mile of that sylvan solitude when they stumbled

upon the wounded body of the brave though dying Jatayu.

That gallant bird-king narrated the whole history of Sita's
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forcible carrying away by the benighted Ravana, and breath-

ed his last in the presence of the divine brothers (Rama

and Lakshmana). They collected the cast off leaves and

twigs of the forest, exhumed the dead body of the godly

Jatayu, performed the fast earthly rites to his mortal remains,

and trended their way to the South.

While there, Rama entered into a friendly compact with

Sugriva, the brother of the monkey-king Vali, and showed his

skill in archery by shooting through the trunks of seven TaJa

trees. Then he killed Vali and made over the sovereignity

of the monkey-land Kishkinda to his brother Sugriva,

and quartered himself with his beloved Lakshmana in the

outskirts of the Mount Rishyamukha. Then Sugriva com-

missioned the leaders of his monkey-troops to search for

Sita in all directions, and the huge monkey-generals, with

their bodies mountain high, went out north, south, east and

west in quest of the sunny bride of the solar race. In vain

did they search every stream or river bank, hill or dale, forest

or hamlet, and at last while deliberating suicide in despair,

they saw Shafnpati. Hanuman, the greatest of the monkey-

generals, having got the information from Shampati, leapt

over the sea, which is hundreds of miles wide, and forms the

abode of monsters. He saw the lovely Janaki imprisoned

in the forest of Ashoka trees, chastised by its female

guards who had been pressing her hard to share the bed of

Ravana, and harshly rousing her up from her revery of Rama's

company. The monkey-general dropped down to Sita. the

signet ring of Rama, and asked her about her health. '* Do
not be dejected, O Maithili," observed that gallant monkey,
" but rather give me something of yours which my master
Rama might cherish as a sweet memento of love. Do not

be frightened, O Maithili, for I am the servant of Rama."
Whereupon Sita. unfastened a jewel from her chignanon,

made it over to Hanuman, and asked him to request Rama
to succour her immediately after his return to Rama's
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residence (at Rishyamukha). Hanuman gladly assented to

her reijnest, and thereafter began to destroy the pleasure-

garden of Ravana, killing prince Aksha and many a Rakshasa-

soldier in the act. A Brahmastra cast by Indrajita hit him

hard and left him a captive in the hands of Rakshasas,

who dragged him in fetters to the presence of Ravana..

Hanuman said. " I am a servant of Rama. Return to

him, O miscreant, his faithful Maithili." Ravana, madly

infuriated by these observations ordered to burn the tail of

the monkey general, and Hanuman, by wildly lashing his

burning tail against the thatched" roofs of Lanka, instanta-

neously set the whole city on fire. Having consumed

Lanka with fire, the monkey-general returned to the side of

Rama and reported to him of his having featen mango, and

of the general conflagration that broke out in Lanka through

his own instrumentality. He made over to him the head

gem of Sita, and Rama with Lakshman, Hanuman and his

monkey-army witn its generals and officers, marched in the

direction of Lanki.

Meanwhile, Vibhishana slighted by his brother Ravana,

went over to Rama's side and made a common cause with

him. After that, Rama caused a bridge to be built across

the ocean with the help of the monkey-general Nala, and

crossed over with his whole army and officers to the Isle of

LankS. He viewed the splendid prospect of the Island from

the summit of the Hill Suvela, where he fixed his quarter for

the day. Then the monkey-generals Nila, Angada, Nala,

Dhuma, Dhumraksha, Jamvuvana, Manda, Dvividha and

others set to demolish the fortifications of the city (Lanka)

and killed many leaders of the Rakshasa-army. Rama and

Lakshmana destroyed, with the help of their monkey-army,

many an eminent Rakshasa-bero of gigantic stature and

black as the sable collyrium of death, such as Vidyutjihva,

Dhumraksha, Devantaka, NarSntaka, Mahodara, Mahaparshva,

Atikaya, Kumbha, Nikumbha, Matta, Makaraksha, and
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Akampana. After that, Lakshrhana defeated and killed in

a single combat, the redoubtable Indrajita, and Rama having

severed with his arrows the twenty arms of Ravana, subse-

quently killed him in battle.

Sita gave ample proof of her chastity, and came

unscathed out of ah Ordeal of Fire. Sita, thus purified by

Fire, ascended the aeriel car with her beloved consort, and

the whole monkeys-army, jubilant, and elated with victory,

followed its gracious leader to his capital at Ayodhya.

Rama ruled the country for eleven thousand years, and

protected his subjects with paternal love and care. He

undertook and accomplished the celebration of ten Horse-

Sacrifices in succession, and offered oblations to his departed

manes at the shrine of Gaya-Shirsha. He was blessed with

two sons named Lava and Kusha. It was in his reign that

the holy Sage Bharata first organised dramatic performances,

and Shatrughna killed the demon Lavana. Rama heard the

origin of the Rakshasas narrated to him by the holy Agastya.

Having made over the sovereignty to his sons Lava and

Kusha, Rama made his exit from the world at the close of

a glorious though chequered life, dedicated exclusively to the

furtherance of good therein.

-:oo:-

CHAPTER CXLIV.

Brahma said :—Now I shall narrate the family history of

Hari which teems with the sanctified exploits of Krishna.

Vasudeva begot Krishna and Valadeva on the person of

Devaki for the edification of the righteous and annihilation

of the wicked. The eternal God was incarnated on this

mortal globe in the shape of Krishna. The Monstress PutanS
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Was engaged by the tyrant Kansa to put an end to his life, in

infancy, with the pretext ait suckling him. But Krishna
Sucked her poisoned nipples with a force that verily killed

her on the spot. The mighty prowessed Krishna overturned

the car-demon, felled the two tree-monsters named Jamala
and Arjuna, and destroyed the serpent Kaliya and the

monster Dhenuka. At this time, he supported the mount
Govardhana on the tip of his finger, and was honoured and

Worshipped by the God lhdra for this exploit. He relieved

this sinful* earth of its weight of sin, and pledged himself to

protect the five sons of Pandu in their days of trouble and

distress. The demon Arishta fell an easy victim to his

prowess, and he cheered the Gopas and Gopa-maidens

of Brindaban by slaying the monster Keshi. He dragged

down the demon Kansa from the platform, and killed the

wrestlers Chanuka, Mushtika and Malla^ who guarded the

person of that detestable tyrant.

^rishna had eight principal wives, such as Rukmini,

Satyabhama, etc., besides a seraglio of sixteen thousand

other wives. By them he got hundreds, nay thousands

of sons and grandsons. By Rukmini he had a son .named

Pradyumna, who killed the demon Shambara. The son of

Pradyumna was Aniruddha, who married Usha, the daughter

of king Vana. , There ensued a deadly conflict between

Krishna and the God Shankara* when the elopement of Usha

with Aniruddha was detected and made known to the world.

Krishna cut down the thousand arms of king Vana with the

exception of two. Once upon a time, he killed the demon

Naraka and carried the flower Parijat from the garden of

heaven. Shishupala, Vala, and the monkey, named Dvibidha,

were also among the victims, who fell at the stroke of his

mighty discus.

The son of Aniruddha was Vajra, who became the king

of Mathura, when Krishna was translated to heaven. In order

to please his preceptor Sandipani, Krishna brought back the

53
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soul of his son from the mansion of death, and brought back

to life the son of that holy sage. For the furtherance of

the divine cause, he installed Ugrasena as king on the throne

of Mathura.

-:o:-

CHAPfER CLV.

Brahma said :—Now hear me narrate the story of th» Maha*

bharatam. It is so called (Bharatam) from the fact of Krishna,9

espousing the cause the Pandavas in battle, for relieving the

earth of its weight of sin (Bhubhara). Brahma sprang out

of the lotus navel of Hari. The son of Brahma was Atri«

The son of Atri was the Moon-God, and in the line that sprang

from him was born Pururava, who begot on the nymph

Urvasi a son, named A'yu. Yayati, Bharat, Kuru, and Shan-

tanu were of the race of A'yu. The divinely wise Bhishma

was the son of Shantanu by his wife Ganga. This Shantanu

had two other sons named Chitrlngada and Vichitravirya by

his wife Satyavati. This Chitranguda was killed in battle by

a Gandharva of the same name. The secoud son, Vichitra-

virya married Amvica and Amvalika, the daughters of the king

of Kasbi. After the death of Vichitravirya, the holy Vyisa

.

begot sons on the wives of Vichitravirya. Amvika became the

mother of Dhritarashtra ; Amvalika, of Pandu; and Bhujisya,

of Vidura. Dhritarashtra had a hundred sons by his wife

Gandhari such as Duryodhana, etc., while the five sons-,

who were begotten on Kunti and Madri, the two wives of

Pandu, were Yudhishthira, etc.

By a preordinance of fate there sprang up a bitter animosity

between the Kurus (sons of Dhritarishtra) and the Pandavas

(dons of Pandu). Duryodhana, a man of fickle temperament
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and unstable principles, was not slow ts devise means for

harrassing the Pandavas. He attempted to kill them by burn-

ing them down in a house of shellac. The guileless Pandavas,

saved through the merit of their faith and innocence, sojourned

to the village of Ekachakra, and took shelter in the house

of a Brahmana. These mighty Pandavis stayed for a while in

the house of that Brahmana, and, while there, the redoubtable

Bhimasena killed the monster Vaka. Thence they went to

the country of Panchala and married Draupadi, the princess

of that country, whose hands had to be won by a competition

in skilful archery, and by showing matchless proficiency in

that art.

In the meantime, Dhritarashtra, who had been prevailed

upon by Bhishma and Drona to grant them the sovereignty of

half the kingdom, called the Pandavas over to his capital, and

installed them as kings in the city of Indraprastha. Tnen the

self-controlled Pandavas caused a splendid pavilion to be

raised at Indraprastha, and there they celebrated the Rajasuya

sacrifice. At Dvaraka, Arjuna wedded his bride Subhadra,

the sister of Krishna, and secured the friendship of that great

personage, who stood by him as his staunchest ally all through

life. From the Fire-God Arjuna obtained a dar named Nandi?

ghosa, the invincible bow named Gandiva, the inexhaustible

quiver, and a suit of unpierceable armour. With Krishna as his

second, and with the help of this invincible bow, Arjuna was

able to appease the hunger of the Fire-God. In his campaigns

of world-conquest, Arjuna defeated many kings, and madq

over their treasures to his brother Yudhishthira, the master of

politics and statecraft. In a fraudulent game of dice, Duryo-

dhana managed to win all that belonged to Yudhishthira, andi

through the machination of the evil-souled Kama aijd

Shakuni, pursuaded him to continue the play, pledging a

residence incognito for one year out of an exile of twelve as

his stake. Yudhishthira lost this last stake, and went out as a

voluntary exile in the company of his faithful and devoted
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brothers and their beloved Draupadi, Dhaumya and a con-

course of other holy sages. For one year, they lived in-

cognito in the house of the king of Virat, serving as cowherds

and menials in his household. After one year, they

declared themselves, and asked for their moiety of the country,

or a proprietary right in only five villages in its stead,

which Duryodhana, in an evil hour and through the machina-

tion of his evil-grained courtiers, refused to grant.

The^ five brothers, thus insulted and ousted of their legiti-

mate birthright, began to collect troops and secure powerful

allies. With an army of seven Akshauhinis of soldiers they

met Duryodhana at the head of eleven Ashauhinis at the field

of Kurukshetra. So there ensued a cruel and dreadful war

between the Kurus and tlie Pandavas, similar to the one that

was waged by the gods against the demons of yore.

Bliishma was the leader of Duryodhana' s forces just as the

hostilities commenced, while the armies of the Pandavas were

led bv Shikhandi.

Shikhandi chose out Bbishma, the commandant of the

Kaurava-forces as his opponent in battle, which lasted for ten

consecutive davs, the archers posted against archers, and

swordsmen and spearsmen picked against soldiers similarly

equipped as themselves. Bliishma, pierced through and

through by the arrows of Shikhandi and Arjuna, saw that the

sun had just then entered the summer solstice, and having

meditated upon the divine self of the mace-bearing Deity and

discoursed on many a topic of ethical and political philosophy,

propitiated his departed Manes with suitable oblations ; and

the spirit of that brave an,d righteous soldier, who bad never

swerved from truth in his life, joyfully abandoned its earthly

tenement and merged itself in that infinite joy, knowledge

slnd purity, which the wise men worship as the Supreme

Brahma.

'Then Drona, the preceptor ot the race' of Kuru, took up

the command of the Kaurava's army, and went out to fight
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the valiant Dhrishtadyumna, the commander of the Pandava's

troops. For five days trie battle raged furious and undecid-

ed, and many gallant chiefs fell on both the sides like sear

leaves before the winter wind. Drona sadly dejected by the

news of his son's death, fell an easy victim to the sword

thursts of Dhrishtadyumna. After that, Kama became the

leader of the Kuru's forces, and picked out Arjuna as his oppo-

nent in battle. For two days the battle raged furious, and

victory oscillated between the banners of the Kurus and the

Pandavas. At last, Kama, tossed about like a weed in the

seathing sea of Arjuna's arrows, breathed his last and entered

the region of the Sun-God. After that, Salya was elected com-

mander of the Kuru's forces and fell at the hands of Yudhish-

thira at the middle of the day of battle. Then Duryodhana,

mad with despair and ignominy, ran, club in hand, towards

the redoubtable Bhimasena, like the God of Death bent on

stifling out the life of Time and Space. But the redoubtable

Bhimasena proved too much of a match for him and killed

him quick with one stroke of his deadly club.

After that, Ashvathama, the son of Drona, determined to

storm the Pandava's camp by surprise at night, and to annihi-

late the Pandava-army while peacefully lulled in the lap of

sleep. Bent on avenging the death of his father Drona, he

stealthily entered the Pandava's camp, and brooding over the

death of his illustrious progenitor, he severed with his sword

the heads of Dhrishtadyumna and the five sons of Draupadi,

Arjuna, maddened by the agonising wailings of Draupadi,

took the fugitive miscreant a captive, and cut out of his

(Ashvathaman's) head the famous gem with the means of his

Aishika-weapon. Arjuna consoled the widows of the killed

warriors and performed funeral obsequies in. honour of his

departed friends, relations and cognates. Yudhishthira, con-

soled and advised by Bhishma in his last moments, ascended

the throne, and ruled the kingdom according to the injunctions

of the Scriptures. He propitiated the God Vishnu by
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celebrating a Horse-Sacrifice, and having heard of the annihi-

lation of the race of Jadava by that cursed club, made over

the sovereignty to his grandson Parikshita, and ascended to

the region of Vishnu in the company of his brother, while

repeating the sacred name of that Deity.

After that, for the furtherance of the divine good, as well

as for the punishment of the wicked and elevation of the

righteous, the God Vasudeva was incarnated on earth. He
comes down on earth, at intervals of centuries and in the

shape of man, to chastise the wrong-doers and to set right

the path of truth and piety. In the twentieth Manvantara

(age of the twentieth Manu), he sprang out, in the guise of

Dhanvantari, of the ocean of milk, as it was churned by the

gods and demons for the divine ambrosia, and taught the

science of life (Medical Science) to Sushruta, the son of

Vishv&mitra. He, who hears of the genesis (evolution) of

this grand idealist and his adjunct ideas, goes to heaven

after death.

•:o:-

CHAPTER CXLVI.

Dhanvantari said :—O Sushruta, now I shall deal with the

nosology pathology, pathogeny and symptomology of all the

diseases as related by the holy Atreya to the' sages of yore,

The terms Roga, Pdpma, Jvara, Vyadhi, Vikara, Dushtam,

Amaya, and Yakshma are the synonyms of disease. The

five essential categories in respect of a disease may be

described as its (Nidanam) pathology (lit., exciting factors),

preliminary or incubative stage (Purvarupa), manifestation

of characteristic indications (Rupa), amelioration (Upashaya),

location (Samprapti), Diagnosis (Vijnanam). Reason, cause,
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pathogney, exciting factors are the synonyms of the terra

Nidanam. The stage in which an uncertain kind of malaise

is complained of by the patient in the absence of any

particular characterestic triat of any given disease, is called

its incubative stage, which points to the certain genesis

of the disease but does not furnish any clue to its name

and character—Manifestation (Rupa) of a disease indicates

the stage in which its distinguishing and characterestic

traits or symptoms become patent. The terms Samsthanam

(fixity), Vijnam (distinctive traits), Lingam (differentiating

features), and Lakshanam (symptoms) are the synonyms

of Rupam. Upashaya signifies the amelioration of the

morbific diatheses in a particular disease, effected with

the help of drugs which are contrary in character to .the

esse of the disease, or are contrary in virtue to its exciting

factors, or are contrary both to the esse of the disease and its

exciting factors, or are similar in character to the esse of the

disease (pathogenetic principle), or are similar in virtues to

its exciting factors, or are similar both to the esse of the

disease and the elements that favour its genesis, or with the

help of proper diet and conduct.*

The genesis or appearance of a disease in a particular part

of the human body, either through the upward, downward,

oblique, or transverse movement of the morbific principles, such

as the deranged nerve force (Vayu), defective metabolism

(Pittam), or disordered secretary or execretory process

(Kapham) concerned in the case and determining location of

the disease, is called its Samprapti (Pathogeny). The

terms Agati, and Jati are the synonyms of Samprapti. The

contrary of amelioration is called aggravation, disease or

pr_. ..., .

-
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* The A'yurveda recognises both the laws of similars and contraries

in the domain of practical therapeutics. The fact that a drug, which can

induce a disease similar in character to the one under observation:

is curative to it, was discovered by the savanis of Indian medicine

long before the birth of Hanemann, or of Homoeopathy in Europe.
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inCongehiality. The mode of this pathogeny differs according

to the nature of the prevailing season of the year and the ntimi

ber nature, strength, predominance, or neutrality of the differ-

ent morbific principle involved in the case. The genesis of the

eight different types of faver owing to the varied strength, and

several or combined actions of the three morbific principles

Of Vayu, Pittam and Kapham, may be cited as an example

of the foregoing dictum. The number of types into which

a disease may be divided, or which is Usually detected in

practice, is called its Sankhyd (number). The relative pre-

ponderance of any of the pathogenic principles involved iri

a disease, is called its Vik'alpa. The virulence or serious

character of a disease is proportionate to the combined or

several actions of the morbific principles acting as its exciting

factors. The relative virulence or strength of a disease should

be ascertained with a due regard to its pathology, and the

import of its indications, etc. Deliberations as to the aggra-

vation or manifestation of a disease whether in day or night,

or whether before or after a meal, or during summer or winter,

etc.j help the determination of its periodicity (Kala Nirupa-

nam;. Thus we have briefly described the outlines of patho-

geny (Nidanam)i etc.) which shall be more elaborately descri-

bed later on. A vareity of injudicious conduct tends to enrage

the fundamental organic principles of Vayu, Pittam and

Kapham. Ingestion of a large quantity of hot, astringent

acid, pungent, and parchifying articles of fare, heavy meals, or

voracious eating, running, climbing, lifting, loud-talking, nighU

keeping, vigorous and energetic action, fright, mental and

physical labour; and sexual intercourse are the factors, which

enrage or aggravate the bodily Vayuy which becomes sponta-

neously aggravated in summer and after meals, aud at the

close of the day or night. Ingestion of pungent, acid, sharp,

hot, fetid, or indigestible articles of food, and indulgence in

irascible feelings are the factors which tend to enrage the

Pittam, which becomes spontaneously aggravated in Sharat
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^months of Kartika and Agrahayana according to the Ayur-

vedic calender), at the middle part of the day or night, as

well as when the food undergoes an acid reaction in the

stomach after digestion (Videha). Ingestion of sweet, acid,

saline, demlucent, heavy (of digestion) and cold articles of fare,

as well as of those which increase the humidity of the system,

a long sitting at one place, want of sleep, day-sleep, and

indigestion are the factors, which tend to enrage the Kapham,

which becomes spontaneously aggravated in spring (Baisha-

Icha and jfaishtha), in the forepart of the day or night, and

immediately after eating or vomiting*

Now I shall discourse on the combination of the deranged

Vayu, Pittam and Kapham. Ingestion of insufficient, indiges-

tible, irregular and incompatible meals, use of stab wine, dried

potherbs, green radish, and fetid or dry fish, sudden change

of food and drink, contrary or unnatural seasons, exposure

to the east wind, sudden change of one's mode of living, par-

taking of raw, uncooked food accumulation of phlegm in

the body, malignant influence exerted by one's natal star,'

false dealings and evil doings, non-gratification of any mental1

or bodily hankering , and the puerperal conditions of women

are the factors, which help the combination and concerted

action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham. In each

disease, the Vayu, Pittam and Kapham '.produce chemical'

changes in the blood according to the nature of the disease

they give rise to and their characterestic symptoms.

* The term Viyu, Pittam and Kapham have been very loosely used

by the Ayurvedic Physiologists to designate two different sets of sub-

stances. In one acceptance, Vayu, Pittam and Kapham mean nerve

force, metabolism, and unutilised products of the body ; while in another,

they signify gas, bile and phlegm.—T. R.

54



CHAPTER CXLVIL

Dhanvantari said :—Now I shall describe the Nidanam of

fever, with the help of which a fever of whatsoever type may be

correctly diagnosed. The terms, the lord of diseases, the sin-

ful one, the lord of death, the devourer, and the finisher are the

synonyms of fever. Sprung from the upper eye of the wrath-

ful and insulted Rudra in the sacrifice which was celebrated by

Daksha, this dreadful and sinful disease attacks all species of

animals, through their injudicious conduct. Unconsciousness

heat and delirium being its principal characteristics. Mani-

fest in the body of an elephant, it is called Pakala. The type

of fever which is peculiar to the horse, is called AbhitSpa,

In dogs, it is called Alarka ; in clouds, it is called Indramada

;

in water, Nilika ; in cereals, Oshadhi ; in soil, Ushara.

The type due to the action of the deranged Kapham, is

marked by nausea, vomiting, cough, numbness of the body,

coldness of the skin, and appearance of rashes or eruptions

on the body. As birth, growth, and death are natural to all

created beings, so aggravation and amelioration are natural

to all types of fever. Indigestion with a nan-relish for food,

numbness of the body, lassitude, a burning sensation in the

region of the heart, restlessness (the patient finding no relief

in any position whatsoever), non-evacuation of stool and
other deranged principles, salivation, nausea, loss of appetite,'

tasteful moisture in the mouth, heat and gloss of the

skin, heaviness of the body, constant urination, and natural

fulness of the body, are the symptoms, which mark the type

known as A'ma-Jvara, (i.e., the stage in which the deranged

humours have not been digested or resolved). Rousing of

the appetite, lightness of the limbs, abatement of the bodily

temperature, and evacuation of the contents of the bowels

after the eighth day of the attack, are the indications, which
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show that the deranged humours have been digested or have

undergone resolution. Symptoms, which are peculiar to the

several deranged humours combinedly mark the type of fever

which is the product of their concerted action. Headache,

swooning, vomiting with a burning sensation in the body and

parchedness of the throat, aching pain in the joints, insomnia,

fright, horrification, yawning and delirium, are the symptoms

which characterise the type of fever due to the combined action

of the deranged Vayu (nerve-force) and Pittam (metabolism).

Small heat, with a non-relish for food, pain in the joints and

headache, low breathing, cough) and discolouring of the skin

are the indications of the type due to the combined action

of the deranged Vayu and Shleshma (Kapham). Fitful shi-

vering, numbness of the body, perspiraton with a burning sen-

sation of the body, thirst, restlessness, vomiting of mucous and

bilious matter, stupefaction, drowsiness, clamminess and a

bitter taste in the mouth, are the indications of the type due to

the combined action of the deranged Pittam and Kapham.

All the symptoms combinedly mark the type which is due to

the concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam, and

Kapham in addition to the following specific ones, viz., alter-

nate fits of shivering and burning sensation in the body, vertigo,

sleepy in the day, sleeplessness in the night, constant sleepi-

ness or complete insomnia, excess or absence of perspiration,

singing, dancing, laughing, stoppage of the natural functions

of the organs, with sunk, redshot, watery eyes, and drooping

eyelids, accumulation of grity wax at the corner of the eyes,

pain at the head, sides, joints and calves of the legs, vertigo,

ringing in the ears, pain, violent shivering or absence of shi-

vering, sooty colour of the tongue which becomes as black as

charcoal and rough as that of a cow, heaviness and loose-

ness of the joints, vomiting of bloody or blood-streaked bile,

rolling or tossing about of the head, violent unquenchable

thirst, eruptions of warts or circular rushes on the skin, pain

at the heart, purging or scanty evacuations of stool, glossiness
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of the face, prostration of strength, loss of voice, delirium,,

deep heavy somnolence, and a croaking or wheezing sound in

the throat. The type which is marked by the foregoing

symptoms is called Abhinyasa Sannipata. It destroys the

principle of Ojas in the body (protoplasmic cells). In the

Sannipatika type of f*ver,ffche deranged Vayu produces the

constriction of the throat, and the deranged Pittam consumes

the vital principle of the organism. The deranged Pittam,.

on account of its expansive character, finds an outlet through,

and tinges the conjunctiva with its own characteristic colour

(yellow). Hence the yellowness of the eyes in a case of

Sannipatika fever. A case of Sannipatika fever in which

the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham, being extremely

aggravated, impair the digestive heat and thereby help the

full development of all its characteristic symptoms, proves

incurable. In ail other events, a Sannipatika fever can be

made amenable to medicine only with the greatest difficulty.

There is a different type of Sannipatika fever in which the

deranged Pittam, separately enraged and aggravated, gives

rise to a burning sensation in the skin and the stomach (lit.,

the abdominal cavity), the burning sensation coming on

either with the commencement or with the abatement of the

paroxysm, and being first experienced either in the stomach

or in the skin. Similarly, the aggravated Vayu and Kapham

produce rigor in Sannipatika fever, which being preceded

by a burning sensation in the body indicates an unfavourable

prognosis and is more dangerous of the said two typeSi.

In a case of Sannipatika fever in which the rigor comes on

first owing to the action of the deranged and aggravated

Pittam, the Kapham is set free and corrected, and with the

abatement of the action of the aggravated Pittam comes on

fainting, with swooning, vertigOi and thirst, etc. Somnolence*

langour and vomiting manifest themselves in succession at the

close of the paroxysm, which is ushered in with a shivering

sensation. Fevers caused by the effects of a hurt or a blow, or
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contracted through any foul contagion, or engendered through.

the potency of any spell1

, magic,, or incantation, as well as those

which are due to burns or scalds, are usually grouped under

the traumatic head1 of fevers and owe their origin to extrinsic

causes. Extreme fatigue or exhaustion brings on a type

of fever in which the enraged and aggravated Vayu affects

the vascular process of the organism, and produces pain,,

swelling and discolouring of the skin. Anger, fright,,

bereavement, passion of love, exhalations of poisonous drugs,

dusts of flowers, narcotics and the baneful influence cast by

malignant planets may engender types of fever, which may-

be grouped under the traumatic head, and in which the patients

laughs, weeps or raves like a maniac in succession. The

type of fever caused by the odours or exhalations of any

drug or cereal is marked by headache,, vomiting,, epileptic

fits and wasting, etc., while the one, due to the effects of

any poison, develops dysentery, epilepetic fits, vertigo with a

yellowish black clour of the skin, and a burning sensation in.

the body.

Palsy and pain in the head are the symptoms, which

mark the case of fever due to anger, while delirium and

palsy characterise the on& due to the conjoint effects of*

fright and rage. Fever, which has its origin in the ungratified*

Sexual desire, develops such symptoms as loss of conscious-

ness or absent-mindedness, with somnolence, impatience,

"shyness, and' a non -relish for food: In fever due either to

the influence of malignant stars, or to the Concerted action

of the three morbific principles of Vayu, Pittam and'

Kapham (Sannipata) both the Vayu and the Pittam of the

organism are simultaneously enraged.. The types of Sanni-

patika fever caused through the dynamics of a curse or an

incantation, are simply unbearable in their intensity. In-

cases of spell-origined fever the patient should be basked

in the glare of the sacrificial fire (Homagni) into which

libations of clarified butter should be cast by reciting the
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Abhichara-Mantram. The two last named types of fever

are usually ushered in by the appearance of a large crop of

bilious eruptions on the skin, great restlessness, fainting

fits, and the absence of any distinctive knowledge regarding

the different quarters of the heaven. The patient tosses

about in the bed in intense agony, and the heat goes on

increasing day after day. Thus the premonitory symptoms
of the eight forms of fever have been briefly described.

All types of fever are either mental or physical, superficial

or affecting the deeper principles of the organism, and mild

or virulent. Similarly they may be grouped under two broad

sub-divisions such as mature or immature, and Epidemic or

sporadic*

A paroxysm of bodily fever first affects the body, whereas

it first invades the mind in a case of the mental type.

In cases of fever due to the action of the deranged Kapham

(cold or catarrhal fever), the deranged Vayu, in conjunction

with the deranged Kapham, produces rigor and horripila
:

tion, whereas the combination of the deranged Pittam in

such cases is witnessed as the burning sensation in the body.

.Contrary symptoms such as hyperperaxia with loose motions

of the bowels are manifest in a case of Sannipatika fever only

on account of the simultaneous derangement of the different

morbific principles of the body of a contrary character.

In cases of Vahirlinga Sannipata all the symptoms are res-

tricted to the external or superficial principles of the organ-

ism, and therefore they become fully patent.

The organic VSyu becomes deranged during the rainy

season (Bhadra and A'shvin), the Pittam in autumn (Karticka

and Agrahayana), and Kapham in spring (Phalguna and

* A case of fever, which is caused by the deranged morbific principle

which is naturally enraged and aggravated during any particular season

of the year, is said to be seasonable (Prakrita) when it breaks out in that

season. It is called Vikrita (unnatural) when contrary is the case.
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Chaitra)* Hence a case of fever which is due to the

deranged Vayu is said to be natural when it breaks out in

the rainy season. Similarly, cases of Pittaja or Kaphaja

fever breaking out in autum or spring are said to be

natural. In fever due to the action of the deranged Pittam

and which breaks out in autum, the Kapham lies subservient

to the deranged Pittam. Accordingly the patient may be

safely advised to fast in the case of fever which is due to the

concerted action of the deranged Pittam and Kapham. In

spring, the deranged and aggravated Kapham, in conjunction

with the deranged Vayu and Pittam, gives rise to a type

of fever in which the two last named morbific principles of

the body remain subordinate to the enraged Kapham.

A paroxysm of fever unattented with any supervening

or dreadful symptoms and appearing in a person of un-

impaired strength readily proves amenable to medicine,

while the one which is accompanied with grave symptoms,

and evinces the concerted derangement of all the three

morbific principles of the body often finds a fatal termina-

tion. The holy sages of yore have thus opined on the subject.

The presence of a large concourse of distressing symptoms

together with a sense of constant malaise and aching pain

in the limbs, constant micturition, intene heat of the body,

loss of appetite, non desire for food, and impairment of the

digestive function mark a case of immature fever (A'majvara

or the stage of fever before the resolution of the different

morbific principles which lie at its root). Heat, hyper-

peraxia, waterbrash, delirium, motions of the bowels, vertigo,

* In certain parts of India.

taw t #?fr wss*r: 1
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and rapid breathing indicate that the fever is approaching its

crisis (lit.,—is being matured). Rice meal should be pro-

hibited and a light diet should be enjoined in its stead for'

sevendays in cases where there would be reasons to appre-

hend the immature (unresolved) state of the deranged organic

principles in fever.

The holy sages have classified the Sannipatika fever into

five different kinds according to the nature of the morbific-

principles which serve as its exciting factors, its periodicity

or time of attack, and the strength or weakness of the

patient (the line may be likewise interpreted to mean accord-

ing to the virulence or mildness of an attack). These

five types of fever are respectively named as Santata

(remittent), Satata (intermittent), Anyedyushka (appearing on
every alternate day), Tritiyaka (tertian) and Chaturthaki

(quotodian). The morbific principles such as the deranged

Vayu, Pittam and Kapham, enraged and aggravated by their

own enraging and aggravating factors, lie stuffing the ducts

which carry the feces, urine, and sweat, etc., and invade as

well the fundamental organic principles of the body and
give rise to heat and pyrexia. The disease (fever)

affects the lymphchyie (blood or the vascular system) and
grows in strength and intensity without knowing any re-

mission or abatement. It is simply unbearable in its virulence.

.The disease runs its course in seven, ten or twelve days

according to the predominance of the deranged VSyu, Pittam

or Kapham, on which days the morbific diatheses are either

fully resolved and eliminated (Malapak) thus bringing on
an unfavourable crisis ; or the fundamental principles of the

body are dried up through the agency of fever-heat and
predict a fatal termination. This is the opinion of the holy

Agnivesha. But according to Harita, the critical days in a

case of Sannipata-fever are the seventh, the ninth, the

eleventh, and the fourtenth. The patient either dies on any
of these da>s, or passes into a state of convalescence. The
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tOutse of the disease is shorter or longer according as the

affected fundamental principles of the body are purified and

brought back to their normal state, sooner or later. Even a

small quantity of morbific diatheses present in the organism

of a weak or emaciated person of unwholesome living, is

augmented by, and gains in intensity from, the cumula-

tive strength of the other morbid matter continuing therein,

and thus leads to a gradual wasting of the body. Thus by

causing the general wasting of the body, it brings on a type

of fever which baffles all medical skill. The fever thus

aggravated leads to a general break down of the constitution.

On the other hand, the disease, if checked by any kind of

medicine, soon surfers an abatement^ the small residue of fever

still remaining being absorbed in the lymph chyle. With the

absorption of fever in the lymph chyle, cachexia, sallowness

of complexion and lethargy also vanish. In the mean-

time, owing to the dilation of the vessels that carry the

lymph chyle, the morbific diathesis is set free, and eliminated

jthrough the natural outlets of the body without being able

to spread through the whole organism. The type of fever,

which continues without remission for a certain number of

days, is called Santata (remittent). The type in which there

are periods of distinct intermission or abatement is called

Satata (intermittent). The type known as Vishama has no

definite periodicity, nor any fixed term of continuance, and its

attacks are usually nocturnal. Any morbific diathesis taking

lodgment in the blood, produces Santata-type of fever. In the

type known as Anyedyushka, the paroxysm comes once within

twenty-four hours at the juncture of the day and night. In the

Tritiyaka-type (Tertian), the vessels containing fat and carry-

ing the essential principle of flesh are contaminated. In this

fever tne patient suffers from an excruciating headache through

the action of the deranged Vayu and Pittam, from an aching

pain in the sacrum (extending to the coccyx) through the

action of the deranged Kapham and Pittam, and from a

55
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pain along the spinal column through the action of the

deranged Vayu and Kapham. The type called Chaturthaka,

fever results from the contamination of either the fat, mar*

row, or any other secretion of the body by any of the

morbific diatheses. Moreover the quotodian-fever which is

confined to the marrow, makes itself manifest twice a day.

In the first-named type, the paroxysm is ushered in with a

numbed pain in the. knee-joints and calves of the legs, while an

excruciating headache markes the advent of the last-named

one. The type known as the Chaturthaka-Viparyaya, has

its seat in the bone and the marrow. The paroxysm comes

on the first day and continues for three days in succession,

completely going down on the fourth. Owing to the

virulence of the morbific diatheses'through injudicious diet and

conduct of the patient, the deranged morbific principles are

not eliminated in well-digested condition, hence arises the

necessity of foregoing rice-meal and observing a light diet for

seven days in this type of fever. The mind and physical

acts of the patient are equally affected ; and in eonsequence

of its invading the deeper principles of the organism and the

concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham
therein and their t-quality in virulence and intensity, a case of

the Cliaturthaka-type of fever soon runs into an incurable one.

The morbifiic diatheses go on accumulating in the remote and

minute bloodvessels of the body, in consequence whereof

the body does not suffer any'attenuation, though the patient

complains of a little heat and an uncertain kind of malaise.

The disease, not checked with proper medicines at this stage

of its incubation, manifests itself in nightly paroxysms of

pyrexia, and other serious symptoms. The. fever slowly

infiltrates
_
into the succcesbive fundamental principles of

the organism in proportion to the diminution of the bodily

strength of the patient ; and a short while after, the angry

morbific diathesis incarcerated in the organism begins to work

mischief and brings on its own peculiar cachexia. As a seed
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sown in a congenial and well-watered soil does not wait long

to sprout, so the morbific diatheses, the seeds of diseases,

incarcerated in a disordered human organism and nourished

by their own exciting or aggravating factors, do not take a

long time to take shape and manifest themselves in the form

of a particular disease. As an extraneous imbibed poison

carried down into the stomach, gains in strength from its

own aggravating factors, and produces its harmful effects in

due course of time, so the different types of Satata-, and

Santata-, fever are originated in the human body.

The symptoms, which mark the type of fever restricted

to the organic principle of lymph chyle, are water brash,

nausea, a feeling of heaviness in the limbs, dejection, ach-

ing pain in the limbs and yawning, together with vomiting,

difficult breathing and a marked non-relish for food. The
following symptoms are developed in the type in which the

fever invades the circulatory system (blood), viz., spitting of

red (arterial) blood, thirst, and appearance of crops of dry,

hot eruptions on the skin, together with a redness of the

skin, vertigo, delirium, a sense of intoxication and a burning

sensation of the body. Thirst, lassitude, emission of semen,

an internal burning sensation in body, vertigo, jerky move-

ments of the limbs, and fetour of the skin are the symptoms

which characterise the type in which the fever invades the

flesh. Perspiration with an unquenchable thirst, vomiting,

fetid smell of the skin and impatience are the symptoms

which mark the type in which the fever affects the fat. The

type in which the fever invades the organic principle of

marrow, manifests such symptoms as evacuation or elimina-

tion of the morbific matter from the system, sleeplessness,

dyspncea, convulsive movements of the limbs, together with

difficult respiration and a sensation of heat in the inside,

and cold on the surface of, the body. Vanishings of sight,

severance or disunion of the Marmas (vulnerable bone-joints

or venal, neural or arterial anestomoses), numbness of the
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male organ of generation, and non-emission of semen are the

symptoms which are exhibited in the type in which the

fever attacks the principle of semen. Each of these five types

of fever are respectively more difficult to cure than the

one immediately preceding it in the order of enumeration.

A case of seminal fever usually ends in death. The types

in which the fever affects the marrow or the semen are

absolutely incurable.

The type known as' Pralepaka is marked by rigour, deli-

rium, a comparatively lower temperature of the body, and

heaviness of the limbs. The patient feels as if his whole

organism has been plastered with a coat of phlegm.

In the Angavalasaka-type there is small heat with numb-

ness of the limbs, parchedness of the skin, and rigour. The

patient feels as if his whole body has been stuffed with

phlegm (mucous). The fever is persistent in its character

and may be cured only with the greatest difficulty. In the

Haridrabha-type (yellow fever), the skin, urine and feces of.

the patient become yollow. It is fatal as death itself. In

the type known as Ratrij vara, both the deranged Vayu

and Kapham of the patient's temperament become equally

dominant owing to the Pittam being considerably reduced.

There is but little pyrexia in the day which is increased in

the night with the aggravation of the paroxysm. The

deranged Kapham (phlegm) in the patient's body is naturally

dried up by the rays of the sun as well as by the heat

originated through the movements of his body during the

day. Hence the small rise of the bodily temperature during

day in this type of fever, which persists as a remnant of the

night's paroxysm only through the action of the deranged

Vayu. When the Kapham continues in the patient's stomach,

which is its natural seat, and the deranged Pittam in the

abdomen, the upper part of the body remains cold, while its

lower part is felt hot to the touch during a paroxysm-fever.

On the contrary, when the deranged Kapham is located in
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the extremities, and the deranged Pittam is incarcerated

in the trunk of the body, the hands and feet are felt hot,

and the latter cold.

The fever, which invades the principle of lymph chyle,

blood, flesh or fat, is easily curable, while the one, which

affects the. bone or marrow, and is detected from the atrooliy

and discolouring of the locality affected, can be made amen-

able to medicine only with the greatest difficulty. This type

af fever is further characterised by unconscious or sub-

comatose of the patient, hyperpyrexia, frequent loose motions

of warm muco-billious matter, and an angry look of the eyes.

Subsidence of heat and pain, appearance of sordes on the

teeth or of herpetic eruptions on the lips, perspiration, with a

desire for food and an unruffled state of the mind, and healthy

functions of the organs of sense-perceptions are the symp-

toms which indicate that the fever has perfectly" gone down.

CHAPTER CXLVIII.

DHANVANTARI said :—Now I shall discourse on the ^Etiology

and symptoms of Raktapittam (Haemorrhage). The bodily

Pittam deranged through such factors as excessive in-

gestion of Kodrava and Uddalaka (grains) or extremely hot,

bitter, acid, or saline things, or of those which are followed by

an acid re-action in the stomach, or through the agency

of those which accelerate the process of metabolism and

increase the metabolic heat in the organism, deranges, in its

turn, the liquid bile which by gradually contaminating the

blood, courses with it throughout the system. Owing to

a similarity which exists between the blood and the bile, in

colour, smell, origin and morbific effect, this bile-eharged blood
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in Haemorrhage is called blood in the parlance of the

Ayurveda* The blood in Haemorrhage rises from the spleen,

liver, bloodvessels, and the receptacle of blood. Heaviness

of the head with a non-relish for food, desire for cold things

and cool contracts, vertigo, darkness of vision, nausea,

vomiting with a belching sensation, cough, laboured or difficult

breathing (dyspnceai with a sensation of fatigue or exhaus-

tion, a fishy smell in the mouth, redness of the face, redness,

blueness or yellowness of the conjunctiva, inability to distin-

guish a red colour from the yellow or blue, dreams of insanity

in sleep and an absence of fever are the symptoms which

mark the premonitary stage of Raktapittam. There is

haemorrhage either from any of the super-clavicular cavities

of the body, such as the ears, the nose, or the eyes, or from

any of the downward passages, such as the anus, penis or

vagina. Sometimes the deranged blood flows out in jets

through the pores of the skin. Haemorrhage from any of the

superclavicular passages of the body, readily yields to

medicine inasmuch as the deranged Kapham which serves as

the exciting factor of the disease in these cases, may be easily

curbed with the help of purgatives. In such cases, a medi-

cine which helps the purging of the deranged Pittam (bile) is

a far better remedy than that which arrests its secretion, more

so because the deranged Kapham which invariably acts in

concert with the disordered Pittam in such cases, gets the

chance of being eliminated from the system. Drugs of a

sweet or astringent taste, as well as those which generate

Kapham in the system, or increase glandular secretions of the

organism, or are bitter or pungent, should be deemed bene-

ficial in these cases.

Palliation is the only remedy possible in cases where

Haemorrhage occurs from any of the downward passages

* In tie Ayurvedic physiology blood and bile are but the modi-

fications of the lymph chyle under different degrees of metabolism

(Rasapafea).—7V.
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of the body, since the administration of emetics is the only

treatment admissible. The patient in such a case should

be looked upon as a person whose days are numbered. A
little of any of the drugs which help the elimination of the

deranged Pittam, and a little other medicine to subdue the

concomitant symtoms may be given' to a Raktapitta patient

of unimpaired strength and of not much disordered Pittam.

Sweet and astringent substances are good for patients of the

foregoing type. Cure is almost hopeless in the case of

a patient in whom both the derenged Vayu and Kapham act

in concert with the deranged Pittam and serve as the excit-

ing factors of the disease. A case of Raktapittam, in

which Haemorrhage occurs from both the upward and

downward passages of the body, baffles all medicine since

purgatives and emetics are the only two remedies which

can be given with benefit in this disease. In short, emetics

may be given with advantage even in a case of Raktapittam

where the morbific principles act in concert. It is needless

to say that the last-named type of the disease is fatal as a

spear-dart of the God Shiva, since many a distressing and

unfavourable symtoms are found to supervene from the

outset.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CXLIX.

DHANVANTARl said ;—I shall first deal with the aetiology of

cough, inasmuch as this disease fast affects the entire organ-

ism, and speedily runs its course The disease admits of being

grouped under five sub-heads according as it is brought about

through the deranged action of Vayu, Pittam, or Kapham,

or as the outcome of consumption, or ulcerative Endocarditis.
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Any of these five types of cough, being neglected at the outset,

may run into a case of Pthisis, and each of them is suc-

cessively more virulent than the one immediately preceding

it in the Order of enumeration. An itching, tickling sensa-

tion in the throat* and a non-relish for food are the symptoms

which mark the premonitory stage of every type of coughs

Parchedness of the throat and mouth, and a sensation

of dryness in the cavity of the ear are the symptoms which

characterise the type due to the action of the deranged Vayu.

The wind, which courses through the lower parts of the

body, violently rushes upward and presses upon the larynx

and the bronchi. The agitated wind fills the vessels causing

the sides to heave up in spasms, and the eyes seem as if

starting out of their sockets. The voice becomes weak and

a sound resembling that of a broken belmetal gong is per-

ceived in the mouth and larynx. The patient complains of

a bruised pain at the sides, attended with a violent headache,

and an aching pain about the region of the heart. Apttonia,

hurried breathing and swooning may be' also present, and a

sort of dry spasmodic cough constantly harrasses the patient

who finds a little relief only by hawking a kind of dry

mucous out of the throat, which often causes horripilation.

These are the symptoms which mark the type due to the

action of the disordered Vayu (Nervous, spasmodic cough).

A bitter taste in the mouth accompanied with fever, vertigo,

billious vomitting, and yellowness of the conjunctiva, as well

as blood-spitting, thirst, aphonia, darkness of vision, etc.,

mark the billious type, and the patient sees bright rings of

fire floating before his eyes during a fit of cough. In the

type due to the action of the deranged Kapham, the patient

complains of a slight dull pain in the chest, and a heavy
numbness in the head and cardiac region, and feels as if the

throat has been plastered with a coat of sticky mucous,

which cannot be scraped out with efforts. Vomiting, and

horrifibation, attended with a fluent coryza secreting a thick
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glassy mucous, and a non-relish for food are tins symptoms,

Which further characterise this type of cough.

The local Vayu enraged through such factors as inordi-

nate and overfatiguing physical exercise, lifting of heavy

loads, etc., which give rise to ulcers in the chest, becomes

united With the aggravated Pittam, and produces a typt of

cough in which the patient coughs out bloody or blood-

streaked mucous, or spits out a sort of brown, yellowish, dry,

knotty, or angry-looking mucous.. The patient feels pain

in the throat at the time of coughing, and complains* of heat

and an aching, piercing pain in the heart While spitting;

Or hawking out the phlegm. Fever with thirst, shivering, and

dyspnoea-, and hoarseness with a breaking pain in the joints,

Supervene ; the voice becomes small, weak and resembles the

cooing of a dove ; the sides ache ; the digestion is impaired
;

and palour and weakness go on increasing every day. In this

Stage all the specific symptoms Of Ptbisis are developed.

There is"eXtreme prostration with bloody micturition, dyspncoa

and a catching pain at the back and sacrum. A pthisis patient

generally coughs out a greenish, bloody, or blood- streaked,

fetid, pus-like, mucous ; and cdmplains of diverse kind of pain

even in bed. The heart seems as if it is being boiled ; and

the patient, without any ostensible reason, complains of heat

;

and evinces a desire for cool things and heavy meala PrOs-;

tration goes on increasing ; the eyes, teeth, and face Of the

patient assume a glossy peaceful look ; and all the specific

Symptoms of wasting supervene.

A case of consumption (Raja Yakshrna) or Ulcerative

Endocarditis (Urah-kshata) may be* arrested, if not radically

cured, under a judicious medical treatment resorted to at the

very commencement Of the disease. Both these diseases in

a strong and young patient, may be expected to be cured, if

well-cared for from the outset. All those forms of ailment

trhicb admit only of a palliative treatment, as well as

the naladies of old age may bring on dysjsncea, cough,

56
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consumption, vomiting, Aphonia and a host of other dis-

tempers* if not well-cared for, at the outset. Thus ends

thi ^Etiology of Cough.

-:o:

CHAPTER CL.

DHANVANTARt said :—Now I shall discourse on the Nidanam

of Dyspnoea (Shvasa*. A case of chronic or aggravated

cough may run into one of Dyspnoea, or the' enraged morbific

principles of the body may likewise give rise to this diseased

condition. Difficult breathing may also mark the sequel of

A'matisara (mucous dysentery), vomiting, chlorosis, fever,

or poisoning, or may be produced as the effect of an ex-

posure to dust storm, smoke, cold wind, or of a blow on any

of the vulnerable amestomoses of nerves, arteries, etc.,

(Marmas). Dyspnoea may be divided into five different kinds

such as Kshudraka, Tamaka, Chhinna, Mahan, and Urdha-.

Shvasa. The Vayu (nerve-force), that courses all through

the organsim, affects the channels of food-carrying, water-

carrying and breath-carrying ducts in the event of its own
vessels being obstructed by the deranged Kapham (mucous

deposits), and remains incarcerated in the cardiac region,

producing dyspnoea from the lower end of the stomach. An
aching pain about the heart and the sides, contrary direction

of the breath-wind, long drawn breaths, pain at the temporal

bones, and tympanites are the premonitory symptoms of this

disease. The Vayu, enraged and aggravated by the toils of

overeating, and over fatiguing physical labour, obstructs the

vessels by enraging and aggravating the deranged Kapham,

coursing through them in a contrary direction, and pro-

duces the form of difficult breathing known as Kshudra-
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Shvasa. Tha enraged Vayu, by exciting the deranged

Kapham, lies catching at the head, neck and cardiac region,

and produces an aching pain at the sides. A. wheezing

sound is heard in the throat, and catarrh with fits of fainting

and a non-relish for food supervene. The aggravated Vayu

increases the difficulty of breathing, and the patient is seized

with a violent fit of cough, feeling a little relief when a

little mucous is coughed, or belched out. He is obliged to,

sit up, as a lying or recumbent posture tends to aggravate

the pain and difficulty of breath. The eyes are turned upward

and beads of perspiration break out on the forehead of tha

patient, testifying to the intense agony he suffers from in this

form of disease. The lining membrane of the cavity of

the mouth gets dry and parched up by constant drawing in

of the breath-wind, and the patient evinces a strong desire

for hot drinks or food. Winter, rain, east-wind, and par-

taking of phlegm-generating food, are set down as the

aggravating factors of Asthma.

The type known as Tamaka Shvasa is curable only in a

strong patient, but the paroxysm does not speedily abate in

the event of there being fever, epiliptic fits, rigour, etc.,

in its company. In this type both cough and dyspnoea are

marked by their virulence. The patient becomes emaciated,

and complains of a cutting pain at the chest and the Marmas.

Perspiration, fainting fits, and tympanites with a burning

sensation in the bladder are its further characteristics. The

eyes become red, swollen, and glossy, and are turned down-

ward. The patient complains of a dryness in the throat, and

drops down unconscious, moaning in a low, piteous voice.

In the type known as Maha-Shvasa (cerebral dyspnoea) the

patient breathes very hard and upward (with upturned nose)

like an infuriated bull. The breathing is hard, rapid and hurried,

and the patient lies senseless and almost speechless with eyes

turned upward, and stool and urine are entirely suppreesed.

The throat is dry and parched; respiration becomes bard and
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rapid, drops of perspiration appear on the forehead} and the

patient complains of an excruciating pain at the head and the

temples. AH chance of recovery should be given up if the

patient is found to continue in this state for a while. In this

type the mouth and ears of the patient are found to he

stuffed with mucous, and the eyes under the influence of the

aggravated Vayu, are found to roll about in their sockets

or are fixed in an upward stare. The heart seems as if

being torn asunder, and the patient moans for a while and

then lies speechless in death. Medical treatment may be

useful in this tye of dyspnoea until the preceding symptoms

appear, in which case the physician should think it prudent

te retire,

•:o:-

CHAPTER CLI.

DHANVANTARI said :—Now I shall discourse on the Nidinam
of Hiccough- Hiccough and dyspnoea result from similar

causes, and its preliminary symptoms, as well as the number 'of

types in wi.ich it is ordinarily divided by pathologists, are

same as L.ose mentioned under dyspnoea. The several types

of hiccough are u&med as Vakshyodbhava, Ksbudra, Yamala,

Mahati, and Gambhira. The wind in the stomach, enraged and

aggravated by hasty and injudicious eating, partaking of

sharp, unwholesome and parchifying substances and such like

causes, produces a kind of hiccough which is never loud, and

which abates with the eating of the evening meal. This typed
hiccongh is called Vakshyodbhava or Annaja. The low and

mild hiccough, which is caused by the wind enraged by fati-

guing physical exercises, is called Kshudra. It rises from the

root of the threat, becomes aggravated through labour, find
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abates with the .partaking of food. The type in which hiccoughs

rise in couples, and which, though mild at the outset, becomes

violent in course of time, and in which the head and the

neck are simultaneously shaken, is called Yamala. Delirium,

Tomiting, dysentery, yawning, and distortion of the eyes are the

symptoms that are found to supervene with the advancement

of this type of hiccough. In the Mahahicca-type jthe eye-

brows droop down, the temples are sunk, consciousness

vanishes, a peculiar pain is felt in all the sense-organs, the

spinal bone is arched down, and an aching pain is felt about the

heart. This kind of hiccough violently rises from the bottom

of the abdomen, or from the region of the umbilicus, in

quick succession and accompanied by a loud report and an

excruciating pain. Yawning and spasmodic jerks of the

limbs, are its characteristics. This type of hiccough proceeds

only from fatal and deep-seated organic disorders, and the

remedies administered to subdue the same, must be likewise

deep-acting in their potency. The two last-named types

should be abandoned as incurable, while the one, which is.

riot ordinarily fatal, should be regarded as indicating an

unfavourable prognosis as soon as it develops all the afore.

said grave symptoms. Any of the types of hiccough, afflict-

ing an old man, or one of impaired digestion, or one that is

extremely run down from sexual excesses, may have a fatal

termination. Any disease of whatsoever type and denomina-

tion, may prove fatal, but the only two maladies, that portend

an impending danger, are hiccough and dyspnoea,

-:o>

CHAPTER GUI.

DhaNVANTARI said :—Now I shall discourse on the Nidnam

•f < Raja Yakshma (pulmonary consumption). _ The terms r
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RSja Yakshma, wasting (Kshaya), Shesha (atrophy, lit.

withering up), and Rogarat (king of maladies) are all synony-

mous terms. The Moon-God, the King of the Brahmanas and

Asterisms, had an attack of pulmonary consumption in days of

yore, and as it first appeared in that King (Raja) of Heavens,

it has since been honoured with the proud designation of

King of Maladies.*

The disease may appear as a sequel to any other disease,

ami certainly runs as the harbinger of many. The disease

is called Kshaya from the fact of its causing a general wast-

ing of the body, as well as from the incapacity of any medi-

cine in arresting that waste. It is called Shosa (Atrophy) from

the fact of its withering up the fundamental organic prin-

ciples of lymph chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow, and

semen in succession. Rash feats of strength, over-fat.igu.ing

physical exercise, loss of s^men, albumen or any other albu-

minous principle of the organism, voluntary suppression of

any natural propulsion of the body, and irregular or insuffi-

cient food may be set down as the exciting factors of' Raja-

Yakshma. The Vayu, enraged by any of the preceding

causes, affects the process of metabolism all through the

organism, and hence the unutilised products of the body

* With a view to emphasise (he facts of a gradual wasting of the

fundamental principles of the body and formation of cavities in the

lungf in pulmonary consumption, onr Ayurvedic pathology, in whicli

science has been sublimized to chime in harmony with the universal

poetry of Brahmanic genius, has made use of the gradual waning of the

moon's disc in "the dark-fortnight and the existence of dark caves in

the lunar continent as representing the typical picture of the organic,

lesions and changes in the human body in Pthisis. The Moon-God

has been punished with this disease in the Puranas for his ardent and

sinful passion for his preceptor's beautiful wife (Tar&), f>nd it may not

b« incorrect to assert that originally the lesion, as handed down to

posterity, might have some connection with mental dejections and sexual

excesses,—Tr.
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(Kapham or Vyartham), which becomes increased in conse-
quence, are carried into the unions of bodily members and
appendages (such as amestomnses of veins and arteries)

and dilate or contract the orficcs of the principal ducts of

the body, giving rise to pain iu regions above, below, about

and across the heart.

Salivation with fever, hyperperaxia and a sweet taste

in the mouth, dulness of appetite, a gluttonous desire for

food and drink, a thought of uncleanness in things clean and
pure, a feeling as if his food and drink have been studded
With bits of hair or flees' wings, nausea, vomiting, a non-relish

for food, extreme whiteness of the eyes, chest, paJms of the

hands and soles of the feet as well as of the armpits, and ex-

pectoration of thick mucous even without bathing, are the

symptoms which mark the premonitory stage of this disease.

The patient experiences a pain in the tongue and arms, learns

to abhor his body, becomes unreasonably fond of wine and
women or loathes their sight, and suffers from giddiness. Hairs,

and nails of toes or fingers become marked by their rapid

and excessive growth, and sleep become chequered with

fearful dreams. The patient dreams of lizards, serpents,

monkeys, or of savage birds or beasts darting upon his head,

or as if he is climbing a hill of ashes, hairs, paddy husks,

or a withered tree. He sees deserted hamlets and homesteads

in his sleep, or dreams of burning forests, and dry and empty

river-beds. Catarrh, dyspnoea, cough, headache, loss of voice,

a non-relish for food, Hpdrawn breath, emaciation, vomiting,

fever, and pain at the sides, chest and joints are the eleven

specific symptoms of the disease under discussion. The

distressing symptoms, which are invariably found to supervene,

are a breaking pain in the throat, ykwning, aching pain in the

limbs, spitting of blood, impaired digestion, and a foul-smell

in the moutm. Of these, headache, aching pain at the sides,

and in the limbs, constriction of the throat, hoarseness, and

kindred symptoms should be attributed to the action of
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the deranged VSyd, while to the deranged1 Pitta <*.-*.• ••^v"?

ascribed the burning sensation in the shoulders and extremities

dysentery,; bloodispittiflg, fouUsmell in the mouth, fever,

and the general excited condition of the body. Vomiting

cough, feeling of heaviness in one half qf the body, waters

bash, catarrh, dyspnoea, aphonia, and impaired digestion with

a non-relish for food are the symptoms, which owe their origin

to the action of the deranged Kapham in Raja Yakshmi.

The enraged morbific diatheses, such as, the Vayu, Pittam and

the Kapham, produce a general anasarca in these cases only

on account of the impairment of digestive capacity. The

burning sensation in the cardiac region, which is usually ex-

perienced in these cases, is only for the diminution which

the fundamental principles of lymbh chyle, and blood,

suffer on account of the obstructed orfices of the vessels

of the vascular system. The food undergoes a sort of

acid reaction in the stomach, for which reason the food

ingested by a pthisis patient cannot contribute to the

formation of a healthy lymph chyle, and hence cannot make

good the waste which incessantly goes on in the body.

Accordingly, a. pthisis patient may be described as living

by drawing, upon the reserve capital of life, and his body, in

the absence of healthy nutrition and assimilation, becomes

emaciated from day to day. A prudent physician should

not take In hand a pthisis patient whose sense-organs have

been affected even before the development of most of the

specific symptoms of the disease. The disease occurring

in a strong and young patient and well cared for from

the outset, may not develop more unfavourable symptoms,

and may ultimately prove amenable to medicine. Once its

specific symptoms have been fully [developed, the disease

should be regarded as past all cure. Tha voice becomes

weak or rough in this disease owing to the loss of the organic

principle of fat. In the type due to the action of the

deranged^ Vayu,. the body loses its gloss and beat, and the
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patient {eels as if his throat has been studded with the

bristles of Shuka Shimvi leaves. The gradual wasting of

the body, and the burning sensation in the throat and palate,

in these cases, should be ascribed to the action of the derang-

ed Pittam. The sensation of a sticky mucous, together with

the specific wheezing sound, in the throat is due to the action

of the deranged Kapham. Vertigo, darkness of vision, and

symptoms peculiar to the deranged Kapham are invariably^

present. Wasting of the body is accelerated by an unwhole-

some diet and injudicious and intemperate living in Raja'

Yakshma. This disease is seldom curable, and a wise physU

cian should abandon the patient just as its specific symptoms

Would be but partially developed.

-:o>

CHAPTER CLIH.

DuAKtVANfARl said :—Now hear me, Sushruta, discourse*

on the Nidanam of Arochakam (Non-relish for food). The
several morbific diatheses of V5yu, Pittam, and Kapham, by

finding lodgment in the tongue and the heart, give rise to

three different forms of Arochakam. The fourth kind owes

its origin to their concerted action, while the fifth is usually

brought about through a perturbed condition of the mind.

The patient complains of an astringent taste in the mouth

in the Vayu-origined, of a bitter taste in the Pittaja, and

of a sweet taste in the Kaphaja type. In the type due to

grief, fright, or anxiety, all things seem vapid and tasteless.

The vital Udana Vayu flings up the morbific principles from

the bottom of the stomach, and thus carried up into the

cavity of the mouth, they give rise to waterbrash with a

saline taste in the mouth, annihilate all desires for food, and

57
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bring a host of other discomforts in their train. The patient

suddenly feels a pain at the back and about the umbilicus,

and the ingested food is thrown up in the side of his stomach,

causing him to belch out a scanty, frothy, and astringent

chylous matter.

In the Vayu-origined type of this disease there are loud

eructations, and painful and violent vomitings after that, bring-

ing cough, parchedness of the mouth, and hoarseness in their

train. In the Pittaja type, the patient vomits a kind of

greenish, or yellowish, blood-streaked acid matter of a bitter

and astringent taste, resembling alkaline water—thirst, faint-

ing, and a burning sensation in the body being its further

characteristics.

In the type due to the action of the deranged Kapha m,

there is expectoration of thick glossy, yellowish, ropy mucous

of a sweetish saline taste, attended with a copious salivation,

and horlipilation. Symptoms such as, swelling of the mouth,

somnolence, cough, and nausea with a sweetish taste in the

mouth, are found to supervene. In the type due to the con-

certed action of all the three morbific principles of Vayu,

Pittam and Kapham, the patient finds no pleasure even in

the most congenial topics, which, according to Vishnu, ought

to be discussed in a gentle assembly. All sights and sounds

are hateful to him. The disease is aggravated with the

aggravation of any of the abovesaid morbific principles in

the body. The type due to the presence of worms in the

intestines, or to the ingestion of any stale or unwholesome

food, manifests colic, shivering, and nausea, etc., as its specific

indicatioiis.



CHAPTER CLIV.

DHANVANTARl said :—O Sushruta, now I shall discourse on

the Nidinam of Hridroga* which admits of being grouped

under five sub-heads according as the deranged Vayu, Pittam

and Kapham, either severally or concertedly lie at the

root of the disease, or as any parasitic growth in the heart

serves as its exciting factor. In the type due to the action

of the deranged Vayu, the patient complains of a vacuum

in his heart, which seems dry, numbed, and as if being

broken or turn asunder. He cannot bear the least sound or

noise, and is frightened, or feels dejected, or indulges in grief

without any apparent reason. Insomnia becomes markedly

patent, and the patient suffers from difficult breathing,

shivers, and lapses into fits of unconsciousness. The bilious

type develops such symptoms as thirst, fatigue with a burning

sensation in the body, perspiration, acid eructations, vomit-

ing of acid or bilious matter, fever and darkness of vision.

The symptoms, which manifest themselves in the type due

to the action of the deranged Kapham, are a sensation of

numbness in the heart, impairment of digestive faculty, dis-

taste in the mouth, cough, pain in the bones, expectoration

of mucous, somnolence, and fever with a non-relish for food.

The type, which is due to the concerted action of the de-

ranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham, exhibits symtoms which are

peculiar to the form which are respectively brought about by

each of these morbific principles. A blackish (dull) yellow

* The term Hridroga of the Ayurvedic pathology, which is a usually

translated as diseases of the Heart, includes palpilation of the heart,

Angina Pectoris and kindred disorders, such as aneurism of the thoracic

auorta, but does not signify any structural or valvular disorder of the

heart.—TV.
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colour (brownish) of the conjunctiva accompanied by vertigo,

nausea, waterbrash, oedema, expectoration of mucous, and

an itching sensation in the limbs form the specific indica-

tions of the type of Hridroga which is of a parasitic origin.

The patient feels as if his heart is being sawed with a sharp-

toothed saw. The medical treatment of a case of any of

these types of Hridroga should be commenced almost simul-

taneously with the manifestation of any of its specific indi-

cations, inasmuch as it is Often found to run into one of the

incurable types, and speedily runs its course, terminating

fatally in most instances. The sixth form or type of Hridroga

is fouud to result as a supervening symptom of any other pre-

existing distemper in which any of the vital principles of

the organism, such as, blood, lymph-chyle, albumen, etc.,

has suffered an abnormal loss or diminution. In almost all

the types of Hridroga, there occurs a loss of any of the

abovesaid vital principles of the body in consequence of

which both the Vayu and Pittam are enraged. Hence

an abnormal derangement of the Vayu and Pittam, causing

spasmodic jerks in all the limbs, rigour, palpitation of,

and a burning sensation in, the heart, and fits of un-

conscious should be looked for in all the types described

above. The water-crrying vessels, which traverse the throat,

palate, lungs and the root of the tougue, become dry and

parched up, giving rise to a short of unquenchable thirst

which is common to all the forms of Hridroga. An un-

quenchable thirst attended with dryness of the mouth (the

patient craving for more water each time), loss of voice,

roughness of the throat, lips and palate, difficulty in pro-

truding the tongue, delirium, mental aberrations and loud

eructations, are the further characteristics of this disease.

Prostration, dejection of spirit and vertigo with a break-

ing pain in the temples, loss of smell, dulness of

hearing, and insomnia with a vapid taste in the mouth, are

th« symptoms which are developed through the action of
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the deranged Vayu in Hridroga. A little increase of re-

actionary acidity in the stomach after digestion accompanied

by a bitter taste in the mouth, redness of the eyes, a

burning sensation in the body, dryness of, and a feeling as

if fumes are escaping through, the skin, and fainting are

the symptoms which should be specifically attributed to the

action of the deranged Pittam in the present disease. In the

Kshayaja type the aggravated Kaphah chokes up the passages

of Vayu in the heart, and the sticky mucous accumulated in

those vessels absorbs heat, like thickened slime. Somno-

lence, and a sensation as if the lining membrane of the

throat has been studded with the bristles of a Shuka insect,

together with a sweetish taste in the mouth, are the symp-

toms which should be attributed to the action of the deranged

Kapham in this disease. A sensation of heaviness and

numbness in the head, vomiting, lassitude, indigestion with a

non-relish for food, and tympanites, are the symptoms, Which

should be attributed to the concerted action of the deranged

Vayu, Pittam and Kapham in a case of Hridroga. Owing

to the obstructed course of blood and generation of mucouS

in the system in this disease, both the derangfd Vayu arid

Pittam are inordinately aggravated, and for this the patient;

though suffering from an intense heat in the body, is suddenly

seized with a rigour which shakes him to the very bones.

The type of Hridroga, which is caused by the Pittam

being obstructed in the thorax through the agency of tliirst,

should be regarded as of a bilious origin. Similarly, a kind

of aching pain is felt in the heart through drinking large

quantities of water inasmuch as heavy drinks naturally dis-

solve the albuminous constituents of the body and help theit

digestion in the usual way. The kind of thirst, which is

gererated through taking acid, saline or emolient things,

should be regarded as caused by the deranged Kapham. The

kind of thirst which follows from the loss of lymph-chyle

(any vital organic principle)' is kutatrr indication of wastingtor
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consumption. The thirst, which is experienced during a

paroxysm of fever or in consumption, should be regarded as

a mere supervening symptom.

CHAPTER CLV.

DHANVANTARI said :—Now I shall discourse on the Nida-

nam of Madatyayam (diseases which resfclt from the abuse

of wines and spirits) as formerly described by the holy

Rishis of yore.

Wine is sharp, acid (gives rise to an acid-.digestion), dry,

parchifying, light, fatiguing and its potency at once pervades

the minutest capillaries of the organism, and tends to vitiate

the fat of the body. All the preceding properties of wine

such as sharpness, etc., tend to produce a disturbed state of

the mind, and clouden the intellect. Excessive drinking may

even prove fatal. The primary property of wine is to

injuriously affect the ten organs of sense-perception of a

man ; and wine, though heat-making and stimulating in its

primary action, deteriorates the strength of the organism

in its reaction. The use of the first two kinds of wine is

always injurious. It is only the fools of fortune that find

pleasures in cups. A drunkard, even if he happens to be a

king, cannot maintain the dignity of his position, and only

cares for drink in this world, A drunkard king, like a fanged

and uncaged serpent, is capable of committing any mischief

in the world. Wine is the progenitor of filthy speeches, and
the only royal 'road to wretchedness and misery. In the

third stage of drinking there comes unconsciousness. A
drunkard suffers more than death-pangs in life, and loses all

distinction of virtue and vice, honour and dishonour^ or plea-

sure and pain. He indulges in fits of grief or senseless
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laughter at intervals, or falls down unconscious in convulsive

spasms. A strong man after a hearty meal may bear his

wine well. The deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah may also

serve as the exciting factors of the disease known as Mada-
tyayam. Intoxication, pain at the heart, loose motions of

bowels, thirst, unstability of gait, fever with a non-relish for

food, vanishings of sight, cough, dyspnoea, insomnia, exces-

sive perspiration, oedema, and tympanites are the general

symptoms of the disease.*

The patient in such a case remains in a drowsy state,

and talks garrulously even without being spoken to. Fever

with a burning sensation in the body, perspiration, distrac-

tion of the mind, and fits of fainting are the symptoms, which

mark the bilious type of Madatyayam, while vomiting, nausea

somnolence, and tympanites are developed in the one which

owes its origin to the deranged Kapham. All the above

said symptoms are exhibited in the Sannipatika type cjf

Madatyayam. Nothing can be distasteful or disagreeable to

the person who indulges in cups even with a full know-

ledge of its baneful consequences. Such a person only

courts mental imbecility and wilfully kills his mind and

intellect. A Madatyaya-pfttient cannot tell the difference

between a chip of wood and an article of fare in respect

of taste.

Expectoration of mucous, dryness of the throat, somno-

lence, incapability of bearing the least sound with a distrac-

ted state of the mind and shooting pain in the limbs,

* The Ayurvedic Materia Medica recognises three different kinds of

sta'ges of wine, such as Sattvika, Rajasika and Tamasika though Sushruta

recognises a fourth stage or form of drinking called Atiiamasa.

effi3rT<ffT3rrfaHriT ^t ^m^fa trctefl: 11
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diseases of the heart and larynx, epileptic fitSj dyspnoea

thirst, vomiting and fever, are the supervening symptoms of

the type of Madatyayam, which owes its origin to the dis-

ordered Vayu. The self-controlled person, who intelligently

foregoes the pleasures of wine, defies all diseases whether

of the body or of mind. Intoxication, Epilepsy, and Palsy

(corea), are the three diseases which result from the derange-

ment of the vascular and lymphatic systems and are usually

found to afflict a person of injudicious diet and living and

of an irascible or lymphatic temperament of mind. Each of

these diseases is respectively stronger than the one immedia-

tely following it in the order of enumeration. This kind of

Madatyayam has its origin in the impure blood, or results

from the presence of wine (alcohol) in the system, or from

any other idiopathic causes such as aggravation of any of

tne morbific principles of the body; In the Vatajatype of

Madatyayam the complexion becomes pale or sallow on

account of the anaemic condition of the body, or assumes a

dry, reddish, or brownish hue, and the patient is tormented

with a kind of listlessness, and takes recourse to acts of low

cunning. In the Pittaja type, the skin of the body asumes a

reddish yellow colour, and the patient becomes irritable and

querulous. Somnolence, delirium or loose talks mark the

type which owes it origin to the deranged Kapham. All the

abovesaid symptoms are exhibited in the Sannipatika type

of Madatyayam. The specific symptoms of the deranged

Pittam are usually found to be present in almost all the

types of Madttyayam. The patient fails to recognise even

the most familiar voices, and palsy, somnolence, and above

all, a feeling of exhaustion (prostration) gradually supervene.

A languid circulation, or obstruction of the blood in certain

parts of the body, and a partial paralysis of the limbs may
be witnessed in the Sannipatika type. In the Vataja type

of Madatyayam the patient beholds the sky as enveloped in

a blue, red, or black colour, and. Jaints away, regaining
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Consciousness very soots after. Shivering, vertigo, cough with

a pain about the cardiac regidn, epileptic fits, and a brownish
or reddish colour of the skin during the fit are the further

characteristics of this type. In the Pittaja type the patient

faints away seeing the sky wrapped in red or blue, and
regains consciousness oppressed with thirst, perspiration and
a burning sensation in the body. The cdmplexibri becomes

blue Or yellow during the paroxysm of fainting, the eyes

become red Or yellow and the patient cbnip'lains of a break-

ing pain in his body and talks incoherently. In the Kaphaja

type of Madatyayam the patient sees the welkin enshrouded

with a cloud like pall, and falls down unconscious. ConscidUs-

hess returns late in this type, and the patient suffers front

nausea and salivation after being restored to his senses.

Owing to the sensation of numbness and heaviness in the

limbs, the patient falls down all on a heap like a goat. All the

aforesaid symptoms are coinbhiedly exhibited in the Sanni-

patika type of Madatyayam. Moreover, the patient suffers from

epileptic fits in this Sannipatika type, and falls down uncons-

cious through the aggravated condition df the morbific principles!

t>f his body, even in the absence of any frightening or anaesthetic

agent. The fit passes off spontaneously as sOon as the dynamics

of the morbific diathesis spends itself in the body, and the

patient regains his consciousness even without the help of

any serise-restoring medicine. The (unctions of the mind

as well as of the sense organs, and the faculty Of speech

are jedpardis^d in this disease; and the patient, though other-

wise of an unstable and impaired mind, acquires a kind of

increased physical strength through the disorder of the

hervous system. A sudden derangement of the respiratory

system brings on a .swoon in Madatyayam, Which may

terminate fatally, and in which the patient lies stiff and rigid,

like a log of wood, with a bluish, shrunken, cadaverous

countenance. A little delay in calling in medical help in

these cases is often followed by a fatal consequence. It is

53
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morally obligatory on a physician to rescue a man from

drowning in the ocean of Mad&tyayam, which, like any other

ocean abounding in dreadful sea-monsters, is full of many

serious symptoms. There is a dictum in the Vedas to the

effect that a drunkard feels merry or irritated at intervals.

Vices described before should be considered as appertaining

to wine improperly taken or used. " Wine paves the road

to hell" is a prohibitory aphorism, which should be inter-

preted as interdicting the abuse or injudicious use of wine.

Wine properly and judiciously taken is same as the divine

ambrosia. It gives health, strength and beauty to persons

using it, and ultimately leads to their salvation.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CLVI.

DhaNVANTARI said :—O Sushrura, I shall now discour*e

on the Nidanam of Haemorrhoids. Fleshy condylomatous

growths are found to frequently crop up on the body. Polypi,

that appear in the region of the rectum obstructing its orfice,

are called Arshas (Haemorrhoids). The enraged and ag-

gravated morbific principles of the body such as, the deranged

V5yu, Pittam, etc., give rise to these growths of diverse

shape in the anal region by vitiating the local skin, fat

(adipose tissue) and flesh, which the learned call Haemorrhoids.

These growths may be divided into two classes- such as, the

congenital and post-natal ones. They are either dry, bleed-

ing or jagged, and are situated in the region of the rectum.

The' passage of the rectum measures five fingers' widths and

a half in length, and haemorrhoids are found to appear

within the length of three fingers'-widths and a half from the

external otfice of the anus. Bleeding occurs from the veins
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which run through these internal piles or haemorrhoids, while

the external ones are found to be situated in the region

of the anus within the length of a finger's-width of its

external orfice. Another kind of polypi crop up in the region

about a finger and a half distant from the anus, aronnd the

outskirt of which the hairs grow.

The congenital haemorrhoids are attributed to injudicious

conducts of its parents during the period of gestation and

the bodily discomfort of the child during its inter-uterine

life. The Sannipatika form of haemorrhoids owes its origin

to the concerted action of the deranged morbific principles

of the body, and to the curse of gods as well. Congenital piles,

like any other congenital disease, are incurable, and they are

dry, ugly-looking, pointing inward, of a pale (yellowish)

colour, and are attended with all the dreadful supervening

symptoms. Haemorrhoids may be divided into six different

forms, viz., those which are severally due to the action of

the deranged Vayu, Pittam, or Kapham, of Vayu and

Pittam, of Vayu and Kapham, of Pittam and Kapham, and

of Vayu, Pittam, and Kapham combined.

The polypi, which are due to the action of the deranged

Vayu and Kapham, are dry, while those which owe their

origin to the concerted action of the Vayu and Pittam, are

moist and exuding. The factors, which tend to aggravate

the morbific principles of the body in this disease, have been

described before, and likewise, impaired digestion, accumula-

tion of feces in the intestines, and sexual excesses may be

set down as conditions which help the growth of these

polypi. Similar vegetations of polypous growths may appear

in the throat, eyes, bladder, uterus, lips, etc., through a

pressure, or friction, or rubbing of those localities with fingers,

or with any other hard substance, or through the agency

of a small cough, or choking cough during a drink. Con-

stant contact of extremely cold water, long and frequent

rides, voluntary repression of any urging toward micturition
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or defecation, violent straining, at the time of bearing down,

the s,tooI, or of passing water, daily ingestion of loathsome

food, lienteric diarrhoea, fasting, pulls that involve a heavy,

strain on the muscles, acts that involve a heavy strain on,

the female organs of generation, and miscarriage are factors,

which tend to enrage the Apana Vayu (Gen.ito-urinary and

illiac nerve force) of the organism. The feces lie incarce-

rated in the grooves (flexus) of the rectum owing to the

disordered condition of this angry. Apana, giving rise to a

sort of congestion ia. those localities which help the vegeta-

tion of haemorrhoids.

The symptoms., which mark the preliminary stage of- this.

disease, [axe impaired digestive capacity, loss of appetite,

distension of the abdomen, aching pain in the loins and

calves 'of the legs, vertigo, a burning, sensation in the eyes,

oedema, and loose motions, or constipation, of the bowels.

The wind incarcerated about and below the umbilicus, ia

passed, with the greatest difficulty, and attended with loud

reports, andjbleeding.

The aggravated Vayu, by producing a parched condition;

of the intestines, gali and urinary bladders, gives rise to all

kinds of hsemorrhoid growths. The patient gradually becomes,

thinner and more dejected. The complexion becomes pale-

and sallow ; the strength of the body is markedly diminished;

and, the wjhole organism becomes sapless as a worm-eaten,

tree. The pain in the regions, of the Marmas specifically

described under Yakshma is found to supervene with cough,

thirst, dyspnoea,, lassitude, vomiting, oedema, fever, deafness,

' and a disagreeable taste in the mouth. An aching pain in,

the limbs, anus, groins, umbilicus, and the region of the heart

may be also present. The patient constantly' spits and)

evinces no desire, for food/a,ndi remains, drowsy all day long.

A kind of bilious discharge, resembling washing, of meat, is.

secreted from the rectum,.

^a some cases the vegetations remain dry, while in others.
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they are found to suppurate and burst. Pn the type due to.

the action of the deranged Pittam, they become yellow, sup,

jxurate, spontaneously burst, and bleed. In the type due to

the action of the enraged Vayu,. the polypi are marked by their

small growth and absence of any secretion. They are found
to be rough, uneven, sharp-pointed, hard-, and of a reddish or

brownish colour, with their external ends, cracked and severed,,

resembling a Vimba, Karkandu, Kharjura, or Karpasa seed in>

shape. Simp of them grow in the shape of Kadarnva flowers-.

while others are found to resemble mustard seeds in size and!

shape. An excruciating pain in the head, sides, shoulders,,

thighs and inguinal regions, salivation, eructation., distension ofi

the abdomen, cough, dyspnoea, vertigo, noise in the ears,,

impaired digestion with a catching pain in the hea*t, an-d>

an extreme nonrelish for food are the symptoms, which mark

the Vayu-origined type of haemorrhoids. The patient in this.

type passes hard, knotty, slimy, stool with loud flatus and)

much straining. The skin, nails, feces, urine, eyes and' face oi

of the patient assume a black (dep blue) hue, and splenic

dropsy, internal glands (Gulma) and mucous tumours make-

their appearance with the progress of the disease, fn the

Pittaja type, the heads of the polypi assume a blackish, bluish,,

or yellowish red colour. They are felt soft to the touch, emit

afleshy smell, and secrete a thi c bloody discharge from theifr

elongated ends. Some of them are either like the tongues of'

parrots, or resemble the mouths of leeches in shape, or are

shaped like the liver. A burning sensation of the body

together with suppuration, of the growths, perspiration, epi*

leptic fits and an extreme repugnance for foodare the symp-

toms which are found to supervene. The patient passes-a kind

of hard undigested, feces which are coloured ; green,, yeJlow^ or-

bloody at intervals. The polypi- are thick at the middle like

bprjey corns, and the- skin, nails, feces, urinej eyes, etc., of-

the patient assume a yellow color in this type of' the disease,

\n. the Shleshnuaja type, the haemorrhoid growths are thick an.d,
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flat at their base and are found to vegetate over a consider-

able area around the anus. They are white, slightly painful,

glossy, unyielding, firm, smooth, globular in shape, and are felt

soft{to the touch. An itching sensation is invariably experi-

enced in the affected region, and the patient feels an irresisti-

ble desire to constantly handle the growths, which seem heavy

and as if enshrouded with a wet compress, resembling either

the Kantaki seeds, bamboo sprouts, or the teats of a cow

in shape. The patient complains of a catching, binding

pain in the inguinal regions, and of a drawiug pain either in

the bladder, rectum, or in the umbilical region. Cough, dys-

pnoea, nausea, vomiting, catarrh, repugnance for food, stran-

gury, heaviness of the head, rigour, fever, increased sexual

desire, mucous dysentery, dulness of appetite, and urethral

and urinary disorders are the symptoms which are likewise

found to supervene. In this type the patient passes stool

in large quantities with much straining. The stool is found

to be largely charged with thick, lard-like mucous, and the

polypi are marked by the absence of bleeding or of any kind

of slimy discharge. They look grey and glossy, and do not

burst or crack even under the pressure of hard feces. The
type of haemorrhoids, which owes its origin to the concerted

action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam, aod Kapham, exhibits

symptoms which are respectively peculiar to the three kinds

described above. Haemorrhoids, which result from a cotami-

nated (lit : enraged) condition of the blood, resemble Gunja
berries, or coral or Vata sprouts in shape and colour, and
are attended with all the symptoms specifically described

under the Pittaja type. The polypi, under the pressure of

hard stool, violently bleed in this type, and in consequence of

such copious haemorrhages the complexion of the patient

becomes pale and yellowish like the skin of a yellow frog,

not to speak of hosts of other distempers which result from
the loss of blood. The patient gets thinner and feebler every-

day. The complexion becomes pale and sallow, the organs
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fail to perform their proper functions, and the spirit becomes

gloomy and dejected. The Vayu enraged and aggravated

through the ingestion of gram, mudga, bamboo sprouts and

such like .stuff, takes lodgment in the region of the rectum,

and obstructs the downward passage of the body by absorb*

ing moisture from the urine and stool, which becomes ex-

tremely hard in consequence. Thus incarcerated in the

system they give rise to an excruciating pain in the sides,

abdomen, back, and sacral and cardiac regions, bringing

on tympanitis, ascites, salivation, colic in the urinary bladder,

cedematous swelling of the cheeks, and an obstinate constipa-

tion of the bowels with the progress of the disease. The
deranged Vayu, if happens to take an upward direction in the

system, in this disease, produces vomiting, repugnance for

food, fever, palpitation of the heart and kindred complaints,

diarrhoea, dysentery, suppression of urine, deafness, dyspnoea

cough, coryza, fecal disorders, thirst, internal glands (gulmas),

cephalagia and a violent obstinate headache, etc., which are

usually attributed to its aggravation and disturbance. As-

thma or any other form of dyspnoea, and entire suppression of

the stool and urine with tympanitis are the distressing symp-

toms, which are usually found to supervene, causing death of

the patient in unfavourable instances. Even in the absence

of foregoing exciting factors, rectal haemorrhoidsjnay grow

from quite idiopathic causes in persons whose abdominal

chamber has been invaded by the deranged and incarcerated

Vayu of the body. The congenital form of the disease, as

well as the one in which the polypi are found to vegetate

upon the inner groove of the rectum soon becomes incurable.

Palliation is the only treatment possible in these cases in the

event of the digestive faculty of the patient being sound and

unimpaired. A case of haemorrhoids in which the polypi

vegetate on the second groove of the rectum may lapse

into an incurable one in the event of their not being remedied

within the first year of their growth or appearance. A case
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&f haemorrhoids in Which the podypi are of recent growth arid

are found to vegetate on the butef or external groove of the

tectum* and in Which only a single morbific principle of the

body serves as the exciting factor, may yield to medical treats

ment. Polype Which ate folind to cWp up On the generative

drgans (condylomatotls growths), or On the region of the um-

bilicus, are slimy and Felt soft to the touch like the mouth of

an earth-worm. The deranged Vyina Vayu of the system, by

forcing out the deranged kapham through the skin, gives

rise to a kind of pappilatous growths on the surface of the

body which are called Charmakilas, which are firm and

rough to the touch. In the Vataja type of Cbarmakilasj

a piercing pain is felt irk the growths ; in the Pittaja type

they are found to be black capped, While in the Kaphaja

type they become glossy, concurrent, and of the same colour

With the surrounding skirt. Ah intelligent person should

resort td good medical treatment from the very first appear-

ance of this disease in his organism, in as much as a little

delay or neglect might bring in a host of other rectal diV

orders and ascitis.

CHAPTER CLVlt.

ftifiANVANtAftl said :— Hear me now, O Sushtuta; discourse

Oh the Nidanam Of Atlsara (dysentery) arid Grahini (Liertterifc

diarrhcSa.) The three morbific principles of the body such as

the VayU, Pittam, and kaphairt, as Well as their combinations

and fright and grief may Be set down as the exciting factors

6f Atisara, Which admits of being divided into six different

types. Drinking of large quantities df water, ingestion of

dty food, or df inordinate quantities of lard, oil) butter, ot
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cakes, and excessive indulgence in cups may be [likewise set

down as the exciting causes of the disease. The bodily

Vayu (nerve force), disturbed on account of either day-sleep*

keeping of late hours, presence of worms in the intestines,

and voluntary repression of any natural urging of the body,

etc., takes lodgment in the intestines and impairs the digestive

function, causing a rush 6f blood to the nether regions of

the body. The Vayu by continuing in the intestines with the

feces and ingested food, ssrves to liquify the stool and give

rise to the disease which is called Atisara. A breaking pain

in the rectum, abdomen and cardiac region, together with 2

sense of lassitude and constipation of the bowels are the

premonitory symptoms of Atisara. Distension of the

abdomen, together with indigestion, scanty ejections of the

contents of the stomach without any sound or report, frothy

turbid stool, or constant passing of knotty, slimy feces, and

a burning, cutting pain about the anus mark the Vltaja-type

of Atisara. Fever is absent in this type of Atisara. The
anus is constricted, or the patient suffers from prolapsus ani

together with^dyspncea and horripilation. Constant passing

of yellow, black, yellowish, greenish or blood-coloured, fetid

smelling stool, together with thirst, epileptic fits, and a

Jburning sensation in the body mark the Pittaja-type.

An aching, burning pain in the region of the anus, to-

gether with constant passings of thick, slimy, scanty stool,

characterises the Kaphaja-type of Atisara. All the above-

said symptoms together with nausea, vomiting, a sense of

heaviness about the. anus and in the abdomen, and horripi-

lation are the characteristics of the Sannipatika-type. The

patient loses all consciousness in this type, and thinks what

he has done as undone.

The bodily Vayu enraged through the effect of fright upon

the mind liquifies the stool which is immediately passed out

in hot or warm jets. In the VSta-Paittika-type symptoms

respectively described under the Vataja and Pittaja-types 6f

59
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Atisara are combinedly exhibited. The specific symptoms of

Atisira brought about through the action of grief are identi-

cal with those described under the fright-born type.

The disease admits of being further grouped under two

broad subdivisions such as, the Sama (with mucous) and

Nirama (without mucous). In the first named type (Sama)

the stool emits a very fetid smell, and nausea vith distension

of the abdomen, and suppression of urine are also present.

A case exhibiting symptoms other than the foregoing ones

should be included within the Nirama group. A marked

predotninence of the deranged Kapham in the body during

the term of Atisara leads to death. A case of Atisara neg-

lected at the outset may run into one of Grahini (Lienteric

diarrhoea). Ingestion of a large quantity of articles, that

impair the digestive function, brings about either Ana or

Nirama type of fever. Incarceration of undigested food

in the stomach is sure to be followed by an attack of

Atisara of the Sama-type. The disease is so named from

the fact of one's passing large (Ati) quanties of stool during

its attack. This disease naturally and invariably proves

fatal. A case of Amatisara usually follows from indigestion

and on account of the incarceration of undigested fecal

matter in the intestines. A case of old and persistent Atisara

runs into one of Grahini, which may be divided into four

different types such as, Vataja-Grahini, Pittaja-Grahini,

Kaphaja-Grahini, and Sannipatika-Grahini. A sense of

lassidude in the limbs and constant emission of flatus

together with salivation, and a distaste in the mouth, thirst,

vertigo, repugnance for food, colic, vomiting, and buzzing in

the ears are the .general indications of Grahini. Weakness
and emaciation of the body, hot eructations, dyspepsia

fever, epiliptic fits, a sensation of numbness in the head and

cardiac region, oedematous swelling of the extremities,

drowsiness, parchedness of the palate, darkness of vision,

noise in the ears, pain (crams) in the neck, thighs, sides and
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inguinal regions, and cholera are the symptoms, which are

found to supervene. All these symptoms are aggravated in

a weak patient, thirst and hunger being specially and oppres-

sively increased.

The abdomen gets distended close upon the completion

of digestion, and the patient finds a little relief immediately

after eating. Palpitation of the heart, with pain in the car-

diac region and kindred complaints, internal glands fgulmas)

rectal haemorrhoids, splenic enlargement, Chlorosis and loss

of consciousness should be regarded as the distressing and

supervening troubles in a case of Vataja'-Grahini. The stool

is frequent, and either loose, hard or frothy and is passed with ,

loud report, causing pain about the anus as well as cough

and dyspnoea. In the Pittaja-type, the stool is either yellow-

ish, or bluish yellow. Acid eructions, with a burning sensa-

tion in the heart and throat, repugnance for food, and an

unquenchable thirst are the further characteristics of this type

of Grahini. Painful motions of the bowels, difficulty of

digestion, vomiting, reprugnance for food, burning sensation

in the mouth, salivation, cough, nausea, catarrh, distension

and heaviness of the abdomen, sweet eructations, lassitude,

and horripilation are the specific ^features of the Kaphaja-

type. The patient passes thick stool charged with mucous

All the abovesaid symptoms are exhibited in the Sannipatika-

type. Epilepsy, stone in the bladder, Leprosy, Gonorrhoea,

Ascites, fistula in ano, haemorrhoids, and Grahini should °e

regarded as great maladies (Maha Roga) and cures in these

cases are extremely difficult.



CHAPTER CLVIII.

DHANVANTAR I said :—Now, hear me, Sushruta, discourse-

on the .(Etiology and symptoms of Mutraghata (suppressed

or scanty urination) and Mutrakmchchha (strangury). The

urinary bladder, with its neck or region of outlet, as well as

the penis, the hip, the testes and the rectum are covered with

one and the same peritonium, and are situated within the

pelvic cavity. The urinary bladder is placed with its cervix

(neck) hung downward and is filled with the help of the two

ureters which open obliquely at the base of its fundus. The

morbific principles of the ,body such as, the deranged Vayu,

Pittam and Kapham, may enter the minute nerve vessels

that transverse this membranous sac of the body, and may

give rise to twenty different forms of disorder. Both Pra-

meha and Mutraghata attack the Marma or the vulnervable

part of the pelvis where the penisj(urethca), inguinal ligaments,

and ligaments of the pelvic bones meet one another, and in

both these diseases, the patient constantly passes a very small

quantity of urine with pain in the aforementioned localities.

In the Vataja form of Mutraghata the urine is scanty and

is constantly emitted with the greatest pain. - In the Pittaja

form the patient passes a high coloured or bloody urine at-

tended with a burning sensation and pain at the external

orfice of the urethra. In the Kaphaja type the patient com-

plains of swelling and heaviness in the urinary bladder and

the urethra (lit:—penis). The face of the patient assumes a

withered, bluish aspect in the case where the deranged and

aggravated bodily Vayu serves as the exciting factor of this

disease (Mutraghata). The preponderance of the deranged

Vayu, Pittam, and Kapham in a give* case of Mutraghata is

marked by the scanty emission of urine charged with sperm,

bile matter, or mucous. The deranged Pittam in a case of
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the Pittaja type of Mutraghita may generate urinary calculi

or concretions to the size and colour of Gorochana (hard

biliary concretions occasionally obtained from the gall blad-

der of an ox.) The deranged and aggravated Kapham should

be regarded as underlying all cases of urinary concretions

(lit :—stone in the bladder).

A distended condition of the urinary bladder with an ex-

cruciating pain in fegidns around that organ is the premonU

tary symptom of a. case of stone in the bladder—accumulation?

of urine in that membraneous sac, difficult and painful mictu-

rition, fever with a repugnance for food, and a pain about the

umbilicus, bladder and the perineal suture, and headache being

its general characteristics. These urinary concretions ob-

struct the external orfice of the bladder, and the patient passes

a clear, crystal-coloured urine with extreme pain and difficulty

A long retention of the urine in the bladder in these cases

may produce local congestion followed by bleeding and a

pain in the urethra. In the Vataja-type, the patient

gnashes his teeth violently, and shakes. The incarcerated

urine in this type of Ashmari produces an excruciating

pain about the umbilicus, and the patient passes a sort

of hot, frothy stool accompanied by emission of flatus,

and the urine is dribbled out in drops with pain. In the

Vataja type the urinary concretions become rough, and

of a tawny-brown colour, and are found to be studded

with thorns (crystaline.) In the Pittaja-type, the patient

complains of a burning pain in the urinary bladder, and the

concretions are found to resemble the stones of Bhallatafea

fruit, or become of a red, yellow, or white colour. In the-

Kaphaja type of urinary calculi, an excruciating pain is expe-

rienced in the bladder, and the concretions are felt to be cold

and heavy. Urinary calculi found in the bladders of infants,

usually become, small, heavy, white or honey-coloured. These

calculi should be extracted from the bladder before they can-

grow in size, or attain their fullest development.
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A stream of semen, anywise obstructed in its emission,

may give rise to the genesis of dreadful seminal concretions. •

Th« deranged and aggravated Vayu of ttxe locality dries

up the drops of semen, thus cfisloged from its proper recep-

tacle, and keeps them ensconced in the shape of hard crystals

within the spermatic chords in ths scrotum. The concre-

tions are called Shukrashmaries, which produce a painful

swelling of the bladder and difficulty in passing urine. The

formation of semen in a man is at once arrested imme-

diately upon the formation of seminal concretions in his

spermatic chords.

An attack of fever, or an obstinate cough may tend to

transform these urinary concretions into gravels or Sharkaras.

These calculi, being split and crushed by the force of the

aggravated bodily Vayu in the locality, may pass off with

the urine in its normal course. Taking a contrary or upward

direction they lie incarcerated in the urinary bladder, pro-

ducing a kind of irritation in its cervix, which impedes the

free emission of urine, and causes it to dribble out. The

deranged Vayu, thus aggravated, fills up the cavity of the

bladder, and thenca it gradually permeates the peritonium of

tho abdomen, causing it to be distended and producing pain-

ful spasms in its inside, as well as tympanites.

The enraged and aggravated bodily Vayu by taking lodg-

ment in |;he urinary bladder causes the urine to flow out in

drops. The urine is invariably emitted in broken or ob-

structed jets. The disease, thus engendered, is called Vata-

vasti. This disease is extremely hard to cure, and becomes

much more difficult when it is associated with the deranged

Vayu. The deranged and aggravated bodily Vayu taking

lodgment in that part of the perineum which lies between

the rectum and the urinary bladder may give rise to a kind

of thick, knotty, round, raised concretions which is called

Vatashthila. It brings on profuse micturition and copious

evacuations of the bowels. The enraged bodiry Vayu is
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coiled up, and produces an excruciating p^in, in the urinary

bladder without in any way interfering with the flow of urine,

but giving rise to vertigo, a sensation of numbness and

heaviness in the limbs, and nausea.

The type of disease, which is known as Vatakundalika, and

which is but an offspring of enforced continence or voluntary

suppression of semen, is characterised by a scanty though

constant urination. The urine suppressed in these cases

produces a slight pain at the external orfice of' the urethra.

The suppressed flow (of uyine), forced to recoil back upon

itself through the obstruction of the enraged Vayu, tends to

distend the abdomen from below the umbilicus, and gives

rise to a kind of intolerable pain in the locality accompanied

by tympanites and loose motions of the bowels. The en-

raged Vayu, in this disease, tends to send up the urine higher

up in the abdominal cavity, whence results the scantiness

of that fluid. The said enraged Vayu finds lodgment either

in the intestines, urinary bladder, or in the umbilical region,

giving rise to a constant, and, sometimes slightly painful,

micturition. The urine is emitted in gusts (lit. in unbroken

jets) and the residue of the fluid lies pent up in the scrotum,

producing a sensation of heaviness in the scrotal sac. Some-

times, the urine, accumulated and pent up little by little in

the bladder, gives rise to a kind of local nodular growths, which

somewhat resemble urinary calculi in shape, and are called

Mutragranthis. A sexsual intercourse in these urinary

diseases, enrages the local Vayu, which may tend to dislodge

and draw up the spermatic fluid from its receptacle. The

semen, under the circumstance, is found to be emitted either

before, or with the flow of urine, resembling washings of

ashes. The disease is called Mutra Shukra (a type of

spermatorrhoea).

The enraged Vayu, by bringing down fecal matter into

the urinary channel of a weak, emaciated patient of parched

temperament, causes the disease which is called Mutra-
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Vighata. The disease is characterised by loose motions of

the bowels with tympa'nites, and emission of urine in

drops, smelling like fecal matter. The bodily Vayu, enraged

through the agency of the aggravated Pittam, inordinate

physical exercise, excessive ingestion of sharp and acid sub-

stances, and retention of urine in the bladder, causes a disease,

called Ushna Vaja, its specific symptoms being an extreme

burning sensation in the bladder, scanty urination followed

by emission of hot bloody urine, or hematuria. The

deranged Pittam and Vayu finding lodgment in the urinary

bladder of a person of exhausted and parched up constitu-

tion, give rise to a disease which is called Mutrakshaya,

characterised by scanty, painful, burning urination. When
the local Vayu is affected by the deranged Pittam and

Kapham, it produces a disease which is called Mutrasada.

The urine is either red, yellow, or white and thick, attended

with burning, or resembles the colour. of oxbile, or, powdered

conch-shell. The urine may be entirely absent in some

cases, or may assume any of the aforesaid colours. Thus

all diseases affecting the flow of urine have 'been described

in detail.

CHAPTER CLIX.

DhanvAntari said :—Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse

on the causes and symptoms of Pramehas.

Twenty different forms of Prameha are recognised in

practice. Of these, ten are due to the action of the

deranged Kapham, six are caused through the agency of the

deranged Pittam, and four have their origin in the aggra-

vated condition of
t
the bodily Vayu. The semen, fat, and

urine, surcharged with Kapham, should be looked upon as
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the immediate exciting factors of the several types of

Prameh a.

A patient suffering from Haridra-Meha passes hot stool

and urine, having the colour of turmeric. A person attacked

with Manjishtha-Meha passes urine like the solution of

Mangishtha. (yellowish red). The urine in a case of Rakta-

Meha is either pure blood, or hot, bloody and saline, while

that in Vasa-Meha is either a jet of fat, or is found to be

coloured like lard, A person suffering from Majja-Meha

passes urine, which resembles, or is charged with, marrow,

A patient in this disease, like a wild and infuriated ele-

phant, does not constantly pass urine, but passes a copious

flow Whenever urinating. The urine in Hasti Meha is copious

and found to be largely charged with slimy mucous. A Madhu-

Meha patient passes urine which resembles honey. The

obstruction of the channels of the bodily Vayu (nerves) by

the deranged Pittam and Kapham in an organism, which has

suffered a considerable loss in its fundamental, vital princi-

ples, may be likewise set down as the exciting factor of

-Madhu meha. The morbic principles, which usher in the

disease in a given case, soon exhibit their specific symptoms.

A case of Prameha spontaneously exhibits symptoms of

-amelioration or aggravation without any apparent reason,

and soon runs into one of the most difficult and obstinate type.

All types of Prameha, neglected at the outset, may run into

Madliu-Meha in course of time. The urine in Madhu-Meha

becomes sweet like honey. AH cases of Prameha in which

the bodily excretions of the patient acquire a sweetish taste,

should be regarded as cases of Madhumeha.

Indigestion, with a non-relish for food, vomiting,

somnolence, cough, and catarrh are the distessing symptoms,

which are found to supervene in a case of Meha due to the

action of the deranged Kapham. A pricking pain in the

urinary bladder and urethra, bursting of the scortum, fever

with a burning sensation of the body, epilepsy, thirst, sour

60
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risings, and loose motions of the bowels are the distressing

symptoms, which supervene in a case of Maha due to the

action of the deranged TPittam. Suppression of stool, flatus,

and urine, shivering, a catching pain about the heart, with a

desire for (pungent, bitter or astringent) food), colic, insomnia,

cough, dyspnoea, and wasting are the distressing symptoms,

which mark a Vataja type of Prameha.

The ten kinds of carbuncles, or abscesses, which mark the

sequel of Prameha are called Saravika, Kachchhapika,

Jvalini, Vinata, Alaji, Masurika, Sarshapika, Putrini, and

Vidarika. The ingested food in combination with the

deranged Kapham of the system usually ushers in an

attack of Prameha, and the deranged Kaphah, in most cases,

may be set down as the primary and exciting factor of the

disease. The urine in every type of Prameha becomes

slimy, acid, sweet or saline, heavy (in respect of its

specific gravity), oily and cold. Use of newly harvested

rice, new wine, meat-soup, meat, sugarcane, treacle and

milk in excessive quantities, and sharing the same bed or

cushion with a Prameha-patient may be set down as the

exciting factors of this disease. The deranged Kaphah

located in the urinary bladder liquefies the fat and myosin

of the body like excrementitious discharge. The1

aggravated

Vayu, on the subsidence of the action of the deranged

Kapham, augments the action of the Pittam, and brings on

congestion of blood in the urinary bladder, thus producing,

the disease, which is called Prameha.

The prognosis in a case of Prameha should be deter-

mined in consideration of the nature of the morbific

diatheses underlying the attack. A continuance of the Vayu,

Pittam, and Kapham in their normal state (in the patient's

body) points to a happy prognosis, while the reverse is

indicated when their natural equilibrium is in any way dis-

turbed. The patient, in each type of Prameha, passes a

copious, turbid urine, which should be regarded as
'

one
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of the general characteristics of the disease. As a

variety of colours may be produced through a combina-

tion of those that are white, yellow, black or red, so the

deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham, in combination with

the different organic principles of fat, flesh, etc., may serve to

give a variety of colours to the urine in this disease.

In the type known as Udaka-Meha (poluria), the patient

passes a copious, transparent, water-like or slightly turbid,

slimy, cold, and odourless urine. In a case of Ikshu-Meha,

the patient passes a sweet, vinegar-like urine.

In Sandra-Meha (Chyluria), the patient passes a thick

urine, which resembles stale rice-boilings. In Pishta-Meha,

the patient passes urine like a solution of pasted rice attended

with horripilation. In Sura-Meha, the patient passes urine

like wine, which is transparent in its surface but leaves a

sediment at its bottom. In Sukra-Meha (Spermatorrhoea),

the patient passes urine highly charged with semen, or

resembling semen in colour. In Sikata-Meha, the urine be-

comes turbid, ,and is found to leave a sediment resembling

hard grains of sand. The urine becomes cold, sweet, and

copious in S'ita-Meha, while it dribbles out or is emitted

in successive and broken jets in S'anair Meha. In Lalar

Meha, the urine becomes slimy and shreddy like saliva,

while in Kshara-Meha, it assumes an alkaline character, or

resembles an alkaline solution in taste, touch, smell and

appearance. In Nilameha, the patient passes a bluish urine,

while in Kala Meha, the urine becomes black as ink.

A case of Prameha, neglected at the outset, may be fol-

lowed by the appearance of one of the ten aforesaid types

of abscess at a fleshy part of the patient's body, or about any

of his bone-joints, or about any anastomosis of veins, arteries,

etc., (Marmasthanam). Of these, the type of abscess known

as S'ara'vika, is raised or elevated at its margin and dipped

in its centre, characterised by the absence of any pain or

discharge, and resembles a saucer in shape. An abscess
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appearing about the seat of the body, and characterised* By

an intolerable, burning sensation in its inside, and resembling

a tortoise in shape, is called Kachchhapika. An abscess,

which is of a considerably large size- and assumes a bluish

colour, is called Vinata. An abscess, which develops a

kind of intolerable, burning sensation in the skin during

its stage of incubation, is called Jvatinr. An abscess of the,

present type becomes extremely painful. An abscess, which

is tinged either red or white, is studded with belbs or

blisters, and is characterised by a sort of burning sensation, re-

called Alaji. Postules to the size of lentil seeds are called

Masurika, white those that crop up like small mustard seeds-

on the tongue in the Tatter stage of Prameba, attended with

an extreme pain and local suppuration, are called Sarshapikav

Abscesses, that crop up covering a considerably extensive

area, marked by a comparatively smaller elevation, are called

Putrini. An abscess, which is hard and round like the root of

a Vidarika, is called Vidarika. An abscess, which is marked

by features peculiar to erysipelas, is called Vidradhika. Of

these, the types known as Putrini and Vidari are characterised

by an excessive deposit of fat, and a kind of intolerable pain.

Other kinds of abscesses may mark the sequel of a case of

Prameba, marked by an extremely aggravated condition of the

deranged Pittam. The deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham

in connection with a case of Prameba give rise to abscesses

peculiar to their respective aggravated conditions in the body

of a person of vitiated fat, even without an attack of Pra-

meha, but their specific natures can not be ascertained

till their characterestic colours are developed. A case in

which a person passes an extremely high-coloured urine,,

like washings of turmeric or blood, without the specific

feature? of urine in Prameha as described before, should be

diagnosed as a ease of Raktapittarn (urethral haemorrhage)

Perspiration, with a bad smell in the body, lassitude of the

body with a kind of gone feeling in the limbs, inclination
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to sleep, eating, and repose, a burning sensation 1
in- the

heart, eyes, tongue and ears, growth, ar.d thickness, of the

ends of finger-nails and1 hairs, fondness for cool things- and

cooling measures, and dryness of the palate, with a sweet

taste in the mouth and burning sensation in the extremities

are the symptoms, which mark the premonitory stage of

Prameha. Ants are found to infest the urine of a patient!

during this stage of Prameha, and thirst, and sweetness of

the urine, etc., are the symptoms, which are developed witf*

the progress of the disease. The body having been per-

meated with deranged Kaphah, the bodily Vayu gets the

tipper hand of the other morbific diathesis in the body,, and

produces the Va'taja type of Prameha. Types of Prameha K

due to the action of the deranged Pittam or Kapbam, fully

exhibit their charateristic symptoms, while those, which are

due to any impure contact, take time to develop all their

specific features, and are contaminated from one person to-

another. Types of Prameha, due to the action of the deranged

Pittam, may be checked, if not cured. A case of Prameha

may be expected to be cured only before the specific symp-

toms are fairy developed.

-:o:

CHAPTER CLX.

Dhanvantari said r—Hear me, O Sushruta, now discourse

on the aetiology and symptomology etc., of abscesses,

(Vidradhi) and Gulmas (internal glands). Ingestion of stale,,

dry, parchifying, or extremely hot food may be set down as the

primary cause of Vidradhis and Gulmas. The blood vitiated

through such factors as gratification of carnal propensities

by unnatural means, use of hard and uneven beds,, etc.,
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vitiates, in its turn, the skin, flesh, fat, and bones of the body,,

and takes refuge in the abdominal cavity, causing a round

or extended swelling to appear either in the inside or on

the surface of the body, attended with an excruciating, aching

pain, which is called a Vidradhi. The morbific principles of

the body, such as the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham,

either severally or combinedly, may give rise to an abscess,

which may likewise occur in any part of the body, which

has been profusely bled. An external abscess appearing at^

any part of the body as an outcome of profuse blood-letting

is found to have a knotty formation. An internal tumsur,

on the other hand, is always found to be deep-seated, com-

pact as an internal gland (Gulma) and chequered with orfices,

like an ant-hill, through which secretions are exuded. The

patient complains of impaired digestion in this internal type

of Vidradhi, which proves fatal in many instances.

The spleen, liver, lungs, heart, urinary bladder, inter-

costal, and inguinal regions principally form the seats of these

internal abscesses. A heavy palpitation of the heart, en-

hancing the pain, is experienced when an abscess occurs

in that locality. The abscess assumes either a blackish or

bluish red colour, is slow in its growth and suppuration, and

regular in its formation. Loss of consciousness, vertigo,

tympanites with suppression of the stool and urine, and

bleeding, attended with a kind of indistinct report, are the

distressing symtoms which are found to supervene. An
abscess orignated through the action of the deranged Pittam

assumes either a red, copper, or black colour, and is attended

with fainting, fever and a burning sensation. The abscess

is rapid in its growth, and suppuration sets in early in the

Pittaja type. An abscess of the Kaphaja type is tinged

grey, and is attended with an itching sensation, and shivering.

Numbness of the affected part, yawning, and heaviness of

the limbs, with a non-relish for food are the symptoms which

further characterise this Kaphaja tyye. An internal abscess
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of the Sannipa'ta type, like an external one of the same kind,

is slow in growth and suppuration. It assumes a black colour,

becomes studded over with belbs, and is attended with an

intolerable burning pain, with fever and loose motions of the

bowels. The external abscesses have all their origin in the

deranged condition of the Pittam. There is another kind

of external abscess which is peculiar to women. The blood,

enraged by a blow or hurt, may give rise to another kind of

Vidradhi.

The blood in any part of the body, that has been wounded,

becomes agitated through the action of the local Vayu

(nerve force). The enraged blood, failing to find out an out-

let, mixes with the deranged Pittam, and produces a kind of

abscess, which is attended with all the symptoms peculiar to

the deranged Pittam and vitiated blood.

Different symptoms are exhibited according to the

variation in the seat of an abscess in the body, as for

example, an internal abscess, occurring about the region of

the umbilicus, brings on an obstinate tympanites, while the

one, which appears in the urinary bladder, produces painful

micturition. An abscess of the spleen brings on dyspnoea,

and an unquenchable thirst. An abscess in the lungs pro-

duces constriction of the larynx, while the one in the heart

produces a pain all over the body. An abscess, occurring

inside the intercostal region, produces vertigo, fainting, a

digging pain in the heart, and the peculiar form of dyspnoea

known as Tamaka S'vasa (described before). An abscess,

occurring inside the inguinal regions, about joint of the thighs,

or about the union of the back and waist (sacrum), produces

the incarceration of the wind and a kind of intolerable pain.

The non-suppurated, suppurating, and suppurated stages

of an abscess should be ascertained in the manner of

any other swelling. An internal abscess, occurring in the

region above the umbilicus, with its head pointing upward,

bursts out in the stomach, and evacuates its contents through
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the passage of the anus. An internal abscess, occurring \n

the rectum, mouth, or the umbilicus, and exuding its (peculiar)

secretion., should be regarded as indicating a painful prognosis*

An internal abscess of the S-annipata type appearing in any

of tlie afores.aid localities in the body produces an alteration

in the composition of the local tissues, while an external

•one, occurring about the umbilicus, or in or above the urjnary

•bladder, runs to suppuration and bursts. An internal abscess,

fully developed, is always found to suppurate, while the one,

that is not well developed, gives rise to many a supervening,

distressing symptom in its immature stage.

A peculiar kind of abscess is found to occur in the uterus

of wicked women, who are addicted to the sinful practice of

•effecting miscarriage of their pregnancy. The swellings in

the uterus, caused by frequent abortions, become compact

and condensed, and are thus transformed into abscesses. A
mammary abscess should be regarded as an external one to

afl'I intents ami purposes. An internal abscess can never

occur in any of the reproductive organs of a girl, owing to

the comparatively greater thinness of blood that courses in

the female economy, during childhood. It is the aggravated

and obstructed Vayu (nerve force) that should be regarded as

the primary cause of all swellings. .The local Vayu, any

wise aggravated, courses down from the region of union

between the penis and the scrotum, finds lodgment in

the spermatic chord of the testes, presses upon the local

vessels, and produces a swelling of the scrotum by vitiating

the fat of the locality. The disease is called Vriddhi

Roga, which admits of being divided into seven different

types. A preponderance of the deranged Vayu in a

Vidradhi Roga of this type, whether external or internal, is

followed by copious micturitions* In the Vataja type of

this Vriddhi Roga, the swelling (scrotal tumour) becomes

inflated, parched and rough to the touch, marked by a burn,

ing sensation in its inside. In the Pittaja type, the swelling
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assames a vermilion tint like that of a ripe Audumvara fruit

<Ficus Indica), and is attended with heat, burning, and sup-

puration. In the Kaphaja type, the swelling becomes cold,

heavy, glossy, and slightly painful, attended with an itiching

sensation. In the Raktaja type (Hematocele) (due to' the

•action of the contaminated blood), the swelling becomes com-

pact, and is covered with a crop of belbous eruptions on its

surface, its other features being one with those described

under the head of Pitaja type of Vriddhi. The swelling in

the type originated through the action of the deranged fat

and Kapham becomes soft and rounded like a palm fruit.

The type known as Mutraja Vriddhi (Hydrocele, usually

appears in those who are in the habit of voluntarily suppress-

ing their urine. The patient leads a sort of quiscient life,

and does not evince any desire for any thing in special. The

swelling becomes distended with serous accumulations, and

suffers a perceptible diminution in size, if its fluid contents

are in any way evacuated.

Cold ablutions and use of articles of fare, that tend to

aggravate the bodily Vayu, are the factors which produce a

kind of. ring-like swelling at the bottom of the scrotum, pro-

ducing painful micturition. The Vayu aggravated by volun-

tary repression of natural urgings of the body to urina-

tion or defecation, or by violent physical exercise or straining

of the lower limbs in any unnatural posture, or suck like

aggravating factors, tends to produce a determination of

blood to the lower limbs and inguinal regions, instantaneously

causing the appearance of a ring-like glandular swelling

(hernia) in the groin. Neglected at the outset, a case of

this type ot Vriddhi Roga may run into one of Gulma,

attended with tympanites, pain, and hosts of other dis-

tempers. Firmly pressed, the ring-like, protuberant, swelling

rises upward, making a distinctly audible report. The type

(Rakta Vriddhi} is incurable, while the swelling in a case of

Vataja Vriddhi continues in the same size, traversed by a

61
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net-work of dry, bluish red veins. The aforesaid diseases

may be divided into eigHt different types according as the

morbific principles of the deranged Vay'u, Pittam, and Kaphah

severally or combinedly act as their exciting and underly-

ing factors.

The eighth kind of abscess (Vidradhi) is that, which occurs

in any of the generative organs (ovary or uterus, etc.) of

women of impaired menstrual functions. Even a strong patient

(during an attack) is afflicted with fever, dysentery, vomiting,

rigor, and hunger, and gets emaciated. A Vidradhi-patient,

who partakes of bdiled rice, or drinks copiously, or bathes,

or fasts, during an attack, is soon overwhelmed with fits of

fainting. Diaphoretic or emolient measures should not be

resorted to in a case of Vidradhi, and expedients calculated to

promote a free and healthy circulation of blood should be

at once tried, no matter whether the morbific principles have

been eliminated from the body of the patient with the help

of suitable purgatives, or not.

In a case of Vataja Vidradhi, the wind and the filthy

matter are either combinedly emitted from the abscess,

or they may be separately emitted at different times. The

aggravated Vayu, coursing through the capillaries, sometimes

gives rise to bloody discharge from a Vataja abscess, while

obstructing the upward and downward passages of the body

it brings on a violent aching pain.

A Gulma (internal gland) is tangible (can be caught

hold of with the hand) like a stone, hot, and glandular in

shape. The Vayu, aggravated through fasting, suppression

of stool or urine, or obstruction of the channels of the body,

finds lodgment in the abdominal cavity, and dries up, in

virtue of its own parchifying property, the feces and mucous
accumulated therein in the shape of a hard lump, which is

called Gulma:

The deranged Vayu continuing in its own locations acts

independently, while located in the seat of any other morbific
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principle of the body (such as the Pittam and Kapbab)

it acts subservient to that principle. The consolidated lump

of Kapham, solidified in combination with mucous, and which

is found to occupy the region either about the umbilicus, sides,

or thoracic or abdominal cavity, is called a Gulma.

In the ' Vataja type of Gulma, fever with an excruciating

headache, enlarged spleen, a rumbling or croaking sound in

the intestines, loose motions of the bowels, a pricking pain

in the limbs, and difficult or painful urination are the symp-

toms, which are invariably exhibited. The patient suffers

from an cedematous swelling of the face and extremities,

or from a general anasarca. The ball-like tumour rolls

about, or shifts from one place to another,, in the region of

its location, the skin of the patient becomes parched and

dark, the pupils of the eyes are dilated, and the sight is per-

ceptibly impaired. The patient complains of a creeping sen-

sation in the Gulma, as if hosts of ants are traversing its

inside, and the ball-like tumour is perceived to be shifting

from place to place.

In the Pittaja type, symptoms such as Epilepsy, acid

eructations with loose motions of the bowels and a burning

sensation in the body, perspiration, thirst, chlorosis, and

anasarca are found to be mainfest. In the Kaphaja type,

the Gulma becomes hard, heavy, and fixed, attended with

insomnia, or Fretful sleep at irregular hours, obesity, nausea,

white or dark colour of the skin, heaviness of the head, and

a sensation, as if the body has been packed with a wet

compress, with a non-relish for food are also present. The

deranged Kaphah in the system is aggravated or suffers a

diminution at times without any apparent reason, scorching

its specific seats in the organism. The distressful concomi-

tants in this deseasc such as, haemorrhage etc., soon manifest

themselves through the deranged condition of the specific

organs they are found to attack, thus bringing on a compli-

cation which invariably' Rroves fatal. The type known as
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Rakta-gulma (ovarian tumour) which occurs m vromftn fa

found to be hard, raised and compact. The type should be

attributed to the concerted action of the deranged Vay'u>.

Pittam and Kaphah, etc., and is marked by an excruciating;

pain and rapid suppuration.

A long exposure to the wind by a womatv, during her

menses, or by one suffering from any kind of uterine or

vaginal disease, tends to augment and aggravate the Vayu in-

her system.. The Vayu, thus aggravated, obstructs the orfice

of the menstruar duct, and the blood accumulated, each

month, in her abdominal' cavity, produces all the symptoms of

pregnancy. Nausea, appearance of milk in the mamme, and a

fretful mood are the symptoms, which characterise this disease

in which the patient becomes fastidious in her taste, and

evinces her desires for various kinds of food, as in true preg-

nancy. The deranged Pittam, in contact with the aggravated

Vayu-, leads to the accumulation of blood in the uterus, and

the Guhnar generated in consequence thereof, manifests symp-

toms which are peculiar to both of them (Vayw and Pittam),

The accumulated blood in the uterus produces an intolerable

aching pain m that viscus, attended with pain in the vagina,

and a fetid., water-like, vaginal discharge, or teucorrheea.

The gulma in this type sometimes develops all other symp-
toms of pregnancy. All these types of Gtilma should be

regarded as having their origin in excessive or unnatural

gratification of sexual propensities.

The food long remains undigested in the stomach of a
Gulma-patient, and the growth and progress of an abscess

are arrested as soon as a Gulma makes its appearance m the

body of the patient. A Vidradhi (abscess) is so catted from

the fact of its soon running to suppuration. A Gulma,

occurring in the abdominal cavity, is marked by a burning

sensation in the pelvic cavity, and a pain in the inside of the

Gulma like that, which is experienced in an enlarged spleen.

The complexion of the patient becomes pale and sallow, the
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strength of the body is diminished, the digestion is impaired,

and the stool and urine are suppressed. External symptoms

develop themselves, and the patient complains of a pain in his

limbs and abdomen, or about the umbilicus, while the reverse

is the case \i e., in cases where the preceding symptoms are

not exhibited). Cough, palour, bulging out of the abdomen,

rumbling sound in the intestine, tympanites, and an excru-

ciating pain in the abdomen are the symptoms, which are

found to supervene. When in combination with the preceding

symptoms, emission of flatus or rising of eructations are

stopped, the disease is called A'na'ka. A thick, raised, knotty,

arid stone-like gland, appearing in a case of Gulma, is called

Ashthiha. When the Vayu incarcerated in the stomach gives-

rise to an excruciating pain, accompanied by all the fore-

going symptoms, the disease is called Pratya-shthild. Bulg-

ing out of the abdomen, suppression of stool, dulness of

the senses with a rumbling sound in the intestines, tympanites,

and distension of the abdomen are the symptoms, which mark

all types of Gulma.

-ror-

CHAPTER CLXI.

DHANVANTARI said :—Hear me, O Sushruta, now discourse

on the Nidanam of Udaratn (Ascites). AH diseases are but

the offspring of impaired digestion, and it is but superfluous

to add that Udaram has its origin in the deranged condition

of the digestive function. An accumulation of feces in the

intestines may give rise to indigestion or to any other form

of dyspepsia or disease, and the deranged up-coursing and

down-coursing Vayus of the system, being obstructed in

their course, make the intestines [Trabahini) inoperative.
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The Prana Vayu (nerve-force of the respiratory centre)

brings about the derangement of the Apana V&yu fpneumo-

gastric nerveforce), and keeps them incarcerated in the

union of the skin and flesh (faces), thus giving rise to a

distended condition of the abdomen, which is called Udara-

Roga (Ascites.)

The disease admits of being divided into eight types

according as it is engendered through the several, or con-

certed action of the morbific principles of the deranged

Vayu, Pittam, and Kapham, or through the enlargement

of the spleen, or abdominal glands, etc., or is produced as the

outcome of a wound in the abdomen, or is ushered in

through an accumulation of serous fluid in the abdominal

cavity. Dryness of the lips and palate, distension of the

abdomen, diminution of strength and appetite, incapacity

for all kinds of work, bulging out of the abdomen, and a

cadaverous look are the premonitory symptoms of Ascites.

Loss of appetite with a non-relish for fcod, which, if retained

in the stomach, gives rise to an acid reaction are the further

characterestics of ascites during its period of incubation.

He, who does not experience a proper digestion of his inges-

ted food, should do well to live on a wholesome diet. The

strength of the patient is diminished, every day, and he

feels tired after the least exertion. He becomes incapable

of fixing his attention to any definite subject, and the least

thinking distresses his mind. The limbs becomes emaciated,

and the patient feels despondent and complains of a breaking

pain in the pelvis, even after the scantiest meal. Somnolence,

lassitude, loose motions of the bowels, fondness for seclusion,

impaired digestion with a burning sensation in the body,

anasarca, and tympanites are the symptoms, which indicate

the accumulation of water (serous fluid) in the abdomen.

A case of Ascites invariably ends in death, and it is futile

on the part of the patient's relations to mourn his death

under the circumstance. A rumbling sound is heard in the
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intestines, and the surface of the abdomen becomes chequered

with a net-work of veins. The intestines and the region

of the umbilicus becomes stuffed (with wind) in this disease,

and an urging towards dedication vanishes as soon as it is

experienced. In this Vataja type, the patient experiences

a pain in the groins, heart, and other parts of the body,

as well as about the waist, anus, and umbilicus. Flatus is

often emitted with a loud report, and urine becomes scanty.

All desire for food vanishes in this type of the disease, and the

patient complains of a bad taste in his mouth. (Edematous

swelling of the face, abdomen, and extremities, a breaking

pain in the abdomen, or about the waist, sides, back, or other

parts of the body, dry cough, pain in the limbs, heaviness of

the nether regions of the body, suppression of stool, varied

taste in the mouth, and a reddish or blackish colour of the skin

are the further characteristics of the Vataja type of Ascites.

A breaking, piercing, pain is likewise experienced in the

abdomen in this type, and the surface of the abdomen be-

comes covered over with a fret-work of blue or black veins.

The abdomen gets distended, and a variety of sound is heard

within its cavity. The deranged bodily Vayu, which courses

all through the organism, gives rise to various sounds and

and diverse kinds of pain in the different parts of the body.

Fever, epileptic fits, a bitter taste in the mouth, and a

burning sensation in the body, vertigo, dysenteric stools,

yellowness of the skin, and greenness of the skin of the

distended abdomen are the symptoms, which mark the Pittaja

type of Ascites. Yellow or copper-coloured veins appear on

the skin of theipatient, who imagines as if fumes are escaping

out of his body, and complains of constant vanishings of

sight. Perspiration becomes copious which does not relieve

the intolerable burning sensation in >the body. The abdomen

is felt soft to the touch and speedily supperates in this

(Pittaja) type of Ascites.

Lassitude of the body, perspiration, ^edematous swelling
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of the limbs, heaviness of the body, somnolence with a

non-relish for food, dyspnoea, cough and whiteness of the

skin and conjunctivae are the features, which mark the

Kaphaja type of Ascites. The skin of the protruded abdo-

men becomes glossy, and fretted with messes of black or white

veins. On the excessive accumulation of water (serous fluid)

in the abdominal cavity, the abdomen becomes hard, heavy,

immoveable, and cold to the touch. In the Tridoskaja type

the symptoms peculiar to each of the three aforesaid types

manifest themselves in unison.

All the morbific principles of the body, in combination

with the vitiated blood and accumulated fecal matter, find

lodgment in the cavity of the abdomen, giving rise to vertigo,

Epilepsy, and emaciation in a form of Ascites in which symp-

toms peculiar to the three morbific diathises of Vayu,

Pittamf, and Kaham are combinedly developed ; and suppura-

tion sets in early in the distended abdomen. The disease

shows signs of aggravation in cold and windy days, and is

extremely hard to cure.

The spleen, which is situated in the left side of the

abdominal cavity, is disloged (hangs down) from its seat

through the ingestion of inordinate quantities of food, mental

anxiety, or excessive riding or drinking, or through the abuse

of emetics (excessive emisis).

In the alternative, the spleen may increase in bulk through

the accumulation of fat or engorgement of blood in its body.

It becomes hard and raised like the back of a tortoise, and

gradually fills a greater part of the abdominal cavity, bring-

ing on dyspnoea, cough, thirst, fever with a bad taste in the

mouth, distension of the abdomen, yellowness of the skin,

epileptic fits, vomiting, fainting, and a burning sensation in

the body "in its train. In abdominal dropsy due to enlarge-

ment of the spleen, nets of red, blue, or yellow veins are

found to appaer on the skin of the abdomen, and tympanites

with suppression of stool and flatus, vertigo, and fever with
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El burning sensation in the region of the heart are found to

supervene.

Similarly, the liver, which is situated in the upper part

of the right side of the abdominal cavity, is pressed down

from its natural position either through a voluntary and cons-

tant repression of any natural urging of the body, or through

the heaviness of any of the surrounding appendages, or

through eating without any relish for food, or in reason of

its own indurated condition, gives rise, like the spleen, to a

peculiar form of abdominal dropsy, which is called Yakritoda-

ram (lit Dropsy of the enlarged liver). The feces remain

obstructed in the rectum of the patient as soon as the process

of suppuration is established in the liver, producing dyspnoea,

tympanites, etc. The enraged and aggravated Vayu, in this

disease, arrests the secretion of bile, and those of the

glands of the intestimes, thus obstructing the expulsion of

the feces. The Apana Vayu, thus incarcerated in the

abdominal cavity, brings on fever attended with cough,

dyspnoea, a gone feeling in the thighs, headache, an aching

pain at the sides, in the limbs, or about the umbilicus, cons-

tipation of the bowels, vomiting and a non-relish for food.

The enraged bodily Vayu should be regarded as the principal

agent in engendering this, as well as every other, form of

abdominal dropsy. Blue or red veins are found to "appear

permanently on the skin of the dropsical abdomen, and

the dropsy extends in the form of a cow's tail transvesely

above the umbilicus, marked by crow-feet marks.

The visceras of the abdominal cavity supparate in the

event of any bone or foreign matter being pricked into the

cavity of the abdomen. The abdominal dropsy engendered

in consequence thereof is called Chhidrodara or Parisravyoj-

dara (Peritonites) according to others The Vayu* and

Kapham in the system of an emaciated person, or of one of

impaired digestive function or addicted to the habit of

drinking large quantities of water, become enraged through

62
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such injudicious conduct, and arrest the discharge of the acid

secretions of the stomach, giving rise to an accumulation of

water in the abdomen. Thirst, prolapsus ani, pain, cough,

and dyspnoea with a non relish for food, are the symptoms

which are exhibited during the extremely aggravated stage of

this disease. The surface of the distended abdomen becomes

covered over with a net work of veins. /The abdomen is

found to fluctuate under pressure, and is felt soft to the touch.

In some cases the abdomen is felt to be firm and glossy like

the abdomen of a heron, and the disease is found to invade

the intestines.' Th patient suffers from alternate fits of heat

and rigor. In all types of Dropsy, neglect at the outset leads

to the further liquefication of the serous accumulations of the

abdomen, which are diffused all through the organism,

causing cedamatous swelling of the face, joints etc., and

facilitating the accumulation of serous fluid in the vessels of

the body.

An obstruction of the ducts of the body that carry perspi-

ration may help the accumulation of water in the abdomen.

Purging or loose motions of the bowels precede an attack of

this type of Ascites. The dropsy becomes firm, heavy, and

spherical, and does not give the characteristic sound under

percussion. The- patient gets weaker, every day, and the

disease becomes incurable as soon as it invades the internal

vessels of the abdomen. A case of Ascites, in which the

appearance of veins on the surface of the bulged out abdo-

men is obliterated, should be regarded as of a Sannipatika

origin.

Of the different types of dropsy such as, the Vataja, Pittaja,'

Kaphaja, Plihaja (Dropsy of the enlarged spleen) and San-

nipatika (due to the concerted action of the deranged Vayu

Pittam, and Kapham), and Dakodara (Ascites), each pre-

ceding one should be regarded as more difficult to cure than

the one immediately following it in the order of enumeration.

All types of Dropsy, attended with the symptoms of obstruct-
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ed (flow), become incurable after a fortnight from the date of

their attack. A case of congenital Ascites invariably proves

fatal.

CHAPTER CLXII.

DhANVANTARI :—Hear me, O Sushrata, now discourse on

the Niddnam of chlorosis (Pdndu), (Edema and Anasarca

(Shotha). The morbific principles of Vayu and Kaphah, in

combination with the Pittam extremely aggravated through

their respective aggravating factors, are carried upward in

the region of the heart, the deranged and aggravated Vayu

supplies the motive power in these instances, and the ag-

gravated Pittam, through the channels of the ten Dhamanis

(nerves) which branch out from that locality, spreads all

through the organism. The deranged Pittam vitiates the

Kapham, blood, skin, ajid flesh of the body, imparting a varied

hue to its skin. As the colour of the skin largely becomes

yellow {Pdndu) like turmeric in this disease, it is called

Pdndu Roga (Jaundice).

In the dmaja type of Jaundice, the fundamental principles

of the body become lighter and considerably lose their con-

sistency. The patient suffers from a marked anaemia, the

functions of the sense organs are impaired, the limbs become

loose and flabby, the quantity of fat is diminished in the body,

and the bones are deprived of their substance. The limbs

get thinner and thinner every day, a clammy perspiration is

felt in the region of the heart, a burning and aching sensa-

tion is experienced both in the conjunctiva and sockets

of the eyes, and the mouth becomes filled with saliva. Thirst

is conspicuously absent. The patient cannot bear the least

cold, and abhors all cold things, and a persistent fever of
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equal intensity, attended with dyspnoea, earache, vertigo,

vanishings of sight, impaired digestion and horripilation on

the skin of the head are found to supervene.

The disease admits of being grouped under five subheads

according as it is engendered through the several, or con-

certed action of the morbific principles of the body. A pe-

culiar type of chlorosis is caused by eating earth, and the

'

premonitory stage of all types of Jaundice develops such

symptoms as, perspiration about the region of the heart, dry-

ness of the skin with a repugnance for food, yellowness and

scantyness of urine, or absence of perspiration.

The Vataja type of Chlorosis is marked by lassitude of the

body, a stupour like that of a drunkard, and an excruciating

pain in the limbs. The veins, finger-nails, feces, urine, and

conjunctive assume a black colour, or loook dry and coloured

like vermilion, and oedematous swelling of the limbs and

dryness of the feces and of the mouth and the nostrils are

the symptoms which further characterise this type of the

disease. In the Pittaja type the veins become either yellow

or greenish coloured, and fever with thirst, fainting, vanish-

ings of sight, heat, and emaciation of the body with a bitter

taste in the mouth and longing for cold things are found to

supervene.

Diarrhoea, acid risings, a burning sensation in the body,

clamminess of the cardiac region, somnolence, a saline taste

in the mouth, cough, and vomitting are the features which

mark the Kaphaja type of Jaundice, which is very distressing

in its effect. The expectorated mucous in this disease ac-

quires a pungent or sweetish taste either through a preponder-

ance of the deranged Vayu or Pittam. The deranged phlegm
vitiates the fundamental principles of fat etc., of the body,

and produces a condition of parchedness in the organism

which results in haemorrage. The deranged Kaphah, as

before described, obstructs the internal vessels of* the body,

. and thereby produces its general emaciation. In Jaundice,
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the face of the patient gets thinner, the scrotum and the

muscles of the calves and abdomen are withered up, and the

patient passes stool which is mixed with blood and mucous,.

and contains hosts of little intestinal worms.

An injudicious use of extremely Pitta-generating food

by a Jaundice-patient is followed by an attack of KdmalA

(Chlorosis). The deranged and aggravated Pittam, in this

disease, coming out of its seat in the abdominal cavity, scor-

ches up the flesh, and the blood. The urine, eyes, skin, face

and feces of the patient assume a yellow colour, and thirst,,

and indigestion with a burning sensation in the body are found

to supervene. The patient lies like a bloated toad, weak in

all his limbs and crgans. The unassimilated Pittam, in this

disease, gives rise to a kind of general anasarca, which, being

neglected, may run into a case of Kumbha Kdmali. The

undigested bile produces greenness of complexion, the de-

ranged Vayu and Pittam give rise to vertigo and thirst, and

a low fever with fondness for female company, somnolence,

extreme lassitude, and impaired digestion are the symptoms

which mark the premonitory stage of Hali mak.

I have already, told you, O Sustruta, that Sotha is one

of the most dreadful diseases, now hear me discourse on

the Nidanam of that disease. The deranged Vayu, by

driving the deranged Kapham (phlegm), Pittam and blood

to the external vessels of the body, make them incarcerated

in the local skin and flesh, giving rise to a raised and compact

swelling which is called a Sotha. The disease may be divided

into nine different types according to the difference of the

morbific principle acting as its exciting factor, inclusive of

those which are of extraneous origin, or are caused by ardent

sexual passion. The last named kinds of S'otham extends

all over the body. The swellings may be divided into three

classes according as they are extended, raised and pointed,

or knotty and concurrent in shape. The several actions of

the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kapham may be set down as
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the exciting causes of all forms of swellings, and they are

often found to invade persons emaciated with disease, over

work, or fasting. Ingestion of inordinate quantities of pot

herbs, or of extremely cooling, saline, acid or alkaline articles

of fare, drinking of large quantities of water, and excessive

sleep or wakefulness may likewise serve to 'bring on an

attack of S'otha. Suppression of any natural urging of

body, ingestion of dry meat, or of heavy and indigestible

articles of fare, or excessive riding are the factors which tend

to. obstruct the orfices of the vessels of the body, thus

causing the appearance of an cedematous swelling about the

locality of obstruction, 'dyspnoea, cough, dysentery, haemor-

hoids, ascites, leucorrhcea, fever, tympanites, vomiting and

hiccough may be manifest as supervening, distressing symp-

toms in a case of oedema. The morbific principles of the

deranged Vayu, Pittam and Khpham, finding lodgment in

in the upper, middle, or lower part of the body, or in the

urinary bladder, may give rise to an cedematous swelling

about the seat of their lodgment, while spreading all through

the organism they may give rise to a general anasarca. An

increased temperature of the body, heaviness of the limbs,

and a kind of breaking, expanding pain in the veins are the

symptoms which mark the premonitory stage of oedema.

In the Vataja (nervous) type of oedema, the swelling is

found^to be shifting in its character. It assumes a blackish

or reddish colour, and is felt rough to the touch. The hairs

about the base of the swelling become rough, and the patient

complains of a breaking pain about the temporal bones or

in the urinary bladder, pelvis and the intestimes, and suffers

badly from insominia. The swelling is speedy in its growth

and even in its formation, and perceptibly yields to pressure,

entirely disappearing after massage. After the application

of a mustard plaster to it, a sort of tingling sensation is

experienced inside the swelling, which increases in size

during the night and markedly subsides during the day.
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each with a corresponding epithet of its own, have been

enumerated (in the A'yurveda).

The external bodily parasites are but the offspring of

the excrementitious matter of the body—vermin of the shape

and colour of mustard seeds that usually infest the hairs

and wearing apparels of persons of uncleanly habits. Although

of extremely attenuated size, they are provided with a large

number of tiny legs, Yukas and Likhyas being the represen-

tatives of these species. Two of these species should be

regarded as the cause of two different diseases such as

Urticaria (Kotka) and Itches {Kandu). All types of cutaneous

affections ^Kushtham) should be attributed to the presence of

parasites in the skin. The external parasites originate from

the mucous discharges or secretions of the body. The

deranged Kaphah in the system, augmented through in-

gestions of incompatible articles of fare as treacle, sweet

rice, milk, milk-curd, fish or newly harvested rice, give

rise to the germination of a kind of worms, which, when
fully developed, spread therefrom all through the organism.

Some of them are circular in shape like the solar disc,

some of them are shaped like common earth worm, some

are long and transparent, while others are like . newly

sprouting paddy. Some of them are white and striated in

shape, while others are copper-coloured. There are seven

varieties of internal worms which are respectively named

as the Antrada, (Gnawer of the intestines), Udaravesta

(encom passer of the abdomen), Hridayada (eater of the

heart), Mahaguda (the great rectal one) Chyura, Darbha-

Kusuma (Darbha flower; and Sugandha (Odoriferous one).

The presence of any of these kinds of parasites in the

human system is marked by nausea, water brash, indigestion,

swoonings, vomiting, fever, tympanites with suppression of

the stool, flatus and urine, emaciation of the body, purging and

running at the nose. The extremely small parasites, which

are found in the blood or blood«carrying. vessels, are round,

64
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copper coloured, and are devoid of legs. Several varieties of

these parasites are so small as to be invisible to the naked

eyes. Six of these species, which have been named as

Kes'dda (hair-eater), Roma~Vidhvansa (destroyer of bodily

hairs) Udamvara (figcoloured), Roma dvipa, Saurasa, and

Mdtri should be regarded as the primary cause of Leprosy

and of cutaneous affections in general.

The worms, which grow out of the feces in the intestines,

usually travel in a downward direction to the anus, but

when fully developed they ascend into the stomach, impart-

ing a smell like feces to breaths, and eructations. Some

of these varieties are elongated in shape, some are round,

some are extremely attenuated in size, some are white, some

black, some yellow, and some brown. They are respectively

known as Kakerukas, Makerukas, Sansuradas, Kasulakhyas

and Lalehas. Travelling in contrary directions, these in-

testinal worms produce purging, colic, tympanites, emacia-

tion of the body with dark rings round the eyes, palour,

•horripilation, impaired digestion, and an itching sensation

-about the anus.

CHAPTER CLXVI.

DHANVANTARI said :—Hear me, O Sushruta, now discourse

on the Nidanam of the diseases of the nervous system
( Vita-

Vyddhi). A disturbance of the normal equilibrium among

the different fundamental principles of the organism is the

root of all bodily distempers. The bodily Vayu, deranged

through any unknown or invisible factor, makes the body

inert and inoperative. A man should always endeavour to

keep his body in health in conjunction with the efforts of

Bis'vakarma, (the architect of the universe), Vis'varupa (the
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shaper of the universe), Prajapati (the lord af created beings)>

SrashtS (creator), Vibhu (lord), Vishnu (the all pervading one).

Samharta (destroyer) and Mrityu (Dealtb) to that end.

A correct knowledge of physiological and pathological

[Prdkrita and Vaikrita) processes is necessary for a correct

diagnosis of a disease. The combined and several actions

of the morbific principles should be taken into consideration in

arriving at a correct diagnosis. Niddnam. (.(Etiology), premoni-

tory symptoms, specific features, spontaneous aggravation or

amelioration, and the exciting causes are the five factors

which are included within the Prdkrita Karma (physiological

cogitations). I shall now discourse on the causes and symp-

toms of Vdta Vyddhi (diseases of the nervous system) in the

light of this Prdkrita Karma. One should at once abjure

the use of articles that tend to destroy any fundamental

principle of the organism whenever there may be symp-

toms to indicate that the bodily Vayu has been agitated or

affected by their use. The deranged Vayu chokes up the

orifices of the vessels and keeps them stuffed. The vessels,

thus stuffed up with the morbific principles of the body, send

the deranged Vayu to its surface, which, in its turn, chokes

up the pores of the skin, causing colic, tympanites, rumbling

in the intestines, suppression of the stool, loss of voice,

and obstruction of sight, with a catching pain at the waist

and back, as precursors to more dreadful diseases.

Vdta Vyddhi located in (diseases of the nerves of) the

stomach gives rise to vomiting, dyspnoea, cough, violent

purging, itching sensations and diverse kinds of diseases

above the region of the umbilicus. Similarly, the deranged

Vayu, located in the internal ducts (Srotas) of the body,

produces cracking and dryness of the skin, excruciting

pain, sallowness of complexion, symptoms of poisoning,

tympanites with a non-relish for food, emaciation of the

body, vertigo, glandular growths, and roughness of the skin.

; The body seems heavy and painful as if it has been violently
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beaten with a cudgel, and an aching pain is felt in the bones,

and vertebraaes. The pain in the bones and vertebraa? be-

comes so intense as to leave no repose to the patient, who

sits up waking in the night. The emission of semen be-

comes rapid or involuntary when the nerves (Vayu) of the

genito- urinary tracts are affected in this desease, which in a

pregnant woman leads to an abortion or" miscarriage, and

brings on constipation of the bowels with an excruciating

head-ache in both the sexes. Swelling and inflammation are

found to set in about the place where the enraged Vayu lies

incarcerated, first determining the locality of Vdta Vjadhi,

and causing an intense pain to the patient. The body

appears like a full water-drum, and the enraged Vayu, by

entering into the joints of the body, produces local atrophy-

Lying stuffed through the whole organism, the enraged Vayu

produces an aching pain, throbbing, breaking erf skin and

bones, numbness of the body, convulsive movements of the

limbs, somnolence, and pafsy.

When the enraged Vayu courses through the nerve of

the body it produces constant convulsions of the limbs,

and the disease, thus generated, is called A'kskepaka (con-

vulsions). The enraged V&yu, any wise obstructed in its

downward course, recoils back upon itself, and goes up-

ward, pressing the heart and the templar bonesr and the

cranium. Thereafter it (Vayu) spreads through the whole

organism, causing the cheek bones of the patient to hang

down, numb and paralysed, and producing distortion of the

whole face. »

The eyes remain permanently open, and the patient suffer*

from difficulty of breathing, and lies unconscious, moaning

indistinctly like a pigeon. This disease is called Apatantraka,

and is one of the most difficult of difficult diseases to' cure.

The patient sometimes feels a little respite when the enraged

Vayu with the esse of the disease descends into his heart

" and left nostril, and feels troubles at other time*.
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A case of paralysis, which is the outcome 01* a Wow
or fall, should be regarded as indicating an unfavourable

prognosis, or almost beyond the pale of medicine.

The enraged Vayu, taking lodgment in the internal

vital principles of the organism, produces suppression of

locomotion, obstruction of the sight, yawning, dirty deposits-

on tne teeth, and loss of energy. This disease is found to

further develop the symptoms of numbed pain at the external

sides, catching pain about the cheekbones, numbness of the

back, headache, curvature or bending ot the body on the

posterior side, and sensation of heaviness at the back and
cardiac region. The patient constantly suffers from fits ot

vertigo, the shoulders drop down, and the teeth and face of

the patient suffers discolouring. A patient, suffering from

•numbness of the jaws and external curvatare of the body,

should be set down as suffering from at attack of Vata vyadhi.

The enraged Vfiyu in this disease takes lodgment in the

blood and excrements of the system, causing the morbific

principles to surcharge the whole economy, and producing

ulcers, exhaustion, and palour. In all forms of Vata Vyadhi

the patient derives a little comfort from massage.

Ingestion of extremely hot food, and excessive scraping

of the tongue are the factors which tend to enrage the local

Vayu, which produces paralysis of the cheek bones and

mandibles, causing the closing of the mouth, or keeping it

fixedly open and gaping. Chewing of extremely hard subs-

tances, and constant speaking in an oveiloud tone are the

factors, which, by enraging the local Vayu, and causing it to

be incarcerated in the nerves traversing the organs of speech,

bring about a paralysis of the tongue, which ultimately

spreads to the muscles of the cheekbones and mandibles. In

cases of paralysis of the tongue, digestation of food, drinking,

and articulation of speech become seriously hampered or

almost impossible. Carrying of extremely heavy loads on the

head, loud laughters, loud talkings, resting of head on a hard
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and uneven pillow, and chewing of extremely hard articles of

fare are the factors that tend to enrage the local Vdyu, which

takes lodgment in the upper part of the body. Similarly, the

face of a man may suffer permanent distortion through loud

laughing, or looking suddenly with extremely dilated eyes>

or through injudicious straining of the eyes. In this type of

(faceal) paralysis, the tongue loses the faculty of speech, and

the eyes become numbed and motionless. Gnashing of the

teeth, loss of voice, impairment of hearing and sight, loss of

smell and memory, fright, anguish and dyspnoea are the

distressing supervening symptoms which are manifested in

almost all types of Vata Vyadhi
;

ptyalism, pain at the sides,

incapacity of closing the eye-lids with an excruciating pain in

the upper part of the body and hemiphlegia being its further

characteristics. Several autherities call the first named dis-

ease as Arditam (faceal paralysis) and the last named one aa

Ekanga Vyadhi (Hemiphlegia)

The enraged Vayu, by interfering with the flow of Wood

in the arteries, and specially in those that traverse the head,

produces a kind of hemicrania in which rough, black veins

appear on the regions of the temple. This type of head-ache

is incurable. The enraged Vayu, by affecting the nerves and

ligaments of the body, produces a kind of disease that strikes

down either half of the body. The disease is called Paksha-

Vadha in which the organs and members of the affected side

become inert and inoperative, and lose all sensations. This

disease is also called Kaksha-roga by several' authorities.

Similarly, the disease, in which the enraged Vayu instead

of striking down either half of the body paralyses the

whole of it, is called Sarvdnga Roga. Cases of paralysis,

which are] due fto the action of only the enraged Vayu,

are curable, while those which are complicated with the

presence of two of the morbific principles (Doshas), together

with those in which all the characterestic symptoms are fully

developed, should be regarded as incurable, as they invariably
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prove fatal. The disease, in which the course of the Vayu,

acting in concert with the deranged Kapham, is obstructed by

mucous, and which is characterised by the loss of sensation,

is called Danddpat&naka. The disease, in which the enraged

Vayu contracts up the muscles that start up from behind

the shoulder blades and in which all movements of the

arms ate lost, is called Avavdhuka (Ebb's paralysis).

The disease in which the enraged Vayu paralyses the

Kandara, that runs down the back of the arms, extending to

the tips of the fingers, is called Vis'vachi. The disease in

which the enraged Vayu, taking lodgment in the region of

the waist, draws up the great sacral muscles, producing

lameness, is called Khanja. The disease in which both the

knees are deprived of. their strength and become inopera-

tive is called Pangu. The type of V&ta Vyddhi in which

the patient walks in a tottering gait and the joints of the

legs seem loose and unsteady is called Kaldya Khanja.

The deranged Kaphah in conjunction with the fat gets

augmented through the ingestion of extremely cold, hot, dry,

fluid, heavy (indigstable) or emulsive articles of fare, or

through excessive or extremely fatiguing physical labour

immediately before or after the digestion of a meal, or through

the effect of a blow, hurt or mental anguish, or through

excessive night keeping, and the deranged Kaphah tends

to defile the other fundamental principles of the organism

as well. The deranged Kaphah, by being stuffed about

thigh bones, produces numbness in the locality, which

results in looseness of the thighs, which are felt cold to

the touch. The complexion assumes a dull twany brown

hue ; the patient feels as if he has been packed in a wet

blanket, and fever, somolence, epileptic fits with a non-

relish for food supervene. This disease is called Uru-stam-

bha, while several authorities designate it as V&hya Vatam.

An extremely painful swelling occurring about the locality

between the thigh and the knee joint is called Kroshtuka-
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Sirsha. A false step made at the time of walking, or a long

pedestrian journey may give rise to an excruciating aching

pain in the insteps which is called Vata Kantakam, This

disease is due to an aggravated condition of the deranged

Vayu of the locality. An extremely aching pain produced by

the deranged bodily Vayu in the toes, in the sides of thighs, and

about the regions of throat and umbilicus is called Gridhrasi

(sciatica). The disease in which the deranged Vayu. and

Kaphah produce a complete anaesthesia in the lower, limbs,

which become insensible to pinches and are characterised

by constant horripilation, is called Pddaharsha. The disease

in which through the agency of the deranged Vayu and

Pittam being combineed with blood, the patient complains

of an intolerable burning sensation in the lower limbs, which

is little alleviated on locomotion, is called Padadaha.

:o>

CHAPTER CLXVII.

DhanVantaRI said:—Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse

on the Niddnam of Vata-raktam. The blood and the bodily

Vayu of a person, enraged and aggravated through ingestion

of incompatible articles of fare, or through indulgence in

day sleep or extreme irascibility, or through excessive night

keeping, produces the disease known as Vita Raktam.

Persons of soft or delicate physical temperament, as well as

fat men and persons of luxurious living are extremely

susceptible to an attack of Vdta-Raktam. Similarly, a blow

or an injury to any part of the body, may lead to vitiation of

blood, and the bodily Vayu, deranged through ingestion of

extremely cold, phlegmagoguic articles of fare, follows a

wrong path ; or on the other hand the Vayu obstructed in

its course by the blood, vitiated through aforesaid causes;
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ftrst produces its own specific symptoms. The disease is

so named from the fact that the bodily Vayu is first

deranged. Profuse perspiration (in most cases), emacia-

tion of the body, anaesthesia, or an excruciating pain in a pre-

existing ulear, looseness of the joints, lassitude with a

gone feeling in the limbs, pustular eruptions with an aching,

breaking, piercing, throbbing pain in the thighs, knee-

joints, and calves of legs, and about the sacrum and joints

of the extremities, heaviness and loss of sensation in the fore-

going parts and numbness of the body, itching sensation in the

affected localities, heaviness of the limbs, pain in (the affected

parts) which vanishes at intervals, discolouration of the

skin and appearance of circular patches on the skin are the

symptoms which mark the premonitory stage of Vita-

Raktam.

In the V&taja type of this disease the patient suffers from

an extremely excruciating pain in the affected parts, which

become further characterized by an aching, throbbing pain.

The swelling is felt rough to the touch and assumes a black

or reddish-brown hue, spontaneously increasing or decreasing

at intervals. The body seems numbed and extremely pain-

ful, the joints and vessels of fingers become contracted, and

the patient evinces a repugnance for cold which fails to give

any relief whatsoever. The numbness of the body becomes

prominent, and the patient suffers from rigour and a complete

anaesthesia in -the affected parts.

In the type marked by predominant action of the

enraged and vitiated blood, the swelling is marked by

a greater aching pain, and becomes copper coloured. The

disease does not yield to emulsive or parchifying measures

(such as fomentation etc.,) and is marked by a tingling sen-

sation. The patient feels an irresistible tendency to scratch

the patches which exude a slimy discharge. In the Pittaja

type of Vata-Raktam, perspiration with a burning sensation in

the body, vertigo, epileptic fits, thirst and distraction of the

65
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mind are the symptoms which manifest themselves. The"

swelling can not bear the least touch, becomes red and hot,

and is ultimately found to suppurate.

In the Kaphaja type of Vata-Raktam, heaviness, coldness,

and anaesthesia of the affected parts become manifest. The

swelling looks glossy, is marked by a slight pain and an

itching sensation, and seems as if it has been tied with a wet

compress. Tvpes of Vata-Raktam, which are connected with

the action of any two of the Doshas (morbific principles »f

Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah), exhibit symptoms which are

respectively peculiar to types brought about through their

several actions, while the type, which is due to the concerted

action of all the three Doshas, combinedly develop the symp-

toms, severally belonging to the Vataja, Pittaja and Kapbaja

types of Vata-Raktam.

The virus, like the poison of a mouse, first affects the

lower parts of the legs, or is seen to invade the extremities

of hands in certain instances, and thenceforth spreads over

the whole organism. A case of Vata-Raktam, which has ex-

tended upward to the thighs, and in which the skin of the

affected part breaks and exudes a discharge, and in which

the patient suffers from loss of strength and flesh, or which is

complicated with a host of other distressing symptoms, should

be regarded as incurable, while palliation is the only treatment

in a case of more than a year's standing. Similarly, cases

of Vata-Raktam marked by such supervening distresses

as, insomnia with a non-relish for food, dyspnoea, sloug-

hing of flesh, hemicrania, epileptic, fits, vertigo, pain, thirst,

fever, loss of consciousness, rigour, hiccough, maimedness of

gait, erysipelas, suppuration (of the affected parts), langour,

curvature of the fingers, crops of pustular eruptions with a

burning sensation in the body, and tumours with a catching pain

at any of the nerve-unions, bone-unions, or vein-unions, as well

as the one which is accompanied by epileptic fits alone, should

be understood as incurable. Cases of Vata-Raktam, uncompli-
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cated with any distressing, supervening symptoms, are curable,

"while those attended with a few concomitants admit only

of palliative treatment. Cases of Vata-Raktam originated

through the action of a single Dosha (morbific principle) are

curable, while those of recent origin, and at the root of which

only two Doshas lie, admit of palliative treatment Cases of

Vata-Raktam of which the three Doshas conjointly act as

the exciting factors, as well as those which are connected

with a host of other complications, should be regarded as

incurable.

-.0:

CHAPTER CLXVMI.

HEAR me, O Sushruta, now discourse on the Nidanam of

Mukhoroga. Ingestion of such incompatible articles of fare

as milk, mild-curd, and fishes living in swamps, in inordi-

nate quantities, tends to enrage the Doshas, which give rise to

a number of diseases in the mouth. A predominance of the

deranged Kaphah should be understood as the exciting factor

of all these distempers. The lips seem numbed and hard, are

felt rough to the touch, and are characterised by a kind of

bursting, thrashing pain in their body, through the aggravation

of the deranged Vayu. In the Pittaja type of this disease, the

lips assume a yellowish hue, become studded with crops of

painful pustules, and are characterised by a burning sensation.

In the Kaphaja type of this disease the lips assume a colour

peculiar to that morbific principle (Kaphah) and become cold,

glossy and slimy. In the Sannipatika type of this disease

the lips assume a varied colour, successively changing from

black (blue) to yellow and from yellow to white, and become

studded with crops of pustular eruptions, In the type brought
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about through the agency of vitiated blood, crops of ptrs-

tular eruptions, coloured like ripe date fruits, are found to-

appear on the lips, which bleed and are marked with streaks

of blood. In the type due to tbe vitiation of the local flesh,

the lips become thick and heavy, and are gathered up in knots

like condylomatous growths. Vermins, which are often found

to germinate in the affected lips, drop down from the

two corners of the mouth. In the type due to the action of

the deranged fat (areolar tissues) the lips assume a colour like

that of the surface layer of clarified butter, and become heavy

and marked by an itching sensation, and secrete a copious

secretion of cold, crystal-like, white fluid. An ulcer occurring

in such diseased lips can never be healed, nor it may be

softened with the help of any medicine. In the traumatic type

the lips seem as if they are being chopped with an axe.

Now hear me discourse on the Nidanam of diseases that

affect the gums of teeth. The disease in which the gums are

found to bleed without any apparent reason, and in which they

become spongy, black and shiny, and emit a fetid smell, and

begin to slough off, is called S'itada. This disease is attri-

buted to the action of the deranged blood and Kaphah. The
disease in which large swellings (boils) appear about the root

of two or three of the teeth is called Dantapupputaka, which is

attributed to the action of the deranged Kaphah and blood. The
disease, in which the teeth move and become loose, and the

gums are found to bleed and to secrete pus, is called Danta-

Veshta, of which the vitiated blood acts as the (sole) exciting

factor. A painful swelling brought about through the agency

of the deranged Kaphah and Vayu and appearing over the

gums, accompanied by salivation and an itching sensation, is

called S'aus'ira. The disease in which the teeth move about

in their sockets, the gums slough off, the roof of the palate

cracks and bursts open, and the lining membrane of the

cavity of the mouth is inflammed is called Maha. Saushira.

This disease is engendered by the concerted action of the
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deranged Vayu, Pittam, and Kaphah. The disease in which

the gums become thin, and the patient spits blood, is called

Paridara which is due to the action of the deranged bloody

Pittam and Kaphah. The disease in which a burning sensation

is felt in the gums which are ultimately found to suppurate,

and the teeth become loose in their sockets, which when moved
about with the hand, seem slightly painful and bleed, and ir»

Which the gums swell and a fetor comes out of the mouth if

that.bleeding is arrested, is called Supakusha, of which the-

deranged' blood and Pittam act as the exciting factors. The
disease" in which inflammation occurs abaut the gums, if in any

way rubbed, and the teeth are found to move about in their

sockets, is called Vaidarbha, which should be regarded as of a

traumatic origin. The disease in which the enraged and ag-

gravated Vayu serves to force up an additional tooth, accom-

panied by an excruciating pain, and in which the pain subsides

on the perfect cutting of that additional tooth, is called Khali-

vardhana. A large swelling occurring about the gums^.

attended with pain and a burning sensation, is called Danta-

Vidradhi (abscess of the gums), which, when lanced off, secre-

tes blood and pus. A large and extremely painful swelling

occurring about the posterior side of the last molar tooth

is called Adhimansaka. This disease is due to the action of

the deranged Kaphah and is marked by a copious salivation.

The sinus of the gums developes the same characteristic

features as the five kinds of ordinary sinuses.

Now hear me, O child discourse on the Nidanam of diseases

that affect the teeth. The disease in which a bursting pain is

felt in the bodies of the teeth, is called Dalana, which is due to

the action of the deranged Viyu. The disease in which black

holes are made into the teeth, which become loose, and in

which an extremely painful inflammation occurs about their

roots, which is aggravated by an exposure to air, is called Krirni

Dantaka. The disease in which the face is distorted and the

teeth are broken is called Bhanjana. This disease is due to
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the action of the deranged Kaphah and VAyu. The disease

in which the teeth become incapable of bearing the least

wind or the touch of any dry, cold or acid substance is called

Dantaharsha (tooth-edge), of which the deranged Viyu and

Pittam act as the exciting factors. The disease in which the

deranged VAyu, by taking recourse to the teeth, make them

jagged and uneven is called Karala, which should be regard-

ed as incurable. Deposits of refuge (calcareous) matter on the

teeth, dried up and hardened through the action of the VAyu

and Pittam, become crystalised like sugar. These Crystals are

called Danta-Sharkaras. When these crystalised deposits

are extracted they invariably destroy the teeth. This disease

is called KapAlika from the resemblance of the cracked de-

posits with bits of skeletal bones (Kapdla). The disease in

which the teeth, burned through the action of the deranged

Pittam and blood, assume a black or blue colour, is called

Shyava-Dantaka.

Now hear me discourse on the NidAnam of Mukha-Rogam

which invades the tongue. In diseases of the tongue due to

the action of the deranged VAyu, the tongue is cracked and

covered over with a greenish deposit, resembling the paste of

S'aka leaves. In diseases of the tongue, due to the action of

the deranged Pittam, the tongue becomes studded over with

yellowish or red-coloured papillae attended with a burning

sensation in its body. In diseases of the tongue, due to the

actionof the deranged Kaphah the tongue becomes heavy

and is covered over with a large number of fleshy growths

(papillae) resembling the throns of a ShAlmali tree. A deep

swellirig, occurring on the lower side of, and paralysing

the tongue, is called Alasa, which is due to the action

of the deranged Kaphah and blood. A swelling, resembling

the tip of a tongue in shape, and occurring about the root of

the tongue, so as to raise it up, is called Upajihva. This

disease is due to the action of the deranged Kaphah and
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blood, and is attended with profuse salivation and a burning

sensation in the inside of the tongue.

Now hear me discourse on the Nidanam of diseases that

affect the palate. An extremely large and elongated swelling,

due to the action of the deranged Kaphah and blood, and

occurring about the root of the palate is called Kantha-

Sunthi. The swelling assumes the shape of an inflated

bladder, and thirst, cough, and dyspnoea are found to super*

vene. A thick swelling occurring at the root of the palate,

attended with burning and suppuration, is called Tundakeri

by the wise. A swelling of the palate due to the action of

the vitiated blood is called Dhrushuna. It is of slow growth

and is attended with fever and an extreme pain. A swelling,

due to the action of the deranged Kaphah and occurring

about the palate, raised like the back of a tortoise, is called

Kachchhapa. This swelling is very slow in its growth. A
circular swelling at the palate, characterised by all the speci-

fic features of a blood-tumour is called Tilvarvuda. Painless

condylomatous growths, brought about through the agency of

the deranged Kaphah, are called Mansa-Sanghata. A jujube

like fixed growth at the palate, unattended with pain, is called

Tilupupputa. In the disease known as Talupak the palate

is cracked, a dry parchifying (arid) sensation is experien-

ced therein, dyspnoea is present through the agency of

the deranged Vayu, and the deranged Pittam induces

suppuration.

Now hear me discourse, O child, on the Nidanam of

diseases peculiar to the throat. The deranged V&yu and

Pittam, by lying incarcerated in the throat, vitiates the local

flesh and blood, and gives rise to membranous growths, which

resemble paddy sprouts in shape and produce constriction

(choking) of the passage of the throat, which results in death.

This disease is called Rohini. The type of Rohini in which the

entire tongue becomes numbed and extremely painful, and in

which membranous growths, obstructing the passage of the
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throat, are formed, attended with the specific symptoms of the

deranged and aggravated Vayu, should be regarded as be-

longing to the Vataja type. In the Pittaja type of Rohini

the membranous growths are rapid in their formation and

speedily suppurate. Fever becomes intense and symptoms

peculiar to the deranged Pittam are found to supervene. In

the Kaphaja type of Rohini, the membranous growth are fixed

and do not obstruct the passage of the throat (larynx). The

type due to the concerted action of the deranged V&yu,

Pittam and Kaphali should be regarded as incurable in as

much as suppuration sets in in the deeper strata of the mem-

branous growths in this type. In the type due to the vitiation

of blood, the membranous growths become studded with crops

of red pustules and prove amenable to treatment, the other

characteristics of this type being common with those of the

Pittaja class. A fixed nodular growth in the throat, to the

size of ajjujube-stone, brought about through the action of the

deranged Kaphah is called Kantha Shaluka. The patient

in this disease feels as if his throat has been studded with the

bristles of a S'uka insect or thorns have pricked into it.

The growth is rough to the touch and should be removed only

with the knife. A swelling of the shape of the tip of the

tongue, streaked with blood, is called Adhijihva. This disease

is attributed to the action of the deranged Kaphah, and a

patient suffering from Adhijihva should be abandoned as soon

as suppuration would be found to have been established in the

swelling. A circular (ring-like) elevated swelling around the

passage of the throat, threatening to constrict the orifice

of the cesophagns, is called Valaya. This disease is in-

curable and a patient suffering from Valaya should be given

up as lost from its very out-set. A swelling caused by the

deranged Vayu and Kaphah in the throat, and which is

attended with pain and dyspnoea, is called Valasha. Expert

physicians stand in dread of this disease, and pronounce it in-

curable. A raised and circular swelling in the throat caused
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by the deranged Kaphah and blood is called Ekavrinda. The
swelling but scarcely suppurates and is felt a little soft to the
touch, itching and burning sensations in the swelling being
the further characteristics of this disease.

A thick, stick-like growth in the throat, studded over with

fleshy papillae and attended with diverse kinds of pain, is

called Shataghni. This disease is attributed to the concerted

action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah, and invari-

ably proves fatal. A fixed growth in the throat to the size of

an Amalaka seed, brought about through the agency of the

deranged Kaphah and blood, is called Shiliyu. This disease

in which the patient thinks that a morsel of food lies stuck

into the throat is a purely surgical one. An extensive swell-

ing, covering the entire passage of the throat and charac-

terised by an uniform pain all through its inside, is called

Gala-Vidradhi. This disease is due to the concerted action of

the deranged Vayu etc. An extensive swelling in the throat,

due to the action of the deranged Kaphah, jwhich obstructs

the deglutition of food and water, and closes the orifice of the

larynx, is called (talaugha. This disease is always attended

with high fever. The disease in which the patient, with a

parched throat and mouth, suffers from difficult breathing

owing to the choking of the bronchial tubes with mucous

and which is further characterised by epileptic fits and hoarse-

ness is called Svaraghna. An extremely pendent painful

swelling with membranous offshoots, which gradually tends to

close the passage of the throat, is called Mansatana. This

disease is brought about through the concerted action of the

deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah and invariably ends in

death. An extensive copper-coloured swelling in the throat

and mouth attended with an aching pain and a burning sensa-

tion, and in which the flesh of the affected part is found to

slough off, is called Vidari. This disease is attributed to the

deranged Pittam and affects the same side of the throat on

which the patient usually lies.

66
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Now I shall describe the Nidanam of diseases that affect

the entire cavity of the mouth (SarvasaraV In the Vataja

type of Sarvasara Mukha-Roga (stomatitis) pustules attended

with an aching pain appear all over the cavity of the mouth.

In the Pittaja type of this disease red or yellowish pustules

are found to crop up over the entire lining membrane of the

mouth in which a burning sensation is also felt, while in the

Kaphaja type painless, itching pustules appear on the lining

membrane of the mouth. The type of Ostha-prapaka due to

the action of the vitiated flesh and blood as well as the one

due to the concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and

Kaphah, should be given up as incurable. Of diseases of the

gums, sinuses, due to the concerted action of the deranged

Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah should be pronounced incurable; of

diseases affecting the teeth those known as Shaushira and

Bhanjana should be regarded as incurable. Of diseases of

the throat Svaraghna, Valasa, Vrinda, Shataghni, Vidart

and Rohini should be regarded as incurable. Of diseases of

the tongue Valasha and Talvarvuda should be regarded as

incurable.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CLXIX,

NOW hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanajtn of

Karnaroga (diseases of the ear). The dera&gedJJ&yu, by

coursing through the vessels of the ears, produces an ex-

tremely aching sensation"therein which) is called Karna-shula

--tOi^gia). The vessels in their turn are choked up by the

morbific principles (doshas) in this disease when the deranged

Vayu lies incarcerated in the ducts Of the ears. The patient

hears a variety of sounds such as of drums, trumpets, etc.
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When the deranged Vayu affects the sound-carrying nerves of

the ears, deafness is the result in as much as they are

choked up with the deranged Kaphah. The deranged Vayu
in conjunction with the deranged Pittam produces a flute-

like sound in the ears. This disease is called Karna-ksheda.

The disease in which on account of a hurt or injury to, or

through the effect of long keeping the head immersed in

water, or through the suppuration of a (local) abscess, pus is

discharged from the ears, is called Karna-paka.

The deranged local V&yu in conjunction with the de-

ranged Kaphah produces an itching sensation in the ducts

of the ears which is called Karna-kandu. The deranged

Kaphah, dried up by the heat of the' Pittam, is transformed

into a waxy substance called Karna-Guthakam. The same

waxy substance, when melted, enters into the cavities of the

mouth and nostrils and gives rise to a disease which is

called Karna-Pratinaha, which is characterised by an aching

sensation in the half of the body. The disease in which

parasites or vermins, exist or germinate in the ducts of the

ears is called Krimi-karnaka by the wise. Insects and

Shatapadis by entering into the cavities of the ears produce

a buzzing sound and pain therein. An extremely aching

pain is felt when the insect moves about in the ear, which

subsides when the insect lies still and quiet. Abscesses may
also grow in the ears through the eflects of blows or

injuries, or through the agency of any of the deranged morbific

principles, secreting a reddish or yellowish coloured discharge

accompanied by a burning, sucking sensation. The patient

feels as if fumes are escaping out of the affected ear-duct.

The waxy deposit in the ears melted through the agency of

the aggravated Pittam tends to set up a flow of pus from the

ducts of the ears. Similar secretions from inflammed ear-

ducts may be established as a consequence of a bursting

abscess. The disease in which fetid pus is discharged from

the ears is called Puti-karnarn. The Nidanas of Abscesses,
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haemorrhoids, Arvuds or other pappilatous growths in the

ear-ducts are same as those described under their respective

general heads.

In the Vataja type of the disease of the ears, the patient

hears a variety of sounds in his ears which become extremely

painful. The waxy deposits in the ears are dried up and a

thin fluid is discharged from the ears, with loss of the faculty

of hearing. In the Pittaja type of ear-disease red coloured

swellings attended with a burning sensation crop up in the

ears, which are found to discharge a fetid yellow coloured pus.

In the Kaphaja type of this disease, the ears lose the faculty

of correctly locating the sound or to catch it correctly, an

itching sensation is experienced and hard swellings appear

in the ears, which discharge a white glossy fluid, attended

with a slight pain. In the Sannipatika type, the specific

symptoms of all the several types of ear-diseases (Otalgia)

enumerated above conjointly manifest themselves, and the

predominant morbific principle (Dosha) in these cases

impart its peculiar colour to the secretion, and tends to

determine its nature as well.

Swelling and inflammation of the soft appendages of the

ears (ear-lobes) brought about in consequence of an attempt

at getting them elongated, and which burst out and assume a

blackish (bluish) colour, should be attributed to the action of

the deranged and aggravated Viyu of the locality. The disease

is called Paripolaka. A red or reddish brown swelling of the

ear-lobes, brought about through actions of the Doshas in the

part, or through the effect of wearing heavy ear-ornaments

attended with a burning sensation and suppuration and pain

is called Upapaka. This disease is attributed to the action

of the enraged blood and Pittam of the locality. A slightly

painful swelling occurring about the lobulus through the eflect

of forcibly drawing it, attended with an itching sensation

and a little numbness is called Unmathaka. This disease is

Attributed to the action of the deranged Vayu and Kaphah of
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the locality. A swelling of the earlobes attended with an

itching, burning sensation and pain in consequence of their

perforation, or of their being violently pulled or attempted to

be elongated is called Duhkhavardlianam, which should be

attributed to the concerted action of the three morbific princi-

ples of the body (Sannipatika).

Parasites (krimi), offspring of the deranged Kaphah and

vitiated blood, give rise to swellings about the ear-lobes at-

tended with pain and itching, burning sensations. These

pustular eruptions, engendered [through the action of the

deranged Kaphah and vitiated blood are gradually found

to spread over and invade the concha and lobes of the ears.

This disease is called Parichi.

-:o:-

CHAPIER CLXX

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

the diseases of the nose. In the disease known as Pinasa or

Apinasa the nostrils (passages of the nose) seem to be stuffed

with the Vayu-dried Kaphah, and the patient complains of

warm vapours escaping out of his nostrils. The faculties

of smell and taste are affected in this disease, which, like

nasal catarrh (Pratisyiya) should be attributed to the action of

the deranged Vayu and Kaphah. The disease in which the

Vciyu aggravated through the several actions of the Pittam,

Kaphah and blood, and finding lodgment in the larynx and

the root of the palate, is emitted with a fetid smell through

the nostrils is called Putinasyam (fetid-nose) by the wise.

The disease in which the deranged Pittam, lodged in the nose,

gives rise to inflammation and crops of pustular eruptions in

the nostrils, or in which the nostrils alternately becom edry
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and moist (with a mucous discharge) is called Nasap&ka. The
disease in which blood-mixed pus is discharged from the nos-

trils through actions of the morbific principles of the body, or

through the effect of any blow or injury on the forehead, is

called Puya-raktam. The disease in which the deranged

and aggravated Vayu, by taking recourse to the Sringataka

Marma in the nose, is expelled with mucous through the

nostrils, is called Kshavathu (sneezing). Ingestion of

irritating articles of fare (such as mustard, etc.,) smell

of any strong-smelling or irritating substance, looking at

the sun, tickling of the septum of the nostrils with a

thread, etc., are the factors which may likewise produce

sneezing. The disease in which thick mucous, previously

accumulated in the head, is liquefied and acquires a saline

taste on account of being exposed to the heat of the deranged

Pittam, and is emitted through the nostrils, is called Bhran-

sakam. In the disease known as Diptam the patient com-

plains of an intolerable burning sensation in the nose and

thinks as if hot fumes are escaping out of his nostrils. The

disease in which the deranged Vayu and Kaphah tend to

choke up the passages of the nostrils, is called Pratinaha.

The disease in which a thick or thin, white or yellow mucous

is discharged from the nostrils, is called Nasisrava (fluent

coryza). The disease in which the natural moisture of the

mucous membrane of the passages of the nose, absorbed

through the action of the deranged Vayu, and heated (parchi-

fied) through the action of the deranged Pittam, produces

difficulty;of breathing is called Nasa-S'osa. In the acute or

immaturejstage of Pinasam (nasal catarrh) the patient suffers

from heaviness of the head and feels a repugnance for all

kinds of food. The voice becomes weak, and the discharge

(from .the nostrils) thin and constant. The mature stage of

the disease is marked by all these symptoms with the excep-

tion that sound becomes clear and pronounciation of words
more distinct, ^andthe mucous discharges from the nostrils are
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thickened and remain stuck to the walls of the nostrils. The
disease known as Pratis'yaya admits of being grouped under

two heads such as Sadya (brought on the very 6af the ex-

citing factors are present) and that which is brought oil after

the accumulation and aggravation ofjthe morbific principles

lying at the root of the disease. Voluntary repression of

any natural urging of the body and indigestion, vapours and

particles of dust getting into the nostrils, excessive talking

or irascibility, unnatural seasons, night-keeping, day-sleep,

use of extremely cold water, exposure to frost or mist,

coition, weeping, and any thing, that engenders heat in the

head, are the factors which tend to thicken the mucous in

the head. The Vayu, enraged and aggravated in consequence,

instantaneously brings on Sadya Pratis'yaya.

The different morbific principles of the body, gradually

accumulating in the head, and by being aggravated by their

respective exciting factors, bring on the second form of

Prastis'yaya. Sneezing, heaviness of, or a numbed feeling

in, the head, aching of the limbs, horripilation, feeling as if

hot fumes escaping out of the nostrils, burning in the palate,

lachrymation and running at the eyes are the symptoms which

mark the premonitory stage of this disease. In the Vataja

type of Pratis'yaya, the nostrils seem choked or stuffed and

a discharge of mucous flows out from the nostrils, the lips,

palate and throat seem dry or parched, a pricking pain is felt

in the regions of the temples, sneezing becomes constant and

the voice hoarse or week, and a vapid taste is felt in the mouth.

In the Pittaja type of Pratis'yaya a flow of hot or yellowish

mucous is discharged from the nostrils, the complexion

becomes pale and sallow, the patient begins to lose flesh and

complains of heat in the body and feels as if hot fumes are

escaping out of his nostrils. In the Kaphaja type of

Pratis'yaya there is a profuse discharge of grey mucous from

the nostrils. The eyes and complexion of the patient be-

come white. There is a tight feeling around the head and
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the patient complains of an itching sensation in the lips and

throat, and about the palate.

Cases of Pratis'yiya, whether mature (Pakka) or immature

(Apakka), which know many relapses after being spontane-

ously subsided, and in which the specific symptoms of the

three several Doshas manifest themselves in unison, should

be regarded as of a Sinnipitika origin. The type of

Pratis'yiya in which there is a fetid smell in the breath and

the patient loses the faculty of smell, and in which the

apertures of the nose seem dry or moist, stuffed or dilated

at intervals, is called Dushta (bad) Pratis'yiya (catarrh)*

Cases of this type of nasal catarrh are extremely hard to

cure. In the type known asRakta-Pratis'yiya the nose bleeds,

the eyes assume a bloody or bloodshot aspect, the breath

exhales a fetid smell, the faculty of smell is lost or impaired,

and the patient suffers from a pain about the chest. Neglec-

ted or not properly remedied at the outset, all cases of

nasal catarrh may run into those of Dushta Pratis'yiya type,

which are extremely hard to cure, or prove irremedible in

certain instances. Small parasites are found to germinate

in the mucous discharge in Dushta Pratis'yiya (Rakta*

Pratis'yiya according to others) which serve to produce

symptoms which ordinarily characterise cases of S'iroroga

(diseases of the head, Cephalagia). Discharges of thick

mucous which are the specific features of chronic cased

of Pratis'yiya may bring on blindness, deafness, loss of

smell, impairment of the digestive faculty, cough, and a

host of other diseases of the eyes. Seven forms of tumours,

four kinds of cedematous swellings, four kinds of polypous

growths and four types of Haemorrhage (Rakta Pittam) are

found to invade the nose in addition to diseases described

above.
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Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

the diseases of the eye.-;. Plunging into water when the

body is extremely healed, straining of the eyes to observe

objects which are extremely small, or remote, excessive sleep

br wakefulness, injudicious emesis, suppression of urgings

towards vomiting, particles of dust or beads of perspiration

dropping into the eyes, or exposure of the eyes to dust and

glare, ingestitiri of large quantities of liquid food in the

night, voluntary suppression of urgings towards urination

Or defecation, continuous weeping, indulgence in grief, or irt

anger, irascibility, injury to the head, excessive use of wine,

contrary seasons, o'ver-fatiguing physical labour, sexual ex-

cesses, and looking through mists or vapours are the factors

which tend to derange the local Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah

which bring on a host of occular affections. The V&yu,

Pittam, Kaphah and blood serve as the exciting factors of

the four several types of Opthalmia (Abhishyanda) which

may be described as the parent of all kinds of eye-diseases.

An aching, pricking pain in the eyes, horripilation, dryness and

a sense of irritation in the eyes, heat in the head and flow-

ing of cold tears are the symptoms which mark the Vltaja

type of Abhishyanda. Burning and inflammation of the eyeSj

relief after cold contact, feeling as if hot fumes escaping

out of the eyes, yellowness of the conjunctiva and flow of

hot tears are the symptoms which mark the Pittaja type of

Abhishyanda. Relief after warm contact,- he
rt
viness and

swelling of the eyes, profuse deposit of sticky mucous in the

corners of, and an itching sensation in, the eyes, and constant

Jachfymation are the symptoms which mark the Kaphaja type

of Abhishyanda. Flow of copper-coloured tears from the

67
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eyes, redness of the conjunctiva, appearance of red veins

upon sclerotic, as well as symptoms which mark the Pittaja

type of Abhishyanda manifest themselves in the type due to

the action of the enraged and vitiated blood of the locality.

Cases of ' Abhishyanda, aggravated by the aforesaid

causes, and not properly cared for and remedied, soon run into

those of Adhimantha (conjunctivitis) of which an excruciat-

ing pain in the eyes forms the chief characteristic. The eyes

seem as if they are being thrashed and plucked out ; and

half of the head seems as if being hammered. These are

the specific features of Adhimantha. A case of Kaphaja

Adhimantha destroys the eye-sight within seven days. In

a case of Raktaja Adhimantha the sight is destroyed within

five nights. In a case of Vataja Adhimantha the sight is

destroyed within six nights, while in a case of Pittaja

Adhimantha the eye-sight may be destroyed on the very

day of the attack, if the regimen of diet and conduct is not

properly observed. During the immature (acute) stage of

Adhimantha the redness, swelling, and aching pain in the

eyes continue unabated. The pricking sensation as well a9

irritation in the eyes remain undiminished and Iachrymation

is markedly profuse. During the mature (Pikka) stage, the

inflammation, pain, and itching sensation in the eyes are

diminished, Iachrymation is arrested and the eyes are found

to resume their natural colour. The disease in which the eyes

are inflammated and assume the colour of ripe Audumvara

fruits, attended with heat, Iachrymation, and an itching sensa-

tion in their inside is called Netrapakah, which is due to

Kaphah. The disease in which the enraged Vayu, by taking re-

course to the vessels of the weak or impaired eyes, withers them

up like withered lotus-flowers, and destroys the eye-sight,

is called Hatadhimantha, which should be regarded as in-

curable. The disease in which the enraged and aggravated

Vayu alternately gives rise to diverse kinds of intolerable pain

in the eyes and about the eye-brows is called Vataparyaya.
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The disease in which the eye-lids remain closed and a

burning sensation is felt in the eyes and the vision becomes

cloudy, and in which thp patient feels an excruciating pain

in opening the eye-lids is called S'ushkakshi-paka. The

disease in which the enraged and aggravated Vayu, lying

incarcerated about the Manya (muscles of the neck) and Avatu,

gives rise to extreme pain in the eyes and about the eye-

brows is called Anyatovata by experts in eye-diseases. In

the disease known as Amladhyushita, the middle of the

eyes assume a bluish hue and the corners become red-

coloured, attended with swelling, Iachrymation, and a burning

sensation in their bodies. This disease is due to the enrage-

ment of the deranged Pittam through the ingestion of large

quantities of boiled rice. In the disease known as S'irotpata

the vessels (veins) of the eyes are marked either by the

presence or absence of pain and become either copper-

coloured or discoloured. Neglected at the outset this disease

may run into one, known as S'irapraharsha, in which thick

copper-coloured tears are found to be discharged from the

eyes and the patient becomes incapable of seeing anything.

A depressed white spot like the puncture of a needle,

occurring on the iris, attended with pain and warm dis-

charge, is called Savrana Sukta. Such Savrana Suktas, not

occurring too close to the pupils, nor in couples, and unattended

with pain and discharge, are curable, otherwise they are in-

curable. Non-ulcerative opaque spots are likewise found to

appear on the iris. They are coloured either like conch-

shells, or Kunda flowers and resemble thin shreds of white

clouds in shape. They are easily curable. Non-ulcerative

opaque spots, affecting two or three successive layers of

sclerotic, should be regarded a* incurable, But such opaque

spots, which are perforated in the middle owing to the

bursting of their centres, or which are deep or indented,

or are covered with fleshy over-growths, or are covered

with shreds of red-coloured veins which are found to
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pulsate, or affect the two coats of the sclerotic, or threaten

to J|destroy the? eye-sight should be regarded as incurable,

Opaque spots in the eyes,
(
attended with hot lachrymation

and crops of pustular eruptions resembling Mudga pulse

in shape, should be regarded as incurable. The disease

in which the entire surface of the iris is covered over

with such opaque spots is called Pakshapakatyayam. This

disease should be attributed to the concerted action of the

three Doshas and regarded as incurable. Reddish, fatty

growths covering the entire surface of the iris, like dry ex-

crements of goats, and attended with extreme pain, and a thick,

shiny, copper-poloured discharge, is called Ajakajitam. This

disease has its seat in the third coat of the sclerotic. Objects

appear dim when the morbific principles lie incarcerated about

the pupils. Optical illusions, result from the incarceration

of the morbific principles in the second coat of the sclerotic.

Moats in the sun-beam, halo round the sun, and insects' images

are seen to fly before the eyes when the second coat of the

sclerotic is thus affected. Things remote appear near, and

things near appear remote, and it becomes impossible for a
person, thus [afjHicted, to, thread a needle. The patient loses

the faculty of seeing downward although having the capacity

of observing anything situated higher up, when the Doshas

lie incarcerated in the third coat of the sclerotic. Even large

objects^appear indistinct as if enshrouded in a sheet, and
features of persons around seem distorted (lit. nose-less

ear-less'; etc.). Each of these morbific principles, thus incar-

cerated in the third coat of sclerotic imparts its characteristic

tint tajthe object of vision. The patient fails to catch the

vision of a near object when the morbific principle is lodged

i$, the^lower parts of the pupils, while the remote objects re-

main invisible when the morbific principle is lodged in the

upper part of
4
the eyes. The patient cannot see objects that

are at his sides when the Doshas are lodged in the sides of

the pupil, \ybile he can not catch the vision of any object at aU
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when the morbific principles~extend over the whole of the

pupil. Bifurcated images are seen when the Doslias in

the pupils lie cleft in twain, while multiple images are

perceived when the Doshas lie multifariously divided in the

pupil. The morbific principles lodged in the fourth coat

of the sclerotic get the denomination of Timira, when they

tend to obliterate the vision of the eyes, which ultimately

destroy the faculty of sight. At this stage the disease is

designated as Linganasha. Effulgence of the sun, moon and

lightning, and lustres of gems become visible to the patient

80 long as the morbific principles do no reach down into the

deeper tissues of the eyes. This disease is also known by the

name of Nalika or Kacha.

In the Vataja form of Linganasha, reddish, cloudy and

distorted images are seen by the patient. In the Pittaja.

form of Linganasha, sparks of fire flies, flashes of lightning,

effulgence of the sun, and images of rain-bows and dancing

peacocks are seen to flash about before the vision. In the

Kaphaja form of Linganasha, small objects appear thick and

large, things in general appear white and ghossy, cloudless

skies appear overcast with clouds, and the earth seems as

if laid under a sheet of water. In the Raktaja form of

Linganasha, objects appear red to the vision and spots of

darkness float about in its range, inverted images of objects

are seen, and things appear white, black, or yellow-coloured

to the eyes. In the Sannipatika form of Linganasha, bifur-

cated, double or triplicate images of objects are seen.

Persons appear deformed, or possessed of additional limbs

or bodily members to the eyes, and sparks of light are seen

to float about all round. The Pittam, deranged in con-

junction with tbe blood which is the purified essence of the

former, brings on a disease of vision, which is called

Parimlayi. The quarters of the heaven, sparks of fire,

flies, and rays of the sun appear yellow to the vision,

and leaves of trees appear studded with particles of
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sparkling diamonds. The six forms of Linganasha described

above impart the characteristic colour of their exciting

factors (Doshas) to the objects of vision. In the V&taja

Linganasha the pupils appear like thick, rosy lenses

of glass. In the disease known as Pariml&yi the pupils

appear blue and lustre-less. The faculty of sight is some-

times found to be restored on the subsidence of the deranged

morbific principles ushering in the disease. The pupils

appear dry, quick and rose-coloured through the action of the

deranged and aggravated Viyu ; bluish or yellowish like

that of bell metal, through the action of the deranged and

aggravated Pittam ; and thick, glossy, and white, like conch-

shells, or Kunda flowers, or shifting water drops on lotus

petals, through the action of the deranged and aggravated

Kaphah. In the type due to the action of the enraged

blood, the pupils seem to move about when the eyes are

rubbed with the hands.

Objects appear yellow to the vision, when the vision is

affected by the deranged Pittam. The patient loses the

faculty of sight during the day and regains it in the night,

when the morbific principles lie incarcerated in the third

coat of the eyes. This regaining of the eye-sight is brought

about through the subsidence of the action of the deranged

Pittam during the night. To a person, whose sight has been

affected by the deranged Kaphah, every thing appears white.

A little of the morbific principles, lying in all the three coats

of the eyes, produces night-blindness. The patient regains his

faculty of sight in the day on the subsidence of the action

of the deranged Kaphah through the heat of the solar rays.

He, who, through grief, or through the effects of a long

fever, or of an injury to the head, sees every thing dusky,

is said to be a Dhumra-darshi. In the disease known as

Hrasva-Jadyam the patient sees with difficulty during the

day and large objects appear diminutive to the vision. The

disease in which the sight glows like that of an ichneumon
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during the day in consequence whereof the patient beholds

things as multi-coloured and which is due to the spreading of

the morbific principles all over the pupils, is calledJNakuIan-

dhyam. The pupils, affected by the enraged Vayu, become

contracted and extremely painful in their inside and bring

on distortion of vision. This disease is called Gambhirika.

The loss of eye-sight (Linganasha) may be brought about

through two causes, viz., Sanimitta and Animitta. Derange-

ment of the local morbific principles through their respec-

tive aggravating factors or the effects of a badly-handed

conjunctivitis may be included within the first named
(Sanimitta) cause, while the sight of celestial Rishis, serpents,

etc., are included within the Animitta causes of the loss of

eye-sight. The pupils look blue and sparkling in cases

brought about through the last named causes.

A thin, extensive, brown or reddish, screen-like fleshy

growth on the sclerotic is called Prastaryarma. Soft,

whitish, expanding, screen-like excrescences -of slow growth

appearing on the sclerotic are called Suklarmas. Soft

fleshy growths, coloured like the rosy lotus-petab and

appearing on the sclerotic are called Rakt£rmas. Thick,

soft, extensive, fleshy excrescences, either black or liver-

coloured, and appearing on the sclerotic, are called Adhi-

mcLnsdrmas. Hard, extensive, non-secreting, fleshy screen-

like growths appearing on the sclerotic are called Snayavar-

mas. Brown or flesh-coloured spots, or spots coloured like

oyester-shells, appearing on the sclerotic are called S'uktikas.

A single spot, coloured like a drop of hare's blood, and

occurring on the sclerotic, is called Arjuna. A white cir-

cular, raised, fleshy swelling resembling a patch of" rice-

paste and appearing on the sclerotic is called Pishtaka. A
Pishtaka looks like a faded mirror. 'Nets of hard, red-

coloured veins appearing on the sclerotic, are called Sird-

jilas. White pustules, appearing on the part of the sclerotic,

adjacent to the iris and covered over with nets of veins are
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called Silaja Pidakas. Hard, white spots, slightly elevated,

and looking like drops of water and having the colour of

bell-metal are called Valisas. Swellings appearing about

the unions of the pupils, marked by an aching pain and

Suppuration and discharge of pus, are called PuySlasas. A
large nodular swelling appearing about the union of the

pupil and iris, attended with a slight pain and an itching

sensation, and which is found but to partially suppurate, is

called Upan£ha. The morbific principles by taking recourse

to the lacltrymial sacs of the eyes, affects the four places'

of unions in that organ. This desease is called Srava-Roga,

or Netranadi, according to others. A swelling, which occurs

about any of these places of union, and which suppurates

and secretes pus, is called P'uyasriva1

. This desease is due

to the concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam, and

Kaphah. A similar sw-lling, which suppurates and discharges

thick, slimy and1 white*co!oured pus, is called S'leshma-SraVa.

A similar swelling that discharges biood is called Raktasrava,

which is due to the action of the enraged blood. A similar

discharge of hot, thin, watery, yellow-coloured fluid is called

Pitta-Srava. A thin', circular, copper-coloured swelling at-

tended with an aching pain and burning sensation and

appearing about tire m'eeting of the iris and sclerot'ic is'

called Parvaui. Alajis appear about the same places of

ufri'on, and their symptoms have been described before (Vide,

chapter on Meha). Parasites germinating in the folds 0>f$.he

eyelids and about the blending of the eyelids and scle-

rotic grarlully tend to affect the entire organ of vision.

Now I shall discourse on the Nidanam of diseases that

affect the eye-lids. Thick, copper-coloured Pustules appear-

ing on the lower lids attended with an itching sensation, and

with their heads pointed inward and full of pus, are called

Utsanga Pidakas. These pustules are attributed to the

concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam, and Kaphah.

Pustules appearing at the ends of the eyelids', and resembling;
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Kumbhika fruit in shape, which burst and are again filled

With pus, are called Kumbhikas. Pustules to the size of red

mustard seeds, which appear on the eye-lids, attended with

jlairij heaviness, discharge and an itching sensation, are

Called Pothakis. Thick and rough pustules appearing on

the eye-lids, surrounded by a crop of small pustules, are called

Vartma-SharkaraS, which vitiate the eye-lids. Pustules, to the

size of Ervaruka seeds, and with pointed heads, and which

are glossy and attended with a slight pain, are called Arsho-

Vartmas. Hard, long, pappilous growths, devoid of discharge

and occurring within the eye-lids, are called Sushkarshas.

Suit and copper-coloured pustules occurring within the eye^

lids, attended with a burning sensation and an aching pain;

are called Anjana-namikas. In the disease known as Vahula

Vartma, the eye-lids become studded over with hard pustules^

of the same colour with the surrounding skin. The disease in

which the eye-lids cannot be opened in consequence of

the appearance of a slightly painful and itching swelling

therein, is called Vartma-Vandhaka. The disease in which

the eye-lids suddenly become Soft, and ted or copper-

colouredj attended with a little pain and discharge, is

called Klishta-Vartrriaka. If a discharge is set up in the

eye-lids in consequence of the aggravation of the deranged

blood and Pittam, the disease is called Vartma-Kardama.

The disease in which the both sides of the eye-lids assume

a twany brown colour and are attended with an aching pain

is called S'yava-Vartma. The disease in which the exteriors

of Ihe eye-lids become marked by a slight pain and swelling,

and the interiors are characterised by a discharge is called

Praklinna-Vartma. The disease in which the eye-lids, whether

washed or unwashed, be'coffie agglutinated, is called Aklinna

Vartma. In the disease known as Vatahata Vartma the eyes

are found to squint owing to the looseness of the unions of the

eye-lids and sclerotic. A slightly painful, rose-coloured

tumour (cyst), irregular in shape and rapid in its growth, is

68
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called Vartmarvuda. In the disease known as Nimesha'

(squinting) the morbific principles, by taking recourse to the

nerves controlling the closing of the eye- lids, make them

shut in quick succession.

A hard, thick, slightly painful, itching, slimy tumour,

occurring on the eye-lid, is called Lagana. The disease in

which the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah produce

swellings on tire exterior sides of the eye-lids, and a series

of perforated sores in their inside is called Visa-Vartma.

The disease in which the morbific principles, by taking re-

course to the eye-lids, make them contracted, is called

Kunchana. The disease in which the eye-lashes, affected

hy the morbific principles of the body, get. into the eye-lids,

producing irritation of and swellings on the iris and sclerotic

is called Pakshakopa. This disease is of a S&nnipatika origin,

and falling off of the eye-lashes forms one of its specific

features. The disease, in which the deranged Pittam,

ensconced in the eye-lids and sclerotic, tends to destroy the

eye-lashes and produces an itching, burning sensation in the

eyes, is called Pakshapata.

-'.o:-

CHAPIEK CLXXII.

HEAR me, O Sushruta, now discourse on the Nidanam of

S'iro ro^a. There are several types of Shiro-roga, such as those

due to the several actions of the deranged Viyu, Pittam and

Kapha, Suryavarta, Anantavata, Ardhivabhedaka and Shan-

khaka, as well as those which are brought about through the

concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah,

or are due to the action of parasites, or to the loss of any

fundamental principle of the body, or to the vitiated condition
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of the blood. In the Vataja type of Shiro-roga a"pain is sud-

denly experienced in the head which is aggravated in the

night and relieved on pressure, or on application of oil to the

head. In the Pittaja type, the patient feels as if his head is

burning with live charcoal and fumes escaping out of his

ostrils. The disease shows signs of amelioration after night-

fall, and after cold applications to the head. In the Kaphaja

type of Shiro-roga the head is felt cold to the touch and seems

heavy and tight, as if closely tied with a compress. Swellings

about the sockets of the eyes form one of its special charac-

teristics. In the Sa.nnipa.tika form all the symptoms of the

three aforesaid types manifest themselves in unison. In the

Raktaja type all the symptoms of the Pittaja one are mani-

fested, and the head, in special, cannot bear the least touch.

The type known as Kshayaja is brought about through the

loss of fat, blood, or of Kapham (mucous) of the head. This is

one of the most distressing and virulent types of S'ira-roga and

is extremely hard to cure. Applications of medicated oils,

bleeding, errhines, emetics, etc., fail to give any relief in this

type. Vertigo with a gone feeliny in the limbs, and epileptic fits

form the specific features of this disease. The patient feels

as if needles are being pricked into his head which rolls about.

In the type due to the action of the para.-ites, the patient

suffers from a fluent coryza mixed with pus. The parasites

gnaw at the membranes of the skull, the head throbs, and

a pricking, piercing pain is felt in its inside. This disease

is extremely hard to cure. In the type known as Suryavarta

a slight pain about the eyes and eye-brows is commenced

to be felt from the sunrise in the morning which increases

as the sun travels towards the zenith, the pain reaching

its climax at midday. With the decline of the sun in the

west the pain shows signs of amelioration, entirely subsiding

after night-fall. This disease is attributed to the aggravated

action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah, and si

extremely hard to cure.
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The disease, in which the bodily Vayu, aggravated through

the ingestion of parchifying articles of fare, or in conse-

quence of eating before the digestion of a previous meal is

completed, or enraged through an exposure to cold or east

wind, or in consequence of over-fatiguing physical exercise,

or aggravated through the suppression of any natural urging

of the body, either alone or in unison with the deranged

Kaphah, gives rise to an excruciating pain extending over

the half of the head (Hemicrania) and affecting only one

ear, one eye, one eye-brow, and one half of the region

of the temple or neck, is called Ardhavabhedaka. The affect-

ed half of the head seems as if it is being cut with a knife,

or is being churned in the manner of. fire-churning (Arani),

The disease in which the enraged blood, Pittam and Vayu,

being augmented, and accumulated in the temporal regions,

give rise to a swelling attended with a burning sensation, red-

ness, and an intolerable pain is called S'ankhaka by the wise.

The disease soon spreads to the head with the rapidity of

a poison and brings on constriction of the larynx. It invari-

ably proves fatal within three nights. A patient, not succors

bing within this period, may rally under an extremely

cautious and judicious treatment.

:o:-

CHAPIER CLXXIU.

HEAR me, OSushruta, now discourse the Nidinam of diseases

that are peculiar to the opposite sex. Ingestion of incompa-
tible articles of fare, eating before the digestion of a previous

meal, indigestion, abortions, sexual excesses, excessive travell-

ing in carriages, or riding on horse-back etc., exhaustion
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through excessive grief or anguish, lifting or carrying of in-

ordinately heavy weights, local-injuries and day sleep may be

described as the exciting factors of As,rigdara (uterine or

vaginal catarrh) of which a bruised or aching pain in ],the

limbs forms the specific concomitant. Weakness, vertigo,

epileptic fits, mental distraction, somnolence, delirium with

a burning sensation in the body and various other nervous

distempers manifest themselves on the aggravation of the

discharge. There are four different types of Pradara, brought

about through the several actions of the deranged Yayu, Pilt-

tam, and Kaphah and through their concerted action as well.

In the type of Pradara (leucorrhcea) due to the action of the-

deranged Kaphah, the discharge becomes greyish and slimy!,

or resembles the washings of meat in colour, In the Pittaja

type of leucorrhcea, the discharge becomes hot and assumes,,

a yellowish, bluish, blackish or reddish colour, and other

specific symptoms of the deranged Pittam are found to super--

vene. In the V&taja type of leucorrhcea the discharge is.

frothy and scanty, and resembles the washings of meat. It

is ejected in small quantities, attended with the other specific

affections of the deranged Vayu. In the Sannipatika type of

leucorrhcea the discharge assumes the colour of honey, clari-

fied butter, yellow oxide of arsenic (Haritala) or of marrow,

and gets a cadaverous smell. This Sannipatika form of leu-

corrhcea should be ragarded as incurable, and a physician!

with any regard to his personal fame, should not prescribe

any medicine in cases of this type. A case of leucorrhcea,

attended with fever, thirst, weakness, poverty of blood, and a

copious and constant discharge with a burning sensation in

the body, should be regarded as beyond all cure. Cata-

menial blood which follows a regular periodicity as regards its

out-flow and flows out for five days, each month, unattended

with any pain or burning sensation, and which is neither ex-

ceedingly thin nor slimy, should be regarded as the indication

of sound health in a woman. Catamenial blood, which is
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coloured either like the washings of shellac, or the blood of a

hare, and which leaves no stain on the linen after washing,

should be likewise regarded as pure (healthy.)

Twenty different varieties of vaginal diseases are recog-

nised'in'practice, O Sushruta, of which injudicious and un-

wholesome'food, menstrual disorders, congenital taints, and

dynamics of acts done by a woman in her previous births act

as the exciting factors.

In the variety known as UdaVarti (dysmenorrhcea) frothy

catamenial blood is emitted with the greatest pain. In the

disease known as Vandhya (sterility) the menstrual flow is

either absent or suppressed. In the disease known as

Vipluta, an intolerable pain is felt in the reproductive organs.

In the variety known as Paripluta (Vaginitis) an excruciating

pain is felt in the vagina during an act of sexual congress.

In the variety known as Vatala-yoni, the vaginal canal is

felt rough and numbed, attended with an aching, piercing

pain. In all these four varieties of vaginal complaints the

pain experienced is of a nervous (Vataja) character. A

female reproductive organ, which loses blood (bleeds
, atten-

ded with a burning sensation in its inside, is called Lohita-

Kshayi. In the disease known as Vdmini, a large number of

ova is ejected with blood, accompanied by loud reports. In

the disease called Prasransini, the vagina is displaced from

its natural seat (prolapsus of the Vagina\ while the disease

known as Kshobhita precludes the possibility of concep-

tion on account of the extremely agitated condition of the

local nerves. In the disease known as Putraghni, the patient

may conceive at close intervals, but the pregnancy is often

destroyed though the emission of uterine blood, which is

facilitated by a weakened condition of the local nerves which

is one of the specific features of this disease. In the

disease known as Pittalayoni, fever with a burning sensa-

tion and suppuration in the vagina is found to supervene.

These four foregoing types of Yoni-roga should, be regarded
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as marked by a predominance of the deranged Pittam, and of

symptoms peculiar to that morbific diathesis. In the disease

Known as Atyananda
1

the patient knows no satisfaction in

respect of sexual pleasures (nymphomania). In the disease

known as Karnini, polypi grow in the vaginal canal through

the agency of the deranged Kaphah and blood. In the

disease known as Acharana, the woman spends herself

before her husband during an act of sexual congress, while

in that called Atichara the woman is never satisfied, hence in

both these diseases the seeds of man and woman never

meet. In the disease known as Shleshmala-yoni, the vagi-

nal canal is felt cold and slimy and is marked by an itching

sensation. These four forms of Yoni-roga should be re-

garded as marked by the predominance of the deranged

Kaphah: A woman in whom the catamenial flow and the

mammae do not appear, and whose vaginal canal is perceived

rough during acts of sexual congress is called a Shandi.

An immature girl by holding sexual intercourse with a fully

developed and exceedingly large-limbed man suffers from

evils which are called Andalis. A vagina with an extremely

dilated vulva is called Maha-yoni, while that with an ex-

tremely constricted (external) orifice is called Suchi-Vaktri.

These four last-named types of Yoni-roga should be regarded

as due to the concerted action of the deranged Vayu, Pittam,

and Kaphah, and hence incurable.

The deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah of the vaginal

region,'.aggravated through such exciting factors as day-

sleep, excessive irascibility, over-fatiguing physical exercise,

sexual excesses, bites, and scratches, give rise to ex-

crescences in that locality which assume a colour, blended

of those of£pus ,and blood, and resemble Lakucha fruit in

shape. These vaginal growths or excrescences are called

Kandas. In the Vataja type of this disease the growths

become rough, discoloured and cracked. In the Pittaja

type they are marked by redness and a burning sensation.
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la the Kapllaja type they are coloured blue like Atasi flowers

and are marked by atl itching sensation. In the Sannipatika

type they are marked by all the aforementioned specific

symptoms.

CHAPTER CLXftlvS

NoW, hear rrte, O Sushruta, discourse ort the Nidanarri

of Mudhagarbha. Carrying o'r lifting of inordinately heavy
1

loads, hurt (to the womb or uterus), and excessively hotj

or irritating food or drink are the factors which tend

v to bring about an abirtion of pregnancy, which is Ushered

in by such symptoms as show of blood and an aching pain

in the uterus. The faetus continues in a liquid state (undiffer-

entiated limbs) up to the fourth month of gestation, while it

is aborted in a solidified (lit, with developed limbs) state in

the fifth or sixth month of gestation. Hence, an abortion of

pregnancy taking place after the fifth month of gestation is

called miscarriage. As a fully ripe fruit may be felled down

from a true by sliaking it, so a hurt to the womb, fever, and

irregular eating may bring on miscarriage of pregnancy in

a woman. The enraged VAyu, by lying stuffed in the mater-

nal passage, produces suppression of urine and an aching

pain in the uterus and vagina, and obstructs the child in its

passage out of the channel of parturition. Such an obstruction

of the faetus is called Mudha-garbham (difficult parturition or

false presentation). Cases of false presentation (Mudhagarbha)

although admitting of being grouped under a large number

of heads, are usually classified into four or eight forms,

according as the child lies obstructed at the head of the

maternal passage on account of its head proving too large
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for the latter, or as the bloated belly of the child proves

the cause of obstruction, or as the arched back of the child

hinders its downward passage, or as the child, with its one

hand or both hands raised up, lies obliquely obstructed across"

the passage of parturition, or as the child, with its arched:

neck, and chin pressed on its breast, or with its sides contort-

ed, lies stuffed in the vaginal canal. On the other hand, all

these different forms of false presentation may be grouped

under four sub-heads such as Sankilaka, Pratikhura, Parigha^

and Vijagati. The torm of false-presentation in which the child,

with its hands and legs uplifted and pressed upon its head,

lies obstructed in the maternal passage, is called Sankilaka.-

The form of false-presentation in which the two hands and

legs of the child together with its head are passed out and

its body lies obstructed in the passage of parturition is called

Pratikhura. The form of difficult labour in which the hands

and. the head of the child are passed out and the rest of its

body lies obstructed in the passage of child-birth is called

Vijaka. In the form known asParigha, the body of the faetus

lies obliquely across the passage of parturition, in the manner

of a Parigha (bolt). An enciente whose head droops

down on the advent of the pain of child-birth, and who

forsakes all modesty during the time, and whose body be-

comes cold, and on the surface of whose abdomen blue veins

are found to appear, should be regarded as indicating an un-

favourable termination of the labour. Absence of pain of

child-birth, or of urination, defecation, etc., which invariably

usher in the labour, as well as non-throbbing of the womb

indicates an unfavourable prognosis. The complexion of the

enciente becomes sallow, she complains of a cadaverous

smell in her breath, and symptoms of tympanites present

themselves on account of the bloated, condition of the

belly of the dead faetus in the womb. Loss oT friends

or of fortune, assault, and injury to the uterus are the

factors that are usually calculated to bring on abortion of

69
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pregnancy. Constriction of the vulva, rigidity of the external

orifice of the uterus, obstruction of the child in the maternal

passage and the presence of a colicky pain in the uterus

(Makalla*) are the factors which accelerate death in cases

of difficult labour.

CHAPTER CLXXV,

NoW hear rne, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

'diseases of parturient women (Sutiki Roga)

The enraged and aggravated bodily VAyu, by arresting

the flow of uterine blood in a parturient woman, produces a

peculiar kind of aching pain in her pelvic and cardiac regions,

as well as in the region of her head, which is called Makallam.

An aching pain in the limbs, fever with shivering, thirst and a

sensation of heaviness in the limbs, cedematous swellings of the

limbs, diarrhcea and colic are the symptoms which mark a case

of Sutika-roga. Inadequate food, want of proper rest and

physical comforts, irregular diet, and indigestion serve to

bring in a host of diseases in parturient women, of which the

following are usually met with (in practice) viz-, Fever,

dysentery, cedema, colic, constipation of the bowels, weak-

ness, somnolence wich a non-relish for food, water-brash and

diseases that originate through the interference of the de-

ranged Vayu and Kaphah. These diseases occurring in

* MaKalla literally means after-pain, or false pain after child-birtli.

In the Sushruta Samhita, Makalla is described as

twwraw'mi 3fTsf nt wfa«trf«rri *rcft www' mftfa \

The term "cha" in this aphorism includes any kind of uterine colic,

nether occurring in a parturient or non-parturient woman.
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w eak and emaciated women after parturition, as well their

supervening symptoms are extremely hard to cure.

I shall now describe, O child, the diseases of mammary
glands. The morbific principles of the deranged Vayu, Pittam

and Kaphah, by affecting the mammas, whether charged

with milk or otherwise, vitiate the flesh and blood of the

breast. Five different kinds of mammary diseases are known

in addition to the one named Raktaja Vidradhi, whose

symptoms are quite in common with those of an external

abscess. Bad or indigestible food in parturient women,

by enraging the morbific principles of their breasts, tends

to vitiate their breast milk, which forms the source of many

diseases in their children. Breast-milk, vitiated by the

deranged Vayu, becomes thin and watery and acquires

an astringent flavour ; that vitiated by the deranged Pittam

tastes either pungent, acid or saline, while that vitiated by

the deranged Kaphah is thick and slimy and sinks in water

when thrown into it. Good breast-milk speedily mixes with

water, is colourless, and has a sweet taste. The use of such

breast-milk alone is recommended.

CHAPTER CLXXV1.

NOW hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

diseases, peculiar4
toBinfant-life. A child sucking its mother's

milk,] vitiated^by the deranged Vayu, suffers from diseases of

the deranged Vayu, hoarseness, .emaciation, and suppression

of the stool.jurine and flatus being its chief characteristics.

A child sucking jmilk, vitiated by the deranged Pittam,

suffers from Pittaja affections, of which loose motions

of the bowels, chlorosis, thirst, heat in the body and
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perspiration form the principal symptoms. A child sucking;

breast-milk vitiated by the deranged Kaphah suffers from

diseases of the deranged Kaphah, and salivation (water brash)

somnolence, running at the nose, flow of tears, vomiting of

undigested breast-milk etc., form its main features. Diseases

of infants, breught about through the agency of- any two of

the morbific principles of Vayu, Pittam, etc., exhibit symptoms

which are peculiar to each of them. In the Sa.nnipa.tika

forms of diseases of infant life, the symptoms of all the

Vataja, Pittaja and Kaphaja types become manifest in

unison. The intensity of pain in the body of a child

should be inferred from the pitch of its cry-sound. The

use of bad breast-milk produces a kind of itching sensation

in the eye-lids of infants which is called Kakunaka.

Profuse teats run down from the eyes, and the child

constantly rubs its forehead, nose and eyes, and becomes

incapable of looking at the sun, or of opening its eye-

lids. Through the use of breast-milk of pregnant mothers

infants are found to suffer from a peculiar form of indigestion

(lit, impaired digestion) attended with cough, vomiting, somno-

lence, vertigo, and bloatedness of the abdomen with a non-

relish for fcxood which is called Paribhava. The deranged and

aggravated Kaphah, by lying incarcerated', about the root

of the palate, produces a kind of disease in infants which

is called Talu-Kantaka. The part of the head parallel to.

the roof of the palate is found to sink in this disease, the

roof of the palate looks as if it hangs down, and the

child refuses to be weaned at the breast. Deglutition

becomes painful, the neck of the child droops down, and

belching of milk, loose motions of the bowels, thirst, and

pain in the mouth, throat and the eyes, are the symptoms

which are found to supervene. A kind of Erysipelas, resem-

bling the petals of red lotus in shape, are found to appear on

the scalps, or about the pelves of infants which invariably finds

a fatal termination. The Erysipelatous patches ^are either
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found to descend from the head to the breast by the way of

the temples, or to ascend from the pelvis to the head by the

region of the breast. Symptoms of fever etc. affecting infan,ts

are identical with those described before under their respec-

tive heads. In addition to these, several diseases of super-

natural origin, such as Skandapsmara, S'akunigraha, etc.,

are found to afflict infants. In the form known as Skanda-

Graha, either the right or the left eye of an infant becomes

full of tears, perspiration becomes profuse, the child shakes

more or less as in palsy, the eyes look upward, the face is

contorted, a kind of bloody smell is emitted from its body,

and the child gnashes its teeth, or looks terrified, or cries a

little and refuses to take at the breast.

In the disease known as Skandapasmara, the child vomits

frothy matter in an unconscious state, or writhes about in

convulsive fits. Roused from swoon it cries and refuses

to be consoled, and a peculiar smell, blended of those of

blood and pus, is perceived to be emitted from its body. In

the disease known as S'akuni-graha, the affected child suffers

from looseness of the joints and a gone feeling in the limbs,

and rouses up terrified. An odour like that which is

perceived in the body of a bird is exhaled from its limbs,

which become covered over with patches of secreting ulcers,

and crops of belbous eruptions, attended with suppuration

and a burning sensation, are found to appear on its body.

In the disease known as Revati-graha, the body of the

affected child becomes covered over with ulcers or belbs,

which are found to readily bleed. The body of the child

emits a pecular miry odour, and fever with loose motions of

the bowels and a burning sensation in the body is likewise

found to supervene. In the disease named as Putana-graha

the affected child suffers from fever and dysentery, the eyes

are directed obliquely upward, and the child looks agitated

and refuses to be lulled down to sleep. In the disease

called Andhaputana', the affected child suffers from vomiting,
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dysentery, fever, thirst, cough, and a disinclination to take

the breast. The cries become extremely pitious and a

smell like that of clotted blood is emitted from its body.

In the disease known as S'eeta Putana, the child coughs and

shakes, emaciation of the body, vomiting, dysentery, and

running at the eyes being its further characteristics. In the

disease named as Naigameya Graha, the affected child

violently gnashes its teeth with its eyes turned upward, and

vomiting, rigour, dryness of the throat and mouth, and

epileptic fits are the symptoms which are found to super-

vene. In the disease known as Mukha-Mandalika-Graha,

the complexion of the affected child becomes bright and clear,

and large veins are found to appear on its body, which emits

a smell like urine. The child craves for more and more food

in this disease.

-:o:-

CHAP1ER CLXXVII.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Upadansa. Sexual congress with women who have observed

a long vow of perfect continence, or with those, the external

orifices of whose reproductive organs are extremely narrow or

constricted, or the canals of whose reproductive organs are

studded with patches of hairy growths, promiscuous inter-

course, neglect in cleansing the parts after coitus, vaginal

diseases in women, visited, bites or pinches at the genitals,

washing of the parts with hot or alkaline water, carnal acts

with beasts, and masturbation etc., are the factors which

tend to produce the five forms of Upadansa in the genitals.

In the type of Upadansa due to the action of the deranged

Vayu, the (primary) pustule assumes a black hue and is
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produces an aching, piercing pain about the frenum. In

the Pittaja type of .Upadansa the (primary) pustules as-

sume a yellowish colour and are attended with discharge and

a burning sensation. In the type of Upadansa due to con-

tamination of blood the pustules assume a black or flesh-

like colour, and readily bleed. Symptoms peculiar to the

Pittaja type of Upadansa also manifest themselves in this

one. In the Kaphaja type of Upadansa, the swelling be-

comes extremely great and the pustules (incidental sores)

are found to secrete al thick copious discharge. Cases of

S£nnipatika, type of Upadansa of which a varied colour and

character of the discharge form the chief specific features,

should be regarded as incurable. A physician should re-

nounce the mr-dical treatment of a patient whose genitals

have been entirely eaten away by parasites, leaving only the

balls to dangle. The foolish one, who does not resort to proper

medical treatment at the outset, ultimately dies of this disease,

with his genitals extremely emaciated, or attended with swel-

ling and suppuration, or eaten away by parasites. Condy-

lomatous growths, resembling crests of cocks in shape and

occurring upon or about the glanpenis, or between the

integuments of the scrotum, or about any other joints of the

body, are called Lingarsas. They are painless and slimy in

character, and are of a Sannipatika origin, whence their

incurablity.

Foolish persons, who get their reproductive organs swollen

and elongated- by means other than those described in the

works of the holy Vatsayana, etc., or by pricking bristles of

S'uka insects into the cavernous tissues of their reproductive

organs, suffer fiom any of the eighteen forms of the malady

designated as Shukadosha. These eighteen forms of malady

are respectively known as Sarshapika, Ashthilika, Kumbhika,

Alaji, etc. Pustules to the size of white mustard seeds, and

occurring over the penis through the aggravation of the local

Vayu and Kaphabt in consequence of the bristles of S'uka
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insects lying pricked into its body, are called Sarshapikas.

Hard pustules, resembling pea-st-eds and occurring over the

penis, through the aggravation of f.l e enraged local Vayu, are

called Ashthilas. Patches of thready pustules occurring over

the penis, through the action of the deranged Kaphah, are

called Grathitas. Hard black pustules over the penis,

resembling seeds of black berries and having their origin in

the aggravation of the deranged Pittam and blood, are called

Kumbhikis. Alajis, which are found to crop up on the

penis in this disease, are quite identical in character with

those described under Prameha. Pustules attended with

swelling of the part, which are found to appaer on the penis

in consequence of rubbing it, in this disease, through the

aggravation of the local Vayu, are called Mriditas. Pustules,

which appear on the penis in consequence of pressing it

with the hands for the purpose of introducing the bristles

of S'uka, in this disease, are called Sanmuda Pidakas, which

are due to the aggravated condition of the local Vayu. Long

pappilous pustules, which crop up on the penis, owing to

the introduction of S'uka-bristles into its body and which

burst at their centre and give rise to pain and horripilation,

are called Adhimanthas. These pustules should be attri-

buted to the action 01 the aggravated Kaphah and blood in

the locality. In the form of S'ukadosha known as Push-

knrika, round roseolar patches, resembling petals of red

lotus in shape, appear upon the penis, surrounded by small

pustular eruptions. The local blood, vitiated by the virus

of S'uka-bristles, produces a kind of anaesthesia in the body

of the penis, which is called Sparsha-hini.

Repeated introduction of the bristles of S'uka insects

into the cavernosa of the penis for the purpose of getting it

abnormally swollen and elongated gives rise to a kind of

red pustules on its body, which are called Uttamas, which

resemble Masha or Mudga pulse and owe their origin to the

vitiated condition of blood and the Pittam. Nets of
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sieve-like sinuses, which are found to invade the male4

organ of reproduction owing to the injudicious insertion of

Suka-bristles into its body, ar e called S'ataponakas. These

sores result from the deranged condition of blood and of the

bodily V&yu. An inflammatory suppuration is established

inside the skin and prepuce of the penis owing to the inju-

dicious use of Suka, which is called Tvakap&ka. A disease

of the male organ of generation, resulting from the same

cause as above, in which it becomes studded with black pus-

tules and belbous eruptions, attended with an extreme pain, is

called Shonitarvuda. Fleshy tumours, which crop Up on the

body of the penis owing to its baing roughly handled after the

insertion of Suka-bristles into its body, are called Mansar-

vudas. The disease in which the flesh of the penis is found

to slough off through the agency of the above-said exciting

factor (S'uka dosha) is called Mansapaka, which should be

attributed to the concerted action of the three Doshas.

Abscesses appearing on the male organ of reproduction1

exhibit the same symptoms as are manifested in connection

with the Sannipatika ones. An inflammatory suppuration

of the same organ owing to the introduction of the bristles of

poisonous, black, or multicoloured Suka insects, and in which

the organ becomes, shrivelled, or emaciated, or is entirely

destroyed, is called Tilakalaka, which is of a Sannipatika

origin. Of these diseases of the male organ of generation,

Mansarvuda, Mansapaka, Vidradhi and Tilakalaka should be

regarded as incurable.

lmpotency and loss of virile power often mark the

sequel to Upadansha. A person incapable of discharg-

ing his conjugal duties is called a Kliva (impotent), and im-

potency may arise from a variety of causes, mental, physi-

cal,, traumatic, etc. Non-erection of one's virile organ

owing to one's holding sexual congress with, a woman whom'

one detests, or the incapacity of that morgan to respond to-,

the call of desire on account of grief or fright are case^j

70
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which illustrate the mental cause of impotency. Excessive

loss of semen through ingestion of extremely saline, pungent,

or acid articles of fare, or through such like factors which

are calculated to aggravate the deranged Pittam may bring on

impotency which may be called Pittaja impotency. Similarly,

sexual excesses without using any kind of aphrodisiac

medicines may be followed by the same result. Voluntary

suppression or erotic propulsions, severance of the spermatic

chords, not to speak of congenital deformities, such as-

absence of the testes, etc., may give rise to impotency. Con-

genital impotency, as well as that due to the severance of

the spermatic chords, should be regarded as incurable.

-ror-

CHAPIER CI.XXVI1I.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Masurika (Variola), etc. Ingestion of pungent, saline or

alkaline articles of fare in inordinate • quantities, use of

incompatible articles of food, eating before the digestion of a

previous meal is digested, use of stale food, Simbi seeds,

and Madhvilukas, exhalations from poisonous trees, marshy
grounds, etc., use of vitiated water for drinking purposes,

exposure to winds charged with poisonous miasm, and influ-

ences of malignant planets are the factors which tend to

aggravate the morbific principles in the human organism, and
these pathogenetic factors, in combination with the conse-

quently poisoned blood, bring on an attack of Masuriki
(small-pox). The disease is so named from the fact of

the resemblance of its eruptions to lentil seeds. Eruptive

fever with lassitude and a desire to stretch the limbs,
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vertigo and a distaste for all things and concerns of life, dis-

colouring and swelling of the skin (eruptive rashes) and

redness of tjie eyes are the symptoms, which mark the pre-

monitory stage of Masurika. In the Vataja type of Masurika

the pustules become hard, rough, and reddish brown, attended

with an excruciating pain in the limbs. These pustules are

very slow of suppuration. In the Pittaja type of Masuriki

a breaking pain is experienced in the limbs. Cough, rigour,

apathy, lassitude, parchedness of the palate, lips, and tongue,

and thirst with a non-relish for food are its symptoms. The

pustules become white, red, or yellow, attended with a kind of

extreme pain and burning sensation, and suppuration is found

to set in later. In the Raktaja type of Variola, loose motions

of the bowels with an aching pain in the limbs, thirst with

a non-relish for food, stomatitis, and inflammation of the

conjuctivse with a high fever are the symptoms which

speedily manifest themselves in conjunction with the other

specific features of the Pittja type of this disease. Water-

brash, a non-relish food, heaviness of the limbs, headache, a

sensation as if the body has been tied with a wet compress,

somnolence and physical languor are the symptoms which

mark the Kaphaja type of Masurika. The pustules are

found to be white, thick, glossy, and marked by a little pain

and an itching sensation about them, taking time to be

fully suppurated. In the Sannipatika type of Masurika the

pustules assume a bluish colour, are dipped at the centre, and

look elongated like thrashed paddy. They are very slow to

suppurate, being attended with an extreme pain and a copious

fetid discharge. The type of small pox, known as Charma-

dala, in which constriction of the larynx with a non-relish for

food, numbed pain in the limbs, delirium, and want of com-

forts are developed, should be regarded as incurable. Red

eruptive rashes of the same elevation with the follicles of

bodily hairs, due to the aggravated condition of the deranged

Kaphah and Pittam, of which cough; fever and a repugnance
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for food mark the premonitory stage, are called Romanthika

(measles).

The eruptions in cases of Tvakgata Masurijjia (Chicken

pox) are found to be belbous in their character, which

secrete a water-like fluid when they burst. These eruptions

have their origin in the vitiated condition of the serum.

Those which have their origin in the vitiated condition of the

blood assume a blood-red colour. The cuticles of these

pustules are exremely thin. They bleed when burst, and

prove curable if the blood is not extremely poisoned. In

the type which has its origin in the diseased condition

of the flesh, the pustules become hard, and glossy, and are

possessed of thick cuticles. They suppurate later and

thirst and fever with an aching, itching sensation in the

body are found to supervene. In the type which has its

origin in the diseased condition of the bodily fat, the erup-

tions are soft, slightly elevated, and circular in shape, attended

with an extremely high fever. Hyperperaxia, mental aberra-

tion and delirium are also developed and scarcely its victim

escapes with life. In the type which has its origin in the

diseased condition of the marrow, the pustules become small

gised and of the same colour with the surrounding skin, and are

slightly raised and flat like thrashed paddy. There is loss of

consciousness, nerve and vein amestomoses and regions about

the unions of bones and ligaments (Marmas) seem as if being

torn asunder and the bones seem as if being bored with drills.

This disease is highly fatal, the patient expires on the very

day of the attack. In the type which is due to the diseased

condition of the semen, the eruptions look as if they are

suppurated, while in fact they are not. They are small,

glossy and extremely painful. Epileptic fits, loss of consci-

ousness, and insanity with a burning sensation in the body

and superficial coldness and heaviness of the limbs form the

specific symptoms of this type of Masurika, which invariably

proves fatal.
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Of the several types of Variola, those that are respectively

due to the action of the deranged Pittam, Kaphah, or Pittah

and Kaphah combined, or have their respective seats in

the lymph chyle or blood speedily yield to medicine. Those

which are due to the deranged condition of the bodily Vayu,

or of the Vayu and Pittam, or of the Vayu and Kaphah, are

comparatively more difficult to cure, while cases of Sanni-

patika origin should be abandoned as incurable.

In the Sannipatika type, the eruptive pustules are either

coloured like the red corals, or like the ripe Jambolin or

Tamala flowers, or like iron-dust. Cough, hiccough, mental

aberrations, hyper-peraxia, delirium, convulsions, thirst,

haemorrhage from any of the upper apertures of the body, a

wbeeeimg sound in the chest and violent fits of vertigo are the

symptoms which point to an unfavourable prognosis in Variola.

A small-pox patient affected with excessive thirst, or with any

nervous disease, such as Apatanaka (hysterical convulsion)

and found breathing through, the mouth, should be regarded

as already within the clutches of death. A painful cedema-

tous swelling about the wrists, elbows or shoulder-blades

marks the sequel to an attack of small pox. These swellings

are extremely hard to cure.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CLXX1X.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Kshudra Roga. Painless, shiny, erythematous eruptions of

the same colour with the surrounding skin and to the size of

Mudga pulse, which are often found to attack infants, are

called Ajagallikas- They are due to the action of tho de-

ranged Vayu and Kaphah. Confluent erythematous eruptions,
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resembling barley corn and cropping up from underneath the

flesh are called Yavaprakshas. This disease is due to the

action of the deranged Vayu and Kaphah. Thick, raised, cir-

cular patches of erythematous pustules marked by the pre-

sence of a little pus in their inside and brought about through

the agency of the deranged Vayu and Kaphah, are called Antra-

lajis. Pustules resembling ripe Audumvara fruits in colour,

and characterised by dilated mouths and an intolerable burning

sensation are called Vivritas, which are due to the action

of the deranged Pittam. Crops of five or six 'pustules

which are hard, confluent and resemble the back of a tortoise

in shape, are called Kachchhapikas. Pustules with pointed

and jagged tops like those of an ant-hill and appearing

on the shoulders, neck and extremities, or about the armpits

are called Valmikas, which should be understood as of a

Sannipatika origin. Crops of pustular eruptions, arranged in

the manner of lotus seeds and brought about through the

agency of the deranged Vayu aijd Pittam are called Indra-

viddha (Herpes) The disease in which circular patches of

painful and elevated pustules appear on the skin are called

Gardhavikas which are due to the deranged Vayu and Pittam.

A hard, glossy, slightly painful swelling, appearing about the

mandibles, is called Pashana Gardhava (Parotitis) which is

due to the deranged Vayu and Kaphah. Firm and extremely

painful pustules, which appear within the ducts of the ears,

are called Panasikas. A thin (non-elevated) and non-

suppurating swelling, attended with fever and a burning sen-

sation, which shifts from one part of the body to another

in the manner of erysipelas, is called Jala-Gardhava. A
nodular boil, attended with fever and extreme pain which

appears on the head through the concerted action of the three

Doshas, is called Irivellika. Black and extremely painful

belbous eruptions on the arms, sides, or shoulders, or about

the arm-pits are called Kakshas. Such belbous eruptions

occurring singly on the skin are called Gandha maid. Both
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these diseases are of a Pittaja origin. Belbous eruptions

about the armpits, which cause the sloughing off of the local

flesh and which are attended with fever and an intolerable

burning sensation in their inside are called Agni Rohinis,

which should be understood as of a Sannip&tika origin,

which usually terminate in death on the seventh, tenth, or

fifteenth day of the attack. The disease of the flesh of the

finger-nail caused by the deranged Vayu and Pittam, and

which is characterised by the inflammation and suppuration

of the affected parts is called Chippa (onycha). Large,

nodular abscesses resembling a Vidariki in shape and occur-

ing in the femoral regions or about the arm-pits, are called

Vidarikas. They are of a Sannipitika origin. The deranged

Vayu and Kaphah, by taking recourse to the flesh and veins,

produce a kind of tumours, which, bursting, secrete a kind

of secretion resembling a compound of honey and sugar in

colour. They are called Sharkararvudas. Long pedestrian

journeys tend to enrage the Vayu of the feet which produces

cracks in the soles. This disease is called Padadan. Constant

contact of mire or of mud produces a kind of painful cxyma in

regions between the toes which is called Alasa. The deran-

ged Vayu and Pittam, by finding lodgment in the follicles of

hairs, tend to cause their falling off and to prevent their re-

appearance. This disease is called Indralupta (alopacea). In

the disease known as Darunaka (dandruff) the scalp becomes

rough and encrusted. Crops of profusely secreting pustular

eruptions on the scalp due to the action of the deranged

Kaphah, or of parasites or diseased blood in the locality, is

called Arunshika. In consequence of grief, fright or of

over-fatiguing physical exercise, the increased bodily heat

and the aggravated Pittam, by taking recourse to the

head, tend to produce premature greyness of hair. This

disease is called Palityam. The deranged Vayu and

Kaphah, as well as the diseased blood, give rise to a kind of

pustular eruptions on the faces of young persons which are
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called Mukha-dushika's (acne). Circular patches of itching,

grey-coloured pustules on the skin, resembling the thorns

of lotus stems, are
'

called Padmini Kantakas (Lupus),

Black, glossy, painless, and slightly elevated spots on the

skin, which are mostly congenital, are called Jutumanit

(males). More or less extensive areas of painless, black or

twany coloured spots on the skin are called Nyachchlias

(Chlasma). Brown or twany brown coloured spots on the

skin of the face are called Vyangas (Tans). The disease in

which the prepuce is found to entirely encase the glan penis

in consequence of the aggravation of the Vayu through

onanisam or coitus is called Parivartika (Phymoses). Sexual

congress with girls with extremely narrow or constricted

vulva, or with those who have not attained puberty, leads

to bursting or retro-flexion of the prepuce, leaving the

glanrpenis exposed. This disease is called Avapitika (para-

phymosis). The deranged Vayu, by taking recourse to. the

prepuce, makes it closely adhere to the glan penis, completely

covering the Meatus. This disease is called (stricture of

the urethra) Niruddha-prakisha in which the urine dribbles

out with pain. Voluntary suppression of urgings towards

defecation tends to enrage the Apana Vayu which produces

constriction of the rectum. This disease
t
is called Sanniruddha

Guda (Rectal constriction) in which scanty stools are ex-

pelled with the greatest difficulty. Urine, perspiration and

particles of fecal matter lying deposited about the anus o£

infants in consequence of the neglect to cleanse the parts

give rise to a sort of Erythematous eruptions which are

called Ahiputanas (Erythema). They are apt to become

confluent and secrete a kind of discharge on scratching.

Dusts and other filthy matter lying deposited in the integu-

ments of the scrotum give rise to a sort of erythematous

eruptions which are called Vrishana Kachchhu. Violent purg-

ing of stool, or excessive straining at the time of bearing down

the stool, produces protrusion of the anus in a weak subject.
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This disease is called Guda-Bhransa (Prolapsus Ani.) An
excruciating pain with an itching sensation about the pro-

truded part in the same disease, attended with fever and

suppuration of the anus, constitutes what is known as

Shukara-danshtra in the parlance of the Ayurveda.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CLXXX.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Bhagandara (fistula in ano). Within a space of two fingers'

width about the anus an extremely painful pustule, which

bursts and is transformed into a kind of sinus, is called

Bhagandara. This disease admits of being divided into five

different types such as the Vataja, Pittaja, Kaphaja, Sanni-

patika, and Shalyaja (traumatic).

In the Vataja type of Bhagandara, which is also called

Shataponaka (sive-like), ingestion of astringent and parchify-

ing articles of fare serves to enrage and aggravate the

bodily Vayu. The deranged Vayu, thus aggravated, gives

rise to a pustule in the region above described, which, if not

properly attended to at the outset, becomes suppurated and

exudes a vermil-tinted, frothy discharge on bursting. A
large number of sinuses is formed into the incidental sore

through which semen, urine and feces are found to be dis-

charged. In the Pittaja type of Bhagandara, which is also

designated as Ushtragriva, a red pustule is) produced in the

region of the anus through factors, which are calculated to

enrage the deranged Pittam. It is rapid in suppuration and

discharges a warm, fetid pus. The disease is so named from

the fact of. the pustule assuming an arched shape like the

neck of a camel in its immature stage. In the Kaphaja type

of Bhagandara, which is also called Parisravi, the pustule

71
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becomes hard, white, and slightly painful, attended with

an itching sensation and marked by a thick, cold discharge.

The Shalyaja (traumatic) type of Bliagandara is also

designated as Unmirgi. A sore about the anus owing

to the pricking of any thorny substance into that region, jf not

properly cared for from the outset, is converted into a tyne of

Bhagandara which is called Unmirgi. All types of Bhagan-

rlara are extremely painful and obstinate. A case of

Biragandara in which flatus, stool, urine, semen and parasites

are found to be ejected through the incidental s'inuses

should be regarded as incurable.

Incidentally I shall deal with the Nidanam of Nidi

Viana (sinus), O Sushruta. The pus in a fully suppurated

abscess or swelling, if not evacuated at the proper time,

begins to infiltrate and burrow into the underlying tissues,

producing sinuses, which constantly discharge pus. In the

Vataja type of Nadi-Vrana the sinuses become narrow, pro-

vided with extremely narrow orifices, and are attended with

an aching pain in their inside. A frothy pus is discharged

more in the night than in the day from these sinuses. In the

Pittaja type of Nadi Vrana, fever, thirst and an intolerable

burning sensation in tlir sinuses are found to supervene. A
hot, yellow pus is discharged from these sinu9es,more in the '

day than in the night. In the Kaphaja type of Nidi Vrana the

sinuses become hard and 'ire marked by an itching sensation •

and an extreme pain, exuding a large quantity of thick, white,

slimy pus in the night. In the Sannipatika form of Nadi-

Vrana, the characteristic symptoms of all the three preceding

types, together with fever, dyspnoea, epileptic fits and a

burning sensation manifest themselves in unison. In the

traumatic type, any foreign matter lying concealed in the

incidental sore may give rise to sinuses, which are marked

by a constant pain, and are found to excude a frothy, blood-

streaked, ehurned-like pus. Sinuses of the Sannipatika type

scarcely yield to medicinal treatment.
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Now, Hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidariam of

poisoning. Poisons may be divided into two classes such

as Vegetable and animal. Poisons obtained from bulbs

of plants etc., may be called vegetable poisons, while those

dropped down from the fangs of venomous snakes, etc

,

are called animal poisons.

Somnolence, drowsiness, lassitude with a burning sen-

sation, horripilation, swelling (cedertia) and dysentery are the

symptoms, which mark the action of vegetable poisons in

general, while fever, tooth-edge, hic-cough, pain in the throat,

vomiting of frothy mucous, dyspnoea, epileptic fits and a

marked repugnance for all kinds of food are the symptoms,

which generally walk in the trail of animal poisons. Deli-

rium, unconsciousness and a thrashing or bruised pain in the

limbs are the general features, which mark the action of

poisons obtained from the roots of poisonous plants or

trees. Yawning, shivering, and dyspnoea are the symptoms

which result from the ingestion of leaves of poisonous trees

,(lit, leaf-poisons). Dryness of the mouth with a burning

sensation in the body and a distaste for food are the symp-

toms which result from the ingestion of a fruit-poison.

Vomiting, tympanites and epileptic fits are the features which

mark the action of a flower-poison. Roughness of the body,

head-ache and salivation with a bad smell in the mouth

are the symptoms which mark the action of a bark-poison or

of a sap-poison. The use of milky exudations of poisonous

trees develops such symptoms as a feeling of heaviness in

.the limbs, emission of frothy mucous from the mouth and

violent purgings. Cardiac difficulties, epileptic fits, and a

burning sensation about the palate are the symptoms, which

.are exhibited in cases of poisoning with any metallic pdisori.
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These nine kinds of poison, anywise imbibed by a persorr,

may ultimately prove fatal, if not instantaneously so. A
wound from a poisoned weapon ,is marked by bleeding. It

suppurates on the very day it is inflicted and shows signs of

putrefaction, the black putrid flesh sloughing off day by day.

The patient suffers from thirst, fever, and an intolerable

burning sensation in the body until titanus is developed.

All these symptoms may be exhibited in connection with any

other kind of poisoned wounds. Yellow or black-coloured

stool and vomiting of frothy mucous are the specific features

of cases of poison-imbibing.

Venomous serpents are divided into three different

groups such as, the Bhogis (Hooded owes), Mandalis (spotted

with ring-like marks on their bodies) and Rajilas (marked

with stripes). Of these, the Bhogis possess a temperament of

dominant Vayu, the Mandalis possess a temperament of

dominant Pittam, and the Rajilas possess a temperament of

dominant Kaphah. From these species of snakes many

have originated by hybridisation, and their offspring possess

temperaments blended of the specific traits of their parents.

A bite by a snake of the Bhogi species imparts a black tint

to the skin of the bitten part and the specific symptoms of

the deranged Vayu begin to manifest themselves in succes-

sion. A bite by a snake of the Mandali species gives a

yellow tint to the space about the punctures made by its

fangs, which becomes soft and marked by a burning sensation

in its inside, and other specific symptoms c-f the deranged

Pittam are found to supervene. Likewise, a bite by a snake

of the Rajila species imparts a greyish tint to the seat of

the wound, which becomes hard, glossy and slimy, the blood

discharged from the punctures being found to be exceedingly

thick. Symptoms peculiar to the deranged Kaphah are more-

over exhibited in cases of bites by Rajila snakes.

A bite by a snake at the root of an Ashvaththa tree, or in

a temple, or at a cremation ground, or near an ant-hill, or
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at the crossing of two roads, or at evening, or under

the influence of the asterisms, Bharani, Ardra, Ashlesha,

Maghi and Mula invariably proves fatal. Poisons of hooded

serpents (Darbikaras) instantaneously prove fatal. Heat

enhances the virulence of all kinds of poison. Poisons prove

instantaneously fatal in infants, old men, pregnant women,

lepers, and hungry or weak persons, as well as in those suffer-

ing from any kind of urinary disease or ulcer-cachexia. Persons

bitten by snakes in whose body an incision fails to draw any

blood (is not followed by bleeding), or strokes of lashes do not

leave any marks on the skin, or in whom sprays of cold water

do not produce any horripilation, should be abandoned as

already in the clutches of death. A snake-bitten person whose
face is distorted, nose is sunk down, neck is bent and
jaws are locked up, and whose hairs may be easily pulled up,

and in whom the punctured wounds of the bite assume a red

or blackish hue, should be already counted with the dead.

Emissions of ropy mucous from the mouth, and haemorrhage

from the upward or downward apertures of the body point

to an unfavourable prognosis in a case of snake-bite. Simi-

larly, four fang-marks on the seat of the bite, as well as loss

of voice, inability to walk, or loss of the power of locomotion,

blackness of complexion and bendirig of the nose are symp-

toms, which portend impending evil in cases of snake-bite.

An animal or a vegetable poison, made to part with any of

the ten specific qualities of instantaneous expansiveness etc.,

or weakened by time, or through the exposure to air and light,

or through contact with any neutralising vegetable agent, is

called a Dushi Visha. A slow (dushi) poison, by reason of its

weakened potency, lies over-powered by the mucous secretion,

which its presence in the organism engenders, and fails to

exercise any fatal effect, but long continues un-eliminated in

the system. The presence of such a poison in the organism

is indicated by loose stools, sallowness of complexion, a fetid

smell in the body and a distaste in the mouth, with thirst,
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vertigo, epileptic fits, vomiting, indistinctness of speech, mental

and bodily inertia, and a host of other distempers-owing to the

impairment of the normal physiological functions of the body.

The presence of a slow poison in the stomach gives rise to

diseases, which are due to the action of the deranged Vayu

and Kaphah.

Continuing in the intestines, it brings on disorders which

originate from the deranged action of the bodily Vayu and

Pittam, falling off of the hair being one of its specific traits.

Lodged in the lympchyle (Rasa) it produces indigestion,

fever, nausea, jaundice, diseases of the heart, an aching pain

in the limbs, a feeling of heaviness of the body and a dis-

taste for food. Located in the blood (affecting the vascular

system) . it engenders cutaneous affections, erysipelas,

pustular eruptions, specks and tans on the face, alopecia,

abscesses, haemorrhoids, tumours, menorrhagia, haemorrhage,

and splenic enlargement. Affecting the flesh it begets

scrofula, scurvy, Osthapaka, ranula, tonsilitis, tumours,

haemorrhoids, etc,. Deranging the fat it brings on glandular

enlargements, tumours, Ostha-prokopa, diabetes and abnormal

perspiration. Attacking the bones it produces such diseases

as bad nails, Adhidania, bone-ache, Adhyasthi, etc. Lodged .

in the marrow it begets darkness of vision, vertigo, epileptic

fits, heaviness of the joints and opthalmia, etc. Lodged

in the semen (affecting reproductive apparatus) it brings

on impotency, seminal concretions in the urethra and sperma-

torrhoea, etc.

Increased sleep, heaviness of the limbs, yawns, looseness

of the joints, horripilation and an aching pain in the body

mark the premonitory stage of the aggravation of a slow

poison in the system. A feeling of mandagore after eating,

indigestion, with a distaste for food, appearance of circular

rashes on the skin, or urticaria, loss bf flesh, cedematous

swelling of the extremities, epileptic fits, vomiting, dysentery,

thirst, dyspntea, fever, and dropsical swelling of the abdomen
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are the symptoms, which mark (he stage when the effects

of a slow poison becomes fully patent after the necessary

period of incubation. One kind of slow-poison produces

insanity, another brings on tympanites, a third begets seminal

disorders (losses), a fourth engenders indistinctness of speech,

a fifth brings on cutaneous affection.-, a sixth brings on car-

buncles and erysipelas, and so on. A residence in a swampy,
or in a marshy country, cloudy days, ingestion of preparations

of barley corn, and dayrsleep are the factors, which tend to

rouse up the latent action of a slow poison. Cases of slow-

poisoning of recent origin and occurring in ungreedy and

judicious persons are curable, such pases of nearly a year's

standing can only be suppressed, while those occurring in

persons of immoderate habits are incurable.

Wicked women, with a view to enthrall their lovers or

husbands, mix the dirty rubbings qf their bodies, or catamenial

blood, or such ljke poisonous organic refuges with their

food and drink, or men's enemies administer some sorts of

slow poison through these vehicles put of a spirit of retalia-

tion with the effect that the lovers or enemies to whom they

are administered become afflicted with jaundice, emaciation,

impaired digestion, dropsical swelling of the extremities,

tympanites, ascites, diarrhoea, pthisis, consumption, fever or

intestinal glands.

Once on a time king Vishvamitra went to the hermitage

of the holy Vashishta and attempted to forcibly drag away his

cow (Kama dhenuj. The beads of perspiration, which the

wrath of that insulted, sage engendered on his forehead,

dropped on the bundles of cut grass (Lunas) stacked near

at hand, and, behold, they were transformed into hosts of

venomous spiders, called Lut^s. Lutas (spiders) are so called

Irom the fact of their originating from the drops of wrathful

perspiration of the holy Vashistha which fell upon the bundles

of cut grass (Luna's. There are sixteen different species

of spiders, of which the bites by Sauvarnikas etc., prpve
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fata!, while those by Trimandalas etc., obstinately resist the

action of curative agents. Sloughing and putrefaction of

and bleeding from, the seat of the bite, fever with a

burning sensation in the bowels, appearance of large cir-

cular rashes and pustular eruptions on the skin, and red or

brown-coloured, soft, extensive, and shifting swellings on the

limbs form the general features of bites by venomous

spiders. Bites by venomous spiders of Trimandala or allied

species give a twany brown colour to seats of the bite. The

wounds become covered with net works of false membranes

and evince a tendency of siiifting upward, attended with

fever, swelling and discharge. The poison of a spider of any

of these species undergoes a long incubation after which

its action becomes patent in the organism. A bite by a

venomous spider of any of the eight species, such as

Sauvranikas etc., is marked by a swelling about the seat of

the bite and the appearance of white, black, red or yellow

pustular eruptions on the skin. Fever, dyspnoea, and hiccough

with symptoms of cephalagia are also present and the

patient succumbs to the virulence of the poison.

A bite by a poisonous rat is marked by bleeding from the

seat of the bite, appearance of grey-coloured rashes on the

skin, fever with a distaste for food, horripilation and a burning

sensation in the body. A biie by a rat, which is latally

poisonous, gives rise to epileptic fits, a rat-like swelling about

the seat of the bite, discolouring of skin, deafness, fever,

salivation, vomiting of red blood, heaviness in the head and

exudation of slimy fluid from the wound. A bite by a lizard

(Krikalasa), is marked by unconsciousness, loose motions

of the bowels, and a varied colour of the skin of the

seat of the bite. The poison of a centipede first produces

an intolerable burning, breaking pain, and courses upward

in the organism after which it returns to the seat of the bite

and continues therein. A bite by a centipede at the tip of

the tongue or nose, or at the region of the heart, happening
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to develop such symptoms as painful sloughing of the parts,

should be regarded as presaging a near death. A bite by a

venomous insect of the Kanabha species gives rise to erysi-

pelatous eruptions, cedematous swellings, 'colic, fever, vomiting

and sloughing of the seat of the bite. A bite by a poison-

ous cricket (Uchchitinga) is followed by horripilation and

numbness of the genitals of its victim. An indescribable

pain is felt in the body, which seems cold, as if packed

in a wet sheet. Venomous frogs are usually found to

bite with a single fang, swelling of, and pustular eruptions

about, the seat of the bite, thirst, vomiting and somnolence

being its specific characteristics. A bite by a venomous

fish, is characterised by pain, swelling and a burning

sensation. A bite by poisonous leeches develops fever,

epileptic fits, swelling and an itching sensation. A ibite"

by a domestic lizard develops perspiration, burning, swel-

ling and a pricking pain. A bite by a venomous mountain-

mosquito proves fatal as a Luta-bite of the incurable type. A
bite by a fly of the Stliagika species proves instantaneously

fatal, the wound being characterised by a constant discharge.

Pustular eruptions appear on the skin, and fever, convulsion

and a burning sensation in the body supervene. A bite or

a scratch by a tiger or an ourang-outang gives rise to inflam-

mation and suppuration in the wound. A bite by a rabid

dog or a jackal develops tetanus, fever, etc,. Subsidence of

the deranged and aggravated morbific principles of the

body, restoration of the fundamental principles of the body

to their normal condition with a desire for food, emission of

stool and urine, normal functions of the organs, a healthy

colour of the complexion, and a cheerful frame of mind of

the patient are the symptoms from which a physician should

infer the full elimination of a poison from his svstem.
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CHAPTER OLXXXIt.

5>Jow hear me, Sushruta, discourse on the Nidinam of

Shlipadam (Elephantiasis).

A swelling attended with fever, which first occuts in either

of the inguinal regions and ultimately extends to the legs,

is called Shlipadam (Elephantiasis). Similar swellings may

occur of the ears, hands, nose, lips and genitals. In the

Vitaja form of Shlipadam (Elephantiasis) the skin of the

swelling becomes rough and assumes a black colour. The

skin -of the affected part breaks, and a diverse kind of

pain is felt in the affected regions without any apparent

exciting cause. In the Pittaja 'form of Elephantiasis the

swelling becomes soft, attended with a burning sensation in

its inside, and the skin of the swelling assumes a yellowish

colour. In the Kaphaja form of Elephantiasis the swelling

becomes cold, compact, and white, glossy or grey. A case of

Elephantiasis, which is of more than a year's growth, and is

grown over with nodular excrescences in the manner of an

anthill, should be given up as incurable. All these three

forms of Elephantiasis should be understood as marked by a
predominant action of the deranged Kaphah, inasmuch as

heaviness, and swelling can not originate through the agency
of any other morbific principle than the deranged Kaphah.

Now I shall discourse on the Niddnam of Vriddhi-Roga

(Hernia, Hematocele). The enraged and aggravated down-
coursing Vayu, by descending from the inguinal regions into

the scrotum and pressing upon the chords of the testes, gives

rise to enlargement of the scrotum, attended with fever, and
an aching pain, etc., Vriddhi-Rogas may be divided into

seven tjpes according as the different deranged morbific

principles attack the blood, fat, urine, or the colon. Of these

Mutraja Vriddhi (Hydrocele) and Antra-Vriddhi (Hernia) ar«
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brought about through the aggravation of the deranged Vayu,

though they are classed as two different diseases according

to the difference of their regions of locations. la the Vataja

form of Vriddhi-Roga the tumour looks like a full bloated air-

bladder and a variety of nervous pain is felt in its inside. In

the Pittaja form of Vriddhi Roga the (scrotal tumour) assumes

the colour of a ripe Audanwara fruit, and is marked by

heat and a burning sensation. In the Kaphaja form of

Vriddhi-Roga the tumour is felt hard and becomes cold,

glossy, white or grey-coloured and slightly painful. In the

Raktaja form of Vriddhi Roga (Hematocele),, black belbous

eruptions appear on the skin of the tumour and symptoms

peculiar to the Pittaja form are likewise found to supervene.

In the form of Vriddhi Roga, which has its origin in the

diseased condition of the bodily fat, symptoms peculiar to

the Kaphaja type are exhibited and the tumour looks big

and brown like a ripe T£la fruit.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CLXXX1IL

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse of the Niddnam of

Galaganda, (goitre) scrofula, and glandular swellings etc. A
large or small, pendent swelling (growth) at the neck is

called Galaganda (Goitre). The morbific principles of the

deranged Vayu, and Kaphah, as well as the deranged fat, by

taking recourse to the Many&s (muscles of the neck) severally

give rise to different forms of Goitre, marked by their

respective specific symptoms. In the form of Goitre origi-

nated though the action of the deranged Viyu, the swelling

(growth)) assumes either a vermilion or a twany brown colour,

covejred over with nets of black veins, and is attended with an
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aching pain in its inside. Suppuration is markedly absent

or is seldom established in the swelling in this form of Gala-

ganda. A vapid taste in the mouth, together with a feeling

of parchedness of the throat and the palate, is the specific

concomitant of the type of Goitre which has its seat in the

deranged Kaphah. The swelling is felt cold and firm, to the

touch, and becomes heavy and glossy in this type of the

disease. A sweet taste in the mouth, together with the feeling

of a sticky mucous-deposit lying on the lining membranes of

the throat and the palate, forms the specific features of the

type of Goitre which is brought about through the agency of*

the deranged fat. The swelling, which is marked by the

presence of^a little pain and an excessive itching sensation,

becomes heavy, looks grey and glossy, and is found to be

markedly slow in its growth and suppuratfon. It emits a

kind of offensive smell and hangs down short-based from the

neck (of the patient) like a pendent gourd, decreasing or

increasing in size as the patimt loses or gains flesh. The

face of, the patient looks glossy with a sort of oily deposit

on the skin of the cheeks and forehead, and a sort of croaking

sound is heard inside the body of the goitre. A patient

with a goitre of more than a year's growth and afflicted,

with dyspnoea, weakness, aphonia, looseness of the limbs-

and a distaste for food should be abandoned as
v

' beyond

all cure.

Strings of glandular swellings to the size of Karkandhu>

or Jujube stones, and occurring about the arm pits, inguinal or

submaxillary regions or about the nape of the neck etc.,,

through the agency of the deranged fat and KapKa>r» are

called Gandamalas. These swellings are found to be very

slow of suppuration. The disease in which some of these

glands are found to suppurate and to spontaneously burst

and secrete their contents, immediately followed by fr^sh

crops of such glandular swellings in the affected region is

called Apachi (scrofula). Cases of scrofula in which the
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glandular swellings do not appear in strings* are curable,

while those in which the strings of glands are affected in

succession and which exhibit the supervening symptoms of

fever, cough, catarrh, pain at the sides pleuro-dynia), vomiting

etc., baffle the ingenuity of even the best of physicians

(Vaidyas.)

The morbific principles of the deranged Vayu ate, by

vitiating the flesh, blood, tat and the vessels of the body, give-

rise to isolated nodular swellings, which are marked by their

considerable elevation. These swellings are called Granthis.

In the Vataja form of Granthi, the swelling seems as if it

is being drawn about or burst open, or as if a scorpion has

been stinging into it, or as if its contents are being churned'

about. It assumes a black colour and looks like an inflated

bladder although fluctuating under pressure,t and secrete*

a kind of thin, traiibparent fluid, on bursting. In the
, Pittaja

form of Granthi, the glandular swelling assumes a reddish?

or yellowish colour, and a variety of sucking, burning, tearing

pain is felt in its inside. It secretes a thin, transparent,,

hot' fluid on bursting. In the form of Granthi, which has

its origin in the deranged Kaphah, the glandular swelling,

becomes slightly painful and hard like a stone. It is marked

by a greyish tint or by the absence of any colour at all.

The specific itching sensation of the deranged Kaphah is-

experienced, and the swelling, which is remarkably slow in

its growth and suppuration, secretes a kind of thick, cold,

white discharge, on bursting. In the type of Granthi,. which

is due to the deranged condition of the bodily fat the

swelling decreases or gains in size with the emaciation

or fattening of the body of the patient. It looks glossy

* Sushruta lias Analparupa (not extremery mere-rfsed or aggravated)

—Tr.

I Dallana Mishra in his recension of the Sushruta Samliita reads

Amiidu (hard)—Tr.
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and large,, marked by a little pain and a considerable

itching sensation and secretes a discharge of the colour of

sesame-cake, on bursting. The deranged bodily Vayu, aggra-

vated through over-fatiguing physical exercise and such like

aggravating factors, finds lodgment in the veins and nerves
t

.

and gives rise to elevated nodular swellings by contract-

ing, contorting (drawing up) and withering them up-

Such swellings are called Slraja Granthis (varicose veins,.

Neuroma) which happening to be shifting and painful, should

be regarded as incurable.. A varicose vein about any of the

Marma Sthanas (described before), even if happening to be

painless and non-shifting in its character, should be regarded

as incurable.

The mobific principles of the deranged Vayu, Pittam-, etc.,.

by lying incarcerated in any part of the organism and by

affecting the flesh and blood, give rise to firm, painless,,

round, large siaed, short-based growths, which are very slow

of growth and suppuration. These growths are found to

be considerably deep-seated in the flesh of the affected

region and are called tumours (Arvudas)i. The several types-

of tumours recognised in practice have their respective

seats in the deranged V&yu, Pittam, Kaphah, blood, flesh-,,

and fat, and the specific features of each of these types are

identical with those of Granthis brought about through,

the agency of each of these morbific principles of the or-

ganism. Now hear me, O Sushmta, describe the symptoms

of the types of tumours, which originate from a vitiated

condition of the flesh and blood.

The deranged Pittam and vitiated blood, by drawing up

and contracting the veins, give rise to a kind of tumours,

which are marked by secretion and a partial suppuration

They are very rapid in their growth, and are found to

constantly bleed. These tumours are called Raktarvudas.

Jaundice results from constant bleeding in cases of Raktar-

vudas. The flesh of any part of the body, affected through
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the effect of a hurt or injury, produces a kind <tl firm

(non-shifting), hard, glossy, painless, or slightly painful swel-

ling (tumour) of the same colour with the surrounding

3kin which is marked by little or no suppuration. These
tumours are called Mansarvudas. The exciting factor in

all cases of Mansarvudas should be regarded as the de-

Tanged Vayu. A deep seated Mans&rvuda appearing in

persons, who are in the habit of taking meat diet, each

•day, throjgh the vitiation of flesh-, should be regarded

as incurable. Even Mansarvudas of curable types appear-

ing about any of the Marmas and marked by copious dis-

charges, as well as those which are firm and crop up in

•any of the external ducts of the body, should be regarded as

incurable. A tumour, which appears on a pre-existing one,

is called Adhyarvudam by the wise. A tumour suddenly or

gradually appearing on a pre-existing one through the agency

of any two of the morbific principles of the body should be

likewise regarded as beyond the province of medicine,

Suppuration is never found to set in in tumours owing to the

presence of excessive Kaphah or fat in their inside, as well

as in consequence of the morbific principles of the organism

continuing therein in an unresolvable condition.

-:©;-

CHAPlfcfc CLXXXIV.

NoW hear me, O Suahruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Chhardi-Roga (vomiting). The enraged and aggravated Vayu,

Pittam and Kaphah, as well as their concerted action, and

the sight or smell of obnoxous things are the factors, which

tend to produce vomiting, which may be grouped under five

subheads according to the difference of its exciting factors.
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Driraking of inordinately large quantities of fluid, ingestion

of excessive quantities of emolient food, or of offensive,

unwholesome, unaccustomed, or incongenial articles of fare,

hasty eating, excessive physical labour, anxiety, indigestion,

worms in the intestines, pregnancy and kindred conditions

of the body are the factors which tend to set the morbific

principles of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah in

motion, which, in their turn, are violently expelled through

the niDuth, producing a sort of breaking pain in the joints.

The aggravated Vayu leads to the opening of the diaphragm

of the chest, which makes the expulsion of the contents of

the stomach through the mouth possible. This disease is

called Chhardi (vomiting).

Nausea, suppression of eructations, water brash, and an

extreme repugnance for food or drink are the symptoms,

which are exhibited immediately previous to an act- of

vomiting. In the form of vomiting due to the action of the

deranged Vayu, pain at the chest and the sides, dryness of

the mouth, aching pain in the head and about the umbilicus,

cough, hoarseness, and a pricking pain in the body are the

symptoms, which manifest themselves.

In the Pittaja form of vomiting thirst with epileptic fits,

dryness of the mouth, heat in the head and eyes, vertigo and

vanishing of sight are the symptoms, which manifest them-

selves. A kind of yellow, green, or reddish black, hot matter,

which leaves a bitter taste in the mouth, is ejectetl and the

patient complains of a burning sensation in the throat at the

time of vomiting. Somnolence with a sweet taste in the

mouth, water brash and a sen«e of repletion, drowsiness

and a distaste for food and a feeling of heaviness of the limbs

form the characteristic traits of the Kaphaja type of vomiting

(Emisis). A thick, glossy, sweet and white coloured matter

is belched out in this type, attended with horripilation. This

type of vomiting is the least painful of all other types. Colic,

indigestion with a repugnance for food., thirst, dyspnoea with
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a burning sensation in the body and epileptic fits are the

symptoms, which are prominently exhibited in the Sannipatika

form of vomiting, and the patient constantly belches out a hot,

thick, blue or red-coloured matter with a saline taste. The
accumulated bile and mucous in the stomach of the patient, as

well as the otherjwaste matters of the organism, vitiated by the

deranged and aggravated Viyu, are carried up and violently

ejected through the mouth, when the enraged and aggra-

vated bodily Vayu, by obstructing the ducts of stool, urine and
perspiration etc., abnormally courses in an upward direction

within the organism. The ejected matter smells of stool

and urine owing to the obstruction of the intestines and
urinary ducts by the deranged Vayu. Thirst, dyspncea, and

hic-cough are soon found to supervene and death comes and

speedily closes the scene.

Vomitings severally induced by the sight or smell of an

obnoxous object, as well as those due to uterine irritation as

in pregnancy, or to the presence of worms, or of accumulated

mucous in the intestines, should be all regarded as of a

traumatic origin, the symptoms indicating the predominance

of any particular morbific diathesis (such as the deranged

Vayu, etc.,) in the system should lay down the course of

medical treatment to be adopted in each case. There is a per-

sistent nausea with an intolerable colic in the type of vomiting

due to the existence of worms in the intestines, and symptoms

peculiar to a case of Hrid-roga of a parasitic origin are like-

wise found to supervene. Extreme prostration, and the colour

of the ejected matter resembling that of the crest of a peacock's

plume, as well as the fact of its being marked with shreds of

blood or pus are symptoms which point to an unfavourable

prognosis in vomiting.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nid£nam of

the burning sensation in the body (Diha). The heat of the

Pittam, augmented through the abuse of wine, lies pent up

in the blood and bile, and is afterwards thrown up to the

73
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surface-layer of the bodily skin, causing an intolerable burn-

ing sensation therein which is known as " wine's-burning."

Blood, which courses through the whole organism, being

conjested in the head, produces a kind of burning sensation

in the body, attended with thirst and a copper-coloured com-

plexion. The eyes assume a blood-shot aspect, an iron-

like smell is emitted from the mouth and the patient feels

as if being surrounded with a circle of blazing fire. All

other symptoms of bilious fever become patent in this type

of burning in which the same course of medical treatment

should be followed as laid down in connection with bihoi.9

fever. Unappeased thirsts, by bringing about a diminution of

the watery parts of the bodily constituents through the

agency of the augmented Pittam, produce a kind of burning

sensation both in the surface of the body and its inside in

which the lips, throat, and palate seem as if parched up and

the patient shakes and protrudes his tongue. Accumulation

of blood in any of the chambers or cavities of the body

(such as the the thorax) in consequence of a deep-seated

sword-cut, or arrow-wound gives rise to a kind of intoler-

able burning sensation in the body in which all the symptoms-

of the type due to the congestion of blood are found to

supervene. A loss of any of the fundamental principles

of the body is followed by a burning sensation in the body'

which brings on epiliptic fits, thirst, aphonia, and stupour,

which, if not speedily remedied, may terminate in death.

A blow on any of the vulnerable Marmas of the body, such

as the heart, bladder, head, etc., may bring on an intolerable

burning sensation in the body which defies all medicinal

remedies. A wise physician should not take in hand the

medical treatment of a patient, who complains of a burning

sensation in the body when it is felt cold to the touch.



CHAPTER CLXXXV.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Shitapitta (Urticaria) etc,. The Kaphah and Vayu of the

body, deranged through the contact of (exposure to) currents

of cold air, invades the skin and blood in combination with

the deranged Pittam, and produces the disease known as

Shitapittam. Thirst with a burning sensation in the body,

n.iusea with a distaste for food, feeling of physical languor,

and heaviness of the eyes are the symptoms, which mark the

premonitory stage of Urticaria. Eruptions like wasp-stings

appear on the body both in urticaria and the disease known

as Urdada. An itching, pricking pain is felt in these

eruptions, and fever with vomiting, etc., becomes manifest.

A preponderance of the deranged bodily Vayu acts as the

exciting factor of Urticaria, while a preponderance of the

deranged Kaphah lies at the root of a case of Urdada. The

distinctive traits of the eruptions of Urdada are that they are

dipped at the centre, being marked by an itching sensation,

and are arranged in circular patches. Unsatisfactory exhibi-

tions of emetics, by arresting the ejection of bile, mucous

and ingested food from the system, cause a large number of

itching, circular rashes to appear on the skin, which sponta-

neously disappear a short while after their appearance.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Amlapittam (acidity). Ingestion of incompatible articles

of fare, use of unwholesome food, ingestion of acid sub-

stances, or of those which give rise to a re actionary acidity

(Undergoes an acid transformation after digestion) in the

stomach, or of those which extremely aggravate the Pittam

are the factors, which hinder the assimilation of the Pittam

(bile) accumulated in the digestive apparatus of a man, and
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this undigested or unassimilated bile brings about the

disease known as Amla-Pittam (acidity).

Indigestion of the ingested food, lassitude, nausea,

risings of bitter eructations, or a feeling of heaviness in the

limbs with a burning sensation in the throat or epigastrium,

as well as a marked distaste for food are the symptoms

which form the characteristic features of Amlapittam.

Loose motions of green, yellow, or various coloured stool,

together with thirst, vertigo, epileptic fits, cloudy perception,

nausea, absent-mindedness, Urticaria, impaired digestion,

horripilation, yellowness of the complexion and abnormal

perspiration, together with a burning sensation in the body

form the specific symptoms of the type of Amlapittam

in which the undigested food in the stomach finds a down-

ward outlet. In the type of which vomiting forms the

primary and specific trait the ejected matter is found to

be either green, yellow, red, or blue, mixed with a kind

of slimy, transparent mucous. It has bitter or acid taste.

Imperfect digestion of ingested food in the stomach is some-

times followed by the rising of bitter or acid eructations

or belching out of a bitter acid fluid. A burning sensation in

the throat, epigastrium and the sides, headache, heat in the

body, an extreme repugnance for food, fever which has its

origin in the deranged condition of the Kaphah and Pittam,

pustular eruptions on the skin and a host of other dis-

tempers are usually found to follow in the wake of Amlapittam.

Even cases of acidity of recent origin require special care

to be radically cured, and a temporary palliation is the only

relief that can be expected from a judicious course of medi-

cal treatment in old or chronic cases, although instances

are not wanting where a radical cure has been effected

inspite of the age and chronic nature of the ailment.

Cases of Amlapittam are usually divided into three classes

such as Vataja, Kaphaja, and Vata-Kaphaja, according to

the predominance of any of these three morbific principles
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in those under treatment, and they are very apt to confound

even an expert physician in matters of diagnosis, Shivering,

delirium, epileptic fits, tingling sensations in the limbs,

lassitude, neuralgic pain, darkness of vision, vertigo and

mind-wanderings are the symptoms, which mark the Vataja

type of Amlapittam. In the type marked by the dominant

action of the deranged and aggravated Kaphah, symptoms

such as expectoration of mucous, heaviness of the limbs,

lassitude with a distaste for food, and shivering with a gone

feeling in the limbs manifest themselves. In the type due

to the combined action of the deranged Vayu and Kaphah,

drowsiness, together with the specific symptoms of the two

abovesaid types, forms the specific feature. Bitter or acid

eructations, with a burning sensation in .the throat, sides

and the epigastrium, vertigo, swooning, vomiting, lassitude

with a distaste for food, headache, salivation, and a sweet

taste in the mouth are the symptoms, which mark the Kaphaja

type of Amlapittam.

-:o:-

CHAP1ER CLXXXVI.

Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on the Nidanam of

Shula (Colic, etc., and neuralgic pain). Over-fatiguing

physical labour, excessive riding, or pedestrian journey, sexual

excesses, late hours, drinking of extremely cold water,

ingestion of extremely parchifying articles of fare, such as

peas, Mudgapulse, et<*., eating before a previous meal is

digested, hurt or injury, eating of bitter or astringent articles

in exclusion of those of any other taste, as well as of incom-

patible food-stuff, suppression of any natural urgings of

the body, grief, fasting, and excessive laughter or talk aie
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the factors, which tend to enrage the bodily Vayu, which, in

its turn, produces colicky (neuralgic pain) in the chest, sides,

back, sacrum and pelvis. Eight different forms of Shula are

recognised in practice according as the different morbific prin-

ciples of the deranged Vayu, Pittam, etc., either severally or

jointly bring on an attack, although a dominant action of the

deranged Vayu should be regarded as lying at the root of

each case of neuralgic (Shula) pain or colic.

The Vataja type of Shula is spontaneously aggravated

after the completion of the process of digestion, at night-

fall (evening), in cloudy days and in winter and the rainy

season. The pain subsides and conies on at close intervals

in this type of the disease, the emission of stool and flatus

is suppressed, and the patient complains of a pricking or

breaking pain in his limbs, which is relieved by fomentation,

massage, oily applications, and the use of hot food.

Ingestion of excessively hot, irritating, alkaline or in-

digestible articles of fare (that undergo an acid reaction

in the stomach after digestion), use of fermented liquors

or of extremely acid food, anger, exposure to heat or to, the

sun, sexual excesses, and over-fatiguing physical labour are

the factors, which tend to derange the Pittam, which, in its

turn, brings on a peculiar kind of Shula (colic) about the

umbilicus, which is usually known as Pittaja Shula. Thirst,

delusion (feeling of intoxication) with a burning sensation

in the body, perspiration, epilepsy, vertigo, and a scorching

heat in the body are the further characteristics of this

type of Shula, which is spontaneously aggravated at noon,

at mid-night, during the process of digestion and in autumn,

and is ameliorated in winter and by cold measures and

applications.

Use of the cooked flesh of aqtiatic animals, or of those

that frequent swamps or live in marshy places, drinking

of milk, milk-curd or the expressed juice of sugarcane in

inordinate quantities, and factors that tend to aggravate
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the Kapliah should be regarded as the exciting causes of a

kind of Shula in the stomach (Kaplija Shula) of which

nausea, cough, lassitude of the body, salivation with a

distaste for food, numbness of the stomach and heaviness of

the head form the specific features. Thi-; disease is intensely

aggravated at morning, and in spring and winter, and im-

mately after a meal. In the type due to the concerted action

of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah, a colic is

experienced in the chest, back, sacrum, sides, abdomen and

the pelvis and death may result within a very short space of

time. The type of Shula, which is due to the incarceration

of mucous in the intestines (Amaja), tympanites with a

rumbling sound in the abdomen, nausea, vomiting, heaviness

of the limbs, suppression of stool and urine and salivation

and a feeling of being packed in a wet sheet together with

other specific symptoms of the Kaphaja type speedily mani-

fest themselves.

In the type of Shula, due to the incarceration of mucous

in tlje intestines, nausea, vomiting with a rumbling sound in

the intestimes, suppression of stool and anus, salivation

with a feeling as if the body is packed in a wet sheet, and

other specific features of the Kaphaja type of this disrase

are also present. In the types of Shula respectively due to

the combined actions of the deranged Vayu and Kaphah,

Pittam and Kaphah, and Vayu and Pittam the pain is con-

fined to regions of the urinary bladder (Pelvis according to

certain authorities) heart, sides and the back, to the inguinal,

umbilical and cardiac regions, and to those of sacrum,

pelvis heart sides, back and umbilicus respectively, an

intense fever and an intolerable burning sensation in the

body being the further characteristics of each of them.

Cases of Shula (neuralgia) brought about through the

st-veral actions of the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah

readily prove amenable to medicine, those due to the com-

bined action of any two of the said Dosha9 are comparatively
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more difficult to cure, while those which are due to their

concerted action (Sannipatika) baffle all medicinal remedies.

The deranged bodily Vayu, aggravated by its own

exciting factors, produces a kind of Pre-digestionary colic,

which is called ParincLma Shula (Gastralgia). This disease

is so named from the fact that the colic is brought on after

the ingested food is considerably digested in the stomach

and close before the completion of the proceess of digestion.

The nature of an attack, which is usually experienced at the

advanced stage, and before the completion, of the process

of digestion, may be determined with regard to the pre-

dominance of the deranged Vayu, Pittam, or Kaphah, acting

as its exciting cause. In the Vataja form of Parinama Shula

tympanites with a rumbling sound in the belly, suppres-

sion of the stool and urine, malaise and rigour are the

symptoms that are usually developed. The pain in this type

is relieved by the use of hot, emulsive food. Ingestion of

pungent, acid, or saline articles of fare may be set down as

the exciting cause of a case of Pittaja type of this disease,

which is characterised by thirst, malaise, and perspiration

with a burning sensation in the body. It shows signs of

marked amelioration under cold applications and cooling

measures in general. Nausea, vomiting, and epileptic fits

are exhibited in the Kaphaja type of this disease. The

pain continues long and becomes persistent and is relieved

by the use of bitter, pungent articles of fare. The presence

of specific features of any two of the deranged Vayu, Pittam,

etc., in a particular case of Parinama Shula, indicates its

origin through the agency' of those two morbific principles

of the body, while that of the specific features of all the

there Doshas points to its Sannipatika origin, a case of the

latter type being always regarded as incurable, in as much

as it produces emaciation of the body and entirely impairs

the digestive faculty of the patient. The type of colic

which comes on simultaneously with the commencement of
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the digestion of the ingested food, or after the completion of

the digestive process, or just after the ingested food is

carried down into the stomach and before it is fully con-

verted into chyme, and which does not show any sign of

amelioration even with a strict regimen of diet and conduct,

is called Anna-Drava-Shula (lit colic of undigested chyme
or chyle). Ejection of the contents of the stomach and the

consequent assimilation of the deranged bile give relief in

this type of Gastrdlgia.

CHAPTER CLXXXVU.

DHANVANfARi said :—-Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse

on the Nidanam of Svara-Bhanga (aphonia). The deranged

Vayu etc , aggravated by loud talking, loud chanting of

the Vedas and loud recitations of verses, etc., affect the

vocal chords, and give rise to Svarabhanga (aphonia)

frhich may divided into six different types. In the Vataja

lorm of aphonia the stool, urine, face and the eyes of the

patient assume a black colour and the voice somewhat

Resembles the harsh brayings of an ass. The stool,

urine, face and the eyes of a patient, suffering from an

attack of Pittaja aphonia assume a yellow colour, and a

burning sensation is experienced in the larynx at the time

of speaking. In the Kaphaja type the voice becomes small

and weak owing to the obstruction of the larynx with mucous,

v\ hich, when it melis under the influence of the solar heat

during the day, allows the patient to speak in a strongei and,

clearer voice.

74



CHAPTER CLXXXVIII.

DhaNVaNTARI said ;—Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse

on the Nidanam of Udavarta. Suppression of urgings

towards sneezing, yawning, defecation, urination or of

any other funciions of the body, unnatural non-gratifica-

tion of hunger, thirst, etc., should be regarded as the

exciting factors of Udavarta. The type of Udavarta, ushered

in through a voluntary retention of flatus, is marked by

tympanites with suppression of stool and urine, lassitude

and a pricking, aching pain in the intestines. A deranged

and aggravated condition of the bodily Vayu should be

regarded as one of the essential causes of Udavarta, and

measures calculated to restore the deranged Vayu to its

normal course and condition should be considered as the

primary remedies in all types of this disease. In the type

due to the voluntary retention of stool, an aching pain with

a rumbling sound in the intestines, a cutting pain about the

anus, suppression of stool and urine and rising of eructations

are the symptoms which manifest themselves, and sometimes

the fecal matter is found to be ejected though the mouth.

The type of Udavarta, which originates from a voluntary

retention of urine, is marked by an aching pain in the bladder

and urethera, strangury, and a drawing pain in the inguinal

regions. The body seems extremely painful and the patient

finds relief only in a recumbent posture. In the type of

Udavarta resulting from a voluntary suppression of an urging

towards yawning, stiffness of the muscle of the neck

(Manya) with a numbed pain in the throat, headache and a

host of other diseases of the eyes, ears, nose and mouth

are developed. Similarly, the type of Udavarta, which is

brought on through a voluntary suppression of tears, is

amrked by an excruciating headache, catarrh and affections
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of the eyes. Voluntary suppressions of urgings towards

sneezing may bring on a type of Udavarta, which is marked

by an excruciating headache, stiffness of the neck, faceal

paralysis, hemi-crania and impaired organic functions in

general. The type of Udavarta, which is induced through

voluntary suppressions of yawns, gives rise to a sense of

fullness in the throat and mouth, an aching pain with a

rumbling sound in the intestines, a croaking sound in the

throat, indistinctness of speech, dyspnoea, hic-cough, and other

disorders of the deranged Vayu. The type of Udavarta, which

is caused through the voluntary suppression of vomitings, is

marked by urticaria, itching eruptions on the skin, with a

distate for food, cutaneous affections, nausea, and erysipela-

tous ulcers on the skin. In the type ushered in through a

voluntary suppression of emission of semen, a cutting pain

in the scrotum, rectum, penis and bladder, together with a

swelling about any of these localities, dribbling of urine and

semen, suppression of urine, and seminal concretions are

the symptoms that are exhibited. Unappeased hunger brings

on drowsiness, lassitude with a distate for food and an aching

pain in the limbs and impaired faculty of sight. An un»

gratified thirst produces parchedness of the throat and mouth,,

pain about the cardiac region, and obstruction of the faculty

of hearing. Suppression of sighs after a fatiguing physical

labour or exhaustion may bring on diseases of the heart, loss

of consciousness, intestinal glands, yawning, with an aching

pain in the limbs, heaviness of the head and the eyes, and

drowsiness.

The boddy Vayu, deranged and aggravated by the in-

gestion of bitter, astringent, or parchifying articles of fare,

invades the digestive .apparatus, and by taking recourse in

the abdominal cavity, gives rise to Udavarta. The deranged

Vayu, thus aggravated, by stuffing the vessels of blood, fat,

stool and urine, etc., absorbs the .humidity of the feces and

makes them dry and hard as stone. The patient tosses about
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in agony, afflicted with nausea, pain about the heart, and

an aching pain in the urinary bladder, and the flatus, stool

and urine are emitted with the greatest difficulty. Dyspnoea,

cough, catarrh with a burning sensation in the body, thirst,

epileptic fits, fever, vomiting, hic-cough, mental aberrations,

headache and other distempers, which originate from the

deranged Vayu, gradually manifest themselves with the pro-

gress of the disease.

The feces and the undigested lymph-chyJe gradually

accumulated in the stomach and obstructed in their down-

ward course by the deranged and aggravated Vayu, gives

rise to Anaha, which is characterised by thirst, catarrh with,

a burning sensation in the head, gastralgia and a sensation

of a weight in the stomach, and suppression of eructations,

etc. In the type due to the accumulation of fecal matter in

the intestines a feeling of numbness at the back and sacrum,

suppression of stool and urine, colic epileptic fits, vomiting

of fecal matter, oedema, and other distempers of the obstruct-

ed Vayu are found to be manifest.

••"o:-

CHAPlER CLXXXIX.

DHANVANTARI said :—Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse' on

the Nidanam of Sadyo Vranas (traumatic ulcers). Wounds in-

flicted with weapons of variously shaped edges, necessarily

assume a variety of shape. Wounds may be described as cut

(Chhinna). Incised (Bhinna), Pierced' (Viddha), Kshatam

(ulcerated), Pichchhitam ^hrashed) and Ghrisam (bruised

or contused). Now hear me describe the characteristic features

of each of them. A straight or oblique, extensive cut in which

the local flesh is entirely cut away is called Chinna. A piercing
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of any of the chambers or viscera of the body- with a fins-

topped weapon of the nature of a spear, etc., furnishes the

example of a pierced or incised (Bhinna) wound, which is,

usually found to be attended with a discharge. The stomach,

the abdomen, the liver, the spleen, the heart, the urinary

bladder, the kidneys, the lungs, and the cecum are called the

Koshthas. A perforation of any of these Koshthas usually

exhibit3 the following symptoms, viz., fever with a burning

sensation in the body, haemorrhage from the nose, mouth

anus or the urethra, epileptic fits, dyspnoea, tympanites, with

a disinclination to take any food, suppression of the stool

urine and flatus, parchedness of the body even inspite of a

copious -perspiration, emission of an iron-like smell from the

mouth, as well as of an offensive smell from the skin, and

an aching pain at the sides and about the cardiac region.

Now hear me describe the detailed and specific symptoms

of perforation of each of the Koshthas. Vomiting of blood

follows the accumulation of blood in the stomach, and an .

excruciating colic and excessive distension of the abdomen

are found to instantaneously supervene. Pain and heaviness

of the limbs are developed when the blood is accumulated

in the abdominal cavity, coldness of the lower extremities

being one of its specific and distinctive traits. A wound

caused by the piercing of a sharp-topped substance into any

part of the body, whether with or without the piercing sub-

stance lying within its inside, is called a Biddha (pierced)

wound. A wound, which is neither a cut nor an incision, but

partakes of the nature of the both and whose cavity is of

an irregular shape, is called a Kshata. Any part of the body

thrashed with the underlying bones by beating, and becoming

smeared with blood and marrow furnishes the examples of

a Pichchhita (thrashed) wound. An abraded wound is called

a Ghrishta Vrana. Secretion of hot serum and breaking of

the local skin form its principal characteristics. A traumatic

wound with any extrinsic matter (shalyam) lying imbedded
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in its cavity is maiked by a swelling of tawny brown colour,

studded over with pustular eruptions and constant bleeding

and a pain about its seat, which becomes extremely sensitive

and can not bear the least touch. A Shalyam (extrinsic

matter), which is pierced into any of the aforesaid Koshthas

of the body, by passing through the layers of the local skin,

or through any of the local veins and arteries, produces

symptoms that 'have been described before in this connection.

A wise surgeon (Vaidya), having any regard to his profes-

sional good name, should not take in hand the treatment of

a patient with a pierced Kostha, whose eyes have become

blood-red, whose breath, face and extremities have become

cold, whose complexion has assumed an ashy colour, and

from the ca\ity of whose wound the piercing dart has not

been extracted and the accumulated blood has not been let

out. Vertigo, delirium, prostration, unconsciousness, languor,

heat, looseness of the limbs, epileptic, fits, UrdhavSta, pair»

and other distressing symptoms of the deranged Vayu, dis-

charge of blood resembling the washings of meat, and cessa-

tion of all organic functions of the body are the general symp-

toms, which are exhibited in connection with perforation of any

of the bodily Marmas. Ulcers produced through the agency of

two of the morbific principles of the body, or brought about

through the concerted action of all of them, exhibit symptoms

which are respectively peculiar to each of them. Ulcers

appearing in young persons of judicious and moderate habits

and in a season of the year in which the morbific principles

acting as their; exciting factors are spontaneously aggravated,

and occurring in parts of the body which are easily accessible,

readily yield to medicinal treatment. Ulcers possessed of

features other than the foregoing ones, are very hard to cure.

Ulcers brought about through the concerted action'of the three

Doshas and attended with the abovesaid supervening distress-

es baffle all medicimal treatment. A putrid condition of the

cavity of an ulcer, as well as a discharge of blood or pus from
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its inside, and exhalation of an offensive odours therefrom in-

dicate that it is not yet asepsised. An ulcer whose cavity has

assumed a tongue-like colour, studded over by healthy granu-

lations, should be regarded as a cleansed (Shuddha) ulcer.

An ulcer, which is marked by the absence of any discharge,

and whose cavity has assumed a colour like that of a pigeon,

and which has become firm, surrounded by crops of pustular

eruptions, should be regarded as being granulating. Ulcers

whose cavities have been entirely filled up and which are

marked by the absence of any pain or swelling and whose

cicatrixes have become of the same colour with the surround-

ing skin, should be regarded as healed up ulcers (Rudha

Vranas). Ulcers appearing in lepers and in persons afflicted

with diabetes or pthisis as well as in those suffering from the

effects of any poison, or those which appear on pre-existing

ulcers should be regarded as extremely hard to cure- An

idiopathic ulcer secreting a discharge of fat, clotted blood,

or of marrow should be regarded as beyond all cure, whereas

a traumatic ulcer attended with a similar discharge may prove

amenable to medicine. Exhalation of a smell like that of wine,

Eagle wood, clarified butter, Champaka or lotus flowers,

or of any other celestial or fragrant smell from an ulcer

indicate the impending death of the ulcer patient. In cases of

piercing of the arteries the bleeding becomes excessive. The

discharged blood has a colour like that of a cochineal insect

and the deranged and aggravated Vayu of the incidental

wound produces blindness, convulsions etc., Piercing of any

ligament (Snaya) produces curvature or archedness of the

affected part of the body, with a gone feeling in the limbs,

loss of functions of the part of the ligament affected and an

intolerable pain, '.the incidental wound taking a long time to

be healed up. The piercing of any fixed or moving bone-

joints of the body is followed by an excessive and extremely

painful swelling about, and loss of function of, the affected

joint. Whereas in a case of piercing of a bone-shaft the pain
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continues without respite during the whole day and night, and

the patient fails to find relief in any posture whatsoever,

Erysipelas, paralysis; stiffness and numbntss of veins or

arteries, convulsions, swooning, mania, fever with an ex-

cruciating pain in the wound, excessive thirst, paralysis,

of the mandibles, '.cough, vomiting, dysentery, hic-cough,

dyspnoea, and shivering are the sixteen distressing and

dangerous concomitants of Sadyovranas.

CMAPIEK CXC.

Dhanvantari said:—Now hear me, Sushruta, discourse

on the Nidanam of Sharira Vranas. (Idiopathic ulcers).

Vranas may be divided into two classes such as the Sharira

and Aguntaka (traumatic) ones. Ulciers originating through

the agency of the aggravated morbific principles of the body,

are called Sharira (Idiopathic) ulcers, while those that are

due to the effects of blows with sharp-edged weapons are

called Agantukas.

Ulcers due to the action of the deranged and aggravated

Vlyu is marked by an aching, throbbing pain and a scanty

discharge. It becomes hard and assumes a twany brown

colour. Pittaja ulcers are marked by a fetid smell and a

discharge of fetid pus and give rise to thirst, and fever with

a burning sensation in the body and an ertciied stale of mind

like that of intoxication. Raphaja ulcers are characterised by

a numbed pain and a greyish colour, They secrete a copious

quantity of slimy discharge and are very slow to suppurate,

a- sensation of heaviness about their locations being also

One of their specific traits. Ulcers, which have their origin

in the vitiated blood, are marked by a copious bleediijg, while
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those, which are engendered through the concerted action of

the three Doshas, or which appear on any of the Marma
Sthanas of the body and are marked by an intolerable burn-

ing sensation within, although they are felt cold on the

surface, or which are attended with cough, emaciation, pros-

tration of the bodily strength and a distaste for food with a

copious fetid discharge from their inside, should be regarded

as incurable. Ulcers, which do not show any sign of healing

inspite of the applications of proper remedial agents and

measures, should be pronounced as incurable.

CHAPTER CXCI.

Dhanvantari said :—Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse

on the Nidanam of fractures of bone-joints (Bhagna's),

which may be divided into six kinds such as, the Utpishtam

(Fractures brought about through the friction of two

bones), Vishlishtam (dislocation), Vivartitarn (Retroversion),

Tirjakgatam (obliquely turned up), Kshiptam (displacement

from sockets) and Adhah-kshiptam (such displacement in a

downward direction). Bone-shafts lying between two bone-

joints are called Kandas, and twelve different kinds of

fractures of bone-ahafts (Kanda-Bbagnas) have been re-

cognised in practice, which are called Karkataka (crab-like),

Ashvakarna (horse-ear), Vichurnita (Smashed), Pichchhita

(flattened) Chhallika. (splintered), Kanda-bhagna (bone-

fractures), Atipatitam (hung down), Majjagatam, Sphutitam,

Vakra (bent) and the two kinds of Chhinnam.

Incapacity of stretching or flexing the affected limb and

its inability to bear the least touch (extreme sensitiveness)

form the general characteristics of all kinds of fractured

bone-joints.

75
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The fracture of a bone-joint owing to the friction between

its parts is called Utpishtam, which is marked by swellings on

its both sides and a constant pain, which is aggravated in the

night. An excruciating pain about each sicje of the frac-

tured joint forms the specific trait of a case of the Vivartitani

type. An excruciating pain is experienced about the bone-

joint where a bone is dislodged from its joint and remains

in an oblique position (Tirjakgatam). An aching pain is

experienced in the case where a bone is severed from its joint

and is directed upward. An intolerable pain is felt about

the affected bone-joint, and the two shafts of the bone are

felt to be uneven and unequal in length in the Kshipta type

of fractured bone-jioint. Similarly, a broken bone, hanging

down from its socket, furnishes the example of one of the

Adhahksbiptam type. An aching pain is felt about the

affected part and the one bone of the broken joint can be

rubbed against the other.

The names of the twelve^different kinds of fractured bones

signify the shape and nature of the fracture in each. Loose-

ness of the affected limb, pain and swelling about the frac-

tured bone, a creaking, sound on pressing the seat of the frac-

ture, together with an aching, pricking pain in its inside, form

the general features of all types of fractures. Impairment of

digestion in a fracture-patient of a nervous temperament,

fever, tympanites, suppression of the stool and urine, and want

of proper care in reducing the fracture at the outset are the

factors, which Kinder the cure in fracture cases. Dislocation

and fracture of the bones of the sacrum, as well as smashing,

of the bones of the thighs should be regarded as irremediable.

Cases where the fractured bones have been wrongly reduced

and reset at the outset should be likewise regarded as

beyond all cure. The Bhanga (lit, fracture) of a bone of the

Taruna class (gristle) consists in its bending or curvature, that

of a bone of the Nalaka kind (hollow like tibial bones) con-

sists in its bursting, that of a bone of the Kapala kind (like
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that of the forehead) consists in its breaking, while that of

one of the Ruchaka kind (as a tooth) consists in its

cracking or *plintering.

CHAP I EH CXC1I.

Dhanvantari said :—Now hear me, Sushruta, discourse

on the recipes of medicinal compounds of infallible efficacy,

which I shall shortly enumerate for the good of all creatures.

Ingestion of astringent, pungent, bitter, acid or parchify-

ing articles of fare, anxiety, sexual excesses, physical

fatigue, fright, grief, late hours, loud talking, carrying of

inordinately heavy weights, undue application to any

kind of work and fasting are the factors, which tend to

aggravate the bodily Vayu, which is naturally aggravated

during the rainy season, after the digestion of food, and at

the close of day. Similarly, ingestion of hot, acid, saline,

alkaline, pungent and indigestable articles of fare in general,

exposure to heat, and indulgence in cups and anger are

the factors, which tend to aggravate the Pittam, which is

spontaneously aggravated during the process of digestion,

in summer and autumn, and at the middle part of the day

or night. Ingestion of sweet, acid, saline, emulsive, cold,

or heavy (of digestion) articl.es of fare, use of newly

harvested rice, or of the flesh of animals that live in pools

or in marshy places, want of physical exercise, day sleep,

and sedentary habits in general are the factors, which tend

to aggravate the Kaphah, which is spontaneously aggravated

in the morning, just after eating and in the spring time

Roughness of the skin, contraction of the limbs, an aching

sensation, tympanites, anaesthesia, horripilation, atrophy or
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numbness of any part of the body, looseness of the limbs

with a twany brown complexion, increase of physical

strength, or extreme prostration are the specific traits of the

deranged and aggravated Vayu, as well as of diseases due

to its agency. Heat with a burning sensation in the body,

redness and inflammation of the (affected part), exhalation

of an acid, pungent, or cadaverous smell from the body,

perspiration, thirst, vertigo, and epileptic fits, as 'well as

jaundice or chlorosis form the specific features of the deranged

Pittam. Gloss of skin with a sweet taste in the mouth, a

sense of being packed in a wet sheet, oedema, coldness,

heaviness, itching, somnolence, and a delayed crisis are the

symptoms, which indicate the action of the deranged Kaphah.

The presence of the combined symptoms of any two of

these Doshas in a disease points to its Bi-doshaja origin,

while a combination of all the three Doshas in a disease

indicates its Sannipatika origin. The human body} is the

receptacle of Doshas, Dhitus (fundamental organic prin-

ciples) and Malas (excreta.) A normal equlibrium among

them is called health, while an increase or decrease of any

of them is called disease. Blood, fat, flesh, myosin, bones,

marrow and semen are called Dhitus
; the deranged Viyu,

Pittam and Kaphah are called Doshas, while stool, urine,

etc., are calleB Malas. The Vayu (nerve energy) is cold,

light, subtle, parchifying and mobile ; the Pittam (bile) is

acid, pungent and hot, and brings on suppuration and diseases

of the albumen and Glycogen ; Kaphah (mucous) is sweet,

heavy, slimy, shiny and emulsive. The Viyu is principally

located in the rectum and pelvis ; the Pittam, in the digestive

apparatus ; and the Kaphah, in the stomach and head and

about the bones (synovia). Things of pungent, bitter or

' astringent flavour aggravates the deranged Vayu ; saline, acid

and pungent things aggravate the deranged Pittam, while

sweet, saline and hot things aggravate the deranged Kaphah.

Proper antidotes to these, administered in diseases, lead to
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their subsidence, while they contribute to keep the normal

equilibrium among the fundamental organic principles in health.

A sweet taste improves the eye-sight and increases the quantity

of Dhatus and lymph chyle, while an acid taste is digestant.

appetising and relishing. A saline taste is purgative, emetic,

digestant, and liquefacient. A pungent taste is digestant,

appetising, anti-toxic, anti-corpulent, and exciting. A bitter

taste is a febrifuge, and is appetising, laxative, and refrigerant.

An astringent taste is liquefacient, choleric, aperient and ab-

sorbant. A drug is the receptacle of taste, potency, and diges-

tive transformation. The potency of a drug is either cooling

or thermogenic. Digestive transformation (reaction under-

gone in the stomach by a thing after digestion) is either

sweet or pungent. A physician, patient, , nursing attendant

and medicine form the four legs of a medical treatment, and

an absence of any of these makes it abortive or impossible.

The season of the year, the place (of residence), age, diges-

tive capacity, physical tempt-rament of the patient, as well as

the state of his body and its strength, things he is accustomed

to, and the nature of the disease and of the curative drug to

be employed should be taken into consideration before

commencing a medical treatment.

A well watered, well drained, hilly country, well shaded by

forests, is called a Jangala country in which haemorrhage

is found to be the prevailing disease. A marshy place,

or a swampy country, in which Vayu and Kaphah are

naturally aggravated, is called an A'nupa country. A country,

which partakes of the physical traits of both these kinds, is

called a Sadhirana country. Infancy extends to the six-

teenth year of a person,' youth extends thence forward to the

seventieth year, and after that is the old age. The Kaphah

predominates in infancy ; the Pittam, in youth
; and the Vayu,

in old age. Surgical operations should be done with the

help of cauterisation of both kinds (fire and alkali) on infants

and old men. An emaciated frame should be tried to be made
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stout ; a corpulent body should be tried to be reduced in bulk

An active, muscular frame is all that is to be desired in life.

The strength of a person should be inferred from his sus-

taining power, physical work and cheerfulness of mind. A
healthy man is possessed of an indomitable energy and

courage. Even food and drink, which are ordinarily calculated

as unwholesome, should be regarded as congenial to persons

in whom they fail to produce any distressing symptoms.

Vayu-generating, Pitta-generating, or Kapha-generating food,

exclusively taken by a person, makes his physical tem-

perament marked by a preponderance of Vayu, Pittam, or

Khaphah, hence one should partake of a mixed kind of diet.

A man of Vatika temperament has a sinewy frame and sparse

Jhairs, is of a volatile disposition, and talks much in dreams.

The hair of a man of Pittaja temperament becomes pre-

maturely grey. He is irritable and fair-complexioned, easily

perspires and dreams of fire in sleep. A man of Kaphaja

(phlegmatic) temperament is possessed of a crown of glossy

hair, is of a somewhat sluggish disposition, and dreams of

water in sleep. A man of a bi-humoural temperament is

possessed of mental and physical traits peculiar to each of

those humours. The digestive capacity of a person is either

sluggish, sharp, irregular, or normal ; and of these four kinds

the normal one is to be preferred. In the irregular kind

measures and remedies calculated . to subdue the deranged

Vayu should be employed, while in sharp and sluggish forms,

Pitta-subduing, and Kaphah-destroying remedies should be

respectively employed. Indigestion is the parent of all

diseases ;
and there are four forms of indigestion such as,

the A'ma, Amla, Rasa, and Vishtambha. In the A'maja

form vomiting should be induced with the administration of

Vacha and salt.

In the Amla form of indigestion, which is marked by

the non-emission of semen, vertigo, swoonings, etc., the

remedy consists in drinking cold water, and inhaling cold air.
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In the indigestion of undigested lymph chyle (Rasa), which

begets an aching pain in the limbs, with a numbed, confused

feeling in the head and a distaste for food, the patient should

be advised to forego all food and drink, and to take a sleep in

the day. In the Vishtambha form of indigestion, which is

marked by tympanites, colic, and suppression of stool and

urine, diaphoretic measures should be employed, and solu-

tion of common salt should be internally administered. The

three forms of indigestion (A'ma, Amla and Vishtambha)

should be regarded as respectively due to the actions of the

deranged Kaphah, Pittam, and Vayu. A prudent man,

(suffering from indigestion), should plaster his abdomen with

a paste of Hingu, Trushana, and rock salt, and enjoy a

siesta in the day, inasmuch as these measures are found to be

curative in all forms of indigestion. Hosts of bodily ailments

result from the use of unwholesome food, hence one should

refrain from taking any food that proves incongenial to

one's system. A potion of honey and warm water acts as

a digestant, and milk is incompatible with Karira, fish and

milk-curd. The group of drugs, which is known as the major

Pancha Mulam and which consists of Vilva, Shonyaka,

Gambhari, Patala, and Ganikarika, is appetising, and subdues

the deranged Vayu and Kaphah. The group of drugs, which

is known as minor Pancha Mulam, and which consists of

Shalaparni, Prishniparni, Gokshura, Vrihati and Kantakari,

is restorative and subdues the deranged Vayu and Pittam.

These two groups of drugs jointly form what is called Dasha

Mulam, which forms curative in Sannipatika forms of fever,

cough, asthma, aching pain at the sides, and somnolence.

Medicated oils and Ghritas, cooked and prepared with the

aforesaid Dashamulam, as well as Dashamula plasters and

pastes c.ure Sannipatika forms of diseases. Take water four

times as much as the drugs, boil it down to its quarter part,

add oil or Ghrita, four times as much as this drug-decoction,

and milk to the weight of tbe oil or Gbrita, and drug-paste to
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a quarter weight of the latter, and boil and cook it in the usual

way. The medicated oil or Ghritam of Dashamulam, properly

prepared (neither over nor under-cooked), should be em-

ployed as potions and clysters ; that, which is over-cooked,

sliould be used as unguents, while that which is under-cooked

should be used errhines. This is the usual practice. A cure

denotes the restoration of the gross body and its internal

organs to their normal condition or functions, and a patient,

whose vital energy is not at its lowest ebb, should be alone

medicinally treated. A patient, who becomes hostilely dis-

posed to his friends, elders, and physicians, and fondly

attached to his enemies, and the functions of whose sense-

organs have become perverted, should be looked upon as

on the point of death. A patient, the bones of whose ankles,

knee-joints, fore-head, jaws and cheeks have become loose

and look hung down, would soon give up his ghost. A black

tongue, sunk eyes and nose, black hung down lips and a

fetid exhalation from the mouth are the symptoms, which

indicate an approaching death.

Dhanvantari said :—For the knowledge of what is good or

evil, I shall now discourse on the rules of food and drink. The

red species of Shali paddy (rice) destroys the three-Doshas,

allays thirst, and arrests perspiration. Mahashali is highly

restorative, and Kalabha is anticholeric and phlegmagougic,

while Shastika is heavy (of digestion) and cooling, and

destroys the three Doshas. Shyamaka is parchifying, absor-

bant, anticholeric, and phlt-gmagougic, and generates Vayu

in the organism. The species of food grain such as

Priyangu, Nivara and Koradushas, etc., are possessed of

the same properties , as the latter (Shyamaka), Yava

(barley) is cooling, anti-choleric, phlegmagougic and highly

Vayu-generating, while wheat (Godhuma) is constructive,

cooling, palatable and Vayu-destroying. Mudga "pulse is

light, sweet, astringent, anti-choleric, phlegmagougic and

alterative. Mas-ha pulse is heavy (of digestion), aphrodisiac,
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extremely strengthening and engenders the Pittam and

Kapham. The species known as Rajamcisha is n on -aphrodisiac

and destroys the three D >shas. Kulattha pulse cures dyspnoea,

hic-cough and intestinal glands, and subdues the Vayu and

Rapham. Rushthaka is cooling, astringent febrifuginous and

styptic ; and Chanak (gram) generates the Viyu, destroys the

Pittam, Kapham and blood (sic), and diminishes virile potency.

Masura (lentil) is sweet, cooling (in its potency), astringent, and

subdues the Rapham and Pittam. Sathina pulse is extremely

Vayu-generating. Adhaki destroys Kapham and Pittam, RapU
kachchha is highly spermatopoetic, Atasi is Pitta-generating

;

and Siddhirtha, Kaphah and Vayu-destroying. Tilah (sesame

has a sweet and alkaline taste, and is emulsive, tonic, thermo-

genic and choleric. The rest of the seeds (lit. food grains) are

parchifying or cooling in their potency and serve to impair

the strength of the organism. Chitraka, Ingudi, Nalika,

Pippali, Madhu-Shigru, Chavya, Nirgundi, Tarkdri, Kasha-

marda and Vilva are vermifuginous, appetising, light (of diges-

tion), anti-Choleric and phlegmagougic, Varshabhu and Mar*

kara destroy the Vayu, and Vayu and Rapham in combination.

Eranda is bitter and laxative, Rakamachi destroys the three

Doshas, Chlngeri destroys the Vayu and Rapham, while

Sarshapa, like Raushambha, aggravates all the Doshas. Rajika

engenders the Viyu and Pittam, Nadicha destroys the Raphah

and Pittam, Chuchchu is sweet and cooling, Padmapatram

destoys the Doshas, Tripatam is extremely Vayu-generating,

Rakshara destroys all the Doshas, Vastuka is extremely

relishing, Tanduliya, like Palankya and Choudrika, is anti*

toxic, raw Mulakam generates the Doshas and Mucous in the

intestines, while cooked it destroys Vayu and Rapham.

Mature Karkotakam, like Vartakam, Patolam and Rarabillam,

destroys the three Doshas
t

is delicious, and improves the

voice ;
Kushntindam is diuretic and relishing, destroys all the

Doshas, and proves curative in cutaneous affections, urinary
j

complaints, fever, cough, asthma and diseases of the Kapham

76
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and Pittam. Kaliilga Alivuni is anti-choleric and Viyu-generat-

ing, Trapusha and Ervariika are anti-choleric and generate

the Vivu and Kapham, Vriksbimla destroys the Kapham and

Viyu, and Jamvira destroys the Kapham and Viyu. Dadima

(pomegranate) is astringent and Viyu-destroying ; Nigaranga-

phalam is heavy of digestion, while Keshara and Mdtulunga are

appetising; and tend to destroy (the deranged) Kapham and

Vayu. Masha destroys the Viyu and Pittam, while its rind

is emolient, heat-making and Viyu-destroying. Amalakam
is sweet, relishing, constructive and aphrodisiac ; Haritaki is

relishing, appetising and favourably compares with the divine

ambrosia. Like Aksha phalam, it is liquefacient and laxa-

tive, and tends to destroy all the Doshas. Tintidipbalam

(tamarind) is liquefacient, laxative, acid (in its flavour) and

subdues the deranged Viyu and Kapham. Lakucham is

sweet and pathogenic, Vakulam, is Viyu and Kaphah-subduing,

and Vijapurakam is anti-spasmodic, proving efficacious in

intestinal glands, cough, bronchitis and diseases of the

deranged Viyu and Kaphah, Kapittham (horse-apple) is

astringent, anti-toxic, and anti-pathogenic, ripe Kapittham

is heavy of digestion. Immature Amram (mango) generates

the Kapham and Pittam, raw-mango aggravates the Pittam,

while ripe mango subdues the deranged Viyu, and is tonic,

cosmetic and spermatopoetie, }amboline fruit is astringent,

takes time to be digested, engenders the Viyu and destroys the

deranged1 Kapham and Pittam. Tinduka is Kaphah and Viyu*

destroying, Vadaram destroys the Vayu and Pittam', Vilvanr

engenders the Viyu, and continues long undigested in the

stomach, while Piyilam subdues the deranged Viyu, Tilam,

Rijidanam, Mocham, Panasam and Narikelanr (cocoanut) are

sweet, emolient, heavy (of digestion) tonic, and spermato-

poetie. Draksha, Madhuka, Kharjuram and Kunkunni pacifies

the enraged blood and Viyu', while ripe Migadbis are sweet,

laxative and curative of bronchitis and diseases of the deranged

Pittam. Ardirakam is relishing, appetising and subdues the de-
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tanged Kaphah and Vayu, while Shunthi, Maricha and Pippali

conquer the deranged Kapham and Vayu, Maricha is anti-

aphrodisiac, though several authorities attribute a contrary

virtue to it. Hingu (asafcetida) conquers Kapham and proves

curative in colic, intestinal glands, and tympanites. Yamani

(Ptychotis), Dhanyakam (corriander seeds and Ajaji (cumin

seeds) are highly Vayu and Kapha-destroying. Saiudhavam

(Rock salt) is aphrodisiac, improves the eye-sight, and des-

troys the three Doshas. Saubarchal salt is heat making in

its potency and cures tympanites and angina pectoris. Vid

salt is sharp and heatmaking, anti-spasmodic and Vayu-

subding. Romakam Salt is heavy, relishing and Vayu-sub-

duing and leaves a slimy deposit in the vessels of the body.

Yavakshara ^impure Nitrate of Potash) improves the digestive

faculty, and proves curative in Jaundice and diseases of the heart

and throat. Sarjikshara (barilla) is sharp, caustic, appetising,

and is used in bursting absceses. Atmospheric water is light,

refreshing, anti-toxic and Dosha-destroying. River water is

parchifving (in its effect) and Vayu-generating ; tank-water,

sweet and light ; Vapi-water Kapha and V&yu-subding

;

and Tadaga water, Vayu-generating. Fountain water is palat-

able, digestant, phlegmagougic, light and parchifying (pro-

duces a condition of parchedness in the organism) ; well water

generates the Pittam and is appetising ; water that springs

up from beneath the soil is Pitta-subduing ; water that is kept

exposed to the sun, whole day, and is cooled by the moon

beam, all night, acquires virtues identical with those of

atmospheric water. Hot (boiled water) is beneficial in fever,

bronchitis, and corpulency, and subdues the Viyu and Kapham -

Water, which is boiled and subsequently cooled down, des-

troys the three Doshas, while that, which is collected over

ni»ht, generates or aggravates them (Doshas) in the system.

Cow's milk is heavy, emulsive, rejuvenating, and Viyu and

Pitta-subduing ; that of a she-buffalo is heavier and more

emulsive than the former, and impairs the digestive faculty

;
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that of a she-goat proves curative in blood-dysentery, cough,

bronchitis, asthma and diseases of the deranged Kapham.

Woman's (breast) milk has a saline taste and proves benefi-

cial in haemorrhage and diseases of the eyes. Milk-curd is

tonic, and aphrodisiac ; it destroys the Vayu and generates

the Pittam and Kapham in the system. Cream, churned out

of curdled milk, destroys the Doshas and cleanses the ducts

of the body (Sratovishodhanam). Newly made butter cures

lienteric diarrhoea (Grahani), haemorrhoids, and faceal

paralysis, while preparations of stale butter are heavy of

digestion and beget Keloid tumours and other cutaneous

affections. Takram (a kind of whey), whose creamy subs-

tance has been removed, subdues the three Doshas and cures

lienteric diarrhoea, oedema, haemorrhoids Jaundice, dysentery

and effects of any slow poison retained in, the system.

Clarified butter iGhritam) is sweet, constructive, nerve-tonic,

anticholeric and phlegmagougic ; Ghritam made out of cow-

butter improves the intellect and eye-sight, while a properly

prepared and medicated Ghritam serves to destroy the three

Doshas. Old Ghritam proves curative in hysteria, insanity,

and epileptic fits. Ghritam made out of goat's butter,

or of any other butter should be regarded as possessing

identical virtues with that milk. Urine is an antitoxic

vermifuge and subdues the deranged Kapham and Vayu.

Sesame- oil is tonic, improves the growth of hair, subdues

the deranged Vayu and Kapham, and proves beneficial in.

Jaundice, Ascitis, cutaneous affections, haemorrhoids, eedema,.

intestinal glands and urinary complaints. Mustard oil is.

anti-corpulent, verravifuginous, and phlegmagougic and cures

Jaundice and the deranged Vayu. Linseed oil impairs digestion.,

and destroys the Vayu and Pittam. Oil expressed out of Aksha
seeds is anti-choleric, and phlegmagoguic, it improves the

growth of hair and soothes the skin and the eyes. Honey
destroys the three Doshas, and generates Vayu in the system,

aad proves Curative in hic-cough, bronchitis, vomiting, urinary
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complairtts, thirst, intestinal worms and effects of poisoning.

Sugarcane is tonic an'l constructive, generates tUc Kapham, and

cures haemorrhage, hymoptisis, eic. Phanitam (boiled sugar-

cane juice) is sharp and Pitta-generating, while Matsandiki

(surface layer of treacle) is white and light, and Khanda (a

kind of unrefined sugar) is emolient, constructive, and sweet,

and proves curative in haemorrhages and disorders of the Viyu.

Treacle is constructive, Kaphah-generating and Viyu and

Pitta-subduing. Old treacle is extremely wholesome, subdues

the Pittam and soothes the blood. Treacle-sugar is cons-

tructive and cures haemorrhage, hymnptisis, etc. All kinds of

urine generate the Pittam, which, through its acid taste, con-

quers the Kapham and Viyu. Wines of the Sauvira species

are sharp and aggrgvate blood and the Pittam. Manda

made of fried rice is appetising and digestant. Peyi (G^uel)

is light, diuretic and restores the deranged Viyu to its norma!

condition. Peyis made with whey, pomegranate, and Vyosha,

or with treacle, Amala and Pippali prove curative in cough,

bronchitis and diarrhoea. Payasa is tonic and phlegma-

goguic, Krishara, is Viyu-destroying. Soup being cooked in

combination with bulbs, roots, fruit or Ghritam becomes

heavy and constructive. A Supa (salted soup), well-cooked

and taken lukewarm, forms a light diet. Shakas, well-cooked

and with their watery parts squeezed out, and seasoned with

any oily or fatty substance, forms a wholesome dish. Jusha

(unsalted soup) made with Amalaka and pomegranate im-

proves digestion, destroys the Vayu and Pittam ; made with

Mulaka it proves efficacious in cough, bronchitis, catarrh and

diseases of the deranged Kapham. jusha of barley, Kola and

Kulattha pulse is beneficial to the voice and subdues the

deranged Vayu. juice made with Amalaka and Mudga-

pulse is astringent and conquers the deranged Kaphah and

Pittam. Milk-curd with treacle is Vayu-destroying, fried

barley-powder (Shaktu) is parchifyiug and Viyu generating.

Shuskalis (something like Kachauries) prepared with Ghritam
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are aphrodisiac and heavy (of digestion), and improve the

digestive faculty. Articles of fare made with cooked meat

are constructive and tissue building ; cakes are heavy of

digestion, those, which are baked with oil, impair the eye-

sight, while those which are boiled with water are extremely

hard to digest. Warm Mandakas are extremely wholesome
;

cold they take a long time to be digested. Drinks and after-

potions (Anupinas) are refrigerant, and those, who follow

the proper rules as regards drinks and Anupinas, know no

disease and enjoy a sort of immunity from poisoning. The

taste or touch of a cold poison, resembling the neck of a

peacock in colour, produces mental anguish and discolouring

of the complexion of a patient anywise handling it. The

smell of such a poison produces obstinate occular affections,

yawning, shivering, etc., which baffle the skill of even the

best of physicians.

-:o:-

CHAP1EK CXCIU.

DHANVANTAKI said :—There are eight forms of fever, in con-

sideration of their Dosha-born or traumatic nature, as well as

of cases in which the deranged Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah act

in couples or in entire concert. Water cooked with Musta,

Parpata, Ushira, Chandana, Udichi and Nagara and subse-

quently cooled down should be given to a fever-patient for

the alleviation of heat and thirst.

A febrifuge decoction of Nagaram, JDevadaru, DhanyaUam,

Vrihati and Kantakari should be given to a fever patient.

A decoction (Pachanam) of the Aragvadha, Musta, Tikta, and

Granthika proves efficacious during the immature stage of

fever attended with coJie. A compound of Madhuka pith,
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Sindhuttlta, Vacha, Usana, and Kana taken in equal parts

and pounded together should be given as an errhine for

rousing up the patient from an unconscious state. A
purgative decoction of Trivrid, Vishala, Triphald, Katuki

and Aragvadha, saturated wiili an alkali, proves curative in

all types of fever. A decoction of Mahaushadha, Amrita,

Musta, Chandana, Ushira, and Dhanyakam, administered with

the addition of sugar and honey, cures tertian ague. Clusters

of Aparmirga flowers- tied with seven strings of red thread

round the waist of a patient on a Sunday, cures tertian ague

(Tritiyakum.) A recitation of the Mantra, " a sonless ascetic

died on the north bank of the Ganges, I offer libations of water

with sesame seeds unto him," proves curative in Aikahika form

of intermiitent fever. A Ghritam properly cooked with the ex-

pressed juice and paste of Guducbi, Triphali, Vrisha, Mridvikd

and Vala acts as a good febrifuge. Similarly, a decoction of

Dliatri, Shiva, Kana and Vanhi cures all forms of fever. Now
hear me discourse on the drug-compounds, which prove reme-'

dial to Jvaratis4ra( fever with dysentery). A decoction of Pri-

shni-parni, Vala, Vilva, Nagaram, Utpalam, Dhanyakam, PathS,

Indrayava, Bhunimva, Musta, Parpata and Mahaushadham

cures fever with mucous dysentery. A decoction of Nagaram

Ativisha, Musta, Bhunimva, and Vatsaka proves curative in

all forms of fever and dysentery. Water boiled and cooked

with Musta, Parpat&ka, Udichya, and Shringavera, and sub-

sequently cooled dowrt, may be advantageously given as a

drink in all forms of dysentery. Similarly, Shalaparni, Prish-

niparni, the two kinds of Vrihati, Kantakarika, Vala, Shvadan-

stra, Vilva, Patha, Nagara, and Dhanyakam may be adminis-

tered with diet in all forms of the same disease. Bela fruits

or the inner pulps of mango-stones, taken with treacle or

honey, or Kutaja bark taken with Kank proves beneficial in

dysentery. A decoction of Vatsaka, Ativisha, Vilva, Kanft

and Kashayaka cures dysentery with bloody mucous stool;

attended with an extreme griping paii<; -
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Now hear me discourse on the therapeutics of Grahani

(lienteric diarrho^) Grahini results from the impairment

of the digestive faculty. A medicated Ghritam cooked

with the paste and decoction of Cliitrakam is appetising,

and proves curative in intestinal glands, ceiema, Ascites,

splenic enlargem-nt, colic and haemorrhoids. The five

kinds of salt such as the Sauvarchala, Saindhavam, Vid,

Audbliidam, and Simudram should be added to the

foregoing medicine. Medicines, surgical operations, and

potential and actual cauteries are the four remedies to

be resorted to for the purposes of curing piles. Newly

made Takram (a kind of whey) proves remedial to piles.

Pippali taken with treacle, Haritakis fried with clarified

butter, or Trivrit with acid Lonika may be used with advant-

age in piles. A compound of sugar-cane juice and sesame

proves beneficial in piles and cutaneous affections. A decoc*

tion of the Panchakola group of drugs with Maricha and

Tryashunam improves the digestive faculty. Haritakis, taken

with Nagaram, treacle or rock-salt, are extremely appetising

and stomachic. A decoction of Triphal£, Amrita, Vasa,

Tilcti, Bhunimva, and Nimvaja taken with honey cures

Jaundice and Chlorosis. A confection prepared with Trivrit,

Triphala, Sliyama, Pippali, >ugar and honey cures haemoptisis

and Sannipatika forms of fever. As long as th^re exists a

Vasi plant in this word, why should a haemoptisis, bronchitis,

cough or pthisis patient despair of his life, A decoction of

Atarushaka, Mridvika, and Pathya taken with sugar and

honey proves remedial to cough, bronchitis, and haemoptisis.

The expressed juice of Vasa f taken with sugar and honey

arrests haemorrhage. The expressed juice of Sallaki, Vadari,

Jamvu, Piy&la, Amra, Arjunam, and Dhava, severally taken

with honey and alkali, exercises a styptic virtue- A patient

suffering from ulcerative endocarditis, bj taking a Ghritam,

cooked and medicated with the expressed juice of the bark

and leaves of Nirgundi, gets rid of the disease and acquire*
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a godly health. A 'confection made of Haritaki, KanA,

Shunthi, Maricha and treacle, removes cough, thirst and

a distaste for food. A Prastha measure of Ghritam'cooked

with a thirty Pala weight each of the expressed:!juice of

Kantakari and Guduchi cures cough and improves the diges-

tive faculty. A decoction of Krishna, Dhatri, Sita and Shunthi,

taken with honey, cures hic-cough, whereas a patient suffer-

ing from asthma should take Bhargi and Vishva through the

medium of warm water. A person suffering from hoarseness

should keep catechu soaked in oil, or powdered Pippali and

Pathya, or Pathya and Nagaram in his mouth. A powdered
compound of Vidanga, Triphali and Vishva taken with honey

arrests vomiting, or a decoction of Amra or Jambu may be

taken with Makshikam for that end. The last named com-

pound allays thirst and arrests vomiting, Triphali taken

with honey or milk conquers vertigo, epileptic fits, etc.

Potions of Panchagavyam are remedial to hysteria and

diseases due to the influences of malignant planets. Ghritam

medicated with the expressed juice of Kushminda and

Yashthikam possesses the same efficacy. Old Ghritam medi-

cated with the addition of Vacha, Kushtham, Shankhapushpi,

and the expressed juice of Brahmi cures insanity and the

nervous diseases known as Grahapsmara. A medicinal

Ghritam cooked with the expressed juice of AshvagandhA

and four times as much milk is constructive, aphrodisiac,

and remedial to nervous diseases and sterility. Powders

of Nili and Mundarika taken with honey and clarified butter,

as well as the decoction of Chhinna creeper proves curative

in the worst type of Vataraktam. Five Haritakis taken with

treacle cure nervous diseases and cutaneous affections ; the

paste, powder, or decoction of Guduchi possesses the , samp

efficacy. A medicinal Ghritam cooked with the expressed

juice of Kala, Guduchi and milk cures cutaneous affe.ctionSj

heat in the body and diseases of the deranged Vayu. Tri-

phala taken with Guggula cures epilepsy and Vataraktamfj
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Guggulu taken with cow's urine conquers that form of

nervous disease which is known as Urustambha.

A decoction of Dashamula, Gokshura, Shunthi, Eranda,

Rdsna and Nagara proves curative in Rheumatism and

an aching pain in the limbs. A decoction of Vala, Punarnava,

Eranda, Vrihati, Kantak£ri and Gokshura, taken with castor-

oil, subdues even the most vilurent cases of nervous dis-

orders. A solution of common salt, taken with asafcetida,

proves curative in flatulent colic. An infusion of Triphali,

Nimva, Yashtika, Katuka and A'ragvadha should be given

with honey for the alleviation of colic, or of a burning sen-

sation in the body. Triphala-water taken with Yashthikam

cures the type of colic known as Parinima Shula. A lam-

bative made of iron-rust purified with cow's urine and Tri-

phali-powder, honey, and clarified butter proves curative in

all types of Shula (Gastralgia.) A pill consisting of two parts

of Trivrit, four parts of Krishna^ and five parts of Haritaki,

taken with an equal quantity of treacle, removes constipation

of the bowels. A compound consisting of powdered Haritaki,

Yavakshira, Pippali and Trivrit taken with clarified butter

proves curative in Udavarta (tympanites with suppression

of the stool and urine). Pills consisting of Trivrit, powders

of Haritaki and Shyama soaked with the expressed juice of

Snuhi and then dried in the sun (Bhavita), and taken with

cow's urine, forms the best purgative and cures even the

worst cases of A'nlha. A medicinal Ghritam, duly prepared

with a paste of Tryashunam, Triphali, Dhinya, Vidanga,

Chavya and Chitrakam, and taken with alkali, proves curative

in the Vataja form of Gulma. Roots of Nagavali taken

with milk, as well as Sauvarchala salt taken with half as

much of Sliivci-Ghritam should be regarded as a potent cure

for all forms of diseases of the heart. A compound con-

sisting of powdered Kana, PSshdnabheda, Eli and Shilajatu

taken with treacle and washings of rice is a potent remedy

for all forms of strangury. A decoction of Amrita, Nagara,
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Dhatri, Vajigandha
1

and Trikantakam may be given with

advantage to patients suffering from strangurv, colic, or any

disease of the deranged Vayu. Yavakshara (impure carbo-

nate of potash) taken with an equal quantity of sugar is

almost a specific for all forms of strangury, in which the ex-

pressed juice of Nidigdhika may be also advantageously taken

in combination with honey. Triphala-paste taken with rock-

salt removes the suppression of urine in which disease a

stick of camphor may be introduced into the urethra for

inducing the flow. Decoctions of Shigru-roots administered

lukewarm lead to the disintegration and falling off of stones

in the bladder, or of urinary concretion s The expressed

juice of Dhatri and Nisha taken with honey is almost

a specific remedy for all forms of urinary complaints

(Mehas). A decoction of Triphala, Daru, D&rvi, and

Avja taken with honey proves beneficial in all types of

Meha. Wishing to be stout a person should renounce

late hours, sexual congress, physical exercise, and anxiety.

Food into the composition of which barley or Shyamaka

grains largely enter, as well as sweet drinks contribute

to the stoutness of the body. Hot food or hot Mandas, or

fried barley-powder taken with honey, or compounds

made of Chavya, Jiraka, Vyosha, Hingu, Sauvarchala

salt and Amala are anti-corpulent in their effects. A

medicinal Ghritam duly cookrd with four times as much

water, twice as much Chitrakam and Utpalam, and cow's

urine should be internally administered to an Ascites-

patient. Ten Haritakis, successively increased, each day,

and taken for ten days with milk, prove curative in Ascites.

Use of such a thousand Haritakis while living on a milk,

Yashthika, or rice diet prove curative in dropsy due to splenic

enlargement. They are extremely constructive and life-

prolonging in their efficacy. A medicinal Ghritam cooked

with the admixture of the expressed juice of Punarnavi

should be regarded as a potent cure for oedema and
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anasarca. An oedema or Anasarca-patient should do well

to take Pippali through the vehicle of milk or cow's urine,

or Abhyaya and treacle. Castor oil, taken with a decoction of

Vala cures hernia, attended with distension of the abdomen

and an aching pain. Oil of black Uravaka cooked with the

paste of Pathya and taken with Krishni and rock salt proves

efficacious in Vriddhi Roga. The expressed juice of Nirg-

undi roots used as an errhine cures Scrofula ; fomentations

with decoctions of Snuhi and Gambhirika' leads to the re-

solution of tumours. Plasters of pasted Hasti-Karna and

Pal&sha prove curative in scrofula ; plasters composed of

Dhushra, Eranda, Nirgundhi, Varshdbhu, Shigru and Sarshapa

pasted together are known to cure cases of long-standing

Elephantiasis. Plasters of Hingu, Shobh&njana and Sin-

dhuttha cure Vidradhis /abcesses). Plasters of Sharapunkha

made with honey bring about the healing of an ulcer

;

plasters of Nimva leaves help its asepcision. A wise physi-

cian should employ a decoction of Triphali, Khadira, Darvi,

and Nyagrodha for washing all cuts, ulcers or Sadyao Vranas

attended with an aching pain. Plasters of Yashthimadhu

mixed with warm clarified butter would prove efficacious in

all forms of traumatic ulcers. In all traumatic ulcers (cuts,

wounds,_etc.) cooling measures should be at once r.esorted to for

alleviating the heat of the enraged blood and deranged Pittam

of the locality, for which purpose the part may be washed

with a decoction of Bamboo-bark, Eranda and Shvadanstrd,

mixed with honey ; a solution of Hingu with rocksalt, or

a decoction of Yava, Kola, and Kulatha pulse without the

addition of Ghritam, internally administered, lets out the

blood incarcerated in any of the wounded Kosthas (chambers)

or viscera of the body. Arishta (medicated wine) of Karanja,

or the expressed juice of Nirgundi proves curative in ulcers

and worms in the intestines. Pills made of powdered

Triphala and Guggulu remove constipation of the bowels and

ewe ulcers. A medicated oil cooked with th* expressed
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pice of Durvi grass, Kampilla, and the paste of Darvi-

tvacha is one of the most potent healing remedies in ulcer

cases.

•:o:-

CHAP1ER CXCIV.

DHANVANTARI said :—Now hear me, Sushruta, discourse

on the nature of the medical treatment to be adopted in cases

of sinus. Sinuses should be first opened with the knife!

after which remedial measures mentioned in connection

with ulcers should be employed. A medicated Ghritam

cooked with the admixture of Guggula, Triphala, Vyosha

and M&nsa cures sinus, fistula in ano, bad or maligT

nant sores, as well as colic. A medicated oil cooked

with the admixture of the expressed juice of Nirgundi

cures sinuses, and malignant ulcers ; used both internally

and externally this oil proves efficacious in Pama. Pills

consisting of three parts of Guo^ulu, five parts of Triphali,

and one part of Krishna prove curative in oedema, intestinal

glands, haemorrhods and fistula in ano. In cutting of the

vein of the penis, as well as in syphilis, suppuration of the

sore is to be primarily guarded against in as much as sup-

puration in these cases may ultimately lead to the sloughing

off of the organ. A decoction of Guduchi, Maricha, Nimva
and Patola leaves may be advantageously given with catecliu

and bdellilium in Syphilis. Burn down Triphala" to ashes

in an iron pan, charred Triphala" applied with honey to

syphilitic sores brings about their healing almost that very day.

A medicated Ghritam cooked with the admixture of a decoc-

tion or paste of Triphalci, Nimva, Bhunimva, Karanja, and

Khadira proves curative in syphilis and in diseases of

syphilitic origin. In a! case of fracture of the bone, the
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seat of the fracture slnuld be first ascertained, which should

be first washed with cold water then plastered with mire and

bound with blades of Kusha grass. Milk, clarified butter,

meat-essence, meat-soap, or soup of sesame seeds should

form the diet of a fracture-patient. A patient suffering from

the dislocation, fracture, or crushing of any bone would do

well to live on a regimen of garlic and fried paddy, mixtd

with honey and sugar. Take equal parts of Ashvattha,

Triphala and Vyosha, and Guggulu equal to their combined

weight, and mix. This compound has the virtue of setting

broken bones. Bleeding, and use of emetics aud purgatives

are recommended in all forms of cutaneous affections. A
decoction of Vacha, Vas£, Patola, and Nimva, or Phalini-

bark, taken with honey, subdues the deranged Vayu, and

is a good construciive remedy. Purgings should be induced

with the administration of a compound of Trivrit, Danti and

Triphala. A medicated oil cooked with the admixture of

realgar and black -pepper proves efficacious in all forms

of cutaneous affections, and plasters composed of these

two drugs may be used in all forms of Kustha (skin

disease) with advantage in which the patient should take

every day five Myrobalans in combination with treacle-

Plasters composed of Karanja, Tagara, and Kushtham

pasted together with cow's urine, and rubbing of the affected

part with Karavira after anointing it, prove curative in

cutaneous affections. Similarly, plasters composed of Haridr&,

Malayam, Rasna, Guduchi, Tagara, A'ragbadha and Karanja,

or of realgar, Vidanga, Vaguji, Karanja and Sarshapa,

pasted together with cow's urine, destroys cutaneous affections

as the sun destroys darkness. A plaster composed of

Vidanga, Airagaja, Kushtha, Nisha and Sindhuttha pasted

together with eow's urine cures Ring-worm. Plasters

composed of Prapunnad-seeds, Dhatri, Sarjarasa and Snuhi

pasted together with Sauvira wine may be advantageously

used in rubbing the patches in cases of Ring-worm.
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Plasters composed of A'ragvadha leaves pasted with A'ranalam

proves curative in ring-worms, keloid tumours, and psoriasis.

A compound of Tilam, Triphali, Vyosha, Bhallataka, sugar,

honey and clarified butter taken in equal part6, is highly

possessed of constructive and aphrodisiac properties, which

may be given with benefit to patients, suffering from any

form of cutaneous affections. A lambative consisting of

Vidanga, Triphali, and Krishna pounded and pasted together

with honey covers urinary complaints (Mehas), skin diseases,

intestinal worms, sinuses, and fistula in ano within the range

of its therapeutic application. He, who takes AbhaySrishtam

(urine of Myrobalan), or Amalaka and Nisha for a month, is sure

to get rid of all kinds of skin deseases. Burn to ashes the

sprouts of Amra and Khadira trees in an iron pot. Ashes thus

prepared together with powders of Aksha, taken through the

medium of honey and the expressed juice of Dhitri, proves

curative in all forms of cutaneous affections. This medicine is,

also possessed of a good rejuvenating efficacy. A decoction of

Dhitri and Khadira taken with Valguja speedily cures even

the most obestinate type of leucoderma. Oil of Bhallataka

taken for a month cures all forms of leprosy ; solution of

catechu taken every day with food or drink cures all forms

of skin-diseases. A medicated Ghritam cooked with a

decoction and paste of Visa, Guduchi, Triphali, Patolam,

Karanjakam, Nimva, Asanam, and Krishna Vetasam proves

curative in all forms of skin diseases, and enables its users

to live up to a hundred years. This Ghritam is called

Vajrakam Ghritam. Take the expressed juice of Durvi

grass and four times as much oil, cook it in the usual officinial

method ; external applications of this oil cures itches,

Pami, etc. An oil duly cooked and prepared in combination

with Druma-bark, Tvak, Arka, Kushtham, rock salt, Gamviriki,

and cow's urine proves curative in ulcers and skin diseases.

A decoction composed of Va'sa', Amrita, Parpatakam, Nimva,

Bhunimva, Markara, Triphali, and Kulattha pulse, taken with
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honey, cures Amlapittam (acidity). A decoction of Triphala,

Patolam, and Tikta, taken with sugar and Yashtimadhu cures

fever, vomiting and acidity. Vasa-Ghritam, Tiktaghritam,

Pippali-Ghritam and Guda-Kushmandam should be employed

in Amlapittam. Pippali taken with honey cures acidity, a

confection made of Pathya-, Pippali, and 'treacle conquers

impaired digestion and diseases of the deranged Kapham.

Cook a Ghritam in the usual way with a paste of Ajaji, and

and Dhanyakam. This Ghritam cures impaired digestion

with a non-relish for food, as well as vomiting and diseases

of the deranged Pittam and Kapham. A decoction of

Pippali, Amrita, Bhunimva, Vasaka, Arishta. Parpata and

Khadira proves curative in carbuncles with fever. Clarified,

butter in admixture with the expressed juice (Rasa) of

Triphala and Trivrit should be given as a purgative in

Erysipelas with fever. A decoction of Khadira, Triphald,

Arishta, Patolam, Amrita, and Vasaka, proves curative in

measles and small pox. Dusting of the affected part with

garlic-powder proves beneficial in carbuncles, Erysipelas,

itches, Mashaka and other cutaneous affections. In Charma-

kilas, Jatumanis, Mashaka (described before) the affeqted part

should be first scarified and then cauterised with fire or

alkali. Plasters composed of Nili, and Patola leaves cures

Pashana-Gardhava (parotitis), oil cooked with Gunja berries

and the expressed juice of Bhringaraja cures the form of

cutaneous affection known as Kapala Kushtham. A com-

pound consisting of the inner pulps of mango stones, Tri-

phala, Nila, Bhringaraja, Kandupak and iron du&t mixed

with Kinjika imparts a black gloss to grey hair. Cook 3

Kudava measure of oil with two Prastha measures of the

expressed juice of Parna leaves, milk, Isha and Arka. The

oil thus prepared removes the greyness of hairs even of

old men. Gargles of Triphali-decoction, or of one con-

sisting of chamber soot, nitrate of potash, Pathi, Vyosha,

and Rasinjanam should be held in the mouth in stomatitis
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and affections of the mouth. Honey saturated with powders
of Lodhra, Triphala, and Chitrakam, held in the mouth, cures

diseases of the throat and the teeth. Gargles consisting of

a decoction of the five astringent leaves viz., Leaves of Patola,

Nimva, Jamvira, A'mra, and Malati, should be regarded as the

best in diseases of the mouth. The expressed juice of

Lasuna, A'rdrakam, Shigru, Parula, Mulakam, or Kadali,

administered lukeworm, forms the best ear-drop in Otalgia. In

acute Otitis, attended with noise in the ears and a shiny dis-

charge, the expressed juice of Snuhi should be poured into the

tympanum, after dusting it with powdered rocksalt. Oil cooked

with the expressed juice of J&tipatram, as well as Shunthi-oil, or

warm mustard oil proves most efficacious in relieving earache.

Milk cooked in combination with the drugs of the Pancha-

mula group, as well as a compound of Chitrakam, Haritaki,

and treacle, or a Shadanga soup (jusa) proves curative in

cases of catarrh. By taking a light diet (lit. fasting) for five

days in succession a man can get rid of the disorders of diges-

tion, catarrh, fever, ulcer and inflammatory diseases of the

eyes. Drops of the expressed juice of Dhatri, poured into the

eyes, allay the local inflammation,Sand the same result may be

obtained by using honey and rocksalt with a solution of Shigru,

D&rvi, and Rasinjanam pasted together. A plaster com-

posed of HaridrA, Daru-Haridri, Rasftnjanam, Gairikam

and rock-salt pasted together and applied around the eyes

relieves occular affections. Plasters of Abhaya fried with

melted butter, or of Triphali pasted with milk, or aluke-warm

solution of a paste of Sunthi, Nimva leaves and an extremely

small quantity of rocksalt poured into the eyes in the manner

of an eye slave, proves efficacious in all forms of occular

complaints. A decoction of one part of Abhaya1

, two parts

of Aksha, and one part of Amritam, or a lambative of these

drugs made with the admixture of honey and clarified butter,

and sticks made of Chandana, Triphala, Puga, PalAsha and

Tarumula pasted together with water cure all forms of Timira.

78
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Plasters of Maricha pasted with milk curd and applied in the

manner of a collyrium cures all forms of Timira. A Ghritam

cooked with the admixture of a paste and decoction of Tri-

phala and milk, and taken at the evening, speedily cures all

forms of Timira. Pills made of Pippali, Drakshi, iron-

powders and rocksalt^ pasted with the expressed juice of

Bhringaraja, prove efficacious in haemorrhoids, cataract,

urticaria and occular affections. Pills made of Trikatu,

Triphala, rock-salt, Manah-shila Ketakam, Shankhanabhi,

Jati flowers, Nimva, Rasanjanam and Bhringaraja, pasted

together with milk, honey and clarified butter, prove curative

in all forms of occular affections. Eranda-roots or Muchu-

kunda flowers, pasted with milk or Kanjikam, and applied as

plasters over the forehead, instantly cure headache. A
medicinal oil cooked in combination with Shatanga, Eranda-

roots, Ugra, Chakra, and Vyaghri, each weighing a Pala

weight, and used as an errhine, proves curative inj Timira, in

diseases of the deranged Viyu and Kapham, and in diseases

of super-clavicular regions. A compound of Vishvam, Pippali

and rock-salt, taken with salt and treacle, proves curative

in Bhuja-stambha (Ebb's paralyais?) and diseases of the

super-clavicular regions. Errhines should be freely employed

in combating all forms of Suryavarta (a type^of Cephalagia);

A decoction of the drugs of the Dashamula-group mixed with

rock-salt and clarified butter should be employed as an

errhine in SUryavartam, A woman suffering from an attack

of leucorrhcea of the Vataja type should take a compound of

.Saiivairchala salt, Ajaji, Madhukam, and Nilotpalam, pasted

together with milk-curd, and sweetened with honey: In the

Pittaja form of leucorrhce* thejexpressed juice of V^aka, or

Guduchi or Amalaka seeds pasted with water and sweetened

with honey and sugar should be administered. For the

alleviation of Pandu type of leucorrhcea a woman should'

take the expressed juice of A'malakam, and honey, or that

of the Karpasa roots in combination with the washings of rice. '
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A paste of Tanduliyakam roots and Rasanjanam taken through

the vehicle of rice-washings and honey cures all forms

of leucorrhcea. Kusha roots pasted with rice-washings and

taken through the same medium conquer all forms of

leucorrhcea.

CHAPTER CXCV.

Dhanvatari said :—Now hear me, O Sushruta, discourse on

the threapeutics of diseases peculiar to the female sex. In

all forms of Yoni-vyapat (such as Vaginitis, etc.,) measures

calculated to subdue the deranged Vayu (soothe the irritated

nerves) should be at once resorted to. A compound of

Vacha, Upakunchika, Jati, Krishna, Vasakam, rocksalt, Aja-

moda, Yavaksh4ra, Chitrakam and sugar pasted with water

and well stirred, and fried with clarified butter, alleviates pain

at the sides and in the vagnia, and removes haemorrhoids and

intestinal glands (Gulmas). A plaster of pasted Vadari

leaves applied to the affected locality proves curative in

rupture of the perineum and vagnia ; a plaster of Lodhra

and Tumvi-phalam gives firmness to the vaginal muscles. A
medicinal Ghritam prepared with the admixture of the ex-

pressed juice of Pancha-pallavas, Yashtj, Arka, and Malati

flowers, heated in the sun, removes the bad odours of the

vagina and cures leucorrhcea. Java, flowers pasted with

Kanjikam, a Prastha measure ot Jyotishmati leaves pasted with

the same substance, Durva grass pasted with water, Chjtrakam

pasted with sugar and water, and powders of Dhatri, Anjanaand

Abhayi taken with water arrest t|ie catamenial flow. Errhines

or potipns of milk and Lakshani-juice during the menstrual

peripd (four to twelve days after the suppression of the flow)
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lead to the conception of a male child. A half A'dakam

measure of milk cooked with Ashvagandhi and clarified

butter should be taken by a woman desiring male offspring
;

by taking Vyosha andKesharam with clarified butter even a

a sterile woman may enjoy the pleasures of motherhood.

Milk cooked in combination with the roots of Kusha, Kasha,

Urubak and Gokshura and sweetened with sugar should be

employed for the alleviation of uterine or abdominal colic

of pregnant women. Plasters of Pitha, Langali, Apa-

mlrga, or Kutaja applied to the surface of the repro-

ductive organ of an enciente lead to a speedy and easy

parturition. Potions containing Yavakshara and decoctions

of Dashamulam tend to remove all post-parturient pain.

Powders of Shali rice taken with milk should be regarded

as possessed of a highly galactogougic virtue. For the

purification of the milk of a wet nurse the expressed juice of

Vidari flowers or of Karpasa roots, or Mudga soup, which

acts as an elixir, may be given with advantage. A lambative

composed of Kushtha, Vach, Abhaya, Brahmi, and Madhukam

pasted together and mixed with honey and clarified butter

should be given to a babe for the purpose of improving its intel-

lect and complexion, and of increasing the duration of its life.

In the absence of mother's milk, goat's milk or cow's milk may

be safely given to a child ; and a swelling about its umbilicus

should be alleviated by fomenting the part with a piece of

heated clay. A compound of iron, Mustakam, and Ativisha

should be administered in fever with cough and vomiting ; a

decoction of Musta, Shunthi, Visha, Aruna, and, Kutaja

proves curative in dysentery. A compound of Vyosha,

Mitulunga and honey cures hic-cough and vomiting. A
compound of Kushtham, Indra-yava, Siddhartha, Nisha and

Durva proves efficacious in all forms of cutaneous affections
;

and a bath in a decotion of Mahamunditika and Udicbyl

proves beneficial in deseases due to the influences of malig-

nant planets. The body of such a patient should be
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smeared with a paste of Saptachchhada, Abhaya, Nisha, and

Chandanam, or he should be made to wear Vacha, Rudraksha,

lotus seeds, Shankha, or iron on his person. Magical prac-

tices and offerings etc., for the good health and well being

of a child, should be done by reciting the Mantra, Om, Kam,

Tam, Pam, Sham, obeisance to Vainateya. Om, Haum, Ham,

Hah. Om, Hrim, O ye malignant planets (disease-spirit), that

afflict a child, graciously accept these offerings and renounce

your hoJd upon the child. Shirisha-roots taken with the wash-

ings of rice tend to neutralise the effects of an imbibed

poison ; while white Varsh&bhu taken through the same

medium proves curative in cases of snake-bite. A com-

pound of Tanduliyam, chamber-soot, Nisha, and rock salt,

pasted together with milk curd and taken with honey, acts

as a good anti-toxic remedy. The expressed juice of Ankota-

roots mixed with clarified butter acquires a good anti-toxic

virtue. A medicine, which arrests disease and decay
?
is called

a Rasayanam. Persons desiring to use a Rasayanam should

take Abhaya (Myrobalans) with rock salt, sugar, Shunthi,

R&sna, honey and treacle respectively during the rains,

autumn, winter, spring and summer. A single Abhaya

taken after the completion of digestion, two Vibhitakis taken

immediately before eating, and four Dhatris taken with

honev and clarified butter immediately after eating enable

their users to live up to a hundredth year. Ashvagandha taken

with milk and clarified butter conquers a host of bodily ail-

ments. By taking the expressed juice of Mandukapadi,

Vidiri, Amrita, as well as sesame, Dhatri and Bhringaraja,

one is able to live up to a hundredth year. A compound of

Trikatu, Triphala, Vanhi, Guduchi, Shatavari, Vidanga, and

iron-powders (oxide of iron) taken with honey serves to kill

a host of diseases. A compound of Triphala, Kana,

Shunthi, Guduchi, and Shatavari, treated in the manner of

a Bhavana with the expressed juice of Bhringaraja etc.,

acts as a general prophylaxis against disease. By daily
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taking Vidari-powders with honey, a man is enable to visit

ten women, each night. A medicinal Ghritam cooked with

the addition of ten times as much milk, or a Shat&vari-paste

taken with sugar, honey and Pippali, acts as a good stomachic

and digestant. Massage, lubrication of the body with oil qr

Ghritam, and applications of errhines, emeties and purgatives

constitute what is technically known as the Pancha Karma.

There are six seasons of the year, and each season lasts for

a period of two months, in which warming one's self in firo

or basking in the sun, and use of honey, milk or its modi-

fications should be respectively used. Sexual congress is

beneficial in winter (December, January); day sleep is in-

jurious in spring (April and May). Exposure to moon-beams

in Sharat (october and November) and excessive sleep

during the rains should be avoided. Shali rice, Mudga pulse,

rain water and boiled water are always wholesome. Oil

expressed out of Nimva, Atasi, Kusumbha, or Shigru seeds,

as well as mustard oil, Mula oil, and Jyotishmati oil prove

efficacious in cases of intestinal worms, cutaneous affections,

urinary and kidney complants and the type of Cephalagia

due to the action of the deranged Vayu and Kapham.

Dadima, A'malaki, Kola, Karmarda, Piyalakam, Jamvira,

Nagaram, A'mratakam, and Kapittham generate the Pittam,

destroy the Vayu, and produce diseases, which are caused

through the agency of the deranged Kapham. Kala Jimuta,

Ikshaku, Kutaja, Kritabadhanam, and Dh£margava com-

binedly form one of the most potent of emetic compounds,

and should be always used for the purpose of inducing

vomiting. A compound consisting of Vacha, Indrayava

and Madana may be used for emetic purposes in the morn-

ing. Easy (loose) motions of the bowels should be

attributed to the action of the (deranged) Pittam, normal

motions of the bowels indicate a state of normal equilibrium

among the fundamental principles of the organism, while

constipation of the bowels is brought about through the
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agency of the deranged Vayu and Kapham. In cases, which

indicate the predominance of the deranged Pittam, purgings

should be induced with the help of Trivit. A compound con-

sisting of Trivrit, Nagaram, and rock salt pounded together

and taken with sugar and honey, or that composed of

Haritaki and Vidanga pounded together and administered

through the vehicle of cow's urine acts as a purgative. Eranda

oil in combination with a decoction of Triphala, twice as

much as the former, acts as a good purgative. In diseases

indicating an extreme predominance of the deranged Vayu,

the patient should be first fed and then caused to belch out the

ingested food. Hollow bamboo, stems, to the lengths of six,

eight, and twelve fingers respectively, and with apertures to

the girth of a Karkandu fruit, should be cut out and used

for the purpose of applying enematas ; the patient to be thus

treated should be laid on his back during the application. This

rule should be likewise observed in applying enematas of the

Niruha class. The full, middle, and small doses of clysters

(fluid to be syringed into the rectum) must not exceed six,

three, and a hal'p Pala weights respectively. One part of

Pathya, two parts of Aksha, and four parts of Dhatri pounded

together and treated with the expressed juice of Shativari

and Bhringaraja in the manner of a Bhabana cure all dis-

tempers of the body.

:or-

CHAPTER CXCVI.

DHANVANTARr said :—The group of drugs known as Madhu-

radi Gana, which are possessed of disease-killing properties,

consists of Sh&li, Yashthika, wheat, milk, clarified butter,

honey, marrow, Shringatakarn, barley corn, Erbaru, Gokshu-

ram, Gambhari, lotus seeds, raisins, dates, Vala, cocoanut,
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A'tmagupta, Vidari, Piyalakam, Madhukam, TAla, and 1

Kushmindam. They alleviate epileptic fits and a burning

sensation in the body, soothe the six organs, and being par-

taken of in exclusion of all other things, generate the Kapham,

and worms in the intestines, and bring on cough, dyspnoea,

with a sweet taste in the mouth, hoarseness, tumours, goitres,

and elephantiasis, etc.

Dadima, A'malakam, A'mram, Kapittha, Karmarda, Matu-

lunga, A'mratakam, Vadaram, Tintidi, milk curd, whey,

Kanjikam, Lakucham, Amla-Vetasam and Amla-Iona form

the acid group. The last named one, taken with Shunthi, acts

as a good digestant, and stomachic. These acid fruits generate

the Vayu in the system, give rise to an increased secretion

of the mucous membranes of the body, take a long time to

be digested, and are possessed of considerable constructive

properties. The acid taste exclusively partaken of produces

tooth-edge, looseness of the limbs, a burning sensation in

the heart and epigastrium, and establishes suppuration in

excised or incesed wounds, like a living fire.

The different kinds of salt, Yavakshara (nitrate of

potash) and barilla etc., form the saline group, which acts

as a laxative, liquefacient and digestant agent, and gives rise

to increased mucous secretion, and its potency readily

expands through the whole organism. The saline taste ex-

clusively partaken of tends to obstruct the vessels of the body,

brings on resolution of tumours, and begets urticaria,

oedema, erythematous eruptions, discolouring of complexion,

Rakta-Vatam, Pitta-raktam, virile inpotency and diverse kinds

of pain in the body. Vyosha, Shigru, Mulakam. Devadaru,

Kushthakam, Lashuna, Valguja-phala, Musta, Guggulu, and

Langali, are pungent, appetising, cleanse the system of the

morbific diatheses (Shodhi, it may also mean laxative) and

conquer itches, skin-disease and the deranged Kapham.

These things, exclusively taken, reduce corpulency, bring

on physical lassitude, act as good vermifuginous agents.
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reduce the quantity of fat and semen in the system, and pro-

duce a burning sensation in the body. Kritamala, Karira,

Haridra, Indrayava, the sweet Kantakam, the sweet Vetram, the

two kinds of Vrihati, Shankhini, Guduchi, Dravanti, Trivrit,

Mandukaparni, Karavellakam, Vartaku, Karavira, Vasaka,

Rohini, Shankhapushpi, Karkota, Jayantika, Jiti, Varunakam,

-Nimva, Jyotishmati, and Punarnava, are bitter in flavour, tend

to set flow the arrested serum (free the venal circulation),

are relishing, refrigerant, and laxative, improve the digestive

capacity, and conquer fever, epileptic fits and itching sen-

sations. These drugs, exclusively taken, dry up the excre-

mentitous matter of the organism, and prove remedial in

cases of wry neck, convulsion, cephalagia and ucler. The

group consisting of Triphala, Shallaki, Jamvu, A'mritakam,

Vata and its kindred species, Tindukam, Vakulam, Shalam,

Palankam, Mudga, andChillakam are astringent, and absorbant,

arrest local secretions, and produce granulations in ulcers,

Exclusively taken, these drugs beget pain at the chest, fever,

parchedness of the mouth, distension of the abdomen, and

wry neck. Haridra, Kushtham, salt, Meshashringi, the two

kinds of Vala., Kachchura, Shallaki, Punarnava, Shat&vari,

Agnimantha, Brahmadandi, Shvadanshtra, - Eranda, Yava,

Kola, Kulattha, Karshashi, and Dashamulam, these drugs,

whether severally or in combination, destroy the deranged

Viyu, and subdue the deranged Pittam and Kapham. The

group consisting of such drugs as Shatavari, Vidari, Valakam,

Ushira, Chandanam, Durva, Vata, Pippali, Vadari, Shallaki,

Kadali, Utpatam, Padma, Audumvara and Patolakam acts

as a good phlegmagogue. Haridra, treacle with Kushthakam,

Shatapuohpi, Jati, Vyosha, A'ragvadha, and Langali are

possessed of the same virtue as the foregoing ones

;

clarified butter, oil, myosin and marrow are the best of all

lardaceous substances. Persons desiring to improve their

memory, intelligence and digestive capacity should regularly

take clarified butter ; Ghritam unmixed with any thing

79
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should be given in diseases of the deranged Pifctam, in com-

bination with salts in diseases of the deranged Vayu, and

in admixture with Vyosha or alkalis in glandular affections,

sinuses, worms in the intestines, and diseases brought about

through the agency of the deranged Vayu, or through the

predominance of the deranged Kapham. Oil, which imparts

lightness and firmness to the body, should be internally

administered to patients suffering from extreme constipa-

tion of the bowels, to those whose fundamental organic

principles have suffered a diminution through sexual excesses,

carrying of inordinately heavy loads, excessive physical

labour, and exposure to wind and water. It should be

used in vaginal enematas, after cauterising a vein, in obstruc-

tion of the vessels of the body, for removing a parched

condition of the organism, after fatiguing physical labour,

and for making up any loss in the system. In connection

with emulsive medicinal decoctions the full dose of oil should

be understood as a Palam weight ; three Aksha weight is

the middling dose, and a half Palam weight is the smallest

(Jaghanyam) dose. Hot water should be given with Ghritam,

while it should be separately given [to patients to whom oil

may be prescribed. A man feeling himself thirsty after

taking any kind of Ghritam or oil should drink hot water.

Measures calculated to restore the deranged Vayu to its

normal condition should be resorted to with the help of

any emulsive substance in respect of patients of good diges-

tive capacity. Diaphoretic measures should be employed

in respect of persons of extremely parched temperament,

while parchifying measures should be adapted in cases of

over-dose of an oil or Ghritam. A compound of Shyamaka,

Koradusha, or boiled rice, or Pinyakam, pasted with whey
and made warm, should be used in fomenting the body of

the patient, in diseases of the [deranged Vayu and Kapham,
'

or in those of the deranged Vayu, or in those of the

deranged Kapham. Extremely corpulent, or weak patients,
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as well as those of parched temperament, or suffering from

epileptic fits should not be fomented at all.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CXCVII.

DHANVANTARI said :—Hear me, O Sushruta, who art well-

conversant with the nature of diseases, discourse on the

preparations and efficacies of different medicinal oils and

Ghritas. Cook a Prastha measure of clarified butter with an

Aksha measure of each of the following drugs, viz., Shankha-

pushpi, Vacha, Soma, Brahmi, Brahma, Suvarchala, Abhaya,

Guduchi, Atarushaka and Vaguchi, in combination with a

Prastha measure of the expressed juice of Kantakari. and the

same quantity of milk. This Ghritam is called Brahmi

Ghritam. It improves the intellect and memory. Cook a

Ghritam with Triphala, Chitrakam, Vali, Nirgundi, Nimva,

Vasaka, Punarnavi, Guduchi, the two kinds of Vrihati and

Shatavari, or with as many of them as are available. This

Ghritam may be used with benefit in all forms of disease.

Cook half an A'dakam of oil with a decoction of a hundred

Val&s and a paste of Madhukam, Manjishthi, Chandana,

Utpalam, Padmakam, Sukshmela, Pippali, Kushtham, Tvak,

Ela, Aguru, Keshara, Ashvagandha, and drugs of the Jivaniya

group ; cook it over a gentle fire, and keep it in a silver

pitcher after cooking. This Ghritam, which is named as Rlja-

ballabham, proves highly efficacious in all diseases of the

deranged Viyu, no matter what fundamental principle of

the organism it might have affected, as well as in diseases

of the deranged Kapham. Cook a Prastha measure of

clarified butter with a Prashtha measure of the expressed juice

of Shatavari and a Prastha measure of milk, as well as with

the addition of the paste of a Karsha of each of the Allowing
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drugs, viz., Shatapushpi, Devad&ru, Maim, Shaileyakam,

Vala, Chandanam, and Tagaram. Hanch backs, dwarfs
r

maimed persons, deaf ones, or those suffering from Vyanga of

Kushtham, as well as those who suffer from distortions of

limbs in consequence of the enlargement of the bodily

Vayu, or meet disappointment during the rmddJe part of an

act of sexual congress, persons suffering from the imbecilities

of old age, or from tympanites or dryness of the mouth, of '
•

from diseases affecting the skin, veins and ligaments have

got a splendid remedy in this Nir&yana Tailam, the killer of

all diseases, the recipe of which was formerly disclosed by

Vishnu himself. Oils or Ghritas may be separately cooked in

admixture with each of the following drugs, viz., Shativarr,

Guduchi, Chitrakam, Vyosha, Nimva, the expressed juice of

Nirgundi, Prasirini, or Kantakari, VarshSbhu, Vala:, V&saka,
,;

Phalatrikam, Brahmi, Eranda, Yashtbika, Bhringaraja,

Mushali, Dashamulam, Khadira and Vata. Confection, pills,

or pulverised compounds of the foregoing drugs, taken with

honey, sugar, and clarified butter, or with* water, prove

curative in all diseases. The intelligent one should cook a

medicinal oil in combination with Chitrakam, Trivrit, PSthi,

Malapum, Hayamarakam, Sudha, Vacha, Langalakim, Sapta-

parnam, Suvarchika, and Jyotishmali. This oil is called

Syandanam Tailam and should be employed for the purpose

of asepsising and healing ulcers, and especially in fistula in

ano. The medicinal oil of great efficacy, which is called Chftxa'

kadyam Tailam, cures all diseases ; cook mustard oil in combi-

nation with Ajamoda, Sindura, Haritalam, the two kinds of

Nisha, the two kinds of Kshara, Phena, A'rdrakam, Sarala, I I

Indra-Varuni, Apamarga, Kadala and Kandala taken in equal

parts with the addition of the usual quantity of goat's urine.

This Tailam should be cooked over a gentle fife and with the

admixture of cow-milk. The oil thus cooked and prepared

is called Ajamoda' Tailam, which proves highly efficacious

in scrofula and scrofulous sores. It induces satisfactory
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suppuration in indurated or partially suppurated sores, and

cleanse the suppurating ones. Healing, granulation and

softening of ulcers may be brought about with the help

of this Ajamoda' oil, which is one of the most efficacious

of medicinal oils, and cures a host of bodily distempers.

-;o>

CHAPTER CXCVIII.

SuTa said :—-Thus the holy Dhanvantari, who is an incar-

nation of Vishnu, discoursed on many a medicinal compound

of infallible potency, which (Hari) formerly disclosed to Hara-

Hari said ;—O Shankara, in all types of fever the patient

should be made to fast and kept in a room protected from

the wind. Boiled water should be given to him for drink. Dry

fomentations prove efficacious in all forms of fever ; a decoction

of Musta and Guduchi proves antidotal to the Va'taja type,

A decoction of Duralabha cures Pittaja fever, and hear that,

a decoction of Shunthi, Parpata, Musta, Vilaka, Ushira and

Chandana proves remedial in the same type. A decoction of

the Shunthi and DaralabhdL taken with ghritam proves curative

in the Kaphaja type of fever. A decoction of Shunthi,

VAlakam and Prapatam proves curative in all forms of fever.

A decoction of Tikta, Eranda, Guduchi, Shunthi, and Mustaka

cures Pittaja fever ; now hear me enumerate the other medi-

cinal compounds of infallible efficacy. A decoction of Vilaka,

Ushira, Pathi, Kantakari, Mustaka, and Devadiru acts as a

good febrifuge remedy, O Shankara, a decoction of Dh£nya-

kam, Nimva and Musta taken with honey, or a decoction of

Triphala, Guduchi, and Patola leaves, internally administered,

acts as an appetising,, Vayu-subduing, and febrifuge medicine.

Powders of Haritaki, Pippali, Amala and Chitrakam taken
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with a decoction of Dhanyakam, Ushira and Parpatam, or a

decoction of A'malaki, Gudachi, and Chandanam taken with

honey proves curative in all forms of fever. Now hear me, dis-

course on the medicinal compounds, which have the efficacy of

subduing the Sannipatika forms of fever. A decoction of

Haridra, Nimva, Triphala, Mustakam, Devadaru, Katurohini

and Patola leaves destroys Sannipatika fever. Powders of

Nagavala, taken with a decoction of Guduchi, Pushkara,

Nagaram and Kantakari subdues cough, asthma, etc. Hot water

should be given for the alleviation of thirst in fever due to the

action of the deranged Vayu and Kapham. Cooked Shali rice

reduced to the consistency of a soup, rice gruel, or Mudga

soup should be given to a fever-patient for the subsidence of

fever. Water boiled with Vishva, Parpatakam, Ushira, and

Chandanam, and subsequently cooled down, should be given

for the alleviation of fever, thirst and vomiting. A decoction

of the drugs of the Panchamulam group proves remedial to

Vataja fever. A decoction of Pippali-mulam, Guduchi, and

Vishva-bheshajam conquers Vataja fever. A decoction of

Nimva and Parpatakam, taken with honey, proves curative in

Pittaja fever. The forehead and soles of the feet of a fever-

patient, who can not be restored to consciousness even with

the employment of ordinary restorative measures, should be

cauterised with an iron rod. A purgative decoction consist-

ing
1

of Tikta, Patha, Patola, Vishala, Triphala, and Trivrit,

taken with boiled milk ,proves curative in all forms of fever.

-:o:

CHAPTER CXCIX.

THE DEITY said :—Plasters of the ashes of elephant's tusks

and Rasanjanam pasted with goat's milk and applied for
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seven days in succession, contribute to the growth of beards

and mustachios. Oil, cooked with its quarter part of the ex-

pressed juice of Bhringaraja and Gunja-powders, helps the

growth of hair. For the cure of baldness (alopacea), first

rub the scalp with a paste of Ela, Mansi, Kushtham, and

Murd, and then apply a plaster of pasted Guuja berries over

it. Applications of plasters of the powdered pulps of mango

stones impart a thickness and silky gloss to the hairs and

prevent their falling off. Anointment of the head with a

medicinal oil cooked with Vidanga, Gandha-pashana, and

Manah-Shila and with the admixuture of cow's urine, four

times its own weight, destroys lice and dandruff. thou

bull-riding deity, applications of freshly burnt conch-shell

powders mixed with rubbings of lead and water to the

scalf impart a raven like blackness to the hair. A hair dye

composed of Bhringa-raja, iron-dusts, Triphala, Vijapurakam,

Nili and Karaviram boiled with an equal quantity of treacle

make the grey hairs of old men black again. Pulps of

mango-stones, Triphala, Nili, Bhingaraja, steel-powders,

dissolved in Kanjika make a good hair-dye. Plasters of

Chakramarda-seeds, Kushtham and Eranda-roots pasted

with warm Kanjikam and applied to the scalp prove curative

in all diseases of the head (cephalagia). A medicinal oil

cooked with its quarter part of cow's urine and with the

addition of rock salt, Vach, Hingu, Kushtham, Nageshvaram,

Shata-pushpa, and Devadaru, poured into the ears, relieves

earache. Similarly, ear-drops composed of rock salt and

lamb's urine prove beneficial in otalgia with a fetid discharge,

and germination of parasites in the tympanum.

Pourings of the expressed juice of the Malati leaves,

and cow's urine arrest fetid discharges from the ears. Rub-

bings of a plaster composed of Kushtha, Masha, Maricham,

Tagaram, Pippali, Apamarga, Ashvagandha, the two kinds

of Vrihati, and mustard, Yava, and Tilam pasted with

honey and rock-salt remove the numbness of the penis and
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the arms. Mustard oil cooked with the admixture of

Bhallitakam, the two kinds of Vrihati, and the fruit and barks

of Dadima trees should be prescribed for the purpose of

getting the male reproductive organ elongated.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CC.

HarI said :-*-The expressed juice of the leaves of Shobhin*

janam mixed with honey, and poured into the eyes, un»

doubtedly relieves all forms of occular affections. Make

a pill with the flowers of black sesame, Jati flowerSj Usha,

Nimva, Amala, Shunthi, Pippali, and Tanduliyakam pasted

together with rice-washings and dried in the shade. Rub

this pill with honey and reduce it to a paste, apply this

paste to the 'eyes in the manner of a collyriutn. It cures

blindness (Timira). Take black pepper and Nimva leaves,

reduce them to a paste with the addition of cow's urine. It

cures Timira, Patalam and night-blindness. Take four parts

of powdered conch-shell, two parts of realgar and one part

of rock-salt, reduce them to a paste with the addition of

cold water, make them into pills and dry them in the shade.

A pill, thus prepared, and pasted with water and applied along

the eyes in the manner of a collyrium cures loss of sight,

Patalam ".and agglutination of the eyes with slimy mucous

(Pichchhitam). A plaster composed of Trikatu, Triphala,

Karanja seeds, the two kinds of Rajani, and rock salt pasted

with the expressed juice of Bhringaraja and applied in the

manner of a collyrium cures loss of vision, etc. Atarushaka

roots pasted with Kanjlkam and thickly plastered over the eye-

lids relieve aching sensations in the eyes. ^Decoctions of

Shatadru, and Vidari roots internally administrated relieve
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pain in the eyes. An Anjanam composed of mustard oil,

rock-salt and Apamarga roots pasted together with milk and
Kanjikam and prepared in a copper vessel, and|applied to

the eyes in the manner of a collyrium, removes, Sliankara,

the agglutination of the eye-lids with mucous. This Anjanam

{eye-salve) applied by reciting the Mantrah, Om, Dadru

Sara, Krim, Hrim, Thah, Thah, Dadru Sara, Hrim, Hrim,

Om, Urn, Um, Sara, Krirn, Krim, Thah, Thah, brings the

A'dyas under the control of the applier. The application

of an eye-salve composed of Yilvakam, and Nili-roots pasted

together with water instantly cures the loss of vision. A
stick made of Pippali, Ta^aram, Haridra, A'malakam, Vacha

and Khadira pasted together with water and applied to the

eyes, proves curative in occular affections. Dash cold water

over the eyes while holding water in the mouth at morning,

each day. This measure cures many an occular affection.

Fomentations of the eyes with vapours of warm goat's milk

cooked in combination with the roots and leaves of white

Eranda prove curative in the Vataja form of eye-diseases.

A compound of Chandanam, Saindhava, Vriddha, Palasha,

Haritaki, Patola flowers, and Chakrika. pasted together with

water, or Gunja-roots pasted with goat's urine and applied

to the eyes in the manner of a collyrium removes blindness

(Timiram). Lubrication of the body of a Chlorosis-patient

with clarified butter containing rubbiugs of gold, silver and

copper rods tends to bring about a cure. Smelling or eating

of Ghoshaphalams proves curative in chlorosis. Errhines

composed of a soluble compound of Haritaki, Alaktakam,

Durva and Dadima-flowers pasted with their own expressed

juice cure nasal polypi and Vataraktam. O Thou blue and

red bodied one, O Thou bull-riding deity, errhines composed

of Jingini-roots pasted with their own expressed juice lead

to the falling off of nasal polypi. A medicinal oil prepared

with the admixture of Siktham saturated with the expressed

juice of Dhushturam and Dhanyakam, and mixed with

80
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Sarjarasa, Gairikam, rock-salt and Ghritam made out of cow-

butter proves remedial in ulcers, as well as in sloughing

and splintering of the lips. Jatipatram unmixed with Ghritam

should be chewed by one, for the alleviation of the diseases

of one's mouth ; chewing of Kosha-seeds imparts a firm-

ness even to loose teeth. Chewing of a compound consi t-

ing of Mustakam, Kushtham, Eli, Yashthikam, Valakam,

Dhinyakam and honey removes fetour in the mouth. Daily

ingestions of bitter, pungent, or astringent Shakas fried

with oil remove the bad smell from the mouth and prove bene-

ficial i° cases of ulcerated gums. Gargles of Kanjikam

mixed with oil, as well as those containing ashes of burnt

betel lives prove curative in affections of the mouth. Chew-

ing of Shunthi, as well as eating of a compound of Matu-

lunga leaves, Ela, Yasthimadhu, Pippali and Jatipatram

pounded together, leads to the secretion of mucous from

the mouth. Chewing of the clustered sprouts (Jata) of

Shephalika proves curative in Goitre ; Shankara, errhines

of the expressed juice of Gihvika arrest haemorrhage from

the nose or the brain. A medicinal oil cooked with the

admixture of the expressed juice of Shiiisha seeds, and

Haridra; four times as much as that juice, should be employed

as errhines for the extinction of diseases of the head and

throat. Chewing of Gunja-roots leads to the extinction

. of worms in the teeth. A decoction of Kaka-Jangha, Snuhi,

and Nili, sweetened with the addition of honey, kills worms

that might have originated in, or invaded the teeth. Rubbing

of the teeth with a Ghritam cooked in combination with milk

and the expressed juice of Karkata-pada prevent their

gnashing (destroys the tendency of gnashing the teeth).

As an alternative, O Shiva, a paste of Karkatap£da alone

should be applied to the teeth, or Jotishmati fruits pasted

vjith water* alone should be [applied to them for three weeks

in succession, or the pith (marrow) of white myrobalans

pasted with wSter should be applied for removing the black
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or yellow, colour (tan or tartar) of the teeth. A cosmetic

composed of Lodhra, Kumkum, Manjistha, Loha, Kaleyakam,

barley, rice, and Yasthimadhu pasted together with water

should be used by ladies for beautifying their complexion.

Cook a Prastha measure of oil wfth two parts of goat's

milk' and a Karsha of each of the following drugs, viz.,

Rakta-Chandanam, Manjishtha, Laksha, Yashtimadhu, and

Kumkum. This Tailam is highly possessed of cosmetic

properties
; a week's application will impart a beautiful tint

to one's complexion. A decoction of Shunthi, powdered

Pippali, Guduchi, and Kantakarika, acts as a good digestant

and .stomachic remedy, and tends to alleviate, O Thou, the '.

lord of benighted spirits, the aching (rheumatic) pain brought

about through the agency of the deranged V&yu. A decoc-

tion of Karanja, Karkata, Ushiram, the two kinds of Vrihati,

Katu-Rohini, and Gokshuram, internally administered, tends

to relieve the sense of exhaustion or fatigue, and proves

curative in Pthisis, consumption, Epileptic fits and Pittaja

fever 'with/ a burning sensation in the body. Milk

cooked with ^'powdered Pippali and taken in combina-

tion with honey, sugar and clarified butter cures cough,

heart disease, and chronic intermittent fever. A Karsha

measure of the combined drugs should be taken in preparing

all kinds of drug-decoction ; thou bull-riding one, the

dose of such decoctions should be determined in considera-

tion of the age of the patient under treatment. The ex-

pressed juice of Kaka-Jangha, as well as the serous fluid

extracted from cow-dung, 'taken with warm milk, proves

curative in chronic, intermittent fever. Milk cooked with

Shunthi acts as a good febrifuge. Errhines composed of

Yashthimadhu, Musta, Vrihatiphalam and rock salt pounded

together is possessed of highly soporific properties. Similarly,

errhines composed of Maricha pasted with honey, O Shiva,

are possessed of the virtue of inducing sleep. O SUiva, Kaka-

jangha roots are possessed of good soporific properties, and
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a medicinal oil cooked in combination with Kanjikam and

Sarja-rasa, applied with the admixture of cold water, ins-

tantly allays heat and burning sensation, and should be em-

ployed in alleviating the burning sensation of the body which

characterises fever cf contaminated blood (fever induced

through blood-poisoning or Septecimia). A decoction of

Shali, Shaivala, Agnimantha, Shunthi, Pishana-Bhedakam,

Shobhanjanam, Gokshuram, Shobhanjanam roots, or Varuna

and Chhannam, taken with Yavakshara and Hingu, proves

antidotal to diseases of the deranged Vayu. O Shiva, a

decoction of Pippali, Pippalimulam, and Bballatakam, inter-

nally administered, proves curative in colic and convulsions.

External applications of a plaster composed of the earth of

an ant hill cooked in combination with Ashvagandha. Mulakam

and water alleviate the form of rheumatism known as

Urastambha. Decoctions of Vrihati root internally adminis-

tered cure Sanghata-Vatam. The expressed juice of
;

the

roots, of A'rdrakam and Tagaram. taken with whey, cures

the form of neuresthesnia whose specific trait is a tingling

sensation, O Shiva, as the thunder bolt of Indra cleaves a

tree. The expressed juice of Asthi-S^mharakam taken with

a single meal, each day, or with meat soup cures nervous

diseases and brings about the setting of broken bones.

Powders of fried barley corn reduced to a paste with the

additioh of goat's milk and clarified butter, and applied to

the soles of the feet, tend to ally the burning sensation of

those localities. Plasters composed of honey, clarified butter,

rock salt, treacle, Gairikam, Guggulu and Sarja rasa prove.

beneficial in cases of cracked soles of women and children.

O thou bull-riding deity, clay-eaten soles of feet should be

lubricated with mustard oil and heated over a smokeless fire.

A medicinal Ghritam cooked with the admixture of Sarja-

rasa, Siktham, Jivakam and Haritaki, and applied to scalds

or burns alleviates the incidental pain. Sesame-oil saturated

. with the ashes of burnt barely corn proves remedial to belbs,
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blisters caused by a burn or scald. Plasters of Tilam, and
Bhallatam pasted with milk and mixed with buffalo butter,

prove beneficial in ulcer cases ; applied over the chest, or

employed as errhines they alleviate angina, pectoris and

cardiac colic. O Shankara, bruises caused by blows of one's

enemies are remedied by bandaging the spots, with strips of

clean linen saturated with cow-butter and powdered camphor.

Sword cuts and arrow, wounds, filled with the expressed

juice of Arnra-roots, are adhesioned and united, bv the first

instance without producing any pain, pus, or inflammation.

Similarly, sprays of clarified butter poured into freshly made
sword-cuts or wounds bring about their adhesion and,

asepsision. Cuts and wounds are healed, by applying plasters

of Sharapunkha, Lajjaluka, Patha, Chasa (the Bengal, edition

reads Vasa) and M.ulakam, pasted with waster. The expressed,

juice of Kakajangha, poured four three nights in succession

in a granulating ulcer, brings about it asepsision and
alleviates the inflammation, and prevents the production of

of Pus in its cavity.

Rubbing of the body, with water and the expressed; juice

of Apamarga instantly alleviates the bruised pain caused by
thrashing. O Shankara, a compound of AbhayA, Shuntbi,

and rock salt pasted with water and internally administered

cures all forms of indigestion. Nimva roots tied round the

waist relieves an aching pain in the eyes ; dry Haridra,

white Sarshapa, Mulakam and Matulunga seeds, pounded

together, should be used in cleansing the skin of all its im-

purities, a week's use of this compound imparts a brighter

hue to the colour of the skin. Errhines composed of

the expressed juice, white AparajitA leaves and Nimva

leaves should be employed for the purpose of delivering

patients from the influences Dakinis, Matrikas and other

malignant spirit. O thou bull-ensigned deity, errhines of

Madhuka piths are possessed of the same efficacy. Cull

the roots of white Jayanti, or white Aparajita, Arfya,
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Chitrakam or Mulakam under the influence of the asterism

Pushya, reduce them to a paste with the addition of water

and divide the mass into pills, A pill thus prepared and

applied as a Tilaka mark on the forehead of a man has the

magical virtue of enthralling the! hearts of young maidens.

Learn, O Rudra, that powders of killed iron, Pippali, Shunthi,

A'malakam, rocksalt, sugar and honey, taken in equal parts,

pasted together, and made into pills, to the seize of an

Audumvara, should be taken for seven days in succession

by a man, desiring a healthful life of a hundred years.

The Mantra, Om, Tha, Tha, Tha, should be employed

in connection with all acts of charming. Collect the nest

of a crow from a tree, burn "that nest in the fire of a

blazing funeral pile. The ashes of this: burnt crow's nest

cast on the head of a person makes him distracted and

compels him to abandon his hearth and home. O Shankara,

hear me enumerate such other measures of black magic.

Let a man cast the excreta of his enemy on the skin of a

wild rat and tie that skin round his waist, thereby he will

be able to cause a suppression of his stool. A man or

woman whose name is written on a mango-leaf with the blood

of a raven and is cast amidst heaps of filthy substances is

sure to be devoured by crows. ® Hara, a compound consist-

ing °f goat's milk, Tilam, Gokshuram sugar and honey, taken

in equal parts and internally administered, proves curative

in cases of loss of manhood and virile impotency. A hundred

Vilva twigs soaked with the blood of a raven and an owl and

cast in the fire by uttering the names of two different

persons are sure to create a bitter animosity between them.

A medicinal oil cooked with the additjon of the flesh of a

Jhasa and Rohita, treated with the milk of a she-bear in the

manner of a Bhavana, may be prescribed for anointing the

body of the patient in any kind of disease. Solutions of

Chandanam, employed as errhines, facilitate the re-appearance

of hairs. He, who holds a Langalika. bulb in his hand, [or
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smears his body with a paste of that plant, is sure to"break

the arrogance of the strong-bodied ones, even in his old

age. O Thou blissful one, peacock's blood is fatal even to

snakes residing in their holes. Burn down to ashes the

dead body of an Ajagar (Boa constrictor) in the fire of a

cremation ground. By casting these ashes before one's

enemies one is sure to confound them, almost instantaneously.

The Mantra, which should be recited on the occasion, runs

as Om, Tha, Tha, Tha, Chahi, Chahi, Svaha, Om, Udaram,

Pihihi, P£hihi, Svaha. Sudarshan£ roots culled under the

influence of the asterism Pushya and kept in a chamber

drive the serpents from its inside and bar their re-occupa-

tion of the same site. Torches made of linen soaked with

the expressed juice of Arkaplants and lighted to illumine

a road way serve to drive away all snakes from that road-

side. Smear the body of a rat with Haritalam soaked in

the serum of a cat's excreta and pasted with goat's urine.

The sight of such a rat is sure to scare away all its kindreds

from that house. For the extinction of mosquitos in a

chamber, fumigate it with the vapours of a compound

consisting of Triphala., Arjuna, Bhallatakam, i Shirisham,

Vidanga, shellac, resin, and bdellium pounded together and

cast in a smokeless fire.

CHAPTER CCI.

HARI said:— Let a woman administer a compound of Brah-

madandi, Vacha, Kushtham, and Nagakesharam, with a pre-

pared betel leaf to a man she loves by repeating the Mantra,

Om Narayani Svaha. The man to whom such a betel is

given becomes the slave of its beautiful giver. After giving
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it (betel) let the woman recite the Mantra, Om, Hari, Hari,

Sv£b«L The man on whose head is cast powders of dried

crow's tongue and Godanta Haritalam is sure to be under

the influence of their giver. This influence is neutralised by

keeping a garland of white mustard seeds hung in the

chamber of such a hypnoti-ed man. By placing Sh&kotaka

and Vaibhataka branches with their leaves unstripped off

at the door of one's house you can create dissensions, O Rudra.

among its inmates. Powders of dried Khanjirataka's (a kind

of bird) flesh pasted with honey should be applied as a

plaster to her own re-productive organ during the menstrual

period by a woman, desiring to enslave her lord. By

fumigating one's body with the vapours of a compound con-

sisting Of Aguru, Guggulu, Nilotpalam and treacle one can

become a favourite in a royal court. With a Tilak mark,

on his forehead composed of white Aparajita
1

roots pasted

with Gorochond a man is sure to domineer the mind of the

person he sees in a royal court. A totem on the forehead

Composed of Kakajangha, Vacha, Kushtham, Nimva leaves

and Kumkum pasted together with one's own blood gives

one a gift of fascination. Take a few drops of the blood

of a wild cat, mix it with Karanja Tailam in the method of

a Bhabana. Prepare a collyrium therewith on a lotus leaf

over the fire of a burning funeral pile (Rudragni). By

applying this collyrium to the eyes one can remain invisible

to others.

The Mantra to be recited in connection with this charm

reads as follows: Om obeisance to the Commander in Chief

of the Yakshas who wields a sword and a thunder bolt in his

hands. Om Kudram, Hr£m, Prim, the science of Tvarita,

ihe repository of all spiritual and occult power. A'm, may

the Matris stupefy you all. Mahisugandhika root tied round

the waist arrests the emission of semen. Karavira flowers

seven times enchanted with the recitation of the Mantra,

Om Namas Sarva—Sattebhyoh. Namas, Siddhim Kura
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Kuru Svaha. These flowers whirled round before a

woman are sure to hypnotise her. A compound of Brah-

madandi, Vacha and Patram pasted together with honey,

and applied as a plaster to one's reproductive organ during

an act of coitus will enthral the affections of the woman to

such an extent that she will desire no other husband* Clumps

of .Brahmadandi kept in the mouth arrests the emission of

semen. Jayanti root kept in the mouth imparts victory to

a man in respect of an act of sexual congress. Bhringaraja

roots pasted with semen and applied along the eye-lids in-

the manner of a collyrium exercises a fascinating influence.

Aparajita clumps given with Nilotpalam to a man through

the medium of a prepared betel leaf serve to exercise a good

fascinating (hypnotising) effect. Toes, legs, calves of legs,

knee-joints, thighs, umbilicus, breasts, sides of the abdomen

(groins,) arm-pits, neck, cheeks, lips, • eyes, forehead, and

head are the regions where the ChaniJrakala (erotic centres)

are located in the organism. They are located in the right

side of a male body and in the left side of a female one.

By exciting these centres by tickling, etc., one can rouse

up erotic propulsions. The different centres from the

head downward should be respectively excited on the differ^

ent days of a light fortnight, whereas the centres from the

toes upward should be respectively excited on the different

days in a biack one. Sixty-four measures of fascination have

been enumerated in the Kama Shastra (Erotic Science).

Virgins or maidens may be fascinated by an embrace. A
totem composed of Rbchona, Gandhapushpa, Nimva leaves,

Priyangu, Kumkum and Chandana pasted together With

water and put on the forehead is potent enough to fascinate

the whole world. The Mantrah to be recited in connection

with this charm runs as, Om, Hrim, O Thou, Goddess Gouri,

* One Kdition reads Kualuham
; and another, Nimvain instead of

Patram.—TV.

Si
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grant me good fortune and secure me the obedience r)f sons.

Om, Hrim, O thou goddess, Lakshmi, grant me all good

fortune and the power to fascinate the three worlds. Smear-

ing of the body with a paste of Sugandhi, Haridra, and

Kumkum, O Rudra, as well as its fumigation with the

vapours of burning Sugandhi flowers gives one the power

of fascinating other people. By applying a plaster of

Duralabha, Vacha, Kushtham, Kumkum, Shatavari, pasted

together with sesame-oil, to her vaginal canal, a woman is

sure to enthral the affection of her lover. By fumigating

her private part with the vapours of burning Nimva wood,

a woman is enabled to become a favourite with her husband,

and to captivate his affection for good. Similarly, a plaster

composed of Yashthimadhu and Kushtham pasted together

with buffalo-butter and applied to the same organ brings

good luck to a girl. Take Yashthimadhu, Gokshuram, and

Kantakarika in equal parts and boil them with water. This

decoction boiled down to its quarter part should be taken

by a woman desiring conception inasmuch as it is one of the

most potent remedies that accelerate pregnancy in a woman.

Soak Matulunga seeds in milk, by drinking this milk a woman

is sure to conceive. A woman desiring the birth of male-

child should take Eranda-roots and Matulunga seeds in com-

bination with clarified butter. Milk cooked in combina-

tion with a decoction of Ashvagandha (acts as an agent)

that leads to the conception of a male-child. A woman,

desiring to get rid of menstruation and pregnancy, should

take Palasha-seeds pasted with honey, during the period of

her monthly flow.



CHAPTER CCII.

HarI said :—Take Haritalam, Yavakshara, Patrangam, Rakta.

Chandanam, Jati flowers, Hingulakam, and Laksha
;
pound

them together and reduce the compound to the consistency

of a paste with the addition of boiled oil. First rinse the

teeth, O Rudra, with a decoction of Haritaki, and after that,

apply this plaster to the teeth whereby they would be tinged

red. Scorch a Mulakam in a slow fire, and squeeze out its

juice. This juice poured into their cavities tends to arrest

the discharge from the ears. Take Arka leaves,, and warm
them over a gentle fire. The juice squeezed out of these

Arka leaves, being poured into the ears, cures earache. A
medicinal oil cooked in combination with Priyangu, Yashti-

madhu, Dhataki, Utpalam-leaves, Manjishtha, Lohram,

Laksha and the expressed juice of Kapittha, and employed

as vaginal eneraetas, arrests leucorrhic discharges. A com-

pound of the ashes of dry Mulakam and Shunthi, Hingu,

Mahaushadham, Shatapushpa, Vacha, Kushtham, Da.ru, Shigru,

Rasayanam, Sauvarchalam, Yavakshara, Sarjakam, Sain-

dhavam, Granthi, Vidam, Mustatakam, with four times as

much honey, as well as a medicinal oil cooked in combina-'

tion with the expressed juice of Matulunga and Kadali,

undoubtedly arrests all kinds of discharge. Pourings of

mustard oil into the ears tend to destroy the local parasites.

O Hara, take Haridra, Nimva-leaves, Pippali, Vishvabhesajam,

Maricham, Vidanga, Bhadram and Musta, pound them to-

gether, reduce them to the consistency of a paste with the

addition of cow's urine, and divide the mass into pills. One

pill of this compound is potent enough to cure indigestion,

two of these pills cure cholera. Taken with honey these

pills destroy Patola-roga ; taken with cow's urine they prove
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beneficial in tumours. External applications of these pills,

which are called Shankari Vartis, prove curative in all forms

of occular affections.

CHAP I EU CCIII.

Hari said:—Take Vacha, Ma>nsi, Vilvam, Tagaram, Padma-

kesharam, Nagapushpam and Priyangu, in equal parts,

pound them together, and make this- compound into sticks

with the addition of water. A man, who fumigates his body

with a burning fumigating stick of this kind, is sure to roam

about in thiswofld as Eros incarnate. A plaster composed

of Devadaru-powders and camphor pasted with honey and

applied to the mule re-productive organ is sure to fascinate

a woman during an act of sexual congress. "Om, Rakta-

Chandike, bring such and such a person under my control."

O Shankara, by putting a totem composed of Gorochart^

(ox-gall) pasted with one's own blood on one's forehead and

by ten thousand times reciting the foregoing Mantra, one

is sure to fascinate the whole world. A plaster composed

of Saindhava, Krishna Lavanam, galls of fishes, and

sugar pasted together with honey and clarified butter may

be applied by a woman to her own private parts before

sharing the bed of a man. The man, who will know ker

thus, will never visit any other woman in his life. A plaster

composed of Shankhapushpi, Vach&, Mansi, Somaraji, and

Phalgukam pasted together with buffalo butter imparts a firm-

ness to vaginal muscles and removes the flabbiness of the

organ. Padmas, culled with their stems, should be pasted

with milk and clarified butter1 and divided into pills. A
drv pill, thus prepared and inserted into the maternal passage

of a mother of ten children, will again make her as a virgin.
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A fumigation with the vapours of a compound' consisting

of Sarsliapa, Vacha, Madana-phalam, cat's excreta, Dhushram

and a woman's hair proves antidotal to fev^r due to the

malignant influences of Dakinis. Vapours of a compound'

consisting of Arjuna ffowers, Bhallataka, Vidanga. Vala,

Savjarasa, and Sarshapa, pasted together with Sauviram.

and burnt in a room, destrovs snakes, mosquitos, flees,

and lice. Plasters of powdered Earth-worms applied to, or

introduced into, the reproductive organ of a- woman,, produce

a paralysis of the vaginal walls.

:o>

CHAPIER CCIV.

Hart said :—The expressed juice of betel leaf, clarifid butter,.

honey, salt and milk rubbed in a copper vessel' relieve achincr

pain in the eyes. Vibhitaka seeds, Haritalam, and Manah-

Shila pasted together with goat's milk remove all kinds of

occular affections. A collvrium made of Malati flowers-

applied to the eyes instantaneously cures the form of eye-

disease known as Pushpan&sha. A lambative consisting

of Haritaki, Vacha, Kishtham, Hingu and Manahshili:

pasted together with clarified butter and taken through the

medium of honey proves efficacious in cough, hic-cough

and asthma. A pulverised compound of Pippali and

Triphala taken with honey relieves cough, catarrh and"

acute bronchitis and asthma. O thou bull-ensigned deity,

Pippali powders, and the ashes of Chitrakam burnt with its

roots, taken with honey, proves curative in asthma, cough,

and hic-cough. The expressed juice of Nilotpalam taken

with sugar, or Madhukam and Padma taken in equal parts and

administered through the vehicle of rice-washings, arrests
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hemorrhage (lit affections of blood). Shunthi powders taken

with sugar and honey instantaneously make one's voice

sweet and clear. A compound of Haritalam, and conch-shell

powders, and the ashes of the plantain bark pasted together

with water acts as a good hair-dilapidator. Rock-salt,

Haritalam, and powdered Tumbi-fruit pasted together with

the solution of Lakshi forms a good hair-dilapidator. Take

Suoha, Haritalam, ashes of conch-shells, Manah-shila and

rock-salt, pound them together and reduce them to the

consistency of a paste with the addition of ^goat's urine. The

paste thus prepared acts as an instantaneous hair-dilapidator.

Paste powders of conch-shells, Amalakam, Patram and

Dhataki flowers together with milk. A week's keeping of this

compound in the mouth imparts a pearly lustre and whiteness

to one's teeth.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCV.

HARI said :—The use of milk curd is forbidden in autumn

summer, and spring (computed .according to the Ayurvedic

calendar), whereas its use is recommended in fore-winter

(Hemanta), winter and the rainy season. Butter and sugar,

taken after a meal, tend to improve the intellect. O Hara,

by taking a Palam of common treacle, each day, for a year,

a man is enabled to visit a thousand women and to acquire

an enormous bodily strength. By taking Kushtham- powders,

each night, at bed time, in combination with Ghritam and

honey, a person is enabled to withstand the ravages of time

such as grey hair and a shrivelled, wrinkled skin of the body

The intelligent man, who rubs his body with a cosmetic com-

pound composed of Atasi, Masha and Godhuma pounded
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together and mixed with clarified butter, walks about charm-

ingly, O Shankara, like an incarnation of Cupid. Pills com-

posed of Yava, Tilam, Ashvagandha, Mushali, Sarala and

Gudam act as splendid rejuvenating and constructive reme-

dies. A decoction composed of Hingu, Sauvarchalam

and Shunthi boiled together with water cures indigestion

and the type of Gastralgia known as Parinama Shulam.

Make a paste by adding milk to powdered Dhataki ; by

taking this medicine an emaciated person is sure to gain flesh

and to be stout again. A strong person should lick a 1am-

bative composed of butter, sugar and honey ; a person

suffering from any kind of wasting disease should take a

goodly quantity of milk whereby his health and intellect

would be improved. Powders of crab shells taken with milk

prove curative in Pthisis or consumption. A medicinal oil

cooked in combination with Bhallatakam, Vidanga, Yavak-

shara, Saindhava, Manah-shila, and powdered conch-shells

acts as an infallible hair-dilapidator. Paste leeches with the

expressed juice of Malura ; by applying this paste to the

palms of one's hands one is enabled toehold fire in his hands.

Take the expressed juice of Shalmali mixed with the

urine of an ass ; this compound, cast in the fire acts as a

potent fire-extinguisher. Take the belly of a female crow,

reduce it to powder, and then into a paste with the addition

of frog's blood. Beat this mass into pills. By casting these

pills in the fire, while repeating the Mantrah, Om, Agnistam-

bhanam, Kuru Kuru (paralyse this fire), the intelligent one is

sure to neutralise (lit benumb) its heat. By chewing a

compound consisting of Munditakam, Vacha, Mustam Mari-

cham or Tagaram, a person is able to lick the flame of a

fire with his tongue. Rain may be arrested by reciting the

mystic formula, which runs as, Om Namo Bhagavate Jalam

Stambhaya, Stambhaya, Sam, Sam, Sam, Keka, Keka, Chara

Chara. By burying a cow-bone, vulture's bone and

Nirmalyam underneath the threshhold of one's enemy, one
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is enabled to bring about his death. A Tilak-mark com-

possed of five -red flowers of different species, Kumkuin,

and one Palam of Rochana pasted together with his or her

own Wood, and put on his or her forehead by a man or

woman, exercises a fascinating influence. Brahmadandi

administered through his food or drink to a person under the

auspeoies of the asterism Pushya brings him under the

control of the giver. A Palam of Yashtimadhu taken with

warm water, relieves, O thou the supreme deity, constipa-

of the bowels, as well as an aching pain in the chest.

Recitations of the Mantra, which runs as Orn, Hrum, Jah,

destroy all kinds of scorpion poison. Pippali, Shringavera,

rock salt, and Maricham mixed with butter and milk curd and

employed as a potion or an errhine ai_t as a potent anti-toxic

remedy. Decoctions of Triphala, A'drakam, Kushtham and

Cliandana taken with clarified butter, or these drugs applied

as plasters with the addition of the same substance tend to

neutralise the effects of poison A compound ot Harit&lam,

Manah-shila and pigeon's eyes destroys the effects of a poison

as Garuda destroys the serpents. O thou bull-ensigned

deity, a plaster composed of Saindhava and Tryashunam

pasted with milk-curd and applied to the seat of the bite

with the addition of honey and clarified butter, proves cura-

tive in a case of scorpion bite. I rikatu-powders taken

through the vehicle of a decoction of Tilam and Brahma-

dandi prove remedial to Gulmas and tend to set flow the

blood incarcerated or accumulated in any part or organ of

the body. Mdk taken with honey tends to arrest hasmorrhage.

Apply a plaster of pasted Atarushakatn roots to the pelvis,

umbilicus and exterior re-producjive organ of a woman

for the purpose of effecting a speedy and painless parturition.

O thou, bull-riding celestial, washings of rice, taken with

honey and sugar, prove curative in blood-dysentery.



CHAPTER CCVI.

HaRI said :—O thou moon-crested deity, a decoction of

Maricham, Shringaveram, Kutaja, and Tvacham, internally

administered, cures lienteric diarrhoea (Grahini). A compound

consisting of Pippali, Pippali-mulam, Maricham, Tagaram,

Vachi, and Patlia, pasted together with milk and the ex-

pressed juice of Devadaru, proves curative in cases of

dysentery. An Anjanam composed of Maricham and sesame

flowers pasted together and applied to the eyes cures

chlorosis. O Rudra, treacle and Haritaki, taken in equal

parts and given in combination with honey, act as a good

purgative remedy. A compound of Triphala, Chitrakam,

Chitram, and Katu-Rohini boiled together with water and

internally administered forms a good purgative, and relieves

the form of Rheumatism known as Urustambha. A decoc-

tion of Haritaki, Shringaveram, Devadaru, Chandana, and

Apamarga-root boiled together with goat's milk, and taken

for a week, undoubtedly alleviates a rheumatic aching pain

in the thighs, and proves curative in Urustambha as well.

Reduce to fine powder Ananta and Shringaveram, and^dd

to it equal parts of treacle and bdellium. Beat it up into a

mass and divide the mass into pills. These pills alleviate

stiffness and aching of the ligaments, and improve the diges-

tive capacity. Cull a Shankapushpi creeper with its leaves,

roots and flowers. Reduce it to a paste with the addition of

goat's milk ; by taking it one is relieved of hysteric fits.

Take equal parts of Abhaya and Ashvagandha through the

medium of water, and rest assured of a radical cure of

liaemorhhage (Raktapittam). Take a mouthful of a pulverised

compound of Haritaki and Kushtham, and gulp it down with

water for the cure of vomiting. A decoction of Guduchi,

82
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Padmaka, Arishtham, Dhanyakam and Rakta Chandanam

proves curative in the Pittaja type of fever, attended with

thirst, vomiting and a burning sensation in the body.

Shankhapuslipi, mystically dynamised with the recitation of

the Mantra, Om, Hum, Namas, and tied round the ear of a

fever-patient, acts as a sure febrifuge remedy. O Rudra, put

into the hands of a fever-patient eight hundred flowers, each

consecrated with the mystic formula, Om Jambhini, Stambhini

(destroying and paralysing goddess], Mohaya (make spell-

bound) Sarva Vyidhin (all diseases) Me (of mine), Vajrena

Thah Thah Sarva Vyadhin Vajrena (dissipate with the thunder-

like mystic potency of "Tha" Mantra the morbific energies of

all diseases), Phad (obeisance), and touch the tips .of his

finger-nails. All forms of fever and specially quotidian

ague may be destroyed by practising this fever-charm.

Fumigation of the body of the patient with the vapours

of a burning febrifuge-stick composed of Jamboline

fruits, Haridra and the cast off skin of a snake, pasted

together and dried, proves curative, O Rudra, in all forms

of fever, and in quotidian ague in special. A medicinal oil

cooked in combination with Karabira, Bhringa-leaves, rock

salt, Kushtham. Karkatam, and cow's urine, four times as

much as its'(oil's) actual weight, proves remedial to ulcers

and PamS, Vicharcliika and other kindred diseases of the

skin. O Rudra, Pippalis taken with honey, or the use of

Shurana and other sweet articles of diet would prove bene-

ficial in cases of splenic enlargement. A compound of

Pippali and Haridra pasted together with cow's urine and

inserted into the rectum leads to the falling off of rectal

haemorrhoids (piles). Goat's milk admixtured^ with the ex-

pressed juice of A'rdrakam should be prescribed for the cure

of splenic enlargement. Plasters of Nimva leaves pasted with

cow's urine, or of those composed of Saindhavam, Vidanga,

Somaraji, Sarshapa, Visham and the two kinds of Rajani

(Haridra and Daru-Haridra) pasted together with cow's
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urine, and applied to the skin, prove highly beneficial in all

forms of cutaneous affections.

CHAPTER CCVII.

Hari said :—Plasters of Rajani and the ashes of plantain

bark pasted together with water, or one part of Kushtham

and two parts of Pathya' taken with hot water relieve an

aching pain about the waist and sacrum. Abhayd taken with

water, or Pippali taken with sugar, cures rectal haemorrhoids.

Cook a Ghritam with powders, and the expressed juice, of

Atarushakam leaves. Plasters of this Ghritam are highly

beneficial in cases of rectal haemorrhoids. Potions of

Triphali-decoctions taken with Guggulu will bring about

the cure in a case of fistula in ano. The cream (surface

layer) of milk curd cooked in combination with Ajaji and

Shringaveram and taken with salt removes strangury.

Solutions of sugar and Yava-Kshdram (impure carbonate of

potash) prove remedial in strangury and suppression of

urine. Make a collyrium with the excreta of a Khanjana,

Shobh&njanan, and the foam of a horse's mouth over the

fire of a cremation ground. By applying this collyrjum to

his eyes, a person remains invisible to the celestials, not to

speak of purblind human beings. Plasters of burnt bar]ey

corn pasted with sesame oil relieve the burning sensation in

cases of scald or burn. Plasters of Lajjalu and Sharapunkha

pasted together with clarified butter relieve the heat in cases

of scald or burn. These plasters should be applied by recit-

ing the mystic formula running as, Om Namo Bhagavate,

Tha, Tha, Chhindi Chhindi Jvalanam, Prajvalitam Nashaya

Nashya, Hrum Fut. Nirgundi-roots tied round the wrist
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destroy fever. A root of white Gunja divided into seven

pieces and tied round the arms of a patient undoubtedly

cures rectal haemorrhoids. Smearing of the body with a

plaster composed of Vishnukrinta pasted with goat's urine

gives an immunity from the attacks of thieves and tigers.

All magical acts may be practised with the help of a Brahma-

dandi root. Triphala-powders taken with clarified butter

relieve all forms of cutaneous affections. Powders of

Punarnava, Vilva and PippaTi pounded together and taken

with clarified butter remove cough, hic-cough and asthma

;

administered to women they facilitate conception. The

foregoing drugs, cooked in combination with milk or clarified

butter and taken with the same adjuncts, acquire a splen-

did spermatopoetic property. Take Vidanga, Madhukam,

Patha, Mansi, Sarjarasam, Haridra, Triphala, Apamarga,

Manah-Shila, Audumvara, and Dhataki. Pound them to-

gether and reduce this pulverised compound to the consist-

ency of a paste with the addition of sesame oil. By plaster-

ing their own reproductive organs with this paste, a man and

a woman become extremely enamoured of each other. The

lubrication of the organs should be followed by the recitation

of a mystic formula running as, Namast6 Isha Vardaya A'kar-

shini, Vikarsliini Mugdha svaha (obeisance to the god who is

the grantor of boons, obeisance to the goddess who attracts

draws and fascinates every creature). Such enamoured pairs

shall rub the palms of their hands with a compound of the

seeds of Punarnava, Amrita, Durva, Kanakam, and Indra-

varuni, pasted together with the expressed juice of Jatika.

The killing of Rasa (mercury) consists in rubbing the mineral

with the seeds of the foregoing drugs pasted together with

the expressed juice of Jati as described in the preceding

line, and then in boiling it in a closed crucible.

Milk taken in combination with honey and clarified butter

arrests the advent of premature old age. Copper, burnt

in combination with honey, clarified butter, treacle and the
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expressed juice of Karavella, is soon converted into silver,

Now hear me describe the method of converting a base metal

into gold. A Palam weight of lead burnt in combination with

a Palam weight of yellow Dhustura flower and twigs of

Langalika. is easily converted into pure gold. By burning

Dhustura oil in a lamp, while seated in Samadhi Yoga, a Yogin

can remain invisible even to the sky-scaling divinities. A
clay figure of a bull, moulded in the attitude of killing a frog,

O Shankara, will commence to bellow as a living one, on being

fumigated with the vapours of the aforesaid Dhustura oil.

Mustard oil burned in a lamp tends to destroy fire-flies. Fire-

flies and mustard oil burnt together in a lamp will produce

a glaring light like a conflagration. Burn down the- powders

of the cropse of a dead rat
;
plaster any part of the body with

this burnt powder, and it will be found to be burnt in its turn,

which may be alleviated with plasters or potions of pasted

sandal wood. O Shiva, by personally applying a collyrium

to the eyes of an infuriated elephant, a man is sure to win a

victory in battle and turn out a valorous hero. By retaining

the skin of a Dundubha snake in his mouth, a person can stay

under water as confortably as on land. By smearing his body

with a compound of the teeth, bones and eyes of a crocodile

pasted with the blood and fat of that animal, a person may
comfortably stay under water. By smearing his body with a

compound consisting of the eyes of a crocodile, the heart of a

tortoise and the bones of a rat pastr-d together with rat's lard

and that of a porpoise, a man can stay under water as easily

as in a chamber of his own house. Powders of iron taken with

whey prove curative in jaundice. Roots of Tanduliyakam

and Gokshuram, pasted together and administert-d through the

medium of milk, cure chlorosis and affections of the mouth.

Jati roots or Kola roots, taken with whey, reileve indigestion.

Kusha roots or Vakuchi roots taken with Kanjikam relieve

diseases of the teeth. Roots of Indra-Varuni taken with

water exercise an antitoxic virtue ; the roots of Surabhika
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prove remedial to diseases of the nervous systefn. Plasters

of Gunja-powders pasted with Kanjikam and applied to the

scalp prove remedial to diseases of the head (cephalagia).

By a taking a compound (decoction) of Vala, Ativala, and

Yashti, sweetened with the addition of Sugar and honey, even

a sterile woman is sure to conceive. A plaster composed of

white Aparajita. roots, Pippali and Shunthi, pasted together

with water and applied to the scalp, proves curative in Cepha-

lagia (head-ache). O thou blissful one, Gunja-roots pasted

with KAnjikam and applied to the scalp, relieve headache.

Aratnika. roots boiled with water impart a pleasant colour to

the palate. Decoctions of clustered sprouts of Nirgundika

prove curative in scrofula. Ashes of burnt Ketaki leaves

taken with treacle, or Sharapunkhas taken with whey, cure

splenic enlargement. Exudations of Matulunga taken with

treacle and clarified butter relieve the type of colic (Gastral-

gia) due to the actions of the deranged Vayu, and Pittam.

Decoctions of Shunthi taken with Sauvarchala and Hingu

prove antidotal to diseases of the heart.

-:o-

CHAPTER CCV1II.

HARI said :—Om, Gam Ganapataye Svaha (obeisance to the

lord of the Ganas). By eight thousand times repeating this

Mantram, and by tying up the tuft of hair on one's crown in a

knot subsequent to that, one is sure to come victorious out

of a royal court of justice and to be a favourite with kings.

O Rudra, a thousand and eight libations of clarified butter

containing black sesame should be cast in the fire with the

recitation of this opulence-giving (Ganapati) Mantra for

acquiring a mastery over the minds of kings and ladies.
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Having fasted, and worshipped the lord of impediments

under the auspices of the eighth or the fourteenth day of a

lunar month, one should cast a thousand and eight oblations of

sesame and white mustard seeds in fire, whereby one would

be invincible in battle, and all the inmates of the world would

be brought under one's control. Having tied up the tuft of

hair on his crown into a knot after eight thousand and eight

hundred times repeating the Mantram sacred to this divinity,

a man would return victorious from a royal court or tribunal.

The man, who repeats the Hrinkara Mantra appended with a

Visarga, each morning, by psychically projecting and locating

it in the forehead of a woman, is sure to bring her under his

control. By psychically projecting and locating the same

Mantram in the reproductive organ of a woman, one can make

her mad with amorous propulsions. He, who in a pure and

tranquil mind casts ten thousand libations of clarified butter

in fire by repeating this Mantram, is sure to bring a woman
under his control at the first sight. A Tilaka mark composed

of realgar, saffron, ox-gall and Patrakam pasted together and

put on his forehead, by a man enables him to fascinate the

members ol the softer sex. A Tilaka mark composed of white

Aparajita, Bhringaraja, Vacha and Sahadevi pasted together

and put on his forehead by a man enables him to charm the

three worlds. A Tilaka mark composed of fishes' gall and ox-

gall pasted together and put on his forehead bya man with the

tip of his left small finger, enables him to fascinate the three

worlds. A Tilaka mark composed of oxgall treated with her

catamenial blood in the manner of a Bhabana and impressed

on her forehead by a woman enables her to fascinate a man
at the first sight. O thou supreme deity, a fumigation of the

body with the vapours of a (burning) fumigating compound

composed of Nageshvaram, Shaileyam, Tvak, Patram,

Haritaki,, Chandanam, Kushtham, red Shali and small Ela

pounded together gives a man the power of fascination. O
thou supreme deity, O thou beloved of Parvati, let a man,
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during an act of sexual congress, take his own seed, and

smear the left leg of the woman therewith with his left hand,

whereby he is sure to bring her under his control. O thou

supreme deity, the application of a plaster composed of

pigeon's dung and rock-salt pasted together with honey by a

man, before an act of coitus, to his own reproductive organ,

enables him to bring the woman under his control. Take
five red flowers of different species, and Priyangu, equal in

weight with these flowers ; and paste them together. The

plastering of his reproductive organ with this paste, before

an act of sexual union, gives a man the power of fascinating

the woman. A plaster composed of Ashvagandha, Manjistha,

Malati-flowers and white Sarshapa pasted together and

applied as the preceding one makes its applier endeared of

women. Kakajangha roots taken with milk prove curative

in pulmonary consumption. By regularly taking a compound

of A-ihvagandha, Nagavala, Mashapulse and treacle, an old man
may be young over again. O Rudra, powders of Triphala and

iron, taken with honey, relieve the type of Gastralgia known
as Parinama Shula. Use of boiled water containing alkalis

made of burnt Shambuka (a species of mollusc) shells, or of the

ashes of a burnt stag-horn through the vehicle of clarified

butter,, proves efficacious, Shiva, in cases of aching (neura-

lgic) pain at the chest and back. O thou bull-ensigned deity,

water boiled with Hingu, Sauvarchalam, Shunthi, and Mahau-

'shadham relieves all forms of colic. Apamarga roots taken

with sea-brine cures all forms of indigestion and colic. O
Rudra, thou blissful one, sprouts of a Vata tree rubbed with

the washings of rice should be administered for the purpose

of curing any form of dysentery. A half Karsha measure of

Ankata roots taken with the washings of rice relieves all

forms of dysentery. A compound consisting of Maricham,

Shunthi, twice as much as Maricham, and Kutaja-bark, twice

as much as Sunthi, taken with treacle, tends to alleviate all

forms of dysentery.
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Shiva, pills composed of Haridri, Tandulam, Apamarga,

Trikatu, and the roots of white Aparajita pasted together

vvith Siktham, undoubtedly alleviate all forms of cholera. A
compound consisting of Trikatu, Triphala, Shilajatu, and

Haritaki pounded together, and taken with honey, proves cura-

tive, O Shankara, in all forms of urinary complaints (Meha).

Take one Palam of Manah-Shila, one Palam of Maricham,

and one Palam of Sinduram ;
pound them together and keep

them soaked in a Prastha measure of sesame oil and the

milky exudations of Arka plants in a copper vessel. Dry

this compound in shade ; this compound, as well as rock-

salt taken with the milky exudations of a Snuhi plant, would

be found to be highly efficacious in relieving all forms of

colic (and neuralgic pain as well.) Take Trikatu, Triphate,

Ahaktam, sesame oil, Realgar, Nimva leaves, Jati flowers,

goat's milk, Shankha-nabhi, Chandana, and goat's urine, mix

them together and make the mass into a stick. An appli-

cation of this stick, pasted with water, to the eyes in the

manner of a collyrium, cures loss of vision, cataract,

and kindred occular affections. Powders of Vibhitaka seeds

taken with honey relieve all forms of asthma ; a compound of

Triphala, Pippali and rock-salt pounded together and taken

with honey proves beneficial in all forms of fever, cough,

catarrh, asthma (bronchites) and Pthisis. Soak Deva-daru

powders with goat's urine, and dry them in shade, do this

twenty-one times in succession ; the application of this

medicine to the eyes in the manner of a collyrium proves

curative in night-blindness, Loss of vision, and falling iff of

the eye-lashes. O Rudra, a compound consisting of Pippali,

Ketakam, Haridra. Anilakam and Vacha pounded together

and applied to the eyes with the addition of milk proves

beneficial in all forms of < ccular affections. O Shiva, roots

of Shigru and Kakajangha kept in the mouth or chewed

together tend to relieve all diseases of the teeth.
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CHAPTER CCIX.

Hari said :—The expressed juice, or sulphate of, Guduchi,

taken with honey, cures all forms of Meha (urethral

or urinary cotvplaints). A decoction of GohaTikl roots

and sesame, taken through the vehicle of milkcurd and

clarified butter, tends to set flow the suppressed urine.' Tl e

same docoction taken with Sauvarchala salt relieves hic-

cough. Roots of Goraksha and Karkati pasted with Vasya

water and taken for three days in succession relieves

caries of the teeth and Danta-Sharkari. M&lati roots

(culled in summer) and pasted with goat's milk should be

administered for inducing urination, as well as for the

cuie of Chlorosis and urinary concretions. Plasters of

Brahmadandi pasted with rice-washings should be applied

to scrotal tumours, scrofulous glands, and goitres. This

plaster mixed w ith the powders of Haritaki and Rasanjanam

should be applied to the genitals in cases of loss of manhood,

or of virile iinpotency. O Rudra, a plaster composed of Puga-

phalam and Karavira roots pasted together with water would

remove virile impotency. A plaster composed of Danti roots,

HaridiA., and Chitrakarn pasted together should be employed

for the cure of fistula in ano. In treating a case of fistula in

an", first apply leeches to the affected part, then wash it with

a solution of TriphalA, and then apply a plaster of pasted cat's

bone to it, whereby the discharge of blood from the locality

would be undoubtedly arrested, O thou bull-ensigned deity,

soak Haridr& with the milky exudations of Snuhi plants and

dry them in shade, do this many times in succession. Appli-

cations of plasters of such Haridr&s pasted with water to the

polypi prove curative in cases of rect d haemorrhoids. A
plaster composed of Haridri and GhoshA-phalam pasted
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together proves highly efficacious in removing rectal haemor-

rhoids. O thou blissful one, Trikatukam taken wife thrice as

much ashes or Alkali treated with clarified butter and dissolved

in water speedily leads to the falling off of rectal polypi.

Pulps of burnt Vilva fruits prove highly efficacious in cases of

bleeding piles. Black sesame taken with butter proves effica-

cious in the same disease. O thou bull-ensigned deity, a

lambative composed of Yavaksltara, Shunthi powders and

treacle, taken in equal parts .and pasted together, and licked,

each morning, improves the digestive capacity. O Rudra,

decoctions of Shunthi, or of Chittrakam, Pippali and Haritaki,

taken with rock-salt, proves as a good digestant and stomachic

remedy. Powders of the foregoing drugs taken with water,

as well as bacon cooked with clarified butter tends to give

an acute appetite.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCX.

O THOU dissipator of woes, take Hastikarna roots, and reduce

them to powder. O Thou blissful one, a hundred Palam weight

of powdered Hastikarna roots, taken with milk, in the course

of a week, will make its user a prodigy of memory and enable

him to cope with a lion in prowess and swiftness of motion.

Taken with milk, for sixteen days in succession, these powders

will impart a ruby-like glow to the complexion of their user

and enable him to live for a thousand ' years. Taken with

honey and clarified butter, they tend to increase the duration

of life ; taken only in combination with honey, these powders

make their users extremely endearing to women and

enable them to live up for another ten thousand years.

Taken with milk curd they impart a thunder- like kardness
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to the muscles ; taken with the expressed juice of Kesha-

raji, they enable their users to live for a thousand years. By

using these powders through the medium of Kanjikam, a

man is enabled to live for a century without anywise suffer-

ing- from the ravages of time. Taken with Triphala, they

tend to improve the eye-sight ; by taking them through the

vehicle of clarified butter even blind persons may regain

their sight. A plaster of these powders pasted with buffalo

milk and applied to the head imparts a sable colour to the

hair ; O thou bull-ensigned deity, applications of these

powders with oil to the head remove baldness and help a

luxurious- growth of hair. Rubbing of the body with these

powders pasted with oil removes wrinkles of the skin and

premature greyness. of the hair, and grants a sort of im-

munity from disease. These powders pasted withj goat's

milk and applied to the eyes, in the manner of a collyrium,

for a month, improve the eye-sight. Gather Palasha seeds

in the month of Shrivana. Reduce these seeds to powder,

with their capsules off, and take this powder for six months,

living on a rice and milk regimen, and abjuring the use of

water. By taking this powder in the way as prescribed, a man

is enabled to live for a thousand years, free from disease

and decay. Cull Bhringa-raja roots under the auspices of

the asterism Pushya. Take a Vidalapadam weight of this

root with barley-wine for thirty days in succession. There-

by a man will be able to live for five hundred years inthe

possession of an elephant-like strength of the body and free

from disease and premature decay, and as a prodigy of

memory.



CHAPTER CCXI.

HARI said :—A cut, or a lacerated wound, filled with melted

butter, will hral up at the first instance without producing any

pus or inflammation. The juice of Apam&rga, squezed out

with finger and poured into the cavity of a cut or wound,

will at once arrest the bleeding. O Rudra, a plaster of

Hijjala roots and Langalika roots pasted together and

applied to the mouth of a wound will spontaneously expel

any foreign substance, through tht* passage of its penetration,

that might have been lodged therein, no matter how long

it might have remained thus imbedded. Applications of

plasters composed of Vana roots and Meshashingi roots

pasted together with water will bring about the healing of

sinuses. A sinus may be healed by dusting it with powders

of Kanku-roots ; the patient shall be enjoined to live on

curdled buffalo milk and cooked Kodrava grain during the

period of treatment. Plasters of Vrahmadandi seeds pasted

with water prove remedial to skin diseases due to the

vitiated condition of the blood. Take ashes of burnt barley

corn, Vidanga, Gandhapash&nam and Shunthi
;
pound them

together, and soak this pulverised compound with Lizard's

(Krikalasa) blood and dry it in the sun in the manner of a

Bhabana saturation. Apply this plaster, O Shiva, to abscesses

and carbuncles and wonder at the result. Take Shobanjanam

roots, burnt linseed, and white mustard seeds
;
pound them

together, O Shankara, and reduce the compound to the con-

sistency of a paste with the addition of whey, which is not

acid in its flavour. Plasters of this pasted compound prove

curative in Granthikam. For the exorcism of a malignant

spirit, an errhine composed of white Aparajita roots pasted

with rice-washings should be given to the possessed person.

Errhines of the expressed juice of Agastya flowers, saturated
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with tke powders of black pepper, relieve colic pain. O Shiva,

plasters of snake-skins, Hingu, Nimva-leaves, Yava, and

white Sarshapa pasted together have the virtue of exorcising

ghosts. Anjanams composed of Gorochana, Maricham, Pippali

and rock salt, pasted together with honey have the virtue

of warding off the influnces of malignant stars and spirit.

For relieving quotidian ague and warding off the influences

of malignant planets, the patient should be wrapped with a

black cloth and fumigated with the vapours of a compound

consisting of Guggulu, and owl's feathers pounded together.

-:o:-

chapter ccxii.

HaRI said :—The expressed juice of the white Aparajita

flowers dropped into the eyes tend to destroy the eye-

disease known as Patola-raga. O thou blue and red bodied

one, O thou, the destroyer of the demon of darkness, by

chewing Gokshura roots, a mail may destroy the parasites

lodged in his teeth and may get rid of tooth-ache in conse-

quence. By applying a plaster composed of white Arka

roots pasted with cow-milk to her private parts, while observ-

ing a fast, during her flow, a woman may get
M
rid of the

pain of Gulma. O thou bull-ensigned deity,*' by wearing a

white Arka flower consecrated with the aforesaid Mantra

round her waist during an act of sexual congress, after the

suppression of her monthly flow, a woman is sure to con-

ceive a male child.

O Hara, Palasha-roots or Apamarga roots, tied round the

wrist of a patient, act as good frebrifuge remedies and tend

to ward off the evil influences of malignant ghosts. O thou
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supreme divinity, Vrishcliika roots pasted with water collected

over night and given to a fever-patient instantaneously allay

the heat, and burning sensation in his body. The same

roots tied with the tuft of hair on the crown of a patient proves

curative in daily intermittent fever ; taken wiih Kanjikam

they prove efficacacious in fever and in the type of Kushthan,

due to the vitiated condition of blood. Taken with Yasyam

water they exercise an antitoxic virtue. A bitter animosity

is created between him and one, whether male or female,

to whom he administers Lajjaluka roots pasted with his own

seed. By taking Patha roots pasted with melted cow-butter

one is relieved of nil effects of a poison. Shirisha roots taken

in combination with Vasyam water act as good antitoxic

remedies. The expressed juice of the roots of red Chitrakam

poured into the ears (of a patient) proves curative in Cli'o-

rosis. The expressed juice of white Kokilakasha roots Uik' n

with goat's milk for three da\ s in succession tends to

cure Pthisis. Cocoanut flowers taken in combination 'pasted)

with goat's milk prove remedial to the three types of Vata-

Raktam. A garland of Sudarshana roots tied round the

neck proves curative in tertian ague and tends to ward off

the" influences of malignant Ghosts and planets. Roots of

white Gunji plants culled under the auspices of the asterism

Pushya, and kept in the month, act as a good prophylaxis

against a variety of poisons. Tied around the wrist or the

neck, the same ronts tend to ward off the influences of malig-

nant planets. O thou red and blue bodied one, these roots

tied round his waist by a man under the auspices of the

fourteenth day of the moon's wane grant an immunity from

attacks by lions and other wild beasts. O thou supreme

deitv, Vishnukranta roots tied round the ears by a person

act as prophylasis against attacks by crocodiles.



CHAPTER CCXlIt.

HaRI said '—Pasted Aparajita roots taken with cow's urine

cure scrofula. Rudra, Indra-varuni roots taken with cold

water, as well as errhines of solutions of Eranda, Jingani and

Shuka Shimbi pasted together tend to alleviate the pain in the

neck and the arms. An application of a plaster composed of

Ashvagandha or Pippali, or of Vacha and Kushtam, pasted

together with buffalo butter, alleviates pain in the mammae and

the urethral canal. A plaster composed of Kushtham and

Nagavall pasted together with butter and applied to the

breast acts as a good breast-developer and imparts a graceful

contour to the breasts of youthful maidens. The patient,

by mentioning whose name an Indravaruni root is thrown

from a distance, is sure to be relieved of his splenic enlarge-

ment. Roots of white Punarniva taken pasted with rice-

washings undoubtedly prove curative in abscess. Ashes of

burnt plaintain barks administered through drinks relieve all

forms of Ascites. Plantain roots cooked in combination with

treacle and clarified butter over a gentle fire act as good

vermifuge remedies. Daily use of a compound of Nimva

leaves and Amlakam pounded together, in the morning,

undoubtedly cures Kushtham (cutaneous affection). A plaster

composed of Haritaki, Vidanga, Haridra, white Sarshapa,

Somaraja-seeds (roots according to Benares Edition), Karanja

seeds and Sanidhavam, pasted together with cow's urine,

proves efficacious in all forms of cutaneous affections. One

part of Triphala and two parts of Somaraja seeds taken in

combination with powdered Pathya cure ring-worms. A
plaster composed Kharam rubbed in a vessel of Indian bell

metal, pasted with cow's urine, cooked in combination with

rock-salt and acid whey (Takram), prove curative in all forms
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t)f cutaneous affections. A plaster composed of Haridra,

Haritalam, Durva. grass and rock-salt pasted together with

cow's urine proves remedial in cases of Pama and ring-

worm. Somaraja seeds taken in combination with butter and

honey prove curative in all forms of leucoderma. O Rudra,

the cure is almost certain through the administration of the

foregoing compound, but the patient must live on a whey-

rice regimen during the period of treatment. Plasters,

composed of white Aparajita roots pasted with Sariva and

applied to the affected region, for a month, tend to cure

all forms of leucoderma. O thou bull-ensigned deity,

applications of plasters composed of Maricham and Sinduram

pasted together with buffalo-butter would certainly cure

Pama and dyspncea. O thou supreme deity, dry Gambhari

roots cooked in combination with milk prove antidotal to

Shukla-Pittam. Plasters of Mulaka seeds pasted with

the expressed juice of Apamarga and applied to the

affected part, prove efficacious in Shilhika. O thou

supreme deity, ashes of burnt plantain bark and Apamarga

twigs pasted together with the expressed juice of Eranda

and applied to the affected patches prove curative in

Siddhma. O thou supreme deity, O thou bull-ensigned one,

burn the ashes of a Kushmanda creeper, mixed with the bark

of its stem pasted with cow's urine, and Haridra pasted

with water, in a closed crucible luted and plastered with

buffalo-dung. By rubbing his body with this burnt com-

pound, a man is sure to acquire a brilliant complexion.

Rubbino- of the body with a compound consisting of

Haridra, Daru-Haridra, and Kushtham pasted together with

water tends to impart a brilliant glow to the complexion and

a fragrant smell to the skin. Plastering of the body with

Durva, r^akajangha, leaves of Arjuna and Jambu, and

Lodhram pasted together with water tends to remove the

bad odours of the skin. Solutions of Lodhram saturaied

with the powders of Kanakam form the most cooling

§4
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and agreeable paste for smearing the body in summer.

Washing of the body with milk, in the morning, tends to

remove the evils of perspiration ; rubbing of the body with

pasted Kakajanghi acts as an agreeable cosmetic plaster.

The expressed juice of Vasaka and Yashtimadhu, taken with

honey and sugar, proves curative in Jaundice, Chlorosis,

Hasmoptisis, and Haemorrhage. Even a most acute attack of

catarrh may be cut short by taking cold water in the morning.

O thou supreme deity, a pulverised compound of Pippali,

rock salt and Vibhitakam pounded together and taken with

Kanjikam removes hoarsness. Amalakam-powder adminis-

tered through the vehicle of clarified butter, or a com-

pound consisting of Manahshila, Vala roots, Kola-leaves and

Guggulu pasted together, or inhalation of the vapours of a

fumigation stick, composed of Jatipatram, Kola leaves and

Manahshila pasted together and burnt in a fire of Kola-wood

charcoal would undoubtedly relieve congh. Triphali and

Pippali powders taken with honey, before the midday meal,

relieve thirst and fever. The expressed juice of Vilva roots

or a decoction of Guduchi taken with honey arrests the three

types of vomiting. Durva pasted with rice-washings proves

antidotal to vomiting.

•:9:-

CHAPTER CCXIV.

HARI said :—Serpents leave the house of him, who takes

Punarnava roots pasted with water under the auspices of

the asterism Pushya. O thou bull ensigned deity, he, who
carries an image of Garuda, made of bear's teeth, on his

person, remains invisible to snakes all through his life. O
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Rudra, snakes avoid the presence of one, who^takes Shalmali

roots pasted with water under the auspices of the asterism

Pushya. By tying Lajjaluka roots round his hands, or by

smearing them with pasted Lajjaluki, a man is enabled to

catch hold of Snakes without anywise imperiling his life.

Roots of white Arka plants, taken pasted with water, under the

auspices of the asterism Pushya, prove antidotal to Danshaka

(a large kind of mosquito) poison ; Karabira roots similarly
1'

taken are found to exercise a similar antitoxic virtue.

Plasters of Mahakala roots pasted with Kinjikam tend to

neutralise the poison of Dundubha or Bodra (Boa) snakes.

Tanduliyaka-roots taken pasted with rice-washings through

the medium of clarified butter (honey according to others)

prove antidotal to all kinds of poison. ^Either Nily roots, or

Lajjaluka roots taken pasted with rice-washings prove

remedial to Danshaka-poison. The expressed juice of a

Kushmanda creeper taken with the admixture of treacle,

sugar and milk tends to neutralise the poison of a Danshaka.

Yashtimadhu taken with its own weight of sugar through the

medium of milk proves antidotal to mole-poison. Gargles

of cold water arrest salivation due to the irritation of the

mucous membrane of the mouth through chewing betel leaves.

Clarified butter taken with sugar relieves the intoxication of

wine. O thou supreme deity, potions of black Ankata roots

boiled with water, or errhines of decoctions of black Ankota

roots prove remedial, within three days, to any slow poison

retained in the system. Warm clarified butter, taken with the

admixture of rock salt, relieves, O thou supreme deity, the

pain of a scorpion-bite. O thou blissful one, a compound

consisting of Kusumbham, Kumkum, Haritalam, Manah-shila'

Karanjam, and Arka roots pasted together, and internally

administered, proves antidotal to all kinds of poison. Dregs

of oils found in burning oil-lamps, as well as the expressed

juice of Kharjuraka undoubtedly neutralise the poison, O
Shiva, in cases of centipede (scolopendra) bites. O Rudra,
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a fumigation of the seat of the bite with the Vapours of

burning bdellium is sure to neutralise the poison in a case

of centipede-bite. Fumigations with the vapours of burning

Ankota leaves would prove beneficial in cases of bites by

rats. Plastess composed of Nageshvaram, ' Maricham,

Shunthi, and Tagarp£duka pasted together with water would

prove antidotal to bee-stings, or the seat of the sting should

be otherwise plastered with Shatapushpa and rocksalt pasted

together with clarified butter. Plasters composed of

Shirisha seeds cooked with milk would certainly destroy the

poison, O thou supreme deity, in cases of Dundura (poison-

ous rats) bites. O thou moon-crested one, the expressed

juice of Dhusturam administered with the admixture of

milk and treacle proves curative in cases of bites by rabid

dogs (Hydrophobia). Gargles of a decoction of Vata, Nimva

and Shami barks relieve the pain in the mouth due

to the efiects of a poison. Plasters of Devadaru and

Gairikam pasted together with water, or of Nageshvaram,

Haridra, Daru- Haridra and Manjishta pasted together with

water prove remidial to spider-poisons^ Plasters composed

of Karanja seeds, Varuna bark, Tilah and Sarshapa pasted

together would undoubtedly destroy all kinds jf poison

(enom).

CHAPTER CCXV.

HARI SAID :—A single moist, Punarnava root, or ApimaVga

root, or the expressed juice of either of these roots, in-

troduced into the vagina, relieves the local plain of young

wives or of parturient womec. The roots of Bhumi Kushinda
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taken pasted with rice-washings tend to improve the secre-

tion of milk in parturient women. Plasters of pasted Indra-

varuni roots, O Shiva, relieve tlie breast pain in females. O
thou supreme deity, ingestions of Palika cooked with clarified

butter relieve an aching pain in the female reproductive organs.

Plasters of Kiravella roots pasted with water tend to replace

a protruded vagina in its natural position. Plasters of Nili,

and Patola roots, pasted together with a soluttion of Tila and

applied with the admixture of clarified butter, prove curative

in Jvala-Gardhava. O Rudra, Patha roots taken pasted

with rice-washings, as well as Kushtha-roots administered

in the same way relieve Pipa-rogam. Solutions of Vasyam

taken with honey alleviate the internal burning sensation

in cases of Paparogam. O Rudra, clarified butter taken

with as much quantity of Laksha' through the vehicle

of milk cures leucorrhcea. O thou blissful one, powders'"

of Dvijayashti and Trilcantakam taken with a decoction of

sesame prove curative in Rukta Gulmas of women, and act

as a good emanagogue remedy. Bulbs of Raktotpalam, taken

with sugar or with cold water, relieve menorrhagia. A decoc-

tion of Sharapunkha taken with Kanjikam, Hingu and rock-

salt tends to bring about a speedy parturition. A M£tulunga

root, if it can be culled out entire, by mentioning the name of

an anciente, presages the birth of a male chfld, if otherwise

(pulled out split or served) it predicts the birth of a female

one. An Apamarga root inserted into the chignonon of a preg-

nant woman, O thou blissful one, or Karpura, Madanaphalam

and Madhuka pounded together and introduced even into

the reproductive organ of an old woman, produces happy

results, not to speak of it being used by young maidens.

Potions of solutions of Kushtam sweetened with sugar, and

impressment of Tilak mark's on the foreheads of infants act

as a general prophylaxis against the influence of malignant

planets, ghosts, and diseases. An infant should be made to

wear on its person, O Rudra, Shankinabhi, Vachi,
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Kushtham and bits of iron for prophylactic purposes. Powders

of Palasha seeds, or powdered Amalakam and Vidanga

taken with the admixture of honey and melted cow-butter

tend* to improve the intellect. Its effect is almost instan-

taneous ; by taking this compound for a month, O thou

supreme deity, a person is enabled to conquer death and decay.

Powders of Palasha seeds and Tilam, taken for a weak,

through the vehicle of honey and clarified butter, would un-

doubtedly remove, O Rudra, the effects of old age. By taking,

for a month, O Rudra, powders of Amalakam in combination

with honey and oil, a person would verily become a lord of

speech. Water containing powders of Shiva and A'malakam,

sweetened with honey and drunk through the nostrils, each

morning, would act as the best strength-giving medicine.

By taking Kushtham-powders, each morning, with the admix-

ture of honey and clarified butter, a man would be able to

witness a thousand summers in the full possession of all

his faculties in a healthy and fragnant-smelling frame. By

regularly consuming huskless Masha pulse, soaked with

clarified butter in the manner of a Bhavana, or cooked with

milk, in conbination with honey and milk, a man would be

able to visit a hundred women, each night. Mercury is purified

by rubbing it with sulphar and castor oil. A dose of such

purified mercury taken with water, thrice a day, acts as a good

tonic medicine. By taking milk, that has been cooked with

huskless Masha'pulse and Shimvi seeds, in conbination with

Apamarga oil, one would be able to visit a hundred women,

each day.



CHAPTER CCXVI.

Hari said :—To a cow, that shuns, or turns hostile to, her

own calf, should be given her milk, duly milched and

salted, whereby she would fondly take to her offspring.

Bits of dog's bones '.tied round the neck of a cow or a cow-

buffalo lead to the expulsion of vermins from her body. GunjA

roots internally administered would bring about the cast-

ings of horns in horned cattle. External applications

of the juice of Varuna-phalas, squeezed out with the

hand, would bring about the expulsion of vermins, O
Shiva, from the bodies of biped and quadruped animals. O
Rudra, pourings of the expressed juice of Jaya would bring

about the healing of ulcers in quadrupeds. The urine of a

she-elephant internally administered would remove the

bodily ailments of honed cattle. Lentil seeds and Shali

rice pasted with whey (Takram) and administered through

the medium of cow or buffalo-milk would prove bene-

ficial to bullocks. Sharpunkha leaves given with salt

would cure the belbous eruptions (Vari-sphotam) in horses

and bullocks. Ghritakumari leaves given with salt would

Telieve itches in horses and bullocks.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCXV1I.

HARI said :—Take eight parts of Chitrakam, sixteen parts

of Shurana, four parts of Shunthi, two parts of Maricham,

three parts of Pippalimulam, four of Vidanga, eight parts
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of Mushalika, four parts of Triphala, and treacle, double

the combined weight of these drugs, and prepare a confec-

tion (Modaka) in the usual way. This Modaka covers

within the range of its therapeutic application such diseases

as indigestion, Jaundice, Chlorosis, dysentery, splenic enlarge-

ment, and loss of appetite. Take Vilvam, Agnimantha,

Shyonaka, Patala, Plribhadrakam, Prasarini, Ashvagandha,

the two kinds of Vrihati, Kant'ikari, Vala, Ativali, Rasna,

Shvadanshtri, Punarnava, Eranda, Parni, Guduchi, and Kapi-

kachchhuka, weighing ten tolas in weight, and make a decoction

therewith in the usual way. Take it down from the oven with

its quarter part left, and cook the same in a PiLtram full of

oil (four seers), add to it cow milk or goat's milk, four times

as much as the former, add to it Shatavari and Saindhavam

to the weight of oil. Now hear me enumerate the names of

drugs, which are to be added to it in the form of pasted

Kalka. viz. Shatapushpa Devadaru, Vala, Prishniparni, Vachi,

Aguru, Kushtham, Mansi, Saindhavar*, and Punarnava, each

weighing a Palam weight. iCook the oil in the usual officinial

way. This oil should be employed as errhines or potions for

relieving pleurodynia (PArshva Shulam) and cardiac colic.

It includes within the range of its curative efficacy Scrofula,

Hysteria, Vataraktam, and loss of manhood. By usuing this oil,

even a she-mule is sure to conceive, O Hara, what wonder that

a woman would be blessed with progeny through its use. It

may be likewise employed with advantage in cases of lameness,

arched back, and kindred nervous maladies of horses and

elephants. Mustard oil cooked in combination with Hingu;

Tumvura and Shunthi may be used as ear-drops in relieving;

otalgia. Ashes of dry Mul'akam and Shunthi, Hingula and

Nagaram and Sbuktam cooked in combination with oil, four

times as much, should be employed in curing deafness, otalgia

and crermination of vermins in the ears, as well as for the pur-

pose of arresting fetid discharges from the ears. A medicinal

1

oil,cooked with the admixture ©f ashes of dry iMulakam and
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Shunthi, Hingulam, Nagaram, Shatapushpa, Vacha, Kush*

tham, Dam, Sliigru, R^sanjanam, Sauvarclialam, Yavakshara,

Samudram and Saindhava salt, Granthikam, Vid, Mustam,

Madhu, and Shuktam, four times as much, and the expressed

juice of Mdtulunga and Kadali, should be employed,

Hara, for the purpose of removing diseases of the ears,

such as deafness, noise in the ears, otalgia, fetid discharges

from the ears. The effect of this oil is almost instantaneous,
i

and O thou moon-crested deity, this is the foremost of all

Kshiratailas (alkaline oils) in respect of its efficacy, and

instantly cleanses the teeth and the mouth of all impurities.

Cook an oil in combination with Chandana, Kumkumam, Mansi,

Karpura, Jatipatrika, Jatiphalam, Kakkolaphalam. Lavanga-

phalam, Aguru, Ushira, Turya, Kushtham, Tagarapaduka,

Gorochana, Priyangu, Vala, Nakhi, Saralam, Saptaparna,

Laksha, Amaloki, and Padmakam. This oil is highly effica-

cious in removing bad odour of perspiration from the body

and proves curative in itches and other skin diseases. By

using this oil, a man becomes a favourite with the fair sex,

and is enabled to visit a hundred women, each day. It is

possessed of a great spermatopoetic virtue ; by using this

oil even a sterile woman is blessed with the pleasures of

motherhood. Take a Prastha measure of melted cow-butter,

cook it, in the usual way, with the admixture of eight

Prasthas of water, Yamani, Chitrakam, Dhanyam, Tryusha-

nam, Jirakam, Sauvarclialam, Pippalimulam, Vidanga, and

Rajikam. This medicinal Ghritam acts as a good appetiser

and may be employed with advantage in Piles, Anasarca

and intestinal glands. Take a Prastha measure of mustard

oil and cook it in the usual officinial way in an earthen or

iron vessel, over a slow fire, with the admixture of eight

Prasthas of cow's urine, Maricham, Trivrit, Kushtham, Hari-

talam, Manahshila, Devadaru, the two kinds of Haridra

Kushtham, Mansi, Chandana, Vishila, Karabiram, milky juice

of Arka plants and cow-dung-Serum, each weighing a

»5
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Karsha, and half a Palam of Vrisham. Used as an external

application, this oil cures Pama, Vicharchiki, ring worms,

malignant sores, and even leucoderma of mature growth or of

long origin. Cook a medicinal .Ghritam in combination with

a decoction of Patola leaves, Kataka, Manjishtha, Sharivd,

Nisha, Jiti, Shami, Nimva leaves, and Madhukam. External

applications of this Ghritam alleviate pain and arrest secre-

tions of ulcers. By taking a compound of Agnimantha,

Vachfi, Vas£, and Pippali with honey and rock-salt, for seven

days, a person is enabled to sing as sweetly as a Kinnara.

By taking, for three days in succession, a compound of

Ap^marga, Guduchi, Kushtham, ShataVari, Vachd, Shankha-

pushpi, Abhay£, and Vidanga, taken in equal parts and

pounded together with the admixture of melted cow-butter,

one is enabled to learn eitjht hundred books by heart. Taken

with water or clarified butter, Vacha enables a person to

learn a thing at the first hearing- One Palam weight of

Vacha taken with milk under the auspicies of a solar or

lunar eclipse, tends to make its user a profoundly intelligent

person. Water boiled with Bhunimva, Nimva, Triphali,

Parpata, Patola, Mustakam, and Vasaka immediately des-

troys Visphotas (carbuncles). . Sticks (Vartis) made of Ketaku

fruits, Shankha, Saindhava, Tryushanam, Vacha, Phena,

Rasanjanam, Vidanga and Manahshila pasted together with

honey prove curative in cough, loss of vision and the type

of eye-disease known as Patola. Cook two Prastha measures

of a decoction of M&sha pulse with a Drona Measure of water,

and take it down with its quarter part lelt. Cook a Prastha

Measure of oil with the admixture of this decoction in the 1

usual way, add to it an A'dakam measure of Kanjikam and

a compound of Punarnava, Gokshura, Saindhavam, Tryusha-

nam, Vacha, salt, Devadaru, Manjishtha, and Kantakarika.

Internally administered, of employed as errhines, this oil

cures the most acute type of earache ; used as an unguent, if

removes deafness and proves beneficial in hosts of other
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bodily distempers. Take two Palam weights of rock-salt,

five Palas of each of Shunthi and Chitrakam, five Prasthas-

of Sauviram, and one Prastha of oik Cook it in the usuafc

officinial way. This oil proves curative in Gases of splenic

enlargement, leucorrhcea, and all diseases of the nervous^

system. A medicinal oil cooked in combination with a< decoc-

lion of Audumvara, Vata, Plaksha, the two kinds Jamvu,.

Arjuna, Pippali, Kadamva, Palasha, Lodhram, Tindukam,

Madhukam, Amram, Sarja, Vadaram, Padmakesharam,

Shirisha seeds, and Ketaka brings on graunlation even in old

or long-standing sores, and facilitates their, speedy, healing..

-:or

CHAPTER CCXVIIL

Harj said :—A compound consisting of two kinds of Rajani,.

Patha, Kushtham, Ashvagandha, Ajamodakam, Vacha, Trikatu.

and common salt pounded together and treated with the ex-

pressed juice of Brahmi in the manner of a Bhabana saturation,,

and taken for a week, tends to highly improve the intellect.

Errhines, plasters, or pastes of Siddha-rthakam, Vacha, Hingu,.

Karanjam, Devadaru, Manjishtha, Triphala, Vishvam, Shirisha,

the two kinds of Rajani, Ptiyangu, Nimva and Trikatu.

pounded together and mixed with cow's urine prove curative

in hysteria, poisoning, insanity, discolouring of the skin,,

and diseases due to the influences of malignant ghosts.

Take Nimva, Kushth&m, the two kinds of Baridra, Shigru,

Sarshapa, Devadaru, Patolam and Dhanyam ; pound them

together and rubb this pulverised compound with whey

(Takram). Rubbing of the body with this paste, or with

Nthis paste mixed with oil, destroys Pama, kches and allied

diseases of the skin. Take Samudram salt, Saindhava salt,

Kshara, Rajika, common salt, Vid salt, Katu., iron, rust,
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Trivrit and Shuranakam in equal parts. Cook them over a

gentle fire, with the addition of milk-curd, cow's urine and

water. This pulverised compound, which is called Agnivala

Churnam, instantaneously relieves all form of colic, whether

intestinal, renal, or splenic, or brought about through the en-

largement of intestinal glands (gulma.) It should be taken

through the vehicle of warm water, and the patient should

be advised to take M&sha pulse with melted butter after

the digestion of his ingested food. This is almost a specific

for all forms of colic, inclusive of the one known as Parinama

Shula. A compound of AbhayS, A'malakam, DrakshS,

Pippali, Kantakarika, Shringi, .Punarnava, and Shunthi

boiled together with water, or pounded together, may be

given with advantage in all forms of Cough. AbhayS

A'malakam, Draksha, Patba, Vibhitakam, and sugar, taken in

equal parts and internally administered, act as a good febri-

fuge remedy. Triphali, Vadaram Draksha and Pippali

combinedly exercise a purgative virtue, Abhaya taken with

salt and warm water acts as a good purgative. Flesh, blood,

excrementitious matter (stool and urine) of female tortoises,

fishes, mares, cow buffalo^, cows, female monkeys, she jackals,

female cats, female crows, female owls, and she bears should

be given for relieving fits of fever and insanity. Fumiga-

tions with the vapours of burning hairs or feathers) of any

of these animals likewise prove beneficial in the foregoing

maladies. The god Vishnu, meditateed upon by a person at

the time of taking a medicine, undoubtedly relieves him of

the trouble.

-:o:-



CHAPTER CCXIX.

Hari said r—O thou self-begotten one, now hear me dis-

course on the prophylatic formula known as Vaisbnavam
Kavacham, which grants a certain immunity from attacks

of maladies. Having made obeisance unto the birthless,

changeless, undecayrng and all-powerful reality, having bowed
down unto the all-pervading Vishnu, the god of gods, the

overlord of the celestials, I shall describe the prophylaxis

presently referred to. I make obeisance to the eternal spirit

of irresistible prowess, to the dissipator of all woes and

misfortunes. May Vishnu protect me in the front, and

Krishna, at the back. May Hrishikesha protect my intellect

;

and Keshava, my tongue. May Vasudeva protect my eyes,

and may Sankarshana guard my ears. May Pradyumna

protect my nose ; and
t
Aniruddha, my skin. ^ May Vanamali

protect the inside of my throat; and Shrivatsa, the downward

portion of my body. May the discus-wielding divinity guard

my aides, I consign my left side to the protection of the des-

troyer of demons and my right side to that of the divine club

weapon, that has brought about the annihilation of the Asuras.

May the divine Mushala weapon protect my belly, may the

divine plough guard my back. May the divine bow protect the

upper part of my body, may Nandaka protect my knee-joints.

May the divine conch-shell protect my insteps, may the

divine lotus flower protect my feet. May the divine Garuda

protect me in all concerns of my life. May the boar mani-

festation of Vishnu protect me in waters, may the dwarf

manifestation of the supreme god protect me on undulating

and impassable grounds. May Nrisinha guard my person

in wilderness; may Keshava shield me everywhere. May

Hiranyagarbha give me gold, may the divine Kapila, the

author »l the Sankhya system of philosophy, help me to
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maintain a nomai equilibrium among the different vital

principles of my organism. May the birthless one that presides

over the white isle (Shvetadvipa) lead me to that land ; may

the destroyer of the demons Madhu and Kaitabha destroy

my enemies. May the all-pervading Vishnu always expel sins

from my body ; may the swan, fish and tortoise manifestations

of Vishnu protect me in all the quarters of the heaven. May

he, whose prowess brooks no obstruction in the three regions,

dissipate all my inequities. May Narayana protect my in-

tellect, may Shesha grant me that pure knowledge which dis-

pels all ignorance, may the god whose mouth is the submarine,

volcanic fire, cleaase my spirit of all sin I have committed

in the past with my hands, feet, and mouth. May Dattatreya

grant me iacrease of friends, progeny and domestic animals..

May ReLma destroy with his battle-axe all my adversaries.

May the mighty armed Rama, the destroyer of Rakshasas,

always guard my body. May Rama, th& delight of the race

of Yadavas, kill my enemies with his invincible plough-

share. May juvinility of Krishna, the destroyer of Pralamva,

Keshin, Chinura, Putana and Kansa, grant me all my heart

desires. Dismayed with fear, utterly terror-stricken, I see

a noose-holding male figure of a blackish, yellow colour,

more sable than the primordial darkness and more dreadful

to look at than the god of death, hence do I consign myself

to the protection of the lotus-eyed one that suffers no decay.

my soul, I need not fear since the woe-dissipating lord

is mine. I am now indeed an adorable Self.

Having meditated upon the divine self of Narayana, who
guards against all evils and calamities that beset human life,

1 roam about in this world, bearing this Vaishnava prophy-

laxis on my person. Since my mind perpetually dwells

upon the almighty self of Vishnu, malignant spirits dare not

assail me. I am a veritable moving pantheon, full of energies

of all the divinities. May success attend me in this life

since I have duly recited this (Vaishnabam) Mantrara. May
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Vishnu strike the eye-sight of those sin-perverted beings,

that might chance to behold me with their wicked eyes, or

whom I might happen to behold. May the discus of Visudeva,

as well as the halo {lit. spokes) that shines round that

weapon, sever my sins and strike those ,that wish me evil.

Happening to fall among monsters, and Pishachas, while

crossing a lonely waste or a weird wilderness, in quarrels, in

contests, while travelling on the king's high way, in momenta

of crisis and on apprehension of imminent peril to life, while

swiming across a river or to ward off the influences of malig-

nant planets and disease-spirits, at times when attacks by

thieves and acts of incendiarism are apprehended, in thunder, in

lightning, on the happening of reasonable causes of terror, one

should recite this Vaghavatam Mantram, most sacred of all

other Mantras. This renowned Bhagavatam Kavacham, which

extinguishes all sin, is the most secret of all secret Mantras.

I make obeisance to the lotus-naveled one, the seed of the

universe, the self without end or origin that lies inaccessible

within the cycles (Kalpas) of evolution, the emanations of his

own Maya.

Om, to Time (obeisance) Svaha, Om, to the spirit of Time

obeisance (Svaha). Om, to Krishna obeisance (Svaha). Om,

to the figure of Krishna obeisance. Om, obeisance to Chanda,

Om obeisance to Chandarupa, Om, obeisance to Prachanda,

Om, obeisance to Prachandrupa. Om, obeisance to Sarva.

Om, obeisance to Sarvarupa. These are the texts of disease

and poison-incantations. May Vishnu, may Narayana, may
Aniruddha, may Samkarshana, may Vasudeva destroy my all

kinds of fever.

-0:-



CHAPTER CCXX.

Hari said :—Now hear me enumerate the Mantra, which

repeated for seven nights in succession by a person, enables

him to witness the realisation of all his wished-for objects.

1 make obeisance to the Bhagavan, I meditate upon the self

of Vasudeva. I' bow down unto Aniruddha, Sankarshana and

Pradyumna manifestations of Vishnu. Obeisance to the giver

of perfect knowledge, obeisance to the embodied self of pure

joy. Obeisance to the one that delighteth in the soul,

obeisance to the embodied quiesism, obeisance to the one

who pbserveth no duality in the universe. This universe is

thy image, hence do I make obeisance to thee. Obiesance

to Hrishikesha, the great spirit reflected in the universe. I

make obeisance to Brahma from whom all this has come into

being, in whom lies this all and from whom many other

eternities will originate. Thou supportest this terrestrial

globe, I make obeisance to thee. I make obeisance to Him
whom the mind, life and the sense-organs cannot reach and

who, like this ethereal expairse, lies extended both in the

inside and outside of creatures. Om, obeisance to the

Lord, the great Purusha, the Supreme Lord of the Mahabhutas

(primordial matter) whose lotus feet are surrouned by the

pole ns of virtues of heirarchies of beings of Sattva qualities.

I make obeisance to the final goal {of all. By dint of

this knowledge, Chitrakatu was lifted to the status of a
1

Vidyadhara.



CHAPTER CGKXi.

Hari said :—O thou, supreme deity, I shall now enumerate

the Vishnu-Dharma-Vidya, by reciting which, Indra was

enabled to kill all his adversaries, and was ultimately installed

on the throne of heaven. The Mantras such as Om, etc.,

should be psychically located by the reciter in his brain, face,

heart, belly, thighs, knee-joints and legs respectively. He
should then meditate upon these Mantras located as directed

in the preceding line. As an alternative, the Mantra running

as Namo Nar&yanaya should be located, as above directed,

in tke limbs in the inverse order of enumeration. Then the

rite of Kara-nyasa should be performed with the twelve-

lettered Mantra sacred to the deity (Om Namo Bhagavate

Vasudevaya.) The votary should recite the Mantra running

as Om, obeisance to Vishnu, and consider himself as iden-

tical with -the Shesha manifestation of that divinity, attended

with the sixfold energy. May Hari protect me ; may the

fish manifestation of Vishnu shield my person in water. May
Trivrikrama, who exercises absolute power in the three

regions, protect me in the skies
; may the dwarf manifesta-

tion of Vishnu preserve me on land. May the mighty

Nrisinha protect me in wilderness ; may Rama preserve me

on the mountain. May ihe boar manifestation of Vishnu

preserve me on the earth-surface ; may Narayana preserve

me in the air. May Kapila protect the worldly concerns of

my life ; may Dattatreya preserve my yoga. May Haya-

griva, among the celestials, and Makaradhvaja, among the

celestial youths, preserve me. May Narada protect me from

worshipping any other god. May the to r-toise manifestation

of Vishnu preserve me in the south west ; may Dhanvantari

protect me from the evil effects of unwholesome food. May
Naga protect me from failings of anger and passion. May

86
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Yagna preserve me from the combined energy of diseases,

may Vyasa preserve me from ignorance. May Buddha pre-

serve me from the concourse of heretics (Pashandas), may

Kalki preserve me from sin and sinful propensities. May
Vishnu protect me at noon ; Nariyana, in the morning ; the

destroyer of demon Madhu, at after-noon ; and Mddhava, in

the evening. May Hrishikesha protect me at the dawn of

day ; may Janardana protect me at night-fall. May Shridhara

protect me at mid-night, may the lotus-naveled deity preserve

me during the small hours of the night. May the discus,

club (Kaumadaki) and arrows of Vishnu kill my enemies and

the Rakshasas. May the lotus and conch shell of Vishnu

preserve me from enemies, may the celestial Garuda, an,d the

divine bow and ornaments of Vishnu preserve my life, mind,

and intellect. May Shesha and Sarva-rupa preserve me
everywhere. May Narasinha preserve me in all angles of

the heaven. He, who eyes a person with this Kavacham on

his person, is sure to be fascinated, and such a person enjoys

a kind of immunity from disease.

:o:-

CHAPTER CCXXII.

Dhanvantari said :—Now I shall enumerate to you the

Garudam, as disclosed by Sumitra to Kashyapa. This

Garudi Vidya tends to neutralise the effects of all kinds of

poison. The five fundamental material principles of earth

water, light (heat), air and ether are represented by the

different letters of the alphabet as their symbols, which

should be regarded as the presiding deities of the occult

diagram to be meditated upon at the time of Dhyanam. The
deities reside in these five fundamental material principles.
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The letters Sa, Ka, and Tha are symbolical of the energy of

Shiva (ether). The rite of Nyasa should be duly performed,

and the Chaturvaktra Mantram should be psychically located

by the votary inside the palms of his hands, in the soles

of his feet, as well as in the cavities of his heart and

ears. By meditating in this fashion a votary may achieve

all kinds of success. First imagine a yellow coloured,

quadrangle as symbolical of the Earth, of which Indra is

the presiding deity. At the centre of this quadrangle should

be contemplated the ring of Varuna, at the centre of

which is the mystic, translucent lotus upon which the half

moon sheds its cool, turquoise-blue beams. Around this ,

should be imagined as transcribed the triangular Mandalam

of fire, crossed by a Svastika mark (cross) and burning

with the effulgence of primordial fire. Around this should

be imagined the circle of Vayu, sable coloured like the

inside of a cut bar of black antimony, and impressed with

the mark of the occult Vindu. Encircling this ring of Vayu

should be imagined the Vyoma-Mandalam, dreadful in its

infinite vastness, lying effulgent and motionless like the

ocean of milk (Kshira), or like a sea of molten crystal. The

celestial serpents Vasuki and Shankhapala should be

imagined as residing in the quadrangle of the earth ; Karkata

and Padma-Nabha, in the ring of Varuna; Kalika, in the

Mandalam of fire; and Takshaka and Mahavjaka, in the ring

of air. The material principles of earth, water, etc., should

be imagined by the votary as located in his fingers, starting,

with the thumb and ending with the small finger, both in

the usual and inverse order of enumeration. Likewise, the

Java and Vijyaya Mantras should be located in the bone-joints,

the Shiva-Shadanga Mantram in the cavity of the mouth ;,

and the Hrid Mantra in the arms and the tuft of hair on the,

crown of the head, and the Vyapakam in the phalangesof.

fingers. The rite of Bhutanyasa should be performed with

the Shivanga Mantras preceded by "Otti" and followed by,
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" Namas." This rule should be followed in respect of estab-

lishing and worshipping all forms of Mantra.

The first letters of the names of these celestial serpents

are the Mantras respectively sacred to each of them, which

being duly recited by a votary enables him to draw any of

them to his side. The Mantras composed of the names of

the five fundamental physical principles coupled with " Om"
and " Namas" should be then recited, whereby the celestial

Garuda would appear unto the votary in all his glory and

prowess.

The votary shall again perform the rite of Karanyasa

with the help of the vowel letters,' and the rite of Sh&riran&ysa

thereafter. He shall contemplate his vital energy (Prana)

as an unflickering light steadily burning within his heart,

and consuming the impurities of his organism, and the Vija

Mantra as showering divine ambrosia wherewith his system is

being; saturated. Thus surcharging his system with the nec-

tarine flow of the Vija Mantra, the votary shall contemplate

his self as located in his brain; and the earth teeming with

thousands of cities and abodes of men, and guarded by the

Lokapalas (protectors of worlds) and shining with the efful-

gence of molten gold as located in his lower extremities.

The principle of water, clear and smooth, he shall contem-

plate as occupying the region between his heart and navel,

shining with a blue light, and occupying a space, twice as

much as that of the earth. The Ravi Mandalam, the seat

of heat and light, should be imagined as a triangle occupying

the thoracic cavity and resting on an imaginary line across

the umbilicus as its base, and extending from the sphere of

Bhubanas (worlds) to Brahma. The Vayu Mandalam, in

which is ensconced the image of Self, as permeating the

universal space and coloured (deep blue) like broken, black

antimony. Over the crown of his head the votary shall

contemplate the Divya Mandalam shining with the effulgence

•f clear, cut crystal, and permeating the boundless expause
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of ether, and enshrouding, and enlivening all with divine

ambrosia.

First the rite of Bhutanyasa should be performed, after

that, the one in respect of the celestial serpents, by reciting

the Vijas commencing with the letters '"La" and coupled

with the nasal sign of Vindu, to which the Vijas, sacred to

Shiva, should be moreover appended. After this, the votary

should meditate upon the Mandalam described before. The
intelligent one should meditate upon the Mandalas respectively

colored as aforesaid at the time of practising this incantation.

The feet, pinions, and bills of Garuda should be contem-

plated as ornamented with rings of black snakes. This

figure of Tarksha (Garuda) should be invariably meditated

upon in cases of poisoning with any animal or vegetable

poison. The figures of malignant spirits, planets, Dakinies,

Yakshas, and Rakshas should the votary likewise imagine as

located in his limbs, ornamented with black serpents, by an

act of Nyasa. Twofold is the rite of Nyasa in this incanta-

tion ; one is in respect of the fundamental material principles

and the other is in respect of the serpents. Having thus

contemplated the principles of soul etc., in due succession,

the votary should commence practising the charm. First the

three fundamental principles of Tritattvas should be contem-

plated, and after that the, principle of bliss should be medi-

tated upon as located above them. The rite of Deha-nyasa

should be performed by the votary, both in the usual and

inverse order, in his limbs, as well as in the imaginary

figures of the deities meditated upon. The bulb, stem,

etc., of .the occult lotus, as well as the principles of

virtue and wisdom should be worshipped by reciting the

Vijas composed of the final letters of the different Vargas

appended with the second vowel. The Mantra " Kshaum"

should be imagined as located in the polens of the occult

lotus. The groups of letters, which are called Aka, Cha,

Ta, Tha, Pa, Ya and Sa Vargas, should be imagined as
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impressed on the eastern petals of this mystic flower, the

vowels should be likewise imagined as impressed on the

polens of the lotus, two in each, wherein the gods Isha etc.,

should be worshipped. The goddesses Vama etc., should be

considered as the energies of the Rudras worshipped in these

polens, after which the votary shall invoke the three funda-

mental material principles (Tritattvas). The principle of

ether he should psychically invoke and locate within his

head. He should worship the principle of earth in the

western petal of the lotus ; the principle of water, in its

northern leaf ; the principle of fire (Tejas), in its southern leaf

and the principle of air, in it's eastern one. The Tanmatras

(essential material principles) and Mahibhutas (gross matter)

should be worshipped outside! the occult diagram.

This procedure should be adapted in all rites of Nitya.

and Naimittika worship. , The votary should contemplate

his Self as an expanse of beautifully tinted light, per-

vading all through the universe—its creator, preserver

and destroyer—and laving the infinite expanse of ether

with its own ambrosial energy. Likewise,- he should medi-

tate upon Bhairava in the company of the Siddhas and

the celestial Garuda in all acts of incantation—the moon-

crested Bhairava, who is possessed of ten arms and four

faces and three eyes, burning with a kind of lurid effulgence,

with his diabolical teeth exposed in, a dreadful grimace and

a weird light emanating from his flame-coloured eyes. For

the destruction of snakes he should contemplate the image

of Garuda, dreadful to look at, the tips of his mighty pinions

touching the ends of the welkin, the regions of Patala

located in his feet, the seven celestial regions lying ensconced

in his bosom, the entire universe nestling round his neck.

and all the Rudras, from the first to Isha, who is the last' in

the list of that classjof deities; as located within his head,

Garuda, who is but another manifestation of Shiva, is the

lord of the universe, the greatest of all the great divinities.
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His body is made of the energy of the Mantras (mystic

formulas) ; and the votary shall contemplate him in all acts

of incantation as effulgent like the fire of uuiversal disso-

lution and bent on devouring the poisonous snakes. He,

whom the votary may contemplate in his mind after perform-

ing the rite of Nyasa as above described, shall come under

his control and influence. By performing this Nyasa, a votary

becomes himself a Garuda. Ghosts, demons, monsters,

Pishachas and the different kinds of fever such as, quotodian

ague, etc., fly the presence of him who practises this incan-

tation. Dhanvantari said this Garudi Vidya which was first

promulgated by Garuda himself to the holy Kashyapa ; now
hear me discourse on that which was disclosed by Maheshvara

to the goddess Gauri.

-:o:

—

CHAPTER CCXXIII.

BHAIRAVA said :—Now I shall expound the Tripura' Vidya
1

(Science of Tripura) which is known as the Nityaklinnd

Mantra, which, properly practised, imparts salvation and

creature comforts to its votary. Om, Hrim, come O thou,

goddess, Om obeisance to Kledeni, the same to the excitress

of erotic passions. Am
v
Hrim, Hrim, obeisance to Narayatia.

Similarly, the deities Vegavati, Maha-pretasani, etc., should

be worshipped. Om, Hram, Hrim, Kraim, Nairn, Kraim,

obeisance to Madadrav£ ; Aim, Hrim, obeisance to Tripura.

Om, Hrim, Krim, obeisance to Pashimavaktra. Om, Aim,

Hrim, obeisance to Uttaravaktra ; Aim, Hrim, obeisance to

Dakshina Vaktra, to Purvavaktra, and to Urdhavaktra.

Krim, obeisance to the noose of the deity, obeisance to the

mace of the deity, Aim, obeisance to the skull which the

god bears in his hand. The rite of Nyasa should be per-

formed by reciting the Mantra A'dyam, Bhayam, Aim, etc.
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The deities such as Kamarupa, AsiUinga, etc., should be

worshipped in the East, the goddess Brahinini and the

deity Vishma-nirma should be worshipped in the South. The

deities such as Ruru-Bhairava, Kumari, Maheshvari and

Chanda should be worshipped in the west, the deities such

as Ulka, Krodha, and Vaishnavi should be worshipped in

the north.

The Bhairava, Aghora should be invoked and wor-

shipped Jn ^south-east corner of the Mandalam ; Unmatta

Bhairava in its north-west chamber, the goddesses Mahendri

Kulantika, and Vilini in the south-west chamber The

god Jalandhara with his accompanying energies of Bhisana

and Chamunda should be worshipped in the north-east -

chamber of the mystic diagram. In the umbilical region

of the imaged goddess should be worshipped the god of death

and Chandika, as well as the presiding deities of attachment,

pleasure and love. The god of love with his five arrows

should be likewise worshipped by reciting the Mantra running

as Om, Hrim, Hrim, Hram, Shah, obeisance. Hum, obei-

sance to Gana, Akshas and Kshetrapilas. Thus meditated

upon and propitiated with libations of clarified butter cast in

the fire in her honour, the goddess Tripura grants the

fulfilment of all desires to her votery and bides under his

control. The eternal Tripura, worshipped in the manner

known as Jvalamukhi-Krama, dissipates all diseases.

Now hear me discourse on the process of worship known

as Jv&lamukhi-Krama. The goddess Jvalimukhi should be

worshipped at the centre of the mystic lotus-diagram and

her attendent goddesses such as Nitya, Aruna, Madanatura,

Mada, Moha, Prakriti, Kalana, Shree, Bharati, Akarshini

JMahendrani, Brahmani, Maheshi, Kaumari, Baishnavi, Varahi,

Majiendri, Chamunda, Aparajita, Vijaya, Ajita, Mohini, and
Tvarita should be worshipped in the adjacent chambers

within the diagram. The goddess Stambhini, Jrimbhani, and
Kalika should be worshipped outside the diagram. By
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Worshipping the goddess in this manner, a votary is enabled

to neutralise the effects of all kinds of poison.

CHAPTER CCXXIV.

Now I shall discourse on Chudamani for the ascertainment

of auspicious or inauspicious auguries. Having made

obeisance to Garia, Soma, and the goddess, the soothsayer

should obliquely put down three lines on the paper, in the

shape of a stream of cow's urine. Then the different symbols

of calculation such as the banner, carnal, lion, dog, bull and

the ass should be put down in the different chambers. The
crow should be regarded as the eighth symbol in the

diagram. Banner seen in the chamber of the banner

presages thoughts about a kingdom or wealth, Dhumra (camel)

seen in the chamber of the banner presages thought about

metals and gain. Lion seen in the chamber of the banner

presages acquisition of wealth and gain. Dog, seen in the

chamber of the banner, presages thought about a female slave

and the advent of happiness. Bull seen in the chamber of the

banner presages thought about, and acquisition of, landed

property. Ass seen in the chamber of the banner presages

misery and sorrow. Elephant seen in the chamber of the

banner presages victory and acquisition of place by the

enquirer. Crow seen in the chamber of the banner presages

loss of wealth, and thought about pain or misery.

Similarly, banner seen in the chamber of the camel,

presages pain followed by pleasure. Camel seen in the

chamber of the camel presages misery due to evil propen-

sities of the enquirer. Lion seen in the chamber of the

camel foretells an anxiety about, and acquisition of, wealth

by the enquirer. Dog seen in the chamber of the camel

87
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predicts victory and wealth. Bull seen in the chamber of

the camel predicts the acquisition of cattle and wives by

the enquirer. Ass seen in the chamber of the camel presages

disease and loss of wealth. Elephant seen in the chamber

of the camel augurs the acquisition of wealth and kingdom

by the enquirer. Crow seen in the chamber of the camel

presages loss of wealth and kingdom. Banner seen in the

chamber of the lion predicts the gain of wealth and kingdom
;

camel seen in the chamber of the lion presages the acqui-

sition of a bride and wealth by the enquirer. Lion seen in

the chamber of the lion predicts victory and arrival of friends.

Dog seen in the chamber of the lion predicts the gain of a

village by the enquirer and the fact that he is thinking "about

a woman. Bull seen in the chamber of the lion foretells

the acquisition of a field, house and money by the enquirer.

Ass seen in the chamber of the lion augurs the lordship of the

enquirer over his own native village. Elephant seen in the

chamber of the lion presages good health, joy and longevity

to the enquirer. Crow seen in the chamber of the lion

predicts the acquisition of a wife, food grain and wealth.

Banner seen in the chamber of the dog indicates the

thought about a place and presages the advent of joy and

pleasure. Camel seen in the chamber of the dog predicts

quarrel and failure in business. Lion seen in the chamber
of the dog predicts the success of an undertaking. Dog seen

in the chamber of the dog presages foss of wealth. Bull seen

in the chamber of the dog predicts the recovery of a patient

from a disease. Ass seen in the chamber of the dog predicts

quarrel and danger. Elephant seen in the chamber of the

do? foretells the meeting of the enquirer with his wife and
children. Crow seen in the chamber of the dog augurs
disease and loss of bodily strength.

Banner seen in the chamber of the bull 'predicts the
honouring of the enquirer by kings. Camel seen in the
chamber of the bull predicts royal favour and pleasure to
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the enquirer. Lion seen in the chamber of the bull augurs

happiness and prosperity to the enquirer. Dog seen in the

chamber of the, lion predicts beauty, strength and gain of

creature-comforts to the enquirer. Bull seen in the chamber

of the bull augurs fame, contentment, pleasure. Ass seen

in the chamber of the bull predicts great joy and gain for the

enquirer. Elephant seen in the chamber of the bull augurs

the acquisition of wives and elephants. Crow seen in the

chamber of the bull presages the gain of place and honour by

the enquirer.

Banner seen in the chamber of the ass augurs sorrow and

disease. Camel seen in the chamber of the ass presages

terror from thieves and robbers in respect of the enquirer.

Lion seen in the chamber of the ass presages honour, pros-

perity and victory to the enquirer. Dog seen in the chamber

of the ass presages loss of wealth and anguish. Bull seen

! in the chamber of the ass presages happiness and meeting

with dear ones. Ass seen in the chamber of the ass predicts

pain and disease. Elephant seen in the chamber of the

ass predicts joy and birth of sons. Crow seen in the

chamber of the ass augurs quarrel and disease.

Banner seen in the chamber of the elephant foretells joy

and birth of sons. Camel seen in the chamber of the

elephant predicts acquisition of wealth and food grain by the

enquirer. Lion seen in the chamber of the elephant augurs

success and victory. Dog seen in the chamber of the

elephant predicts happiness, prosperity and recovery from

disease. Bull seen in the chamber of the elephant presages

royal favour and wealth. Ass seen in the chamber of the

elephant presages the advent of misery to be followed by

days of prosperity. Elephant seen in the chamber of the

elephant predicts joy and acquisition of fields and food grain

by the enquirer. Crow seen in the chamber of the elephant

presages the acquisition of wealth and food grain by the

enquirer.
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Bannerjseen in the chamber of the crow augurs the failure

of an undertaking. Camel seen in the chamber of the crow

presages misery from gratification of wicked inclinations.

Lion seen in the chamber of the crow predicts quarrel and

mental unrest. Dog seen in the chamber of the crow augurs

terror and family dissensions. Bull seen in the chamber of

the crow presages terror and loss of place or home. Ass

seen in the chamber of the crow presages loss of wealth and

defeat. a Elephant seen in the chamber of the crow augurs

the advent of fortune and fame. Crow seen in the chamber

of the crow predicts a sojourn to a foreign country.

-J0>

CHAPTER CCXXV.

BHAIRAVA said :—Now hear me, O goddess, discourse on

the science of the conquest of the vital air, a knowledge

whereof enables a person to predict victory or defeat. The

four vital airs, which are respectively called Agni, water.

-Shakra, etc., respectively flow through either of the nostrils.

The breath, which courses in an upward direction through the

nostril, is called Agni (fire) ; that, which courses in a down-

ward direction through the nostril^ is called Varuna. The

breath, that courses in a middling (neither upward nor down-

ward) direction, is called Mahendra. In the light fortnight

the breath-wind courses through the left nostril, while during

the dark fortnight it courses through the right. For the

period of three days, the breath-wind follows the same course

after taking a definite direction, changing its course com-

pletely on the day of Pratipad (first day of a light or dark

fortnight). If the breath-wind rises following the course of

the sun, and flows out along the passage of the moon, all
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good qualities of the breather are supposed to increase

;

contrary is the result if the breath-wind follows a contrary-

direction. O thou beautiful-faced one, sixteen are the

changing periods of the direction of the breath-wind in the

course of an entire day and night. Impairment of health is

brought about when this changing period falls at the clos«

of each two hours and a quarter. Pertaking of a meal, and

sexual intercourse are good when the breath-wind flows

through the right nostril, and victory in battle attends the

man, who enters into it, while his breath-wind flows out

through the right nostril. A man may safely start on a journey,

or undertake any other auspicious act when the breath-wind

flows out through his left nostril. No evil strikes a man
when his breath-wind flows out in directions caMed Mahendra

and Va*una. Men breathe through their right nostrils during

a season of drought, while breath flows out of their left

nostrils during the rains.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCXXVI.

DHANVANTARI said :—Now I shall expound the Ayurveda

which deals with the diseases of horses, and the means of

keeping them in sound health. Horses that are crow-lipped,

black tongued, bear-faced, as well as those that are hot-palated,

or fierce-toothed, or are possessed of a greater or smaller-

number of teeth than what they naturally possess, or bom,

with only one testicle, or afflicted with scrotal tumours, or,

possessed of deformed backs or bifurcated hoofs or teats, or*

footed like cats, or striped like tigers, or coloured like,

patches of cutaneous affections, or abscesses, as well as those-

which are extremely diminutive in size, or are eyed like cata
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or monkeys, should be regarded as inauspicious and unfit for

use. The best or first-class horses measure upward of four

cubits in length, the second or middling class of horses

measure half a cubit less than first class horses in length.

The last class of horses measure three cubits and a half in

length. Horses, that are long-limbed, short-eared, mnuse-

coloured and long-lived, are the best. The rite of protection

should be done unto horses by worshipping the god, Revanta,

and by feeding Brahmanas. For prophylactic purposes,

Saralam, Nimva-leaves, bdellium, mustard seeds, sesame,

Vacha, asafaetida, saturated with clarified butter, should be

tied round the neck of a horse.

Ulcers, which horses are found to be afflicted;with, may

be divided into two classes as Agantuja (traumatic, or of

extraneous origin) and Shariraja (idiopathic). Ulcers marked

by a late suppuration should be regarded as of a Va'taja

origin ; suppuration speedily sets in ulcers, due to the action

of the deranged Kapham, while those, due to the deranged

Pittam, are marked by a burning sensation in their in-

side. Thick discharges from ulcers should be attributed

to the action of the deranged Kaphah ; while those, which

are of a Sannipitika origin, exhibit symptoms peculiar

to each of the three aggravated Doshas. A plaster com-

posed of Danti roots, the two kinds of Haridra, Chitra-

kam, Vishvabhesajam, Rasonam, and rock salt pasted

together with whey or Kanjikam fa kind of fermented rice

or barley gruel) or pastes of sesame, fried barley grain etc,

mixed with powdered rock salt and milk curd, or pastes of

Nimva-leaves, applied to ulcers in horses, bring about their

purification and healing. A medicinal oil cooked in combi-
nation with Karabira, Kadali, Arlca, Snuhi, Kutaja, Chitraka

and Bhallataka brings about the healing of sinuses in horses.

As an alternative, such a sinus should be washed with a
medicinal Ghritam cooked in combination with a paste of

the five astringent barks. A compound consisting of the
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two kinds of Haridra, Vidanga, the five kinds of salt,

Patolam and Nimva-leaves, Vacha, Cbitrakatn, Pippali, and

Shringavera pounded together and administered through-

the medinm of water brings about the expulsion of worms

from the intestines of horses, and remove their deranged

Kapham and somnolence. A decoction of Nimva-leaves,

Patolam, Triphala, and Khadira should be successively given

for three days to a horse, after bleeding it, for the cure of

any cutaneous affection. Application of mustard oil proves

beneficial in cutaneous affections of horses attended with

ulcers. A decoction of garlic should be given to a 'horse for

the alleviation of diseases of the deranged Vayu. In dis-

orders of digestion, the expressed juice of Matulunga, or of

Mansi should be administered as errhines. One Palam

weight of this compound should be administered on the first

day, and its dose should be daily increased by a Palarfl

weight until it reaches eighteen Palas. The smallest dose

of this medicine is eight Palam, and its middling dose is

fourteen Palas weight. Errhines should not be given to

horses in summer or autumn. In diseases of the derangedo
and aggravated Vayu, the medicine should be administered

through the medium of oil, or in combination with sugar,

clarified butter or water. It should be given through the

vehicle of mustard oil saturated with Vyosha (Trikatu)

powders in diseases of the deranged Kapham, and through

a solution, or decoction olf Triphala in those of the deranged

Pittam. A horse, that lives on milk, Sali and Shashtika

grain, is not to be condemned, as well as the one, that is of

the colour of a ripe Jamboline fruit, is not to be rejected.

Bdellium should be given to a horse, after it has been in

any way hurt or injured, and milk should be administered

to it for the purpose of speedily allaying the agitation.

In diseases due to the action of the deranged and aggra-

vated Vayu, milk and boiled rice should be. given to a horse

as food, while in those of Pittaja (bilious) origin, its diet
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should consist of a Karsha weight of meat soup misted*

with honey, Mudga soup and clarified butter. In disea'ses

of the deranged Kapham, Mudga or-Kulattha-soup mixed

with butter or pungent drugs, should be given to a horse,

while in cases of deafness, nervous affections, or in diseases

of Sinnipatika origin, bdellium should be freeely given to

it. In all; diseases a Palam weight of Durva should be

given to a horse on the first day, and the dose should be

increased by a Karsha measure, each day, till five Palam is'

reached. Eighty Palam is the highest dose. -Sixty Palam is
;

the middling and forty Palam is the lowest dose. In ulcers,-

cutaneous affections, and lameness, the food of a horse

should be made Saturated with a decoction' of Triphala)

whereas in impaired digestion, and oedema (dropsical swelling)"

it should be given saturated with cow's urine In diseases1

due to the actions of the deranged Vayu atnd Pittam, as

well as in ulcer-cases, the food of a horse should be given

mixed with Go'kshura and clarified butter, while a goodly

quantity of Masha pulse should be given to it whenever a

general plumpness of its limbs is desired. Five Palam

weight of Guduchi should be given to a horse, each morning,

in summer and autumn, through the vehicle of rice-paste

treated with clarified butter. This food imparts a greater

strength and vigour to a horse and acts as a general prophy-

laxis against disease. Guduchi may be likewise given to a
horse with benefit through the medium of milk. For similar

purposes, one, three or four Palam weights of powdered

Shatavari and Ashvagandha may be given to a horse with

Guduchi Paste. A mortal epidemic is presaged when all

the horses in a stud are found to assume one colour.

Th^ visitation may be warded off by the performance of

proper prophylactic rites, and Nomas, as well as by feeding

the pious and learned Brahmanas. The medicine known as

Haritaki-Kalpa may be given with benefit to horses under

these circumstances.; This medicine (Haritaki-Kalpa) consists
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in giving five Haritakis, each day, to a horse, pasted

together with rock-salt and cow's urine. The dose of the

medicine should be increased by five Haritakis, each succes-

sive day, until it goes up to a hundred Haritakis. The full

dose (of this medicine) is a hundred ; and the middling,

eighty, the smallest dose being sixty Haritakis.

Now I shall expound that branch of the A'yurveda,

which deals with the medical treatment of the diseases of

elephants. Quardruple of a horse's dose is the dose of a

medicine for an elephant. Medicines enumerated in con*

nection with diseases of horses may be employed with ad-

vantage in those that are found to afflict elephants. The
prophylactic, or curative religious rites, in respect of the

alleviation of diseases of elephants, consist in making gifts

of jewel-decked Kapila kine to Brahmanas, after worship-

ping the celestials and Brahmanas. A physician, while

observing a fast, shall tie round the tusks of an elephant

a consecrated garland of white mustard seeds. The sun-

god, Shiva and the goddesses Durga and Shree, duly worship-

ped, protect elephants from attacks of diseases. Offerings

should be made to the malignant spirits at the close of the

worship, and the body of the elephant should be rubbed

with ashes and then washed with four pitcher-fuls of water*

Food consecrated by reciting the proper Mantras shall be

given to an elephant, and the sacred rite of prophylaxis

against the influences of malignant spirits serves to grant

it an immunity from injury. Decoctions of parchifying drugs,

as well as those of Triphald, Panchakola, Dashamulam/

Vidanga, ShatSvari, Guduchi, Nimva, Vasaka, and Kinshuka,

should be given for the cure of diseases of elephants. Thu*

I have briefly expounded the nature of medical treatment

to be employed for the cure of diseases of elephants.

38



CHAPTER CCXXVM.

Suta said :—Dhanvantari thus narrated the science of Ayur-

veda to Sushruta. Now I shall briefly enumerate the different

names of the A'yurvedic drugs. Sthira, Vidarigandha, and

Anshumati are the names of Shalaparni (Desmodium Gange-

ticum). Langali, Kalasi, and Krashtupuchchha are the names

of Guha (Mucuna Pruriens). Varshabhu is called Punarnava

(Spreading hogneed, Boerhaaria Diffusa). Karavellah is

another name of Katillaka (Hairy Mordica-Momardica

Charanteal. Eranda (castor-oil plant. Riconus Comamnis)

Uruvaka, Amanda and Vardhamanaka are synonymous. Nlga-

vala Ts called Jhasa (Sida Spinosa), Shvadanstra is called

Grokshura (Tygophylleae Tribulus terestris\ Shitavari, Var5,

Bhiru, Pivari, Vari and lndivari (Asparagus Racemosus) are

synonymous. Vyaghri, Vrihati, Krishna., Hansapadi, Madhu-

shrava, Dhamani, Kshudri, Simhi and Nidigdhika are the

names of Kantakari (Solanum Janthocarpum). Vrischikali,

Amrita, Kali, Vishaghni, Sarpadanshtrika, Markati, Atma-

gupta, and Arsheyi are the names of Kapikachchhuka (Mucuna

Pruriens). Kshudra-Saha is Mudgaparni (Phaseolus Trilobus),

while Mash&parni is called Maha-saha (Teramuns Labialis,

Grangea Madraspatna). Nyagrodha is Vata (Banyan tree)
;

Kapila is the name of Ashvattba (Ficus Religioasa). Parkati

- Gardhavanda,, and Kapitana are the names of Plaksha

(Tliaspesia; Pahulnea). Pirtha, Kukubha, and Dhanvi are the

names of Arjuna (Farminalia Arjuna). Prarohi, and Pushtikari

are the names of Nandi-Vriksha (a species of figtree). Vanjula

is Vetasa (calamus rotong), while Bhalldtaka is called Arushkara

(Semecarpus Anacardium). Lodhra is called Saravaka,

Dhrishta, or Tirita (Symplocas Racemosa). Vala-phala,

and Vrihatphala are the names of Maha-Jamvu (Eugenia

Jambolana). Nadiyi and Tritiya are the names of Jala-Yamvu
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(wild Jamboline), Kana, Krishna, Upakulya, Shaundi and

Magadhi are the names of Pippali (Piper Longum), while its

roots are called Granthikam (Piper officinarum). Ushanam
is Maricham (Piper Nigrum), while Vishvam and Mahaushad-

ham are the names of Shunthi (dry gingiber). Vyosham is

the name of Trikatu (Shunti, Pippali and Maricham)

which is also called Tryushanam. Langali, Halini and

Shreyasi are the names of Gajapippali (Pothes officinalis),

Tra.yama.na is called Trayanti (Thalictrum Faliolosurri), and

Uts£ is Vahuvahd. Vanhi, Shiki, and terms signifying fire, are

the names of Chitrakam (Plumbgo Zeylanica). Shadgrantha,

Ugra, Shveta arid Heimavatai are the names of Vacha (Sweet"

Flag). Vrikshaka, Shukra, Vatsaka and Girimallika are the

names of Kutaja (Wrightia Anti-dysenterica), and Arishtam,

Indrayava and Kalinga are the names of Kutaja-seeds.

Kunti, Hareunka, and terms denoting cloud,, are the names.

of Mustakah (Mariscus Cyprus). Ela (cardemon) is called

Vahula, the smaller variety is called Truti. Padma, Bhargi,

and Kanji are called Brahmana-Yaslitika (clerodendron-

Siphonanthus). Tejini, Tikta-balkala and Madhurasa are the

names of Murva (Sansevieria Zeylanica). Mahanimva, Vriksha-

nimva, and Dipyakas are the names of Jamani (Ptychotis)

Vidanga (seeds of Embelia Ribus) and Hingu are called

Amatham. Ajaji is the name of Jirakan (curriin seeds'), Karavi

is Upakanchika (Nigella Sativa or Indica)., Katuka and Tikta'are

the names of Katu-rohinj (Black Hellibore.) Tagaram, Natam,

Chakram, Chocham, and Tvacham are the names of Varanga-

kam, (Cinnamon Bark.) Hriveram (Pavonia Odorata) issynony.

mous with Udichyam, and Valakam, and terms signifying

water, are also used to denote this plant. Hemava, and terms

denoting elephant, are the names of Nagakeshara (Mesua-

ferrea). Asrik, Kashmira, and Bahlikam are the names of

Kumkum (saffron). Compounds signifying Iron denote

Ayuguru. Yavishta, Prichina, Kalika, Sushabi, Toshanasha'

and°Rambha are the names of Kadali (Plantain). Pufam,
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Kutannat, Mahishaksha and Palankash are the names of

Kutannat. Kashmari and Shriparni are the names of Kat-

phalA (Myrica Sapida). Patri, Sarabhi, Shravi-and Gaja-

bhaksbya are the names of Shallaki (Bos Wellia Serrata),

Dhatri is the name of Amalakam (Emblic Myrobalans)

Aksha is the name of Vibhitaka (Terminalia Belirica). Pathya,

AbhayA and PutanA are the names of Haritaki (Indian

Myrobalans).

The group of drugs, known as Triphala or Phalatrikam,

consists of Haritaki, Bibhitaka and Amlakam (with their

sjion^s removed. Udakiri, and Dirgha-Vrinta, are the names

of Karanja (Karanji of the Raja-Nighantam) ; and Yashti,

Yashtahvayam, and Madhu-Yashti are synonymous with

Madhukam (Liquorice- root, Glycyrrhiza glabra). Tamraparni,

Samangl and Kunjarl are the names of Dhataki (Woodfordia

Floribondia). Sitam„ Malayajam, Sheetam and Gosbirsham,

are the terms which signify white sandal wood (Santalam-

albam), while the red species is called Rakta Chandanam.

Yiri, Vayasya, and ArkapushpikA are the names of Kakoli,

while Shringi is known by the names Karkatd-Shringi and

Mahaghosa (Rhus Succedanea). Tugikshiri, Shubha and

Vanshi are the names of Vanshalochana (Manna of the

Bamboo^ and Grapes are called by the epithets of Drakshi,

Gostanika and MridvikA (Vitis Vinifera^. Lamajjka are

called by the names of Ushir&m and Mrinilam (Juncus

Odoratus), and Saram, Gopi, and Gop'avalli are the names of

Bhadra (Hemidesmus Indicus). Danti and Katankeri are

the names of Daru-Haridra (Cascinium Fenestratum), and

Rajani, Putakd, and terms signifying '* Night," are the

lynonymes of Haridrd (turmeric). Vira-Vriksha is known yb

the epithets of Virataru and Varataru, while Rasd, Amritd,

Nilavalli and Chchhinna-ruha are the epithets of Vrikshadani

(Tinaspora Cordifolia). Kapota is another name of Surya-

bhaktd (Cleome Viscosa, Polanisia Icosundra), while Katapam

is called Kanthabhalla or Kantha-Shala, and Kampika, Vashira
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and Vasukota are all synonymous. Arishta, Ashva-shmit and
Katta-bhedaka are the names of Pishana-bheda (Coleus
amboinicus). Ghantaka is known by the epithets of

Shushaka, Vacha and ^Shuchaka. Sagandha, Chchhatradi
and -Chchhatra are the names of Kusumbha (Safflower

Carthamul tenctarius), and Pitashala is known by the epithets
of Sarasa and Veejaka (Indian Kino tree, Pentaptera tomen-
tosa). Vajravriksha, Mahavriksha, Sudhd, Guda, and Sruk
are the names of Snuhi (Uphorbia Neraifolia). Sh&Ia (Shoria

Robusta) tree is known by the epithet of Yakshavriksha,
while Anisha is called by the name of Tinisha (Indian

Jarula tree—Dalbergia Oujeineisis). Upa.stha, and Sarasa
are the other names of Tulasi (Holy basil). The second
variety of Tulasi is called Sita (Ocimum album). Another
species of Tulasi is called Arjunaka, Parni, Saugandha.
parnika and Kutheruka (Assimum Bajilicum). Nila, Nir-

gundi, Sugandhika, Sugandhaparini, Vasanti and KulajA

are the names of Sindhuvara (Vitex trifoliuni*. Peeta-

Kastham and Katakakshya are the names of Kaliyakam

(Yellow Sandalwood) ; Khadira is called Gayatri (Acacia

Catechu), while the white variety is called Kandara (Kadara

according to others). Indivaram, Kuvalayam, Saugandhikam,

Shatadalam, Kamalam and Avjam are the synonymesof Padma
(Nelumbium speciosum), while the blue variety is called

Nilotpalam (Nymphsea Stellata). Vajikarna and Ashvakarna

are the names of Sarja ^Indian Sallree—Slioria Robusta\

while its another variety is known by the epithets of Urja

and Ajakarna (Beng:—Jhanji Shal). Shelu and Vahuvira

are the synonymes of Slileshmataka iCordia myxa, narrow

leaved Sepistun,'. Kulangana, and Mrigechchhd are the

synonymes of Alambusha. Sunandalja, Kukud, Bhadram

and Chatraki are the names of Chhatrd (Andropogon

citratus). Kavari, Kumbhaka, Karila, Kamamana, and

Dhanakrit are the synonymes of Krishnarjaka. Prachi, Vala,

Nadi-Kranta and Vayasi are the names of K&ka-jangh4
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(Leea hirta\ while Dravanti is known by the epithets of

Akhukarnika and Mushika-karna (croton Polyandrum 1
.

Keshamushti and Vishamushti are the names of Dravanam

(Melia Azendarach). Kilihi is called Katuka black Hellebore)

while Amla-vetasa is called Dantaka (country Sorrel-Acido

Zeyfolia). Ashvatthi and (Bhu)-A'malaki are the names of

Vahupatra (Phyllanthus niruri?). Arashukam, Patrashukam

and Kshiri are the names of Rajadanam (Mimonsops Hexen-

bra). Dadimvam is called Mahapatram (pomegranate) which

is also called Karakam. Vidali, Shashpa Kalindi Masuri,

Kantakakshya, Maha-Shyama, Vrikshapadi, Vidya, Kunti,

Nikumbha, Tribhangi, and Triputi are the names of Trivrit

(Ipomea tarpethum.) Saptala is called Sankliini, Sukiimari,

Tiktakshi and Yavatikta (Kalmegh) and is also used to signify

Charma, or Charmaksha (Origaum Vulgaris). Gavkkshi,

Amrita, Shveta, and Girikarni are the names of Gavadani

(Colocynth-Citrullus Colocynthus\ while Raktanga, Gunda,

and Rochanaka are the synonymes of Kampillaka (Kamila-

Melloctus phillipinesis^. The yellow species is called Hema-
kshiri (Gamboge" thistle, while the black variety is called

Kaladugdhika. Gangeruki is another name of Nagaval^
(Sida Spinosa\ while Vishali is a synonym of Indra-varuni

(colocynth.) Rasanjanam (extract of Indian Barbary) is

known by the epithets of Arjanam and Tirksha-Shailam,

while the extract of Shalmali (Bombax Maiabaricum) is

called Mocha-rasa. Pratyakpushpi is another name of

Kharft, while Mayurka is a synonyme of Apamarga (Achyran-

this Aspera). Vasaka (Adhatoda Vasaca) is also called

by the epithets of Simhdsya, Vrisha, and Atarushakam.

Jivaka, Jiva Shakha and Karchura are the names of Shati

(Curcoma Gedoaria). Somavriksha (Somavalka ?), Agni-

gandha, and Sugandhika are synonymous with Kat-phalanv

(Myrica SapidaK Shatapushpa (Dillseed-Aurthum gravey-

leus) is also known by the epithets of Shatanga, Misi and

and Madhurika. Pushkarara and Pushkarahvayam are but
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the different names of Puslikaramulam (root of Alpotaxis

auriculata). Yasa, Dhanvayasa and Dushparsha are the

synonymes of Duralabha (Alhagimaurorun Fogonia Arabica)

Vaguji and Somavalli are the names of Somaraji (Serratula

Anthelmintica). Markara and Kesharaja are the synonymes
of Bhringarija (Wedelia Calendulacea 1

. Edagaja is another

name of Chakramarda (cassiatora). Sarangi, Tagara, Vayasi

Vela, Tanduliya and Ghanastana are the names of Maha-
kala. Tiktatumbi and Tikt&lavu are synonymous with

Ikshaku (Bottle gourd, wild variety of Langenaria Vulgaris-)

Koshataki and Jaminy are but the different names of Dha-

margava (Laffu Aegyptiaca), Vidyut, which is- another species

of Dhamargava is also called Kritabhedanam, Jimutaka,

Khuddaka, and Devatadaka. Gridhradana is another name of

Gidhranakhi, which is also called Kakadani and Hingu (caparis

Sepiaria). Ashvari and Ashvamiraka are but the different

names of Karavira (sweet scented Oleander-Nerrium odorum).

Tarasi and Kushaja are the names of Kapithhapatri (Beng

EIvaluk\ Sindhu, Saindhava, Sindhuttha and Manimuntha

are the synonymes of Rocksalt. Ushara, Yavagra and

Yavakshara are the terms which denote a kind of impure

carbonate of potash\lit. ashes of burnt barley straw) ; Sarjiki

and Sarjkakshara are the names of barilla. Shikhi-kanth&bham,

Chitrakam, Tuttham etc., are the terms which denote nitrate

of Copper. Kashisham, Pushpakashisham and N£tra-

bhesajam (lit eye-cure) a»e the terms which signify green

Sulphate of iron. Kishisha and Dhatu-Kashisha are also the

different names of the foregoing substence. Tapyam and

Tapyutha-sambhabam are synonymous with Makshika (iron

pyrites). Naipili, Kulati and Shila are the different name9

of Manah-shila (red sulphate of arsanict, while the terms Alam

and Manahstalam signify Haritalam (tri-sulphide of arsenic).

Gandha pashana is but another name of Gandhaka (sulpharj

while the term Rasa is used to signify Parada (Mercury-

lit :—that which bears a person beyond death and disease).
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Audumvaram, Skulvam, and MIechcha-mukham are the*

different names of Tamram 'copper), and the terms Adrisararri

(lit: essence o"f rock) Ayas, and Tikshnam are used to'

denote iron (and steel'. Kakshi, Panka-parpati, and Mritti-

kaksharam are the names of Saurashtra Mrittika, Makshi-

kam, Kshaudram and Pushparasam are the synonymes

of Madhu (honeyl. Fermented barley-boilings are called

Sauvirakam and Kanjikam. Ska, Sitopala, Matsandi are

synonymes of Sharkar (sugar). A compound of Cinnamon,

Cardemon, and leaves of Lourus Cassia, taken in equal

parts, is technically known as Trijatakam or Trisugandhf.

This compound, with one part of Naga-Kesharam added to

it, constitutes what is technically known as Chaiurjatam. A
compound consisting of equal parts of Piphali, Pippali-

irmlam, Chavya, Chitrakamulam and Nagar, and combindly

weighing a Kolakam (Onetolla) is called Panchakolam*

Bhutrilanga, Mahashali, and Nivara are the different species

Shalikl, Priyangu is another name of Kanguka (Panicum

stalicum\ and Kordusha is called Kodra (Paspalum Scrobi-

culatum). Kalapa, Langaka and Puti are the names of

Triputa (Lathyrus Sativus). Satina, Vartula and Vena are the

names of Satina (Pisum Sativiuin). A Suvarmam or Kavala-

graham is equal to one Karsha in weight. A Shuktim is

equal to a half Palam or eight Mishakas in weight. A
Vilvam, or Mushti is equal to a Palam weight. Two Palas

make ona Prasriti. Four Palas make one Anjali or Kudavam.

Eight Palas make one Palam. Four Kudavas make one

Prastha ; four Prasthas make one Adakam or Kansapatrab

Four Adakas make one Drona. A hundred Palas make one

Tula weight. Twenty Palas make one Bbara. The

erudite ones have laid down these measures in respect of

dry weight, while in respect of fluid weight these measures

should be taken as double. -

Valam is another name of Turaslikakam, Daru is

another name of Devadaru (Pinus 'Deodara). Granthi is
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Another name of Sthauneyakam. Vasakam is also called

Bhumikam-trinam. Kushtham is also called Amayam, and

Nala-danshanam is but another name of Mdnshi. Shukti is

also called Shuktinakha and Shankha ; Byaghri is also called

Vyaghra-nakha. Purain, Palankasham and Mahish£kshya

are but the different names of Guggalu (bdellium). Rasa and

Gandharasa are the different names of Volam (Myrrh), while

Sarja is called Sarjarasa (resin). Kundarakam is also called

Kundam (Olibanum), Jand Shunistakam is also called Davam
(Gomeopal Sandazack). Priyangu is also known by the

epithets of Phalini, Shyama and Gaurikanti. Artagala is

also known by the epithets of Art£, Bhisana and Vahukantaka.

Sahachara and V&na are the synoriymes of Saireyakahj

(Balaria Crastata). NaktamSla, Putika, and Chira-Vilvaka

are the names of Karanja (Pongamia Glabra). Shobanjana>

Jvala. and Mansa are the different epithets of Shigru

(Horse radish tree—Moringaptery Gooperma). Jayi, Jayanti

Sharani, Nirgundi are the names of Sindhuvara. Moratha"

te another name of Pippali-parni, while Tundi is also called

Tundikerika. Galava, Vodha, Ghota and Ghoti are the differ-

ent names of Madana tree (Randia Denmetorum). Sampdka

is known by the names of Chaturangula and Vy4dhigh£taka

(Kamila). Know that Aragvadham is also called Rajavriksha

and Raivata (Cassia Fistula 1
, Vashtaka is Atitikta, Kantaki

is also called Vikankata (Flacourtia romontchi). Nimva is

also called Arishta (Melio Azadirachta). VayastM, VishvS,

Chchhinmi, Chchhinna-ruha, Vatsadani and Amrita are the

names of Guduchi (Tinaspora Cordifolia). Kirdta-tikta, and

Bhunimva are synonymous with Kindatiktaka (plant Aga-

thotes Chirayta.) These are the names, of vegetable drugs

that are obtained in the forest. Now I shall deal with

Grammar, O Shaunaka, as formerly narrated by Kumara.
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CHAPTER CCXXVIIl.

KuMARA said :—O Kdty&yana, I shall briefly expound the

rules of Grammar which will enable infants to easily compre-

hend that subject and to understand the formation of words

and their derivatives. Terms are either Sup (substantive) or

Ting (verb). A Sup has seven cases. The forms of singular

-dual and plural inflexions of the subjective case are respectively

called Su, Au, Jas. The subjective case-endings are added

t<? the subject of a sentence, to the object in the passive

voice, and are used in the case of address, in Prdtipadikam,

and in cases where the subjective sense is implied even in

the absence of any verb (Ling£rtha>. A term, that expresses

a complete sense even in the absence of a verb or any case-

inflexion, is called a Pratipadikam. 'Am," "Au," and "Shas"

are respectively the singular, dual and plural inflexion-forms

of the objective case (Dvitiy5). That which is done by

the subject of a sentence is called its object (Karma). Dvitiya

case-endings are used in the objective case, and are added

to terms in association with the terms '* Antara" and

" AntanSna." " Ta\" " Bhyam," and " Bhis" are respectively

the singular, dual and plural inflexion-forms of the Tritiya'

(accusative case). Tritiya' inflexions are used in Karanam

(accusative.) The instrument or agency through which a

subject performs an act is called its Karanam {lit. instrument),

and he who performs an act is called its Karti (doer).

" Em," " Bhyam," and " Bhyas" are respectively the singular

dual and plural inflexional forms of Sampradanam (Dative

case;) Dative case-endings are added to persons to which

something is intended to be given, or to which something

is owed, or to whom something appears likeable or delectable.

," Nangsi," " Bhyam" and " Bhyas" are respectively the

singular, dual and plural inflexion-forms of Ap£danam
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(Ablative case). Ablative case-endings are added to a term

from which anything is meant to be fallen or disloged, or

from which any fear is apprehended. " Nas," " Us," and
" Am" are respectively the singular, dual, and plural in-

flexion forms of the Shasthi (possessive case). Shasthi im-

plies possession, ownership relationship, or prominence of

one among many. " Unga," " Usa," and " Sup" are res-

pectively the singular, dual, and plural inflexion-forms of

the Adhikaranam {locative case). Adhikarariam implies the

location of a thing in another substance, and its inflexions are

added to terms signifying that something is contained in

them, or denoting agents under the protection of some body.

Ablative case-endings are added to terms which signify

objects that are either coveted or disliked, as well as to

those used in combination with the prefixes Pari, Apa, and

A'm, or in connection with the terms Itara (other) and those

which denote the names of the quarters of the heaven. The

objective case endings are added to terms used in combina-

tion with " Ena," as well as to the objects of a verb. Terms

which are used in connection with the terms Saha(with), Hina

(without) or are coupled with the prefixes " Anu," " Pari,"

" Prati" always have the objective case-endings. Likewise

adverbs and terms denoting road are always used with the

objective inflexions. Terms implying attempt at going or

efforts of locomotion may either have the objective or

dative case-endings. The object of the verb " Mana,"

implying an act of light* or disrespectful comparison, gets

the dative inflexion, if it denotes an inanimate object;

denoting an animate object, or a sentient creature, it re-

tains its true objective" inflexion. Terms used in com-

bination with Namas (obeisance), " Svasti" (blessing to),

"Svadha, Svaha " Vashat" (obeisance) and Alam (capable)

get the dative case endings. Used to denote a sense like

" for that reason," or " for that purpose " they are likewise

used in the dative case. Accusative case is used in
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combination with the term Saha (denoting accompaniment 1

,,

as well as in respect of objects denoting the loss or defect

of any bodily organ. Terms denoting the progress or course

of time as well as the happening ox contingency of an,

event are used in the locative case. Possessive case endings

may be as well used in respect of the foregoing terms. Both

possessive and locative case-endings may be added to terms,

coupled with;" S.vami," Adhipali" " Ishvara" (lords or master),,

"Dayada" (heirs), and "Sutakas"). Either the locative oh

possessive case may be used where the p.redominence of one

object amongst many (Nirdhara) is desired. Possessive case

endings are added to terms used with " Hetu" (for that

reason). Objects of the root Smri (to remember) always get

the possessive inflexion. Similarly, subjects of verbs formed

by Krit, as well as substantives used, in connection with verbs

denoting the import of killing or envying, get the possessive

inflexion. Subjects or objects do not get the possessive

inflexion in connection with Nishtha suffixes (su.ch as Ta. etc.)

There are two kinds of Prdtipadikam, such as the nama
(substantive) and Dhalu (root). A Dhdtu or root may be

declined i.o ten tenses or Dasha Lakiras. " Tip, Tas"'

"Anti" are the inflexions of third person singular, third person

dual, and third person plural, in the present tense (Lat)..

Sip, Thas,. Tha are respectively the forms of inflexion of

the second person singular, dual and plural in the present

tense; and "Mi" " Vas" and "Mas" are respectively the

forms of inflexion, of the first person singular, dual and

plural in the present tense. These forms are used only in

the Parasmai-Padi form. In the Atmanepadi form they are

respectively. Te, Ate, Ante ; Se, Athe, Dhve" ; and A, Vahe,

and Mahe. "I" and its plural denote first person, " You" and

its plural indicate second person, names other than these are

third person. Bhu (to be) etc., are called Dhatus. Lat means

the present tense. A verb having the form of present tense

signifies the import of a past tense if used in combination with,
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"Sma.n Lang is past perfect tense. The tense Ling is used

in conferring blessings or making benediction. In cases of

direction, permission, advice, prayer, invitation, request, bene*

diction and asking of well being, Lot is the tense in which

a verb is generally used. Lit signifies the past tense, and

is used to denote events which have happened in the absence

of the speaker (lit, not under the eyes of the speaker,

Paroksha). Loong is the name of the tense which is used to

denote an event in the past which did not occur at the time

of speaking. Lrit indicates simple future. Loot is used to

denote a future event which will take place in the presence

of the speaker. In cases in which the occurrence of an

event or the performance of an act is being completed, the

tense L.ring is used. Sometimes the past tense (Lit) ia

used in the place of Lot and vice, versa. The Krit affixes

may be added to a root in either of the three forms or

voices, such as the active, passive and neuter, Trin, Tabya

Ghang, Aniya, Shatri, etc., are the affixes which are usually

affixed to the roots.

Kumar said :—'Now 1 shall enumerate the illustrations of

Sandhis (unions of words) etc., as are found to occur in the

Samhitas. Vipra and Agram make ViprAgram, " Sa " and

A'gata make Sagata. " Vi " combined with " Idam, " makes

Veeda'm, " Su " and " Uttamam " Sii,ttaroam, Pitri and

Rishabha make Pitrirshabha, Langala and 1's.ha, make Langa-i

leesha., Mana and l'sha)$ make " Manishaya " " Ganga. " and

" Udakam " make " Gangodakam." To and Likara make

Tavalkara. Rina and Rinam make Rinarnam, Pri and

Arnam make Prarnam, Sheeta and Arta make Sheetarta.

Tau and likara make Tavalkara. Sa and Indri make Sanidri,

Sa and Okara make Saukara. Iti and Api make Atyapi.

Vadhu and A'sanam make Vadhvasanam. Pitri and Artha

make Pitrartha, Li and Anabandha make Lanubandha. Naye

and Jayet make Naye Jayet. Lu and Anam make Lavanam.

Gau and Ava make Gava. Te united with Ishyara ma Ta
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Ishvara. Athah and Atra make Atho Atro. Shat united with

Iman make Shat Iman. Amih and Ashvah make Ami Ashva.

Shat and Ashya make Shadasya, Tat and Navak make Tanna-

vak. Tat and Charet make Tachcharet. Tat and Lunati

make Tallunati. Tat and Jalam make Tajjalam. Tat and

Shmashanakam make Tat.Shmashinakam. Sugan and Atra

make Sugannatra. Pachan and Atra make Pachannatra.

Bhavan and Chadayati-Bhavamshchhadayati. Bhavan and

Jhanatkar make Bhavan Jhanatkara. Bhavan and Tarati

make Bhavamstarati. Sam and Smritam combinedly make

Samsmritam. Bhavan and Likhati unitedly make Bhavara-

Hikhati. Tan and Sh£te unitedly make Tamschchhete.

Bhavan, Shete Api, Ami and Idrisham combinedly make

Bhavang Shetepyameedrisham. Tvam and Karoshi com-

binedly make Tvamkaroshi. Tvan and Tarasi make Tvanta-

rasi, Sat and Arojianam make Sadar Chchanam, Kah and

Ihatra make Ka Ihatra.

There are six forms of Sam&sas, such as (i) the Karma-

dharaya etc., of which the term Shaddvija forms an illustration.

The term Trivedi furnishes the example of Dvigu Samasa.

Tatkritascha, Tadarthascha, and Vrikabhiti, etc., are the illus-

trations of Tatpurusha Samasa, whereas the terms Tattvajna,

Jnina-dasksha, etc., illustrate the forms of Vahubrihi Samasa.

Examples of the Avyayibhava Samasa always commence with

the interjectional prefixes of Adhi, etc., while the terms

such as Devarshi-Manava, etc., furnish the instances of the

Dvanda Samasa. The terms such as Pandavas, Shaiva,

Vrdhma, and Brahmata are the illustrations of the applied

Taddhita.

The terms Devagni, Sakhi, Pati, Anshu, Krashtu,

Svayambhu, Pita iPitri), Nri (Na), |Prashasta (Prashastri)

Ra, Gau, and Glau, though included within the group of

Adajanta words belong to the masculine gender. Similarly,

the group of Halanta words consisting of the terms Ashra,

Juk, Kshabhuk, Kravyad, Mrigabedb, Atman, Rajan, Yuvan,
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Pathin, Pushan, and Brahmahan, Shashin, Vedhas, Ushanas,

Anudvan, Madhulit and K&shthatat belongs to the masculine

gender. The terms Vanam (wood), Vlri (wateri, Asthi bone)

Vastu (thing), Jagat (universe), Saman (the verses of that

Veda), Ahan (day), Karma, (act) Sarpis (clarified butter)

Bapus (body) and Tejas (energy) belong to the neuter gender.

The terms Jaya (wife), Jara (old age), Nadi (river), Lakshmi

(goddess of fortune), Shree (beauty), Stri (wbrnan^, Bhumi
(land), Vadhu (bride), Bhru (eye-brows), Punarbhu (a re*

married widow)j Dhenu (cow), Svasa (sister), Mata. (mother)

Nau (boat), Bak (speech), Srag (garland of flowers), Dik

quarter of the heaven), Krudh (anger), Yuvati (maiden)

Kukubh, (quarters of the skies), Dyau (effulgence), Dhrite

(comprehension), Pravrish (rainy reason\ Ushnik (metre) and

Sumanas (flowers) belong to the feminine gender.

Now I shall narrate to you the terms which are respec-

tively included within the masculine, feminine and neuter

groups according to the nature of their imports, or the nature

of the act they signify. Shukla (white), Kilala, Shuchi (pure)

Gramani (the master of a village), Sudhi (intelligent one)

Vahu (arms), Kamalabhu (the lotus-sprung deity), Karta.

(master or doer), Vahu (many), Satya (truth), Madhutakshd

and Dirgha-p&t (belong to the masculine gender. The terms

Sarva (all), Vishva (all), Ubha (both), Anya (other), Anyatara

(other than that) are terms that are used both in the mascu-

line and feminine genders. Purva, Apara, Uttara, Dakshina,

Apara, Antara, Tad, Yad, Idam, Ashmad, and Yushmad are

the terms that are used in all the genders.

Here follows declensions of several words and rules of

prosody identical with those enumerated in our English

translation of the Agni Puranam.



Chapter ccxkik.

Suta said :—Now I shall relate to you the rules of conduct

to be observed by Brahrtianas, etc., which Brahma first

learned from Hari and expounded to the holy Vyasa, and

proper performances whereof grant all things to their per>

formers. A twice-born one, having learnt the Vedas and

the scriptural law> shall perform acts (rites) enjoined to be

performed in the Vedas ; unable to perform the Vedic JriteSj

he shall perform those mentioned in the law codes (Smriti);

Even incapable of performing either class of these acts, the

intelligent one shall perform acts of good conduct. The

S'ruti and the Smriti are the eyes, as it were, of Brahmanas

in respect of detecting the true virtue. Bereft of one of

these eyes of S'ruti and Smriti, a Brahmana verily becomes

a moral one-eyed ; bereft of both he becomes morally blind.

Pieties described in the S'ruti and S'astras and -the acts of

good conduct performed by the pious triply form the eternal

virtues (duties eternally obligatory on all). Truthfulness, gift

making (charity), absence of greed or avarice, knowledge
4

performances of religious sacrifices, divine worship, and self-

control, are the eight sacred constituents of good conduct

The body and sense-organs of the pious, effulgent with a

kind of sanctified light, do not adhere to sin, like water drops

to lotus leaves. Of men of all the four orders virtue forms

the main stay of existence. Truthfulness, performance of

religious sacrifices and austerities (meditation), and charity,

are the cardinal duties of house-holders. Non-acceptance of

what has not been formally given and made over (to a

person), practice of charities and austerities, study, annihila-

tion of all killing or mischief-making propensities, truthful-

ness, abstention of irascible feelings, and performance of
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teligious sacrifices, are the attributes of virtue. Learning

(knowledge), opulence, practice of austerities, valour, noble,

parentage, and absence of disease (sound health) are the factors

that lead to the elevation of a man in this world ; all these

proceed from the practice of virtue. From virtue proceed

happiness and knowledge ; knowledge leads to the ultimate

emancipation of one's own self. Performances of religious

sacrifices, endowments for the public good, study of the

Vedas, and practice of charity in conformity with the injunc-

tions of the S'astras may be described as the eternal duties,

commonly obligatory on Brahmanas, Kshatriyas and Vais'yas.

Imparting lessons (teaching) to the pure and the holy,

officiating as priests at the religious sacrifices performed by

the pure, and acceptance of gifts from persons not in any

way impure or unholy are the three means of earning liveli-

hood, open to Brahmanas, in the opinion of the Munis.

Military professions and protection of creatures from hurt

or injury are the callings of Kshatriyas. Rearing of cattle,

agriculture, and trade are the means by which Vais'yas

shall earn their living. Services of the three twice-bora

classes, to be made preferentially in the order of enumeration,

should be the vocations of S'udras. Residence near the

preceptor, service of the consecrated fire, study of the Vedas,

three ablutions, each day, ritualistic ablutions, wearing of

clotted hairs, carrying of staffs, wearing of Mekhalas, living

on alms, residence near &he preceptor till death, or a clear-

shaving of the head are the duties which are obligatory on

Brahmacharins. Perfomances of AgniTiotra sacrifices, earning

of livelihood by means proper to his order, procreation of

sons on his own married wife, and on days not interdicted

as Parvas, making offerings to the gods and to his departed

manes, as well as feeding of all chance- comers (Atithis) to

his house, and perusal of the true imports of S'rutis and

Smritis are the duties of a house- holder. Wearing of clotted

hairs on the head, performances of Agni Hotra sacrifices,

90
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lying down on the bare ground, wearing of deer-skin, re«

sidence in the forest, living on roots, bulbs, fruit and Nivira

grains, etc., abstention from all forbidden acts, daily per-

formance of three ablutions, observance of vow, and propi-

tiation of the gods, Atithis and his departed manes are

the duties of a forest-dwelling (Vanaprastha hermit*. Absten-

tion of all acts or undertakings, living on alms, residence

under the trees, non-acceptance of gifts, living in harmony

with all and sundry {lit. not in conflict with any), practising

of equality to all, maintaining equanimity under all painful

or pleasurable circumstances, acquisition of mastery over

pleasure and pain, purification of both inside and out, prac-

tice of silence and meditation, drawing in of all the sense-

organs from the external world, practice of constant medita-

tion and attempt at being one with the thought, and puri-

fication of ideas are the duties which are obligatory on a

Parivrajaka to cultivate. Truthfulness, forbearance, compas-

sion, purity, abstention of all killing propensiiies and sacred

discourse are the bounden duties of all the four social order?.

Those, who strictly conform to the aforesaid laws and duly

perform their respective duties, come by a better fate.

Now I shall relate to you the duties of a house-holdet

from the. time when he leaves his bed to that when he goes to

sleep in the night. Rising at the Brahma Muhurta (about

half an hour before the dawn) a house-holder shall attend

to the calls of nature, and then having carefully washed him-

self, at the close of the night, shall think of his own wood

both in this world and the next. Then he shall Wathe and

attend to the rite of his Sandhya meditation. He shall

perform the rite of his morning Sandhya after having washed

his face and cleansed his teeth. One should void stool and

urine, looking towards the north, in the day ; and towards

the south, in the night. At the two junctions, of thejday and

night, the rule laid down in respect of urination and defeca-

tion in the day should be followed. In shade, in darkness,
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in the day or night, as we!l as in times of danger to life or of

illness, a Br£hmana can void stool or urine, looking towards

any quarter of the skies, best convenient. One shall not

void urine on cowdung, charcoal, or an ant-hill, nor in clear

pure water, or on the furrows of a ploughed field. Similarly,

urination near the road side, in an assembly, or over writing

materials are forbidden. Earth should not be taken from

beneath the water, from a temple, from an ant-hill, from about

a mouse-hole, or from a cremation ground. The residue of

earth with which one has purified oneself (cleansed one's

person) should be avoided. One Mrittika' (half a Prasritiful

Earth) should be used in rubbing the external orifice of the

urethra, three Mrittikas should be used in rubbing the anus,

three Mrittikas in rubbing the palm of the left hand, and a

Half Mrittiika" in rubbing the palms of both the hands, after

voiding stool.

Now I shall describe the process of purification, after

voiding urine. One Mrittika should be applied to the

external orifice of the urethra ; three, to the anus ; ten, to

the palm of the left hand ; five, to the soles of feet ; and

seven, 10 each of the arms. The greatest quantity of Mrittika"

(clay) which should be used in cleansing the orifices q( the

external ducts of the body, under these circumstances, is half

of what can be contained in the palm of one's hand, out-

stretched and hollowed. The second is half of that of the

former, and the third is half of that of the second. He, who is

incapable of voiding stool or urine in a sitting posture, shall

perform half of these purifications, after urination or defeca-

tion. Half or a quarter part of the purifying measurs, en-

joined to be performed in the day, shall be performed in the

night, after voiding stool or urine. Men in health must

unfailingly observe these rules of purification ; while sick

folks shall observe them as far as they are capable of obser-

ving. Fat, semen, blood, marrow, saliva, stool and urine, and

waxy deposits in the ears, as well as mucous, tears, and
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perspiration are called the excrements of the human boJy.

A man shall try to purify his person as long as he does not

think himself pure ; the extent of purification can not be

precisely laid down for each individual case. There are two

kinds of purification viz., -external and internal, the first

consists in cleansing the body with clay, water, etc. ; the

second is the purification of one's thoughts and ideas.

First, thrice sip water in the manner of the rite of Acha-

manam, then twice rinse the mouth with water, and after

that, thrice sip water with the ball of the thumb. Then re-

peatedly touch your eyes and ears with the tips of the

thumb and the index finger joined together. The navel should

be touched with the tips of the thumb and the small finger

joined together ; and the region of the heart, with the palm of

the hand. The head should be touched with all the fingers

united together, and the back of the arms should be touched

with the tips of fingers by rounding the hand. A Brahmana

shall thrice sip water in the manner of Achamanam for

propitiating the three Vedas, viz, the Rik, the Yaj,us

and the Saman. Similarly, by twice rubbing the lips

lie shall propitiate the Arthava Angirasa, as well as the

Itihasas, Puranas, and Vedangas in succession. He shall

' .touch the principle of ether in his mouth ; the principle

of air, in his nostrils ; the sun, in his sight ; the quarters

of the skies, in the chord of vitality in his umbilicus ;.

and the supreme Brahma, at his* heart. The god Rudra is

pleased by one touching one's head, while the Rishis are

propitiated by one touching the tuft of hair on one's crowBy

at the time of performing an Achamanam. The lord of

death, Indra, Varuna, Kuvera, the Earth-goddess and the

fire-god are pleased by o»e touching one's anus, at the afore-

said time. He shall feel the contact of Vishnu and Ihdra

by touching the soles of his feet and that of Vishnu alone-

by touching his arms. O thou twice born one, the celestial

serpents Vasuki etc.,, are propitiated by the water that oa©
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might cast on the ground at the time of performing Achama-

nam, and the drops of water that he might cast around tend

to propitiate the hosts of spirits. The deities, Agni, Vayu,

Surya and Indra are situated in the phalanges of one's

fingers. The moon-god, with all the sacred pools and sanc-

tuaries, are situated in the palm of one's (right) hand

;

hence, the (right) hand is always pure. The sacred streams

and rivers such as, the Ganges etc., are situated in the lines,

that run across the palm of one's (right) hand.

At the approach of dawn, one shall attend to the calls of

nature, and cleanse His person ; then having cleansed his teeth

with a twig, bitten down in the shape of a tooth-brush, he shall

take an ablution. A person remains impure, even after clean-

sing his teeth, after the expiry of the previous night; hence,

one shall eat the tooth-twig (twig bitten and smashed in the

shape of a tooth-brush), each morning. Twigs of Kadamva,

Vilva, Khadira, Karavira, Vata, Arjuna, Yuthi, Vrihati, Jati,

Karanja, Arka, Atimukta, Jamvu, Madhuka, Ap£ma>gar

Shirisha, Audumvara, Asana, Kshiri, and Kantaki trees and

plants are recommended for the purpose of being used as-

tooth-brushes. Twigs of pungent, bitter, and astringent

flavours, used for the purpose of cleansing the teeth',

bring health and happiness to the cleanser. Then having

washed the tooth- twig and cleansed his teeth, he shall wash

his face, while seated in a pure site. Tooth-twigs should

not be used on days, marked by the new moon, as well as on

the first, sixth or ninth day of the moon's wane or increase.

Similarly, the use of tooth-twigs is prohibited on Sundays.

In the absence of any tooth-twig, as well as on days in which

its use is prohibited, one shall gargle one's mouth with

twelve handfuls of water. A morning-ablution, either before

or after the appearance of the sun on the horizon, is recom-

mended as wholesome ; a pure-souled and pure-bodied

morning-bather becomes competent to practise all religious

rites of Japa, etc. The human body, extremely filthy within
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and provided with nine apertures or external ducts, day an^

flight, exudes impure and unclean secretions, and a morning

ablution is the means of bringing about its purification, each

day. An ablution in the Ganges imparts a cheerfulness to

the mind, and health and a beautiful complexion to the

body. It dissipates grief and misery. " For the extinction of

the ten classes of sin, severally committed by receiving what

has not been formally given, by doing forbidden acts, by

hurting or killing any creature, by carnally knowing another

man's wife, by using abusive language to, or hurting the feel-

ings of any, by speaking falsehood, by practising niggardliness,

by improper speaking, by coveting other men's riches, by

wishing evil to others, I take this ablution in the Ganges/'

One shall'recite this Mantra, while bathing in the Ganges, on

the tenth day of the moon's increase, marked by the asterism

Hastl or JesthS, or under the auspices of the astral com-

bination known as Dash a-Pap a-Ha ra. Brief is the ceremony

which attends an act of ablution in the morning ; while it

is elaborate in respect of that which is made at noon..

House-holders and forest-dwelling hermits (Vanaprasthas)

are only competent to bathe twice a day, vis., at morning

and mid-day ; while Yatis are privileged to bathe three times,

each day. A Brahmacharin shall bathe only once a day.

Having performed the rite of A'chamanam, and invoked the

sacred pools therein, one shall take a bath in the river.

Thirty million is the number of the malignant spirits, called

Mandehas, who manifest a desire of devouring the sun at

day break. He, who does not attend to his Sandhya rite

at the meetings of the day and night, verily kills the sun,

inasmuch as the libations of consecrated water (offered

unto the sun-god in the course of a Sandhy4) tend to consume

these monsters (Mandehas) like streams of liquid fire. The

unions or meetings (Sandhya) of the day and the night, which

are called Sandhyas, last for the period of two Nadikas till

the sun or the stars appear in the sky. After the perform-
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ante of his Sandhya. rite, a person shall personally do the

Homa. The merit of personally performing the Horn? is

greater than that of getting it done by another. A Homa
performed by one's Rittvik (priest

, son, preceptor, brother,

or sister's son is regarded as one done by one's self. The
house-holder fire (Garhapntyagnii is identical with Brahma,

Dakshinagni is same as the three-eyed deity (Siva), Ahavaniya

fire is one with the deity Vishnu, while Truth is the god,

Kumdra. After performing the Homa, one shall repeat the

Mantra, sacred to S'iva (to the sun according to others.)

After that, self-cpntrolled, he shall recite the Pranava and

the Savitri Mantras. He, who daily recites the Savitri Mantra,

coupled with the seven Vyaliritis, as well as the Tripida

Savitri, has no reason to be afraid of any thing in this world.

He, who recites the Gayatri, every morning, on leaving his

bed, is not attached to sin, as water lies not attached to a lotus-

leaf. The presiding deity of the Gayatri is described as

a white-complexioned goddess, clad in silken raiments,

seated on a full blown lotus-flower and carrying a rosary

of Aksha seeds in her hand. The goddess should be invoked

by reciting the Yajus Mantra running as, thpu art the light

etc. The gods, wishing, of yore, to see the goddess residing in

the Brahmaloka in the disc of the sun, invoked her with the

selfsame Mantra. The goddess should be bid adieu, after

the worship, with acts of obeisance. The deities should be

worshipped in the fore-part of the day. There is no higher

god than the Supreme Vishnu; hence, he should be constantly

worshipped. An intelligent person shall not think Brahma,

Vishnu and Shiva as different divinities, but as all one and

the same. Brahmanas, kine, fire, gold, clarified butter, the

sun-god, water, king, the eighth in the list, are always auspi-

cious in this world. Hence, one should constantly view,

worship and circumambulate these eight holy ones.

The cultivation of Vedic knowledge consists in constantly

studying their contents, in constantly committing them to
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memory, in meditating upon the imports el tne Vedta

Mantras, and in giving lessons in the Vedas to one's pupils.

He, who makes gifts of the Vedas, by getting them trail*

scribed by paid writers, goes to the region of the Vedas. He,

who makes similar gifts of works on Itihasas, Puranas, etc*,

acquires twice as much merit as that of making Brahmadanam

(making gifts of vedic texts). The third part of the day should

be demoted to works connected with the maintenance of

one's dependants (Poshyas, lit, those who are to be supported)

One's own parents, preceptor, brother, poor dependants,

Athithis, the sacred fire and guests form the list of one's

Poshyas (Poshya-varga«. Support of those, whom it is one's

duty to sustain, leads to heaven ; hence, one should make his

best endeavours to maintain one's Poshyas. He, on whom
many depend for their subsistence, truly lives. He, who is

concerned only with the pampering of his own belly, is dead in

life ; even dogs are found to secure their food and appease

their appetite. From accumulated wealth and augmented

opulence procaed all acts, as rivers spring up from elevated,

mountains. This earth in whose bowels all gems are

interred (land), food grains, animals and women are called

money (Artha), because they are invariably connected with,

the gratifications of desires (Arthas!. A means of livehood,

which is absolutely inhostile to others, or is slightly hostile to

a (microscopic) minority, should be adapted by a Brahmana

in times of peace. «

There are. three kinds of wealth, white, brown, and blacky

which may be again divided into seven classes. Possessions

of all orders of soceity may be grouped under three heads

such as, heriditary, obtained as presents of love or affection,

and obtained as dowry with a wife. The three specific sources

of wealth, in the case of a Brahmana, are fees obtained for

teaching and officiating as a priest at religious sacrifices, as

well as gifts received from the pure and the holy. The three

specific kinds of wealth (possessions; in respect of a Kshatriya..
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Sre money obtained in the shape of revenue, fines realised

from persons convicted in law courts, arid that obtained by

conquest. The three specific sources of wealth in respect of

a Vais'ya are cattle-rearing, agriculture arid trade. Favour

obtained by service is the only source of income of a S'udra.

In times of danger, a Brahmana, by pursuing agriculture^

trade, or usury, does not commit any sin. The Rishis have

described a large concourse of means of livelihood, but usury

thrives the best of them all. Unnatural seasons of drought,

political disturbances, rats and other pests are the irripedi- •

ments to the successful practice of agriculture, but usury is

bereft of them all. The thriving in Usury does not cease in day

or in night, in dark or light fortnight, nor in summer, winter

or rains. The profit, which artisans and traders of different

guilds do by sojourneying to foreign climes, the money-lender

does by remaining in his native country. Having made a

good profit in the business of money lending, one should pro-

pitiate the gods, Brahmarias and one's departed manes with

a portion thereof. The gods, etc., thus propitiated, absolve

the sin incidental to the practice of usury. Learning, art,

service, cattle-rearing, trade, agriculture and alms-taking

etc., are I
the ten means of livelihood. By accepting gifts a

Brahmana shall acquire wealth, a Kshatriya shall acquire

Wealth by conquest, a Vaishya shall acquire money by plying

any lawful trade, whereas a Shudt-a shall earn money by

serving others. A futl-bodied river, Sakas (vegetables',

Samids, Kusha-grass, fire, leaves and Omkara are the best

possessions of Brahmanas. There is no demerit in accepting

gifts, offered without asking or seeking, the gods call such

articles (gifts) as ambrosia ; hence, they should not be reject-

ed. One seeking to propitiate the gods and Atithis may accept

gifts from one's servants and preceptor. For these purposes

one may accept gifts from any person whomsoever, but one

must not appropriate artic les of such gifts to one's own use.

A Brahmana, possessed of good qualifications and having

91
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very little blemishes in his conduct, is alone competent to

receive gifts ; a bad or illiterate Brahmana degrades his Self

lowerer by taking any gift. The foremost of Brahmanas,

obliged to earn his livelihood by penmanship, shall subse-

quently practise a pen.mce by way of expiation,.

In the first quarter of the day, a Brahmana shall collect

sesame, flowers, Kusha-grass, and earth for rubbing his body

with, while bathing ; a bath in a natural stream of water is re-

commended. Ablutions may be divided into six classes such

as, the Nityam (daily obligatory bath, non-performance where-

of is sinful), Naimittikam (specific or occasional), Kamyain

(that made for the fruition of any definite object), Kriyangam

(which forms the part of, or sequel to, any religious rite),

Malakarshanam (that made for the purpose of cleansing the

body) and Kriya (bath which in itself forms a religious rite.)

Without bathing a man does not become competent to per-

form his daily rite of Homa, Japa, etc. ; hence, he shall bathe

early in the morning, each day. An ablution, which is made

under specific circumstances such as, the one made for the

purpose of purifying one's self, after touching excreta or a

Chandala or a woman in her menses, is called a Nairn ittika

Snanam. Bathing under the influence of any auspicious

asterism such as, the Pushya etc., and made in accordance

with the directions of astrologers, is a called Kamya Snanam.

He, who has not the fruition of any definite object in his heart,

must not bathe under such circumstances. An ablution, made

with the express object of worshipping any divinity, or of

studying any sacred Vedic Mantra, is called a Kriya Snanam.

A bath, taken for the purpose of removing the impurities

of the body, and for no other object, is called a Malap-

karshanam Snanam. An ablution in a sacred pool, or in

a natural reservoir of water, when it forms in itself a reli-

gious rite, is called a Kriya Snanam. A mere touch of

the water of a sacred pool leads to the purification of

the bodtly Jimb9 ; religious merit is obtained by taking a
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bath therein. By rubbing the body while reciting the Varuna

Mantra, one is immediately absolved of all sin. In the

absence of a sacred pool (Tirtha) all ablutions should be

made in boiled water. Water, that lies on the surface of the

earth, is more purifying than what has been collected and

carried away ; waters of springs or fountains are more purify-

ing than terrestrial waters. Lake water is more purifying

than fountain-water ; river-water is more purifying than

lake-water ; the water of a sacred pool is more purifying

than river-water, while the water of the Ganges is the

purest of the pure. Ganges-water extinguishes the sin of

a man which he might have committed from his birth to

death. Of the waters that are to be found in the sanctuaries

at Gaya or Kurukshetra, the Ganges-water is the most

purifying of them all. The counsels or discourses of the

erudite are more purifying in their effect than ablutions in any

sacred pool whatsoever ; and in conferences of virtue and

religion most sanctifying is the Brahmana, who lives in

conformity with the injunctions of the holy Vyasa.

Baths on the occasion of the birth of one's own son,

or in the event of the sun passing over to another zodiacal

sign, or under the auspicies of any blissful astral combina-

tion are recommended in the night, if these events take

place in the night. Nocturnal baths, under the auspicies of

lunar eclipses, are also recommended, otherwise baths in the

night are prohibited. TV bath in the river, taken in early

morning, each day, and just after the appearance of the

sun on the horizon, equals a Prijapatyam in merit, and tends

to extinguish the Mahapatakas. By bathing, each morning,

for a year, with a devotional spirit, one acquires the same

merit which is ordinarily acquired by practising the Praja-

patyam penance, for twelve years in succession. He, who

desires for the objects of enjoyment, effulgent as the sun and

the moon, and wishes to possess an absolutely sound health,

shall bathe, each morning, for the two months in the year,
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viz., Ma"gha (January, February) and Phalguna (February,.

March). By living on Havishya food and observing the

vow of Shat-Tilam during the month of Magha, a morning

bather is absolved of all sin. The mother, father,, brother,

friend or preceptor of a bather, by mentioning whose name

he might dive into the water, takes one-twelfth part of the

merit of the ablution. The god Vishnu becomes specially

fond of A'malakam (Emblic Myrobalans) under the auspices

of the eleventh day of the moon's, wane or increase ; hence,

one, wishing personal beauty, shall bathe with Amalakas on

his person. Bereavement, infamy, ill-health, etc., reside in

the stone of an Amalakam. By anointing one's person a. man

acquires health, beauty and all things he might set his heart

upon. The goddess of fortune remains so long satisfied,

with a vowist, after he has got his- hair clipped by a barber,,

as he does not touch oil.

Having bathed in the manner above described, one shall)

propitiate the gods and one's departed manes, as well as per-

form, the rite of Tarpanam unto the canonised men. Stand-

ing in navel-deep water, lie shall meditate upon the Selves

of his deceased ancestors as seated in the air, and invoke

their presence by saying, "come, O my departed manes,

pleased with the libations of water 1 have just now offered

unto you." By reciting this invocation
1

he shall offer libations

of water unto each of them in the southern quarter of the

heaven. Then having put on dry clothes and seated on

cushions of Kusha blades; the performers of Tarpanas, duly

conversant with the rules of offering libations, of water unto

the gods and their departed manes, shall offer them, on blades

of Kusha grass, and never in any vessel. " May whatever

is impure in this water, may whatever is cruel or unquiet in

this water, may that all be removed." By reciting this Mantra

and taking a libation of water in. his left hand, he shall cast

that in the south-west quarter of the sky for the purpose^
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of warding off the advent of malignant spirits, during the

performance of the rite.

"May Indra, Yaruna and Vrihaspati, Bhaga, Savita and

the Risliis such as Sanaka, etc., extinguish all the sin,, which

I might have committed by eatintj forbidden food,, or by

accepting gifts from sinful and degraded persons, as well: as

that which I might have committed by word, thought or

deed. May all creatures from the lpwest animalculum to. the

highest Brahman be propitiated with this libation of water"'

Sayjng this, one shall offer three libations of water. Thus

I have briefly described the mode of performing Tarpanara.

Bereft of pride and humble in spirit, one shall worship the

gods by reciting the Mantras sacred to Brahma, Vishnu,

Rudra, Savitri or Varuna, as the case may be. Each deity

should be worshipped by reciting the Mantras sacred to it.

Then having made obeisance to it, flowers should be offered

to it by appending the term Namas to the name to the deity.

The god Vishnu, who is not only full of the energies of all

the divinities, but their grand refuse, as well as the sun-

god should be worshipped, and offerings of flowers and liba-

tions of water should be made to him by reciting the

Purusha Sukta. The gad Vishnu may be worshipped by

reciting the Mantra, which runs as,. " By him all this visible

universe has been created and arranged in systems," or by

reciting any other Tantrik Mantra. First, the Arghya offer-

ing should be made to the deity, then scented pastes such as

sandal etc., should be offered, after that, "offerings of flowers,

should be made, and lighted lamps should he waived before

the deity.

Brahmanas, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas should bathe by re-

citing the Mantras, while S'udras should silently bathe. The

performance of a Brahma-yajna consists in teaching the Vedas,

that of a Pitri-yajna consists in offering oblations and libations

of water to one's departed manes ; casting of oblations in the

sacred fire (Homa) is called Daiva-yajna ; offering of oblations
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unto the animals is called {Bhuta-yajna, and. the feeding of

Atithis is called Nri-yajna. The rite of Japa (mental recitation

of a Mantra), done in the house, bears ordinary merit ; made on

the banks of a river it gives double merit ; made in a cowshed

it beans fruit ten times greater ; made in a chamber of the

consecrated fire it bears fruit, a hundred times greater; made

at a sanctuary or in a divine temple it produces a thousand

times greater merit ; made near the image of Vishnu it bears

a hundred millions of times greater merit.

Of the five parts of food prepared in a household, each

day, four should be respectively allotted to the use of the

Pitris, Devas, men and the insects etc. He, who takes his

daily meals, after giving food (boiled rice) to his friends,,

relations and Br&hmanas, ascends to the region of heaven

after death, through the merit of making gifts of food.

Articles of sweet flavour should be eaten at the fore part of a

meal ; things of acid and saline tastes, at it its middle ; and

those of bitter, pungent and astringent flavours, at its close.

Water should be take*) after eating a meal. One should

never take edibles of a single taste in exclusion of those of all

others. Verily the boiled rice of a Brahrnana is like unto-

ambrosia ; that of a Kshatriya is like unto milk ; that of a

Vaishya is a wholesomefood, and that of a S'udra is like unto

blood. Beauty and opulence reside in the person of him, who

observes a fast on the day of the new moon. The Gftrhapatya

fire is located in the belly of a roai* ; the Dakshina fire, in his

dorsal region ; the Ahavaniya fire, in his mouth ; and the

Satyagni in his head—He, who is cognisant of the locations

of these five fires in his body, is called an Ahitagni one. The

body, the water, the albumen or the fluid constituents of the

body and the various kinds of food-stuff are called Annam,

while Prana, Agni (fire heat) and AMitya (the sun) are one and

the same and enjoy the aforesaid Annam. Food contributes

to the invigoration of the principles of earth, water, 'fire and

air contained in my body, and the essence of food, after being
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properly digested, and assimilated in my organism, brings

about a pleasurable condition of my ego. Prepared betel

leaves (Tamvulas) should be smashed with the hands, and then

chewed, after eating. After eating one's (midday) meal, one

shal hear the narration of histories and Puranas during the

sixth and seventh parts of the day. After that, one shall

again bathe* and attend to the performance of one's Evening

Sandhya. O thou twice-born one, thus I have described the

daily routine of acts to be followed by house-holders. The

erudite one, who hears these rules of conduct narrated, or

follows them in earnest spirit, goes to heaven after death.

The god Ke.shava is the narrator of these rules of purity,

duty and virtue, and the god Hari is the goal of all expiatory

penances, and is the last refuge of the celestials and celestial

regions.

Here follow descriptions of the modes of performing cere-

monial ablutions and the different forms of Shraddha,

identical with those described in our English translation of

the Agnipuranam.

-:o:

CHAPTER CCXXX.

HarI said :—'Now hear me, O Sbankara, narrate a catechism

of practised pieties, which extinguishes all sin of, and

grant enjoyment of worldly pleasures and emancipation

of self to, its listner. Grief robs a man of his pleasure,

energy, fortitude, strength, virtues and erudition ; hence, one

should abandon all grief. Acts erf a man are the deities that

mould his destiny, acts are the factors that determine the

nature of his environment as well as the character of the

region of his birth, acts are bis true friends and relations, and
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it is his acts that lead him to happiness or misery in this world.

Charity is the highest of all virtues ; through the merit of

practising charity a man may acquire a kingdom or work

out his own salvation, and become an emancipated Self:

hence, a man shall-, practise charity and make gifts to the

poor and the worthy. One kind of charity is to make gifts

with proper Dakshinis, another kind of charity consists

in succoring the lives of the oppressed ahd the tyran-

nised. Those, who obstruct or destroy the piety, which is

acquired by practising penances or Brahmacharyayam, or by

celebrating religious sacrifices, or [by performing] ceremonial

ablutions, go to hell. Those,i who are devoted to the per-

formance of Homas, Japas, Pujas and ablutions, and are full

of truthfulness, forbearance and compassion, go to heaven.

None there is who dispenses happiness or misery to a man
j

or removes them out of his own sweet will ; man suffers

misery or enjoys happiness as the effects of what he has

done. Those, who live for practising virtues, visit their wives

for the procreation of children, and cast offerings to the

deities for bringing about their satisfaction, tide over the

evils of life. Who is he that cannot live contented on fares of

fruits and bulbs ? It is through company and entering into

relationship that, man dives into troubles. Dreadful is the

consequence of greed alone ; from greed proceeds wrath or

anger ; and from wrath, strife ; out of greed comes delusion,

from delusion proceeds attachment, from attachment pro-

ceed pride and egotistic, feelings. He, who lives in peace

with himself, undisturbed by counter calls of desire, wrath,

greed, pride delusion atid falsehood, ascends to the region

of highest bliss, undefiled by the touch of any sin whatsoever^

•O Hara, the gods, the celestial sages, the Nagas, the

Gandharvas and Gujhyakas adore the pious and the truthful

in this world, and not those who are rich and full of desires.

Neither by dint of valour or energy, nor by wisdom or occult

power, a mortal can obtain that which he is not fated to obtain
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frence there is nothing to be deplored in that. As fishes

spring upon their prey in water, as wild beasts live upon their

prey on land, as birds eat their prey in the sky, so the fich are

devoured by designing persons, everywhere. Compassion

towards all creatures, control of all the senses, and a know-

ledge of the transitory nature of all things are the highest bliss.

Like the teat-like excrescences on the neck of a she-goat,

futile are the lives of those, who do not practise virtues, even

with the sight of death ahead. A patricide, a Brahmanicide, a

defiler of his preceptor's bed, a cow-killer, or a destroyer of a

foetus in the womb may expiate his sin by making the gift of

a plot of land, possessed of all the commendable features.

This is my opinion, O thou bull-ensigned deity, that the gift of

a cow is the highest of all gifts ; the gift of a cow, honestly

obtained or purchased, succours the whole family of the

giver. No gift can vie with the gift of food (Annam) in

point of merit ; it is food that sustains the whole world,

whether mobile or immobile. The merit, which is acquired

by making gifts of horses, elephants, chariots, gems, lands,

or of girls, or by performing Japas, or Vrishotsargas

(letting loose of a bull on the celebration of a Shraddha cere-

mony), does not rank one sixteenth part of that, which is

acquired by gifting food to the poor and the needy, in as

much as food sustains strength and life, and from food pro-

ceed sperm and comprehension.

Excavations of wells, or tanks for public purposes and lay-

ing out of fruit-gardens for the use of the public lead to the

regeneration of twenty one generations of the donor, who is

also glorified for his piety in the region of Vishnu, after

death. The sight of the holy is more sanctifying than a

pilgrimage to a sanctuary ; the merit of a pilgrimage takes

time to bear fruit, the company of the holy becomes fruitful

on the same day. Truthfulness, self-control, practice of

austerities, purity, contentment, forbearance, simplicity, know-

ledge, compassion and charity—these are the eternal virtues.
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CHAPTER CdXXKl.

BRAHMA said :—Now 1 shall deal with the mode of practising

the expiatory penances, which tend to extinguish all sins

for which the Self of a man is consigned to the pangs of

hell. Flies, ants, drops of water, water that lies accumulated

On the surface of the earth, fire, cats, and ichneumons, are

always pure. A twice-born one, who, through inadvertence,

eats anything, which has been defiled by the touch of the

residue of a S'udra's meal, shall fast for an entire day and night

and regain his purity by taking Panchagavyam. A Brahmana,

accidentally touched by another Brahmana, who has not

washed his mouth after eating, or happening to touch the

residue of the meal of another Brahmana, shall bathe and

recite the Mantras, and take his meal at the close of the

day. A Brahmana, happening to partake of a meal con-

taining a tip of hair or a flee, shall regain his purity by

vomiting out the ingested food. He, who takes a meal,

held in the hollow of his palm, or on the tips of his fingers,

or on his arms, shall regain his purity by fasting for an

entire day and night. The residue of water, drunk with

left-hand, is as impure as that which is contained in a

leather-bag, and hence, that should not be drunk. A Brah-

mana, in whose house a Chandala lies concealed without

his knowledge, shall effect his purification by practising a

Paraka, or a Chandrayana penance, whereas a S'udra house-

holder, under the circumstances, shall practise a Prajapatyam.

He, who takes any cooked food in the house of a low-

caste, shall practise a half Krichchha penance. He, who
eats meals belonging to these harbourers of low-castes in

their houses, shall perform a quarter part of Krichchha Vrata.

A twice-born one having taken the food cooked by a washer-

man, carpenter, cobbler, or of one who manufactures articles
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of bamboo, or food belonging to any of these people, shall

practise a Chandrayanam. A Brahmana, having unknowingly
drunk water out of a Chandala's well-cup, shall practise a Santa-
panam. A Kshatriya and a Vais'ya, under the circumstances,
shall respectively practise a half and a quarter Santapanam.
A S'udra, under the same circumstances, shall practise a
quarter Ch&ndrdyanam. Having unknowingly taken any
food in the house of one of a vile caste, a Brahmana shall

regain his purity by practising three Krichchha Vrat^s, while

a S'udra, under the circumstances, shall practise a Parakam
penance. A Brahmana having partaken of the residue of

the meal of a member of vile caste shall regain his purity by
practising a Chandrayanam, while having drunk water in the

house of a low caste person a Brahmana shall fast for six nights

(Sh id Ratram.) A Kshatriya having unknowingly partaken

of the food of a Chanddla shall practise a Santapanam, while

a Vais'ya and a S'udra^ under the circumstances, shall respec-

tively practise the Shadratri and Triratri penances. A Brah-

mana having unknowingly eaten a fruit, while seated on a

branch of the same tree with a Chanddla, shall regain his

purity by fasting for an entire day and night.

A Brahmana happening to touch a Chanddla, before wash-

ing his face, after eating a meal, shall repeat eight thousand

times the Gdyatri, or a hundred times the Drupada Mantra.

Having eaten the food of a Chanddla or S'vapacha, or that

which has been defiled by the touch of excreta, a Brahmana

shall practise a Triratram penance, the expiation for the

members of other castes, under the circumstances, being the

performance of a Paraka Vratam. Having wantonly visited

a woman, a man shall practise a Paraka penance by way of

expiation. No expiation exists for one, sprung of a vile caste,

under these circumstances. A Brahmana, having drunk water

out of a cup which contained wine, shall regain his purity by

practising a quarter Krichchha Vratam, and by getting him-

self reinitiated with the holy thread. Brahmanas, who having
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renounced the vows of Pravrajyam or Agnihotram wish. to>

reenter the order of honse-hoJders, shall regain their purity by

practising three Krichchha, Vratas and three Chandrdyanash

and by again going through the rites of Jata Karma, etc.

This is the opinion of the holy Yashishtha. A woman having

failed to. completely practise a Prdjupatyqm shall regain,

her purity by feeding Brahmanas. A Brahmana, with his face

unwashed after a meal, happening to be touched by a S'udra,.

similarly circumstanced as himself or by a dog,, shall regain

his purity by fasting for a night, and by taking the compound

known as Panchagavyam. Touched by members of other

castes, while circumstanced as above, a Brahmana shall regain

bis purity by fasting for five nights! Undefiled is a current

stream of water
;.
pure are the particles of dust blown about

by the wind, women, infants, and old men are above all

pollution \ constantly pure is the face of a woman, pure are

the fruits felled down by birds from their stems, pure is a

calf after being delivered of its mother's womb, pure is the

mouth of a dog at the time of catching a game. Pure are

the aquatic animals in water, pure are the land-animals on

the surface of the earth, pure is the person that perform an

A'chamanam by resting his feet in water. Articles of Indian

bell-metal, undefiled by the touch of wine, are purified by

rubbing them with ashes ; defiled by the touch of wine or

urine, they should be purified by heating. Articles of Indian

bell-metal, smelled by kine or defiled by the touch of the

residue of a S'udra's meal, or by the contact of a dog or

a crow, are purified by being rubbed with the ten kinds

of ashes. Having partaken his meal out of the saucer of

a S'udra, a Brahmana shall regain his purity by fasting for a

day, and by taking Panchagavyam as well. A Brahmana

having touched a dog, a S'udra, or any other beast, or a woman

in her menses, before washing his face after a meal, shall

regain his purity by fasting for a day, and by taking Pancha-

gavyam. In a waterless place, or on a road infested by
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thieves or tigers, a person is not polluted by voiding urine

with an article of human use in his hand. He shall place it

"on the ground, and again take hold of the same, after having

cleansed jhis person. Kanjikam (fermented rice or barley

gruel,) milk-curd, milk, whey, meat, honey and Krishara,

may be accepted, without impunity, even from a S'udra. A
BrShmana, who takes any kind of intoxicating liquor such

as Gaudi, Paishti, or Madhvikam, shall expiate his sin by

taking any flame-coloured wine, or by taking cow-dung and

cow's urine. Having carnally known a dancing girl, an

actress, a laundress, a carpenter's or Benujivi's wife, or the

wife or daughter of one's own mother's brother, or the

daughter of one's own spiritual preceptor, or the wife of

one's own friend (relation) or uterine brother, one shall

practise a Tapta Krichehham penance by way of expiation.

No expiation exists for the sin of carnally knowing the

daughter of one's own mother's sister. Having taken any

thing previously eaten by a jackal or a hog, one shall regain

one's purity by practising a Shadr&tram penance. Having

taken dry meat one shall practise a Tapta Krichehham

penance. Persons, guilty of incendiarism or of administer-

ing poison to any body, shall practise a Tapta Krichehham

by way of expiation. Having partaken of any thing in the

house of a S'udra, affected by a birth or death impurity, a

Brahmana shall recite eight hundred times the Gayatri

Mantra; having taken *a meal in the house of a Vais'ya

or a Kshatriya, circumstanced as before, he shall recite five

hundred times the Gtyatri Mantras. A Brahmana, who takes

his meal in the house of a Brdhmana, impure with a birth

or death uncleanness, shall regain his purity by reciting a

hundred times the sacred Gayatri.

On the occasion of a birth or death in his family, a Brail.,

mana remains unclean for ten days ; a Kshatriya for twelve

days ; a Vais'ya, for fifteen days ; and a S'udra, for a month.
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Uncleanness, incidental to the death of one's relation in battle,

in a foreign country, during the celebration of a religious

sacrifice, or in execution of a capital sentence passed by the

king, as well as that which results from the death of a

cognate relation, below six months of age, expires with the

very day of the occurrence of the death. Uncleanness in-

cidental to the death of an unmarried girl, of a twice-born

son not initiated with the Maunji, of a boy who has cut his

teeth, or of a girl of three years of age, lasts for three nigl ts

only. Uncleanness, incidental to the abortion or miscarriage

of a fcetus, lasts for the same number of days as that of the

months of pregnancy in which the said abortion or mis-

carriage has occurred. Uncleanness in respect of the birth

of a child, born before time, lasts for the same number of

days as that of the months of gestation in which the birth

has taken place. In times of famine or scarcity, during civic

disturbances, birth or death-unclean ness does not affect a

person, nor does it affect those who are in the habit of prac-

tising charities, every day, or those who are being initiated,

or are practising vow, or penances, or are residing in any

6anctuary. At the time of spiritual initiation, during the

celebration of a marriage ceremony, at times when Br&hmanas

are feasted in one's house, or while performing an act pre-

viously determined, a death or birth uncleanness does not

affect. Similarly, a Br&hmana becomes unclean by touching

his justly parturient wife. Birth uncleanness does not affect

a man in a place where oblations are cast in the sacred fire,

or the Vedas are studied, or offerings are constantly offered

unto the Vishvedevas. A S'udra, consecrated with the sacred

Mantra, regains his personal purity a fortnight after the

occurrence of a (birth) uncleanness. Brahmanas in jeopar-

dised conditions remain unclean for a single day in con-

nection with a birth-uncleanness. A performer of .Agni-

Hotra sacrifices, a vowist arid a reciter of any sacred Mantra

are not affected by birth-uncleanness.
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A woman ih ker menses happened to be touched by a dog,

or a Chanddla or a Pukkasa shall fast till the day of her bath of

purification, when she shall regain her purity by bathing. Any

household work done by her, under the circumstances, should

be regarded as an unsanctified act, whereto sin is attached. A
twice-born one happening to take his meal in a house under

uncleanness shall practise a Triratram Vratam by way of

expiation. Brahmanis, Kshatriyas and Vais'yas in their

menses, happening to touch one another, shall respectively

fast for three nights, two nights and one night, while S'udrls

shall be clean again only by taking ablutions. A Drona

measure of cooked food or articles of fare, happened to be

defiled by the touch of a dog or crow, should not be cast

aside as impure ; dnly the superficial stratum of such food

should be rejected. The mode of purifying such food consists

in sprinkling waters, in which bits of gold have been kept

immersed, over its pile and in heating it again on fire. A
Brdhmana, a Kshatriya, and a Vais'ya happening to drink the

water of a well in which the carcase of a dog, jackal, of

mankey has been cast, shall regain their purity by respec-

tively fasting for three nights, two nights and one night.

In the event of a well being defiled by the casting of bones,

hair, or other excrementitious matter in its water, it shall be

purified by dredging its bottom and casting Panchagavyam

into it. In the event of a pond or tank being defiled by

ashes, sixty pitcherfuls" of water should be baled out of its

bed, and Panchagavyam should be cast in its water. In the

event of a tank being defiled by the washing of catamenial

blood of a woman in its water, thirty pitcherfuls of its

water should be baled out. Having visited a woman stand-

ing in an interdicted relation to him, or used any forbidden

article of food and drink such as beef, wine, etc., a Brab-

mana, or a Kshatriya is purified by practising a Prajapatyam

penance ; a Vais'ya, by a Santapanam ; and a S'udra, by a

Pancha-ratram penance. After practising an" expiatory
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penance, one shall feed the worthy Brahmanas and majce

gifts of kine to them.

The use (wearing) of an indigo-dyed cloth by one in bed

or at the time of visiting one's wife is not sinful, otherwise

an indigo- dyed cloth should not be touched and an indigo-

dyer goes to hell, after death. A jBrahmanicide, a wjne-

drinker, a stealer »f gold of more than eighty Ratis weight,

he who defiles the bed of his own preceptor, as well as the

one who keeps company of these men, are absolved of their

sin by paying visit to Setubandha. After return from his

pilgrimage, any of these absolved sinners shall feed the pious

Brahmanas and make gifts of kine to them. A Brahmani-

cide shall live for twelve years in a cottage in the forest
j

and carrying a human skull on his head he shall stroll out

for alms. Thus he shall live on alms for twelve years,

whereby he will be absolved of his sin. On the other hand,

he shall immolate his self in a blazing fire, or shall renounce

his life for the good of a Brahmana, or shall dedicate all

his possessions to use of a Brahmana. Similarly, a wine-

drinker shall immolate his self in a blazing fire. A gold

stealer, falling under the category of a Steyin, shall expiate

his sin by making gift of all his possessions to a Brahmana,

well-versed in the Vedas. He, who has defiled the bed of

his preceptor, shall purchase his absolution by making gifts

of a thousand bullocks to Brahmanas.

If a cow dies, while penned in a shed or an enclosure, her

owner shall practise a quarter part of the Krichchha penance

by way of expiation, in the case where the cow dies with

fastenings or halter round her neck, the expiation is the

practice of a half Krichchha penance, whereas in cases

the cow is burnt down to death, or where the death occurs

from its being led astray in the wilderness, her owner shall

practise a full Krichchha Vratam by way of expiation. The

practice of a quarter Krichchha penance is the expiation

in the case where the cow dies from the effects of injudicious
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fastenings of bells round her neck. Having accidentally

broken the horn of a cow, Or a bone in her body, or having

broken her tail or injured her skin, One shall live, for a fort*

night, on Jivakam. A member of any of the three twice*

born orders, having unknowingly taken wine or any excre-

m'entitious matter such as, the stool or urine, should be

re-initiated with the holy thread. Shaving of the head, carry-

ing of staff, wearing of the grass-girdle (Mekhala), begging

6f alms and observance of vows should be omitted in the

rites of such second initiation of the twice-born. Raw
meat, clarified buttter, honey and seed-oils, kept in the

Vessel of a man of vile cast, become pure as son as they are

taken out of it. The practice of a quarter-Krichchha penance

consists in taking a night-meal on the first day, in living

on what is obtained without asking on the second day, and

in fasting on the third day of its term, while that of a half

Krichchha Vratam is double df what is laid down in connection,

with a quarter-Krichchham. The practice of a Prajapatyam

p'enance, which extinguishes all sin, consists in triply doing

what is laid down in respect of a quarter-Krichchham. A
Krichchham penance, practised by fasting for seven days in

succession, is called a Maha-Santapanam Vratam. Take only

warm water On the fir>t) three days, only warm milk on the

second three days, and only clarified butter on the third three

days of the penance. This is called the sin-absolving

Tapta-Krichchha- Vratam? The practice of a Paraka Vratam,

Which extinguishes all sin-, consists in fasting for twelve days

in succession.

In this penanCe the penitent shall take one morsel of food

(Pinda) On the first day of the light fortnight, and successively

increase the fiumbe'r by one, each daV> till the day of the full

moon, and thereafter go On decreasing it by one, each day, till

'the day of the neW moon. The compound known as the

Panchagavyam, the use of which tends to extinguish all sin,,

shall consist of the milk of a golden-coloured cow, the dung

9$
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of a white ccrw, the urine of a copper-coloured cow, the butter

made out of the milk of a blue-coloured cow, the curdled milk

of a black cow, and the washings of the blades of Kusha-grass,

in the following proportions vis., eight Mashas of cow's urine,

four Mishas of cowdung, twelve Mashas of cow-milk, ten

Mashas of curdled cow-milk, and five Mashas of melted cow-

butter. O Vyasa, the holy sages have devoutly practised

the pieties I have narrated ; those, who propitiate the divine

Vishnu, live in comfort and happiness. By'performing Japas,

Homas, and Sandhyas, one acquires (is merged in) Vishnu, the

granter of virtues, wealth, creature-comforts and emancipa-

tion. Vishnu is virtue, Vishnu is vow, Vishnu is worship ;

Vishnu is Tarpanam. He is Homa, Sandhya, meditation and

psychic trance.

;o:-

CHAPTER CCXXXlt.

SUTA said :— Shaunaka, now hear me describe the disso-

lution of the universe (Pralayam). A thousand of each of the

four Yugas make one Kalpa, which, in its turn, constitutes one
day of the lotus sprung deity. Now hear me narrate the rules
of conduct and life, etc., which respectively obtained in the
said four Yugas. Virtue reigned unimpaired with its four
feet Of truthfulness, charity, penance and mercy in the cycle
of Satyam (truth). The protector of virtue was (S'veta)
white-complexioned Hari. Men were contented and erudite
in that age, and the duration of human life was four thousand
years. At the close of Satya Yuga, Kshatriyas of the twice-
born order conquered the Brahmanas, Vais'yas and S'udras;
.and the valarous Vishnu of mighty prowess killed many
Rakshasas. In the Treta Yuga, virtue was robbed of one of
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its limbs, and was composed of the three factors of truthfulness,,

charity and compassion. Men were devoted to the perfor-

mances of religious sacrifices ; and the earth was peopled by-

men of Kshatriya extraction in that cycle of Treta. The

red-complexioned Hari was worshipped by the people of

that age, and the duration of human life was one thousand

years. Bhimaratha of Kshatriya extraction, who was an-

incarnation of Vishnu, killed many Rakshasas in the Treta^

Yuga. In the cycle of Dvapara, when the yellow-com*

plexioned Achyuta was the protector of virtues, the-

duration of human life was fourteen hundred years, and

men born of Brdhmana and Kshatriya parents peopled

the earth. The god Vishnu, incarnate in the shape of
r

the holy Vyftsa, considering the smallness of human intellect/

(comparative dul'ness of human memory) at the time,,

divided the Veda into four parts, and taught them to his.

own disciples in the following order, viz., he taught the Rik

Veda to Faila ;. the Sama Veda, to- Jaimini ;.- the Atharvan>, to»

Sumanta ; and the Yajur Veda, to Mahimuni. To Vaishanu

payana he taught the Puranam ; and the eighteen Puranas, to>-

Suta, by reading which one is enabled to know the god Hari.'.

A Puranam treats of five topics such as, the creation,

of the universe (Sarga>, dissolution of the universe (PratU

sarga.), gen.eotbgies- of kings, specific traits of the different

cycles of time as represented' by the different Lawgivers,,

and the ^mnals of royal progeny. The eighteen Maha 'great)

Puranas are the Brabmam, Padmam, Vaishnavam, Shaivam,.

Bhagavatam, Bha-vkhyairn, Naradiyam-, Skandam, Laingam,.

Varahalcam, Markand^yam, Agneyam, Brahma-Vaivartam_

Kaurmam Matsvam, Garudam^ and Brahmandam Puranas.

The other minor PurSnas,. narrated by the holy sages, are the

Sanat-kumiram, Narsinham Puranam, Skandam as narrated!

by the god Kumira, Shiva-Dharmaksham, directly narrated

by Nandisha, the Puranam of wonderful incidents narrated!

by the holy Durv^sa, the one narrated/ by the hely Nirada,
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the Kapilam, the Vamanam.,, the one Belated: by the holy

Ushana, the Brahmandam, the Varunam, the Kalika, the

M&heshvaram, the Sh4rn.ba.rn, the Sarvartba Sanchayam, the.

one narrated by Parashara, the Maricham, and the Bhargavam

Puranas. The Pur&nam, the Dbairma Sastras (Codes of

Moral Laws), the Ve.das with their six kindred branches ofi

study such as, the Nyiya (Logic', Mimansa lExegetic ohilo.-

sophy) Ayurveda i Medical Science, Artha Shastras (Science.

of Wealth,) Gandharva (Science of Music) and Dlianurveda,

(Science of Wfar—these are the eighteen branches of know-

ledge. At the close of the cycle of D,vaparam, the god Hari

removed the burden of the w,oil.d by killing the evilrsouledj

Kshatriyas. In the age of Kali when, the god Achyu,ta will

assume a black complexion, the virtue will suffer a great

mutilation and eke out a miserable existence, standing

on one leg only. Men will be '.cruel miscreants in that

Yuga.

Sattva (principle of nomination or knowledge 1

, Rnjas

(principle of action) and Tamas (principle of lN[escienct-) are

the three qualities that are usually fourid, in m,en. Even these

qualities, O Shaunaka, vary in proportions in the srlf of a

man, augmented by the spirit of the age he lives in. The

age in which the quality of Sattva abounds in, the mind,

intellect, and sense organs of men, and in which they feel an

irresistable inclination to practise charity a,nd penances

—

know that age, O Shaunaka, to he t*he Satyam Yuga. When
men are found to energetically pursue undertakings that lead

to fame or bring about ^the fruitions of desires, and when

the mind, [intellect and sense-organs of men abound in

the quality of Rajas,, khow then, Q Shaunaka, that the

Treta Yuga (of triped virtue) has set in. The age in, which

men are found to energetically follow pursuits of gain or

desire, and in which greed, . discontent, pride, envy and

egotistic feelings assail the mip.ds of men, and in which

the qualities of Tamas and. Rajas sufJiep an unhealthy
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augmentation in the temperaments of being?-;—know that,

Shaunaka, to be the age of Dvaparam (of biped virtue.)

The age i,n which untruthfulness, sleep, drowsiness (laziness),

life-killing, grief^ delusion,, fright, misery, and Tamas, rage

rampant in the woijld—know that to be the age of Kali, In

the Kali-yuga men will be slaves to lust and low passions, and.

abusive of one another Towns and villages will be infested,

with thieves and robbers, viliflers of virtu,e will vij^fy the Vedas,

kings will prey upon their subjects, and Brahrnaiiag will, care

only for the pampering of their bellies and seek gratifications,

of their ca,rnal desires. Impure and vowless will be the students,-

and yo.u,ths, Vikshus will, contract various forms of relation-

ship and live with thrir relations, Tapsvins (ascetics) will)

live in villages, and Nyasins will covet riches. Dinijnutive in,

size, gluttonous, thievish, an.d rashly in their conduct, rnen,

will walk i» the path of iniquity, servants will desert their,-

masters, and Tapasas, (ascetics) will renounce their vows.

S'udras, clad in, the garbs of ascetics for a living, shall accept

alms. The people, dismayed,, divested of all ornaments, and)

filthy as the Bishacha^., shajl renounce alj, ceremonial ablu T .

tions an,d propitiations of the gods, and Atifchis, and cease to.

offer oblations and libations of water unto their departed,

manes. O Shaunaka, men wiLl be S'udras in, their lives and*

habit, and shall be under the thumbs of their wives. Women,

mostly unhappy and unlucky, will conceive many children,

and, will grudge the behests, of their, lords by scratching their

heads.. M;en under the counsel, of the unsanctimonious,

heretics will fall off, from the path of virtue and renounce the

worship of Vishnu, The only one great redeeming feature.

in the Brahmanas of Kyiliyuga, is. the fact that they will be.

able to, shake off. the fetters of r,e-birth, by once singing the.

prajs,e of Krishna. The merit, which is acqujred by medita-.

tion, in the Satyam Yuga, by celebrating religious sacrifices,

in the Treta, by serving the god in the F^yapara, may be

asquined w, the Kali. Yuga by singing the psaise of Vishnu,.
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Therefore, Shaunaka, the god Hari should be constantly

worshipped and meditated upon.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCXXXIU.

SlITA said :—After the expiry of a thousand of such four

Yugas, occurs the causal or periodical (Naimittika) disso-

lution of the universe. At the close of each Kalpa. will follow

a, rainless period of a hundred years, during which the seven

suns will rise in the sky, which, by absorbing' all water, will

burn down the three regions with a dreadful conflagration of

fire. Inmates of the regions of Bhu, Bhuba, Sva and Maha
will fly to the region of Jana, and the god Vishnu, manifest in

the shape of Rudra, shall consume the Nether regions (Pata-

Jas. Clouds of all shades of colour will- originate from the-

mouth of this Rudra-form Vishnu, which will incessantly

pour down torrents of rain, for a hundred years. From the

mouth of Vishnu winds, abnormally augmented and enraged,,

shall blow in storms for a hundred years. On the annihila-

tion of all creatures, both mobile and immobile, the god

Vishnu, assuming the shape of Brahma, shall lie down on the

one universal ocean of undivided waters.. Tims sleeping for

another hundred years, the god Vishnu will again create the-

universe.

Now hear me, O Shaunaka, describe the Natural dissolation.

of the universe (Annihilation, of Nature.) At the expiry of

the full one hundred years of Brahma, the G-od'Hari, absorbed

in Yoga, shall get the whole universe,, with, its progenitoc

Brahma, merged in his own, Self. Those, who might have-

attained to the region of Brahma at the time, shall reach

the final goal of existence. Then will follow a period of

draught, with tfo« fierce sun of dissolution consuming every-
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thing with its deadly heat from the heaven of a dissolving

universe. After that, primordeal clouds will pour down heavy

torrents of rain upon the universe, which, bring filled with

water in its inside, will finally burst out. Thus at the complex

tion of the life-duration of Brahma, the earth-matter will

be resolved into water; the Water, into heat; heat, into air;

air, into ether; the ether, into essential matter (Bhutadi ,

the essential matter, into the principle of intellection ; the

principle of intellection, into Prakriti (Nature); and Nature,

into Purusha (the eternal subjectivity). Thus for a hundred

years of his own, the God Hari will repose in sleep, and

after that, he will create a fresh universe in the order of

evolution, commencing from Nature to the principle of

intellection, from the principle of intellection to ether, from

ether to air, from air to heat, from heat to water," and

from water to earth.

:o:-

CHAPTER CCXXXIV*

SutA said :-^Knowing fully of the threefold misery such as,

the mental, physical, and physiological; the wise one
(
conver-

sant with the laws of the w"heel of existence (Samsara O.akra)

and possessed of true knowledge and apathy to the

concerns of life, seeks his psychic annihilation (A'tyantikam

Layam). I shall describe the wheel of existence from the

moment a man comes into being, a knowledge wnereof

leads him to merge his self in its universal and eternal proto-

type. A man, after quitting his gross material frame, assumes

a subtler body in the higher ethereal regions, whence he is

carried by the emissaries of death to the mansion of their lord,

in the coarse of a period of twelve days* The offerings, and
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libations of water Containing sesame, which his friends orrer

^Mnto him, a deceased person takes in the mansion of death.

Through piety one goes to heaven-, through sin one goes to

hell. FrOm hell or from heaven, a man enters into the Womb

of a woman. At first he becomes manifest in the form of a

bifurcated speV'm ; after that, he assumes a fo'rthy gelationous

form, after that, blood is produ'ced in its body-, which looks like

a lump of muscle of fiesh, from which the limbs, ringers etc.,

are found to Sprout up, and the organs of smell, sight etc., are

gradually developed. After the evolution of the sprout-like

limbs are developed nails of fingers, and skin ; and after that

hair. The foetus lying with its head downward in the womb is

delivered in the tenth month of pregnancy. From the momerit

of his birth the illusion of Vishnu envelopes the soul of a man.

Infancy, yothth, old age and 'death—these are the different

stages of existence-) arid human life is repeatedly made to

pass through them as a sand glass is repeatedly turned up-

side down. Liberated from hell, a human soul takes birth in

the womb of a low caste woman. thou intelligent one, for

taking gifts from a degraded 'person, a person is punished

with a birth in a low class womb. A twice-bdrh ohe, who
^deceives his preceptor, is reborn as a dog. He, who covets

the wife or riches of his preceptor, or insults or brings about

the humiliation of his friend, is re-born as an ass. He, who
oppresses his parents in this life-, shall be re-born as a tortoise

in his next incarnation. He, who eating the bread of a

trustful master, serves another in this life, will be re-borh as

a monkey in his next. He, who misappropriates any trust

property, shall be re-born as a vile worm in his next existence.

The self of a envious or malicious person, liberated from

hell, shall take birth as a Rakshasa (monster) in this world.

He, who commits breach of trust, shall take birth as a fish

in his next existence. A stealer of paddy or barley corn

shall be reborn as a mouse. A ravisher of other men's wives

shall be reborn as a fearful wolf. He, who carnally knows his
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brother's wife, shall be reborn as a cuckoo. He, who defiles

the bed of his preceptor, or knows a woman standing in the

interdicted relation to him, shall be re-born as a hog.

He, who obstructs the celebration of a nuptial or sacrifi-

cial ceremony, or stands as an impediment to one's prac-

tising charity, shall be re-born as a vile worm. He, who eats

or partakes of anything without first offering it to the gods,

departed manes and Atithis, shall be re-born as a crow,

after being liberated from hell. He, who insults his elder

brother, shall be re-born as a crane. A S'udra, who goes

unto a Brahmana woman, shall be reborn as a earth-worm,

whereas having procreated a progeny on her, he shall be

re-born as a white ant that eats into the vitals of trees.

An ungrateful person shall be successively re-born as an

insect, worm, scorpion and a fly. A woman-killer or an

infanticide will be re-born as a worm, a pilferer of food will

be re-born as a fly. A stealer of cooked rice will be re- born

as a cat ; a sesame-stealer will be re-born as a rat. A stealer

of clarified butter will be re-born as an ichneumon, a stealer

of flesh will be re- born as a crow. A stealer of honey will

be re-born -as a gnat, a stealer of cakes will be re-born as

•an ant. A stealer of water, or a miscreant will be re-born

as a crow. A stealer of Indian bell-metal will be re-boni

as a Harita bird or a pigeon. A stealer of a gold-vessel

will be re-born as a worm. A stealer of cotton will be re-

b< rn as a crane ; a fire-stealer will be re-born as a heron.

A stealer of pig-ments or vegetables will be reborn as a

peacock. A stealer of any red substance will be re-born as

a Chakora bird. A stealer of scents will be re-born as a

mole. A bamboo-stealer will be re-born as a hare. A stealer

of peacock-plumes will be re born as an eunuch, a wood-

stealer will be re-born as an wood-insect. A flower-stealer

will be re-born as an indigent man, a stealer of lac-dye shall

shall be re-burn as a maimed or deformed person. A stealer

of edible kaves and plants will be re-born as a Harita bird j

94
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a watervstealer will be ce-b,orn as a Chataka bird. A stealer

of house, after suffering the pangs of many a hell such as

the Raurava, etc., will be reborn as an insect, worm, shrub,

creeper, or grass. The same fate awaits those who steal

gold, or kine. A stealer of knowledge, after suffering the

pangs of many hells, shall be re-born as a dumb person.

He, who casts oblations in a weak fire, shall be re-born as

one suffering from indigestion. Scandalising, ingratitude,

hurting other men's feelings, cruelty, shamelessness, adultery,

stealing other men's goods, impurity or uncleanness, speaking

ill ,of the gods, cheating and miserliness are the traits in

the conduct of those who are just liberated from hell.

Compassion towards all, asking good news of all creatures,

works for the purpose of acquiring spiritual benefit, truth-

fulness, good advice to all, judgment in the light of the

Vedas and philosophies, performances of good deeds, service

pf the gods, Rishis and Siddhas, company of the good and

friendliness to all are the traits in the conduct of those

among men who have come down from the heaven. By
practising Yoga with its eight component parts, one is enabled

to effect one's A'lyantika Layam (Non-existence of Self.)

CHAPTER CCXXXV.

Now 1 shall describe the mode of practising the great Yoga,

which absolves a man of all sin and grants him emancipa-

tions, and creature-comforts in this life. This (narration),

listened to in a devout spirit, serves to extinguish all sin.

The sense of " me" and " mine" are the root of all misery.

This sense of Egoism does not cease to exist- This is what
the holy Dattatreya narrated to Alarka. This tree, which

sprouts up from the feeling of Egoism as its seed, has
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the sense of "me" and "mine" as its principal trunk, of which

one's house and field are the branches, and sons and daughters

are the leaves. Riches and paddy (food-grains) are the

principal leaves of this tree, virtue and vice are its flowers,

and happiness and misery are its fruits. The great tree

of non-knowledge exists for the relief and comfort of mortals.

Those, who tired with the fatigue of life's journey, repose

under the shade of this mighty tree, labour under the

delusion of ignorance. By hewing down this tree with the

axe of knowledge, mortals become merged in the supreme

Brahma. By drinking the sinless and soothing juice of Brahma,

men become endued with the perfect knowledge ; clamours

of contending passions are silenced in their breasts, and

perfect happiness results from perfection of knowledge. O
king, neither our forms, dimensions, and organs constitute

our real Selves. Neither the Tanmatras (essential matter

,

nor speech and intellection constitute our true Selves.

O thou king of kings, whom do you find to be the princi-

pal one in ourselves ? Does this self-conscious being,

composed of the qualities, take birth again ? O thou king,

the self-conscious ego and the self, though virtually one,

appear, and are thought as two different entities. It is

knowledge that dispels this notion of duality or separate-

ness. The Yogins, on the extinction of this sense of sepa-

rateness, through Yoga, realise their oneness wjth the supreme

Brahma and their difference from the the hosts of qualities

or attributes. Realisation of this oneness is called Mukti

or Emancipation.

That is house in which one lives, that is food which

sustains life, that is knowledge which leads to Mukti (emanci-

pation). Any other kind of knowledge is ignorance or

delusion. O king, by enjoying the fruits of virtue and vice

in this world, and by discharging all duties which are

obligatory on him, a man may exhaust and extinguish his;

Karma and annihilate his desires in consequence, Cessation
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of all killing propensities, truthfulness, non-stealing, conti-

nence, and non-acceptence of gifts are the five Yamas or

Niyamas (rules of .self-control'. There are two kinds' of

purity or cleanliness such as, the external or bodily and

internal or mental. Contentment, bins won by practising

Tapas, and worship of the god Vasudeva are called Damas..

The different seats or postures in Yoga are called Padmaka,

etc., whire Pranayama consists in checking or controlling the

wind (breath). An act of Pranayama consists of three

parts such as Purakam (taking in of breath), Kumbliakam

(arresting the process of breathing) and Rechaka (letting

out of the breath). A Tight (laghu) Pranayama consists of

ten m&tras ; one of intermediate form., of twenty and a full

Franayima, of thirty Matr&s. A pregnant or Sagarbhit

PranavSma is that in which the votary meditates upon any-

definite subject at the time of practising it, while the

contrary is called Agarbha. At the first stage of the

practice the practtser shall conquer the soporific tendency,*

shivering during its second or middle, and the augmented

beat during its third stage, which is brought forth through

the aggravation of the bodily Vayu. Hence, these defects

should be conquered in the order of their enumeration..

With the effulgent image of the Pranava Mantra in his heart,

and his mind fully concentrated thereon, a Yogin shall

practise Yogam, sitting in a posture so as to press his.

genitals with his legs. One conversant with, the practice of

Yoga shall suppress the Tamasa attributes of his mind with

the Rajasika ones, and the latter with the Satvika attributes

of his mind, finally bringing about a state of mind in

which it lies serene, unruffled and devoid of all thoughts and

impressions. By withdrawing the mind, consciousness and

* A kind of hypnotit sleep which is induced at the first stage of

Pranayama, and with which every practiser of the art is too familiar to.

need any elaborate description.— JfV.
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sense organs from their respective objects of perception and

the external world, and by keeping their functions thus in

abeyance, a Yogin shall practise the art of mental abstraction

(Pratyahara) and control his breath in Pranayima to the

extent of ten or eight Matris. These are called the two

kinds of Dharana in the parlance of Yoga. A Yogin shall

concentrate his whole srlf either in the region of his umbi-

licus, or in his mouth, or within (his heart, or in the

region of his throat, or at the tip of his nose, or in his eye9,

or at a point between the eye brows- These are the ten

places of Dharana ;or points on which a Yogin shall

concentrate his whole Self, by practising which he will suffer

no decay. As 6re |is cast in the fire, so by merging his Self

in that of the supreme Brahma, a Yogin shall mentally recite

the Omkara Mantra, which is sacred of the all sacred Mantras

and is symbolical of the Self of Brahma. The term Om
is composed of three letters, Akara (A , Okara (O), and

Makara (M;, and is the great exponent of the universal Self

(Brahma).

I am Brahma, the supreme light, devoid of a gross, material

body. I am Brahma, the supreme light, devoid of death and

decay. I am Brahma, the supreme light, divested of the

principle of earth-matter. I am Brahma, _the supreme light,

divested of the principles of air and ^ther. I am Brahma,

the supreme light, devoid of a subtle body. I am Brahma

the supreme light whidi is neither bound by space or non-

space (non-extension). I am Brahma, the supreme light,

devoid of the Tanmatra of smell. I am Brahma, the supreme

light, devoid of the Tanmitra of sight. I am Brahma,

the supreme light, devoid of the Tanmitra of sound.*

I am Brahma the supreme light, devoid of speech and

hands. I am Brahma, the supreme light, devoid of ears and

* Tanmatras are in the world of perception what atoms are in the 1

world of matter.

—

Tr.
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skin. I am Brahma, the Supreme light, devoid of tongiift

and nose. I am Brahma, the supreme light, devoid of the

currents of up-coursing and down-coursing vital Vayus. I

Brahma, the supreme light, devoid of the vital Vayus of

Vyana and Udana. I am Brahma, the supreme light, void of

all Nescience. I am Brahma, the supreme light, the receptacle

of supreme bliss ; my self is my own wife, and devoid of mind

intellect, life, Egoism and cognitive organs. I am Brahma,

the supreme light, pure intellect, infinite joy, infinite reality

and without a second. I am the supreme Brahma, the em-

bodiment of perfect knowledge, an emancipated self.

Suta said :— Shaunaka, thus I have described unto you

the Science of Yoga with its eight essential appendages,

and a knowledge of this Yoga brings about the emancipa-

tion of one's Self. Those, who attain to (meet their anni-

hilation in) the Nityam and Naimittikam dissolution, are

not liberated from the fetters of Nature (physical taws), and

are subjected to the necessity of being born again and again

in this world, but not so are those who merge themselves in

the Supreme Self. They are emancipated ; and thus eman-

cipated, they no longer die, or suffer from disease or affection

as they used to do under -.the influence of Nescienee before

their liberation. Thus sin affecteth not an emancipated

Yogin and ceases to exist for him for all eternity. He if.

not bound by the chain of necessary re-births, and is not

consigned to suffer the pangs of intfir-uterine existence. He

is one with the unchanging, undecaying Narayana. By dint

of such an unswerving faith and devotion, one may attain the

god Hari, the grantor of emancipation and creature-com-

forts. The (purification of the heart is effected by meanss

of meditation, worship, mental recitations of Mantras, and

psalms, and by practising vows of charity and continence, and

by celebrating religious sacrifices, and from the purification, of

heart proceeds knowledge. Twice-born ones, by reciting the

Pranava Mantra, have become emancipated selves. Dhruva by
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"devoutly worshipping Vishnu, attained the region of highest

bliss, as well as the god Vishnu. Prachetas, the creators of

worlds, Kandu and others, by worshipping the lord of lords,

became pure in spirit and obtained liberation. In the same

way, and by the same means, Uddhava attained the region of

highest bliss. Holy sages such as Narada etc., the celestials

such as Indra etc., the Gandharvas and the Apsarasas, attained

the region of highest bliss by worshipping Vishnu. The gods

attained their godhead ; the sages, their status of Munis

;

the Gandharvas, the status of Gandharvas; and the kings,

their kingdoms through the merit of worshipping the eternal

Vishnu. All these attained the celestial kingdom by wor-

shipping the god Janardana.

CHAPTER CCXXXVI.

SUTA said :—Now I shall discourse on Vishnu-Bhakti (loving

devotion to Vishnu) by means of which a man obtains all that

he desires. Nothing is more pleasing to Hari than devotion.

Contemplation of the god, Hari is the only palatable fruit of

human life, the progenitor of supreme bliss, and the root of

the increase of one's animals and progeny. The term Bhakti

(devotion) is derived from the root Bhaj to serve ; hence the

wise shall serve the god, as service strengthens devotion to

his Self. The devotees of the lord of the universe weep

and shed tears at the time of singing his name and glory,

and the hairs of their bodies stand on their roots at the

time. Verily they are the real Vaishnavas, the loving

servants of God for all eternity, who devote their lives to

the daily excution of his divine commands. He, who

even without knowing the Pranava, or; the commands of

God (without any knowledge of religion or theological
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work*), bows down before His all pervading presence, and

humbly offers Him the homage of love and and affection,

is a true Vaishnava. He, whose love overflows to the

servants of god. he who readily approves of His worship,

he whose highest joy is in listening to 'idiscouises on His

love and goodness, he whose voice trembles and eyes

look moist at hearing of His all-abiding love ; he who has

devoted his whole self to the all-pervading divinity and looks

upon a Brihmana as His prototype, is a superb servant of

of God (Mahi Bhagavdta-. He, who daily worships Vishnu,

and offers him cooked rice, every day, in a spirit of true

humility, is a Bhigavata. There are eight forms of devotion,

and even a Mlechcha may be a true devotee of God. A
truly god- loving Mlechchha, a true devotee, is the foremost

of Brahmanas ; he is a Muni (holy sage), a seer, and is an

heir to the hghest bliss. To him should be given, from him

should be taken (food), he is adorable as the God Himself.

O thou foremost of Brahmanas, a true, god-loving, devotional

Chandila, a true servant of god, remembered, spoken to, or

adored ' by a Brahmana, sanctifies him to any extent he

pleases. To say " I am thine" to one who seeks protection,

or to one who is oppressed or tyranised, and to say " dread

not" to all creatures are the vows sacred to Hari. An expert

in the Vedinta is greater than a thousand reciiers of Mantras,

a devotee of the all-peivading God is greater than a million

of such Vedintins. By dint of an unswerving and all-ab-

sorbing faith and devotion men attain to the region of highest

bliss. It is for this oneness of purpose that god, though

impartial and equally kind to all, is lovingly fond of these

persons. Hence these devoted servants of God are called

Ekintins (single-purposed ones). He, whose devotion re-

mains unflinching even in moments of peril, is the most

favourite, among the favoured ones, with the god of gods,

May that kind of pleasure which the ignoraut find in the

things of the world, be mine on divine contemplation, and majr
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it pleasure of similar intensity not leave my heart, whea I

meditate upon the Self of the ali-pervading one (Vishnu).

A reader of all the Vedas, a knower of all the philosophies

is but the worst of fools, if he is not devoted to Vishnu. He*

Who has faith in Him and is devoted to His service, his

practised all pieties* even without studying the Vedas or

celebrating any religious sacrifice.

The foremost of the holy sages do not attain to that

elevated status by the study of all the Vedas, or by celebrating

the most meritorious of religious sacrifices, as they do through

the merit of simple faith in, and unflinching devotion to,

Vishnu. Even a man, who is not. true to the duties of

his social order* or misbehaves himself, if he becomes a

Vaishnava, purifies all the regions* like the full-riseri, thousand-

rayed sun. Even miscreants, who are addicted to vice and

wicked acts, come by the highest bliss, if they become

devoted to Vishnu. Pleasures of celestial life appear insig-

nificant and inglorious to one, who has a strong and loving

faith in Janardana, inasmuch as such * faith is but the

precursor to one's emancipation (Mukti). To persons, who

wander about in this dreadful valley of life, where each

act spins out a new destiny for man, the only thing,

which can be easily caught hold of with the hand, is the

faith-appeased Janardana. He, who does not hear of the

glories of the discus-wiHdiiig deity, is really deaf and is a

spiritual outcast. He, *vhose bodily hairs do not stand On

their roots in ecstacy while engaged in singing the psalms of

Janardana, is indeed a carcase. O thou foremost of the

twice-born ones, what wonder that sins of a man will be

extinguished by contemplating Vishnu, when by such a

contemplation he comes by emancipation. Yama, the lord of

death* seeing his emissaries ready to bind the Souls of Vaish-

navaswith their nooses, says to them: "Leave them alone,

O my emissaries, I have power over all nfen except those

who are devoted to Vishnu." Even if the worst of miscreants

95
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worships him (Vishnu) alone in exclusion of all other deities,

he should be regarded as a holy person. thou foremost of

Brahmanas, one, who is devoted to Vishnu, soon becomes

holy and comes by the highest bliss ; a devote of Vishnu

never perisheth. What does he care for (fruits of) virtue

or (objects of) desire and opulence whose mind is absorbed

in the root-cause of the universe (Vishnu) ? His Salvation is

in his own hands. Verily insurmountable is the Nescience or

illusion (Maya) of Vishnu, which is composed of the three

qualities (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) ; he, who is fondly

devoted to him, alone sails across this occean of phenomena*

Of what good is the celebration of a religious sacrifice to a

man, who performs, every moment, the sacrifice of (contem*

plates) Hari? It is faith and devotion alone by which a

man can attain to Vishnu and by no other means. Neither

the various forms of gifts, offered in due form and to worthy

recipients, nor the offerings of flowers and scents unto the

god, so much lead to his satisfaction, as the homage of

heart-felt love and devotion to him. This poison-tree of

worldliness bears two ambrosia! fruits, One is the service of the

Lord and the other is the company of His servants. Inspite

of so many easily available offerings to god, such as water,

flowers, fruits and vegetable leaves, why should not a man
strive for the emancipation of his self by placing absolute

confidence in the oldest of Beings, who is attainable through

love and faith ? Ancestors rebound'in joy, and grand-fathers

dance in delight (in consideration of the fact that). "a Vaish-

nava is born in our line and he will succour us all." The
ignorant and proud souls, like Shishupala and Suyodhana,

wlio abused and looked down upon the foremost of the celes-

tials, obtained their emancipation by once thinking- of him

and. were absolved of all sin ; what wondej: is there that men,

who are fondly devoted to him, will be liberated from the

trammels of rebirth ? Even they, who, devoid of contempla-

tion and communion, are fondly devoted to him, shall over*
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come death and attain to the blissful region of Vishnu. Con-

trol, O Madhava, the horse of my mind, who, lasted with

the stripes of worldly misery, madly dashes out in the path

which is seen through the apertures of my cognitive organs

(path of passion), by restraining them with, and fastening them

to, thy conch-like white feet. Vishnu is same as the supreme

Brahma, this is the conclusion which the Vedanta has arrived

at with the help of incontrovertable proofs (argument). This

is what the ignorant do not know. He, in whose heart

dwells that eternal Purugha, becomes a favourite with the

whole universe. His whole heart, filled with the honey of

the love of the world, conveys its message of love back to it.

:q:-

CHAPTER CCXXXVII.

SUTA said :•—He, who for his own solvation bows down untp

the endless, originless, birthless, changeless, deathless reality,

becomes fit to be honoured by all-the regions. Humbly do

I make oheisance unto the all-pervading, almighty Vishnu

who is pure knowledge and highest joy and who resides in

the hearts of beings. I make obeisance to the lord, wbp,

residing in the hearts of fceings, bears witness to all their acte,

whether good or evil. He, who being capable does not bp*v

down unto Vishnu, is not a man but a consumer of earth's

cereals. Even a single act of obeisance un,to Krishna, beauti-

fully black as a pregnant rain cloud, the immeasurable reality,

the over-lord of all regions, done with true love and humility,

instantaneously serves to purify even a Chandala ilit: eater of

dog's flesh). The elevated status, which a person attains to

by laying himself prostrate before Krishna, can not be acquir-

ed by performing even a hundred horse-sacrifices. Faith in,
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and devotion and obeisance to Krishna succour those, who

wander benighted in the wilderness of the world, or are drifted

about by the currents of the ocean of worldliness. Whether

standing, seated, or laid down in bed, one should recite the

Mantra, Salutation unto N&rayana. As long as there exists

the Mantra " Salutation unto Narayana" in this world, and as

long as one retains the faculty of speech, pity it is that one

should wilfully go to hell. A pure-souled man, if he be a

four-mouthed or a hundred mouthed one, will not be able to

enumerate a ten thousandth part of the countless attributes of

Vishnu. The holy sages such as, Vyasa etc., stopped short

in their praise of the destroyer of Madhu on account of their

limited comprehension, and not on account of the limited

nature of his attributes. By singing his name, a man, even

in a moribund condition, is absolved of all sin, and progresses

on his journey to Mukti as a liberated spirit, like an elephant

liberated from the clutches of a lion. Obeisance to Krishna,

to Achyuta (undecaying one), to Ananta (eternal one), or

to Vasudeva ; those, who utter any of these Mantras, are

neve* carried to the mansion of Yama. As the sun or fire

dissipates darkness, so does the singing of the names of

Krishna dissipate the sin of the singer. The term Krishna

is an ambrosial antidote to the venom of the serpent of

worldliness, those, who are bitten by this serpent, shall da

well to recite it. He, on the tip of whose tongue lie the two

Bounds of Ha and ri (Hari), is sure to sail across the ocean

of life and to come by the highest bliss. A man, who
is conscious of the guilt of many wilful iniquities, shall

not dream of a re-birth in this world, if he sincerely

seeks his reformation and becomes a devoted hearer of the

glories of Narayana.



CHAPTER CCXXXVIH.

SUTA said :—Only one substantial thing there is amidst the

frivolties of life : Every thing here is but a show, a phantom,

the only real thing is the contemplation of Hari. He who

gives offerings of flowers or libations of water unto Hari by

reciting the Purusha Suktam, is supposed to worship and pro-

pitiate the universal god. He, who does not worship Vishnu,

who protects the universe like a mother, is guilty of the sin

of Brihmanicide. From Vishnu has emanated this universe,

by him this universe exists, and in him it will be merged

(at the time of dissolution). He, who does not meditate

upon the self of such Vishnu, shall be re-born as a worm in

the excreta. Yama, the lord of death, addresses a soul, under-

going punishment in hell, as *' why have you not meditated

upon the destroyer of Keshi (Vishnu) in your life, why have

you not worshipped the deity, in your life, that, being propi-

tiated with libations of water in the absence of any other

articles of offering, grants to his votary a residence in the

region over which he presides himself? One's own parents

or brothers do not do what Vishnu, propitiated with true

faith, does for him. The only way of propitiating Vishnu by

a man who is true to the duties of his own order is to worship

him with true faith. * The offerings of flowers or perfumes

are not more pleasing to Janardana than true, unsophisti-

cated faith. The god Vishnu should be propitiated with

acts of obeisance, or with any other special forms of

worship.

:o>



CHAPTER CCXL.

SUTA said :—Pondering over the imports of all the Sastras

we have come to the conclusion that, NarAyana should be cons-

tantly meditated upon. Of what worth is the celebration of a

sacrifice, gift-making, pilgrimage or penance to one, who,

with a steady mind, meditates upon the Self of NarAyana ?

The merit of sojourneying to sixty-six thousand holy pools or

sanctuaries does not rank a sixteenth part of what is acquired

by making an obeisance to NarAyana. Contemplation of

Krishna is the greatest ®f austerities and most sanctifying

of all penitential rites. For him who repents having com-

mitted a sin, the contemplation of Hari is the one great atone-

ment. He, who, even for a moment, meditates upon the

self of Hari, goes towards the region of Vishnu, not to speak

of those who are constantly devoted to him. The state of

mind which a Yogin feels in his states of waking, dream

and dreamless sleep, is attached to Hari. Whether standing,

sitting, talking, entering (a house), eating, sleeping or walking

one should contemplate MAdhava. Discharging their duties or

doing their proper works, men should repose their minds

in Janlrdana. This is the essence of ShAstras. What is

the good of saying much ? Meditation is the. highest of all

virtues, meditation is the greatest of all austerities, medita-

tion is the greatest of all purifications, hence a man should

always practise meditation. No other worthier object of

meditation there exists than Vishnu ; no austerity is greater

than fasting
;
greater than these, than all is the contempla-

tion of VAsudeva. The destroyer of Madhu, meditated upon,

grants a status to his votary without solicitation, which is

very hard to acquire and which the mind cannot even dream

of. Any defect in connection with the celebration of a

religious sacrifice is remedied by the contemplation of Vishnu
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by its cetebrator. This is the dictum of the Shruti. Nothing

is more sin-absolving in its effect than divine comteniplation,

the fire of Yoga burns down the elements which construct the

future births of man. The fire of Yoga destroys {tit. con-

sumes) the dynamics of the acts of a Yogin, who having

brought about his Samadhi (psychic trance) becomes a

liberated Self, even in this life. As a hearth-fire, aided by

the wind, consumes a house, so the effulgent Vishnu, located in

the heart of a Yogin, burns down all his sin. As gold, under

the heat of fire, parts with its dross and becomes pure, so

the mind of a man is shorn of all its evil propensities and

becomes pure in touch with the universal spirit (Vishnu).

The sin which a thousand ablutions in the Ganges, or a

million ablutions in the sacred pool at Pushkara fail to wash

off, is extinguished by one's recollecting the name of Vishnu.

The sin, winch requires a thousand Praniyamas to be extin-

guished, is instantly destroyed by a contemplation of Vishnu.

If a moment passes without divine contemplation, if one

is robbed for a moment of the privilege of meditating upon

Vishnu, one should cry aloud, like a rich man, attacked by

robbers. Evil advices, counsels of the agnostics and sceptics,

and the influences of Kali (evil propensities) cannot assail

the mind of him, in whose heart resides the (god) Keshava

(the spirit that broods over the universal ocean of uncreated

Nature). That day is real day, that night is real night, that

phase of the moon is tne real phase, that astral combination

is the real combination, that moon is the real moon, under the

auspices of which a man meditates upon Hari. The moment

a man lives without contemplating Vasudeva is a loss, a

dumb moment of idiocy, a gap in the continuity of his

existence. A Krita Yuga is a Kali Yuga to one who does

not think of Govinda, a Kali Yuga is a Krita Yuga (golden

age) to one who has Achyutah in his heart. He, who beholds

Govinda in his front, and at his back, while moving or in

rest, and whose mind tranquilly reposes in Govinda, has
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indeed achieved the end of his existence. thou foremost of

Brahmanas, he, whose mind never deviates [from the contem-

plation of Govinda at the time of performing a Japa or a

Noma, comes by a nobler possession than the lordship of

heaven.

He, who has offered his whole soul to Keshava, becomes

able to snap the chord of universal illusion of Vishnu, with-

out the necessity of renouncing his house and world. With

Govinda in his heart, a man shows forbearance to the angry,

pities the ignorant, and takes delight in the discourses of

the virtuous. In all acts of ablution, gift making, or penance,

one should meditate upon Narayana. Their's is the victory,

their's is the profit in whose hearts dwelleth the lotus-blue

Janardana ; whence shall thy dread discomfiture ? Even

birds and insects, that have offered their souls unto Hari,

shall come by an elevated status (after death), not to speak

of wise men. The shadow, which the tree of Vasudeva casts,

is extremely cooling, it subdues heat and obscures the gate to

hell,—ah, wherefore should not a man sit under its shadow?

O thou foremost of Brihmanas, even the imprecation of

Durvdsa's was not potent enough to destroy the kingdom

Of Indra, only because he had the destructor of Madhu in

his heart. When the mind of a man is permanently attached

to God even while he is outwardly busy with the works of life

he is said to have realised his Dliarand (comprehension);

The God Narayana of golden body, who is in the disc of

the sun, seated on a full-blown lotus-flower, decorated with

golden bracelets, ear-rings and necklace and who wields a

discus and conch-shell in his arms, should be constantly

meditated upon.

I do not wish to say much, enough it is to say that con-

templation of Hari tends to absolve one's all sin. There is

nothing more purifying than divine contemplation in this

world. Sin affecteth not the man who partakes of a Chandala's

-boiled race, meditating on Hari in .bis.. heart* ...A man.constantly
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thinks of his worldly affairs, if he thus thinks of his God,
emancipation would not become rare in this life. Yogins,

who by dint of such comprehensions merge themselves in

God, are able to annihilate the seeds of their future rebirths,

even without renouncing their hearth and home.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCXL.

SUTA said :—Whom shall one make salutation unto except

the man in whose heart is the devotion to Hari ? He saves his

self from the ocean of misdeeds. A knowledge, that encom-

passeth Govinda, is the true knowledge ; a discourse that is

about Govinda is the true discourse, an act, done for his

gratification, is the only true act—what is the good of being

prolific in its narration ? A tongue that hymnises the god

Hari is the only true tongue, a heart that dwells in Hari

is the only true heart, and those two are the only commend-

able hands that are engaged in making offerings unto

him. The significance of one's head is that it is bowed down

unto Hari in an act of obeisance, the significance of the mind

is that it is engaged in devising works for his gratification,

and the significance of the tongue is that, O Govinda, it

sings of, or utters your glories. The accumulated iniquities

of a man, even if they have assumed dimensions as great as

those of the mount Meru or the Mandara, are sure to vanish

away at the touch of Keshava, like a dreadful disease in the

hand of a *good physician. By offering whatever acts he

does, whether good or evil, to god, a man 'is not bound by

their effects. The whole universe with its inmates of fourfold

order of created beings, mobile and immobile, from the

smallest grass to the highest Brahma, sleeps under the influ-

ence of thy Nescience, O lord. He, by reposing mind in whom

96
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a man never visits hell, he, to whom offering his Self a matt

gets rid of all impediments, he, by reposing mind in whom a

man does not go to hell ; he, in the contemplation of whom
lies heaven, he, by locating whom in his heart a man becomes

liberated from the fetters of re-birth, when meditated upon by

the dull-witted, absolve them of all sin : what wondenis there

that a man, by singing the praises of the undecaying one, will

be absolved of his sin ? He, who has purchased the whole

universe with his accumulated pieties, becomes art awakened

spirit through the grace of Vishnu. Those, who wish to sail

across this ocean of misery, shall perform Agnikaryas

(Homas), Japas, and jites of ceremonial ablutions, and wor-

ship Vishnu. The king is the refuge of the kingdom, the

father is the refuge of his sons, virtue is the refuge of all

beings, and the god Hari is the refuge of all. O thou greatest

of the holy sages, to those who make obeisance to the eternal

Vasudeva, the parent of the universe, exists not a holier

sanctuary (place of pilgrimage) than a contemplation of the

god. Without laziness one should meditate upon Govindaj

it is immaterial whether he fails to make any offering of

gems, or to study any part of the Vedas. A devotee of

Vishnu, whether he be a Nishada or a Chandala, is equal

to a Br&hmana in respect of purity^ and the gate of hell is

permanently closed against him. If a suppliant is always

found to fondly supplicate a rich man for money, what

wonder that a man
(
by supplicating Vishnu, will be liberated

from the fetters of re-birth. As a fulll blazed fire consumes

even moist fuels, so the contemplation of the effulgent Vishnu

Consumes all the sin of Yogins. As wilds beasts shun the

mountain-summit that is on fire, so all kinds of sin leave the

person who is addicted to the practice of Yoga. The success

achieved by a man (in matters of psychic knowledge) is

prbportionate to the extent of his faith in Vishnu. The
glory of Shree Krishna is so much that even bis abusers or

vilifiers such as, Shisupala (who was the son of EJamaghosa,)
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etc., were enabled to come by a better state, not to speak of

those who are devoted to him. So long a person labours

under the delusion of worshipping separate Godheads such

as Brahma., Vrihaspati, or such and such holy sages, as long

as he is not favoured with the knowledge of worshipping

the one and universal Hari.

CHAPIER CCXLI.

SUTA said :—O Shaunaka, now I shall narrate the hymn to

Narasinha, as composed by Shiva. The Matrikas of yore

addressed the blissful one (Shankara) as follows :—we shall

devour, O lord, all the demons and men, if you so permit

us. The universe is from thee, O lord.

Shankara said :—O you goddesses, I think it is rather

incumbent on you to preserve the inmates of the universe

:

banish, O goddesses, these cruel intentions from your minds.

SUTA said :—Even thus being addressed by Shankara,

the ferocious Matrikas paid no heed to his counsels and

began to devour the universe with all its inmates, both mobile

and immobile. The god Shiva meditated upon the form of

Nrishinha while the Matrikas were engaged in devouring

the universe. The endless and originless Shiva contem-

plated a form which inspired terror in the hearts of all

Creatures. The manes on his neck stood up erect on their

ends. His dreadful teeth were illuminated with the lurid

light of his lightning-tongue, which fearfully lolled out. His

was a voice which resembled the roar of the seven oceans,

agitated by the tornado of universal dissolution. He pulled

aside the corners of his lips with the tips of his finger-nails,

which were hard as 'thunder-bolts. His eyes had a glow,

which resembled that of the summits of the mount Meru
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reflecting back the 'splendour of the rising sun. His body

was like the summit of the Himalayas, illuminated with the

reflected blaze of his diabolical teeth. The manes on his neck

were burning, like the tongues of fire, with rage. He wore

a crown of gold on his head and bracelets of gems round his

wrists. Girdles composed of chains of gold decorated his

waist, and the whole expanse of universe was illumined with

the glow of his complexion, which was like the colour of a

blue lotus. Ringlets of hairs grew on his body, and he wore

a garland of beautiful and multi-coloured flowers. The god,

thus meditated upon by*Shankara, instantly appeared before

him in this form, and Shankara propitiated this dreadful

vision of Nrisinha.

SHANKARA said :—Salutation unto thee, the lord of the

universe. Thou hast assumed the form of Narasinha and

bearest the entrails of the demon king on thy finger-nails.

Obeisance to thee, the lotus-naveled one, whose complexion

illumines the whole expanse of the universe. Obeisance to

thee, the beautiful one, effulgent as a million suns, and whose

voice is like the roar of the universal ocean of dissolution. I

make obeisance to thee, who art dreaded by thousands of the

lords of death, who bearest the strength of thousand Indras

in thy limbs, whose riches exceed those of thousands of

Kuveras, who art composed of the essence of thousands of

Varunas, who art effulgent with the effulgence of thousands

of moons, who art mightier than thbusands of planets and

thousands of Rudras, art hymnised by thousands of Brahmis

and meditated upon by thousands of Rudras, and looked up

to by thousands of Indras, and dost snap the chords of thou-

sands of rebirths and unfetter the chains of thousands of

bondage ; dreadful as thousands of winds thou dost compas-

sion to thousands of Indras.

SUTA said ^Having thus hymnised the Nrisinha-shaped

Hari, the god Shiva, devoutly bent down, addressed him as

follows :
—
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Shiva said:—The MAtrik&s, whom I had created for the

purpose of killing the demon, Andhaka, are now devouring

the inmates of the universe without paying heed to my
admonition. Invincible though I am, yet I do not wish to

kill them myself, as it is I who have brought them into being.

How can I wish their annihilation, when I am their creator?

Suta said :—Having been thus addressed by Rudra, the

lord (Nrisinha) caused the Matrikisto be merged in his person,

and having reestablished peace in this world, vanished in the

air. The solf-controlled votary, who reads this hymn to

Nrisinha, is enabled, like Rudra, to witness the realisation of

his desires. " I meditate upon Nrisinha, whose eyes are like the

rising sun, and tongues of blazing fire are emitted from whose

lotus-white mouth. I meditate nipon the endless, originless

Nrisinha, the original subjectivity, the most excellent lord of

the universe and its final refuge." Recitation of this hymn

by a person dissipates his misery as the sun destroys the

dews. The Matrik4s fly the presence of such a person, and

the god Hara waits upon him to do him a good turn. The

destroyer of Tripura (Shiva) first promulgated the worship

of Nrisinha, the lord of the gods, in this world, and was

enabled to protect its inmates from the depredations of the

Mitrikis, through his grace.

*

CHAPTER CCXLII.

SUTA said :—Now I shall narrate to you the hymns of the

knowledge of ambrosia as the god Hara, interrogated by

Narada, first disclosed to him.

Narada said :—He, who is bound by the pairs of opposite,

by anger and passion, by good and evil, by objects of the

senses, is veritably an evil-minded and tyrannised being. O
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thou destroyer of Tripura, do I wish to learn from thee, the

means of sailing across the sea of existence. Hearing this

word of Narada, Shambhu, the three-eyed deity, with fcis

countenance beaming with joy, replied as follows :

—

Maheshvara said :—Hear me, O thou foremost of the

Rishis, the extremely secret hymn of Jnanamritam, which

dissipates all misery and dispels the fear of chains of re-

births. He, through whose illusion all the inmates of the

universe, from the humblest animalculum to the four-faced

Brahma, are enveloped in a delusive sleep of Nescience,;

if through the grace of such Vishnu one quits his sleep

(delusion) and wakes the wakening of perfect knowledge,

verily he liberates himself from the chain of necessary re-

births, so difficult of achievement even by the gods. In-

different to cultivation of the knowledge of the Real, an

individualised Self (man), introxicated with the wine of,

power, pride and luxury, sinks down, like a cow, in the oozy

mire of worldliness. Fondly attached to their sons, wives

and relations, men sink in the ocean of worldliness, as old

and worn out wild elephants are drowned in one and the same

ocean through an unconquerable instinct of companionship.*

I do not find the emancipation of that foolish peoson, even

in the course of a hundred millions of re-births, who, like

a silk-worm, imprisons his self in a cocoon of delusion.

Hence, O Narada, constantly meditate upon the self of

Vishnu, the undecaying god of the* gods, the lord of the

universe, and worship him with the greatest self-control.

He, who contemplates the birthless, originless, endless,

omniscient, unmoving, all-pervading spirit, contained within

its own self, is liberated from the trammels of life. He, who

* Ekarnave is the word that occurs in the text. It may as well mean
the universal ocean of undivided waters at the dissolution of our earthly

globe. Perhaps the Rishi had the picture of Pralaya in his mind

;

worn out elephants, the [remnants of a defunct race, being drowned
in the waters of that ocean.

—

Tr.
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Constantly contemplates the eternal Vishttii, the only reality

that is unknowable, and which is without any parts (indivi-

sible) and affections, lying beyond the sphere of rridrtality;

the embodiment of sacrifice, the manifest and uhmahifest,

is liberated from the trammels of life. He, who contemplates

the eternal, blissful, occult, all-seeing Vishnu, the infinite

reality, devoid of all qualities, beyond all Nescience, is

liberated from the trammels of life. He, who constantly

meditates upon the disembodied, immoveable, omniscient, all-

pervading Vishnu, the ordainer, the enjoyer of thoughts and

sentiments, becomes an emancipated self. He, who cons-
,

tantly contemplates the lord Vishnu, Who knows without

the aid of sensations, who is unmanifest and without any

Substitute, and lies beyond the sphere of illusion, unaffected

by disease or affection, the god VasUdeVa, the preceptor

of all, is liberated from the trammels of life. He, who con-

stantly contemplates the birthless Vishnu, the pure and

perfect knowledge, which cannot be known by the senses,

Whom the mind comprehendeth not, and the speech fails to

describe, the one unconquerable entity, is liberated from the

trammels of life. He, who constantly contemplates Vishnu,

Who is without any limitation, mind, and sense of egoism,

and is not affected by the pairs of opposite, is liberated from

the trammels of life. He, who constantly Contemplates

the eternal, birthless, deathless, decayless, fearless Vishnu,

that suffers no change, and has sprung from ho seed, is

liberated from the trammels of life. He, who constantly

contemplates the great Vishnu, the deathless spirit, the in-

finite joy whom sin touches not and the senses cannot reach,

is liberated from the trammels of life. He, who constantly

contemplates the great Vishnu, devoid of good and evil,

free from the dashings of the six kinds of waves 1 propulsions

Of the senses), the only knowable, sinless entity, is liberated

from the trammels of life. He; who with undisturbed mind

contemplates Vishnu, the embodiment of self, whose deter-
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mination (cogitation) is truth, and whose seat is purity, is

liberated from the trammels of life. He, who constantly

contemplates the most excellent Vishnu, the lord of the

universe, the knower of past, present, and future, the witness

to whatever takes place in the universe, and who is beyond

all speech (description), becomes an emancipated self. He,

who constantly contemplates Vishnu, that lies beyond the

ken of knowledge, the undecaying, eternal subjectivity, is

liberated from the trammels of life. He, who constantly

contemplates Vishnu, the protector of the universe, the friend,

the grantor of all desired objects, the spirit that occupies the

three regions and is imaged in the universe, is liberated

from the trammels of life. He, who*constantly contemplates

Vishnu, the dissipator of all misery, the grantor of all bliss,

the extinguisher of all sin, is liberated from the trammels

of life. He, who constantly contemplates Vishnu, who is

always served by the Devas, Gandharvas, Apsarasas, Siddhas,

Charanas, Munis, and Yogins, is liberated from the trammels

of life. He, who wishing to be liberated from the bond

of existence constantly contemplates Vishnu by hymnising

him in the abovesaid way, becomes a liberated self; The
universe is established in Vishnu, Vishnu is established in

the universe ; he, who constantly contemplates the birthless

Vishnu, the lord of the universe, is liberated from the

trammels of life.

Suta said :—The bull ensigned deity thus addressed the

holy Narada of yore. I have narrated to you (the hymn)

exactly as Shiva narrated it to that holy sage. O my child,

by thus meditating upon the changeless, indivisible Brahma,

you shall attain his eternal Self. The merit of celebrating

a thousand horse-sacrifices and a hundred Vajapeya Yajnas

does not rank a sixteenth part of what is acquired by medi-

tating, for a moment, with undivided attention, on the eternal

Self of Vishnu. The celestial Rishi (sage) having learnt

from Ishvara (Shiva) of the superiority of Vishnu to all the
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gods devoutly worshipped him and attained to the region of

Vishnu. He, who recites this excellent hymn, or hears it

recited by others, stands absolved of sin, committed by him

in the course of a million re-births. He, who, in a devout

spirit, recites this hymn of Vishnii, iiairaied by Mahadeva,

tomes by immortality.

CHAPTER CCXLIII.

\i'' : - « !
I

•
.' j '.. f.

SUTA said :— I shall narrate to you that hymn of Vishnu, which

was first sung by the holy Markandeya. I lie prostrate before

the thousand-eyed, lotus-navelled Na.ra.yana, the original beinc

who is also addressed as Hrishikesha, what shall Death do

unto me ? I have placed myself under the protection of the

birthless, undeca\ing, lotus-eyed Keshava, who pervades this

universe ; what shall Death do unto me ? I crave the protection

of the wielder of discus and conch-shell, the deity manifest in

the shape of the visible universe, who may be perceived'

only with the inner sense ; what shall Death do unto me? I

have placed myself under the protection of the boar, dwarf,

and Nrishinha manifestations of Vishnu, I crave the mercy

of Madhava and of Janardana, what shall Death do unto me ?

I have surrendered mvself to the mercy of the lord of the

universe, the pure, eternal subject that manifests itself as th

Ego in self-conscious individuals ; what shall Death do unto

me ? I crave the protection of the wielder of discus and conch-

shell, the deity manifest in the shape of this visible universe,

\vho may be perceived only with the inner' sense; what shalf

Death do unto me ? I have placed myself under the protec-

tion of the boar, dwarf and Nrisinha manifestations of Vishnuj

I crave the mercy of Madhava, and of Janardana, what shall

97
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Death do unto me? I have surrendered myself to the mercy

of the lord of the universe, the pure, eternal subject that

manifests itself as the Ego in self-conscious individuals, what

shall Death do unto me ? I have surrendered myself to the

protection of the thousand-headtd, eternal reality, the great

Yoga that is both manifest and unmanifest ; what shall Death

do unto me ? I have resigned myself to the care of the

Supreme Self, the soul of all creatures, the one manifest

in the shape of the universe, the one, that without taking

birth in any womb, is incarnated through the merit of a

religious sacrifice ; what shall Death do unto me ?

The god of Death, hearing this hymn of the Lord recited

by Markandeya, hastily fled away chased by the emissaries of

Vishnu. Thus the holy Markandeya conquered Deathj

nothing is rare to one with whom Nrisinha is pleased, im-

possibilities may happen even if the Lord wills it so. This

death-dissolving hymn was first narrated by Vishnu to the

holy Markandeya for his benefit; He, who fecites this hymny

thrice every day, in a pure and devout spirit, suffers no pre-

mature death-^a devotee of the undecaying one dies not

an early death. Pondering within the lotus of his heart the

god Nfarayana, the eternal, infinite, original subjectivity, more

effulgent than the midday sun, the Rishi (Markandeya) was

enabled to conquer death.

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCXLIV.

SUTA said :— Shaunaka, now hear me narrate the hymn to

the decay-less one (Achyuta), which grants to its reciter all

that he may wish to obtain, and which Brahma being askqd

by ftarada first related to him.
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Na'RADA said:—Be pleased to describe to roe, O lord,

the undecaying, unchanging Vishnu, the grantor of all bliss,

who should be hymnised, every day, at the time of divine

worship. Commendable and well-born are they, and they

have achieved the end of their existence, who constantly

hymnise the undecaying Vishnu. Such men are competent

to confer all sorts of happiness on their kindred.

Brahma' said :—-Hear me narrate, O holy sage, the hymn
to VasMdeva, which grants emancipation to its reciters, and

which, being sung at the time of worship by a votary, brings

about the gratification of the deity. Om, obeisance to the

god, Vasudeva, the absolver of all sin, obeisance to the pure-

bodied one, the embodiment of pure knowledge, obeisance

to the lord of all the gods, who wears the ringlets of hair on

his breast known as the Shrivatsa. Obeisance to the wielder

of sword and buckle, who wears a garland of lotus flowers-

around his neck. Obeisance to the mainstay of the universe,

to the support of the heaven—to the dreadful Nrisinha

(Man-lion), to the light that burns in the heart, free from doubt

and hesitation (Vaikuntha). Obeisance to the lotus-navelled,

thousand-headed one, who li^s on the serpent of eternity

(Shesha) in the ocean of the milk of ambrosia (Kshiroda).

Obeisance to the destroyer of the K^hatriya race, who wields

a battle-axe in his hand. Obeisance, over and again, to the

adorable and the true-willed one. CVeisance to the lord

of the three regions, to the discus- \vi aiding divinity, to the

subtlest, original,, blissful principle. Obeisance to the dwarf-

shaped god, who relieved Vali of the cares of a kingdom

—

to the spirit of the sacrifice, manifest in the shape of the

primordial boar. Om obeisance to Govinda. Obeisance to

the hifhe°t joy, to the perfect knowledge, to one who is eternal

knowledge and original idea and from whom all knowledge

proceeds. Obeisance to the supreme, secondless reality, to

the foremost subjectivity, to the creator, governor and final

cause of the universe, to the fountain source of all knowledge,.
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to th,e supreme idealist whose idea has taken shape in the

form of the universe. Obeisance to the destroyer of Madhu,

(amativeness), to the killer of Ravana, and to the god who

brought about the ruins of the demons Kansa, Keslii and

Kaitabha. Obeisance to the lotus-eyed one, to the Garuda-

ensigned divinity, to the destroyer of Kalanemi, to the one

that rides on the pinions of the celestial Garuda. Obei-

sance to the sou of Devaki, to the jov of the race of

Vrishni, to the lord of Rukmini, to the son of Aditi.

Obeisance to the Gokula-abiding one, to the darling of Gokula,

to Krishna, the darling of the milk-maids. Victory to the

wielder of the mount Govardhana, to the killer of Vina,

to the destroyer of Chanur and Kaliya ; victory to the

eternal truth, the eternal witness of the universal phen o-

mepa, to the fulfiller of all ends, to the all-giving Madhava

known only by the Vedantins. Victory to the unmanifest,

occult, undecaying reality, that runs through all to perfect

knowledge, tp the undecaying self of supreme felicity.

Victory to the self of eternal peace that is without support

(does not depend on any thing), to the adorable Vishnu, the

lord of the universe.

Thou art the preceptor, the disciple, the initiation, and the

mystic formula. Thou art the Nyasa (psychic location or

projection), the rules, postures and Mudras of Yoga ; thou

art the implements of worship such as flowers, offerings,

etc. Thou art the supreme rpceptivjty, themystic tortoise,

the emblem of the pendency of the world ; thou art the mystic

lotus, the sacrificial platform and the dieties that preside

over the imstic diagram (Mandalam) such as, the energies of

virtue, knowledge, etc. Thou art Rama, the wielder of the

plough-share, the destroyer of Samvara ; thou art the

iDevas and the tirahmarshis, thou art the all-pervading god

whose prowess is truth. Thou art the A'dityas, Vasu-s Rudras,

Ashvis, Maruts, Devas, Danavas, Nagas, Yakshas, Rakshasas,

and Khagas. Thou art the Gandhaivas, Apsarasas, Siddhas,
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Pitrzs, and the immortals. Thou art the universal matter,

the senses, the unmanifest one ; thou art the mind, intellect,

egoism, objects of sense-perception, and the self-conscious

ego, the god that resides in the hearts of all creatures. Thou
art the sacrifice, the implements qf sacrifice, the sacrificial

Mantras, the oblations, the priest, the sacrificer, the chanter

of the Vedic Mantras, the burnt offering, the priest that

casts the sacrifical anima) Jn fire. Thou art the firma-

ment with its suns and starry constellations, the nether

regions, the universal expanse of ether, the region of tylaha ;

in short whatever is found to exist among men, beast and
Devas, all creation whether rnobile or immobile are but the

manifestations of thy eternal Self, Q Lord. Who can behold

thy eternal and universal image, O, Lord, which can not be

perceived by the senses, which js invisible to the immortals,

and which only the Yogins behold in their psychic trance ?

Who can comprehend thy real, unmanifest, birthless, death-

less, changeless, undecaying, all-pervading, perfect, secpndless

Self, which is infinite reality, perfect purity, pure knowledge,

though devoi.i of qualities and full of supreme felicity? The

shape which thou assumest in any particular incarnation, any

of them the Devas, in their limited capacity, meditate upon as

a substitute for thy real Self. O thou infinite subjectivity, how

shall 1 be able to worship thy real Self, which the mind compre-

hended not and the senses do not perceive. I have been able

to worship with offering! of flowers etc., only a few of thv attri-

butes, O lord, manifest in the shape of Sankarsena, etc. E>,e

graciously pleased to pardon me for the defects in my perfor-

mances of Japas and Homas, as well as for any omission on my
part in connection with thy divine worship. \ have not been,

able to worship thee, O lord, as laid down in the Shastras,

with due devotion, so be pleased to pardon my inefficiency.

"Day and night, morning and evening, whether moving or at

rest, my devotion is fiirnly attached to thy fK et, O lord.

! do not care for my body, I am quite indifferent to the
1 • '

'i "i't!
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performances of religious rites, my sole delight ts in thee>

O lord of the universe. What has he not done for the attain-

ment of heaven, or for self-emancipation, who has placed a

firm faith in Vishnu, the grantor of all desires ?' Who is there-

in the universe, who can worship or hymnise thee to the fullest

extent ? Be pleased to accept this humble and deficient wor-

ship which I have made of thee, to-day.

Thus I have narrated to you, O sage, the hymn to the

discus-wielding deity ; sing his glories in a devout spirit, i6

you wish to attain the supreme bliss. He, who recites this

hymn at the close of a worship of the universal preceptor,.

is able to work out his salvation in no time, and becomes

freed from the bonds of re-births. Even in the Kali Yuga
he, who recites this hymn., thrice, every day, in a pure spirit,

obtains all that he wishes to obtain.. By reading this hymn

to Vishnu, a sonless man. obtains a son,, a sick person gets-

rid of disease, an indigent man obtains wealth, a captive

obtains his liberty, a seeker after erudition obtains erudition-,

a seeker after fame obtains renown, even the remembrances,

of his past births recur to. a man who recites this hymn. He,

who sings the glories of the absolute subjectivity, is truly

wise, is really pure and truthful in his speech. He is omni-

scient and acquires the merit of performing all the religious-

rites. Those, who are not propelled £o do any thing for the

service of Hari (God), or are not fondly moved towards him,

are beyond the pale of all religion.. No purificatory rite

can purify the mind or speech of the miscreant, who has.

not an unswerving faith in the all-pervading lord (Vishnu).

By duly worshiping the god Hari, the grantor of all comforts,

a person obtains whatever he wishes to obtain, in this life.

I make obeisance to the immortal, birthless, all-pervading

god, who resides. in the hearts of all creatures, and whom the

Asuras, Siddhas, and erudite persons can not comprehend in.

their minds, whom only the holy sages know, and who is the-

sole witness of the universal phenomena. I make offerings.
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to! the flowers of sentiments, of pure, pleasurable faith and

love to the eternal, universal lord, the embodiment of self*

devoid of all qualities, the absolute purity : may that all-wiU

h.essing Self, the perfect knowledge, reside in my heart.

Thus I have narrated to you the hymn to the endlesSj

originless supreme Vishnu. Let a man, whose _niind is shorn

of all de&ireSj constantly meditate upon his divine self, in

as much as he is the god. Where is the Yogin who by con-

templating the pure, original) secondless subjectivity, effulgent

as the sun, is not merged in his eternal essence? The self-

controlled person, who recites this hymn in a devotional spirit,

becomes absolved of all sin, and enters the infinite region

presided over by Mur£ri. He, who prays for friendship of

the god, as well as for liberation of self, and virtue, and object

of desire, is freed frorn all the shackles of life, and attains

Vishnu, the adorable refuge of all. He, who abjuring all

Company takes recourse to, Vasudeva, the absolute puritVj

the lord, the governor and destroyer of the universe* is freed

from the shackles of life^ and becomes an emancipated self;

-:0>

CHAPTER CCXLV.

fefeAHIViA said :—NoW I shall discourse oh the knowledge of

Brahma as expounded by the philosophical systems of the

Sankhya and Vedanta. As light, triply divided, resides in the

sky (as lightnings in fire; and in the two great luminaries (the

sun and the moon) so the supreme light (Atman) runs through

three different categories as I, Vishnu, and the supreme

Brahma. As butter when it remains within the organisms of

kine does not impart any additional strength to them, but

being prepared in the usual process and administered to
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them, it greatly contributes to their bodily Strength, so Vishnu,

though located in the heart of every body, does not give him

any special benefit without being invoked and worshipped;

in a special way. Karma (action,) and J11S.ua knowledge)'

are the two means open to those who wish to ascend the tree

of Yoga. After once having clinibed the tree of Yoga,

let a Yogin take recourse to knowledge and renunciation.

From tlie desire to know the external objects such as the

s~ound etc.', proceed the sense of attachment and repulsion,

trom these originate greed, delusion, and anger etc., and

coupled with these a man commits sin. He, whose hands,

genitals,' belly and speech are under control, is called

a true Brainnana. The hands, which do not pilfer other

liien's goods,' which do not hurt or kill any creature, nor

grapple dice, are said to be well-controlled hands. He, who

does not look' upon another's wife with lustful eyes', is

said to be a man who has controlled his generative organs.

He, who ungreedily eats a moderate quantity of food, is said

to be a man who lias controlled his
1

belly. He, who speaks

only what is tiue, beneficial, and only when necessary, is said

to be a man who has controlled his tongue. Of what use

is the practice of austerities' or celebration of a religious

sacrifice to one who has controlled these organs ? The

concentration of the iriind, intellect and* the senses (cognition^

on the supreme lord of the universe is called Dtiyanam

meditation). He, who joins his intellect, focussed in a point

between the eye-browss, to thoughts of the external wqrfd,'

even after the cessation of the functions of the cognitive

organs and before the mind has assume a state of peifect

q-uisence, dreams many dreams both internal and external.

The individualised Self beholds many such dreams even in the

wakening state, this is the opinon of the erudite ones. The

state called Sushupti (Dreamless sleep) occurs when the Jiva

located in the heart and enveloped in the quality of. Tamas

does not remember 'where,' 'when' and 'w'her'efrom.' The state'
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called the Turiya (lit, beyond the three states of existence)

and in which the self-controlled individual is neither awake nor

asleep, neither utterly forgetful nor labouring under delusion,

and does not perceive the object^ of the senses, occurs when
the individualised self, by withdrawing the mind with the cog-

nitive organs from the objects of perception, by merging the

sense of egoism in the principle of intellection, by annihi-

lating intellection with the principle of Nature (Prakriti),

and by annihilating Prakriti with the energy of the psychic

force (Chit Shakti), holds its self within its own self, the

self-illuminant, the pure knowledge, the immortal purity,

the eternal bliss without action, and running through all.

This is what is called to be in the Turiya state. The five Gunas

are sound, touch, taste, smell and sight ; the Sattva, Rajas,

and Tamas forming a group of three qualities. These eight

qualities are the leaves of the eight-leaved lotus (the emblem of

evolution) of which Prakriti (Nature), representing the state

of equilibrium among the three qualities of Sattva, Rajas,

and Tamas is the Karnika (the seed-capsule). The deity

(self), the embodiment of pure knowledge (psychic energy), is

located in the Karnika of this mystic lotus within the human

heart ; when the individualised self parts company with this

eight-leaved lotus and the Prakriti located therein, it becomes a

liberated or emancipated Self. Pranayama (control of breath),

Japa (repetition of a Mantra), Pratyahara (abstraction of the

mind from objects of the senses), Dharana (comprehension)

and Dhyanam (meditation) are the six principal auxiliaries of

Yoga. Control of the senses is sin-absolving in its effect, and

brings on the satisfaction of the Devas. A Prinayama is called

Sagarbha (pregnant with a thought) when the practiser thinks

of any definite deity or repeats any particular Mantra at the

time of practising it; otherwise it is called Agarbha (un-

impregnated.) An act of Pranayama consisting of thirty-six

Matris is the best, that consisting of twenty-four Matr&s

is the intermediate, and that consisting of twelve Matras

98
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is the smallest. All the senses evince a strong attach^

ment to the objects of the external world, Pratyahara

consists in withholding them from the objects of the

senses. He, who withdraws his mind and intellect from the

external world and withholds his senses from their respective

objects, is said to exist in Pratyahara (abstraction). Dharana

means the concentration of the mind on the supreme

Brahma for the period of time necessary for practising a

Prinayama, consisting of twelve Matras. Dharana means

the comprehension of the Brahman in an undistracted state

of the mind, in the absence of any other factor, which

produces its distraction ; Dhyanam (contemplation) means

the reposing of the mind in the object meditated upon

by one, who is oblivious of the existence of any other

object. The great Munis, the foremost of the divine

contemplators, call that the great meditation in which the

mind is permanently and tranquilly reposed in the object

of meditation. The state of mind in which the contem-

plator sees the whole universe, both inside and out, filled

with the presence of the object meditated upon, is called

Samadhi. He, whose mind is without any cogitation, and

whose cognitive senses have been withdrawn from their

respective objects of perception, is said to exist in Samadhi

(psychic trance). The Yogin, whose mind, dwelling upon

the supreme Brahma, reposes absolutely therein, is said to

exist in the state of Samadhi. Delusion, hallucination and

a distracted state of the mind are the defects which a Yogin

must conquer and which are hostile to the successful practice

of Yoga.

For the purpose of bringing about the concentration

(lit, undistracted state) of the mind, the Yogin shall

meditate upon a gross or material object at the outset, and

thereafter concentrate his attention on the sun (solar plexus),

after the mind is perfectly settled. Nothing really exists*

in the universe except, the supreme Brahma. It is the
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supreme self that is imaged in this universe ; he, who knows
this, transcends all delusion. Pranava Mantra (Omkara) is the
symbol of the supreme Self; he, who meditates upon this

Mantra, located in the cavity of his heart, by an act of psychic
projection, and as an embodiment of the Self, that is without
body or self-consciousness, transcends all delusion. First let a
man meditate upon the self in his heart, which is enveloped in

the principle of Nature (Pradhanam), the latter in its turn being
successively encircled by the circles of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas,
which are respectively coloured black, red and white, and where-
in the Purusha, denominated as the individualised self (Jiva),

is located. Over that should be contemplated as located the

eight-leaved mystic lotus of qualities and attributes, of which
knowledge forms the petals ; and science and philosophy,

the pollens. Apathy to worldly concerns forms the stem of

that mystic lotus, while the religion of Vishnu forms its

bulb. Let the votary meditate upon the Omkara, located in

its pollens, with the individualised self as its receptacle, where-

by he would be able to work out his liberation. He, who quits

this life, meditating upon the mystic lotus in his heart as

above described, ascends to the region of the supreme

Brahma. A Yogin, by meditating upon the god Hari, en-

sconced in the cavity of his heart, becomes an emancipated

self. Some there are who behold the Self in their persons

with the help of the sight of Yoga, others with the help

of Sankhya knowledge, others with the aid of Yoga. Know-

ledge! is that which makes the Brahma visible, and which

unfetters the bond of existence; an absolute concentration

of the^ind in Brahma is called Yoga. The Yogin, who, illu-

minated,; with the light of pure knowledge, reposes in the

supreme Brahma by conquering his mind and senses, is said to

be an emancipated self. The different kinds of seats and pos-

tures are not the real auxiliaries of Yoga, the so-called essen-

tial paraphernalias are but so many impediments to its suc-

cessful practice. Even the evil-souled Shishupala realised his
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Self through the constant practice of meditating upon Hari

;

those/ who are addicted to the practice of Yoga, behold their

selves within themselves. Compassionate to all creatures,

and hostilely disposed to the evil-souled, the Yogins, who have

conquered hunger and reproductive functions, become eman-

cipated selves. A Yogin, devoid of all sense-perceptions,

reposing in the Supreme Brahma, and existing inert like a log

of wood, is said to be an emancipated self. The intelligent one

by reducing to ashes all impieties done by him, incarnated as

a female, or a member of any caste whatsoever, with the fire

of meditation, becomes an emancipated self, and comes by the

highest bliss. As fire becomes manifest through churning,

so the God Hari shows himself through meditation ; the com-

munion which conclusively establishes the oneness of the

Supreme and the individualised soul is the best of Yogas.

The beholding of the Supreme Brahma, by dint of Sankhya

or Vedanta knowledge, or by practising the rules of Yoga, is

is called emancipation. The universe is but a series of

appearances, of perceptions of the non-soul as soul, and of

the unreal as real.

-:o:

CHAPTER CCXLVI.

BRAHMA said :—Hear me, O Narada, now discourse on the

knowledge of Self (Atma-Jnanam). There are two kinds of

Yogas, viz., the Advaita Yoga and the Sankhya Yoga, the

absolute concentration of the mind being the essential factor

in both these forms. Practisers of the Advaita Yoga become

free from the shackles of existence. Past, present and future

acts are destroyed through knowledge. He, who hews down
the tree of existence with the axe of right discrimination

and takes an ablution in the sacred pool of knowledge and
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apathy, comes by the bliss of Vishnu. The three states of

wakening, dream, and dreamless sleep are the three rods of

Ne-science, all are included within this Maya ; eternal is the

secondless Brahma. Without name, form and action is that

supreme Self ; He created this infinite universe and

established himself therein. I am the knower, the embodi-

ment of reality that transcends all illusion, I am He ; it is

this knowledge which serves as the only road to Emanci-

pation. Practice of knowledge, meditation, hearing of

Shastras, celebration of sacrifice, practice of charity and

penitential austerities, sojourns to places of pilgrimage,

and the study of the Vedas are of no avail as far as the

working out of one's salvation is concerned. Some acquire

knowledge through renunciation ; celebrations of religious

rites, or performances of Pujas confer no real knowledge.

Two kinds of injunctions are found in the Vedas on this

subject, one is " do acts" (religious rites), and the other is

" renounce acts." Several authorities assert that seekers after

Emancipation shall celebrate religious sacrifices for the

purpose of purifying their thoughts. They can not confer

any other benefit. Those, who meditate upon deities, can not

be liberated, even with the aid of right knowledge, in the

course of one existence. Uusuccessful Yogins are reborn as

Brahmanas in the families of Yogins. It is his acts that

bind an animal, liberation lies through knowledge ; take re-

.

course to the knowledge of self as otherwise Ne-science

will assail thee. Undoubtedly a person comes by immor-

tality the moment the desires in his heart are annihilated. As

the self is all-pervading, how can a man go any where else,

or where else shall he go, or who is he that goes ? As the

self is infinite, there is no space for it to move in, as it is dis-.

embodied, how can it have any locomotion ? As it is with-

out a second, it has no separate existence ; as it is pure

knowledge, how can it have any Ne-science ? How can this

all-pervading one, running through all, like ether, can have
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any locomotion, advent, or location ? The state of its

wakening, dream and dreamless sleep are apparent only

through the working of Nescience (Maya).

-:o:-

CHAPTER CCXLV1I.

THE GOD said :—O thou, who art conversant with all the

Vedantas, who hast practised Yoga with all its eight essen-

tial components, now hear me discourse on the synopsis of the

Giti as formerly narrated to Arjuna. Realisation of self is the

Summum bonum of human life ; this self is devoid of body,

form, egoism, mind and the senses such as, the eyes, etc.

Bereft of sensations, this receptacle of life (self) appears to

be in a state of dreamless sleep. I am Self, not the combina-

tion of misery and phenomena. The self, effulgent as a

smokeless fire, like a flash of lightning in the sky, burns

itself in the cavity of the ' heart. The senses such as, the

ears etc., do not perceive, it is the omniscient, all-seeing,

self-conscious, individualised self (Kshetrajna\ that perceives

through the means of senses. When through the extinction

of sin, the self is reflected on the mind, like a burning

flame on a screen, the right knowledge is originated. Like

images of objects reflected in a miwror, the self witnesses

the objects of sense-perception, the five kinds of gross

matter, the mind, the intellect, and the sense of Egoism

reflected in itself. When an individualised self sees itself

as universal and running through all, it becomes emancipated.

O thou son of Pandu, by merging all the senses in the

mind
;
the mind, in the sense of Egoism ; the sense of Egoism,

in the principle of intellection ; the principle of intellection, in

the Prakriti (Nature) ; the Nature, in the Purusha (self)
;

and the Purusha, in the Atman (supreme Self) that a man
becomes

i
emancipated and perceives his oneness with
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Brahma, the supreme light. The intelligent one, who rightly

understands the nature of his organism, prdvided with nine

apertures (external ducts of the body), three supports (the

fundamental principles of Vayu, Pittam and Kaphah), five

witnesses (the cognitive organs) and lorded over by the self-

conscious Ego, is the true seer (Kavi).

-:o;-

CHAPTER CCXLVilt.

THE GOD said ;— Arjuna, O thou the son of Pritha, rules

of self control, rules of penitence, posture, Pranayama,

abstraction of the mind from the external World, meditation,

comprehension and Samadhi (psychic trance) are the eight

essential components of Yoga, which leads to liberation.

Cessation of all killing or hurtful inclinations to all creatures

and at all times is the highest virtue ; compassion spells as

the highest bliss. An animal duly killed on the celebration

of a religious sacrifice is not killed at all. Speak what is

true and pleasant. Cease tp communicate an unpleasant

truth, nor a pleasant untruth ; this is the eternal virtue-

Acquisition of a thing by stealth or force is called Steyam,

the contrary of this leads to virtue. Renunciation of sexual

intercourse at all times and under all circumstances,

whether in mind, speech or act, is called Brahmacharyam

(continence). Non-acceptance of gifts even in moments of

peril and a studious renunciati6n thereof is called Aparigraha.

Purification, which is either external or internal, may be

effected either with the help of earth and water, or by puri-

fying the thoughts of one's mind. Contentment is resting

happy with whatsover is easily obtained without solicitation.

Tapas consists in concentrating1 the mind and the senses to

any particular object, or in bringing about the emaciation

of the body by practising Chandrayanam and Krichchha
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Chandrayanam penances. The inner purification of a person

effected by reciting the Pranava, Shata Rudriya and Vedanta

texts is called Svadhyayam. An undiviating faith in the god

Hari, with performances of rites enumerated in the Shrutis

and Smritis, is called divine contemplation. Svastikas cross)

Padmasanam, etc., are the different postures (Asanas) of

Yoga ; the Vayu which courses in the organism of a person is

called Prana (life) and Pranayama consists in checking the

out-flow of breath. O Pandava, Pratyahara consists in res-

training the mind and the senses from wandering among the

unreal objects of the external world. Meditation (Dhyanam)

consists in meditating upon the self of Brahma, whether

embodied or disembodied. The embodied Self of Brahma

should be meditated upon at the outset of Yoga, while the

disembodied Brahma should be contemplated in its later

stage, with the acquisition of increased psychic power. The

knowledge that I am the supreme Brahma represents the

state of Samadhi, the speech, the knowledge, the perception

that ' I am Brahma ' lead to emancipation.

Was A said :—The Rishis such as Shaunaka, etc., having

drunk these ambrosial words, pertaining to the glory of

Vishnu and encompassing the knowledge inculcated in all

the Shastras, became extremely happy. This sacred, purify-
,

ing, sin-absolving Garuda Puranam should be constantly re-

cited, and by hearing it recited one is enabled to witness

the fruition of all desires. The hearer of its narration shall

make gifts of beddings, etc., as described before, otherwise

he will not acquire the merit of hearing it duly narrated. The

text of the Puranam should be first worshipped ; after that, the

reciter shall be propitiated with presents of land, gold, kine,

food and Dakshina. Mortals, who recite this sacred Puranam,

or hear it recited by others, ascend to the eternal region,

absolved ol all sin, and freed from the pangs of existence.

THE END.










